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EDITORIAL NOTE
The excavations described in the present volumes were made in the years
1908 and 1909-1910, under the direction of Doctor Gottlieb Schumacher in
the first year, and, in the subsequent years, of Doctor George Andrew Reisner,
with Mr. Clarence Stanley Fisher as architect associated with both directors.
The material for the year 1908 has been in hand since 1909, and the report
of the work in 1909-1910, substantially complete, was received in 1913. The
long postponement of publication, due to various untoward circumstances, is
deeply regretted by the editors, above all because the death of Mr. Schiff in
the interval (September 25, 1920) deprived the generous patron of thle expedition
of the satisfaction of seeing in print the results of his undertaking.
Mr. Schiff not only bore the entire expense of the expedition, but made
also what was considered ample provision for publication. The great increase
in the cost of printing carried the outlay much beyond these estimates. When
this was reported to his son, Mr. Mortimer Schliff, he and other members of
the family responded in the generous spirit of the father.
The history of the work of the year 1908 (Volume I, Part I), written by
Professor Lyon, is illustrated by the Figures on pages 13-16, Plans 13-16, Plates
84-90, and certain of the Plates 1-83. The description of objects found (Chapter
III) follows, in the main, notes made at the time in the Register byi Doctor
Schumacher, but departs occasionally therefrom, on the ground of further study
of the photographs and sketches. Particularly is this the case ill regard to
the identification of coins, the reading of Greek stamps on jar handles, and the
classification of objects of pottery.
The account of the years 1909-1910 fills all of the first Volume with the
exception of Part I. Mr. Fisher prepared all the Plans in Volllme II, except
those which are credited to Doctor Schumacher. He made also all the Drawings
and Figures in Parts II-IV, and wrote the text of Part III (Architectural
Remains). Parts II and IV and the account of the Progress of the Expedition
(Appendix) were written by Professor Reisner.
Much that was found in the exploratory excavations of 19)08 became interpretable only in the light of the discoveries of the following years, and is
therefore discussed in connection with the latter, particularly in Part III. Parts
II-IV were prepared before the account for 1908, which rendered necessaryv a
different method of disposition and numeration of the material for that year.
Inasmuch as the Figures, Plates, and Plans for 1909() 1910 were numbered 1,
2, 3, etc., it would have been confusing to the reader if the same method had
been employed for 1908. The Figures for that year are accordingly massed on
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a few pages (13-16), and cited by reference to page as well as number; and
the Plates and Plans for 19)08 follow those for 1909-1910 and are numbered
consecutively with them, but this inversion of the chronological order will, it
is hoped, cause no inconvenience.
An analytical table of the Contents of Pal'rts I---IV is given on pages x--xxv;
in Parts II and III a summary of the contents of each chapter is prefixed to
it, and suitable headings are given to the important divisions of the text; and
in the Appendix three special indexes have been provided, by means of which
the reader is enabled to find at once all the passages referring to a given Plate,
or to a given object mentioned in connection with its registration number or
its discard number. This apparatus will, it is believed, sufficiently serve all
the purposes of a general index, which, moreover, owing to the large amount
of minute detail, could not be provided, with any approximation to completeness, without enlarging the work to inordinate dimensions.
The photographs, the three colored Plans, and the overlay drawings to Plans
2 and 10 (Volume II) were reproduced by tile Heliotype Company, Boston;
the plates for the other Plans and tile cuts for all the Figures were made by
C. J. Peters and Son, Engravers and Electrotypers, Boston. The preparation
of the Figures in Part I for the Engravers from the sketches by Doctor
Schumacher in the Register is the work of Mr. Alfred T. Granger. With the
exception of Part IV, Chapter I (Inscriptions), which was printed by the Harvard
University Press, the typography and press-work are by the Geo. H. Ellis Company (Inc.), Boston. The binding of the volumes is the work of the Boston
Book-Binding Company.
It is a pleasure to express here our obligations to several friends for
valuable assistance. Among these are five Harvard colleagues: In Part I
Professor George H. Chase has made useful suggestions regarding the classification of the Pottery, and Professor Albert A. Howard has been equally helpful
in the study of the fragmentary Latin Inscriptions. Mr. William Thomson has
revised a part of the manuscript for the printers, and Professor Harry A.
Wolfson has given generously of his time to the reading of the proof-sheets.
Doctor Robert H. Pfeiffer prepared the three special indexes in the Appendix,
mentioned above, verified the references to other books, made the list of
publications cited, and gathered the material for the list of abbreviations. To
Mr. Edward Theodore Newell, of the American Numismatic Society, New
York, we are under special obligations for his assistance in identifying
the coins in Part I.
The exploration of Samaria is far from complete. Only a small fraction of the space within the wall has been dug up. It is greatly to be
desired that excavation on this historic site should be taken up anew.
The present administration of Palestine has considerately reserved the site for
Harvard University, but can hardly be expected to do this much longer. It
would be a source of great gratification if friends of the University and of
Palestine should provide thie means necessary for resuming thle work.
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PAGE 13, POTTERY
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

1-5 1

III A
Bottles .....
Jars
Neck with stamp . III G 1
Jar, well preserved III E 1
Neck of jar, Israelite ....
. III G 2
Arabic jar, whole . III E 2
Handles and handle stamps
Fragment of ribbed
handle
..
. III F 1
Stamp or potter's
mark . ..
. . BdlO
10
Soldier's figure on
. . . . I Bd9
stamp
Jar handle, nearlyr
circular . . . . III F 2
Handle with head
in relief . . . . III F 10
Handle twisted like
rope
. . ..
III F 4
See under Stone . IV 4
Handle with
grooves ..
. . III F 11
Ear-shaped handle III F 5
Pot handle, decorated .
. .
III F 12

PAGE 14,

1. White fragment,
Greek letters in
brown . . . .
2. Jar fragment with
part of Greek
name .
. ..
3. Amphora neck,
with name [Hip]pocrates . . . .
4. Greek or Mycenaean fragment.
5. Decorated fragment . .
..
6. Bird painted in
sepia and sienna
7. See under Stone .
8. Base for statuette

22

Page.

20. H-andle in fornl of
animal headl . .
21. Fragment of conmplex handle . .
22-32, Fragments
22. Glazed fragment,
..
Egyptian
23. AlTc eneanl fragment . .
.
24. Fragment of Israelite jar . . . .
25. Late Israelite dish
26. Terra cotta stamp,
ratised figures .

23
23
23
23

23
19

19

27. Bottom- of

23
23
25

23

III F 7

23

III K 1

25

Il

25

K2

III G 10
III C 18

24
23

III K 8

2.5

III HI 9

24

III C 3

22

III C 15

22

III HI 6

24

vessel

with stampl
. .
28. Bottom of vessel
with rosette . .
29. Dish fragment with
stanlp . .
.
30. Plate with CGreek
inscription . . .

23

III F 6

31. Pot or bowl with

23
23

graffiti . . . . III HI 13
32. Amphora neck with
(reek

. III

graffiti

24

3

23

III C 2

22

III 1-1 10

24

III I 1

24

III I 2

24

III I 14

24

III I 7

24

CG

23
POTTERY (continued)
9. Arabic fragment,

III G 12

brown stripes .
10. Painted fragmennt
with punctures .
11. Bowl. Egg and
dart ornaments .
12. 130Bowl ith dancing
figures . . . .
13. Bowl1. Egg and
dart ornaments .
14. Vessel witl perpendicular ribs . .
15. DI)ish with incised

24

III G 11

24

III G 4

23

III K 3

25

IIIG8

23

III G 7
IV 7
III K 7

23

perpendicular

II C 11

22

. . III 1 12

24

25

lines . . . . .
f16.Pot withl incised

25

ornamentation.

Bv3zantine?

'The references are to divisions and subdivisions of chapter III. The right hand coluin-ln shows the page, and the reference preceding
indicates the part of the page on which may be found the description of the respective objects. Thus, ITI A 1-5 22 means that on p. 22, in
division III (Pottery), subdivision A (Bottles), Nos. 1-5, are given descriptions of the bottles figured on page 13. This somewhat
complicated method was atdopted (see Editoritll Note), to avoid confusion with references in Palrts II-IV, where the figures are numbered
consecutively. In the division of chapter III, note that I= Inscriptions, p. 17-21; II
(Coins, p. 21 f.; III=Pottery, p. 22-25; IV=Stone,
p. 25-26; V= Metals, p. 2fr-27; VI=Glass and Paste, p. 27; VII=Bone, HIorn, etc., p. 2S. None o:f the ('Coins (II) are reproduced a1lm1ollg
the figures.
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23 . . ..
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painted stripes
and lines . . .

Ir

Il

III I 10

24

III C 13

22

III I 13

24
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22|
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Page.

26. Greek vessel
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Egyptian? . . .
29. Greek cantliarus .
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pattern . . . .
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vessel with
stamps . . . .
33. Dish, ribbed horizontally . . . .
34. Ivy designs painted
white .....

III I 11

24

III C 12

22

III I 16
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24
24

III ( 4

22

III C 5

22
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22
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22
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Concentric
22. Glass ear-ring . . VI A 15

27

I

24) I

III I 5
24

III I 12

I
24 241

III I 3
IIII4

24

i

III I 9

PAGE

1. Plate.
circles. Crabs?
2. Plate with stamp .
3. Truncated pyrramid. Weaver's
weight . . . .
4. Weaver's weight
similar to 3 . .
5. Weaver's weight,
circular . . . .
6. Crude head of
horse .....
7. Head and neck of
horse .....

III H 4
III H1 5

24
24

III J 1

25

III J 3

25

III J 4

25

III D 3

23

III D 4

23

III D 1
III D 6

23
23

23-39, Stone

23.
24.
2.5.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

8. Woman's head,

9.
10.
11-18,
19-22,
19.
20.
21.

from a statuette
Body of quadruped
Figure of seated
woman holding
vase .....
Potters' marks . .
Glass
Glass fragment
with ribs ...
Glass fragment
with ribs, decorated .....
Glass amulet in
shape of human
bust .....

33.
34.

III D 2
I B d (1-8)

23

35.

19

36.

VI A 17

27

37.
38.

VI A 18

27

39.

VI A 1

Brazier? .....
Support for jar . .
A similar support .
Mklortar or jar . .
Jar for ointment
Marble mortar
with pestle . .
Pestle ......
AMan's head, two
views . . . . .
Head of Jupiter .
Fragment of marble leg . . . .
Cylindrical red
stone ....
.
Stone object in
form of sun-dial
'Mold for casting
molten metal .
Weight in shape of
olive .....
Stone whorl ...
Broken amulet, c3lindrical . . . .
Cut stone of uncertain use . . .

IV
Ia
IV
IV
IN'

3
5
6
9
11

25
25
25
25
25

IV 10
IV 12

25

IV 17
IV 18

26
26

IV 19

26

I\ 27

26

IV 20

26

IV 8

25

IV 23
IV 29

26
26

IV 28

26

IV 32

26

25

27

PAGE 16, METALS (1-17); BONE AND IVORY (18-21); INSCRIPTIONS (22-50)
BRONZE 1-15, LEAD 16-17
1. Bronze bracelet . VAb 1
26
7. Bronze spoon . . VA c 14
2. Bronze bracelet . VAb 2
26
8. Bronze bell . . . VA C 1
3. Pigment stick of
9. Small bronze dish . VA
12
bronze ....
VA c9
26
10. Seal stamp of
4. Part of buckle or
bronze ....
V A c 13
VA c 5
brooch ....
26
11. Small bronze dish
5. Fragment of brooch VA c 6
26
with handles . . V A c 3
I

6. Bronze arrow tip .

VAa4

26

26
26
26
26
26
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12. Disc with teeth like
circular saw . .
13. Two small bronze
objects, hatshaped ....
14. Small bronze dish
or shield . ..

15. Bronze tablet,
V A c 11

26

VAc 4

26

18. Cylindrical sheep's
(?) bone, ends
. . . . VII A 1
off
cut
19. Handle of bone, incised decoration VII A 4

V (I 3

27

VC4

27

20. Ivory button . . VII C 2
21. Ivory amulet, Israelite or PheniVII C 1
cian . .

28

17. Leaden weight with
pointed ends . .
18-21

i
28

35. Part of one letter

22-50
36. Part of one letter

I C1
1 C

37.

19-20
19
19

Inscriptions

2

28

28i
INSCRIPTIONS

22-50, Fragments of Latin

26

16. Leaden weight, ir.
regular shape

V A c 18

17

probably weight AV c

26

BONE AND IVORY

22. ONIS |IICI
23. IIII
24. VST (T of larger
size)
25. Parts of four letters
26. TRIB ....
27. VE.
28.IC
29. PASI
30. Part of one letter
31. V
32. AX.
33. Parts of three letters
34. Parts of two letters

PagiIe.

No.

Page.

No.

xxi

I C3

38.
39.

20
40.
20
20
20
20
20
20

I C4
IC 5

41.

IC
IC

10
11

20
20

IC

12

20

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

20
20

49.
50.

IC 13
1C 14

Parts of four letters
Right leg of A?
Parts of four? let.
.
ters.
Parts of two letters .
Parts of two letters .
XII or IIX
CA.
AN.
V or A ..
AorV ..
Ml P, half of C
Parts of three letters
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Part of one letter

15
I C

20

I C 16
IC 17

20

I C is

20

IC 19

20

1 C 20
I C, 21
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1 C 23
1 C 24
1 C 25I)
I1C 26

20
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20
20
20

1 C 27
1 C 28
1 C 29

20
20
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20
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Fig.

Title.

1 Quarries .........
2 Longitudinal section of dumped
debris
3 Cross-section of a flat-edged, broad
dump
4 Longitudinal section of separated
.
dump
5 Longitudinal section of confined
dump .
6 Cross-section of confined dump
7 Section of debris in cistern S1,
No. 7
8 Section construction trench of
Greek Fort Wall between S3
and S4, looking west
9 Construction hole, m, of cistern
S2, No. 14. H = Herodian;
S = Severan; y = Israelite
debris; bk = black debris;
e = Preherodian floor . . .

Page.

F'ig.

37

10

38

11

38

12
13

39

39

I
!

|

14
15

1s'

39
41

41

| 16
{ 17
l
i 18
19
20
i

Page.

Title.

E-W section of debris,

showing

floors in L. T. 3, looking north.
Older SW bastion in S5 built
around Israelite tower
Reconstructed SW bastion in So
Masonry of different periods in S2
IV 13
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PART

I

EXCAVATIONS I IN 1908
BY

DAVID GORDON LYTON

CHAPTER I
INCEPTION AND CONDITIONS OF THE WORK

In January, 1905, Mr. Jacob Henry Schiff, of New York, offered to provide
the sum of fifty thousand dollars for the purpose of undertaking excavations in
Palestine under the auspices of the Semitic Museum of Harvard University. This
offer was coupled with the condition that permission to dig should be securedwithin
six months from the Turkish authorities. The limit of time was later extended
to October, 1906. To meet the initial expenses involved in our application Mr.
Schiff provided an additional sum of five thousand dollars.
A committee on exploration in the Orient, consisting of Professors David G.
Lyon, George F. Moore, and Crawford H. Toy, was appointed by the University
to superintend the enterprise. On the recommendation of this committee Doctor
(later Professor) George A. Reisner, who had had long experience as explorer in
Egypt, was appointed field director of the expedition.
The next step was to select a site and apply for a permit. Such permits were
granted by the Sultan on the recommendation of the Director of the Imperial Ottoman Museum at Constantinople. The choice of the committee was Samaria; but
this choice was provisional, because of a rumor that certain German explorers were
applying for that site. The rumor was unfounded, and the application was made.
Ordinarily tedious delays attended the granting of permits to explore in Turkey,
due in part, it was said, to the frequent non-observance of the laws relating to
antiquities. It was our hope that by convincing the authorities at Constantinople
of our intention to observe the law scrupulously we might escape the usual long
delay.
Early in November, 1905, Dr. Reisner reached Constantinople, bearing letters to the Sultan from Charles W. Eliot, President of Harvard University, and
from Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States, in support of our application. The Hon. John G. A. Leishman, American Minister (later Ambassador)
to Turkey, and the other members of the Embassy, took a lively interest in our
enterprise, and on this and subsequent occasions aided us to the extent of their
ability. His Excellency Hamdy Bey, director of the Imperial Museum, received
our petition in a cordial manner, and gave verbal assurance that we should be
allowed to excavate Samaria. It was understood however that the actual permit
could not be expected before the promulgation of the new form of the laws relating
to antiquities, at that time undergoing revision.
Notwithstanding this assurance, the permit was not actually granted till the

autumn of 1907. The long interval was occupied with much irksome and costly
work and waiting on the part of Dr. Reisner and members of the Orient Committee, the tedious details of which need not here be recited. The causes of delay were
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obscure, but the attitude of the officials at Nablus, seat of the local government to which Samaria belonged, was obviously in part responsible.
In October, 1906, the period named by Mr. Schiff for getting the permit
expired. Accordingly, further expenditure in the matter was stopped. But our
application was allowed to stand, because we hoped that, if it should ever be
granted, Mr. Schiff might renew his offer, or some other patron might be found
to provide the necessary means. In view of the uncertainty regarding Samaria,
Dr. Reisner, with the approval of President Eliot and the Orient Committee,
accepted an invitation to engage for three years in archaeological work for the
Egyptian government.
When a year later, in November, 1907, news came to Cambridge that the
permit had been granted, we had neither money nor explorer. But Mr. Schiff
generously renewed his offer, though not without misgiving, and Dr. Reisner
reported that he could make it possible to spend at Samaria part of April and
May in 1908. Climatic conditions in Palestine make excavations at an earlier
date impracticable. Dr. Gottlieb Schumacher, of Haifa, long a resident of Palestine, who had had considerable experience as an excavator, was engaged as field
director, with the understanding that he and Dr. Reisner should together plan
and begin the excavation in April.
In order that a member of the Harvard staff might be present after Dr.
Reisner's departure from Palestine, the University, through the generosity of the
Hon. Isidor Straus, of New York, in April sent Professor Lyon to Samaria.
With him went Mr. Clarence S. Fisher, of Philadelphia, as architect to the expedition. Mr. Fisher had seen service of this character in Babylonia as member of
the Philadelphia Expedition to Nippur. He showed himself so efficient at Samaria
that he was engaged for the two subsequent years, 1909 and 1910. Three weeks
preceding the first period of digging were devoted by Dr. Schumacher to work of
a preparatory nature, surveying the site, engaging living quarters, and communicating with the authorities at Nablus, Haifa, and Beirut. In this work he was
assisted by Mr. Oric Bates, a graduate of Harvard, who was associated with Dr.
Reisner in exploration in Egypt.
On Friday, April 24th, 1908, Drs. Schumacher and Reisner discussed and
agreed on methods of work, reports, and accounts, and digging began at the site
of some standing columns beside the village threshing-floor. A second site was
chosen on the western side of the summit, at which work began on Monday,
April 27th. Rain stopped the work on the afternoon of the 28th and all of the
next day. On the 30th serious trouble began with a communication from the
Nablus authorities, demanding of the explorers: (1) A plan of the Sebaste fields,
showing what lands our work would render unfit for cultivation, ostensibly with a
view to the equitable adjustment of the taxes. (2) The receipts for payments
already made to the villagers for land. (3) The decision of the Commission
and the Administrative Council of Nablus, given in September, 1906, fixing
the prices to be paid by the expedition for land and trees. With these demands
came a threat to stop the work. The explorers replied that they could not
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surrender the only copy they had of the decision of the Commission and the
Administrative Council. On May 1st the commissioner, who was too young
and inexperienced for his post, brought orders from Nablus to allow no further
work. There had been five and a half days of actual digging with a small
force, and the work was for the time at an end. Several days were devoted to
communications between the explorers and the authorities at Beirut and
Nablus, but all to no avail. Dr. Reisner and his Egyptian workmen returned
to Egypt, whither Mr. Bates followed not long after.
A second period, May 22 to June 3, was devoted to further digging in the
trenches laid out in the first period, but interferences by the local officials were
soon renewed in an aggravated form. The demand now was that payments should
be made at Nablus in the presence of the authorities. To this the villagers were,
for obvious reasons, unalterably opposed. It now became clear that continuation
of the work was impossible, unless relief could be found at Constantinople. A
journey thither by Dr. Schumacher and Professor Lyon was accordingly undertaken.
Before closing the work for this trip it seemed desirable to carry a shaft down
to rock at some point in trench G, which had been started across the summit, in
order to discover the nature of the successive strata. On June 3d was made in this
shaft our first noteworthy discovery, a section of a well-preserved stairway, the
uppermost step at a depth of some two and a half to three metres below the surface.
(Plate 85 g and h.) The stairway ascended from the north, and supposedly led up
to some important building on the south. Our third period of digging proved this
conjecture to be correct. Portions of fourteen of the steps were brought to view.
The work closed on June 3d. It was most tantalizing to leave the spot, as we did
on June 5th, before seeing top or bottom or either end of this imposing stairway.
While awaiting in Beirut a steamer for Constantinople, Professor Lyon, in
order to explain our situation at Samaria, called with the American ConsulGeneral, Mr. G. Bie Ravndal, and the consular dragoman, Mr. Constantine
Chouri, both of whom were always most obliging, on the governor of Beirut,
in whose territory the district of Nablus and the village Sebaste lie. As a result of
this visit the governor promised to instruct the authorities at Nablus to molest
us no more. In regard to a commissioner he said that he had no power, since this
official was an appointee of Hamdy Bey.
At Constantinople on June 18th Dr. Schumacher and Professor Lyon had a
brief interview with Hamdy Bey, who asked for a written statement of their complaint. This was presented two days later. When Hamdy Bey had finished
reading it, he said: "I promise you complete satisfaction. I have labored in
this place twenty-five years in the interest of science, and no one shall cast a
stone in your way." Our later experiences proved the genuineness of this
promise. Further details were arranged with Khalil Bey, Hamdy Bey's brother,
and later his successor as director of the Museum. From him we had
the promise of a commissioner of more maturity and experience, a promise
which was also fulfilled.
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On July 6th we were at Nablus again, and were not a little amused on our
formal visit to the local governor to be informed that his reason for insisting
that we should make payments to the natives not at Sebaste but at Nablus had
been to save us from subsequent trouble. Such payments would certainly have
involved us hopelessly with the natives.
Returning to Samaria, we spent two days in setting up tents and moving
into them on the second terrace to the west of the summit, where we escaped
the unsanitary conditions of the village, and could enjoy the pure air, refreshing western winds, and fine views toward the Mediterranean. In this new location the nights were particularly agreeable.
On the 10th our new commissioner arrived. His interest and loyalty did
much to ease our pathway. The revolution in July, which overthrew the existing political order in Turkey and transferred the power to the party of the Young
Turks, was also of advantage to us. The change was profoundly felt in Palestine,
and the new interest turned attention to other affairs than our work at Samaria.
The commissioner was of the Young Turk party, and by his frequent visits to
Nablus kept himself and us informed as to the course of events.
In the third and last period of excavation in 1908, extending from July 11
to August 21, we began with one hundred and thirty workers. The number
increased rapidly, and arose to nearly four hundred and fifty by August 3d.
Toward the close the number averaged about two hundred. The reduction was
partly due to the lack of a sufficient number of trained foremen. Our workers
came from Sebaste and the neighboring villages, in many cases walking both
ways daily, a distance of several miles. They consisted of men, women, and
children, the men for digging, all others for bearing the rubbish in baskets on
their heads and dumping it at the places designated. The tools were primitive,
and labor-saving devices unpopular. Some wheelbarrows were provided, but no
skill in the use of them was developed.

CHAPTER

II

SUMMARY ACCOUNT OF THE EXCAVATIONS OF 1908
See Volume II, Plans 14-16

During the first period, April 24 to May 1, work was begun at three points,
the threshing-floor, which is just west of the village, the summit, and the first two
terraces west of the summit. At the ruins near the threshing-floor, where the
standing columns were supposed to indicate the four sides of a building, four
trenches were started, named respectively A, B, C, and D. Trench A ran east
and west on the descending slope north of the building; trench B was just
north of a standing column which seemed to belong to the southern side of the
building; trench C, which, like B, was little more than a shaft or pit, was east
of B and outside the line of the eastern, lower row of columns; trench D ran
from the northern slope south on the line of the eastern row of columns. In
B, at a depth of two metres, a pavement was found, and the column within the
pit stood askew on its socle, as if its position had been shifted by an earthquake. (Plate 85 c.) In D the bases of four columns were found in line with
the eastern row of columns. (Plate 85 d.)
On the summit and to the west three trenches were started running almost
in a line east and west for a distance of 140 metres. Trench E ran from about
the middle of the second terrace to the embankment supporting the first terrace
(Plate 88 b); trench F, from this point to the embankment supporting the
summit plateau (Plate 87 f); trench G, thence to a point about half way across
this plateau (Plate 85 f). In trench E, just below the surface, was a complex
series of walls built of rough stone. Trenches F and G were little more than
begun. In them were found fragments of glass and good pottery and several
Rhodian jar handles with seal impressions. (Plate 89 h.)
In the second period, May 22 to June 3, the work of deepening the trenches
begun in the first period was continued. The number of objects found which
were considered worthy of registration was fifty-six. The only notable discovery
was that of the stairway, as recorded above.
In taking up the work for the third time, July 11 to August 21, we naturally felt special interest in G, in which the stairway had been found. When
fully dug out the stairway was of imposing dimensions. (Plate 86 a b. Compare Plates 22 a; 19 b.) For description and history of the stairway see below,
Part III, Chapter IV 1 a, p. 174.
On July 11 two new trenches were begun: I, starting near the eastern end
of the stairway and running toward the north; H, starting near the same point
and running toward the south. Three days later there was found in H, about
7
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80 centimetres below the surface, a plain mosaic floor. The portion cleared
measured about two by two and a half metres. (Plate 88 c 1.) This floor, as
appeared later from traces in the eastern wall of the trench, extended for at
least seven metres north and south. In removing the surface layer south of the
great stairway, there was found about three metres distant, and at a depth of
forty to fifty centimetres, a large pavement or floor of thick blocks of stone varying much in size. (Plate 86 c 3. Compare Plate 6 a 10, upper right hand,
view from SE in 1909.) This pavement was cleared, but was not otherwise
disturbed, except for a narrow, shallow cut near its western end. When built it
was presumably as wide as the stairway, and formed part of the building to
which the stairway led. In trench G were found, dumped in a heap, quantities
of painted stucco in small fragments, which crumbled rapidly on exposure to the
air. Similar fragments were found at a later date in trench F.
On July 21 was found in trench H a human skeleton, about 1.20 metres
below the surface, and 20 centimetres below the mosaic floor just mentioned,
which had been cut through to receive the body. The skeleton lay on its right
side, with head to the west and face to the south.
On July 23 rock was reached on the second terrace at the eastern end of
trench E, at a depth of about 9.5 metres. A few inches above rock were found
several large, hewn building stones, two of which bore letters or masons' marks.
(Plate 90 e.) The stones seem to show Hebrew workmanship, and the letters may
be Zayin and Tau. (See Part III, Chapter I 1 e, Nos. 8 and 2, p. 119.) Similar
stones were found at a later date resting on the rock in front of the western half
of the great stairway. (Plate 90 f 1 and Part III, Chapter I I e, No. 7, p. 119.)
On the morning of July 24 was found the votive altar photographed on
Plate 59 d, and described in Part III, in connection with Fig. 91, p. 176. For the
inscription see next chapter, Inscriptions, Latin, No. 30. It was lying on the
third lowest step of the stairway, about four metres below the surface, and near
the great altar, the discovery of which is reported a little further along. It
may be that this altar formerly stood beside the great altar in the manner of
one which was actually found in that position. (Plates 87 c; 18 c.)
Late on Saturday, July 25, the workmen came upon an opening in the rubbish to the west of the stairway. (Plate 87 g 1. In this view the opening, 1, is
a window (p. 186, Fig. 104), 3 the bottom step of the stair, and 2 the supporting wall. Compare Plate 87 e, where 2= supporting wall, 6= bottom step.)
Excavation of the spot revealed a large, deep, vaulted chamber, the eastern
wall of which was cut in part in the native rock. (Plates 87 h; 88 a.) The
other sides were of massive masonry. The excavation reached the floor (Plate
88 a 2), and partially cleared a cistern beneath the floor. (Plate 88 a 3.) The
eastern section of the arched roof was still in position. (Plate 88 a 1.) Through
a door on the north a flight of steps led down into the vault. (Plates 88 a 4;
22 b 11.) Through another door there was access from the west. (Plate 22
b, c.) Considerable portions of the walls were still covered by a heavy coating
of plaster. The final clearing of vault and cistern, as well as of a second cis-
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tern in the vault, was accomplished in 1909-1910. (Plate 22 c, d, and for
description of the vault Part III, Chapter IV 1 a, p. 173.)
To the west of the paved platform were various structures, with masonry
similar to that of the vault. In one of these used as a storeroom were found
five amphorae for liquids. The Preliminary Report (p. 38) states that these
vessels fell to pieces.
In removing the great mass of debris in front of the stairway (Plate 87
a 1), was found on July 27 in trench I, at a depth of 5.7 metres, the torso
of a white marble statue of heroic size. (Plates 87 a 2; 86 h 1; compare
79 f and e.) It was lying on its back, about 2.35 metres north of the
stairway and parallel therewith, its under surface somewhat lower than the
bottom step of the stairway. It rested on a thin layer of dark earth. Under
this was a beaten or trodden ash-colored surface, which was, as appeared later,
part of the earthen floor of the sacred tract about the altar. The upper
part of the body was toward the east. Head, arms, and legs were gone, but
portions of the feet were preserved on the base. This base, the thickness of
which was 13 to 14 centimetres and its sides 90 x 91 cm., was united to
the trunk by a strong block 43 x 30 cm. in section. Trunk, block, and base
were all of one piece. The distance from the neck to the top of the base is
about 2.37 metres, from which it would appear that the original height of
the statue was approximately three metres. In the neck was a small socket
for holding the head in position by means of a dowel. The fragment of a
large head (Plate 86 e 1) was found on August 20th on the summit plateau,
near the southern border, at the depth of about 2.5 metres. This fragment
is 22 cm. wide, 16 high, and 13 thick. The crown, back of the head, ears,
mouth, chin, and nose are gone. Whether the head ever belonged to the
statue remains uncertain. The color of the stone was different, and the quality
seemed to be different. The fragment of a marble hand found between the
altar and the stairway may well have belonged to the statue. (Plate 86 e 2.)
On the right breast of the statue (Plate 79 f) a medal or other decoration
is represented. Above the waist the body is dressed in a close-fitting garment;
below, in a short skirt with flounces. Allthe details are carefully wrought out.
Considering the quality of the marble, the pose, the workmanship, the dress, we
regarded the statue as most probably that of a Roman Emperor. In this event
it is natural to think of Augustus, to honor whom Herod rebuilt and renamed
Samaria, and erected a temple near the spot where the statue was found. For
further description of the statue see Part III, Chapter IV, after Fig. 91, p. 176.
From July 30th the area of excavation was restricted, because it had become
evident that not all the work which had been laid out for the summer could be
accomplished. Henceforth digging was confined mainly to the summit and
trench F.
In widening trench H toward the west the massive foundation of a wall had
been found, beginning at the southeastern corner of the paved platform and
extending southward almost to the edge of the plateau. (Plate 88 f 2 2,
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g 2 2, h 2 2.) This we believed to be the foundation of the eastern wall
of the Herodian temple, a belief confirmed by the investigations of the two
following years.
Excavation of the space between the platform and the stairway was begun on
August 4th by running a trench east and west. Near the east end of this
trench was found, resting on a broad, rough wall (Plate 86 d 1), the base of
a massive column turned upside down. Subsequently two similar bases were
found in line with the first, likewise overturned. (Plate 86 d 3.) They evidently
once supported columns on the front of the temple. The overturning was probably caused by the work of extracting for other uses the stone slabs on which
the bases rested. See for further account of these bases Figs. 111, 112 and text.
When the excavation of trench H was approaching the rock on the east of
the platform, we encountered great quantities of blocks and fragments of hewn
stone piled in a disorderly heap. (Plate 88 d 1 1 1.) Many of the blocks
were elaborately carved, like those of Plate 89 b; 89 a, the latter placed by
our workmen on one of the overturned bases. All came, of course, from the
buildings which once stood on the site. Underneath them on the rock was
found a thin layer of ashes mingled with charred bones and other evidences of
the action of fire.
In the same trench were found fragments of capitals and columns built
into the lowest course of stones forming the foundation of the wall which supports the platform on the east. In the wall crossing trench H near the platform may be seen the drum of a column thus built in. (Plate 88 e 1. Plate
88 d gives the north side of the same wall.)
Clearing away of the debris east of the stairway brought to light a circular press for wine or oil cut in the rock. (Plate 18 a.) Nearby were several
funnel-shaped holes in the rock, so-called "cup holes," such as are found throughout Palestine, which were made for supporting the pointed jars used in the
country. The western half of the press was covered by the wall. The press
was of early origin, and probably antedates Omri's buildings on the site. See
for further description of the press Fig. 17 and text in Part II, Chapter III, p. 67.
Perhaps the most interesting discovery of the summer was the great altar,
which came to light in the early morning of August 8th. (Plate 86 g.) It
was formerly covered with plaster, some of which was still in place, spotted here
and there with remains of red and green paint. It stood in front of the middle
portion of the stairway, very near it, and at a somewhat lower level. These

facts seemed to indicate that the altar was older than the stairway, and we
supposed it to be of Herodian origin. Plates 87 a, b, c, d; 18 c show successive
stages in the emergence of the altar. For description of the altar see Part
III, Chapter IV, Fig. 89 and text, page 174. The altar rests on a foundation
of rubble or rubbish, as is seen in Plates 18 b; 87 e (beneath 4), and is not
substantially built. On a level with the bottom of the altar was a floor of
packed earth, which underlay the statue also, and extended to unknown limits
east, north, and west. Plate 18 c shows a portion of this floor. The line of
the floor was also visible in thle eastern wall of trench I. Plates 18 b and
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87 d give views taken before the removal of a ramp (87 d 2) composed of
roughly laid stones on the northern side of the altar. This ramp, ascending
from the north to the cornice at the top of the altar, is clearly younger than
the altar and of uncertain use. It was 3.55 metres wide, and its base 6.45
metres long. Between the bottom of the ramp and the trodden floor was a
layer of earth 20 to 25 centimetres thick. In the eastern wall of trench I, about
half a metre below the level of the Herodian floor, was a heavier whitish bed,
about 20 centimetres thick, marking apparently an earlier floor.
On the eastern side of the altar, in a row running north and south, were four
bases (Plate 18 c), on each of which formerly stood, presumably, a votive altar,
like one found on the stairway, as already reported. One of the bases had a
plain top. The three others were provided with sockets, and in one of these
stood a votive altar, in height 95 centimetres. For description see Part III,
Fig. 90 and text, page 175. On the front of the altar was an inscription
(Plate 59 e) of twelve or thirteen lines, nearly all of which had perished from
weathering or rough treatment, except the last three lines. These three are
written largely in abbreviation. For the inscription see in next chapter Inscriptions, Latin, No. 31.
On August 19th the digging reached rock on the west of the altar, where
were found, as already mentioned (above, p. 8), certain hewn stones of Hebrew
workmanship. On Plate 87 e 1= rock, 2= supporting wall at foot of stairway, 6= bottom stair, 5= accumulated debris, 3= southwest corner of altar,
4= stone foundation resting on rubble.
On the northeast of the altar, in trench I, the rock is cut away to the
depth of about two metres, in a line running east and west. For explanation
of this scarp see Part III, I 1 a, page 93. A few feet north of this cut was
found what looked like the round or oval drum of a column. (Plate 86 f 1.)
When fully dug out this proved to be the whole column, cut out of the rock,
to which it was still attached. (Plate 86 f 2.) Beyond it was the lower part
of an old wall running east and west. (Plate 86 f 3.)
In the pit containing the column, about 1.6 metres below the top of it,
were found many fragments of stucco in a variety of colors, white, black, pink,
and yellow. These bits, some of which were decorated with dentils and moldings, crumbled badly on exposure to the air. Two of the black fragments had
rude scratchings in the stucco representing a bird and an animal. See Part
I, Chapter III, I B a 5 and 6, p. 17, and Plate 90 b 4 and 6. Others had fragments of Greek inscriptions scratched upon them. (Plate 90 b 1 2 5, and
Chapter III, I B a 1-3, p. 17.) Nos. 7-10 of Plate 90 b were uninscribed.
Dr. Schumacher paid special attention to the architectural remains found
on the summit, and Mr. Fisher did the same for those of the building near
the threshing-floor, but these preliminary studies are largely superseded by the
fuller and more elaborate accounts of Parts II and III.
The explorers naturally felt particular interest in remains from the Hebrew
period. Inasmuch as Omri seems to have been the first to build on the hill,
they believed that such remains would be found in the lowest stratum. The
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evidence was, of course, much confused by the building operations of later
periods, which easily transferred small objects, like pottery, from lower to
higher levels. Nevertheless, expectation was not disappointed.
In trench H the builders of the Herodian temple usually laid its foundations
on the rock, sometimes cutting through older walls to reach the rock, and
sometimes using them as part of the foundation. (Plate 88 h 1 3.) In some
cases it was believed that these older, massive walls might be Hebrew. The
discovery that they were in fact part of the palace of Omri and Ahab was reserved
for the subsequent exploration of the site.
We have already seen that Hebrew building-stones were found on the rock
just west of the altar, and at the eastern end of trench E. Here at least was
positive evidence of Hebrew occupation. Certain massive walls on the rock in
trench F gave similar evidence. A great wall found by tunneling between
trenches E and F was held to be Hebrew, and attracted particular attention.
Moreover, the pottery from the lower levels of these trenches seemed characteristically Hebrew.
Commenting (Preliminary Report, unpublished, p. 45) on the building-stones,
walls, and pottery fragments from the lowest levels, Dr. Schumacher remarks:
"From these discoveries we may judge that the Israelite layer covered the bare rock
surface; and, as the Tell el-Mutesellim 'Palast' building, showing such close resemblance with the Sebaste Israelite stratum, is dated about the 8th century B.C.,
we may be safe in calling it remains of Ahab and Jezebel's structures of the
9th century B.C."
Excavation ended on Friday, August 21st. A week was devoted to making
measures and copies, preparing duplicate lists, photographing, settling accounts,
turning over to the commissioner all movable antiques, and so forth. The
statue, because of the cost and difficulty of transport, was boxed in heavy boards,
and left on the spot. We broke up camp on August 28th.
In January, 1909, Dr. Schumacher's Preliminary Report of the work of the
season reached Cambridge. Owing to the complexity of the problems presented by
the Samaria ruins and to the necessity of further work for the solution of these
problems, it did not seem wise to the Committee to publish the Report.
The Director of the work in 1909-1910 found much inconvenience from the
dump heaps of 1908, because they had all to be moved again. Dr. Schumacher
in the Report recognized that this would be the case if the excavations were
continued. The only excuse, of course, for dumping on unexcavated surfaces
is found in the seriousness of the difficulties encountered in 1908 and the uncertainty whether the work could be continued. With this went the natural desire
to use expeditious methods in seeking evidence of the importance of later excavation.
It was Dr. Schumacher's wish not to continue after 1908 as director of
the excavations. At the time when he made this wish known changes were
taking place in Dr. Reisner's other engagements which made it possible for
him to take up the work at Samaria, as originally planned. The results under
his directorship are given in Parts II to IV.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS FOUNXD IN 1908

The work of registering, sketching, and describing the objects was done by
Dr. Schumacher. Unfortunately the exigencies of the work did not always allow
time for cleaning and careful study of the objects. This remark applies particularly to most of the coins. As a result it is impossible to give a satisfactory
account of all the objects catalogued. The loss, however, is perhaps not so
serious; because not much was found in 1908 which is not represented in the
finds of 1909-1910, and these are happily given fully in the account of those
years. The descriptions in the preceding chapter of the larger architectural
and sculptured objects are much abbreviated, in order to avoid duplication
of the ample account given in Part III, Chapter IV, p. 167 ff.
The Register of 1908 includes 782 entries, though a few of these cover
more than one object. About two-thirds of the objects fall under three classes:
coins 103, lamps 277, and amphora handles 206, a total of 586. Nearly all
the other material found may be grouped under the heads of inscriptions, pottery, and objects in stone, metal, glass, bone, and ivory. Many of these are
described in this chapter, with references to pages 13-16, to Plates 84-90, and
occasionally to other plates.
I.

INSCRIPTIONS

With few exceptions the inscriptions come from the immediate vicinity of the great altar.
Division B (Greek) includes: 1. The writing scratched on stucco and pottery and that
which is painted on pottery; 2. Jar Handle Stamps; 3. Potters' Marks.
A.
1. 6,

ARAMIAIC OR HEBREW

A, 1.8m. 1 Fragment of stucco (9x6x3)
painted red, with four Hebrew letters, apparB.

ently 11l3tW (h. 4 to 6 nlrm.), scratched through
the paint.

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS AND GRAFFITI

a. ON STUCCO.
1. 734, I (northeast of altar, under level of Herodian
floor), 9 m. Fragment of stucco (8 x 4.5)
containing portions of four lines. Reading in
part uncertain: OYPoE I OICCNO ARA ' 0o
Plate 90 b 1.

4.

2.

737, I, 9m. Fragment (4.8x3.5) found with
No. 1. Portions of two lines; first ending 6 I (?);
second, P, 4), or IV. Plate 90 b 2.

5. 736 , I 9 m. Fragment
(5 x 4.2 x 2.8)
with
cru:de scratchings representing hind legs and
tail of a quadruped. Plate 90 b 6.

3.

738, I, 9m. Fragment (ca. 5 x 2.5) found
with 1 and 2. Portions of apparently four
lines, the last ending TTPO. Plate 90 b 5.

6.

The first item in these descriptions gives the running number
in the respective divisions; the second item, the number as
recorded in the Register; the third, the trench in or near which
the object was found; and the fourth, the depth below the
surface. Then follow name, dimensions, and description of

735, I, 9 m. Fragment found with 1-3. Two
straight lines forming an angle, the longer 3.5
cm., the shorter 2 cm. Uncertain whether
these fornl part of a letter or of some other
figure. Plate 90 b 3.

742, I, 9 m. Fragment with figure of body,
legs, and tail of a bird? Length of figure 4.5
cm. Plate 90 b 4.
the object, with reference to cults (pp. 13-;-16) and to photographic reproductions (Volume II, Plates 84-90). Depths
aIre given in meters (.),
:land dimensions in centimeters (cm.).
L.= length, h.= height, th.= thickness, d.o diameter.
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b.
1.

2.

ON POTTERY.

134, G, 2 m. Scratched on the bottom of a
plate in two lines: A IOM HC M A P IAC. Page
13, No. 30; Plate 89 f 3. See under III HI,
No. 6 (p. 24).
629, F, 4.5 m. Scratched on fragment of neck
Page 13, No. 32. See
of jar: CTTIAOAI.
III G, No. 3 (p. 23).

3.

4.

631, F, 5.3 m. Six letters painted brown on a
fragment of pottery: AOY4011 ?
Page 14,
No. 1. See III G, No. 12.
673, G, 3 m. The word [ITTITTOKPATCYC
painted in bright red on neck of jar. Page 14,
No. 3. See III {, No. 4.

c. JAR HANDLE STAMPS.

Of the 206 Rhodian Jar Handles 33 have circular, the others rectangular stamps. Some
seventy of these are partly or altogether illegible. About half of the stamps begin with the
preposition ETTI, followed by the name of an official, in a few instances by the word for priest
and then the name of the official. The following list of about 155 stamps is arranged alphabetically according to the name of the man, or, in case there is none, according to the name of the
month. The numbers following the stamps are the registration numbers.
ArAOOKAEYE 127.
ETT IEPEQ*[ArAOO]KAEYE 211. Lily.
ArPIANIOYl ArAOOKAEY* 102.
YAK I NOIOY ArAOOKAEY 661.
E]TTI ArE *TPATOY APTAMITIOY 554M.
ArOPANAKTO* TANAMOY 530.
]0:OIKOY [ArPIA]NIOY 729.
AOHN [O]AOTOY 22. Plate 89 h 4.
AhAEA* (or AENEAt) 155.
AOQO* 107. Round. Helios head within.
ETTI AO (?) [ ] 115.
ETTI AINHWIMAMOY ArPIANIOY 17J3.
ETTI [AINH]:IA AMOY YAKINOIOY 17.
ETTI AINH[:*IAAMOY]J eE*MOOPIOY 20. Plate 89
h 1.
ETTI AAEEI MAXOY EE*MIOfOPIOY 504. 1I upside
down.
ETTI A\AAI KPA[TE]Y^ TTE6ArEI[T]NYOY 79.
AMYNTA 555. Tree, r.
AMY[NTA] 170.
ETI ANAPIA APTAMITIOY 475.
ETTI ANAPIA *MINOIOY 438.
ETTI ANAPO NEIKOY AAAIOY 158.
ETTI ANAPONI KOY BAAPOM[IOY] 199.
AN APONIKO: (?) 86. Lily above.
ANTIMAXOY 565.
JOY 176.
AN[
]APATOY? 171.
Rounld.
EITI APAT04)ANEYE YAKINEIOY(9) 188.
Lily within.
ETT IEPEQ* APATO4ANEYE TTANAMOY 585.
APrHO(?)Y 644. On half of a double handle.
API:TEIAA AAA[IOY] 724. Round. IFigure within.
ETTI API* TEIAA 62(0.
ElTI API*TEIAA I| [MI]N[e]IOY 487.
ETrl[API*] TEIAA APTAMITIOY 561.
APItTIRNOt 18, 208.
API TIONO 5;46.
ETTI API TOAAMOY 141.
]AMOY 220. Star,l.
E]TTIA[
ETTI API*TO KPATEY^ TTANAMOY 189.
ETTI A[PI*T]OKPA TEYE TTANAI MOY 133.
API*TOKl PATOY 57.
A]PITOK[P]ATOY 61.
ETTI] API; TOKPATOY YAKINEIOY 114.
APIETO04AN EY$E 197.

ETTI API:TO 4>ANEY: TTANAMOY 112.
ETTI API:TO ETPATOY EMINIOY 599.
API:TOY 143, 575.
ETTI APM(?)OIA(?)A 533.

Helios head, 1.

ETTI APO(?),[
]A(?)AlAI 31. Helios head, 1.
A(ANO A[
]01 ? 39. ()bscure figure, r.
]A4OhAO?[
]NYOY 509.
ETTI A[
] TTOA[IO] TTANAMOY 574.
EJ7TI A[
] AMOY 220.
ETTI A[ ]PIAA [
] APTAMITIOY 56.
BROMIOY 121; 451 (with helios head, r.); 606 (B[RO]
MIOY).

r]YMNA*TOY 30.
Plate 89 h 2.

PalIm branch.

Head with helmet.

AAMOKPATEYE 214, Round; 505 round.
wsithin; 232 written backwards. Round.

Lily
Lily

w ithin.

A]AMOK[RATEY*] 520. Round.
ETT[I AAMOKPA?]TEY* YA[KINOIOY] 559.
A?]AMONIKOY 628.
ETTI AAMOtYJ AFPIANIOY 656.
A IOKAEIA:*(?) 454-.
AIONY CIOC
G657.
AIOY 95.
AEQPO: eEt MO040[PIOY] 3S.
EPMIA 46.
ETTI EPQNOS 583. A second line, illegible.
ETTI E*TI9Y [A]rPIANIOY 88.
ETTI EY[A]AIMOY4OAOY

TTANAMOY

299.

Round.

Li1v within.
ETTI EYAA MOY AFPIA NIOY 446.
ETTI EYAA MOY TTA NAMOY 643.
ETTI EYAAMO YAAAIOY 531.
HPAKAEYE 215.

Lily be>low.

ETTI eAP:I TTOAIO 6;64.
TTANAMOY hEYTEPO[Y] 462.
ETTI EAP*ITTOA10
TTEAAFEITNYOC 544.
ETTI EAPWTTOA10
ETTI eAPIITTOAIO e E*MO4OPIO[Yj 662.
E]lTI eAr[ITTOAIO-] APTA [MITIOY] 556.
ETTI eAPEI
wzards.

nO[A:10

] AAAIOY 142.

\Written

back-

DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS FOUND IN 1908
ETTI eEOAAMOY APTAMITIO[Y] 461.

Round.

Lily

within.

ETTI KAAII; KPATEYE 443. Helios head, l.
ETT IEPE[Q]* KAAAIKPA 213.
Star in three corners.

KAPNEIOY ArPIANIO[Y] 218.
]QNO* KAPNEIOY 144. Round. Lily within.
ETTI KAEQNYMOY | [AP]TAM[ITI]OY 185.
KPEON TOS 174.
KPEONTO* YAKINIOY 140.
K P EONT O B A P OM IOC(?) 275. MAfonth nane very
uncertain.
AY*IMAXO*

159.

Anchor below.

MAPEYA OE MO4OPIOY 207.
AAAIO[Y] MAP*YA 553.
MENQNO 501. Club (?) below.
MENQNO* BAA POM IO 624. Round. Writtenbackwards. Lily within.
MIAA 444. Acorn, r. Caduceus (?) below.
MIKYeOY 217. Round. Branch. Rosette within.
]MO[FIENO? 598. Round. Lily within.
MYTEQN 499. Helios head, 1.
NEIAOY TTANAMOY 23.
ETTI NIKA :ArOPA 40. Helios head, 1.
ETTI NIKAkArOPA 489. Round. Dolphin within.
Written
ETTI NIKA*A rOPA!TTANAMOY 156; 698.
backuwards.
ETTI [NIKAJE Ar OPA BAAPOMIOY 186.
NIKATlAO; 545.
ETTI NIKQNOE 190. Round. Lily within.
ETTIIEN04>ANEY* ArPIANIOY 210.
ETTI [I]ENO4ANEY:$ Y[A]KINE1[OJY 178.
ETTI ZEN0OANEYE APTh(=A)MITIO 453.
Lily within. Z for _.

[ArPIA]NIOY 191.

HE]N04ONEYS

OAYMTTIOY 37.
ETTI ONATI ANAPOY 445.
ETTI ONHIAAMOY TTANAMOY 89.
Itounrd.
withill.
ETTI [ON]HIl[EAAMOY(?)] (92 H-Ielios headt, 1.
ONAXIOIKOY 113.

ETTI EO A52POY 91. Part of a figure tbelow.
ETTI I[EO,] CA[POY] 123. Helios head, 1.
ETTI eEOAQPO: AFPIANIOY 577.
ETTI[
]eEEM0O4OP[IJOY 482.
E]TTI e[
JY eEMMOt[OPIOY] 551.

ETTI] KAAAI N[IIKOt] 219.
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Round.

Lily

TTArYAPEE(?) 573.
JTTANAMOY 502; 216 roundf
lily within; 412 (one or
] APIONI?
two lines lost); 59 TTANAMOY [
Helios lhead, r; 500 [TT] ANAMOY after an illegible
line.
TTACIA 415. Onl half o)f a double hlandle.
TTATIQN ArPIANIO 452.
TTAYEANIA 483.
ETT]1 TTAY |:AJNIA 233.
ETT IEPEQ* TTAYEANIA 488.
ETTI] TTAY:A NIA YAKINEIOY 175.
ETTI [TT]AY*ANIA YAKINOIOY 138. Round. Within,
ANKY(?) and sheep's head (?).
ETTI TTAY EA[ NI A] 485i.
A second line illegible.
I TT[AY*]ANIA 193. Second line; first and third
[
lost.
ETTITTEI*I ETPATOY [B]AAPOMIOY 558.
ETT IEP]JEQE TTOAYKPATOY MHNOE A[ 147. Round.
Lilyr.
ETTI :EfQTPATOY AAAIOY 44'93. Round,
E]COTHPI [
]4AIPOY 450.

Lily within.

YAKINOIOY 209 (third line. Two lines lost).
ETI [
j YAK[INOIOY] 417.
4PANIA 486.
<(IAAINIOY 506.
(PIAAINIOY
O? )]MOY 55.
hAAIOY'4IAAINIOY (95. Wreath, 1.
ETTI 4>IAOAAMOY AT[PI]ANIOY 19. Plate 89 h 3.
mIAOKA\EA 274.
ETT XO MONO
XPH IMOY 665.

M I N e 10Y 87. Lily above.
Round. Lily within.

d. POTTrrERS MARKS.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

36, G, Letters FA incised on flat bottom of a
pottery lamp. Page 15, Nro. 11.
138, G, 1 m. Letter K stamped on jar handle
in addition to a circular seal impression. Page
15, No. 12.
195, G, 2.25 m. Obscure character in a circle
on jar handle. Page 15, No. 13.
196, F, 5 m. Two letters (E L?) near bottom of
large amphora. Page 15, No. 14.
221, I, 4 m. EI in circle on jar handle. Page
15, No. 15.

C.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

442, A, 0.8 Il. M in circle on bottom of lamp.
Page 15, No. 16.
522, F, 2.5 m. Cross mark made after baking
on bottom of pottery jar. Page 15, No. 17.
630, F, 4.5 m. Letters YTT on handle of small
bottle. Possibly not a potter's mark, but part
of a broken stamp. Page 15, No. 18.
33, F, 2 m. IMarching soldier? in oval on an
amphora handle. Page 13, No. 12.
32, F, 1.75 m. Stamp in an oval on amphora
handle. Seems to be T 0 E P with P reversed.
Page 13, No. 11.

LATIN INSCRIPTIONS

The Latin inscriptions are all on fragments of stone, which, with the exception of the two
votive altars (Nos. 30 and 31 below), are bits of inscribed marble tablets. Of the size of these
tablets there is no indication.
1L

148, A, 1 m. Fragment (10 x 10 x 5) with the
eight letters (4 cm. high) in two lines: ON IS
IICI1. Page 16, No. 22.

2.

202,

(,

4 ml. Fil'urgenlt (11 X 12 x 2) with four

letters (h. 8 cmI.), the first apparelntly I, followedn: b IbII. IPage 16, No. 23.
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537, H, 4.5 m. Fragmnent (d. 5.5, th. 1.4),
rounded as if intended for use ts a weight.
,
T of larger
Three letters, V apparentlyr, Sand
size. Page 16, No. 24.
4. 538, Hy, 4.5 mIn. Fraginment (6 x 6 x 1.4), rounded
like NCo. 3. Portions of four letters in two lines.
Page 16, No. 25.
5. 539, H, 4.5 In. Fragment (10.5 x 7.7 x 1.6).
The letters TRIB, abbreviation mark, and portions of three other letters. Page 16, No. 26.
Fragment (15x7) with letters
6. 580, G, 4 I.
VE. Page 16, No. 27.
7. 580a, G, 4 m. Revelrse of No. 6 with the letters IC ? Page 16, No. 28; Plate 90 g 7.
8. 581, G, 5.5 mll. Fragment with letters PASI
painted red. A and S seemn certain, P and I
highly protbable. Page 16, No. 29; Plate 90 g 11.
9. 587, near altar, 4 m. Fragment with part of
one letter. Page 16, No. 30; Plate 90 g 8.
10. 588, Do., Do. Fragment with letter V, inclining like the IC of No. 7. Page 16, No. 31;
Plate 90 g 2.
11. 607, Do., Do. Fragment with AX and abbreviation mark. Page 16, No. 32; Plate 90 g 18 and 19.
12. 608, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of three?
letters. Page 16, No. 33; Plate 90 g 14.
13. 609, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of two
letters. Page 16, No. 34; Plate 90 g 12.
14. 610, Do., Do. Fragment with part of one
letter. Page 16, No. 35; Plate 90 g 10.
15. 611, Do., Do. Fragment with part of one
letter. Page 16, No. 36; Plate 90 g 21.
16. 612, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of four
letters in two lines. Page 16, No. 37; Plate 90 g 5.
3.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

613, Do., Do. Fragment with part of one
letter (right leg of A?). Page 16, No. 38; Plate
90 g 15.
614, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of four ?
letters. Page 16, No. 39; Plate 90 g 20.
615, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of two
letters. Page 16, No. 40; Plate 90 g 1.
616, Do., Do. Fragment with parts of two
letters. Page 16, No. 41; Plate 90 g 6.
617, Do., D)o. Fragment with XII or IIX?
Page 16, No. 42; Plate 90 g 4.
618, I)Do., Do. Fragment with letters C (broken) and A, both painted red. Page 16, No. 43.
This fragment joins No. 26, which contains the
other half of C. Page 16, Nos. 47 and 43; Plate
90 g t16and 17.
618a, Do., Do. Other side of No. 22, with
letters AN (h. ca. 6 crm.) and parts of two
other letters. "Evidently unfinished bit, for
lines are drawn to indicate width of letters,"
Page 16, No. 44.
633, Do., 4.5 m. Fragment of part of V or A.
Page 16, No. 45; Plate 90 g 13.
634, Do., 4.5 m. Fragment with part of A ?
or V ? Page 16, No. 46; Plate 90 g 9.
654, Do. Fragment with AI ? P and half of C,
joining No. 22, giving I ? XM? P. CA. Page 16,
No. 47; Plate 90 g 16 and 17.
654a. Other side of No. 26, with portions of
three letters of different style. Page 16, No. 48.
655, near altar. Fragment with portion of one
letter. Page 16, No. 49; Plate 90 g 3.
667, Do. Fragment with part of one letter.
Page 16, No. 50.

Whether the fragments of the foregoing list represent one inscription or several, it is
impossible to say definitely; but there are indications that they represent more than one. In
the reproductions on page 16 it is evident that the letters on Nos. 28, 31, and 33 slant more
than those on the other fragments. MIoreover, since 47 and 43, which belong together (Plate
90 g 16, 17), are inscribed also on the back (48, 44), this writing on the back would seem to be a
different inscription rather than a continuation of that on the front.
Eight of the fragments (47, 43, 27, 29, 24, 32, 23, 42) seem to belong to one and the same
inscription, which, by the aid of similar inscriptions (see II. Dessau, Inscriptiones Latinae
Selectae, I, p. 68 f.), may be partly restored, as follows: NIP. CAe. VEsPASIanus auglVSTus
pont. mAX. TRIB. Pot. vIIII imp. XIIx, &c.
Dr. Schumacher recognized the first three words, also the words mAX., TRIB., and XII,
as parts of one inscription. Professor Albert A. Howard, of Harvard University, has made
several additional contributions to the understanding of the inscription, by pointing out the
correct order of the words, by seeing the middle portion of the title augustus in the VST
of fragment 24, by recognizing the significance of the fragmentary P after the letters TRIB.,
and by the conjectural readings of the numerals. If these readings are correct, the inscription
belongs to the year 77-78 A.D. See Dessau, loc. cit., No. 253.
30.

198, G, above stairway. Votive altar of limestone with dedicatory inscription. See Plate 59 d;
It

.

O

.

M2

I L.
M I L . V I
{ 0 I . P . 3SV P.
C I V E S S I S (C15
T 16 . V A R C I A NT.
E T LA T () I(I.
SAC RVM
V 1 7 . FEC1TR? 8 .
'Aftcr I and O is a heart-shaped leaf with curved tem.

91.)

(Fig.

In the other lines the wor(l-separator is a, v-shuapd

page 8 for discovery; text to Part III, Fig. 91
for description. The inscription reads:
"To Jupiter Optimus Alaximus
Vexillaries of the
Cohorts of Upper Pannonia
Citizens of Siscia
Varciatni
Ant(d Latolici

:Hav\e tdldtlicated (this object)."
character l
on 0ing
lone side, or a cross. After MTIL this character is connected y :a cullrve( stemrn with a lef.

DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS FOUND IN 1908
31.

752. A votive altar similar to No. 30, found at
the southeast corner of thie great altar, standing
on a base in line with two other bases on the
north and one on the south. (Plates 18 b; 59 e.
For discovery see page 11 above, and
for description text to Fig. 90, Patge 175.)
On the side of the colurmnl
which fwaced
the east there had been a Latin inscription of
some twelve or thirteen lines. Three-fourtllhs
of this inscription was obliterated, mainlly, no

II.

doubt, by tltion of the weather.
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In places the

o)f tlhe surface is suc(h as to raise
the suspicion titlat an older irlsc>ription hlas been
tal)pearance

deftaced to Ilmatke roomt for a1 latter.

In thte Iast

thlree lirnes indtlivildual letters mray be:r mrade out
with greatelr or leIss probabtility, but tlhe uncertainty is too great to allow evenll 1 guess as to

thle c)lontext.
of thle

C)Otile iolldings at tile bottorm

Icolumnin
t(here seemt t(o b)e ftainlt traces of

four other lines of writing.

COINS

The Register records the discovery of one hundred and three coins in 1908. Many of these,
owing to the heavy coating of patina or to the action of rust, were illegible. The metal of the
coins is said by the Register to be copper in one instance, and bronze in a good many others,
but in most cases the metal is not named. Two of the coins are said to be Arab:ic, three Byzantine, and three Phcenician. Fifty-two coins varying in diameter from 6 to 16 millimetres, were
found together in the debris of the vaulted chamber. They may have once been a small hoard
in a purse or wrapped in a cloth. In the following list only those coins are included of which
something more may be reported than the place of discovery.
1.

153, A, 0.5 m. Obv., bust r. Rev., large
letter AM. Illegible inscription on both sides.
Looks like a Follis of Anastasius, though it
might also be one of Justin I or Justinian.
Diam. 3.2 (2.9).
2. 540, south of paved platform, in a joint of the
Herodian temple wall, 2.4 m. C)bv., tripod
with urn; in left field, date (year 3); in right
field, monogram seemingly composed of letter
P on top of letter T; around, BAEIAEQ*
HPQAOY (Herod the Great, king of Judaea
40-4 B.C.) surrounded by a circle of dots.
Rev., a pointed, helmet-shaped head-dress
surmounted by a star; on either side a palm
branch; on outer edge a circle of dots. Unusually fine specimen. Diam. 1.6 (1.4), th.
2 mm. Cf. Volume II, plate 63, No. 159, and
British Museum Catalogue, Palestine, page 220,
Nos. 1-10, and plate XXIII, Nos. 14-16.
3. 621, G (cistern), 7.6 m. Coin of the time of the
Procurators in Judaea under Tiberius, of type
described in British Mluseum Catalogue, Palestine, page 254, Nos. 31-53, having on obv. TIB I
KAI CAP within a wreath, and on rev. a palm
branch, IOY
AIA, and date. On ohv. of
our coin the wreath is faintly visible. On rev.
the palm branch and IOY AIA are recognizable.
Diam. 2.2 (2), th. 2 mm.
4. 635, G (cistern), 8 m. Medallion of Hadrian.
Obv., bust of the emperor I., and IHAD of
the name HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III.
P. P. Rev., four children holding the attributes
of the four seasons, and traces of TEMIPORVMI
FELICITAS. Diam. ca. 3. See Cohen, D6scription, II, page 225, No. 1436.
'Lines 1-3 are to be read: Jovi Optimo Maximo milites vixillarii cohortium Pannoniae Superioris.
'With vixillarii compare vexillatio, Plate 59 f.
4The

abbreviation for Pannonia is a P with a small A, of which

the foot of P forms the left leg. The province of Pannonia,
bounded on the north and east by the Danuble, was divided
into Upper and Lower by IHadrian (117-138 A.D.). The dedication of this altar was therefore not earlier than 117. Siscia

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

636,
(cistern), 8 m. Sidonian (?) coin. On
reverse a galleyr. Diamn. 2.3.
637, (G (cistern), 8 m. Ohv., bust of Constantius II with diademr
r., and traces of FL. IVL.
(CONSTANTIVS P. F. AVGC;.
Rev., around
traces of figures, [FEL. TEMIP.] IREPARATIO.
IDiarm. 2.3. See Cohen, VII, page 445, No. 30.
649, near altar, in Greek stratum beneath
Herodian floor-level, 5 m. (Obv., head of
Athena r., with crested helmnet; parts of four
letters. Rev., MIAHTOTTOAITQI[N] around an
owl with double body. Diam. 1.7, th. 0.25.
See British Miuseumnl Catalogue, IMysia, page 91
and plate XXI, No. 1.
652, H, 4 m. B3illon of ^Antoninianus"
(so-called) of Salonina, queen of Gallienus.
Obv., b:ust of Salonina r., with diademl; and
SAL()NINA AVG. Rlev. ( lallienus stancding r.,
receiving a victory from the hands of Rome
seated
holding
a
lancel;
and lROMAE
AETERNI-A1. I)iam. 2 (l.91), th. 2 nlm. See
Cohen, \V, page 507, No. 103.
O660,near altar, above lHerodian floor-level.
Ob1v., standing male figure holding an object
in extended right hand. Rev., hlead r., apparently of a female. D)iam. 1.4. The coin
resembles olne with the word *EBA TOt
published by I)orpfeld in Troja unid Ilion, page
485, plate 62, No. 38.
670, 14 (cistern), t8.8 ml. Ob>v., head of Zeus r.,
with dliaden.
IRev., eagle withi open wings,
and [TTTOAE] MAIOY [BA*IAEQ%]J.
( Ptolemyi
II.) Diam.l 2.6 th. 0.4. See British
MIuseumi C(at alogule, Ptolemaic Kingls, page 25,
Nos. 14-19, and Iplate IV, Nos. 3, 4.

was a town; the Vtareialni anlld thce Iltobici, tribes of Upper
Pannonia.
'In the C the letter I.
'Possilbly we should read ET. Cf. E1'T in next line.
7The R in sa(crunm seelins tto lnave been ofmitted inl the writing and
added slbsequenltl.
See Plate 59 d.
8Fecer fo:r feerlllunt.
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11.

12.
13.

678, A, 4 m. Bust of Constantine the
Great r., with diademn; around, (CONSTANTI
NVSMAXAVG. Riev., two soldiers standing,
each holding a spear with on(el hland, the other
hand resting on a shlield; betwm-en themtn two
standards; GLOR IAEXERC' ITVS; in ex.
SMANT. Diam. 1.85, th. 1 lm. C(ohenll, VII,
page 257, No. 244.
730, G, 1 m. Coin of Ascalon ? Ob)v., head
of Tyche. Rev., eagle. Diam. 1.3, th. 2 mnm.
740, vault, 5.4 In. Bust of Phlilip Sr. r., with
laurel wreath; IMIP. Mi. IVNL. P'HIIIPPVS

III.
A.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

14.

.COLO).

POTTERY

BOTTLES.

16, E, 5 n.
Bottle (7.5, top d. 1.8, nmiddle
d. 4.5, bottom d. 1.5). Re(ddish pottery. Top
and bottom lost. Page 13, No. 1.
63, E, "under debris of Greek wall."
Bottle
(9.5 x 5.5). Hard, red pottery, thick ware, red
slip. Neck and foot lost. Page 13, No. 2.
101, G, 2 m.
Bottle (7.5, Imiddle cl. 4.3).
Reddish clay, hard, thick, coarse wnare, unglazed.
Neck broken. Page 13, No. 3.
476, G, 4 m. Bottle (13.8 x 4.8). Foot and
part of neck lost. Light red pottery, primitive
ware, outside ribbed, red paint. Page 13, No. 5.
111, G, 2 m. Bottle (10, d. 2.7 top and bottom, ca. 7 middle). Coarse, red, heavy pottery,
two handles, foot flat and small. Page 13, No. 4.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

CUPS.

85, A, 2.5 m. Roman clip (h. ca. 4.8, top d.
ca. 9, bottom d. 4.6). Large fragment, top
broken. Terra sigillata, bright red, thin, hard
ware, incised ornaments. Polished exterior.
98, G, 2 m. Fragment of culp (h. 4, d. 15.5).
Gray, hard, homogeneous pottery, gray glaze.
103, G, 0.5 m. Fragment of cup with two
handles (7.5x4.8).
Thin, fine, Greek ware,
black glaze.
494, G, 2.5m. Fragment
(8 x4),
including
upper rim. Fine, brown, Greek ware, with leaf
ornamentation in relief. Page 14, No. 20.
679, F (cistern), 9nm. Arab:ic clip (12 x 12).
Hard, thin pottery rihbed, one handle.
Course, rough exterior. Thick at bottom.
Plate 89 d 2.
744, G (cistern), 5m. Arabic culp (h. 10, d.
11). Gray ware, hard, ribbed, one handle.
Plate 89 e 1.
711, F (cistern),
l m. Cup or lamp. Fragment (7x 6x 6). Hard, gray ware, red slip,
hand-finished.

8.

1.

10.

11.

12.

13.

2.

DISHES.

64, E (under debris of Greek wall).
Dish (h.
5.3, d. 12.2, th. 0.33), one half. HTard, thin, red,
Greek pottery, hlollow foot. Rled slip.
99, A, 1 m. Fragment (12x 8) of bottom of
"'Greek Wall" is Dr. Schuma11

Arabic dlish. Red ware, yellow and green glaze,
brown stripes on interior. Page 14, No. 9.
492, F, 2.5 m. Bottom (5 cm.) of Greek vessel
(dishl?).
Red pottery, black glaze. Rosette
stamped in middle of interior. Page 13, No. 28.
110, G, 0.5 il. Part of bottom of flat dish (9 x
6, th. 0.6). Briight red terra sigillata. In centre
of interior, small stamp with letters AOC. Page
14, No. 30.
149, E, 4.5 im. Greek dish (h. 2.5, d. 17, d. of
foot 11.7), ca. one-sisth lost. Fine, red pottery,
black glaze. In interior, striated pattern.
Page 14, No. 31; Plate 89 f 6.
166, E, 3 I.
Dish (upper d. 18, d. of foot 7.5,
h. 6.5, th. 0.9 and 1.3). Gray-red, coarse ware,
ribbed horizontally. Brick-red slip in interior,
brick-red paint with splotches on exterior.
Page 14, No. 33.
167, E, 3 mI. I)ish fragment (h. 5.5, d. ca. 20)
similar to TNo. 6. Plate 89 f 32.
168,
E, 3 m. Dish (h. 8.3, upper d. 19.5, foot
6.9). Homongeneous, yellowish, hard ware, red
slip in interior, exterior of upIper rini painted
brick-red.

9.

14.
C.

AVG.
tRev., Victory rmarching 1., holding
crownl and palm tbranch; [VICTIORIA AVG.
In field 1. S, r. C. (3Senatus consulto). Diam.
2.8, th. 3 rnm. Coin of Marcus Julius Philippus. Cohen, V, page 117, No. 232.
741, vault, 5.4 n. Ob)tv., bust of Elagabalus
r.; IMP. (CAES. M. AV. ANTOC)NINVS
AVC.
RIev., Astarte stanlding 1., with left
foot on trophy, crowned by Nike, who stands
on a column1 1.; SEPT IlM. T VRO. In ex.
IDian.
ca. 2.8. British Museum
Catalogue, Phtoenicia, page 273, Nos. 388-392.

15.
16.

169, (,
2.5 m.
Dish (h. 4.5, uipper d. 13, th.
0.45). Hard, fine red pottery, outside dull and
coarsely painted, gravish glaze inside.
179, A, 1.6rn.
Dish fragment (h. 3.5, bottom
d. 9?). Coarse, prinitiv-e work, gray pottery
painted red on both sides.
183, A, 1 m. I)ish fragment (h. 3.2, d. ca. 22).
Red, hardl pottery, incised perpendicular lines
on exterior. P'age 14, No. 15.
439, I,
1.8 m. Dish fragmeInt (9 x 8). On bottoni
of interior a rosette in white and brown
tpaint sulrrounded by w*hite dots.
Page 14, No.
27; Plate 89)f 23.
261, G, 3 mn. Fragment (10.5 x 6) ofbottom of
Greek vessel (dish or plate). Hard, fine red
pottery,
black
glaze. Stamllped ornamenlts.
IPage 14, No. 18; Plate 89 f1 7.
26i2, G,
G4 4m. Fragment (diamneter of foot 8) of
bottom of Greek vessel, with incised ornaments
asndl four snmall stamp inlmpressions. Page 14,
NTo. 32; Plate 89 f 18.
51(),
I, 2 m. I)ish fragmenllt
(10 x 7). Terra
sigillata, with obsculre stamp. Page 13, No. 29.
516, I, 2n.
Dish fragnment (11.5 x4). Fine

hler's name for a wall nlnning
N. and S. along the w-estern edge of the first terrace
west of the summit.
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17.

18.

19.

D.

Greek ware, black glaze, ivy dcesigns in white
paint. Page 14, No. 34; Plate 893 f 30.
548, G, 3 n. Dish fragmnent (4 x 2). IHard,
grany ware with remnains of paint, red-brown and
cobalt blue. HanId-niade?
557, F. Dish fragment (h. 6.5, d. 16.5). EHard,
red pottery, red slip. Late Israelite. Page 13,
No. 25.
567, F, 3.8 m. Dish fragment (10 x 7; d. of
foot 13). Flat. Fine, yellowish ware, red slip,
seal in circle.
FIGURINES.

1.

161, CG, 2 mn. Female head (3.5 x 2.5) wrapped
in a scarf. Pink pottery, fine ware and work.
Fragment of a statuette. Page 15, No. 8;
Plate 89 f 4.
2. 523, G, 3 nm. Female figure (8 x 4.5), fat,
seated, holding a vase.
Romana ? Hollow,
feet lost, small hole in head. Gray ware, well
burnt. Page a15,
No. 10.
3. 126, G (western end), 3 m. Crude head of
horse (8 x 7). Greek. Page 15, No. 6; Plate
89 f 24.
4. 224, G (vault), 5 m. Head and elongated
neck of horse (1. 10). Red-brown, hard pottery,
black slip. Eyes and bridle painted white.
Pot handle. Page 15, No. 7; Plate 89 f 14.
5. 263, A, 0.5m. Head of animal (1. 3.5),
broken. Red pottery. Plate 89 f 20.
6. 225, A, 5.5 m. Torso of quadruped (1. 9),
head and legs lost. Gray pottery, red paintings
to indicate harness or trappings. Page 15,
No. 9.
E.

1.

2.

3.

F.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

JARS.

541, F, 2.5 m. Jar (4.5x5, d. of foot 2.8).
Yellowish, fine ware.
Foot flat, but slightly
askew. Page 13, No. 7.
719, F (cistern), 11lm.
Arabic jar (42.5 x 25).
Pointed bottom, two handles, sides flattened,
horizontal ribs, blisters on exterior. Yellowish,
hard pottery, badly burnt. Page 13, No. 9.
722, G (cistern), 6 m. Jar of same ware and
shape as No. 2.
HANDLES.

25, E (eastern end). Piece of jar handle (6 x
3x1.2).
Ribbed lengthwise.
Red pottery.
Page 13, No. 10.
76, E (slope), 0.7 m. Jar handle (5.5 x 4.2 x d.
1.4). Yellow, hard, fine pottery, black glaze.
Red slip in interior. Page 13, No. 13.
96, G, 1.5 m. Fragment of jar handle (2.2
wide). Part of stamp showing bird or tail of
animal ?
135, G, 2 m. Jar handle (8.5 x d. 2) of ropetwist form, fine, hard, yellow ware. Three
red-brown bands at union with jar. Page 13,
No. 15; Plate 89 f 5.
223, G, 2 m. Jar handle (d. 2.7) in shape of
ear, hollow, with effaced stamp. Page 13,
No. 18; Plate 89 f 15.

6.
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6)90, F (cistern), 9.3 In. Jar LhandI(le fragment
(9) x 3) represenlting hea(d of animrlal ? (.oarse,
red potterIyN Ilixed with sinall whitte ston1es.

Page

13, NTo. 20.
7. 699, F, 8 in. Fragnment (20 x 12) of a large
jar withl at least three hlandles. Hard, black
ware, coarse exterior, hatnd-finish. Page 13,
No. 21.
8. 630, F, 4.5 in. Broken handle (1.6 x?) of
small bottle. Yellow-gray, fine Greek ware,
drabt slip. Seal inmpression or potter's mark:
YTT. Page 15, No. 18.
9. 713, F (cistern), 11 n. Handle and neck of
Greek bottle (h. 11.5). Fine, brown ware,
glazed. P'lattes 89 d 6.
10. 77, E (on slope west of Greek wall), 0.4 m.
Handle (8x 7 to 10; 1.5 average thickness) of
sacrificial ? dlishi.
Coarse, gray ware mnixed
with white stoI(es.

11.

12.

G.

Lower surface flat.

On

upper surfatce in relief hurman heald with helmet
or cap. Page 13, No. 14.
203,
, 4 i.
Handle (12 4.5) of pan. Hard,
redl pottery,· primitive make. Page 13, No. 17;
Plate 89 f 13.
264, G, 4
In.Pot hancdle fragmient (5 cmn.),
decoratedl.
iRed-ve1llow pottery.
Page 13,
-No. 19; Plate 89 f 19.
For No. 16 of page 13 see I', Stone Objects,
No. 4.
JAR FRAGMENTS.

1. 41, F, 2.5 Ill. Neck of large jar, of thick
hard, reddish pottery. Stamnp nearly illegible
(3.3 x 1.7), probably a potter's mark. Reading
may be OMTT. Page 13, No. 6.
2. 563, G, 4.2 m. Upper part (h. 8.5, d. of
mouth 4.3) of jar, exterior burnt yellow and
red over openl flame, interior burnt gray. Coarse
pottery mixed with white stones. Late Israelite.
Page 13, No. 8; Plate 89 d 4, f 22.
3. 629, F, 4.5m
il. Amphora neck (11 x 14). Hard,
yellowislh ware with Greek graffiti scratched
after the burning. Page 13, No. 32.
4. 673, G, 3 Ill. Neck (12 cmI. wide) of amphora,
with Greek Ilnlame [ITT]TTOKPATYC painlted
with brush bright red. H-Iard ware nlisxed nwith
small stones. Page 14, No. 3.
5. 196, F, 0.5 in. Bottonl (d. 7) of large amnphora. Hatrd, red, coarse pottery. Two incised
lettters. Pottcer's mark? Page 15,l No. 14.
6. 522, F, 2.t5 m. Fragment (7 x 6) of bottom of
jar. Hardl, gray ware, unleven surface, yellow
slip. Cross maIllrk made after burning. Page 15,
No. 17; Plate 8s9 f 29.
7. 34, IF, 2 ll. Fragment (1. 10, w. 7 to 3.5 x 1
thick) of fine (Greek amrnphora. Fine, hard, gray
ware, dral) slip. I-Iead of bird painted in sepia
(s) and sienlna (s') on oultside; black varnish
inside. Page)' 14, No. 6.
8. 44, E (ulnder G:reek wall). Firagmentt
(8 x 9
taperilng to 1, 1.5 thick) of jaLr. Coarse, gray,
not holnlogeRineoulIs clay mixelifd withll bits of

9.

)basalt

and sand. Rled slip on both sildes. Circular
indentatiolls on upper part. Plalge 14, TNo. 5.
69,
(muldelr (Greek swall). FragnentL (4.7 x2.8
1E
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10.

11.

12.

x 0.6) of small jar. Pottery, cobalt blue. FiIlne,
homogeneous, blue ware throughout.
(X x 7.5x 0.8) of
547, F, 2.5 m. Fragment
old Jewish jar. Hard, black ware, red slip
interior and exterior. Two tblack (dark-brown)
painted bands. Page 13, No. 24.
562, F, 3.5m. Fragment (12x8) of jar.
Ribbed interior and exterior, hard, red pottery,
one handle. The first four letters of a name
beginninlg ATTOA, scratched inl the burlnt clay.
Page 14, No. 2.
631, F, 5.3 Im. Fragment (8 x 6.5) of hard,
whitish pottery, with five G(Ireek letters anIld part
of a sixth pailnted tbrown: AOYYOII ? Palge 14,
No. 1.

Graffiti on exterior Imade before slip was put on.
Page 13, No. 31.
I.

BOWLS.

1. 35, F, 2 in. Fragment (8 x 4.5 x 0.6) of upper
part of bowl. Hardl, fine, red terra sigillata ware,
with brick-reld slip. Edge decorated with raised
egg and dart ornament.

2. 45,

Brick-red slip onI extetrior andl inlterior, lustrous
and brighter on exterior. Raised molding of egg

and dart pattern. Dancing figures between
rosettes. Page 14, No. 12.
3.

74,
)bowl

H.
1.

2.

3.

4.

JUGS, PITCHERS, PLATES, AND POTS.

circles.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Three smnall seal impIllressions (crabs

E,

rn. Fragment (4 x 3.3 x 0.,55) of
of (lassical G(reek type, dark, red, hard
0.5

Ipottery, bllack slip.

150, A, 1 ni. Arabic jug (h. 11, (d. 9, d. of
mouth 2.6), ribbed, on(e handle, flat bottoln.
Hard, black, coarse pottery. Plate 8:9 d 5.
718, F (cistern), 11 In. Pitcher (h. 18, d. 15.5,
of foot 7.8, of lip 8.8). Good, reddish ware,
drab slip, one handle, hollow foot. Plate 89 d 3.
712, CG (cistern), 5.5 Im. Pitcher (21 x 17).
Good, reddish ware, one handle, drab slip. Plate
89 d 1.
124, G, 1 nm. Fragnment (6 x 2.7) of plate.
Terra sigillata, bright red. Four concentric

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

(Colurnns anld architrave

withl lmeander pattern. Plage 14, No. 23.
75, E, 0.5ni. Fragerlt (3..3 x 2.5 x 0.55)
samle bowl as NTo. 3.

?).

Page 15, No. 1.
125, I, 3.5 m. Fragmienlt (12 x 8) of large
plate. Terra sigillata. StaIll in interior surrounded by circle. Page 15, No. 2.
134, G, 2 m. Fragment (10 x 7.6) of plate.
Terra sigillata. ()n bottolll thlree concentric
circles, d. of innermost 10.2 mn. Therein in two
lines incised inscription in Greek: AIOMHC
MAPIAC. Page 13, No. 30; Plate 89of 3.
568, F, 3.8 m. Fragrment (7 x 3, d. of foot 7)
of bottom of plate or dish. G(ood ware, black
glaze. O)n interior a stanlip impression.
60, E (in joints of Greek wall). Fragrentllt
(8 x 5) of (Greek pot or bowl, upper part. Fine,
hard ware, black slip on exterior, interior painted
red-brown.
90, G, 0.5 m. Fragment of b:ottomn of vessel
(pot or bowl ?). Terra sigillata. Fine, thin,
polished ware. Square stamip with raised letof interior: ;,E
ters in a circle on bottomr
Page 13, No. 27.
(9 x 6) of pot.
491, F, 2.5 m. Fragment
Hard, gray ware, coarsely burnt. Interior
painted red and decorated with numerous puinctures made with a triangular point. Page 14,
No. 10; Plate 89 f 25.
105, G, 2 m. Top part (h. 2.8, 1. 3) of small
pot or bowl (d. ca. 4). Black glazed ware, very
thick walls.
184, A, 1.5 m. Fragment (11 x 9) of pot, of
hard, red-gray ware, thick walls, incised ornamentation. Probably Byzantine. Page 14,
No. 16.
572, F, 3.8m. Fragrnent (10 x 7, dt. of flat
foot 6) of pot or bowl. Coarse, thick, gray ware,
rough exterior (stones in the clay). Red slip.

lPage 14, No. 11.

F, 2.5 mn. Fragrment (9 x 5 to 1 x 0.4) of
tGreek
pottery. Fine, hard, thin terra sigillata.

78a,

E (slope), 0.4mIl. Fragment (10 x 6 x 9.25)

of small vessel. Hard, fine, thin, red w*are, red
slip. In relief, acanthus leaf and rosette ornaIlmentation. Page 14, No. 21.
78b, E (below surface). Fragnment (2.5 x ca. 1)
of howl w1ith bands and figures.
97, G,
1 m. Fragnlment (h. 4, d. 9.2) of lower
part of Greek vessel, top anld b)ottonl broken.
PerpeIndicularly ribbed on exterior. Fine, red
ware, b lack glaze. Page 14, No. 14.
566, F, 3.8 n. Fragment (6 x 5) of Greek
bowl ? Fine, very thin, ochre-colored ware.
Black slilp on interior, bright redf slip on exterior.
Raised acantlhus leaf decorationli as in No. 5.
Plate 89 f 2.
100, A, 1 m. Fragment (8sx 5.5 x 0.9) of Arabic Ipottery (bowl ? ). Yellownish gray, coarse
ware. Stripes and lines painted dark brown.
Page 14, No. 2.5.
108, (1, 2 in. Lower part (S x 6.5 x 0.4) of
(Gree>k }bowl. Hard, thin, reddish brownl potttery,
black glaze. (Ornamentedt
in relief wvith rosette
and bIorder of bosses at centre, alternating
long lneaves anld rows of bossses on sides. Page
14, No. 17.
116, (fonlldl in dll )).
Fragmellnlt (9 x 9 x 0.6)
of (Greek lbowl or plate. Brown glaze, sepia
p:ainlt. HI1unian halnd oni exterior, ivy- spra- on
interior.
lTPage 14, No. 26.
128, E (slope). Fragmentt (h. 10, d. ca. 15) of
(G1'reek bowl.
)Dark lbrown, ill Iparts black glaze.
A canthllus lef andl other decoration in relief.
Page 14, No. 22.

231,
(v(ault).
Fragment (6.8x4.5) of bowl.
Fine terr.a, sigillata, red slip, raised ornamenlts.
Page 14, No. 19.
27t6, H, 2 m. Fragment (10 x 4) of upper part
of large lbowl. (Greek ware, black glaze, egg
aind dart ornamentation.

15.

from

Page 14, .No. 24.

Page

14, No.

13;

Plate 89) f 21.
G05, (T (cistern), 7 In. Greek cantharus (h. 15,
d. 11.5, foot 7.3), put together from ten fragIlments.
red, polislhed wlre.
Page 14,
1Iinv,

e
No. 29; Phlate 89

16.

739,

F,

6.83 m.

2.

Fragenllt

(5.7 x 4.'2 x 0.5) of
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Egyptian ?pottery. Red ware, red polished
slip. Portions of two human heads painted in
fine, black lines, eyes white, hair curled. Page
14) N o. 28.
JF, WEIGHTS AND WHORLS,

1. 15, E, 1 m. WVeaver's weight (h. 7.5, base
5.3 x 4.8, top 3.3 x 2.4). Reddish gray pottery.
Irregular truncated pyramid, perforated near
the middle. Page 15, No. 3.
2. 24, E (eastern end). Do. (h. 9, base 5x4.7,
top 1.6 x 1.1). Yellowish pottery, pyramid
form, perforated near top.
3. 511, G, 2m. Do. (h. 7.3, base 4.5 sq., top
1.7 sq.). Fine, red ware, pyramid form, perforated near top.

On top, stamp

(femInale

bearing offerings ?). Page 15, No. 4.
600, F, 4.5m. Do. (h. 3.3, d. 6). Circular.
Gray pottery, coarse work, large hole. Page
15, Nio. 5.
5. 14, E, 1 m. Whorl used in twisting thread
(h. 2.1, d. 3.1). Gray pottery, stained by fire.
6. 418, A, 0.6 m. Whorl, nearly hemispherical
(h. 1.5, d. of bottom 2.3). Gray pottery.
7. 552, A, 1.2 m. WAthorl of lentil shape (h.
1.2, d. 3). Black clay.
4.

25

43, E (eastern end). Fragment of Greek or
Myceniean pottery (7x x 1.1). Coarse, gray
clay mixed with white stones. Yellowish slip.
Interior red. Finger impressions on raised
upper part of vessel. Page 14, NTo. 4.
4. 627, F, 4.6 m. Two fragmenrts of very old
Israelite pottery (12 x 7 and 10 x 6). Primitive
gray ware, red slip, back painted red.
5. 700, F, 8 nm. Fragment (9 x 5x1.2) of old,
thick pottery with tllhree finger-tip impressions.
Hard, black clay, coarse ware, hand-finish,
red slip. Israelite.
6. 597 (near altar), 4.5 rn. Fragment of green
pottery (4 x 3 x 1.2). 1Both sides glated green.
Romlan faielIce.
7. 672, F, 6.8 m. Fragment (d. 4.3, th. 1) of
circular base for a statuette. Red pottery.
Page 14, No. 8.
8. 54, E, under Greek wall. Circular terra cotta
stalmp (d. 8, th. 1.6) wtith raisecl figures. RedPage 13,
Hand-irade.
yellow, thard ware.
No. 2 6.
9. 106, A, 0.5 mn. Fragnment (20 x 11 x 8) of
gutter foucnd w*ith a great mass of roof tiles.
Thickness 12 to 16 Inm. Hard, thick, reddish
ware. Interior filled with mortar.

3.

L. LAMPS.

K. OTHER FRAGMENTS.

I

1. 192, G, 2m. Fragment of Egyptian glazed
pottery. Page 13, No. 22.
2. 592, F, 4.5 m. Fragment of Mfyeenaean pottery (3.5 x 3 x 0.35). Fine, gray ware, yellow
slip. Painted with red and brown lines. Page
13, No. 23.

IV.

STONE OBJECTS

198, G (above great stairway), 4 m. IRoman
votive altar dedicated to Jupiter. Hard limnestone. See page 8 for discovery; Inscriptions,
Latin, No. 30 for text and translation; Part
III, explanation of Fig. 91 for description.
Plate 59 d.
2. 752, G (beside large altar). Roman votive altar
similar to No. 1, with Latin inscription, badly
weathered. Limestone. See page 1 for discovery; Inscriptions, Latin, No. 31; Part III, explanation of Fig. 90 for description. Plate 59 e.
Stone brazier? (h.
3. 594, H (cistern or cave).
37, d. of foot 14.5). Oval top hollowed out
roughly and blackened by fire. Page 15, No. 23.
4. 139, A, 2 m. Fragment of marble bowl with
handles. Outside wrought with toothed chisel.
D. of bowl ca. 20 cm. Page 13, No. 16.
5. 12, E, 0.5 ni. Ca. half of support for ointment jar (d. 7.5, h. 2 cm.). Gray limestone.
Page 15, No. 24.
6. 163, A, 1 m. Fragment of support for ointment jar (?), with incised decoration (10 x 4 x 3).
Fine gray limestone. Page 15, No. 25.
7. 648, G, 0.5 m. Fragment of pedestal for
small jar or small altar (h. 8, d. 7.2 and 6.1).
Originally four legs. Soft white limestone.
Page 14, TNro. 7.
1.

Two lhundred and seventy-seven pottery lamps
were found in 1908. An account of them could add
nothing material to the very full description of
objects of this class with Ilnumelrous illustrations
drawn from the discoveries of the ttwo following
years. See Part IV, Chapter V. On Plate 89 g may
be seen samnples of those found in 1908.

8.

9.

668, F, 6.8 m. Mlold for casting nmetal.
Fragment (4.9 sx 1. 6
Hard black liimestone.
x 0.9). Page 15, No. 35.
IMTpper part of large limestone
0.5
.i.
94, c
nlortar or jar (16i.6x9.5x3). Trapezoidal in
shape,

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

engraved

leaf

ornaments.

Page

15,

No. 26.
307, A, 0.;5 m. Fragment of mnarble mlortar or
o28.
jar (17x16), withl pestle. Page 15, No.
277, E (slope). Fragment of ointment jar (?),
decorated with holes svnimmetricallv arranged
Page 1;5,
(h. 3 lIl.).
Hard gray limestone.
No. 27.
1.5 m. Pestle (h. 5, d. 4.8). Hard
81, (,
white linmeston, smooth bottoml, four small
holes. Page 15, No. 29.
745, G (cistern), .5 m. Triangular rubbing
stone for smoothing walls, etc. (7 x 6.5x 5).
Sandstone.
210a, G, ca. 4.5 m. Statue (Alugustus?),
of white marble. See page 9 for discovery;
see also page 176 for further description.
Plates 8 i 1; 78 f e.
582, G (near No. 14). Fragment of white
nmarble hand (12x 10.5). Alay belong to 14.
I'late 86 e 2.
731, south edge of summit plateau, 2.3 m.
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Fragment of human head in marble (26 x 16.5).
Eyes and part of forehead preserved. See
page 9 for discovery. Plate 8G e 1.
Mlans head of hard gray line17. 58, F, 0.5In.
stone (5.5 x 4). Moustaclhe, culrled hair around
the head, ear-rings. Face badly weathered.
Page 15, No. 30.
18. 481, A, 1.5 m. Head of mnarble (13 x 10).
Page 15,
Nose broken.
Probably Jupiter.
31.
No.
of leg of white
19. 521, F, 2.5 m. Fragment
Page
marble (10 x 6). Fine workmanship.
15, No. 32.
(13 x ca.
20. 595, near altar, 4.5 m. Fragment
conincised
with
12) of hard white stone,
red
with
centric circles, and straight lines, filled
paint, radiating from the centre. ResemIbles
a sun dial. Page 15, NRo. 34.
fragment of alabaster
21. 686, E, 8m. Large
vase, finely burnished (13x6x 2.8 to 3).
22. 632, G (cisternnorth of vault), 7.9 m. Piece of
unworked alabaster (16 x 9 x 6).
23. 83, A (slope). Weight of hard black limestone
(4.3, d. 2.2). Olive-shaped, perforated near one
end. Page 15, No. 36.
1 m. Weight, disc-shaped
G (slope),
24. 201,
(d. 5 x 5.5, th. 1 to 1.5).
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4 mn. Weight (4 x 3x 2.4).
(G
(near altar),
25. 579,
Hard sandstone. Egg-shaped.
G;, 2.3 mn. Whetstone (10.5 x 1.7 to 3 x 1.7
26. 73,
thick). Hard whlite limnestone. One sidesmooth,
flatttIened.
27. 589, F, 4 m. Cylindrical red stone (5.8x d.
Small hole in
for bladess?
3.8). Sh-arpener
one end and two in other end. Page 15, No. 33.
Broken amulet (ca. 1 x 1).
28. 706, E, 9n.
Cylinder of gray mnarble. Page 15, No. 38.
29. 13, E, 1 m. Whorl, nearly hemispherical (d.
2.5, h. 1). Hole through middle. Soft, dark,
Page 15, No. 37.
gray stone (slate?).
30. 47, G, 1 n. Whorl similar to 29 (d. 2.7, h.
1.7). Soft green-gray stone.
7 m. Whorl similar to 29.
31. 602, E (cistern),
Hard gray limestone.
32. 569, F, 3.8 Tn. Wrought stone object of uncertain use (6 x 4 x 2.2). Several cuts made by
saw, and holes made by boring tool. Page 15,
No. 39.
33. 164, G, 2.5 m. Agate bead (1.1 x 1), oval,
broken into three pieces.
4 m. Two agate beads (d. of a 1.6,
34. 181, I,
of b 1), red, highly polished.
For inscribed stones see above under I C, Inscriptions, Latin.

V. METAL OBJECTS
A.

BRONZE

a. ARRow TIPS.
1.
2.
3.
4.

122, H, 1.2 m. Tip intact, with two barbs
Plate 90 d 9.
and solid shaft (7x1.7).
0.6 m. Tip tapering toward
420, G (vault),
each end (3.3 x 1). Plate 90 d 6.
524, F, 2.5 m. Tip triangular in section (1.
4.2). Hollow shaft. Plate 90 d 11.
542, F, 2.5 m. Tip injured, with two barbs
(5 x 2). Hole for end of arrow. Page 16, No. 6.

b. BRACELETS AND RINGS.

1.

2.

3.

346, A (in Arabic debris). Bracelet (d. 7.5,
d. of wire 0.4). Spoon-shaped ends fasten by
overlapping. Page 16, No. 1; Plate 90 d 16.
543, A (in Arabic debris), 1 m. Bracelet (d.
8, d. of wire 0.2-0.3). Well preserved. Page
16, No. 2.
472, A (in Arabic debris). Bracelet or ring
(d. 3.6). Plate 90 d 12.

C. INSTRUMENTS

AND UTENSILS.

1. 206, A (surface debris), 0.5 m. Bell (h. 2.5,
d. 2). Indented in two places. Page 16, No. 8;
Plate 90 d 10.
Fragment
2. 265, G (NE corner of stairway).
of flat blade (1. 2.9, th. 0.9-0.1). Plate 90 d 7.
3. 421, I (slope of summit). Dish (d. 5.1, h. 1.3),
with fine patterns, two handles. Page 16, No.
11; Plate 90 d 8.
4. 751, H, 2 m. Oval, concave dish? or shield
(d. 5.4x3.2, th. 0.1). Page 16, No. 14.
5. 623, F, 4.5 m. Curved part of buckle or

brooch (width 4 cm.), broken. Page 16, No.
4. With it was found a small broken pin.
6. 669, F, 6.8. Fragment of brooch (l. 4.3).
Page 16, No. 5.
7. 137, A, 0.6 m. Part of needle or other sharp
instrument (1. 11, d. O.G). Plate 90 d 13.
8. 154, A, 0.5 m. Pigment stick (1. 9.3 x d. 0.3).
Plate 90 d 1.
9. 514, G, 2 m. Pigment stick (L 16.2 x d, 0.3).
Page 16, No. 3; Plate 90 d 2.
10. 503, F, 1.5 m. Ring or hook (d. 3). Hinge
for door ? Plate 90 d 18.
11. 691, F (cistern), 9.3 m. Half of thin disc with
cogs or teeth of saw (d. 4, th. 0.01). Page 16,
No. 12.
12. 440, A, 0.6 m. Dish (d. 4.7, th. 0.01), with
three equidistant holes near edge. Part of
scales for weighing ? Page 16, No. 9; Plate
90 d 17.
13. 229, A, 2 m. Seal with concentric circles (d.
2.1). Page 16, No. 10.
14. 674, F (cistern), 9 m. Spoon with long handle
(l. 13). Page 16, NTo. 7.
15. 473, A (in Arabic debris). Pigment instrument,
spoon at one end, knob at other (16 x 1.2).
Plate 90 d 4.
16. 300, A, 0.5 Mn. Similar spoon, handle lost
(1.7.2, breadth 1.2). Plate 90 d 5.
17. 671, G, 1.5 m. Tablet (7x4.5x0.3) with
traces of decoration. A weight? Page 16, N-o. 15.
18. 707, E, 9 m. Two small hat-shaped objects
(d. 0.8). Page 16, No. 13.
19. 696, F (cistern), 9.5 m. Strip curved at one
end (2x2x-0.01).

DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS FOUND IN 1908

1.

2.
3.

B.

IRON

448, A (in Arabic debris). Part of instrument,
probably knife, broken, very rusty (15x 1.4).
Plate 90 d 3.
280, F, 1.5 m. Nail (1. 10) with bronze ring
(d. 3.3) through head. Plate 90 d 19.
27, E (eastern end). Plough (15.6x4), very
rusty, point broken.

4.
5.

C.

LEAD

1. 5, A, 1 m. Irregular ring, "apparently formed
by stamping out a disc in an irregular plate"
(2.8 x 2.3 x 0.5).
2. 93, G, 1.5 m. A weight? (5.2x2.2x1.8),
roughly cylindrical, upper part broken. Weighs
105 grammes.
3. 550, S. of platform. Weight (6 x 5.5 x 1.1) of

1. 658, F,
(0.8).

6.8 m.

GOLD

Bit of gold-leaf, very small

2.

694,

F,

6.8m.

Do. (2.5).

Found with No. 1.

GLASS AND PASTE
A.

GLASS OBJECTS

1. 647, F, 5.3 m. Amulet of black glass, shape
of human bust, perforated (h. 1.4). Page 15,
No. 21.
2. 182b, I, 4.5 m. Bead, lentil-shaped (d. 0.9).
3. 525, F, 2 m. Do. (d. 0.9).
4. 228b, G (slope). Bead (d. 0.9).
5. 653, H, 4 m. Bead or amulet (d. 1.2), hemispherical, perforated.
6. 340, A (in debris with Arabic pottery), 0.6 m.
Bottle or jar (h. 7, max. d. 6). Fine, thin,
green glass. Top part broken. Plate 90 a 4.
7. 341, A (in debris with Arabic pottery), 0.6 m.
Bottle (max. d. 8). Thin, green glass. Top
part broken. Plate 90 a 8.
8. 463, A (in Arabic debris). Bottle (h. 10 x d. 6).
Thin, green glass, hollow bottom, top part
broken. Plate 90 a 7.
9. 342, A (in Arabic debris).
Bottle (h. 6.2,
bottom d. 2.3). Green glass, long, slender
neck, top broken. Plate 90 a 3.
10. 343, A (in Arabic debris). Bottle (ca. 10 x 8).
Thin, transparent glass, long neck, top broken.
Plate 90 a 6.
11. 344, A (in Arabic debris). Bottle (max. d. 7.5)
of thin, transparent glass, similar to No. 10.

B.
1.

11, E (surface layer). Spear point (6.5x2).
688, II (above east wall of Herodian temple),
4 im. Portion of sword blade with rivets for
hilt (22.5x6.5 to 5, th. 4 to 0.08). Very
rusty.
493, A, 1 m. Pointed instrument or tool
(1. 14). Plate 90 d 14 and 15.

irregular shape, each side with remains of
letters or carvings. Page 16, No. 16.
4. 726, G, 3 m. Weight with pointed ends
(4 x 1.6). Page 16, No. 17.
5. 659, H, 4 m. Oval-shapeddise (3.7 x 3.2 x 0.01).
A weight?

D.

VI.

2.
3.
4.

6.

27

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.

Broken top and neck. Plate 90 a 1.
345, A (in Arabic debris). Bottle (max. d. 6)
similar to Nos. 10 and 11. Plate 90 a 5.
26, E (eastern end). Fragment (3 x3) of large
bowl, much weathered. Violet glass, iridescent.
Plate 90 a 2.
564, CG, 4.3 m. Fragment (6 x 5) of bottom
of light green bottle. Circle and strokes in
exterior of foot.
651, F (cistern), 6.6 m. Ear-ring (1.8 x 1 x
0.05) in two colors. Exterior blue; interior
light green. Page 15, No. 22.
29, G, 0.5 m. Fragment of vessel (d. ca. 15).
Green, iridescent glass.

17.

18.

19.

48, E (eastern end). Fragmlent (5 x 4) of vessel
(upper d. ca. 14). Greek glass, greenish yellow,
thick, iridescent. Perpendicular ribs on exterior. Page 15, No. 19.
49, E (eastern end). Fragment (4x 5) of
vessel (upper d. ca. 16). Thick glass, light
greenish yellow, iridescent. Perpendicular ribs
on exterior. Page 15, No. 20.
9, E (surface laver). Blue glass oval, one side
flat (1.3 x 1.1 x 9.5). Setting for a ring?

PASTE BEADS

182a, I, 4.5 m. Green, Egyptian (1.6 x 1).
192a, G, 2 m. Do. (1.6 x 1.1). Like No. 1.
228a, G (slope), Do. (1.2 x 0.9).
590, G (near altar), 4 m. Do. (h. 1, d. 1. 2).

5.
6.

71G,
747,

vallult, 5m. Do. (1.1 x 1). Like No. 4,
(G (cistern), 5 ni. Do. (1.3 x 1). Like

No. 4,
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VIIT.

BONE, IIORN7, TTUSKS, IVORY, AND SHfELL
A.

1. 71, G, 2 im. Hollow cylinder (d. 3.2, h. 2.2),
each end sawed off Sheep bone ? Page 16,
No. 18.
2. 4, A, 1.7 m. Dice cube (each sitde 1.2 cmn.)
made of section of hollow bone. The sides
1, 2 5, 6, are indicated by alppropriate spots.
The other spots were on plugs, now lost, which
once filled sides 3 and 4.
3. 549, A, 1 In. HanIdle of bone carvetd in forml
of twisted rope (1. 7.5, d. 1.7). Plate 930 c 9.
4. 748, H, 3 m. Handle with incised ornamnentation (1. 5, d. 0.8). Page 16, No. 19; Plate
90 c 6.
5. 230, A, 2 nl. Broken instrument of bone or
ivory (1. 7.5, d. 1.5). Plate 90 c 8.

B.
1.

BONE
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

82, G, 1.5 m. Part of deer's horn, sawed
off at larger end (1. 10 x d. 2.3 and 0.3). Plate
66,

G,

2 m.

Two tusks of wilcd boar

3.

591, F, 4.3 nm. Circular
amulet (d. 1.2),
with human figure standing between two palm
branches. Israelite or Phoenician. Page 16,
N o. 21; Plate 90 c 12.

D.
1.

2.

and 5.7 respectively).
72, G, 2.5 m. Do. One split,
(1. 14.8 and 11 respectively).

one

broken

(1. 7

C.

1.

G, 1.4 Il. Weaver' needle, burnt at one
tldt, sftailned
t ilack (1. 9.8, d. 2 at large end).
Plate 90 c 17.
172, I, 3.5 m. Stylus, broken, two pieces
(lolnger, 8 x d. 0.5; shorter, 4.8x d. 0.6). Plate
90 c 15) and 16i.
697, F (cistern), 9.5 n. Stylus or weaver's
pin, broken (1. 10, d. 0.3). Plate 90 c 14.
205, G, 4 i.
Whorl (d. 2.1), button-shaped,
smoothed lby hland. Plate 90 c 10.
732, F (cistelrn), 11.5 m. Whorl, flat (d. 3.1,
th. 0.25). Plate 90 c 13.
689, F (cistern), 9.3 mn. Gsoat (?) and chicken
bones, partly burnt. Plate 90 c 1-5, 7.

HORN AND TUSKS

90 c 18.

2.

84,

460, A, 1 m. Part of a sea shell, roughly
hemispherical (d. 1.8). A weight ? Plate 90
c 11.
571, H (on rock, below east wall of Herodian

IVORY

2.
3.

28, G, 0.3
I. Button (d. 2.3, th. 0.4), perforated. Page 16, No. 20.
230, A, 2 m. Broken instrument. See under
Bone, .No 5.

SHELL

3.

temlplte). Sea shell (6 x 4.5). Red exterior.
733, F (cistern), 11.5 m. Seven oyster shells,
large and snmall (9.5x6.5 and 7x 5).

PART II
PRINCIPLES, METHODS, AND GENERAL RESULTS
BY

GEORGE ANDREW REISNER

CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPEDITION
The American Staff-Representatives of the Imperial Ottoman Museum -The
Gang system

Egyptians -Local

work-people-

The American Staff-The Architect of the expedition, Mr. Clarence S. Fisher,
prepared all the maps, plans, and detail drawings. In 1909 he also wrote the
greater part of the object cards. Mr. Oric Bates had charge of the card catalogue
from June 1 to September 2, 1910; after his departure Mr. Fisher prepared all the
object cards except those for the coins. I kept the diary, the photographic register, and the Arabic register of objects found, and assisted at times with the
card catalogue of objects.
Representatives of the Imperial Ottoman Museum-Shawket Effendi

el-

Khalidi, of Jerusalem, served as Imperial Commissioner from June 4, 1909, to
June 28, 1910. He had had a long experience with other expeditions, and was
familiar with the scientific aims of European archeologists. His family has
always been friendly to Europeans, and he upheld its best traditions. In his
intercourse with us he was courteous and gentlemanly, and showed his confidence
in our good faith. In all official business he was prompt and efficient. He repeatedly protected us from the impositions of minor officials. In dealing with
the people of Sebaste he never permitted encroachments upon our rights, nor
extortions. He considered that we were working for the Ottoman Museum, and
that it was his duty to assist us in every possible way.
Mohammed Sa'id Effendi Abd-el-Hady, of Nablus, who had served as Imperial
Commissioner during part of the operations of 1908, was with us from May 28
to June 4, 1909, and again from June 28 to November 13, 1910. He was a
younger man, with less experience in the ways of Europeans; but he was courteous
in manner and, as he came to understand the thoroughness of our work and our
registration, he left nothing to be desired in his conduct towards the expedition.
He was of great service in settling complaints sent by the villagers to Constantinople and in arranging the final settlement with the landowners.
The sincere thanks of the Expedition are due to Hamdy Bey, and to his
brother and successor, Khalil Bey, for the appointment of such eminently
satisfactory officials.
Egyptians-The mainstay of the expedition in the actual excavations was
the staff of Egyptian workmen brought over in 1909 and 1910, comprising overseers, photograph boys, and household servants. These men had been with me

for many years in Egypt, and had had a long experience in the Hearst
Egyptian Expedition, the Joint Expedition of Harvard University and the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and the Nubian Archaeological Survey conducted
31
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by the Egyptian Government. It was their trained skill, industry, and loyalty which made possible the careful examination of the enormous mass of
debris turned over in the two seasons.
Local Work-People- The local workers were drawn mainly from Sebaste.
We were dependent on the good-will of the townspeople in buying land and in
other ways; and we felt, therefore, that they had special claims on the expedition,
and gave them the preference. They showed some inclination to take advantage
of their position as landowners; but a few cases of fines and dismissals checked
this tendency. The village of Burka, notorious as a wild, lawless place, came next
in numbers, and furnished a greater proportion of satisfactory workers than any
other. The other villages from which we drew were Belt Imrin, Nusf Jebil,
Jennesinia, Nakurah, and Deir Shuraf.
These people, especially the men, were at the beginning undisciplined, inexpe-

rienced, and indolent. It was our task to build up out of this mob an organized
body of disciplined, industrious, and skilful workmen. The burden of training
them fell on theEgyptians; but the very first requirement was to obtain a hold on
the work-people. After long consideration, I fixed on a scale of wages which made
our service the most desirable employment in the country. Men employed in
excavating, Class I, were paid 11 piastres (Nablus) a day; Class II, 10 piastres.
Women, carriers, Class I, were paid 9 piastres; Class II, 8 piastres. Children,
Class I, were paid 7 piastres; Class II, 6 piastres.I
The effect of this scale was to give us the pick of a great number of workpeople, so that we could have had several thousand at any time, and to make each
workman extremely anxious to keep his job. We were thus able to formulate a
set of rules and insist on a strict observance of them:
1. Every person must come every day, unless previously excused. Such excuses waere
rare, as no one wished to lose his pay.
2. Every person must obey absolutely the orders of the Egyptian over him, but with
right of subsequent complaint to me, if he thought himself unjustly treated. Cases of
insubordination were punished with fines, and, in four instances, with dismissal.
3. Every person must behave himself orderly in the works. Quarreling and fighting
were strictly forbidden. The introduction of arms into the excavations by workingmen or others was prohibited.2 Obscene songs and conversation were also effectually
stopped; but ordinary work-songs were encouraged, as they helped to pass away the
tedium of the day's task.
4. Every one must work steadily during work hours. Laziness was punished by shifting
into the next lower class, with decreased pay. Industry was rewarded by promotion
to the next higher class and by extra payments given out on pay-day in the presence
of the whole force.
5. The baskets must be filled with earth and carried out full. This vwas the most important rule, so far as the speed of excavation was concerned. The demands made on the
strength of the basket-carriers were perhaps excessive; but, as the pay was good, a
system of substitutes was proposed by the work-people and accepted by us which gave
us practically two people for each wage paid. The mothers, sisters, and young brothers
came out and took turns carrying the baskets of their relatives.
These rates were in each class two piastres more than had been
paid by previous expeditions,
2This rule, so far as it regarded outsiders, was usually obeyed
without question; but otherwise was enforced by the Tllrk-

ish soldier. In one case a lad loaded with arms resisted,
and struck the soldier; but Said Ahmedt fell upon him with
bare hands, and:gave him so sound a thrashing that he ran
away with a great clattering of his fire-arms.
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Long before the end of the first year we lhad a body of well-disciplined people,
gaining in skill and endurance with every day they were employed. In the second
year we had men who could distinguish different kinds of debris, recognize and
clean a floor, or clear a wall, as well as could be desired.
Gang System-For purposes of work the locals were divided into nine regular gangs, each under three Egyptians. A tenth gang, under one Egyptian, was
raised by drawing men from the regular gangs, and employed for all heavy
stone-work, such as breaking down walls, carrying stones, and building retaining-walls. The regular gangs varied in size according to the requirements of
the work, having three to five pickmen with one or two Egyptians, five to
eight hoemen with one or two Egyptians, and twelve to twenty-five basketcarriers. There were usually four Egyptians, including the head reises, or overseers, directing the basket-carriers and keeping the lines moving.
When a given area was to be attacked, it was divided into sections of from
fifty to one hundred square metres in extent. Each gang was assigned one section, and all the gangs were expected to work with equal rapidity, so that, at
any time, the area was cleared to thle same stage all over. The Egyptians were
held responsible for the work. When, as often happened in the season of 1910,
the field became too crowded, a number of gangs were laid off in rotation. The
Egyptians thus released were joined to the gangs retained, and added considerably to their efficiency.

CHAPTER II
MErTHODS OF EXCAVATION
Aims of excavation-Preliminary investigations-D
I)isposition of debris by the strip system-Different kinds of
debris-Operations that have modified the deposits of dlebris-Managenment of workrmeni-Methods of recording
AIMS OF EXCAVATION

The object to be aimed at in any piece of excavation is not merely to get out
inscriptions and antiquities, and to trace the plans of buildings, but to recover
every particle of historical evidence contained in the site attacked. Before the
Harvard expedition began its work, the site of Samaria presented itself as a
great hill, covered with a thick layer of earth under cultivation. The only
remains of antiquity that were to be seen above the surface were some of the
columns and towers of the Herodian city of Sebaste. The covering of earth was
the result of a human activity extending over a period of nearly two thousand
years. Quarrying and building, war and destruction, plundering for treasure and
building-stone, ploughing and sowing, had buried in its depth a tangle of walls,
thousands of objects, and many unbroken masses of debris. It was the work
of the excavator to begin at the surface, and untangle as well as he could the
series of human actions which had left their mark on the place. The problem
was the reconstruction of the history of the site.
PRELIMINARY

INVESTIGATIONS

It has long been recognized that a site should be excavated as a whole. The
ideal thing at Samaria would have been to strip off the agricultural soil over the
whole hill, and record the result by photographs and plans. Then we would have
cleared away the Arabic buildings, wherever they could be identified, removed all
debris resulting from Arabic operations, and made a second record; and so on
with each period of debris and of buildings, equally over the whole area, until
at last the remains of the Israelite occupation lay revealed over the entire hill.
But as things were, such a method was impossible. The size of the site, the value of
the land, and the expense of excavation were prohibitive. Moreover, under the
Turkish law, which permitted a concession for two years only, it was not possible to make plans for a great undertaking of this sort. It was necessary,
therefore, to adapt ourselves to circumstances.
I had examined the site in 1906, and was present at the beginning of operations in April, 1908, to advise with Dr. Schllumacher in planning the work. My
original idea had been to excavate the gateway, which was visible as two round
towers on the west slope, and work up the hill to the summit. Rut the distance of the summit from the gateway, the great number of olive-trees in the
3;ii
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way, and the difficulty of dealing at the start with a large number of owners
made this inadvisable. It seemed to me, however, that the summit was the important spot. The formation of the hill pointed unmistakably to the summit
as the primary building site, the one which Omri would naturally select for a fortified palace. At my suggestion, Dr. Schumacher laid out a trench, EFG (Plans
14, 15), to be cut through the bluff and across the very top of the summit, designed
to reveal any ancient wall which might form the basis of the bluff, to give an
idea of the strata in the summit deposits, and to ascertain whether there was
any large building on the site. When I took charge in 1909 and examined the
work done in 1908, the desired result did not seem to have been wholly attained.
There did not seem to be any large wall forming the bluff. As we afterwards
discovered, fragments of the Greek Fort Wall were visible, but not recognizable
as such. The stratification could not be made out clearly, although there were
walls at various levels. On the other hand, a large building had been found, and
identified as the temple built by Herod and dedicated to Augustus. The portico,
stairway, and a space in front of the latter had been cleared, and three trenches
had been driven southwards; viz., Trench H (40 m. long), along the east wall of
the temple; Trench J (39 m. long), slanting SE from the middle of the portico;
and Trench K (9 m. long), along the west wall. From an examination of Dr.
Schumacher's notes and plan and of the trenches themselves, I could learn little
more than that a temple had stood on the summit, and that the debris deepened
towards the western bluff. Except for a few limestone blocks in Trench E, there
was nothing in sight which looked like an Israelite royal building.
In short, the whole problem of the history of the site remained to be worked
out. As the temple required excavation and was a dated point of departure, we
undertook to clear this as the first piece of work.
DISPOSITIONT OF DEBRIS BY THE STRIP SYSTEMI

Before we could begin, we were confronted with the problem of dealing with
the earth excavated in 1908, most of which had been piled up beside the trenches
from which it came. I selected the southeast corner, east of the temple, as the
place to begin. The plan adopted was to sacrifice a ten metre strip along the
eastern edge of our land to receive the earth from the first section (S1, Plan 2).
By excavating S1, throwing the earth upon the reserve strip, we should gain
room for the earth from the temple (S2). The earth from the next section (S3)
was to go on S2, and so on around the hill, excavating and filling in, section
by section, until the last section was to be filled in from the original dump-heap
on S1 and the reserve strip. This is the only possible method of dealing
economically with debris on a site where the excavator must pay for the land,
and is required to fill in after excavation, leaving the site in condition to be
restored to agricultural uses.
The following abbtreviations are employedl: SI, S2 (Strip 1,
Strip 2, &e,.), L. T. (Lo:wer Terrace), L. T. E. (lower Terrace East), C. Tr. (Cliff Trench), antl It. T. (tLRoadway Trench)
indicating, respectively, the strip or section excavated on the

sulmmnit and to tlhe soulth o4f it in 1909!-1!10. The trenclhes
clut on the sulnlmit in 1190S are designateld as TrencIh E, 14,
;,
I &.

II,
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This plan liad to be modified later, because it seemed advisable to leave S2
open on account of its general interest. When this decision was reached, the problemn of a dumping-place was attacked in a similar way from the south. It was
desirable to cut a trench from the south across the Herodian Road of Columns, up
the bluff to the lower terrace (L. T.) south of the summit. The earth from this
roadway trench was, by an arrangement with the adjoining landowners, spread
over the ground under the olive-trees to a depth of about one metre (a treatment
which was said to be good for the trees). The earth from the Cliff Trench was slid
down to the Roadway Trench, which it did not fill. The Cliff Trench itself formed
a chute, through which earth from above could be shot down into the rest of the
Roadway Trench. The Lower Terrace (L. T.) was divided into narrow sections
running east and west. The earth from No. 1 went down the chute, from No. 2
into No. 1, and so on up to No. 5, which was really on the southern edge of the
summit. Then, leaving S2 open, the earth from S3 went into L. T., that from S4
and S5 into S3, and so on around to the north. In 85 the work was blocked by
the unexpected puzzle presented by the Israelite Round Tower and the southwest
bastion of the Greek Fort Wall, so that we were unable to cover up S5 from the
next strip. Rather than stop work, our time being limited, we turned to the space
in front of the temple, made a second reserve strip in continuation of the first one,
and began working around the hill from the opposite side. In this way we were
able to work alternately, first from one end of the series and then from the other.
Finally, a small section (S11 North) was left open, and filled in from the dump in
front of the temple at a cost of about 36 napoleons. With this exception, none of
the debris of 1909 and 1910 had to be moved a second time.
As shown above, the practical difficulties encountered forced us to adopt a
strip system of excavation instead of the preferable plan of excavating the site as
a whole. The disadvantages attaching to this system we sought to minimize by
leaving the walls on the edge of each strip exposed until connected with the walls
in the adjoining strip, by very careful records, including plans, sections, and
photographs, and by making the strips as wide as possible.
At first the attempt was made to remove the debris layer by laver; but this
was quickly found to be impossible, for as soon as the cultivation stratum had
been removed there were no regular horizontal strata. The debris of decav of each
period had been considerably disturbed dluring the construction of the buildings
of the next period, in the search for building material and in the effort to place
the new foundations on rock. As a result, foundations of all periods rested on the
rock, and stood side by side. (See PI. 2 b.) Amid this apparent confusion,
however, the successive deposition and disturbance of strata proved easily traceable, at least over certain areas.
DIF'kFEREINT

KIIND S (O)F DIEt1BRIS

Thle attention given to the study of the debris is one of the most important
features in the method of our work. The results of that study are not only of
value for other excavations, but aret illndispensable to an understanding of the
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history of the site. It is necessary, therefore, to outline at the beginning the final
conclusions reached in regard to the different forms of debris and the various activities
which modified them. The terms here defined will be used throughout the volume.
The principal kinds of debris which it is important to distinguish are six:
1. Geological Debris; 2. Mason's Debris; 3. Debris of Occupation, or Floor
Debris; 4. Debris of Decay; 5. Dumped Debris; 6. Silt.
Geological debris differs from all the other kinds in that it was not deposited
by human agency. It is marked by a homogeneity and cleanness which make it
easily distinguishable by the eye. The dirty surface of a packed stratum of limestone debris may be mistaken for the dirty surface of a limestone rock, but a
few blows of the pick reveal the difference. At the summit there was no geological debris. The whole rock had been stripped clean for quarrying, and it was
only here and there in a small crevice that we found pockets of the reddish gravel
seen on the surrounding hills.
In uniformity and cleanness, quarry debris and stone-cutter's debris come
next to the geological debris.
(See PI. 53 a, lowest layer above staff.)
The Israelite stones were all cut on the site, in the usual wasteful manner of
antiquity. The rough block was obtained by cutting a channel 2-20 cm. wide
and 20-50 cm. deen. on four sides (seeP PI.
a
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15 b, c, and Fig. 1), and separating it from its

bed along the horizontal rift by prying.

Thus, in cutting stones of the size used in the
Israelite palace, about fifteen per cent of the
stratum is broken into small chips. In all
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for the walls were squared by the masons

on the site of the building, and the faces

were dressed flat after the walls were built. Both these operations gave rise to
quantities of stone chips and dust-yellow limestone in the Israelite period,
grayish-white limestone in the later periods.
The clean yellow debris was usually found just above the rock, especially in the
hollows and enclosed spaces. The surface was always foot-worn, trodden smooth
by the feet of the builders. The mason's debris was also used for filling foundation spaces in the Israelite buildings, and in that case was usually mixed with a
certain amount of earth. Such filling is designated by the term "dirty yellow
debris." (See P1. 53 a, second layer from below.)
The accumulation of debris during the occupation of a site is built up of thin
layers, always very dirty, often with sweepings in the corners. This floor debris
contains a number of small objects, potsherds, coins, nails, and the like. At the
summit, debris of occupation was found in the streets and passages, less often
in living rooms.
(See Pls. 20 a; 24 d; 33 f; 53 e, f.)
Debris of decay may consist of almost any sort of fallen walls, rotted stones,
and burst foundation-fillings. It has nearly always been disturbed by man in
searching for treasure or for huilding-stone. Its most characteristic features are its
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irregular, weather-worn surface and the absence of regular strata. The hollows and
lower slopes sometimes show fine strata, deposited by rain or wind. (See PI. 46 a.)
In the case of strata thus formed, the slope is always less than the gravity slope of
the debris.
Debris laid down by dumping is the most easily distinguishable of all. It
may be assumed that any thick layer showing fine parallel stratification was
deposited by dumping. This does not apply, of course, to river bottom and sand
beds, but no such beds were found at Samaria; nor does it apply to layers of silt
in cisterns, of which there were many examples.
The examination of any dump, such as is found in modem excavations, shows
that the outer slope of the debris is the gravity slope of the fine part of the debris.
Most of the coarser debris-pebbles, potsherds, and the like-separates itself out
of each basketful as it is thrown down, and rolls to the foot of the slope, forming
a sort of talus. (See our dump-heap in S7, PI. 37 b.) The gravity slope of this
coarse debris is much less than that of the fine debris, and therefore the talus
slopes out in front of the dump. When the debris is moist, the fine debris clings
to the slope at an angle slightly greater than the gravity slope of the dry debris,
so that from time to time knobs of overweighted debris are jarred off the slope
and slide down to cover the talus. In consequence, the section of a dump
shows the talus as a series of irregular pockets of coarse debris along the surface
on which the dump is found.
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it tne section De taKen along rie
axis of the dump (see Fig. 2), the lines
of the fine debris have a gravity slope of
perhaps 30°-40° to the horizontal If the
section be taken across the axis, the lines
of the fine debris are either curving, in
a fan-shaped dump, or straight and horizontal with sloping sides, in a broad

dump (see Fig. 3), which grows uniformly

2.

Longitudinal section of dumped debris.

along its outer edge (see PI. 37 b). At other angles to the axis, the lines of fine
debris may show all the gradations from the gravity slope to the horizontal.
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ujumped aebris is thus dis-

tinguished from the debris of
decay by its regular and fine
stratification, which shows in
some one section the gravity
slope, and by the pockets of
debris beneath it. See PI.
3. Cross-section of a flat-edged, broad dump.

46 c, on the left, where a thick
ly ro
i

layer of stones is shown,

which was deposited by dumping when the Street of Columns was filled for
agricultural purposes; and PI. 54 d, where the layer of potsherds forms the talus
of the second stratum at the Basilica.
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The variations produced by irregular and sloping ground are usually easily
recognizable; but one case requires particular mention. When the dump is made
on a surface with a slope
less than the gravity
slope of the fine debris
and greater than that of
the coarse debris, there
may result a complete
separation of the two,
so that the body of the
dump does not present
pockets of coarse debris
4. Longitudinal section of separated dump (L. T. 5).
along the ground (see
I
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Fig. 4). This was actually the case in L. T. 5, south of the Herodian Temple; but
the dump had been continued out over the large pocket of stones.
When this dumping takes place in a confined space which is being filled, the
talus continues not only along the bottom of the space (or hole), but up the wall
towards which the dump is formed (see Figs. 5 and 6).

5. Longitudinal section of confined dump.

6. Cross-section of confined (lump.

When a cistern is filled by dumping, the same general principle holds.
of fine debris on a gravity slope is formed, wvith coarse
debris around the sides (see Fig. 7). But, owving to the
clear fall before striking the bed of fine debris, many
heavy stones stick fast on or near the summit of the
cone, and, in excavation, are found embedded in fine
debris.
When narrow trenches, especially shallow ones,
have been filled, it is very rare to find the stratification characteristic of dumping (see PI. 53 d). Probably such trenches were in some cases filled by raking in
masses of earth from the side; in others, the scattering
from the baskets covered the whole width of the trench,
and filled nearly the whole trench simultaneously.
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At Samaria silt is found only in the bottoms of cisterns. It is important,
however, for this deposit was formed during the time when the cistern was in use,
and datable objects found in this debris may be used to date the cistern and the
house to which it belonged.
OPERATIONS WHICH HAVE MODIFIED THE DEPOSITS OF DEBRIS

The forms of the deposits of debris are affected by later building operations,
by plundering, and by agriculture.
The building operations which affect older deposits may be divided into
four classes: removal of stone from earlier structures (stone theft), leveling, digging trenches for foundations, and excavation for subterranean constructions.
The removal of stone in ancient times was effected by simply following down
a wall the top of which was exposed, for instance the Israelite walls in S7, S8, S11;
or by removing a slope and its supporting wall, as in S3. In Roman and modern
times, besides these methods, a large pit was sometimes dug through to a lower
stratum, and all the stones over a considerable area removed down to rock, as in
H. S. 1-3 (PI. 7 a, right foreground). The mere removal of a wall does the least
damage, since the trench is refilled with a different sort of debris, and, with careful excavation, can be followed as certainly as if the wall were still standing. (See
PI. 53 d.) This was the case in S7, S8, Sll, where the place of the Israelite walls
was occupied by black-filled trenches crossing the yellow debris. But in the other
cases the surrounding debris had been removed along with the wall, and nothing
was left except the very lowest stratum and the scars on the solid rock. (See
Pls. 26 c; 28 a; and 29 c.)
One of the most common accompaniments of building operations is leveling.
When a spot like the summit of the hill in Samaria becomes a town site, every
available slope is terraced to gain level building space. (See Pls. 15 a; 16 a; and Plan
3.) This operation destroys the strata and the walls on one part of the slope, but
covers and preserves those on the other part. The general result is always extremely
confusing. Still more destructive were the great levelings made ill the construction of platforms and temple areas. When, as in the case of the Herodian Temple,
the building is approached by a stair, and the platform level is below a more ancient
level, whole blocks of older houses may be swept out of existence. (See S6, P1. 16 a,
and Plan 3.)
In considering the effect of the construction of foundations, buildings may be
divided into two classes, those with foundations on the rock (large public buildings)
and those with foundations sunk only a metre or so in the soil (private houses).
Both sorts of walls appear to have been built in construction trenches, which cut
and disturbed the older strata. The destruction wrought by the large walls carried down to the rock was naturally the greater, but it is less confusing, because it
can be more easily recognized. In the case of the larger buildings, a trench 40-80
cm. wider than the wall desired was cut through all levels down to rock or to the
Israelite walls. After the wall was built, this trench was filled in with debris easily
distinguishable from the older strata beside it. The result of this is the formation
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of vertical strata of late date-in some cases Herodian-side by side with Greek
and Israelite horizontal strata. (See Fig. 8 and PMs. 53 a, b; 15 d, cf. 16 b; 46 c.)
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Of all forms of building operations the most destructive to the ancient deposits
of debris are the subterranean structures. These are cisterns in the rock, cementlined vats in the lower debris, and the great subterranean vault and corridor of
the Herodian Temple. In digging the cisterns, a great construction pit was sunk
through all strata to reach the rock, and filled in (like the construction
trenches) after the shaft was built.
(See Fig. 9 and PI. 53 c.) In some
cases this pit was utilized for the
construction of a stairway leading
down to the rock mouth of the
cistern. The vats were, as a rule,
simply holes dug in the underlying
Sometimes the hole was
strata.
lined with rubble and cemented (see
PI. 7 b); more often the cement was
laid directly on the sides of the hole
(see PI. 4 c). The great temple cellar
was dug through all buildings and
all debris, and lined with stone.
(See PI. 24 c-e.) The disturbance
of older deposits of debris caused
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The damage caused by plundering could not be identified, except in the case of
plundering for stone, described above.
The cultivation of the soil leads to two different operations: terracing for cultivation, and cultivation itself. The actual ploughing of a field and the clearing
it of stones destroys all surface strata and walls to a depth of only about
30-50 cm. The leveling is more serious in proportion to the area involved.
At present the tendency is uniformly towards a denudation of the summit, but
there have been periods of accumulation by the removal of earth from lower
to higher ground.
The hill, as we approached it, presented a mass of broken horizontal and
vertical strata, and some time elapsed before we recognized the significance of all
its features. When it became clear that regular horizontal strata were not to be
expected, the plan was adopted of clearing steadily downwards along the walls
until we found a floor-level either actually existing or indicated by the foot of a
superstructure wall on the surface of a different kind of debris. Then we cleared
along this level. At first, puzzled by the filled holes, we sliced out the filling
level with the surrounding floors and surfaces. But after the first few weeks
these filled holes were completely cleared in connection with the higher stratum
from which their filling had come. Finally, with a knowledge of our deposits
which made it possible to recognize almost instantly the character and age of the
debris, we were able to proceed with great consistency; removing surface debris
(cultivation layer), registering any late field walls found in this; clearing down
to the first floor-level, including the holes broken through the floors; then to the
next; and so on down to the upper surface of the lowest yellow debris. Finally,
the yellow debris was cleared away, revealing the bare rock with the walls which
stood on it.
MIANAGEENTl

OF WORKMENf

It is indispensable to a thorough, scientific examination of a site that the work
be performed by a trained staff, and a trained gang of workmen who go through
the necessary operations as a matter of habit. The ordinary rules are obvious.
Workmen must distinguish between fallen stones and walls; stones struck with the
pick in the debris are not to be pulled through the debris, but cleared; no floor
is to be broken except by order, even when it is only a thin layer of harder earth;
every fresh stratum is to be worked by itself, but only onl order; the objects from
each sort of debris are to be kept separate; the workmen must have enough
knowledge to recognize important objects; such objects (whole pots, inscriptions,
statuettes, etc.) must be left in position and reported at once; no cave or other
room is to be entered except by a special order; no pot, box, or other receptacle,
is to be emptied except by order. Each man must know his place and his work,
the extent of his responsibility and his authority. Every director must work
out this side of the problem in his own way. But it must be remembered that
the workmen are merely the excavator's batnds, and the closer the connection between the actual diggers and the directing intelligence, the more satisfactory the
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result. The excavator must speak the language of the workmen, and give his
orders directly to the men.
Another most important point is to cultivate the loyalty of the workmen. It
may be taken as a rule that good pay, steady work, kind but firm treatment, must
be the basis of all Oriental faithfulness. Good work and faithfulness must be rewarded, and the opposite punished. Mistakes in this matter are fatal. Beyond
this, no hard-and-fast rules can be laid down. One man may handle his men with
great success by a cold affectation of superiority, another by cordiality and goodfellowship. Natives who have been efficient and successful workmen with one European are flat failures with another. Every excavator must solve this problem for
himself. The fellah, both in Egypt and in Palestine, understands personal loyalty,
and has practiced it for ages. It is only necessary for the excavator to be loyal to
his men to gain their loyalty for himself. Without this it is impossible to hope for
an efficient corps of workmen.
METHODS OF RECORDING

When it is remembered that every excavation destroys historical material which
has been accumulating for ages, it is clear that no pains in recording the work are
excessive. No future excavator can verify or confute the evidence or the interpretation. The deposits are gone for ever. The only justification that a man can offer
for this destruction is a record as unprejudiced and mechanical as the technical
means of his day permit. It is the excavator's duty to put his archaeological colleagues and successors as fully as possible in his own place, and with notes, maps,
plans, and photographs, to enable them, as far as possible, to reconstruct graphically the progress of the work.
The records of the Expedition to Samaria in 1909-1910 consisted of the following series:
Diary-Written daily with ink in a duplicating carbon book. The originals
were sent at intervals, usually weekly, to the Harvard University Committee, while
the duplicate book was kept on the spot. The diary dealt with all current events,
and with the progress of the work. At the end of each season the duplicate book
was copied out on the typewriter. Each paragraph was dated, and marked with
letters indicating its contents. The typewritten sheets were then cut into slips, each
dealing with the events of one date at one part of the work. Finally, these slips
were assorted, and pasted in blank books in chronological order, so that we had
a book for each of the following heads: 1, Administrative Events; 2-12, Observations on Strips 1-11; 13-21, Observations on the Basilica (13), Gateway (14), Roadway Trench (15), Cliff Trench (16), Lower Terrace (17), Kaid's Land (18), Samarra's House (19), Samarra's Land (20), Lower Terrace East (21).
By this means it was possible to review in chronological order the record on
each section of the work without hunting through a diary index. From time to
time the conclusions on various points were summed up, and usually also entered
in the Diary or the letter book.'
'A summary of the Diary is printed in the AIppendix to this volulnme.
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Maps and Plans-a. Plan of tlle whole site, prepared by Dr. G. Schumacher
in 1908. Scale, 1 : 2500. b. Plans and sections of each area excavated, on a scale
of 1 :50, with the several periods represented by different colors, c. Plans and
sections of each building, or the buildings of each period, on a scale of 1 : 200. d.
Drawings of details of masonry, ornamentation, etc. The plans, sections, and
drawings b, c, and d, were made by Mr. Fisher. e. Sketches of deposits of debris,
etc., usually roughly drawn in the Diary.
Register of objects found-Each gang had one or more shallow wooden trays
in which to place objects found during the day. Important objects were usually
taken immediately to the camp. Slips of paper with the date and a note of the
provenance were placed in the trays by one of the staff. The provenance was indicated by the number of the section, letters for subdivisions of surface debris, room
numbers in other debris and a note of the relation to the floor. Thus, "S4 c"
designated Strip 4 at the summit, division c (worked by gang vii), the debris above
the first floor found; "S4--417 sub" designated Summit Strip 4, room 417
(Ostraca House), the deposit of occupation debris. Any further information needed
could be gained by referring to the Diary of the date in question.
Each object, after being brought to the camp with its slip, was entered on a
small card, 12.5 x 7.2 cm., bearing in the upper right corner a running number,
provenance, and date; in the upper left corner, material, name of object, age (when
known), and in the middle a drawing (1:1, 1:2, 1:5, or 1:10) 1 of the object,
with measurements and remarks. During the year 1909, owing to a misunderstanding with a man who was engaged as assistant for this work but who failed to
come or to give us notice until late in August, the work of making the card catalogue accumulated until the latter part of the season. But in 1910 the objects
were entered regularly the day after they were found. The total number of cards
prepared was 4154. Later the photograph of each object was pasted on its
card, and the registry number of the photograph entered thereon.
After the cards were prepared, their contents were entered in two books, viz.,
a duplicate Arabic register and a duplicate English register. The Arabic register
was written by the Imperial Commissioner from my oral translation. Mr. James
Trimble copied the cards of 1909 into the book, Mr. Fisher those of 1910.
After preparing this permanent register, the cards were used in the preparation
of the publication. They were first classified according to provenance and date,
and copied on a type-written list; so that it was possible to review at any
moment the objects found in any particular place. In dealing with the groups
of objects, the cards were rearranged according to classes-pottery, stamped jar
handles, coins, etc. The Arabic register was used also as a packing-list. The
boxes were numbered, and the number of the box was entered in the left-hand
column of the register as each object was packed.
In addition to the card catalogue of numbered objects, a card catalogue was
kept of a large number of potsherds and other fragments which were not of sufficient importance to bring away. These cards contained the same sort of inforAs the result of our experience, we came to the conclusion that all snmall objects should be drawn 1:1; pottery and
objects of sirilarsize, 1: 5.
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mation as the regular cards, but they bore numbers preceded by 0. These are
the numbers referred to in this publication as Dis. Nos." The objects themselves wvere buried on the site.
Photographic Record-A photograph was made of each stage of the excavations, of details of masonry, of blocks and sections of debris, and of objects. Four
cameras were used, two large cameras for plates 18 x 24 cm., and two small cameras
for plates 9 x 12 cm., all made by A. Stegemann of Berlin, with Zeiss anastigmatic
lenses. The objects found were photographed in groups every week or ten days.
Every morning the negatives of the day before were set on my work table for
inspection, and, after approval, delivered to the print boy. At the same time the
prints, three for each negative, of the plates taken the second day before, were presented, and, after approval, handed to Bedawi Ahmed to be stamped with the date
and the running numbers. The prints and plates were stacked by him in wooden
boxes so as to be readily accessible. The prints were entered in the photographic
register by myself at convenient times.
The photographic register was divided into three parts, lettered A (for plates
18 x 24 cm.), B (for plates 13 x 18 cm.), and C (for plates 9 x 12 cm.). The register
had seven columns, giving respectively the number of negative, description of subject, place, date, name of photographer, size of plate, and remarks. The number
of negatives entered is as follows:
. ..
. . . .
. ..
1908 ...
.
. . . . . . . . ...
1909 . .
. . .
. .
. . ..
1910 . . . ..
Total

...........

A
187
297
189
673

6
288
254

C
290
760
650

Total
483
1345
1093

548

1700

2921

B

The average for the campaigns of 1909 and 1910 was about 1200. This is, I
believe, a satisfactory number for a site like Samaria, but, of course, it would not
be at all sufficient for an ordinary campaign in Egyptian cemeteries.

CHAPTER III
IDENTIFICATION OF THE REMAINS OF THE SEVERAL PERIODS
The problem-Roman and Herodian buildings-Latest Preherodian buildings-Seleucidtan and other Greek
remains-Early Post-Israelite remains-Israelite buildings-The rock skeleton-Rock cuttings and caves
THE PROBLEM;

The main problem at Samaria is the correct identification of the various buildings with those which, from historical records, are known to have existed there.
It is necessary, in the first place, to connect the buildings scattered over the site
each with some particular period, and, in the second, to determine chronologically
the periods represented by them.
The identification of the buildings belonging to any one period was complicated
by the form of the hill, and by the penetration of older strata by later buildings.
The slopes of the hill could be used for building sites only by means of terraces,

which in certain areas entirely obliterated the older buildings. The penetrations
in the older strata placed the foundations of several periods side by side on the rock,
and introduced later objects into the lowest levels. It was necessary to rely to a
great extent on the types of masonry, the orientation, the relative position of floors,
the objects in the undisturbed blocks of debris, and the character of the debris.
The most easily identifiable buildings were those belonging to the Herodian
period. The Basilica, clearly dated by the inscription of Annius Rufus (see PI.
59'3 c) and by the contents of the cisterns, gave us the types of masonry and the
forms of architectural details used in the Herodian buildings. (See Part III,
p. 167 ff.) To this group belonged the earlier temple on the summit, the Street
of Columns, the Gateway, and the great City Wall. At all the points where we
excavated, we were able to identify the buildings of this period, and to use them
as a fixed point for the dating of the older buildings.
ROMIAN AND HERODIAN BUILDINGS

The key to the whole mass of deposits was given by the Roman buildings at
the summit. The great building, identified as a temple by its form and its altars,
with the houses around it, presented a series of floors and floor-levels beneath which
all buildings and deposits, except construction trenches, cisterns, and subterranean
rooms, were from a time earlier than the Roman period.
The temple itself, in its present form, was assigned, on the evidence of the
inscribed altars (Reg. Nos. 198 and 752; see PI. 59 d, e), to the time after Sebaste
was made a Roman colony by Septimius Severus (about 200 A.D.). At that time
the temple consisted of the altar (or pedestal; see p. 48), the stairway, the stonepaved portico, the vestibule, and the cella, as shown on Plan 9. (See also Pls. 17
to 24.) On the northwest was the subterranean vault, approached by a subterraLike the Tfemple, tlhis. City 'Wall had been rebullilt after SepJtimius Scverus rndce Scb.-Iste a colonia.
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nean vaulted corridor the entrance to which lay somewhere out on the northern slope
beyond the limits of our excavation. On the west was a series of houses, of
which we found only a few subterranean vats and foundation walls in S4, S7, and
S8 (see P1. 33 a). The floors were not found, as the summit had been denuded
below their level. Nevertheless, the floor-level may be assumed with some confidence to have been nearly the same as the level of the temple floor. On the south
there were similar evidences of buildings which had been almost completely swept
away by denudation (circular vat and calidarium in L. T. 5 d). Around the northwestern edge of the summit, where the debris had been held up by the older Fort
Walls, traces of a heavy wall and of a street were found. From these meagre
remains it is impossible to attempt a reconstruction of the summit in the time of
the Severan colony. We can only say that the temple was restored, and stood in
the midst of houses, the whole being surrounded by a strong wall and a street.
The main characteristic of these houses, so far as preserved, was the circular form
of the vats or baths. The orientation was similar to that of the temple, as in
Herodian times. The temple of this period was a restoration of an older temple, as
is proved by the following facts (see Plans 8 and 9):
Under the portico pavement were the foundations of an older stair (see Pls. 18 e;
19 a). Between the two was found a coin of Nero (Reg. No. 1689; see Coins,
below, A V 19 a on p. 268).
The portico, as found, was about 50 cm. wider than the body of the temple,
extending beyond it 30 cm. on the east and 20 cm. on the west, and had foundations
of a different masonry. The foundations of the older portico, being continuations
of the foundations of the body of the temple, were not destroyed flush with the front
wall of the vestibule, but ran sloping down under the later foundations (see Pls.
38 a and 18 d).
The vestibule showed two different forms. The older was a plain, shallow, rectangular room, according to Mr. Fisher a portico; the later was deeper, and broken
on the sides by continuations northwards (pilasters) of the inner cella walls. The
earlier walls rested on rock; the later walls rested on debris (see Pls. 6 c; 10 c, d).
The west walls of the cella showed old foundation walls resting on rock, and
later walls separated from the older foundation walls by a layer of debris (see Pls.
11 a; 10 c; 36 a, b).
The projecting structure on the west side is of the same masonry as the older
parts of the temple (see PI. 36 a, c). It was covered in the later period by a long
wall built against the west side of the temple (see PI. 31 b).
Both the vault and the subterranean corridor showed reconstruction. The
earlier corridor had a row of square pillars down the middle (see PI. 24 e), which
probably supported a double vault. The later corridor was roofed with a single
vault (see PI. 24 c, d). The older corridor was wider, and the faces of the walls
were found behind the later walls (see PI. 23 b). The older corridor was approached
by a stair on the west, closed biy the later wall (see PI. 4(0 c).
It is clear that the older temple had fallen into decay, and had been used as a
quarry, long previous to the restoration in the time of Severus. This fact of itself
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suggests that the older temple belonged to the Herodian period, which was, so far as
is known, the next earlier age of great constructions at Samaria. The temple is,
in fact, to be identified with thle temple of Augustus built by Herod the Great, as
narrated by Josephus, for the following reasons:
The masonry is very fine, much better than that of thle restoration, and the
foundations are on the rock, as befits such a temple as Herod's.
The masonry and the architectural details are of a characteristic type, identical
with those found in the Herodian masonry at the Basilica, the Street of Columns,
and the Gateway (see Part III, p. 177 ff).
No Roman objects were found in any of the filling inside the temple. The coin
of Nero found under the Severan pavement was above the debris of decay of the
Herodian stair. Many coins were found below this debris, but none later than
30 B.C. The filling of the cisterns-that in thle street under the pavement, vault
cistern 2, corridor cistern 1, S6 cistern 1, and the cisterns in S2-did not contain
Roman coins or objects later than about 30 Bi.C.
The large marble statue found in front of the temple is that of a Roman
emperor. It is of such size and workmanship as would hardly have been possible
at Sebaste in the Severan period.
Probably the temple, being a temple of Augustus, never enjoyed any popularity,
and was kept up only by the Idumvean dynasty and thle contemporary Roman officials. During the Second Century A.D., when Sebaste wlas not an official residence,
the temple was almost certainly left to the mercies of a population devoted entirely
to its ovwn local affairs.
The explanation of the fact that the foundations of the portico of the restored
temple were deeper than those of the cella lies probably in the form taken by the
ruins of the older temple during the Second Century A.D. The place of the old stair,
when the reconstruction was made, was marked by a declivity. The new stair and
the portico were built on this declivity, which was easy to excavate. Farther back,
the old foundations could be utilized. Probably the stones of the older steps, as
many as were still preserved, were used again in rebuildilng the stair.
The Herodian Temple (see Plan 8) had been approached from a wide open space
in front. A great stair led to a landing running the w-idthl of the building. Thlen
came a narrow vestibule, or portico, also the width of the building; and behind that,
a cella, probably with interior rowss of columns along the sides. On thle west was a
rectangular platform, possibly the foundation of a staircase leading to the roof.
The so-called altar in front of the stair presents certain difficulties. On the
analogy of other Roman temples this structure ought to be an altar. But the great
statue of Augustus was found near it; and, moreover, a rough ramp had been built
up against the northern side of the structure, as if there had been, at some time,
an intention of mounting the statue thereon as on a pedestal (see PI. 18 b). But the
structure, itself weak, was founded only on a thin bed of rubble resting on debris,
and could never have borne the weight of the statue. Nor was its long rectangular
form adapted to the square lbase of the statue. It was therefore not built as a
pedestal for the statue, but as an altar. The statue, which must have belonged
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to the Herodian Temple, may have stood in the portico above, or on a pedestal
which has been destroyed. It fell or vwas thrown down, and, probably in tihe course
of the restoration, was found in front of the stair.
Definite proof of the date of the altar itself was lacking. The masonry of
the altar is not decisive, as we have no other similar structure of either of the
two periods with which to compare it. Thie situation of the altar, however,
pointed to the Herodian period. It was founded on a light rubble platform
resting on rock, and was surrounded by a hard, plastered floor on a level with
its base. This floor extended more than 22 m. northwards from the stair
and was 80 cm. below the lowest stone step of the reconstructed stair (Severan
period). This lowest stone step rested on a foundation wall descending to
rock, but there were three earthen steps below it, not reaching, however, to the
plastered floor. The altar was, moreover, too close to the later stair for
appearance or for the line of visionII towards the temple entrance. Withl reference
to the older, or Herodian, stair, on the other hand, the situation of the altar
was in every way suitable. It seems probable therefore that the altar was constructed in the Herodian period and re-used, possibly re-reconstructed, in the
later period. The plastered floor was of the same date as the altar. South of
the altar, and across the three bottom steps, lay a small stone altar which from
its position could have belonged only to the later temple. Beside the large altar
on the east, there were four bases of other small altars, one of which still bore an
inscribed altar. The three southern bases rested on the plastered floor, while
the northernmost basis was a few centimetres above the floor supported on debris.
The tops of these bases were on the same level, that is, a level fixed by the same
floor. The floor to which the bases were leveled could not Ihave been the plastered
floor, as the northern altar did not touch this floor. It is necessary therefore
to assume that the floor of the later period, the period of the small altars,
was 15-20 cm. above the plastered floor. The eartlehn steps at the foot of
the later stair indicate that the later floor was of beaten earth. As for the
ramp on the north of the altar, it rested on the plastered floor, but this fact
is not decisive for the date, because even the shallowest of foundations sufficed
to penetrate the 15-20 cm. of earth which separated the two floors. This ramp was
a rough rubble construction clearly unsuited to be a part of the Herodian temple
and unfitted to withstand the weather of several centuries. It slhowed no trace
of casing, and in fact its width with reference to the altar showed that it never was
cased. My own conclusion, with which Mr. Fisher is in agreement, was that tlhe
ramp was a temporary structure built in the later period probably writh the intention
of mounting the statue of Augustus on the altar. The altar is cracked as if it had
been subjected to the strain of a great weight. Therefore it is possible that the
statue actually reached the top of the altar and fell or was taken down.
Josephus tells us in two places how Herod fortified and embellished Samaria.
In the middle of the city he erected a large and splendid temple, whichl, with a temenos about it, three stadia and a half in circuit, he dedicated to Augustus.
Josephus, Bell. Jwud. i, 21, 2; Ant. xv, X, 5.-Thew marnluscripts
vary between Tptjv utaraiwv and Tpt(v jylav arablwv.

Niese l:sadopts the formerlll readling ill both placeIr
s, tllhough in
Ant. the majority of te miaiscripts slupport the latter.
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The open space in front of the temple was evidently part of the temenos (see
Plan 8).' The level place on the north and northwest is clearly marked, and beneath
its level, to the west, is the subterranean corridor and vault. Opposite the vault,
a stairway led up from the corridor to the surface of the temple platform. West
of the corridor we found several long foundation walls, and south of it (west of the
cella of the temple), a large house (the Atrium House). A street, or passage, ran
between the house and the temple, and a wider street ran inside a wall with towers
around the western part of the summit. South of the temple, probably with a narrow passage between, was a large apsidal building. (See Part III, p. 180.)
The Herodian buildings on the summit consisted then of the following:
1. Temple with altar. Pls. 6 c; 10 b, c, d; 11 a, b; 17 a, b; 18 a, b, c, d, e;
19 a, b; 20 a, b; 38 a, b.
2. Subterranean cellar with pillared corridor. PIls. 22 a, b, c, d; 23 a, b;
24 b, c, d, e; 38 a, b; 40 b, c.
3. Apsidal structure south of temple. Pls. 5 b; 7 a, b, c; 10 a; 16 b; 25 a, b.
4. Great wall with square tonwers around the edge of the summit. Pls. 28 a;
29 a; 32 b; 39 a; 41 b.
5. Houses inside the wall. Pls. 31 a, b; 32 a, d; 33 b; 34 a; 35 a; 41 a.
6. Houses on the lower terrace. Pls. 12 b; 14 a, b, d; 15 a.
LATEST PREHEIt))rIAN

BUILDINGc

S

The point of departure for the identification of the several periods before the
age of Herod is fixed in the upper levels by the Herodian buildings described above.
The clearest evidence was given by the blocks of debris enclosed within the foundation
walls of Herod's temple in S2. (See Plan 7.) In these blocks of debris was a complex of houses (Insula IV), the walls of which remained in places to a height of 160
cm. (See PI. 5 a.) The floors of the houses were 230 cm. below the level of the temple
floor, and the house walls had been broken through by the construction trenches
for the temple walls. Since there were no buildings between them and the floor of
the temple, it is plain that these houses were the latest Preherodian structures on
the site. They were built on terraces descending towards the west, and were characterized by a good type of masonry and by cemented bath (?) basins and large
subterranean cisterns (see Part III, p. 134 ff). This complex was bounded on the
north and east by streets.
The northern side of the northern street (Beta) had been destroyed in the construction of the temple stairway; and all the houses on the northern side of the
street in S6 (Insula II) had been swept away by the great clearing operations preparatory to the construction of the temple (see p. 90). The only thing that
remained here was the rock cistern, S6 cistern 1 (see PI. 19 b), found packed hard
with earth. West of this, in S), a second complex was found, bounded on the south
by the vault and on the west by the subterratnean corridor (see PI. 23 c). In the
vault and the corridor the only remains of this period were three cisterns.
Th-e dimensliolns of the opeln areLa abmllt the temple as
:determinei by tie expedtlition (rougl'ly, ;;500 mertresi ill circullit)
are much clooser t(o thbree and a haolf stl(aiL tlalll tto, ow 'and
a half; andl inasrllurllch as Josephusli
sorce ere is d(ilublltlcss

Nicolaus of IDla>lscus, lHerod's coulrt- hlistorinl, it is to be
lpresinmed"tht ttlhese fivtres lere: :tpproxitelfl, lorrect. [EI).]
i is do tful whether aI enclosing wall II,'I be1as S ed, as
was doe i or Preliiinar Report (unpublishedL).
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The eastern side of tile eastern street (Gamma) in 81 had also disappeared,
except for some pieces of walls (under a bath-house, see Plan 7) and some cisterns.
The terrace on this side (Insula V) had been cleared away when the bath-house was
built.
On the south the destruction of the temple itself and the modern agricultural
terracing had swept away the greater part of the Preherodian town; but south of the
southern wall of the temple, in the middle of the structure with the apse, there was
a cemented bath-basin, belonging no doubt to the Preherodian town. (See PI. 7 b.)
On the southern edge of S2 the destruction caused by the erection of the apsidal
building was complete. Still further south, in L. T. 5, there was a clearly marked
street (Lambda) running east and west, passing under the corner of the apsidal
building. This street was lined on the south by a complex of well-preserved houses
built in terraces, above which stood the houses of the Herodian-Roman period.
They were set parallel to the street, while the later houses were parallel to the lines
of the apsidal building and the temple. It is probable that the eastern street
(Gamma) of the block in S2 led down lby a flight of steps or a slope to the street in
L. T. One of the houses in the L. T. block had a stairway which may have opened
into the street above. (See Plan 7, rooms 61, 64; and PI. 14 c.)
The L. T. street (Lambda) and the houses on its southern side extended
westward into S3 and S5; but the houses north of tlie street, which must have been
somewhat higher than the street, had been destroyed from the street as far as the
Greek Fort Wall. At the western end of S5 thle street appeared to turn northwards,
or rather to open into another street running northwards, leading past some pieces
of walls built on debris overlying the Greek Fort Wall, but below the Roman level,
as shown by the Roman Fort Wall.
West of the temple, also, in S4, S7, and S8, the Prellerodian buildings had been
swept away by the Herodian constructions. But a street was found, running north
and south, and on each side of it remains of Preherodian houses. In S4-201 the
floor of the Preherodian house was found intact; and in the Atrium House the cistern
S7 No. 1 was found with its canal and its mouth just under the intact Roman floor.
The coherence of these buildings was evident. It was also plain that thev had
been greatly affected by the building operations of the Herodian period. They
had been in part swept away, and in part filled up with debris. The age of the
buildings themselves was, however, not so clear. It waus possible that they formed
part of the Seleucidan town destroyed by John Hyrcanus in, or shortly before, 107
B.C., or of the town built at the time when Gabinius is said to hIave restored the
city (57-55 B.C.). Against the former hypothesis might be adduced the account
of the demolition of Samaria by Hyrcanus in Josephus (Antt. xiii, 10, 3), according
to which Hyrcanus wiped the city out, leaving no sign tha t it had ever existed.
Such rhetorical assertions are, however, always subject to suspicion of exaggeratioIn;
and we did not feel warranted in excluding the hypothesis at liiline^.
That the rooms in the houses were found empty could be explained in either
case. In the one case, we might suppose that tile houses were stripped by an army
lOnly a singular misinterpretation imputess
absurdity of saying that HfyrearnlH

to Josephusli tlle
acoprnI)lishefl
the total
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of looters when Hyrcanlus took the Seleucidan city; in the other, that they were cleared
by their occupants when Herod confiscated the site for hlis temple. The question
could not be decided by the objects found in the debris piled into the houses, since
this filling was done by Herod's workmen. Objects found immediately on the
mud floors, and especially in the thin layer of debris of occupation, must, of course,
come from the time when the houses were inhabited; but these objects were very
few, and the decision finally rested upon the objects found in the debris under the
floors. The houses cannot be earlier in date than the latest object found under the
intact floors. The debris piled into the houses and the cisterns must have come
from the destruction of thle houses in front of the temple and around it, and
ought, except for chance intrusions, to exhibit the same range of coins as is exhibited by the debris found under the floors.
The coins found beneath the intact floors of the houses under discussion were
not numerous, and many of them were badly preserved. The list of legible coins
is as follows:
Ptolemy II? Philadellphaus 285O l4-246 B.C.,

tReg. No. 1599, 82 III 33 sub.
15(5, S2 III 44 sub.

Ptolemy III, Euergetes, 246-221 B.C.,
Antiochus IV, Epiphanes, 175-164 B.C.,
Antiochia ad Orontem, 1st Cent. B.C.

t4

4

u

a 4819, S2 III 70 sub.
4818, S2 III 69 sub.

i

i I

4769, S2 III 65 sub.

'

u

4837, S2 III 68 sub.

I

I

1600 S2 III 27 sub.

Maccabtean, star and anchor type, 78-40 B.C., "

"

4839 S2 III 67 sub.

Dora, 64-63 B.C.

Thus there were found beneath the intact Preherodian floors under the temple
portico four coins of the early part of the First Century before Christ.
This evidence was confirmed by the coins found under the floors in other spots.
In S4, room 201 (Plan 7, F 12), a collection of twenty-three coins was found in one
place under the floor, probably buried for safe-keeping in a hole through the floor.
One of these was a silver coin of Antiochus VII, Sidetes, 138-129 B.(C. (Reg. No.
3652).
The rest were all Tyrian autonomous coins of the First Century B.C.
(Reg. Nos. 3653-3674). In S3-306 and 367 three autonomous city coins (Reg.
Nos. 2436, 2481, 2455) and one Maccaboean coin (Reg. No. 2485) were found
under the street level. In S3-324 sub, a coin of Tyre (Reg. No. 2517) was found.
The coins found in the debris piled into the houses show the same range of

Ptolemaic, Seleucidan, Autonomous, and Maccabsean coins as those found under
the floors:
Ptolemy IV, Philolpator, 221--20)4 B.C.,
Antiochus III 223-187 B.C.,
Antiochus VII,
ie tes, 138-129 B.(C.,

RIcg. No. 3119, S2 III 67.
"
'
1563, S82 III 40.

"

25I61, S2 III 64.
3085, S2 1II 68.

i

"

1561, S2 III 40.

a "

1553, S2 III 55.
'" 3120, S2 III 66.

i;

I

"
Tyre, autonomous, Ist (tlnt. B.C.',

"
away. A modern variati
of tis isitrrttio rn is t(he
translation of (Geforrge Adatlm Srnitil: " He desltroyedi it lltterlyS,

it

andl hroughllt streamsf

to (drotwn it, for h1

mllemlf stich excavn-

tions its rligt let the waters runlnider it," etC. (Ilistorical (G;leKrraphy of the Holy L:'atnd, S'}8, 1p. 317, n. i.)

Whiart Josephliuishsays
is thlat lyrcanuis
"cxmpletely wiped
oult tlie city, exposing it to thle wlashilln of the winter torrentsH;

for,

lbrvaehiilg it s(o that it

fell in confused ruins into

thle gullies, hle(destroye :ill sigtis that at cityllad existedtl.''
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Antiochia ad Orontem, 1st Cent. B.c.,

MIaccabcan 78-40 B.c.,

Reg.
I
"
"
"
A

No.
'
'I
A
"
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4746, S2 III 68.
4747, S2 III 68.
3082, S2 III 67.
1562, S2 III 40.
f1690-1, S2 II 63.
3112-5, S2 111 69.

This fact is fully explained by the theory that the temple site was filled up
within the foundation walls with debris made by clearing away the surrounding
houses.
The strongest possible confirmation was given by the two cisterns in the vault
on the west of the temple stair. This vault was built over Israelite and other walls
against an artificial rock face of undoubtedly Israelite origin (see Pls. 23 b; 24 a).
There was a hard floor of packed debris, which contained a Maccabaean coin of star
and anchortype (Reg. No. 2562). Under this floor were two cisterns. Cistern No. 1,
in the southeastern corner, had no shaft at all, having been cut down flush with the
rock. Of cistern No. 2 the lower part of the shaft remained, having been cut down
level with the Herodian floor. Both had been filled with debris at the time the vault
was first built. Vault cistern 2 contained the following significant series of coins:
Ptolemy II, 285-247 B.C.,
Antiochus III, 223-187 B.C.,

Reg. No. 1777, 1752.
1753.I
" 1785.
Antiochus IV, 175-164 B.C.,
1767.
Demetrius II (first reign), 146-138 B.C., "
" 1729, 1751, 1784, 2570.
Antiochus VII 138-129 B.C.,
" 2564, 2567.
Alexander II, 128-122 B.C.,
" 1728.
I
Antiochus IX 113-95 B.C.,
1715.
"
Tyre, autonomous, 1st Cent. B.C.,
" 1783.
Tripolis, 83 (?) B.C.,
" 1750, 1766.
Ptolemais-Ake, 43-39 B.C.,
" 2565.
I
Demetrias, 40 (?) B.C.,
MNaccabaean, star and anchor type, 78-40 i3.C., Reg. Nos. 1721, 1722, 1725-7, 1737, 1742,
1745, 1754-8, 1768-1775, 1778, 1786-9,

Vault cistern 1 had been partially cleared in 1908, but we found in 1909 the
following coins:
Tyre, autonomous, 1st Cent.

B.C.,

Reg. Nos. 1802, 1803.

Ptolemais-Ake, 43 B.C., Reg. NTo. 1801.

Maccabean, star and anchor type, Reg. Nos. 1790-1793, 1806-1809, 1812, 2566.

Thus, when the temple site was cleared and these cisterns filled, the filling came
from demolished houses and terraces in which were coins ranging from the time
of Ptolemy II to that of Herod. It is clear from the number of coins of the First
Century B.C. that Samaria was an inhabited town when Herod built the temple.
The absence of coins later in date than 39 B.C(. makes it probable that the temple
was built soon after that date.
To sum up, at the time the temple was built the site was occupied by an
inhabited town. The temple was planned to stand high habove the houses on the
hill, with its floor 230 cm. above the existing house-floors. Its substructure walls
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were built in trenches whlich cut through thle existing houses and underlying debris
to the rock or to the massive Israelite walls. The space withlin these walls was
then filled with debris (probably taken for thle most part from Si) up to thle level of

the proposed floor. Thle town which stood on the site, upon the evidence of the
coins under the floors, was not built before 78 B.C(., and, according to the coins in
the floors, was not inhabited very long after 39 B.c.
The inference is that these last
Preherodian buildings belong to a town built either when Gabinius restored Samaria (57-55 1.mC.), or possibly even when Herod himself first ordered the rebuilding
of the town. On account of tihle abundance of the remains and the evidences of
reconstruction in the walls, it seems to me probable that the town dates from the
time of Gabinius.
SELEUL(IDAN AND OTHiER GREEK REIMAINS

The latest Preherodian town presents the last coherent series of buildings until
we reach the first Post-Israelite period. One might even doubt that the hill had
been inhabited except for the accumulation of black debris over the Israelite walls
and for the objects found in this debris. The mistake has often been made of
attempting to judge the lapse of time by the depth of the debris, on the assumption that the debris has accumulated at a fixed rate through a long period. The
fallacy of this assumption is easily demonstrated by known cases of the accumulation of debris. Nevertheless, a mass of debris does not grow of itself. It represents something-an act of destruction, slow weathlering, or some great work of
construction. For example, the two metres of debris between the temple floor and
the latest Preherodian floor was produced not gradually by the slow work of
time, but all at once by the great building operations of Herod. Therefore the
heavy deposits of black debris on the summit are not without significance. There
is no trace of any great building on the site between the Herodian and the Israelite
periods; and it is therefore probable that the debris comes from a long period of
occupation, during whlich inhabited houses fell into decay, and were rebuilt over
and over again. This is the usual history of an Oriental town.
The objects contained in the black debris, at a minimum estimate of their age,
show that the place was inhabited from before 400 B.C'. down to about 100 B.C.
The most important evidence is that of the Greek pottery and the coins. The
catalogue of Greek coins found at Samaria is given in Part IV, Chap. II (p. 254 ff).
From this list it will be seen that there were found an Athenian silver coin of the
Fifth Century and a bronze coin of Alexander, of about 330 B..: but, as it chanced,
no other coins which could be dated earlier than 300 B.C(. About 300 B.C. Palestine came under the rule of the Ptolemies, and the coins of the Thlird Century w-lhlich
came from this stratum of debris are with few exceptions Ptolemaic.' Antiochus
III conquered Palestine about 200 1B.C., and, as Inight be expected, the coins of the
Second Century 3.C(. are Seleucidan, withl the exception of the autonomous coinage
of Ptolemais-Ake. The number and range of thiese coins prove thatt the city was
L

One of AntiohuHls

I,
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continuously inhabited during the Second and Third Centuries B.c. The few
older coins found suggest that it was inhabited much earlier, but they are not by
themselves sufficient to prove this. The evidence furnished by the potsherds is
considerably stronger. See pp. 281-283 1, where the early Greek potsherds are
described. Among these are the meander-pattern bowl (No. 1), four fragments
of rosette-pattern bowls (Nos. 2 a-d), and three fragments of red burnished
ware with black concentric circles (Nos. 3 a--c), all probably of Cypriote origin
and of the Fifth Century B.C.-possibly older. Two fragments of black-figured
ware (Nos. 4 a, b), probably of about 500 B.C'., were found. Of tile redfigured ware, one practically complete bell-krater was found, besides eighteen
fragments showing figures or parts of figures, and eight showing parts of patterns.
These fragments are all to be dated, so far as their manufacture is concerned,
before 400 B.c. Although they may have continued in use for some time after
they were made, none of the pieces shows signs of much wear, and the natural
life of pottery vessels is not long. It seems to me, therefore, impossible that
the Greek vessels from which these fragments come were imported after 331 B.C.
by Alexander's Macedonian colony; it is far more likely that they were imported
earlier in the century, perhaps as early as the end of the Fifth Century, for the
use of the native inhabitants.
Besides the earlier Greek pottery described above, a great many fragments
of black-glazed vessels were found in every part of the site, of the same ware as the
red-figured vessels of the cylix and handled-bowl shapes. A number of fragments
of lekythi were also found (see p. 288, No. 12, and Fig. 164); but these all hlave the
tongue pattern on the shoulder, and belong to the last group of white-ground
lekythi, which are not earlier than about 350 B 1.('.
The pottery of the Hellenistic period proper was found in abundance all
over the site. Under this term I include the Rhodian wine amphorae, which began
to be exported about 300 B.C. (see Part IV, Chap. IV, p. 310 ff.), the Megarian
bowls, the black-glazed and red-glazed wfares, and the coarser wares described
in Part IV, Chapter III, Hellenistic Pottery.
Thus the combined evidence of thle pottery and the coins found in the black
debris indicates that the site was continuously occupied by a considerable population from before 400 B.C. to about 100

B.(C.,

and was probably inhabited before

500 B.C.

The inscriptions found were few in number and the two dated ones were not
found in significant positions. A limestone slab (PI. 59 a, Reg. No. 204fi) was in the
summit dump and probably came from the trench cut through the middle of the
temple in 1908 (i.e., from the filling of the Preherodian hlouses in Insula IV). The
text appeared to be part of a decree in the name of King Demetrius, but the name
Demetrius was written over an erasure. Thus the decree was an older one, re-issued
in the name of Demetrius. The latest date for the re-issue would b.C..
be 130-125
and the earliest, 162-151 B.(;. The second dated inscription (PI. 59 b, Reg. No.
'lost of the material lundelr III, . 2S1 ff., belorigs 1unde3r IB,
was not clear
p. 284 ff., as was saulspected ([X. 275 note) lbut
:book.
when it was Xassignedl to its prts(ent pos))itionl inl this

2See

Wa lters, IHitory

f Ancrient Pottenry, I, 462ti.
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4731) was a marble molding, or architrave, found in the debris in the subterranean corridor. It was dated in the year 160, probably 160 of the Seleucid
era, or 152 B.C. (i.e., reign of Demetrius I). These inscriptions, therefore, serve
to confirm the evidence of the coins.
As has been said above, this town has left no coherent remains. On Plan 7
the scattered walls which belong to this period are distinguished by shading (Plan
7 JK 11-14, CD 15-16, and FG 17-18). A few of the disconnected walls in S4 and
S7 may also be earlier than the Preherodian period. The largest single set of walls
are those in S1 (JK 11-14), one of which, room 36, was a tower, but this complex
may be earlier, perhaps of the same date as the Osorkon House. But the fortifications of the town are well preserved, and largely account for the configuration of the
hill from the Fourth Century B.(. to the present day. These are the walls-an
upper, enclosing the summit, and a lower, surrounding the whole site-which in
the preliminary report of 1910 were provisionally called the "Babylonian Wall."
Their origin lies almost certainly in the earliest Post-Israelite period; but, inasmuch as they formed the basis of all the fortifications of the Greek period, they
have been called in this report the "Greek Fort Walls."
At the Gateway the Greek Fort Wall passes over the Israelite tower and under
the Herodian city walls (see Plan 10) . Its relation to the square Greek tower is hidden
by the mass of the Herodian wall and tower, - a mass which we did not feel at liberty
to remove. There were, however, two other sets of walls at this point, interposed
between the Greek Fort Wall and the Herodian wall. The later of these two intermediate walls was a rather weak wall, with a square bastion covering the approach
by the old road (shaded blue on Plan 10), and probably represents a temporary fortification built by Gabinius or Herod. The earlier (blue on Plan 10) was a substantial
wall, with a round tower or bastion, built just outside the earlier Greek Fort Wall,
and for convenience is here designated as the Hellenistic Fort Wall. The square
tower under the Herodian round tower was part of this Hellenistic fortification.

10. E-W section through L. T. 3, looking north. From below: rowk, rubble pavement, floor 39, floor 32, floor
34 (Preherodian), floor 33 (Herodian), floors 38, 70, 50 (Severan).

Now, the ground outside the Hellenistic fortification at the Gateway was paved
with rubble extending up to the face of the wall. An exactly similar rubble pavement
was found on the south of the summit in L. T. 2 and 3 outside the Greek Fort Wall.
(See Fig. 10, and Pls. 12 b; 13 c; 15 a; 16 a.)

The L. T. pavement was built
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against both sides of an unattached piece of heavy wall running north, and rested on
a thin bed of black earth overlying the Israelite yellow debris. It was covered
with a layer (20-40 cm. thick) of black carbon dust and ashes. Above it were
remains of walls (L. T. 39, cemented room) which were older than the latest
Preherodian houses (L. T. 32 and 34). Thus it is clear that the rubble pavement and the fortification wall to which it belongs are Hellenistic in date, while
the Greek Fort Wall is still older.
An examination of the Greek Fort Wall shows that it has been repaired more
than once. It was originally built in a construction trench about 30 cm. wider
than the wall. Alone the western side. the wall was
laid out parallel to the Israelite walls of Jeroboam
II, and partly over them. The stones from the
Israelite walls were removed and used again in the
lower courses of the Fort Wall, and in S8 the construction trench was enlarged eastwards to a width of
120 cm., in order to uncover one of these Israelite walls
and permit the removal of its stones. What is preserved of the Fort Wall is no more than a substructure,
as is evident from the construction trenches (see
v
Fig.
°~~ 11.
11. Ol„er
Oldler SW
bWU

8, p. 41) and from the easily scaled step form of the

bat)i~ton

on
iln S
,i
bo? h:uilt

around Israelite tower. Scale,

1:40 0
faces of the wall. The trenches, whose opening was, of
course, at the living surface of the period, now extend from the rock upwards nearly
to the top of the remaining wall. The superstructure wall was probably a verti- I
*
..*.
.
I
^
I I . it
carly faced wall on top of the existing substructure. Nevertheless, the sloping outside face of the latter must have been
partly exposed at certain points, as north of the Gateway,
where even the Hellenistic floor (the rubble pavement) is
lower than the top of the wall, and in S10. In breaching,
I
II
f
the attack would naturally be made on the superstructure
wall; but in mining, the foundation wall would be attacked. The two places which show the greatest altera12. Reconstructed SW bastion in S5. Scale, 1:400.

tions, probably due to such attacks, are the middle western
bastion at the summit, and especially the SW bastion in

S5. Figs. 11 and 12 show the earlier SW corner and the later protecting tower or
bastion (see Pls. 29-30). Fig. 50 (p. 124) shows the great tower built in behind
the middle western bastion, cutting into the wall itself (see PI. 39 c).
There was, therefore, from the Fifth Century B.C. to the First, a prosperous town
on the hill, surrounded by a strong wall, with a second equally strong wall fortifying
the hilltop. The only traces of large buildings were found in the heavy walls under
the Basilica and possibly in the thick walls in SI. Except for the House in SI
and a few scattered walls, the dwellings of a series of towns have disappeared.
The last of these towns must have been destroyed, as the coins indicate, previous
to 100 B.C.; and I feel compelled to assume that the demolition of the Seleucidan
town by John Hyrcanus about 107 1.(. was substantially as complete as it is
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described by Josephus. It must be remembered that whatever ruins were left by
Hyrcanus would have been cleared away by the building operations of Gabinius.
Terraces were made, sound stones were re-used, and the underlying deposits were
cut by foundation trenches. The same processes of demolition and construction
account, no doubt, for the disappearance of the greater part of the house walls of
the Greek towns of earlier date. The period was one of almost continual warfare,
and the fragmentary character of its remains at Samaria is in accord with our
knowledge of the conditions of the times.
EARLY

POST-ISRAELITE

REMAINS

The clearest evidence of an occupation of the site soon after the destruction of
Samaria by Sargon in 722 B.(. is a series of walls found in S2, S4, S7, S8, and S11,
which are built immedintfPlvover thp rinned
Israelite wralls, and run
in nearly the same
direction, but show7 a
different plan. In S2
IV 13 (see Plan 5 and
Pl. 8 c, d), one of
these walls crosses the
floor of a room of the
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was built after the
~.9,

/-partial

destruction of

the room. The walls
of the room were
completely destroyed,
as would be the case if
the later walls were a
restoration. Just west
-- ^--^ ^of this later wall there
is a small complex
13. S2 IV 13.-o, Omri scarp; m, Omnri wall; hi, Ahab wall; 1p, Ahab floor;
k, Post-Israelite wall; g, debris; j, (GXreek wall; f, ro l k surface.
o f walls (776) crossing
the western face of the
Ahab palace, with a floor-level above that of the palace courtyard. (See Plan 6 FG
10-12 and Pls. 11 a; 33 c; 34 d.) In the southern part of the main Ahab palace
(Plans 3 and 5 FG 13-14), the rooms 81, 82, and 83 were built with stones from the
Israelite walls after the destruction of the Ahab palace. The southern wall of 83 was
against an Ahab foundation wall, and the eastern wall of 81 and 83 was against the
Omri rock scarp. The top of the S wall of 81 was 435.83 m. above sea-level (see
p. 93, n. 1); the lowest wall in 82 rose over 2 m. above rock. None of the walls
showed a floor-level or a doorway, but the situation of 83 demanded a floor-level
.:<y'J
¢ a'
1^- ._
^^-^
=^

higher than 434 m. in order to clear the scarp and the wall against which its
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walls were built. The floor of the cellar room, 13, was at 432.60 m., and that
of room 14 was 435.74 m. It seems probable, therefore, that the rooms 81-83
had floors corresponding in level with the floor of room 14 (i.e., 435.74 m.).
The Osorkon House probably belongs to this same period. Although it shows
a different type of masonry, it is orientated like the Israelite buildings, and is separated by a regular passage, 3 m. wide, from the early Post-Israelite chambers (706)
west of it against the Greek Fort Wall. (See PI. 37 b.) The doorway in the northern
wall of the Osorkon House gives us 434.88 m. as the height of the floor. This is nearly
a metre under the floor-level of room 14 in S2, but the difference may be explained
by the fall of the rock and of the Israelite deposits in this direction. (See PI. 37 b.)
West of the Osorkon House, the set of walls (706), just mentioned, show both the
required masonry and the orientation; they cross the bare rock-cut scarp of Ahab's
palace, and abut on a fragment of the palace of Jeroboam II. (See PI. 36 b.)
Further north, in S8 (see Pls. 39 b; 40 d, e) and in SI1 (see Pls. 41 a; 54 e), similar
well-built walls were found crossing the Israelite wall. All these walls are parallel
to the Greek Fort Wall on the west, and appear to have had floors at about the
same level as the floor of the Fort Wall.

In fact, the walls of thle westernmost

complex in S7 extended to the Fort Wall and were actually built against it. (See
In other words, the first Post-Israelite buildings are apparently conPlan 6.)
temporaneous with the fortification which underlies the Greek Fort Wall.
In S6 and S9 (Plan 2 EFGH 4-7, purple; Pls. 21 a and 23 d), a series of walls
presented a general similarity to the walls of the Osorkon House. The orientation
of the thick wall in FGH 4 was nearly the same as that of the early blue walls in HJK
12-14; but that of the other walls approaches the orientation of the complex 776
in F 10-11. All these walls were under house walls of the last Preherodian period,
and over Israelite remains. The earth in the rooms was disturbed yellow debris containing Israelite and Post-Israelite pottery (as in S1 cist. 7). Nevertheless, the
identification of these walls with the early Post-Israelite period remains open to
question.
On Plan 6 the course of the Greek Fort Wall may be traced around the summit.
The early Post-Israelite wall forms without doubt the basis of this wall. In fact,
except for the numerous repairs and reconstructions, the Greek Fort Wall is the
early Post-Israelite wall. Wherever unrepaired parts of the latter were certainly
recognizable, as in the eastern parts of S2 and in S3, the narrow construction trench
through Israelite debris was a characteristic feature. Where repairs had been made,
there was a broad excavation, the limits of whichl could not always be ascertained

(as at the SW bastion). In the original narrow construction trenches, with the
exception of the fragments of a cuneiform tablet (Reg. No. 1825) found ill S2 east
(H. S. 1), only Israelite potsherds were found. This confirms in the strongest manner the conclusion that the wall in question was built in the earliest Post-Israelite
period. In the places where the wall had been repaired, the adjacent debris showed
an abundance of Hellenistic objects, but nothing later than 100 B.C. The wall
was not in use during the last Preherodian period, as in S5 some of the houses of
that period were built over the wall, with intervening delbris. It continued, how-
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ever, to give the hill its configuration, and so determined roughly the lines of the
Herodian enclosing walls. (See Plans 1 and 8.)
In all probability, therefore, soon after the destruction of the palace, the site
of Samaria was reoccupied, presumably by the alien colonists whom the Assyrian
kings deported thither (2 Kings xvii, 24). The new inhabitants fortified the city
with a strong wall of circumvallation half way down the hill and an inner, citadel
wall, enclosing the summit. Of the history of the place from the Seventh to the
Fourth Century B.C. almost nothing is known. Alexander captured Samaria in 331
B.C., punished its people for the murder of his governor, and brought in Macedonian
colonists, but there is no intimation that he destroyed the city. Eusebius mentions
a restoration by Perdikkas (before 321 B.C.). In the wars of the Diadochi in the
next half century Samaria more than once suffered severely; Ptolemaeus Lagi is said
to have demolished its fortifications when he retired from Syria before Antigonus,
and Demetrius Poliorcetes ravaged it. But through these vicissitudes, with substantially the same topographical features, the Hellenistic Samaria survived till
its destruction by John Hyrcanus.

ISRAELITE BUILDINGS

The identification of the Israelite buildings, when once the rock was reached,
was a comparatively easy matter. Throughout the whole of the excavated area
at the summit the rock was covered with a maze of ruined walls of excellent, massive masonry, forming part of a building of royal size. This was the earliest building on the site. The rock had been dressed to take the lines of its walls, and all
the spaces within the walls were covered with a light layer of clean mason's debris.
Much of the rock had been scarred by the quarrying which yielded the stone used
in the building. Where the rock was not disturbed by the building operations, its
surface bore the channels and cup marks found on bare rock all over Palestine. In
some cases the walls were built over these marks. (See Pls. 3 b; 4 d.) The floors
of the building were nowhere far from the rock. They were preserved in rooms 12
(door-sill) and 13, and in the courtyard. It is clear that the rock was at least partly
bare when the palace was begun, and, as far as the present excavations have
extended, it was everywhere stripped for quarrying and building.
Thus the earliest building on the crest of the hill, the primary building site,
was of royal size and construction, and must have been built during the early possession of the hill by the Israelite kings. So much was plain at the end of 1909; but
complete proof was furnished in 1910 by the Osorkon jar (see p. 81), the Israelite
ostraca (see p. 63), the pottery, scarabs, and other objects found on the living floor
of the courtyard. All these showed, beyond question, that the building was occupied during the Ninth Century B.C. To judge from its plan, situation, size, and
strength, the building was almost certainly a palace rather than a temple, and,
although absolute proof of this was not forthcoming, it is, throughout this volume,
called the Israelite Palace.
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The Israelite Palace consisted of three distinct structures, the chronological
succession of which was clearly marked by their relative positions. These are
ascribed provisionally to Omri, Ahab, and Jeroboam II, respectively.
The oldest part, the core structure, was built on a pinnacle of rock made by
cutting away the sides of the hill to form an artificial scarp from one to two metres
high all around the summit. (See Plan 5.) Tile stones of the outer wall were laid
from ten to fifteen centimetres back from this artificial face in a shallow trench cut
in the rock. (See Pls. 8 c, d; 11 a.) The building-stones are of the same limestone
as the rock itself, and appear to have come, in part at least, from the material cut
away in making the pinnacle. Similar stones were found in S2 and L. T. E.,
isolated by channels on all sides, but not yet loosened from the mother rock (see
Fig. 1, p. 37). The stones are roughly dressed, massive blocks, and the walls are
thick and heavy (see Figs. 22, 23, pp. 97, 98). How far this first palace extended
to the east is at present undetermined, but the limits on the north, west, and south
are marked on Plan 5. It is assigned to Omri, because it is the earliest of the three
structures constituting the Israelite Palace.
Built against the core structure, and enveloping it on the north, west, and
south, was a second building, far more extensive in plan and of finer construction.
(See P1. 8 c, d.) This was naturally identified with the " ivory palace " of Ahab,
and the smoothly dressed surfaces, now weathered yellow, are sufficient justification
for this name. The palace of Ahab consisted of three parts: first, the palace proper,
the western face of which may be seen in Plan 5, F 9-14; second, three wings, of
which the west wing was a great open court surrounded by a wall lined with small
rooms (Plan 5, FGH 4; E 4, 5; D 5; C 5-15; CDEF 14-15); and, third, a great
square tower (FG 15-16). The palace proper had suffered greatly by the removal
of building stone, probably during the first Post-Israelite period; certain parts
(FGH 9-11) were covered by the walls of the Herodian temple; and the whole
northern wing (FGHI 6-9) had been swept away by the clearing operations whlich
preceded the construction of that temple. (See PI. 19) b.) The floor-level was
indicated by the thresholds of rooms 11 and 12 (GH 11), at a lower level than the
foot of the Omri wall; but room 13 had a stone-paved floor 300 cm. lower than the
threshold of room 11. An isolated pavement stone in the space south of room 13
indicated that the next room south was also stone-paved, but at a level 70 cm.
above the floor of room 13. Such variations in level based on structural peculiarities are, however, not uncommon in Oriental buildings.
The most singular feature about this inner part of the palace of Ahab was
room 12 and the rock cave opening into it. The door from room 11 into room 12
was so carefully blocked with masonry like that of the adjacent walls that it did
not appear at first glance. (See Fig. 24 and PI. 8 a.) On the inside of room 12
this door-block was left rough; that is, it had been built up from the side of room
11, and left closed, thus making of 12 a walled-up room. From room 12 a trench,
a long cut in the rock, roofed with stone slabs to form a tunnel only about
80 cm. high, led into a great square rock-cut chamber (81 cistern 7). The
Herodian workmen, in seeking rock for the foundation of the temple, had broken
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through the roof of the tunnel, and begun their wall on its floor, securely blocking
the entrance to the cave. We first came on the cave in S1 through a round hole
cut in the roof a little NE of the middle. This hole was under the earliest Greek
walls found in S1 (see PI. 4 c), and was assumed to lead to an ordinary cistern,
and so numbered (cistern 7). On entering the chamber, it was found to contain
as large a conical pile of debris as could be thrown into it from the mouth (see
Fig. 7). This debris contained the following objects:
Eight potslherds, with inscrilptiorls inl black ink, verSy faint and hard to read, owing
to the moisture which drained into thle cave from above. (See PI. 58.) The characters
See. Lidzblarski, 1Iandbuch der Nordresemble the middle Aramaic of thel Persian periodl.
semitischen Epigraphlik, II Teil, PI. XILV, the last five columns of the Aramaic alphabet.
Reg. Nos. 1524-1531, see 1). 247 f.
A similar potslherd, with a ligature of two letters repeated, Reg. No. 1532. See PI.
58 i, and p). 248.
A similar potsherd, with squares made of black lines crossing at right angles, Reg.
No. 1533. See PI. 58 j, and 1). 248.
Three bone spatula or styli, Reg. Nos. 1534-1536. See p. 372 b.
One bone piercer, IReg. No. 1537. See 1p. 372 I 1 a.
One bronze cosmetic spoon, Reg. No. 1538. See PI. t66 a, and pt. 360, 13, a.
One bronze kohl-stick, Reg. No. 15.40. See PI. 66i a, and 1). 360, 10, a.
One bronze chisel, Retg. No. 1539. Seev PI. 66 a, anld p. 3154 III 1 a.
One iron lpoint, Reg. No. 1541. See PI. 66 a, and 1). 348, 11, e.
One carved bone, end of leg bone of sheep, Reg. No. 1542. See PI. 66 c 4, and p. 368 B 1 a.
Over a hundred dressed or split bones of donmestic animals (sheep, goat, cow, swine).
Leg bones, jawr bones, vertebra, ribs, Ipelvic bones, scaIptulie, tusks, and horns. Reg.
Nos. 1543-1545. See PI. 66 b, c, d, and 1). 368 B 1 a.
A number of potslherds (see PI. 65, and pp. 290-293, where these potsherds are
described in detail), including Greek black-glazed red paste fabrics, and one fragment of
a Greek red-figured krater (BabylIonio-Grecian Pottery, III 7 i, p. 288).

Thus the debris of this chamber contained Greek pottery ranging in date from
the Sixth to the Fourth Century B.c., Palestinian pottery, and potshlerds with Aramaic inscriptions; but no object which waus necessarily later than 300 B.C. It
could not be determined whethler tile openling was ancient or made accidentally
in an attempt to dig a cistern. In any case, it had been filled before the construction of the Hellenistic and Preherodian houses in S1, and after the destruction of
the palaces. The walls of the chamber had been dressed, although the hole
may have been originally one of the many natural caves found in the hill. It is
clear from the carefully constructed entrance that the room served some purpose
in the palace of Ahab, but had been either withdrawn from use or set apart for
some secret use, perhaps a treasure chamber or, less probably, a prison.
The courtyard in the west wing of Ahab's palace yielded the most interesting
material found on the whole site. The face of the western wasll of the palace proper
was dressed to a certain line about 20 to 100 cm. :above the rock. Below this line
it was left rough. Level with the line was a hard, trodden surface, or floor, extending
westwards through sections DEF 12, 13, 14 of Plan 5. This floor was 10-40 cm.
thick, an accumulation of fine black debris such as is laid down by the occupation
of earth-floored courtyards, representing, perhaps, a considerable period of time.
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In this debris were found the Israelite ostraca, the Osorkon vase, the scarab (Reg.
No. 3715), the ivory handle with the uraeus, the ivory dagger handle carved like
a lion's head (Reg. No. 3862), and an abundance of Israelite potsherds. Below the
floor the courtyard had been filled in with debris consisting partly of surface earth
and partly of mason's debris, the whole being dirty yellow in color. It contained
a few small potsherds of Israelite character. This filling was 20 to 100 cm. deep,

Nti/f
Netfrl

AIMB

14. E-W section through S4E: a, western face of main building of Ahab;
walls of thie Ostraca Houise; o, mnason's
debris on rock; c, filling of Ahab's courtyard; d, reconstructi(ni of thec Ostrntia Hlouise;
Greek or Hellefnistic
walls; f, double layer of debris, the lower part of which wvas disturbed Israelite (lebris; g, twvo Preheroditin
floors just beneath h, which was the floor of the Herodian Atrium House; 1, boutidary walls of a He1rodian
street; m, debris in Atrium House; n and s, walls of the period of Severrus.
}),

increasing in depth as the rock fell away to the west and south.

Under the filling,

and on the rock itself, there was a layer of clean yellow mason's debris from 10 to
40 cm. thick, with a trodden surface.

The courtyard contained a series of roughly

built rooms, perhaps magazines or store-rooms, the walls of which pierced through
the mason's debris, but were in position when the filling of the courtyard was
made.
In the courtyard of the northern wing of

Ahab's palace (S6), between the

northern wall and the northern face of the palace proper, there was a large cemented
pool or reservoir.

(See PI. 21 a, Figs. 40, 41, and Plan 5, FG 5.)

Its structural

connections were destroyed, but the bottom showed at least two layers of cement
harder than the underlying rock, and one reconstruction on a smaller scale.
The third period of the palace was represented by a structure added to the
western face of Ahab's courtyard.

The masonry was even better than that of the

palace of Ahab.
SW corner.

The most characteristic feature was the large round tower at the
(See Plan 5, AB 14-15.)

The picture of the Israelite city is completed, so far as the present excavations
go, by the fortifications, a strong wall along the edge of thle cliff in L. T. 1, and the
walls at the Gateway. All these show the same massive construction, the foundations being laid in a trench sunk from 20 to 100 cm. in the solid rock.

Inside the

gate a wall, apparently of Israelite construction, led off to the northwest, and seemed
to mark a street leading up the hill.

The cliff wall at the summit (L. T. 1) seemed,

so far as one could judge by the present topography, to follow the descending edge
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of the cliff down to the south of this street. But the excavations could not be
carried far enough to settle either of these points. Under the Rasilica a rockcut face and a wall were foundl which seenmed to be Israelite; but here again the
area excavated was insufficient to give assurance. It seems certain, howveer, that
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the gateway, as in all periods, was the western entrance to the city, and that
the Israelite city was much narrower from north to south than thle Greek and
Herodian cities.
TIHE ROCK0( SKELETONJ

The hills around Samaria have nearly bare summits. The undisturbed earth,
where it exists, is a reddish-brown, gravelly soil. The same earth was found in the
crevices of the hill of Samaria, and it is probable that in the days before Omri
the hill had much thle same appearance as that of the surrounding hills to-day.
On the surface of the artificially faced pinnacle described below (i.e., inside the area
marked by the Omri scarp), where alone the ancient rock surface is preserved,
there are cups, hollows, and small trenchles, such as are found all over Palestine.

(See Pls. 18 a; 4 b.)

These are covered or cut by the Israelite walls (see PI. 4 d),

and certainly belong to the period before Omri, when the rock summit must have
been exposed, as the summits of the surrounding hills now are.
The ancient rock hill was considerably modified during thle construction of
the earliest buildings on the site. The rock is a soft, yellow limestone-so soft that
in S7 we were able in three days to cut a hole in it with picks to a depth of three
metres. The blocks of stone used in the earliest buildinlg are of the same material,
and were certainly cut on the spot. The outline of thle earliest building was marked
by a perpendicular, artificially cut rock-face (see Plan 5). Outside this rock-face,
or scarp, on all sides, the surface of the rock was scarred with quarry-marks, and
a number of blocks of stone were still in place, cut free around the sides, but undetached on the bottom. (See PI. 15 b, c, and Fig. 1, p. 37.)
This artificially dressed summit was the ancient rock summit, and lies just
east of the apparent modern summit. The continuation towards the east was not
excavated, owing to lack of time. The rock to the west, south, and northwNest of
the summit, occupied by Omri's palace, was not dressed, except for the construction
lines of the later additions to the palace. But on the north from a point four
metres north of the Herodian altar, a broad space had been leveled 32 metres wide
and 30 metres long, extending to the southern edge of the Israelite pool.
Besides these quarry and construction marks, the body of thle hill was pene
trated by a number of caves. The caves in L. T. gave abundant evidence of occupation in the Second Century B.C., hut they were apparently natural caves, whose
entrances had been covered in Israelite times by the city wall. The cave in L. T. 5
was likewise a natural hole, which had been covered up during all periods. The

cave in L. T. E. may also have been natural, but was occupied in Roman times.
The caves in S4, S5, S7, S8, and S11, also, were almost certainly natural cavtes
more or less modified by the hand of man, but all the fragments of pottery and
other objects found in them were Israelite.
Beneath the Greek Fort Wall the rock was lightly dressed in places to take
the first course; but all other later walls were founded simply on the rock surface
(Post-Israelite, Herodian) or in the debris (Greek, Preherodian, Severan). On the
'There is anotlher cave', utnexcativaited, taboullt 30() IttrsH
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other hand, during the Greek and Roman period the rock was honeycombed with
cisterns and vats.
Thus the main modifications of the rock surface were the work of the Israelites.
But the rock itself was penetrated everywhere by cisterns of the later periods; and
some of the old natural caves had been occupied even as late as Roman times.
As each of the cisterns had a construction pit reaching to rock, cutting through
all older debris, it is clear that in dating the older debris the greatest care had to
be taken to secure unbroken blocks of debris, and that mere proximity to the rock
surface was no proof of early date.
ROCK CUTTINGS AND CAVES

Various types of rock cuttings were noted and measured by Mr. Fisher as
follows:
1. Small single sockets for holding the pointed oil and wine jars characteristic
of the period. These cups are seldom found isolated, but in connection with the
presses. No. 5, in a small depression, 24 cm. wvide and 15 cm. deep, although
apparently isolated, may have belonged to a group of Type 3, destroyed by the
Israelite foundation trench. No. 9, in K 10, w-as 33 cm. wide and 12- cm. deep.
2. Bowl-shaped hollows of larger diameter and deeper than those of Type 1.
No. 10, in K 10, was 28 cm. wide and 30 cm. deep. No. 11, in J 11, was 22 cm.
wide and 27 cm. deep. No. 20, in H 19, was 50 cm. wide at its mouth, but widened
out below to a spherical shape; it was 90 cm. deep. No. 21, in G 4, was 50 cm.
in diameter and 45 cm. deep; it may have formed part of a group of Type 3 which
had been destroyed by the trenches for the Israelite wall to the north of it.
3. The simple press, consisting of a shallow flat depression, with a channel
leading from one side to a deep collecting bowl. Often there was a second, separate storage basin, and, around it, one or more small
sockets to hold jars (Fig. 16). The best example of this
type Xwas the group of cuts numbered 12-14 in JK 12 (PI.
3 b). The press, a, was 80 cm. in diameter and ca. 12 c m.
-

i

-- b

16. Rock cuts 12 to 14
in JK 12. Scale, 1:40.

deep. A small orifice pierced in the rock led the liquid to
hich was 20 cm. in diameter and 46
the collecting bowl, b, wN
cm. deep. Near it was a storage basin c, ca. 77 cm. in diameter and 55 cm. deep. Into this the oil or wine was
dipped from 1). A jar socket, d, 25 cM. in diameter and 15
cm. deep, was near it. Another example included Nos. 1-4
in J 10. No. 4 was the press (much broken and worn
away), connected by a surface (?) gutter2 with its collect-

ing bowl, 37 cmn1. in diameter and 22 cm. deep. To the
north were three jar sockets, Nos. 1-3, each ca. 17 cm. in diameter and from
:31 ntd
'Both Selfin, Tell Ta',annek, pp. 34 and 36, wifith
l, 1.-4 ff., with
33, and Schumabehr, Tell el-Mutesdhlli,
l
t rock (cutting "
Felsalt ar."
sall iSch
Figs. 226 f. and I. 49,
Thle latter gives an emxample (p. 164) of at s(uare lded
pe'destal with similar cuttings on. its top. It is, evident, ol()w14igs.

ever, tiat thte block for tins pedestal was t:aken from a ipor-

tion of rock which already luad on its surface these cuttilgs,
aid tflie lhad no other significlane in connection withl the
pedestall as such.
connecting gu«ttrs in group 1-1 and il group0-7 1m1aylhave
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10 to 12 cm. deep. Nos. 6-7 (Pl. 4 d) in J 10 were parts of a similar group.
The press was originally ca. 70 cm. wide and 14 cm. deep, but was partly worn
away. Its connecting bowl, 42 cm. wide and 55 cm. deep, was intact, with its
connecting surface (?) gutter; but the storage basin had been pierced by the
rock trench cut for the foundations of the north wall of court 7 of the palace
of Omri.
4. Circular trough presses, consisting of broad circular beds of rock surrounded by deep narrow channels which collected the liquid, and led it thence,
through one or more channels, to the
collecting bowls.
From their larger
size and their peculiar arrangement, it
would seem that these presses were
for olives rather than for grapes, although the distinction is not certain.
Of these there were two. No. 17, in
J 8, was partly concealed by the eastern wall of the later temple staircase,
but was otherwise well preserved. The
central press, a, was ca. 2.10 m. across,
and the channel, b b, surrounding it was

-=WI

20 cm. wide and 12 cm. deep. From
the northeast side started a narrow
gutter, which at a distance of 20 cm.
17. Rock-cut p)ress, N\'o. 17 in J S. Scale, 1:40.
gutter, which at a distance of 20 cm.
(Excavated in 1908.)
widened and deepened into a bowl, c,
and then continued towards the east for 80 cm. more, opening into a second
channel, d d, at right angles to it. One end of the latter curved towards the east
and was lost under the side of the excavations, and the other end extended 2.20
m. towards the north and disappeared under a heavy wall running east from the
foot of the Roman staircase. Between the central press, a, and the south channel,
d, were two jar sockets, e e. The second example was No. 15, in J 11. Here
again the complete ring could not be traced, owing to the presence of later walls
above it. Judging from the exposed portion, the diameter of the ring was ca.
2.20 m., and the gutter was 10 to 12 cm. wide.
5. Unique types. Just south of No. 17 was No. 18, in J 8-9. It consisted
of three small bowls connected in series by a curving gutter which emptied into a
large shallow basin. Still further south was No. 19, which resembled Type 3,
but had the gutter continuing beyond the collecting bowl towards the east, disappearing under the edge of the excavations.
There were doubtless many more presses of all these types scattered over the
surface of the hill.' Those which are preserved are mainly within the limits of
Omri's building, where the only alterations in the surface made by the builders were
been orifices cut through the rock ats in group 12-14, but the
wearing away
open gutters.

of the upper part mlakes the:n appear ias

'For tie milTnethod(,lof uising these presses and a full exposition of
the subject, see R. A. Stewart ,NI.-easlister, Excavation of
(Gezer, II, ISI ff.
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the rock channels for their walls. Outside the palace limits the entire surface was
cut away over a considerable area, thus destroying all traces of previous work.
During the season of 1908 a number of small cuttings were found on the rock surface just outside the line of the Greek Fort Wall in the east end of the Trench
E. All these were, however, very irregular in shape, and bore no resemblance to
those just described.
The measurements of the two caves in S7, taken by Mr. Fisher, are as follows:
Cave 1 (see Plan 2, C I 1) had an irregular entrance, 1.87 m. high, 1.09 m. wide
at the bottom, and narrower at the top, which was 1.9 m. below the edge of the
scarp (PI. 30 b). The bottom of the door was somewhat below the level of the
surface of the rock outside the cave, and several rude steps were cut douwn to it.
The right side of the opening was roughly hewn in the form of a jamb, 1.84 m.
wide; but the left side extended obliquely from the outer face of the rock, the axis
of the cavern being 3 45 N. of E. The roof followed the stratification of the rock
and was practically level. The bottom, however, sloped down at an angle of 37 30
for a distance of 21 m., and then continued level for 4 m. farther. Just inside the
entrance, owing to the offset, the cave widened to 1.57 m., and from this point
gradually widened to 3.5 m. at the bottom. The rock slope was cut out into
thirty-five irregular steps, much worn by use. The rock here was of soft, splintery,
yellow limestone, and a great many pieces had flaked off from roof and sides, covering the steps and bottom of the cave.
The second cave was only 5.5 m. to the north of the large one. Its opening
was 1.57 m. wide and ca. 1.8 m. high. It started in the same direction as the
other, but at a distance of 4 m. from the entrance turned sharply to the north
and widened into a bell-shaped cavern 4 to 4.5 m. wide. This had later been
turned into a cistern, and the passage had been blocked up with flat, squared
stones. Outside of this was another wall of small rubble, 50 cm. thick.

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSITS OF DEBRIS IN THE VARIOUS WORKING
SECTIONS AT THIE SUAIMMIT
Summit strips 1-11 -Lower

terrace -

Subterranean corridor-Surmmary

In order to give an insight into the character of the different deposits of debris
at the summit and to make clear the sources of the accumulations, each working
section is here taken up in order, and its deposits are described in detail. The order
followed is the simple numerical order (81-S11), with tile Lower Terrace (L. T.) and
the Subterranean Corridor (S. C.) at the end.
1.

SUMMTIT STRIP 1 (S1)

SI was entirely within the area of the Omri palace, on the highest rock platform. The surface of the rock in HJK 12 was nearly the same as the level of the
Atrium House in S7, while the mosaic pavement in S1 and the rooms therewith
connected had a floor-level of 438.61 m. (about 2.20 m. above the Atrium floor).
This mosaic was 3.15 m. below the temple floor, and the well-dressed superstructure
of the restored east wall of the temple began about 20 cm. below this level. Cistern 9, which was covered by the cemented basin of the Mosaic House, contained a
coin of Herod Archelaus (Reg. No. 1499, Coin List V 12 a). This house may
therefore be taken as fixing the level of the Severan period on this side of the temple
(i.e., 438.61 m.). Thus with the rock at 436.30, we have only 230 cm. of debris
representing the accumulation from the Omri period to that of the Severan colony.
Just inside the eastern wall of the temple in S2 the same period was represented by
600 cm.; and west of the Omri scarp by 915 cm. This is an excellent example of
the futility of expecting regular horizontal strata in this site, and may serve as a
warning for excavators at other sites.
When the Omri palace stood intact the floor must have been above the highest undressed foundation wall. On the scarp in GH 12 the outer wall, dressed
outside and undressed inside, rises to 437.27 m. All the walls inside are undressed foundation walls, in other words, the retaining walls of filled foundation
compartments. The foundation walls bore the walls of the superstructure, and
the filling bore the floors of the rooms of the superstructure. These floors were
then above the highest remaining wall, that is, above 437.27 m. Now the room
11 in the Ahab palace, which is built against the Omri palace, is preserved to a
height of 150 cm. above the floor, but the original height must have been nearer
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300 cm., considering the general character of the building. It was possibly even
higher, but can hardly have been less. In all probability the floor of the next
story above room 11 in thle Ahab palace was about on a level with the ground floor
of the Omri palace or even a little lower. Thus we arrive at a level of 438.77 m.
as a probable minimum level of the floor of the Omri palace, or over 300 cm.
above the rock. The filling of the walls as far as uncovered would have required
about 5500 cubic metres of debris to reach this level. It is thus clear that the
deposits in SI have at some time been considerably cut down.
Leaving aside tihle southwestern quarter of Sl, where there was a great filled
hole caused by the removal of stone, the debris under the basin and the mosaic
floor, and the same levels to the north, was black earth containing Rhodian jar
handles, Megarian potslhlerds, and other objects dating from the Fourth to the
First Century B.C. This debris descended to the packed yellow layer 50-80 cm.
above the rock, but had been so disturbed by successive foundation trenches that
the manner of its deposition could not be discovered. However, the Israelite wall
in J 11 rose to 436.34 m., and it is improbable that any of the floors subsequent
to the Israelite fell below this level. In fact, the only traces of floors found were
above this. In SI III 29 (Plan 6 J 12) a trodden floor was uncovered at 436.79 m.,
but this was a construction floor, not a living floor. The adjacent wall on the east
had the floor-level marked on it at about 437 nm. In S1 III 25 there was a tann'r
with its bottom at 436.53 m. and in Sl III 24 two others with their bottoms at
437.11 m. All the floors thus indicated were in any case above the top of the
Israelite wall (436.34 m.), but it is probable that only two floors are to be inferred,
one at about 437 m. and the other at about 437.60 m.

The tann.urs were origi-

nally 30-50 cm. high and seem to have been sunk in the floors to which thev belong.
Of course it is always possible, as these evidences were found in different rooms,
that the two floors thus inferred belong to the same period.
It is clear that at some time after S2 was filled in to 437.27 m., a floor
was made in Sl, which was somewhat lower. But as the terrain in S2 rose
in the Hellenistic period upwards to the floor of the last Preherodian house
in Insula IV the floor-level in Sl must have approximately kept pace with it.
Thus the floor-level of the last Preherodian period in S1 may be estimated
at about 438.60 m. Now the mosaic floor had a level of 438.61 m., but
for the reasons already given this pavement with the accompanying walls is
assigned to the Severan period. The big double basin west of the pavement
descended to 437.61, or practically to the upper of the two floors inferred

above. The cemented basin with steps went down to rock, but showed reconstructions and four layers of cement. It may have been in use in an earlier
period, but as found it was connected with the house of the mosaic floor.
The level of the stone pavement north of the step basin near cistern 4 was
438.24 m. This also seemed to be part of the same house, but the earth was
badly cut up and the connection was not clear.

Above this level of the mosaic floor thie debris wtas disturbed black earth containing Roman lamps, blown glass, and other objects of late date. Above, this
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The walls had undoubtedly been

SUMMIT STRtIP 2 (S2)

The rock under S2 was divided in the middle by thle Omri scarp, which ran
north and south through the greater part of the area. The eastern half formed
part of the high rock platform on which the Omri palace was built, while the western half included the larger part of the lower platform of the main Ahab palace.
The highest point on the Omri walls was just east of room S2 IV 13, where
an outer wall rose to 150 cnm. above the rock.

The outside of this wall was dressed

(i.e., exposed to view), but the inside was left rough (i.e., not exposed to view).
The other Omri walls were seldom more than one course highl and were all rough
foundation walls. The room spaces shown on Plan 5 were therefore only foundation compartments originally filled with debris up to the floor-level of the palace.
Unfortunately the level of this floor was not determinable, but the height of the
wall on the edge of the scarp, mentioned above, shows that the floor was more than
150 cm. above the rock. Only the lowest stratum of the filling was found, a layer
of packed yellow mason's debris like the lowest stratum in the Ostraca House.
The rest of the mass of earth required to fill thle Omri compartments had been
disturbed partly by weathering but mostly by later building operations. It
was clear however that the basis of the accumulation of debris in S1 and S2
was formed by the filling of the Omri palace.

It is uncertain whether the lower platform was left clear during the Omri period
or occupied by minor buildings. In S7 there were some fragments of wide walls
which appeared to belong to the earlier period, but these could not be traced eastward beyond the Preherodian street. In any case the lower platform in S2 was
cleared previous to the construction of the Ahab palace. The most notable feature of this area for the question of the accumulation of debris was the relation of
the floors of the subterranean room (13) and of rooms 11 and 12 to the rock. There
was a difference of three metres in level between the two floors, but the greater part
of this difference was caused by the difference in the rock levels below the rooms,
which amounted to 208 cm. The floor of room 11 vwas 390 cm. above rock, while that
of 13 was sunk in the rock. A fragment of the floor of the room next south of 13
was still in place on the rock and showed that the floor was 81 cm. above that of
13. The point is that the floors of all the rooms of the Ahab palace followed the
surface of the rock and were close to it. Southwards in EFG 13 (south) and 14
(north), the rock sloped gently down towards the double wall which enclosed the
Ahab court and palace. The hollow thus formed must have been filled with yellow
debris at least as high as the floor-level south of 13 (433.42 m.). The double enclosing wall must however have been filled to at least the same level as west of the
courtyard (434+ m.), and probably to the level of the floor of room 11 (i.e., 435.80
m.). The structures which stood between 13 and the double wall have been destroyed by the later walls. Possibly the walls of rooms 81-83 are in part built on
Ahab walls which formed the transition from one level to the other. Except for
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the double wall itself and the assumed intermediate structure, which formed only
a small part of the whole, the Ahab palace in S2 did not have filled foundation compartments, and yielded only debris of decay to add to the general accumulation.
The disturbed yellow debris found above thle rock must have come therefore from
the Omri compartments on tle east. The deposit of debris of decay between the
destruction of the palace and the beginning of the early Post-Israelite period could
not have been great, but these lower rooms would certainly have been littered with
stones from the walls. Thus it comes that the early Post-Israelite buildings in
this area stood practically on the old floors with a low-lying room (or rooms) in 13
and southwards and high-lying rooms to the north. The low-lying rooms were
probably cellars. The floors of the upper rooms were partly preserved in room 14
and westvwards at about the same level as that of the Ahab rooms 11 and 12.
Room 11 was manifestly used in the early Post-Israelite occupation in connection
with room 14. But the walls of 14 were of a masonry entirely different from the
Ahab work and were built against the Ahab wall in 11. Moreover in 13, where
the stone pavement of the older room uras preserved and still marked with the lines
of the Ahab walls, the Post-Israelite walls showed a different ground plan. These
walls were manifestly built after the destruction of the palace, in a far inferior style.
Yet it must be remembered that the Post-Israelite walls, owing no doubt to the
abundance of dressed stones in the ruins of the Israelite palace, were in general well
built and appear bad only in comparison

with

the older walls.

The floor-level of the higher Post-Israelite rooms (14) was 435.80 m., or nearly
a metre above the floor of the probably contemporaneous Osorkon House. But
this difference in level is easily explained by the fall of the rock and of the Israelite
ruins in this direction, for it is somewhat less (ca. 60 cm.) than the difference
between the level of the Ahab palace and that of the Ahab courtyard.
The early Post-Israelite buildings seem to have suffered destruction similar
to the older buildings but not so complete as the later ones. Up to this time the
Ahab floor-levels had been maintained but now the lower rooms (13, etc.) were
filled in to the level of 14 and apparently the old Post-Israelite ground plan re-used.
The doorway of the room above 13 was about 10 cm. further west, but the new
masonry of the side walls stood on the old masonry. Probably rooms 11 and 14
were still part of this later house. The earth used for filling was disturbed yellow
debris and came, I think, from the filling of the Omri compartments on the east.
But over this, below the succeeding walls, was a layer of coals and ashes.
The succeeding building operations down to the last Preherodian period were
lost beyond recovery, but at some time in this interval the area of S1 and S2 was
leveled off by cutting down the filling debris and other accumulations which lay
over the area of the Omri palace and dumping them into the lower area of the Ahab
palace. This operation brought the level of the floor of tle terrace thus created
above the tops of the highest Omri wall and of the still well-preserved walls of 11,
12, 13, and 14. The date of this leveling was previous to tile HIellenistic period,
for the objects of that period were wanting in the debris below the top of the wall
in room 11, while the debris itself was dirty yellow, like the lower debris.
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The depth of the layer of debris between the top of the Ahab walls and the floor
of the Preherodian house above was about 150 cm. This debris, black and containing Hellenistic objects, represents the indeterminable period between the leveling operation and the construction of the Preherodian houses. A few scraps of
walls were found, for the most part directly under the Preherodian walls. Probably
the debris was still higher and was cut down by the Preherodian terracing operations.
The fact that the rooms to the west and north are lower, points, I think, to leveling. In any case, in view of the destruction and construction of successive towns
in this period, an accumulation of 150 cm. or more of debris is not an unreasonable supposition.
Above the floors of the highest Preherodian house (house A in Insula IV), the
area was filled in to a depth of 2.75 m. to form the floor of the Herodian temple.
This was perfectly clear. The foundation trenches of the Herodian walls cut
through the floors of the last Preherodian houses and through all underlying
deposits to rock or to massive Israelite walls. These trenches did not cut the
filling above the Preherodian floors. The filling was packed against the Herodian walls and had been put in place after these walls were finished at least as
high as the temple floor.
At the restoration of the temple in the period of Severus the only walls which
caused any serious disturbance of the underlying deposits were the two great pilasters in the vestibule and the wall between the vestibule and the cella. These went
down to the hard Israelite layers. The only floor of either the Herodian or the
restored temple which was preserved was the stone pavement of the portico. The
modern surface was about 105 cm. above the northern edge of the pavement and
sloped down to about 50 cm. above the southern edge. It continued falling towards
the south until it passed below the temple floor-level just above the north wall of
the restored cella. Above the south wall of the cella, the modern surface was about
50 cm. below the level of the temple floor. The upper 50 cm. of the surface debris
was manifestly agricultural earth. At no very distant date, the stones had been
removed and a certain amount of earth spread over the area. On account of its
height the earth here did not retain moisture sufficiently to make it suitable
either for sowing grain or planting olive-trees. There were only two olive-trees on
the place when we began work. It is probable for this reason that the summit was
one of the last areas in Sebaste to be put under cultivation.
3.

SUMNMIT STRIP 3 (S3)

In S3 the outside face of the Ahab wall was exposed in its day to within 30 cm.
of the rock (see Fig. 25). The wall would have reached the floor-level of the courtyard about seven metres above the rock and probably rose several metres above the
courtyard floor. The foundation compartments of this outer double wall were
filled with yellow debris up to the floor, but the filling differed from that of the
courtyard in having been laid down apparently in several layers. Only the lowest
of these was intact. This showed a trodden surface at about 430.87 m. and had
been deposited probably for thle convenience of the masons when the comnpart-
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ment walls had reached this height. I judge that above this there were two
more such layers each of about 150 cm. thickness.
The ground to the west in S5 was occupied by part of the Third Palace (Jeroboam II), but it may be doubted, owing to the absence of foundation trenches in
the rock, whether the ground to the south was also occupied by a later Israelite
building.
When the palace was destroyed, the outer Ahab wall, exposed to view, probably suffered more than the compartment walls. In the earliest Post-Israelite
period it must have suffered still more from the removal of stone owing to its exposed position and to the excellent dressing of its stones. On top of the fourth
course we found a line of roughly laid Israelite stones forming a fragment of a wall
which a comparison with other walls shows could not have been later than the early
Post-Israelite period. Thus in the Post-Israelite period the edge of the Ahab filling
held up by the interior compartment walls formed a sharp declivity. This conclusion is fully borne out by the position of the Greek Fort Wall, which, undoubtedly
following the contour of the summit of its time, passes just inside this assumed
declivity and turns out to tile south only whllen it reaches the southern wing of the
Ahab palace in S2. The mass of disturbed yellow debris which we found over the
outside Ahab wall and in S3-306 and 315 came no doubt partly from the earth
taken from the foundation trench of tile Greek Fort nWall.
In the Hellenistic period, the area of S3 a-c, protected by the Greek Fort Wall
above, was still only lightly covered with debris. The northern wall of room 314,
part of a house of that period, rested on the outer wall of the Ahab courtyard. To
the south, rooms 317 and 318 belonging to this same house extended under the
Preherodian street (Lambda). The cistern under the street probably served the
same house. The contents of the cistern included a number of coins and a great
mass of potsherds, but nothing which could be dated with certainty later than
150 B.C.
The floor of the Preherodian street Lambda was about 325 cm. above the rock
and about 150 cm. above the floor of the Hellenistic house. Thus S3 a-c south
of the filling of the Ahab palace was still comparatively free of debris at the time
when the Preherodian town was built. At that time a retaining wall was built
along the northern side of the street and a much heavier one along the southern side. This shows clearly that the southern wall was expected to bear the
heavier weight. On the south the Preherodian rooms (319-324) were on the
same level as those in L. T., about three metres below the street. On the north
the ground was probably filled in to form a terrace for houses, somewhat lower
than Insula VI.
The western face of the apsidal structure shows by its dressing that in the
Roman period the Preherodian terrace had broken down and the filling had
spread to form a steep slope just north of the line of the Preherodian street.
The rest of the considerable deposit of earth which we found covering even the
apsidal building and lying four metres deep over the Preherodian houses south
of the street (see Plan 4, section C-D), was entirely due to agricultural terracing.
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SUMMIT STRIP 4 (S4)

The chief features of S4 were the floor of the Ahab courtyard, several layers of
Hellenistic debris, the floor of the Herodian house, and the remains of the Severan
period. This unusual preservation of material was due to thle protection afforded
by the debris held up by the Greek Fort Wall on the west and to the absence of large
buildings during all thle Greek and Hellenistic periods. The floors of the building
terraces, made during these periods, never fell below the top of the foundations
of the Greek Fort Wall (ca. 434 metres above sea-level). The floor of the
Ahab courtyard was about 434 In. above sea-level, while the floor of the earliest
Hellenistic building was at or above 435 m. The lower layer of the debris
between was disturbed yellow debris containing a great abundance of Israelite
potsherds (none of them inscribed). The earliest Hellenistic walls were in a
fragmentary condition, but the few blocks of masonry preserved rested on the
disturbed yellow debris. The debris in which these blocks of masonry stood
was black, and contained Hellenistic objects. It showed two floors, one being
two or three centimetres under the Herodian floor and the other about twenty
centimetres lower down. The blocks of masonry west of the Herodian street
were apparently connected with the lower floor, but east of the street there were
some walls manifestly belonging to the upper floor. The Preherodian walls had
been cut away down to the floor by the Herodian terracing; and the Herodian
walls were built either on the earlier walls or in very shallow foundation
trenches. This Herodian house was part of tile Atrium House in S7 with which
it was connected by doorways. Thle house is dated by the objects found in
the Preherodian cistern S7 No. 1, the mouth of which was covered by the floor of
the house and by cistern S7 No. 2, which was in use during the occupation of the
house. The cistern S4 No. 1 contained a coin of Herod I (Reg. No. 3731). The
debris above the Herodian floor was a continuation of the upper layer in S7 and
is explained in the discussion of S7. The coins found in thle upper debris included
one of Ptolemy II (Reg. No. 2709) in room 341, one of Ptolemy II (Reg. No. 2707)
in room 342, one of Dora (Reg. No. 3297) in room 351, and five illegible coins. In
the upper debris of S4 f-g, there was one doubtful Ptolemaic coin (Reg. No. 2691),
one of Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 2693), and one of Antiochus IX (Reg. No. 2695).
In a hole in the floor of room 201 north of the bath a hoard of 22 coins was found,
one of Antiochus VII and twenty-one of Tyre (see Coin List IV 10). Under the
floor of the southern room of the same house was found a coin of Demetrius II
(Reg. No. 3675), dated 144-143 B.C. Under the street floor, S4-357 sub, in the
first 30 cm. of debris, the coins found were of Ptolemy I (Reg. No. 3701), Ptolemy
III (Reg. No. 3708), Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 3830), Antiochia ad Orontem (Reg.
No. 3828, 1st Cent. B.C,.), and one illegible coin.
The western part of S4 was occupied by a great trench of disturbed debris
descending beside a bank of yellow Israelite debris to the rock. This trench had
contained the eastern wall of the Herodian SW tower, but the stones had been
taken out for building purposes and the trench refilled with earth. During this
process the black and yellow deposits had become mixed so that many Israelite
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fragments were found along with the usual Hellenistic objects. The coins were
one of Ptolemy I (Reg. No. 2694), one of Ptolemais-Ake (Reg. No. 2710, 2d cent.
B.C.), one apparently of Roman date, and one illegible coin.
5.

SITMMIIT STIRIP 5 (S5)

The two parts of S5, the southern (a-d) and the northern (e-h), presented very
different conditions. The deposits in a-d were a continuation of those in S3 a-d,
while those in e-h were related to the deposits in the western part of S7 and S8.
In S5 a-d, the rock showed the construction lines of the Third Palace
(Jeroboam II) and a few Israelite stones still in place (see Plan 5 AC 14-15
and PI. 26 c). Over this, except over the walls, there was a thin layer of
packed yellow debris. Then came a bank of mixed black and yellow debris
which originally extended in a slope from the Greek Fort Wall southwards
passing under the street floor at a depth of about 80 cm. This bank was
cut by the boundary walls of the street, and again about half way between
the street and the Greek Fort Wall by a depression, which had been produced
by the removal of building stone. This depression, or rather trench, was filled
with coarse debris from the earth dumped on the site to form the last
Preherodian terrace. The terrace itself had broken down and spread over the
street to a depth of about a metre. The debris of decay thus formed was
marked above by a weather-beaten surface. Over this lay the earth of the
modern agricultural terrace.
The yellow debris contained only a few small Israelite potsherds and one iron
arrow-head found on the stones of the Israelite round tower. In the bank of mixed
debris were found Rhodian jar-handles, Megarian potsherds, a fragment of a Greek
figurine (Reg. No. 3333), a dressed bone like those in S1 cist. 7 (Reg. No. 3332),
a fragment of an Israelite figurine (Reg. No. 3318), and two iron arrowheads
(Reg. Nos. 3228 and 3289). In the Preherodian terrace earth a large number
of Hellenistic and Greek potsherds and other objects were found, including
coins of Ptolemy II (Reg. No. 3178), Antiochus IV (Reg. Nos. 3145, 3191,
3248), Antiochus VII (Reg. No. 3194), Alexander II Zebina (Reg. No. 3360),
Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII (Reg. No. 3645), Antiochus VIII (Reg. No. 3144),
and Ptolemais-Ake (Reg. Nos. 3152, 3193, 3247). The agricultural debris contained the usual mixture of objects of all periods.
The northern part of S5 (e-h) had been greatly disturbed by the building of
the Roman walls as well as by earlier operations. The inner SW angle of the
Greek Fort Wall had been cleared to rock as far as the northern side of the SW
Roman tower when that tower was built; and the Roman tower had itself been
well-nigh destroyed by the removal of building stone in modern times. It was
nevertheless clear that the foundation of the accumulated debris was due to the
filling of the Ahab courtyard and that of the compartments of the Third Palace
(Jeroboam II). The Greek Fort Wall rested on the remains of the walls of the
Third Palace, and its lower courses were largely built of stones taken from the
adjacent Israelite walls. The height of the remains of the Israelite walls under the
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Greek Fort Wall showed that the Israelite walls in this region of the hill were only
about a metre high at the time of the building of thle Greek Fort Wall. The yellow debris may have been somewhat higher than thle remains of the early walls but,
allowing for weathering, lower than the Israelite floor. The construction trench
of the Greek Fort Wall was dug wide, to give access to the adjacent Israelite stones.
When the wall was finished, thle trench together withl the area inside the wall was
filled in, to form a floor about four metres above the rock next to the wall, on a level
with the floor indicated in other parts of thle wall. As thereafter the Greek Fort
Wall was maintained, the debris was held up to this level. The superstructure
of the Greek Fort Wall was however no longer standing when the last Preherodian
town was built, for house walls of this town were found built over the wall (see Plan
4, section G-H). The complex to which these walls belonged stood on a terrace
which had been built out westwards beyond the Greek Fort Wall, perhaps even
beyond the present-day slope marking the edge of the summit.' During the Herodian
building operations, this part of the summit was also confiscated and the Preherodian houses destroyed to make room for the great SW tower and the Fort
Wall. The deep foundation excavations of the structures caused the disturbance
of the older deposits, as mentioned above. The Herodian floor inside the tower
and wall was on the level of the floor of the Atrium House (see PI. 53 e). This configuration was preserved during the Severan and later periods, but at a higher level.
In the upper layer, two coins of Constans were found, one in S5 h (Reg. No.
3290, July 2, 1910), and the other in S5 e (Reg. No. 3300, July 4, 1910). For the
rest, the debris contained Hellenistic objects down almost to the rock. Only in
S5 h were earlier objects found, Greek and Israelite, lying in mixed yellow and
black debris in and beside the construction trench of the Greek Fort Wall.
6.

SUMMIIT STRIP 6 (S6)

The area designated S6, lying between the altar in front of the temple and the
Greek Fort Wall on the north, was characterized by the complete destruction
of all the last Preherodian walls. About five metres north of the altar, there
was a vertical rock scarp about three metres high, a continuation of the rock scarp
of the Omri palace. From here the rock surface sloped gently away to the Greek
Fort Wall, falling one and a half metres in sixteen. In the middle of the space
was the Israelite pool, or reservoir, and just north of it a series of Israelite compartment, or foundation, walls. The Greek Fort Wall itself occupied a dressed
rock scarp of the Israelite period. Between the Fort Wall and the pool a massive wall, apparently of early Post-Israelite date, crossed the area diagonally from
west to east. A lighter wall of a similar period crossed between the pool and
the Omri scarp. Over the southern part the rock was covered to a depth of
about 50 cm. with packed yellow debris. The surface of this debris extended
northwards, covering the pool and thle Israelite walls, and broken only by the
Post-Israelite walls and by the entrances to the cisterns (Prehlerodian). The
whole area, at any rate as far as the northern side of the pool, hlad been cleared
'The present-day slope has been forted by cuttinlg away eatrth, to
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to this level. The earth above was dumped debris up to the clearly marked
floor on which the altar stood. The mouth and the shaft of cistern No. 1 had been
cut away by this clearing operation. As the contents of this cistern, in spite
of the absence of coins, presented the usual series of objects of the last Preherodian period, it is evident that the clearing must have been made at the time of
the construction of the Herodian temple. This conclusion was confirmed by the
objects found in the dumped debris with which the cleared space was filled.
The object of this great clearing is not certain. The excavated earth was probably used to fill the spaces in the foundations of the temple. But the S6 excavation was re-filled. Possibly the temple was found to require more earth than
anticipated; and so as a matter of temporary convenience the S6 excavation was
continued below the desired floor-level, and then filled in later, perhaps with
earth taken from the construction trench of the subterranean corridor. The S6
clearing is about the same width as the temple. Above the plastered floor, there
was a light layer of debris of decay, dating probably from before the Severan
period. Above this came another layer of debris of decay covered with agricultural earth to the modern surface (see Plan 3, section A-B).
7.

SUMAIIT STRIP 7 (S7)

In S7 the configuration of the rock surface is similar to that of S4. The
surface slopes from near the face of the Ahab palace to the outer face of the wall
bounding the Ahab courtyard. From here it descends by terraces, dressed to
receive walls of the Third Palace, to a dressed surface west of the Greek Fort
Wall and over two metres below the foot of the western wall of the Ahab
courtyard. The rock under the area of the courtyard floor was apparently
unaltered from the Omri period. The remains of thick walls under the Osorkon
House were embedded in the lowest yellow stratum of the courtyard filling,
and belong probably therefore to the Omri period.
As in S4, S5, and S8, the lowest debris above the rock was due to the foundation fillings of the Israelite buildings. It was not possible to determine whether
the Ostraca House extended northwards into S7. The plan of the part preserved
seems to require such an extension; but no trace was found of the foundations
nor even of the foundation trenches. I am personally of the opinion that the
Ostraca House did not extend into S7. The filling strata of the courtyard were
found over the Osorkon House area, more or less broken by the walls of that
house (see lowest yellow stratum in PI. 37 b). Beyond the Osorkon House
northwards to Trench F, the debris had been disturbed almost to the rock by
the removal of building-stones, but it is very probable that the floor of the
courtyard extended over this whole area at about the same level as in the
Ostraca House.
The floor of the Third Palace (Jeroboam II) may have been lower than that
of the Ahab courtyard, but it was higher than the tops of any of the walls preserved outside the courtyard. With the exception of the northern face of the
southern wall of S7-322 (Plan 5 BC 11), all these walls were roughly laid
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compartment walls like those in the interior southwestern angle of the Ahab
courtyard, and formed the walls of filled foundation compartments. The facing
on the wall in 322 was a later reconstruction.
The western entrance to the
palace may have been north of this wall, or there may have been a room or
passage here which gave access to the great cave.
It is clear that when the palace walls were pulled down the debris left on
the site must have been beaten by the weather into a slope which crossed the
line of the Greek Fort Wall at a level not far from 434 m. above sea-level (the level
of the Ahab courtyard). To this level, or slightly higher, the Greek Fort Wall
was built with a floor about 80 cm. above the Israelite floor (see the floor-level
of the Osorkon House doorway=434.88 m.). At this time, or soon after, several
stout walls were built, some of them against the Greek Fort Wall (see Plan 6
BCDE 10-11). Except the northern wall of the Osorkon House all these walls
were shown by their masonry to be foundation walls. With the exception mentioned, the highest wall was the N-S wall above the Ahab rock-scarp. This wall
rose to 434.64 m., about 55 cm. above the courtyard floor and about 24 cm. below
the Osorkon House floor. Up to this level there was no trace of an early Post-Israelite
floor on the west of S7. The Osorkon House (Plan 6 DE 11) appeared to belong
to this period. Separated from the long chambers on the west by a passage three
metres wide, it adjoined the Ostraca House on the north, but was not structurally
connected with the older building. The southern wall of the Osorkon House
must have been built over the northern wall of the Ostraca House, as preserved.
In the northern wall of the Osorkon House, a doorway gave the level of the floor
as about 434.88 m. above sea-level or about 77 cm. above the courtyard floor.
As the rock is higher here than under the Ostraca House, it is possible that the
courtyard floor rose slightly in this direction. The Osorkon vase and the ivory
uraeus were under the floor of the Osorkon House and were either in place when
the Osorkon House was built or were in the earth used in leveling the floor of
that house. The layer in which they were found contained only Israelite objects,
mostly potsherds, and appeared to be the same layer of surface debris as that
which contained the Israelite ostraca.
Above the floor of the Osorkon House at heights varying from 45 to 70 cm.
were the floors of the last Preherodian rooms, 711, 712, and 713. These floors
were certified by doorways. The debris under the floors contained a coin of Alexander II Zebina (Reg. No. 4109) and a few other Hellenistic objects. About 70
cm. of black debris separated these floors from the floor of the Atrium (S7-364),
but the floors of the Preherodian rooms just west of the Atrium practically coincided with the floors of the Herodian rooms S7-365, 366, 367, and 368. Insula
VI was therefore terraced in the middle similarly to Insula IV. The western part
was lower and furnished a transition level to that of Insula III.
The nearly complete plan of the buildings of the Herodian period is given
on Plan 8. The walls of the Atrium House were largely founded on the earlier
walls. Elsewhere the foundations were shallow, and caused little disturbance to
the underlying debris. On the west, however, along the Greek Fort Wall, the
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heavy Roman Fort Wall required deeper foundations, which descended below the
434 m. level but not to the lowest deposits. The removal of this wall in comparatively modern times increased the disturbance caused by its construction.
The Atrium House was clearly a coordinated part of the Herodian buildings at the summit. Its Herodian date was confirmed by the contents of two
cisterns. The mouth of cistern No. 1, covered by a limestone slab, \was just
under the floor of room 365. The cistern contained the usual pottery of the last
Preherodian deposits but no coins. Cistern No. 2 was structurally connected
with the Atrium House and had manifestly been used by its inhabitants. The
cistern had not been filled up and had been partially protected by its form from
accidental filling. In the lowest layers of silt were found unmistakable Roman
objects, including blown glass and a coin of Antiochia ad Orontem (Reg. No.
4648, 40-30 3.C.).

Above the floor of the Atrium House there was a heavy deposit of earth, the
upper layer of which was due to agricultural terracing. Just under the agricultural layer, there were walls of the later Roman period, but with two metres
of debris between their floor and that of the Atrium House. It is extremely
difficult to account for this deep deposit as debris of decay. There was nothing
above the Atrium floor which would have yielded such a mass of dark earth. The
decay of the walls would have left a white limestone deposit. We must look,
I think, to the restoration of the temple in the Severan period for the explanation. It must be remembered that the Atrium House was bounded on the
east by a street which ran between the house and the western portico of the
Herodian temple. South of the portico the street was bounded on the east by
a high wall. The space between the street wall and the temple was filled with
earth, which may have formed the foundation of a slope or stair leading to
the portico. Now, when the western wall of the temple was rebuilt in the
Severan period it was not founded on the old Herodian foundation wall but on
debris. This wall as we found it showed evidence of subsidence, and the rough
rubble wall built along its western face had manifestly served to support the
wall. The rubble supporting wall was sunk in the filling between the temple
and the street wall. The excavation necessary to its construction must have
yielded a certain amount of debris, which would naturally have been spread over
the ruins of the Atrium House. The greatest excavation made during the
restoration, however, was that for the construction of the great pilasters in the
front portico of the temple. The earth from this excavation was no doubt
thrown out in the most convenient place, which was the area of the Atrium
House on the west. This earth was then leveled off to form the terrace on
which was constructed the late Roman house (see Plan 9 E 10-12). The few
rooms which we found of this house were filled with debris of decay, and covered
with a light layer of agricultural earth.
The black debris above the Atrium floor showed the same general series of
objects as the other black debris at the summit, but in addition Roman lamps
and blown glass. The coins were: two of Ptolemy II (Reg. Nos. 3732, 3734),
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one of Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 3745), one of Alexander II Zebina (Reg. No.
3712), one of Ptolemais-Ake (Reg. No. 4809), and, under the smaller vat of the
Severan period, one of Herod I (Reg. No. 3822). Thle black debris under the
Herodian floor showed the same general range of Hellenistic objects but without any Roman objects. This debris was found, however, only in rooms 715, 716,
and 721 (see Plan 7 CD 10), and under the street (87-357). Here there was
a coin of Antiochus III (Reg. No. 4003), two of Antiochus IV (Reg. Nos. 4154,
3830), one of Tyre (Reg. No. 4002, 76 13.('.), one of Antioclhia ad Orontem (Reg.
No. 3828), and one of Herod I (Reg. No. 4155). Under the floor of the last
Preherodian house only two coins were found, one of Alexander II Zebina (Reg.
No. 4109) and one of Maclcabean star and anchor type (Reg. No. 4653), but with
them were a number of the usual Hellenistic potsllerds and other objects. On the
top of one of the blocks of Israelite debris in room 712, the fragments of the
alabaster jar with the Osorkon II inscription were found, together with an
Egyptian amulet (Reg. No. 4107), an ivory handle (mirror-handle?) of Egyptian
form, and a number of Israelite potsherds (not inscribed). In the area on the
west of the western face of the Ahab Palace (rooms 772, 773, and 776), about
half of the whole number of Israelite ostraca were found in the same floor debris
as the others and as the Osorkon jar. The undisturbed yellow debris contained
the usual Israelite potsherds, some fragments of bitumen (or "mummy," Reg. No.
4554a), an Egyptian amulet (a figure of Bes, Reg. No. 4632), and some fragments
of bronze. The disturbed yellow debris in the northern part of S7, near cistern
No. 5, contained a number of early objects, a scarab (Reg. No. 4594), an Israelite
figurine (Reg. No. 4620), a fragment of an alabaster jar (Reg. No. 4621), a piece of
blue coloring matter (Reg. No. 4622), and Israelite aIld Greek potsherds. In
the disturbed black debris on the west, there was a mixture of objects of the Preherodian periods, including a coin of Ptolemy II (Reg. No. 41751), but the disturbed
yellow debris beneath contained mostly Israelite pottery.
8.

SUMIA-IT STRIP 8 (S8)

The strip S8 presented only a small area undisturbed by later buildings. This
was the area of the rooms 804-823. In the western part of S8 the reconstruction of the Greek Fort Wall had broken the deposits of debris down to rock.
Later this reconstruction was broken away to within two mnetres of the base and
the Roman west tower was built above it, but more to the east. Finally the
Roman tower was well-nigh destroyed for its building stone, and thus the strata
were thoroughly mixed. On the east of the strip, the excavation for the subterranean corridor and its subsidiary structures had cut out all deposits down
to the Israelite or to rock. Only in the middle was the small group of rooms
(804-823) mentioned above preserved, owing to the depth of their floors below
the Herodian level and to the absence of Herodian buildings. The floor of these
rooms, which were in the western part of Insula III, was 150 cm. below that of
the western part of Insula VI and 220) cm. below that of the Atrium House.
The rock-face sloped gently downward, as in 87, from the western face of the
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Ahab palace across the courtyard to a series of terraces dressed to take the walls
of the Third Palace. Towards the north, the rock sloped still more gently from
the highest point, north of tihe Osorkon House, to a line passing E-W through
the southern face of the vault excavated in 1908. From this line northwards, it
was broken by a great cleft, originally a cave in the rock, which had been exposed during the construction of thle Israelite palace and filled with yellow mason's
debris containing Israelite potsherds. On the rock was the usual light layer
of packed yellow debris. Thle floor of the Ahab courtyard probably covered the
whole area at a level approximately the same as that of the Ostraca House (i.e.,
434+ m. above sea-level). The rock was, however, generally higher, so that the
depth of the courtyard filling could not have been more than 80-100 cm. over the
eastern part of the strip, increasing as the rock surface fell away westward and
northward. The part of the Third Palace which occupied the ground west of the
courtyard appears to have had the same filled compartments and the same floorlevel as in S7 and S5.
After the destruction of the Israelite palace the surface of the debris sloped
westwards, as in S7. Here again the Greek Fort Wall and the walls of a large
Post-Israelite building had been sunk in this debris. The floor of this period
was not recovered, but it was no doubt on the same level as in S7, and therefore nearly a metre above the floor of the Preherodian Insula III.
Even in the area of the Preherodian rooms 804-823 a clear view of the older
deposits was denied us by the fact that the floor of the western part of Insula
III was nearly half a metre lower than the Israelite floor. Thus the construction of Insula III had cut away all that part of the older deposits which contained important objects. No trace of any walls was found, a condition in agreement with the conclusion that this area was inside the courtyard. In rooms
815, 821, 822, and 823, the floors were about 50 cm. higher, showing that the
Insula was terraced in the middle.
Low as the floors were, the debris beneath them was not undisturbed. Buildings of an earlier Hellenistic period had probably stood here. At any rate, the
sub-floor debris of the Preherodian rooms was mixed black and yellow, and contained in the upper part many Hellenistic but no Roman objects. With these
were Israelite and other early potsherds and one Ptolemaic coin (Reg. No. 4745).
The walls of the last Preherodian rooms were broken off just below the
Herodian floor, about 150 cm. above their own floors. The rooms were filled
with the usual dumped debris found in the last Preherodian houses at the sum-

mit, containing one coin each of Ptolemy II (Reg. No. 4053, in room 804),
Antiochus III (Reg. No. 4880, in room 803), Alexander II Zebina (Reg. No. 4749,
in room 861), and Antiochia ad Orontem (Reg. No. 4753, in room 814). In room
806 was the torso of a marble figure from a relief (Reg. No. 4001).
The Herodian floor was that of a tbroad street leading to a stairway built
against the southern side of the vault (1'908) and giving access to the temple
level. Above this street floor there was only a light layer of agricultural earth.
The most noteworthy object found in this layer was a coin of Constantius II (Reg.
No. 3716).
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(S9)

The western part of S9 was occupied by the subterranean corridor, so that
the well preserved eastern part lay between two large Herodian excavations, that
of the corridor and that in S6. The rock surface rose from the western edge of
S6 to a low N-S ridge cut by an Israelite drain. About two metres west of
the drain and parallel to it ran a vertical rock scarp bearing the remains of
a wall of the Ahab period. The eastern wall of the corridor covered this
scarp and the Israelite wall. The drain, which was cut in the rock and
roofed with limestone slabs, began in the highest part of the rock in S7
and had evidently served the Ahab courtyard. Over the rock was a thin
layer of yellow debris, and the drain was filled with disturbed debris of the
same sort.
East of the drain, where the rock descended gently to the level of 86, stood
the lower walls of five rooms (see Plan 6 F 11). The orientation is the same as
the Israelite, but in this quarter of the hill all walls have the same orientation.
The spaces between the walls of these five rooms were filled with dirty yellow
debris, in which occurred Israelite and Post-Israelite potsherds. No doorways
were visible in the walls, and so thle floor must have been above 435.40 m.,
the height of the walls. I am of the opinion that these walls are later than
the Post-Israelite period, but they are certainly earlier than the last Preherodian
houses above them.
Above these older walls stood the remains of the western rooms of Preherodian Insula II, the street Alpha, and the eastern rooms of Insula I (see Plan
7 EF 5-7) with the walls founded in part on the earlier walls (see especially the
eastern wall of street Alpha). The ground had been leveled off in black debris and
the floors were possibly even below the floors of the earlier rooms. The floors
were 434.95 m. in Insula I, 435.50 m. in the street, and 435.64 m. in Insula II.
In the first 50-80 cm. under these floors were found the usual series of Hellenistic
objects, including five coins of Ptolemy II (Reg. Nos. 4636, 4637, 4643, -1G4,644
4650), one of Demetrius II (Reg. No. 4651), one of Antiochia ad Orontem (Reg.
No. 4647), and one Maccabsean coin (Reg. No. 4654).
Next to the Greek Fort Wall there were two rooms with a floor about three
metres lower than those of the rooms above. One of these had a square pillar
as a roof support (S9-941). The floor was leveled in the hard Israelite debris,
removing all except the bottom of the construction trench of the Greek Fort Waall.
The rooms were filled with the usual Preherodian black debris containing among
other objects a coin of Ptolemy I (Reg. No. 4743), one of Antiochus III (Reg.
No. 4817), and one of Ptolemais-Ake (Reg. No. 4744, 2d Cent. B.C.). Thus it
was left uncertain to which of the two series of rooms, the earlier or the last Preherodian, these lower rooms belonged. In either case, they must have formed
the cellar of the house to which they belonged. The fall of the rock made space for
a cellar here but not further north, while the Greek Fort Wall offered a readymade north wall. The eastern wall of 941 was partially preserved and rested
on an Israelite wall.
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These Prehlerodian houses along street Alplha originally continued southward over the site of the vault (1908). Under the vault, thle formation of the rock
as modified by the Israelite cuttings made room for the construction of another
cellar in Insula I. The vault cellar showed the walls which must have carried
the walls of two rooms above and those of the street. The wall under the eastern
side of the street showed no opening, but tile western wall had a doorway into
each of the two subterranean rooms. In the narrow room under the street uwas
vault cistern 2, whlich had been filled up in the Herodian period. These rooms
must h-ave been roofed over, probably withl wood, and entered by one or more
stairways, but the construction of the Herodian vault and subterranean corridor
had destroyed all traces of either roof or stairway. Vault cistern 1 served the
hlouse across the street in Insula II andc had its opening on the upper level.
In addition to the vault cisterns, the Preherodian floors in S9 were cut by
three cisterns, one in Insula II and two in Insula I. Of these, No. 2 (opened in
1908) in room 912 was last in use in thle later Roman period. Its mouth was above
the Preherodian floor, and its contents included two Roman coins (Reg. No. 635,
Hadrian; 637, Constantius II) and one of Tyre (636; see p. 21, Nos. 635-637).
Cistern No. 1 was in room 909 (Insula I), opened on the Preherodian floor, and
contained a bronze bucket (Reg. No. 4296), an iron spear-point (Reg. No. 4406),
Hellenistic water-jars, and a coin of Antiochus VIII and Cleopatra (Reg. No.
4821). Cistern No. 3 in room 916 contained the usual Hellenistic pottery.
The Preherodian rooms were filled as usual withl black debris. The coins
were: one of Alexander JannTeus (Reg. No. 4144), two of Antiochia ad Orontem
(Reg. Nos. 4129, 4172), one of Antigonus-Mattathlias (Reg. No. 4164), and one
of Tyre (Reg. No. 4143, 35 1B.(C.). Over this lay delbris of decay with some fragments of wall and pavement, which according to the contents of cistern 2 are of
the later Roman period. Over all was agricultural earth, as in S6. The upper
debris contained a coin of Herod I (Reg. No. 4120), one of Geta (Reg. No. 4073),
one of Elagabalus, Reg. No. 4110), and one illegible Roman coin.
10.

SU]NMIT STRIP 10 (S10)

S10 was a small strip along the northern side of the Greek Fort Wall. The
agricultural earth and the debris of decay crossed the wall at a depth of two metres
and contained Ptolemaic (Reg. No. 4710), Seleucidan (Reg. No. 4717), and
Roman coins (Reg. Nos. 4755, 4756). The northern face of the wall was six metres
high, embedded in a bank of debris consisting of about three metres of black,
one and a half metres of mixed black and yellow, and about half a metre of packed
yellow debris. In this bank no construction trench was discoverable except in
the yellow debris. It was clear that the first three metres of black debris had been
removed after the construction of thle nwall, and thle space refilled, probably with
the excavated debris. At the same time the next metre and a half lhad apparently
been stirred up by tlhe removal of stones (Israelite?). On the west the lower coutrses
of an Israelite wall were found embeddedl in the packed yellow deblris.
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The upper black debris contained the usual series of Preherodian objects,
but the mixed debris contained an older series as in S3 cistern in street and
in S3 north of street, including Israelite and Post-Israelite potsherds. The
packed yellow debris yielded only small Israelite potsherds.
11.

SIUnMMIIT STRIP 11 (811)

Strip 11 in the northwestern corner of the summit was the last one to be
excavated and was not completely finished, owing to lack of time. The Roman
NW tower could not be removed, and while the plan of the Greek bastion was
clear enough, the lines of the underlying Israelite walls were not traced.
As regards state of preservation, Strip 11, like all strips west of the
summit, was divided into the area of the fort walls and that inside the fort
walls. The former includes S11- and S11 z, y, x, v; the latter, S11-2 to 23.
But the floors of the Preherodian rooms (Insula I) were on a low level and
broken by two long foundation walls, parallel to the subterranean corridor
and of Herodian date.
The rock formed a rough ridge, crossed by Israelite walls (see Plan 5) and
dressed on the west and the north to take other walls of the same date. On the
east was a cleft underlying the northern half of the subterranean corridor. In
the western side of the cleft was the entrance to a large cave extending under Sll-3.
The cistern in S11-3 descended through the roof of the cave and was separated
from the unoccupied part of the cave by a heavily cemented wall of masonry.
The rest of the cave was filled with yellow debris, containing many Israelite potsherds and a blue paste scarab (Reg. No. 4857). In the mouth of the cave was
the same debris, containing Israelite potsherds and among them one with an
incised Israelite inscription (Reg. No. 4925). See p. 238, No. 65.
The surface of the rock was badly weatherworn and irregular. The depressions contained packed yellow debris, but over the rest of the surface the debris had
been stirred up almost to the rock. There were several walls built over the
Israelite walls, and these resembled the early Post-Israelite walls in S8 and S7.
Over this came the layer of black and yellow debris which underlay the Preherodian floors. This layer was broken by both the Preherodian and the
Roman walls. Under the Preherodian floors was found a great mixture of
objects of Israelite, Greek, and Ptolemaic dates. The three coins found were all
Ptolemaic (Reg. Nos. 4874, 4867, 4870). The most noteworthy object was a
small pottery vase containing seven pieces of heavy gold (under the floor in S 11-2,
Reg. Nos. 4807 and 4808). The cisterns contained Hellenistic objects, including
a coin of Alexander II Zebina (Reg. No. 4838, cistern in room 3). The debris
above the floors yielded the usual Hellenistic objects. The Roman floor was not
preserved except in the western street, but alongside the eastern edge there was a
drain which must have been just under this floor. Otherwise the black filling of the
Preherodian rooms merged with the agricultural earth. Near the NW tower, the
rooms 11, 12, and 15 appeared to belong to the Roman period; but the con-
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tents of the debris under their floors was the same as in the southern rooms, as
if their mud-floors had been laid down directly on the old filling of the Preherodian houses. Between the western wall of room 15 and the eastern street
wall was a jar handle with a Roman stamp (Reg. No. 4902).
In the surface dirt of the Roman street was a coin of Herod I (Reg. No. 4770,
37 IB.C.).

About 30 cm. lower was a second trodden surface.

The earth be-

tween contained only Hellenistic objects, so that it was clear that the upper floor
was the Herodian street floor. The lower surface was probably the construction
surface of the same period. Underneath it the latest coin (the only one above
the top of the Greek Fort Wall) was of Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 4794). About
220 cm. below this, came the Preherodian street floor, 95 cm. below Insula I. The
top of the Greek Fort Wall was over 350 cm. below the Roman floor, and from
this point our street trench descended through the construction trench of the Greek
Fort Wall, yielding Hellenistic or Greek and some Israelite objects down to rock.
On top of this wall was a long Preherodian wall, probably running along the
Preherodian street which bounded Insula I on the west. Towards the north the
Greek Fort Wall had been repaired in a careless manner, but could be followed
under the masonry of the Roman NW tower.
Although the NW bastion of the Greek Fort Wall could not be completely
excavated, its form was clear. There was no evidence of a strengthening tower
as in the W bastion, but the Roman tower descended to rock and may have
concealed evidences under its mass. The Roman tower had been half torn away
for building-stones, but the rest was too considerable to be removed in the time
at our disposal. The Greek Fort Wall was followed eastward under the subterranean corridor, but the Roman wall was broken away, so that its joint with
the corridor could not be established. The corridor probably passed under the
Roman wall.
12.

LOm'ERT

TEIRR-ACE (L. T.)

In Israelite times the rock in L. T. was laid bare and partly cut away by quarrying. The edge of the cliff was fortified by a heavy wall, 8-10 metres wide, set
in a trench cut in the rock. On the north, the walls of the Ahab palace were
clearly identified. In the space between the Ahab walls and the fort wall were
traces of other massive Israelite walls which could not be definitely assigned to any
one of the three Israelite periods. But one of these walls seemed to be the foundation of a round tower like that of the Third Palace in S5, and indicated that the
Third Palace had covered this area. To judge by the face of the Ahab wall in
GH 16, the floor-level of the Ahab period was about 427.50 m. This floor-level
would have required a considerable deposit of earth over the rock below, as far
as the inside of the fort wall. Now, the Israelite Fort Wall standing on the edge
of the cliff was easily destructible, owing to the facility with which the stones could
be thrown down the cliff; and it is therefore probable that the wall was destroyed
by the Assyrians. Once the wall was down, the rains of one winter would suffice
to wash away the greater part of the Israelite filling above. Thus we may safely
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assume that in the Post-Israelite period there was only a moderate deposit of
earth on L. T. This deposit was further cut down to within a metre of the rock
when the rubble pavement (see below) was laid.
Some time later, probably during the early Hellenistic period, a stout wall
was built northwards across the area, and a rubble pavement laid up to both
sides of it. This pavement covered the whole middle part of L. T., and seemed
originally to have extended much further in all directions. It was about 50 cm.
higher on the east of the stout wall than on the west, and sloped markedly towards
the edge of the cliff. This pavement was like that in front of the Hellenistic Fort
Wall at the Western Gate, and probably of the same date. In L. T. the pavement rested on Israelite debris, which had undoubtedly been leveled off to receive it.
It was found covered with 20-50 cm. of coals and ashes, indicating a considerable
local conflagration. The floor of the Preherodian terrace on the north of the pavement and that of the Herodian terrace on the south fell below the level of the pavement. Thus it was only in the middle of the area that anything could have
been preserved of the time between the period of the pavement and the last Preherodian period; and in fact the only remains found (room 39) of this intermediate
period were above the lower part of the pavement, west of the N-S wall.
Here above the thin layer of burnt matter a layer of black debris contained the
northern part of a large cemented basin (room 39). The walls rested in the black
debris, and the floor of the basin was about 90 cm. above the rubble pavement.
Very few objects were found below the basin, but among them was a Rhodian jar
handle (Reg. No. 2066). Above the basin lay disturbed black debris rising about
150 cm. to the floor of the Preherodian terrace. This earth had clearly been leveled
out from the north, and contained Rhodian jar handles, black-glazed potsherds,
one black-figured fragment (Dis. No. 1524), a stone scarabaeoid (Reg. No. 2022),
and a coin of Alexander the Great (Reg. No. 2052). In and above this debris
forming the Preherodian terrace stood walls which passed through the Herodian
terrace wall and connected with the Preherodian house walls in L. T. 4-5. Above
the rubble pavement east of the stout N-S wall, disturbed black debris rose
to the floor of the Roman terrace, and even the Preherodian walls had been
destroyed.
Thus when the last Preherodian town was built, the layer of debris over the
L. T. area was still comparatively thin (between one and two metres), and sloped
away with the rock towards the cliff. This slope was prepared for the Preherodian buildings by cutting away the debris in L. T. 4-5 down to the hard yellow
bank, and leveling out southwards to the rock scarp above cave No. 1. South
of the rock scarp, the Preherodian houses occupied the rock trench cut for the
Israelite Fort Wall.
When the Herodian temple was built the Preherodian houses in L. T. appear
to have been confiscated along with the rest of the summit, partially destroyed,
and filled with the usual black debris. The most obvious source of supply for
this sort of debris in the neighborhood was the Preherodian terrace in the southern part of S2. The excavation of the construction trenches of the apsidal build-
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ing must have yielded an enormous mass of earth which would have been most
conveniently thrown out over L. T. The resultant slope was terraced by means
of two retaining walls, one between L. T. 4 and L. T. 3 and the other between L. T. 3
and L.T. 2. The southern face of the apsidal structure was dressed, i.e., exposed
to view, down to a line 280 cm. above the floor of the Preherodian street Lambda.
This line along the base of the superstructure appears to give the level of the upper
Herodian terrace, or at the least the level of a street which bounded it on the
north. But we found the terrace denuded below this level. About 50 cm.
below the dressed face of tile wall, a weathered surface sloped south to a hollow
over the Preherodian rooms in L. T. 5. This surface was covered with a great
dump thrown out over the wall in the course of comparatively modern agricultural operations, and the hollow was filled with the talus of stones and coarse
material from the dump.
The eastern boundary of the Herodian terraces was formed by a wall running
north and south (see Plan 8 J 16-19, noting the joint at the eastern end of the
upper terrace wall in J 17). The ground east of this N-S wall was lower as far
as we went eastward in L. T. E. Thus the N-S wall marks the eastern limit of
the dump from the Herodian excavations in S2, for there were no large Herodian
buildings in S1 to yield such a mass of construction debris. On the high terraces
only fragments of Herodian walls were found in L. T. 3 and two rooms in L. T. 2
(see Plan 2), but on the lower level east of the N-S wall there were five rooms
(21-25) built against the wall. In room 23 a stair led to the upper story, which
was no doubt on a level with the buildings on the Herodian terrace in L. T. 4-5.
During the Severan period, the same topographical configuration persisted.
The hot-bath (room 50, calidarium) on the second terrace was built and probably connected with rooms 21-25. A second floor higher up and certain coins
found in connection with this floor show that these rooms were again in use.
During the Byzantine or Arab times, building-stones were removed in abundance from this area as shown by the filled holes; and in consequence the buildings on the upper terrace (L.T. 4-5) were removed, as well as the upper parts
of the calidarium and of the buildings lower down. Finally the agricultural terracing resulted in the modern surface shown on Plan 3, section A-B.
13.

SUBTERRANEAN

C(R:)IDORl

(S. C.)

From the vault (1908) the subterranean corridor ran out northwards to an
entrance beyond the limits of our excavations. The southern end was originally
designated S8 a, north. Adjoining this on the north, the corridor passed through
S9 addition a-d, then through S11 v, and finally S9 north addition. The walls
were preserved to the spring of the roof-vault from the southern end as far as
S9 c. Further north the west wall was gone and the east wall was denuded to
the lower courses. The stones of the vault had apparently been removed, for
we did not find them either in the debris or on the floor. The corridor was
filled with dumped debris, the lower stratum (talus) of which contained a great
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many building stones but no stones from the vault. This filling was clearly the
result of agricultural leveling. The earth contained objects of all the Hellenistic
and Roman periods, including the inscribed Greek pedestal (Reg. No. 4731), one
Ptolemaic coin (Reg. No. 4759), one Maccabaean (Reg. No. 4752), and one of
Herod Archelaus (Reg. No. 4812). In the floor dirt (debris of occupation), was
a coin of Herod I (Reg. No. 4791), one of Constantine I (Reg. No. 4758), and
an unidentified Roman coin (Reg. No. 4793). In the cistern in the southern
part of the corridor, one coin of Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 4789) was found.
The reconstruction of the corridor, its Herodian and later forms, are dealt
with in Part III. Under the floor dirt of the corridor the debris was yellow Israelite
from the south to within a few metres of the Greek Fort Wall. In the extreme
southern part the floor rested on the filling of the cleft (broken-down cave), which
extended westwards under S8-840. From the northern side of the vault (1908)
to the cross wall under the floor in D 6 (Plans), the floor rested on about 50 cm.
of hard yellow Israelite mason's debris, which was itself on the rock. The cross
wall is built against an ancient rock scarp, and the Israelite wall just north of it
stands against another scarp (see Plan 4, section C-D). By these two scarps the
rock descends to a point 350 cm. below the floor of the corridor, and slopes gently
away to the Greek Fort Wall. This lower area was filled with yellow Israelite
debris, which in the lower two metres was extremely hard (at first mistaken for
rock), while the upper part had been disturbed. Nearer the Greek Fort Wall,
opposite S9-941, the debris was black, and indicated the westward extension of
941, but no walls of the later period were found.
SUMMARY

The salient features of the history of the accumulation of debris at the summit
are the following:
(1) The rock was laid bare in the Israelite period.
(2) The Israelite palaces had floors high above the rock, partly to equalize
the inequalities of the rock surface. The foundations of the floors
consisted of compartments separated by stone walls and filled with
yellow debris. This foundation filling formed the basis of the accumulations all over the summit.
(3) The Israelite palaces, in general, were not destroyed below the floors.
(4) The Greek Fort Wall was originally built before the summit had suffered
serious denudation. The floor of its day was about a metre over the
Israelite floor. The Greek Fort Wall was maintained down to the
destruction of Samaria by John Hyrcanus. During this period
denudation was prevented by the superstructure of the Fort Wall,
and accumulation could have taken place only slowly in the form
of mason's debris, debris of occupation, and debris of decay.
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(5) The complete destruction of the superstructure of the Greek Fort Wall
by John Hyrcanus exposed the ruins of the last Hellenistic town and
the upper deposits of debris to rapid denudation. The forty years of
winter rains between this destruction and the work of Gabinius seem
to lhave lowered the summit practically to the top of the remains of
the foundations of the Greek Fort Wall. The last Preherodian town
(that of Gabinius) was built over the lines of the Greek Fort Wall,
showing clearly that the wall was buried under the surface of decay
at that time.
(6) At the time when the last Preherodian town was built the denuded surface of decay was lower than any floor or surface of the Hellenistic
period. This surface was then made into building terraces by cutting
down and leveling out, causing further destruction and disturbance.
(7) The last Preherodian town was confiscated by Herod and broken down
only so far as was necessary to the Herodian building operations.
These operations caused the removal of all deposits over considerable
areas (S6, Vault, subterranean corridor), the penetration of all deposits
to rock by the foundation trenches of the great walls, and the covering of certain areas with a thick protective layer of filling (area of
temple cella, etc.). The construction of the heavy wall around the
edge of the summit not far from the lines of the Greek Fort Wall
re-created a retaining wall, which served again to hold up the debris,
but at a considerably higher level.
(8) The restoration of the temple in the days of the Severan colony yielded a
certain amount of earth from the construction trenches, which increased the height of the deposits on the west of the temple. Elsewhere
the increase is mainly the slow accumulation of debris of decay.
(9) During the Byzantine and Arab times the summit appears to have been
a mass of ruined walls and fallen stones. The watch-tower in the SE
corner of S2 and the stable in the vault were the only signs of occupation. Stones were undoubtedly taken from the summit for many
buildings, and continued to be taken down to the time of our
arrival. The agricultural terracing shows at least two series of operation, the earlier represented by rough field walls about a metre below
the present surface. The later terracing is comparatively recent.

PART III
ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS
BY

CLARENCE STANLEY FISHER

CHAPTER I
ISRAELIITE PERIODC))
[889-721 B.C.]

The summit-Palace of Omri -Palace of Ahab -Tlhe ()straca House-Palace of Jeroboam II (?)- ~lasons'
marks-Outer walls of the Israelite citry-The west gate-The soutli wall
1.

THEI- SIUMMIT

The original summit of the hill of Samaria was just east of the NE corner
of the main building of the Herodian Temple (Plans 1 and 2). It was approximately 437 m. above mean sea-level.' From this point the rock sloped unevenly
on all sides. Towards the north the surface of tile rock was traced by our excavations for a distance of 60 m., and at this point its level was only a little over
5 m. below the summit. Not far beyond this point, louwever, there must have
been an abrupt descent, as the present surface here drops away at an angle of
about 45° for a perpendicular depth of 15.5 m. On the west, at a distance of
75 m., the rock surface was nearly 9 m. below, lwhile towards the south, 120 m.
away, was the edge of the rocky cliff, 21 m. below the summit. Here the rock fell
away at an angle of 45° to 20 m. below the edge. (See Plan 3, section A-B, and
Plan 4, sections C-D and G-H.) The present surface towards the east slopes much
more gradually, and is terraced in several stages of 1 to 2 m. each; no considerable drop is visible for a distance of 170 m. This summit made a natural and
impressive site for the palace (PI. 1 a, b).
a.

THE PALACE OFC)O(R1I1 (ca. t880

3.C.)

When the plan of the building had been determined upon and its site marked
out, the rock outside its area was quarried away along the exterior lines of the
building, leaving a solid core of rock wvith a perpendicular scarp, as a base for
the structure.
Only the western part of the palace has thus far been cleared, so that only
along the west and part way along the south side has this rock scarp been exposed
in a continuous line. Just to the north of the Roman altar in GH 7 was a
similar vertical scarp nearly 4 m. in height, which, although it had not quite the
same orientation as the system of walls in the interior of the building further south
of it, belonged to this period, and could be safely identified as the northern side
of the palace (PI. 19 b 1). West of the altar this scarp turned towards the south
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in line with the scarp in G 11-14. This was the northwest corner of the Omri
building. The lower part of this north scarp, however, continued to the west,
and on it, running parallel to the western face of the palace, was one of the characteristic rock trenches in which lay two large Israelite blocks, one bearing a
mason's mark (see p. 119 e 7). This low scarp disappeared under the edge of the
trench, but the face of rock forming the lower part of the eastern wall of the
vault west of the staircase was probably its continuation to the south. This would
then form part of the later Ahab addition. These northern rock-faces which
appear to belong to the Ahlab addition could not be connected directly with the
rock-faces of the Omri building to the south, owing to the enormous masses of
masonry composing the foundations of thle staircase, portico, and vestibule of the
two successive Roman temples, which completely hide any remains existing
below them.
Where the rock scarp reappeared from under the Roman masonry, it was
over 5 m. inside of the line of the face next the altar. It ran approximately 11° 45'
west of south for 15 m., where it turned out at a right angle for 5.2 m., then
turned again parallel to the former face and in line with the face next the
altar. This angle of the scarp (G 11) is seen very clearly in PI. 8 a 1, c 1, d 1.
The face continued in this direction for 23.8 m. to the southwest corner (P1. 11
b 1). From this corner it ran east for 6.5 m. and then turned out south, being
lost under the masonry of the Greek Fort Wall. It reappeared in L. T.E. (LM
14), running towards the east 7 m. outside the line of the face next the corner.
Somewhere under the Greek Fort Wall, therefore, was another corner of the building. The length of this face of the scarp was 22.5 m., and at its eastern end
it turned in again for 2.5 m., then ran towards the east for an undetermined
distance.
In the subsequent Israelite periods the rock was often scarped to receive
facing walls or cut away to give better foundations, but never so thoroughly
as in the Omri period. We can safely say, therefore, that this elaborate rock
scarping marks the area, and to a large extent determines the plan, of the original Omri structure. In the interior, even where all masonry has been removed,
the trenches which were cut in the rock to receive the footings of the walls
enable us to trace readily the complex of walls.
Plan-The plan was one very common in Oriental countries: a series of
open courts around which were grouped the various rooms (Plan 5 and Pls. 2 b;
3 a, b). In the part thus far excavated no trace of the entrance has been found.
No. 7 was a large court, 17 m. long, 8 m. wide at the east end, and 9.5 m.

at the west. In no part of it was more than a single course of the foundations
in situ, and this only at the southwest corner and part of the north and south
sides; but the lines of the rock trenching were perfectly clear on all the sides. The
great trench cut for the north wall is shown in PI. 3 b 1, 1, and P1. 4 d 1. Near
the middle of the north wall and 2.5 m. from it was a circular hole in the rock 70
'The magnetic bearing of the north and south line upon which
the plans of thel summit are batsed was taken in Jully, 190!9,
when the magnetic north, according to data sulplplied by thle

American College at Beirut, was 1° 30' E. of true north.
h'llebearings of rock-faces, owing to unevenness, can be
givetn only approximately.
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cm. in diameter which opened into a chamber cut in the rock platform of the palace
(P1. 4 c, at arrow). Just to the southeast of the opening was a deep cut in the
rock 30 cm. wide by 79 cm. long and 58 cm. deep. The chamber was 4.5 m. by
5.9 m., with its axis east of south. Its roof was 1.4 m. thick, and the bottom
5.5 m. below the rock level of the court. The rock in which it was cut was very
poor, with yellowish limestone strata, and irregular patches of flint running down
towards the west. It was very rotten, and the original wall surface of the chamber had flaked off in large pieces. A mass of earth containing numerous animal
bones (cf. p. 62) filled the chamber nearly to the roof. (For diagram of this accumulation see Fig. 7, p. 39.) In the middle of the west end was a doorway 1.25
m. wide and 2.07 m. high, its sill being 1.5 m. above the floor. This opening
had been blocked up with rough squared stones laid in courses with mud mortar.
When these were removed the door was found to admit to a perpendicular shaft
extending to the surface. This was 1.73 m. wide and 2.43 long, and, while cut
square at the east, or door, side, was rounded off at the west. At a depth of 92
cm. below the upper rock surface on the north and south sides of this shaft were
ledges 60 cm. wide, undoubtedly cut to support slabs of stone, which, when in situ,
converted the bottom of the shaft into a tunnel. The tunnel continued through
the rock 3.4 m. westward to the face of the rock scarp, where it was blocked with
a rough rubble wall. The mouth of the tunnel opened into room 12 of the Ahab
addition through a doorway built in the masonry.
No rooms to the north of this court have been found. To the south, however, lay a large group of rooms, which could be traced by remaining fragments of
their walls and by the rock trenches clear to the southern boundary of the Omri
palace, as given by the southwest corner of the scarp. All these rooms seemed to
belong to a distinct group, lighted by a single smaller court, No. 6. There was no
way of determining this absolutely, as the masonry consisted usually of one course,
in no case more than three, and was only the rough foundation wall, the superstructure being entirely destroyed. The actual floor-level of all these Omri rooms
must have been at a level from 1 m. to 3 m. above the rock surface, according to
the slope. This small court was 8.4 m. by 9.25 m. and connected with the larger
one by a passage, No. 1, 3.2 m. wide by 5.3 m. long. Adjoining it on the east
was No. 2, 4.2 m. by 5.3 m. This room may have opened directly into the large
court 7, but more probably opened into No. 3. The latter extended along the
whole east side of the smaller court, and was 4.2 m. wide. From its position and
size we may assume that it was the chief room of the group, and that room No.
9 to the south, and the companion room No. 2 on the north, were connected with
it. On the opposite side of the court were two small rooms, Nos. 15 and 16, of
whose walls only fragments were in situ. West of the passage 1 was a large room,
No. 10, corresponding in size to No. 17 at the southwest corner of the court.
This group of rooms filled the wing, which projected from the west side of the
palace. Of the similar wing on tho southern facade (LM 14) only the exterior
face has been cleared, so that nothig of its interior arrangement was found. The
rooms here, however, could have been reached only from the court 6; and room
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18, which was of the same size, and in line with the passage 1 connecting the former
with the larger court 7, was probably a similar passage. The wall between Nos.
2 and 3 continued towards the east, but ceased after a few metres. Its western end
was bonded into the other walls, but the wall itself swerved slightly to the southeast. Nothing to the east of this point has been cleared.
To the west of the palace, however, near the middle of the area covered by the
later Ahab courtyard (DE 11) there was part of a building clearly belonging to this
period. Its walls, 1.25 m. thick, were of well-laid rubble containing many large
blocks of yellow limestone (see Fig. 42, DE 11). Only one course remained, laid
on the rock surface and embedded in the lowest yellow stratum. This building of
the Omri period was destroyed when the Ahab addition was constructed, and its
remains were covered by the courtyard filling and by the northern part of the
Ostraca House (see reconstruction of the Ostraca House in Fig. 42).
Materials- The material used for the walls was a poor quality of yellow limestone obtained from the site of the palace and the adjacent slopes of the hill. The
cutting away of the rock around the palace to form the scarp on which it stands
must have supplied most of the material for the walls of the first structure, and
the advantage of obtaining an ample supply so close at hand must have been
one of the main incentives for adopting the platform scheme. This stone when
first quarried has a soft, cheesy texture, but rapidly hardens on exposure to the
air. Throughout the rock were numerous fissures, nodules of flint, and pockets
of rotten stone, so that stone of sound quality was not to be found everywhere.
As a result, there were no large quarries on the hill outside of the summit area,
but a considerable number of scattered small ones.
Quarries- These small quarries followed the natural cleavage lines of the rock,
which on the summit ran almost exactly northwest to southeast, curving more
b
towards the east on the lower eastern and
southern slopes, and descending towards the
iwest.
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18 (on left). Small quarry in H 1;;.
19 (on right). Quarry in HJ 18.

During the progress of clearing the site

a number of these quarries were uncovered.
Several single stones partly quarried were
found, as in J 13 and M 16, but at two places
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various stages

One of these was in H 15 (see

Fig. 18), just inside the southwest corner of
the south Ahab wing. The other was below

the earliest living level in L. T. room 20, in HJ 18 (see Fig. 19, PI. 15 b + and
PI. 15 c). Channels, b b, wide enough for the workman to use his arm and
chisel in, were cut around the desired blocks, a a. This groove was sunk to the
thickness of the stone, ca. 50 to 70 cm., and the block was then split off, either
with a sudden blow along the cleavage lines, or with wooden wedges inserted and
then wet with water. Where the rock w*as sound several long layers of such
blocks could be cut away. In Fig. 18, section A-B, several blocks have been so
removed and the grooves carried below their lower faces.
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Construction-Before the erection of the actual walls began, the surface of
the rock was cut to receive them. When the rock was comparatively level this
took the form of a shallow channel (Fig. 20 b), but on a slope
the cut was a sort of ledge or step (a) with a level base for the
masonry. Usually the cuts were not over 30 cm. deep, but
b
where the rock proved to be rotten or badly fissured it was
T
removed down to good rock, and the cut filled with blocks of
t
masonry.

The best example of this was in the wall of court

20. Rock trenches for

Israelite
masonry.
No. 7 (J 10). Here the rock was quarried away over an area
a. On a sloping
of 1.5 m. by 2 m. to a depth of 1.4 m. below the bottom of
surface. b. On a
surface.
level
the regular rock channel. The hole was then filled with four
courses of large blocks roughly bonded and the crevices filled with small stones
and mud. PI. 3 b shows this trench filled with masonry at a point where the
rag
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away, and PI. 4 d shows the same
trench after the removal of the
upper courses of stone. One of the
blocks bore a mason's mark, T, on
the under side, and on another were
a number of rude drawings of aiimals and trees, with irregularly drawn
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squares at one side (Fig. 21).
21. Scratchings on block from Omri foundations.

These

markings were contemporaneous with

the masonry, and were scratched by some idle workman, probably as he was
resting between work periods! The exterior wall of the palace above the edge
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cm. from the edge, a narrow rim
of rock being left to form the outer
edge of a channel (Fig. 22, foot of
wall m). This feature is shown
clearly in PI. 8 c, d. In c, looking towards the east, the corner
of the main face of the scarp is
shown, while in d the same is
seen from the inside of the building looking towards the west.
The channel is marked 1. At
the corner all of the masonry
had been destroyed, but farther
along, at the right, can be seen
the lower courses of the original
Omri wall in situ. In PI. 11 a 1
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is seen a portion of the same
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22. Section through rock-scarp and walls east of room 13 (G 12).

'A different interpretation of similar markings is given by
Prof. R. A. Stewart Macalister, who considers them as picto-

rilal writings m le during the stone age.
Gezer I, 145.

Excavation of
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west scarp south of the above corner, with the facing wall built against it at a

later period. The outer wall was 2.5 m. thick. Its exterior was dressed smooth
on the only fragment still in slitu (Pls. 8 d and 11 a).
The interior foundations varied in thickness from 1.9 m. to 2.1 m. The lowest course was usually laid with headers, two blocks to the thickness of the wall.
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length, and sometimes
there was a header and a
stretcher in the width of
the wall, i.e., the course
appeared with headers on
a
~
M~j
b
one face and stretchers on
%O
the other. Then, again,
23. a. Omri masonry.
b. Omri masonry.
G. Omri masonry.
where there were two rows
Bonding.
Simple Corner.
C(oomiplex corner.
*of
headers, these often
dovetailed into one another as in Fig. 23 a. In these cases the joints of the course
above were broken by placing a stretcher over the headers in the course below or
simply by placing one block over two of those below (Fig. 23 a). A simple corner
was formed by using stretchers, as shown in Fig. 23 b. Where four walls met the
stones were laid as in Fig. 23 c. They were well bonded together, and in the
example given the angle stone 1 was specially cut to bond into both walls. PI.
2 b 1, 1 gives a general view over these foundations, and PI. 3 a shows the
wall separating rooms 2 and 3, with the angle drawn in Fig. 23 c in the foreground.
0
b. THE AHAB PALACE
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During the Ahab period (ca. 875-851 B. C.) the area of the palace

was greatly increased.
While the general shape remained the same as that of
the preceding building, i.e., a rectangle with offsets, the wings were increased
in size and carried out further towards the west. It must now have had
very much the appearance of one of the great Assyrian palaces. The original
Omri structure was retained as the nucleus of the new building.
As in the previous building, the foundations were laid in rock cuttings, so
that here again, where the actual walls were missing, the lines of the building could
be traced. The larger part of the area excavated was occupied by the new west
wing of the palace, which had a length of 95.25 m. from north to south. The
orientation was approximately the same as in the previous period. The magnetic bearing of the west facade was 12° 45' east of north, and the south facade
13° 30' south of east (PI. 26 b 2, 2.) At its north end the wall turned towards
the east for 19.75 m., and then again towards the north for 16 m., forming the
angle of another wing on tle north similar to that on the west. This north facade
was traced towards the east for a few metres onIy, but, judging from the plan of
the rooms inside the wall, its length could not have been less than 40 m. from
east to west. From the southwest corner the south facade ran east for 38.8 mn.,
at which point there was another wing extending towards the south for 14.4 iim.
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(FG 15-16). Here in the exterior angle was built a large rectangular tower of
solid masonry, 12.5 m. by 16 m. (PI. '3 b 2, c 2). Apparently it was not attached
to the enclosing wall, for along its north side there was a space 1.1 m. wide between it and the main wall, and on its east side this space was 3.55 m. At a later
period the latter space was blocked up at its north end by a wall of well-jointed
masonry, like that of the Ahab period. The plan suggested that here had been
originally one of the entrances to the palace; judging from its size and position,
a sort of postern. This consisted of a small gateway in the wall, approached by
a passage which was protected on the one side by the great tower and on the
other by the side wall of the south wing. Unfortunately the enclosing wall at this
point had been entirely destroyed. During the early Post-Israelite period several
rooms were built across the inside of the wall opposite the passage. The west face
of the south wing was built upon a rock-scarp, and further to the east, in LM 14,
were fragments of several division walls built against the old Omri scarp, their
ends being built partly into vertical channels cut in the rock to receive them. At
several points along the west facade the wall rested upon a rock-scarp (Pls. 40 d 2,
e 2; 41 a 2; and 54 e 2). Elsewhere, according to the undulating surface of the
rock along the line of the wall, it was built simply in a shallow offset in tile rock.
The enclosing wall was the distinctive feature of the Ahab building. It consisted of a heavy double wall, which formed the retaining wall of the great artificial
platform, and on this the new wing of the palace was built. The level of the
pavement inside the building was nearly 7.5 m. above the surface of the rock
outside the southwest corner of the wall. (See Fig. 25 on p. 103.) The outer wall
was 2 m. thick, and a space, varying from 2 m. along the west side to 2.3 m. along
the south, separated it from the inner wall, to which it was tied by cross walls at
regular intervals. This inner wall was from 1 to 1.1 m. in thickness (Pl. 26 b, c 2).
The inner and the transverse walls were the foundations of a colonnade or a rowt of
rooms, built against the outer wall and extending around the court, which occupied
the greater part of the area of the new extension. At the southern end of the west
wall these rooms were arranged regularly, two small square rooms alternating with
a longer one, whose length was twice its width, the width of all being the space
between the inner and the outer walls. Along the northern half of the wall all
traces of these walls have been destroyed, but apparently this regularity was carried out to the northwest corner, and in the restoration of the plan (Plan 5) I
have indicated it thus. With the rooms arranged symmetrically from each end,
there is a narrow space left in the centre, which may well represent the western
entrance. Along the southern facade the same feature continued, but the rooms
were not so regularly placed as on the west. Traces of them were found inside
the southwest angle of the south wing, while farther to the east the wall was not
traced. On the northern facade a similar row of rooms continued as far as the
extreme northwest corner, as indicated by the fragments of walls found in E 4
and E 5, which are shown on PI. 21 a, c. Beyond this point, however, the plan
could not be seen clearly, owing to the mass of the Greek Fort Wall built across
this part of the earlier building.
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Between the old Omri scarp and the new outer west wall a second long wall
was built parallel to the latter and 24 m. from it. This formed the east wall of
the new court and the west wall of the main Ahab building, and extended nearly
the whole length of the western wing. Towards the south it was traced nearly
to the main wall, but its connection with this wall had been destroyed by the Greek
Fort Wall and Roman walls (PI. 34 d). Towards the north its lower courses were
in situ to F 9, beyond whlich point it was destroyed by the vault west of the Roman
staircase. On the other side of this we found no trace of it, a wall which there
continues in line with it being of less thickness and of quite different masonry.
The northern limit of the court, therefore, lay somewhere below the present position of the vault in F 8 (PI. 38 a, b 2). This whole area was filled in with debris
up to the required level shown in PI. 33 f 2 and Fig. 43 on p. 115.
There can be little doubt that this large rectangular space was intended originally to be a great open court of the palace. But shortly after the new wing had
been begun, and before the court was filled in, it was decided to utilize a part, at
least, of the space for a series of large store-rooms for the wine and oil brought to
the palace as revenue. The foundations of a nearly complete group of rooms
occupying the entire southern end of the area were excavated, and from the large
number of memoranda for wine and oil inscribed on potsherds which were found
on its floor, it has been called the "Ostraca House " (see p. 63). This was not
built directly against the enclosing wall, but a narrow passage was left between
it and the west and south outer walls and the west wall of the main building. (See
Pls. 33 f and 34 d, and Figs. 42 on p. 114 and 43 on p. 115.) Probably a similar
group of storehouses occupied the northern end of the court, but this whole space
was afterward filled with the foundations of successive periods of dwellings, destroying any foundations which may have been there before.
The northern wing likewise contained a court, surrounded by rooms. In this
was a large pool or reservoir for water immediately to the south of the series of long
store-rooms. The pool was 5.2 m. wide and 10.2 m. long, and parallel to the
northern facade. During some subsequent restoration of the palace its size was
reduced to 4.6 m. by 6.3 m., the bottom being slightly raised at the same time
by a new coating of cement (PI. 21 a 2).
To the east of the great court, many new rooms were constructed around the
Omri rock-scarp. Presumably these were arranged, as in the earlier period, as
groups of apartments opening on to small courts, but only fragments of the walls
and pavements remained. An exception was in the re-entrant angle of the scarp in
H 11. Here were the remains of two small rooms, 11 and 12, with several courses
of the superstructure still in situ. The west wall of these rooms was set back
inside the line of the scarp in order to bring it even with the face of the Omri
masonry, and had evidently been built to conform to it. West of the wall was
a well-packed earth floor 1.38 m. above the level of the outer court. A door
1.25 m. wide led to room 11 (Fig. 24). The sill of this door as preserved
was 2 cm. below the earth floor outside, but originally it had had a threshold
of hard wood or stone which fitted into mortises at the bottom of each jamb.
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The height of this would have brought the sill well above the outer level.
(Comp. P1. 8 a, b, c, and Fig. 36, p. 110.) Three courses of the superstructure
still remained on the west wall and part way on the north wall, but on the south
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the door was left, built against
the face of the scarp. Probably the east side of the room
had a similar wall against the
scarp on that side, to correspond with the rest of the
room and with the room
adjoining it on the north,
but no trace of this remained.
If this wall had existed, the

24. Room 11, NW corner, showing door-jamb with mortise
(a ) f o r threshold, footings of wall (d), and superstructure.

Also walled-up doorwray (e) into room 12.
<. ,1
.
dimensionsT.of~~~~~~~
the room
would
have been 2.9 m. by 3.2 m. In the north wall a door 1.25 m. wide
originally led to room 12, but this subsequently had been blocked up with masonry
carefully cut and dressed to correspond closely with the rest of the walls (Pls. 8 a
and 9 a). Room 12 had been broken up by one of the heavy Roman walls, but
considerable portions of its west and south walls were in situ.
On the east side of room 12, a door opened directly in line with the rock passage
leading to the rock chamber under court 7 of the Omri palace (p. 94). The passage
must have had its original entrance in the face of the rock-scarp, just as in the case
of the two caves below the west facade of the palace. The level of the rock outside
the scarp at this point was 50 cm. above the level of the eastern end of the passage, which therefore had a slight inclination. It is quite evident, from the fact
that an opening was placed here so near to the face of the scarp, that this earlier
rock chamber was incorporated into the Ahab plan. But the floor-level of the
room, as given by the sill of the door leading into room 11, was practically 2 m.
above the rock surface, so that a flight of steps must have been constructed inside
the room leading down to the opening. At some time after the construction of
the building it was decided for some reason to abandon this cavern and with it
room 12. The door between the latter and room 11 was sealed up, and its position concealed as far as possible by matching the masonry on either side of it.
This blocking, furthermore, was finished only on the side towards room 11. It
was not even carried through the thickness of the door-jambs, but existed only
as a screening wall one layer of stone in thickness.
To the southwest of these rooms was a pavement, No. 13, of large squared
blocks carefully fitted and finely dressed off on top to form a level surface. The
pavement was in addition sunk into the rock, which enclosed it on all four sides.
On the east the pavement extended to within 2 m. of the old Omri scarp, ending
regularly against a dressed edge of rock, the top of which at the northern end
was practically level with the pavement, but rose gradually towards the south until
it was 30 cm. higher at the point where it disappeared under a later wall (Fig. 13
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on p. 58). In Pl. 8 c + a portion of this pavement is visible, with the wall (2)
along the north side and the rock-faces on the east and south. Beyond the later
wall, the rock along the east side of the pavement rose more irregularly until it
joined the rough scarp ca. 90 cm. high enclosing the pavement on the south side.
At a distance of 50 cm. in from the east and south edges of the pavement was the
distinct trace of a wall face which had rested upon the pavement slabs and formed
a casing for the rough rock-scarp behind it. On the north a part of the wall was
still in situ, but the upper courses had been rebuilt, and at the northwest corner
jutting out from this wall was a single stone, belonging to the west side. This
room was 2.78 m. by 3.9 m. It was 1.79 m. below the level of the great court and
3.17 m. below the floors of rooms 11 and 12. Why this single room should have
been sunk thus below the level of all the rooms around it was not clear, but the
most probable explanation would be that it served as a small pool or bath, and
formed part of the court or large apartment to the south. A single slab of the
pavement of the latter was in situ 3 m. from the south side of No. 13. Its level
was 1 m. below the court, and 79 cm. above the pavement of No. 13.
North of these rooms there were only a few scattered and fragmentary walls,
from which it was impossible to reconstruct any satisfactory plan. All the area
between room 12 and the scarp at the altar had been cut up by the series of
Roman foundation walls, which were in every case carried down to rock. In G 10
was a single course of large blocks sunk in the rock, forming a foundation wall
2 m. thick. Its orientation was the same as the Ahab series, but no trace of it
was found between or beyond the Roman walls. Just west of it (FG 10) was
another fragment of a wall of well-bonded blocks, 1.55 m. in thickness. A few
single stones were found in line with it below the Preherodian shop No. 63 in
G 9. In F 9 was a part of a room. The south wall was bonded into the long east
wall of the Ahab court, and ran perpendicularly to it under the west wall of the
Severan portico for 5 m., and then turned north parallel to the Ahab wall the
length of a few stones only.
Materials - As in the Omri period, the material used in the walls and pavements was the yellow limestone quarried on the site.
Construction- The vertical scarping and the trenching of the rock in order
to obtain adequate footings for the walls continued to be a feature of the construction during this period. The surface of the rock along the line of the new
western facade was very irregular, varying from 427.49 m. above sea-level at the
southwest corner in C 15 to 431 m. in C 12, at a distance of 30 m. further north,
to 432 m. in C 9, and to 429.5 m. in C 7. These were all levels inside the line
of wall. The new masonry was built upon this undulating surface, and the rock
was scarped outside of it, as in the Omri building. This scarp attained its highest
point in C 11, where it was slightly over 3.5 m. high.
There were at several points portions of the finished superstructure of the
interior walls in situ, and at others the well-built outer exposed faces of the heavy
foundation walls in different stages of final dressing, so that it was possible to
obtain a good idea of the methods of bonding, fitting, and dressing of the masonry
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of this period. The double enclosing wall was a magnificent piece of work. The
best preserved parts of it were at the southwest corner and along the south wing.
In PI. 25 a, b the outer and inner walls with the transverse tying walls are shown
in relation to the Greek Fort Walls (6), and the Greek (7) and Roman (9) walls
built around and above them (Fig. 8 on p. 41). In PI. 26 b, c the same walls
are cleared of all these later constructions. The bonding of the corner blocks, the
edges of the rock trench along the south face, and the cutting of the rock for footings are clearly seen. Inside the outer face is the inner wall with the cross walls
of rougher undressed masonry. The rock trenching in the foreground (PI. 26 c 3)
belongs to the following Israelite period.
The rock where the southern facade was set out had an uneven surface, with
a slight slope downwards towards the south and west, but, at least near the southwest corner, no abrupt drop.
There was, therefore, an abCo u r t
/ af
----- L e ac
Ad
sence of any scarp. A small
trench, d (Fig. 25), was cut alonge
\
the outer line of the wall, and
in this was laid the outer row
of stones, a, of the first course.
These fitted irregularly into the
rock, which above this level
was dressed away in rough
steps to receive the upper
courses, b. (Comp. also PI.
21 a and PI. 3 b.) As the surface also sloped up towards the
east, the rock had to be cut
X.

away along the line of the wall
in low terraces corresponding in

25. Section through Ahab enclosing ovall 5 m. east of southw est c o r n er.
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height to the separate courses. Fig. 26 gives a partial plan of this portion of
the wall and an elevation of it. The latter shows clearly the offsets in the rock
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26. Detail of masonry at SW corner, Ahab wing (CD 15).

Scale, 1 : 100.

surface with the courses of stone built into them. The lowest course of stone, as
a result of these conditions, was laid throughout with headers set on edge. These
were from 29 to 45 cm. wide and 60 to 90 cm. long, according to the space in
the rock cut they had to fill. The second course was of stretchers 94 to 114 cm.
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long alternating with headers on edge 23 to 35 cm. wide. The third course was
laid similarly, except that at one place there were three headers instead of the
usual two. Of the fourth course only the block at the corner remained, the rest
of the stones, more roughly fitted and badly laid, belonging to a subsequent reconstruction of the wall, perhaps in the early Post-Israelite period. This course, as well
as all the rest above it, was laid as alternate stretchers and headers. But it was
a fixed rule that wherever, according to the rise in the rock, an upper course came
next to the rock, it was built wholly of headers. This is clearly seen in the elevation (Fig. 26) and in the photograph of the wall (PI. 26 b). The courses were not
quite level. The top of the third course at the corner was 428.08 m.; 14 m. from
the corner it was 8 cm. below this; at 16.5 m., 10 cm. below; and at 19.5 m., 18
cm. below. This course at the corner was 48 cm. high, and at 3.75 m. from the
corner it was 52 cm. The second course was 52 cm. high at the corner, increasing
to 55 cm. at 3.75 m. from it. The bottom course here was 45 cm. high throughout its entire length. The faces of the headers in the lowest course had, as a rule,
a narrow, uneven marginal dressing on one vertical edge. This was from 4 to 10
cm. wide, and in several cases did not extend to the bottom of the stone. The
rest of the face was left rough, projecting ca. 7 cm. at the top, and sloping in to
the face of the wall at the bottom. In the twenty-seven stones which compose
the course only seven had not this feature. These were rough-dressed all over.
Two stones had the margin on both vertical sides. Another feature of this course
was that the first nineteen stones from the corner were laid with this margin on
the right side - all but one of the fully dressed stones are included in this number. Then there were four together laid with the margin on the left, and of these
three had it only partially cut. (See PI. 27 a.) Then there was one dressed
stone, one with a partial margin to the right, one to the left, and another with
dressed face against the face of the rock offset. In the second course the next
offset in the rock was but 1 m. from the first, and the three stones on the rock
here had the full marginal dressing. In the third course, however, at a distance
of 10 m. from the corner, the masonry reached the rock terrace and changed to
headers. The first seven of these were laid with the margin to the right. Then
there was a narrow wedge-shaped block inserted, and from there on to where the
wall disappears under the Roman masonry the stones were laid with the margin
to the left.
The stones in the upper courses had a heavy rough boss with a marginal
dressing on all four edges, which varied from 4 to 8 cm. in width. On some stones
it was as much as 11 and 15 cm. In a few cases this margin was on three sides;
in the case of a stretcher in the third course, on two sides only. In the second
course, wherever this course was preserved, the margin was always on the right
edge, away from the corner. On the corner stone itself the boss ran around on to
the end, which then had the margin on its left side, i.e., away from the corner.
In the third course the same rule held good. That is, where the margin was not
lacking it was always on the side away from the corner, until we reach the small
inserted block 12.2 m. from the corner, already spoken of. Beyond this the reverse
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was true. The fitting was done only on the outer edge and never extended more
than 1 to 2 cm. in. The sides of the blocks were left rough and any spaces
between them filled in with chips and smaller stones. The dressing was done
with a broad adze. The comb picking so common in the later periods was
entirely absent in the Israelite masonry (PI. 27 b). At two places on this part
of the wall red lines (RM) were drawn on the dressed margin as a guide to the mason
in dressing off the adjacent face. Both of these were vertical, but, as we shall see
later, on other portions of the Ahab masonry horizontal lines have been found. Along the bottom of this
and the other Israelite walls there was always found a
mass of chips and stone debris. The inner wall of the
enclosing wall with the cross walls tying it to the main
outer wall was from 1 to 1.1 m. thick, and, therefore,

was constructed throughout of blocks of that length

27.

Masonry in cross walls (E14).
Scale, 1: 100.

In room 313
(Fig. 27 and PIs. 25 a, b and 26 b, c).
this wall remained to a height of 2.6 m., and in 305 to a height of 3.25 m.
Every course was laid with the blocks as headers, the only bond being obtained
by breaking joints of each course.
Smaller stones were used in the interstices, and sometimes thinner headers
were laid on their sides to equalize the differences between the heights of adjoining
blocks. The cross walls were bonded into the inner wall in alternate courses.
The masonry was devoid of dressing. The blocks were laid as they came from
the quarry, and their ends projected irregularly from the line of the wall. This
wall was purely a foundation wall, buried in the filling-in between the walls on
one side and the filling-in for the court level on the other. They were therefore
firmly held in place without additional bonding or fitting. This inner wall was
traced up to the old Omri scarp at the southwest corner of that palace.
Methods - With these data before us we can form a very accurate idea as
to the actual methods used in constructing the wall. In the first place the stones
were brought to the work just as they were split off in the quarry, of a roughly
rectangular shape, and all fitting was done as they were being built into the wall.
The position of the corners having been fixed and the line of the wall marked out,
a trench the width of the proposed wall was cut to receive the lowest course, or,
as in this case, to receive the outer row of stones only. As this course was
usually, therefore, below the surface, it was laid more easily with narrow headers
throughout. The work progressed from both corners of the wall towards the
middle. At the southwest corner the short lowest course between the corner and
the first rock offset was laid from the corner and from the face of the rock offset, as it was easier to fit the final stone in between two others than against the
uneven face of the rock.'
When the first stone had been placed in position, a narrow margin on the
face towards the next stone was dressed off, and a red line drawn on it vertically
'The practice of building from both ends of a wall towards
the middle existed from very early timres in Babylonia, and
is more or less true of other countries, as it is the easiest and

most natural wsay to build a wall after thei corners are
once fixed. It obtains even in our own dtay to a large (extent,
especially in the construction of brick walls.
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as a guide in cutting the edge. The red line marked the actual cut, and would
thus disappear in the cutting. The few lines which were left were 1 to 2 cm. inside
the edge, and were evidently errors of the mason, who found that the stone could
be cut larger than he at first supposed. The side of the block was then chipped
away; carefully at the red mark and more roughly inside it. One edge of the
next stone was then fitted against it, and so on throughout the length of the wall,
the margin always being cut on the side to which the next stone was to be fitted.
The bottoms of the stones were fitted roughly to the face of the rock below, and
the tops were left rough until the entire course was completed. They were then
dressed off to a uniform level surface for the reception of the next course. In the
lowest course apparently no line was drawn as a guide for this top dressing.
The second and following courses were laid with headers and stretchers in
varying order, as, S-HH-S-HH, etc., or HH-S-HHH-S-HH-S, etc.

They were

built in the same way as the first course, that is, beginning at the ends of the wall
and working towards the middle. As more careful fitting was necessary above
the rock, both sides of the stones were dressed, that is, one edge to fit against
the last stone and the other to receive the next one. Even here, however, as
I have shown, many stones were dressed on one side only, but in that case
always on the side towards the stone next to be laid. In these courses after
all stones were in place an additional margin was cut along the top edge, so
that a red line could be drawn as a guide for a perfectly true horizontal cut.
Where the masonry met in the middle, a wedge-shaped piece the width of
the gap was inserted. (See PI. 26 b +.) The rough bosses were left on the
surface until the whole wall was completed. Then the entire surface was
dressed off where it was to appear above ground. Below, it was left in its
original condition. Thus these bosses were not ornamental features of the
masonry, but purely a natural result of the method of construction. This
continued to be true of the masonry of Samaria down into the Roman period.
In H 16 was another portion of the southern facade forming the exterior of
the south wing. In the best preserved part of it five courses were in situ (Fig.
28). The method of building
_
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28. Masonry inouter face of south wing (GH 16).

Scale, 1 :100.

courses

were

of headers
the rock,
of headers
it. These

uniform

in the

greater length of the wall, but
were not so high as those at the southwest corner. The bottom course was 41 cm.,
and the others were, successively, 43, 42, 43, and 44 cm. high. Near the southwest corner of the wing the lower course continued through, but the next three
courses changed to 27, 78, and 53 cm. Whlere two courses of different heights came
'These red lines were probably madle, as in Egypt, by snapping
a taut cord smeared with redt color.
When drawing
vertical lines, the cord was set to the perpendicular by

means of a plummet; when drawing horizontal lines, by
means of a square and a plummet.
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together, either a small compensating block (a, Fig. 29) was inserted, or the
last stone of the course rabbeted out (b, Fig. 29) to equalize the difference. These
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exterior of the wall, the rough blocks of the
interior being allowed to fit as they might,
smaller stones and chips filling up the crevices
between them. The wall was built against a
scarp which was very irregular in height, and
this irregularity in coursing may be due either to
the impossibility of keeping the courses uniform
when building from opposite ends over uneven
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ground, or to the fact that the courses at the

west end, since they did not correspond to those
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running from the east of the wing, were carried around from the main facade.
The northern part of the great square tower in EF 15 was sunk in the rock
for a depth of 2 m. The slope of the surface was such that at the northern side
no great rock cutting was necessary. At the
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30. Masonry at NW corner of Ahab tower

northwest corner four courses were still in situ.
Fig. 30 and PI. 9 b, in which the two
sides of the corner are given.) The masonry
was built 56 cm. inside the face of the cutting
on the west side, 50 cm. inside on the north,
and 1.5 m. on the east. On the west face the

lowest course was of headers, 62 cm. high, the
first two of which had no vertical margins at all, but the rest had the regular margin at the right side. All had an additional margin 11 cm. deep cut
along the top edge. The first header appeared as a stretcher on the north face,
and was dressed all over. This course also projected 6 cm. beyond the courses
above, but only on the west face. The second course, 54 cm. high, was laid with
a stretcher at the corner and then three headers; the rest of the course was
missing. These were dressed on the right edge and along the top for a depth of
14 cm. On this was drawn a horizontal red mark 8 cm. below the actual cut. On
the north face three headers were in situ, the first being the end of the stretcher
of the west face. All had margins on the left side. The third course, 52 cm. high,
began with four headers on the west face, with the margins on the right. Only the
corner stone of the fourth course remained. It was 52 cm. high and laid as a
stretcher on the west face, and had a marginal dressing on all four edges, varying
from 6 cm. at the bottom and at the right, to 11 at the left, and 16 along the top.
The whole of the course along the north face was laid as headers. The southern
face of the tower was represented by two courses of stone in F 16. The lower of
these was composed of headers partly sunk in the rock, 3.86 m. below the
level at the southwest corner of the main wall. The second course was
also of headers, although only a few were in place, breaking joints with those
below (PI. 14 c 2).
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The east face of the tower at the northeast corner was 1.5 m. inside the face
of the rock trench. There were four courses of the wall in situ, but these extended
only a few metres from the corner (Fig. 31 and PI. 9 c 2). The
lowest course consisted of large headers resting on the surface
of the rock at the bottom of the trench. It was 64 cm. high.
At the southern end, where the wall was destroyed, this course
contained two rows of stones. Owing to the slope of the surface, the number of courses increased towards the south, and it
31. Masonry in east
,
.
,
.
face of Ahab tower w a s the intention to fit the courses into one another with off(G15). Scale, 1:100. sets, as was done in the face of the south wing. This course,
like the one on the west, projected from the courses above, but here the projection
was 19 cm. The other courses were respectively 51, 53, and 53 cm. high. In the
second course the blocks had margins on both top and bottom, as well as on the
left edge. In the third course one stone had a margin on the right end fitting
against a smaller one on the adjoining stone, but the other end of the former
stone was broken off. It probably had a margin on all four sides, as had the
stone in the fourth course.
In LM 14-15 were fragments of massive masonry built into recesses cut in
the bottom of the Omri scarp. Four of these were found, but more may exist to
the east. In two of them the masonry was in situ. The walls were 2.05 m. thick
and 3.5 m. apart. The blocks were laid alternately as headers and stretchers,
breaking joints wvith those in the next courses, but not otherwise fitted or dressed.
They were foundation walls merely, and until the rest of the building in this direction is cleared cannot be explained. No other portions of masonry of the southern facade have been uncovered. Along the western side, resting on the rockscarp from the corner northwards, were groups of two or more blocks belonging
to the lowest header course. The positions of these are indicated on the plan of
the Israelite period (Plan 5), and the several fragments along the western facade
are shown in Pls. 29 d 2; 32 b 2; 39 a, b 2; 40 d, e 2; and 41 a 2. Only at one
point (C 11-12) were the lower courses of the inner wall in situ. Very little of the
northern wall has been traced (Pls. 20 d and 21 a, c). In D 5-6, between the
parallel walls of the long Roman subterranean corridor, were preserved short
lengths of the outer and the inner walls with one of the connecting cross walls
belonging to the northern side of the west wing.
The outer wall was 1.2 m. high, and constructed like the southern
wall; but the inner cross walls, which were 1.15 m. high, were not made
of single blocks laid as headers, but of headers and stretchers mixed with
smaller squared stones, the whole, however, being well bonded together. In
E 4 was the lowest course of the northern wing, the outer row being sunk
in the rock as headers, and the gaps between the irregular rock and their ends
filled in with smaller stones. Inside this, in E 4-5, was the interior angle
of the wall. It was built of single blocks laid as headers. The cross walls
were bonded in the alternate courses, only three of which were in position at

the highest point.
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We now reach the masonry on the interior of the Ahab palace. The east wall
of the great court was traced from within 5 m. of tile inner south wall (the Greek
Fort Wall having destroyed the connection tbetween the two) to the small Roman
vault which interrupted the continuation of the wall to the north. The surface of
the rock on which the wall was built sloped unevenly up towards the north, and
its top had been leveled off in a series of low steps or terraces, as in the southern
facade. This leveling, however, rarely extended the full thickness of the wall, but
was only for the outer row of stones, the rest of the rock being cut to receive the
upper courses (Pls. 33 f and 34 d). Outside the wall, part of the rock had been cut
away in a low scarp, but at intervals spurs of rock had been left projecting from
beneath the line of the wall. As all this was below the level of the court, the
quarrying was done mainly for the stone. At the south end of the wall only a
few isolated pieces of the masonry remained in situ (Pl. 34 d 2). The use of headers
only (p. 98), for the lowest course, did not obtain in this wall. Just north of
the Greek Fort Wall were two stones, a header and a stretcher, built into the rock
face (Fig. 32). In F 13-14 two courses were left, consisting of three headers on

Scale, 1:100.

32. Masonry in west face of main building, south end.

the rock with a stretcher above them. The lower course was 30 cm. high, its
top being level with the offset in the rock against which it was built. The second
course was 46 cm. high. Further north were three stretchers with two headers
between them, one of which had been removed. This course was 49 cm. high,
and was built against another rise in the rock, another course 23 cm. high being
necessary to bring the level of the masonry even with the latter. Beyond was a
large fragment of wall with three courses in situ, all built of alternate headers and
stretchers, 50 to 55 cm. in height. A small block was used to equalize a change
of 5 cm. in the level in the coursing. There were also two vertical red marks on
the stones of the second course. Above the level of the court the surface of the
stone was dressed all over. Below, the rough bosses were left, but many stones
even here were wholly or partly dressed.
In F 10-11 the Ahab wall was covered by a large building of the Babylonian
period and by several Herodian foundation walls, which were not removed during
the progress of the excavations. Between the latter and the wall of
the vault the wall remained in situ
to a height of over two metres (Pl.
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The lowest course was
partly sunk in the rock, and both 33. West face of mailn Iulil(ling, north enld. Scale, 1:100.
this and the upper courses were composed of alternate stretchers and single headers
38 a, b 2).
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(Fig. 33). They varied in height from 38 to 51 cm., and, as they did not run
uniformly along the wall, the usual small blocks were used to level up the differences between the various courses.
The only examples of superstructure masonry were found in two rooms (11
and 12) built into the offset in the Omri scarp (H 11). The interior walls were
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with alternate headers and stretchers,
carefully fitted on the faces, but tapering in the core of the wall, the interstices being, as usual, filled with small
fragments of stone. On the exterior
34. Exterior of west wall of room 11.

Scale, 1:100.
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w ofo room
r
t courses below
the level of the floor were, respectively,

50, 48, 52 cm., and those above the floor 49, 50, and 48 cm. (Fig. 34). In the
foundation the stones had slight bosses in the two lowest courses, with margins
on the left and along the top edges. The third course bad margins on all
four edges. Above the floor-level the faces were finished uniformly with fine
short strokes of a chisel (see PI. 8 a, c). In the interior of room 11 the north
wall was built on two courses of rougher masonry, projecting beyond the superstructure. The bottom course was of various-sized blocks not carefully laid. The
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with wide joints filled in with small stones. (Photograph on PI. 8 a and elevation in Fig. 35.) Along
the top this course had a dressed margin, so that
a better joint for the finer masonry could be obi
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3a. North wall of room

11. Scale, 1: 100.
finished. The j amb of the door in the east wall
had a rebate 7.5 cm. high, cut 33 cm. into the stone (Fig. 36). This extended the
whole width of the jamb, and was intended to receive the sill, a thin slab of finer

i

stone.

36. Isometric diagram of north jamb of
to

room11. Scale, 1:40.
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uwing to this deep undercutting, the,

masonry had settled so that the upper
courses on the interior of the room were
slightly displaced. (See PI. 8 a, b, c.)
The doorway leading to room 12 was
filled in with masonry closely corresponding
in coursing and finish to the masonry in the
rest of the wall. In the adjoining room 12
only the south and a part of the east wall
were in situ (Fig. 37). On the south side
were six courses, all perfectly fitted and uniformly dressed, even the courses below the sill
door of the door
to room 11. From the bottom
Up they were 43 49, 50, 50 48 and 54 cm.

high, and quite regular along

this face, extending also around the east
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side. The sill of the door had originally been one course lower on this side
than on the side towards room 11, due no doubt to a step in it, but a course
of dressed masonry, not quite corresponding to
the coursing of the rest of the wall, had been
fitted into it. Of the west wall only two courses
were actually in s itu. The third course was
entirely missing, and the fourth, fifth, and
sixth courses had settled out of their positions,
owing to its removal. Under this wall there was
another rough course of masonry projecting 4 cm.
beyond the face, but there were no evidences of
such a course on the south face. The corner stone
Scale, 1:100.
*

of the lowest course above this was of L shape

South faler of room 12.
~~~~~~37.

(see plan in Fig. 37), so as to bond into both walls. The upper courses were
had been drawn as a
bonded into each face alternately, and a red line (RMA)
guide to mark the exact corner.
The masonry of room 13 is given in Figs. 38 and 39. The pavement, p, covered an area of 4 m. by over 4.5 m., and was laid in a trench in the rock, which
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38. Room 13.

Plan.

39. Room 13.

Section A-B.

was 90 cm. deep along the south side and 1.7 m. along the north. The slabs were
for the most part rectangular, averaging about 55 by 100 cm., but along the east
side they were more irregular, and fitted at the corners as shown. The walls of
the room were laid around the edge of this pavement, and concealed the rock
faces. On the north side was a wall, c, which in part belonged to this room (PI.
8 b 2). It was laid with the regular headers and stretchers carefully fitted and
dressed like those in rooms 11 and 12. At the west end of this north wall was a
single block, b, bonded into it and forming the northwest corner of the room.
The east and south sides could be clearly traced by the matirk of the masonry
upon the pavement at a, a (see p. 94). The east end and the uipper courses, d,
were rebuilt at a later time, probably during the early Post-Isr~aelite occupation, to
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which the walls k k belonged (PI. 8 c 5, 7). Fig. 39 is a section through the
pavement and the earlier and the later walls near it. At o is the original Omri
scarp with the position of the exterior wall built on it inside a rim. At h is the
later Ahab facing wall built against it. The elevation of the north wall is c; the
fragment of west wall, b; and the reconstruction, d.
The Pool - In FH 5 were the remains of Israelite walls forming part of the
northern limits of the palace (Figs. 40 and 41). There were two parallel walls,
with channels cut in the sloping surface of the rock. The northern face, a, of
the outer projected from the debris under a later heavy wall, m, built obliquely
across it. The inner edge, b, of the rock trench parallel to the masonry was 3 m.
inside this outer face, and must have marked the inner line of the wall. A space
1.9 m. wide divided it from a parallel wall, c, 1.7 m. thick, which was traced for
20 m., and for that length had two courses yet in situ. The masonry was neither
fitted nor dressed, and was laid with uneven headers in the lower course and also in
the second course, but mixed with smaller and shorter stones (Pls. 20 d and 21 a).

40. Plan of pool.

Scale, 1:100.

Inside this wall was the large reservoir for water, the so-called "Pool of
Samaria." Originally this was 5.2 m. wide and 10.23 m. long, with its long axis
parallel to the north wall. The rock was first cut away, forming a basin ca. 90
cm. deep, and 1.2 m. to 1.4 m. larger all around than the final pool. This
basin had a slope from the west side down to the northeast corner, where it was
54 cm. lower. In it a flooring of heavy slabs, d, was laid. The lowest course of
the side walls, s s, was laid against the side of the rock cutting, r r. These
walls were nowhere preserved above the rock surface, but must have been of considerable thickness, resting on the rock as shown by the dotted lines p p. They
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were laid with blocks averaging 50 cm. wide and 70 cmn. long, not fitted together,
but laid in cement. The corners were formed by blocks placed diagonally but
not cut to fit. Over the bottom and sides of the pool was spread a layer of
grayish cement, e, ca. 10 cm. thick. This was mixed withl wood ashes and was
of a hardness equal to the masonry itself. The bottom of the pool was over
5 m. below the level of the Omri palace and 70 cm. below that of the Ahab court
on the west. There is no indication of the level of the palace on this side, but,
to judge from the depth of the pool, it must have been above that of the Ahab
court. During a subsequent period ill the occupation of the palace the pool was
rebuilt on a smaller scale (Fig. 41). It was reduced to 4.75 m. by 6.05 m., and
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41. Sections A-B and C-D through pool.

Scale, 1:100.

the bottom was raised 10 to 20 cm. above the first level by another layer of
cement, f. The bottom, while still sloping to the east, had a difference of only
20 cm. between its two ends. The sides were built in the same way, the stones
apparently being taken from the old wall and moved in to the new one.
Drainage- The drainage of the palace during the Ahlab period appears to
have been towards the north. Below the floor-levels of tle Ostraca house, room
401, was found the beginning of a small channel with a series of smaller gutters
opening into it from the east (PI. 35 b 2). This was traced to the south side of
the Roman vault.
Inside of this was a deep rock basin (?) of irregular shape,
although on the east the side had been cut away in the form of a door with
jambs.
The bottom of this was considerably below the bottom of the canal.
Just outside the north wall of tile vault was another rock canal, but while in line
with the channel to the south, and with the east side of tile deep cutting under
the vault, its bottom was above that of the latter. From the vault nortlhwards
the canal was from 1.5 m. to 1.8 m. deep and 45 cm. wide, with a covering of large
thick slabs of stone (PI. 24 a 2). It sloped gently downwards towards the north,
and just before reaching the outer wall made a sharp turn to the west inside the
latter. Beyond this it could not be followed, so that its ultimate outlet was not
found. At several other points, especially inside the west wall, were short channels cut in the rock, but nothing could be made of them as canals, because they
seemed to end abruptly. It seemed more probable that they were the bottoms of
grooves left after quarrying.
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42. Plan of the Ostraca House, with later reconstructions.
c. THE OSTRACA HOUSE (DF 11-13)

The Ostraca House occupied, as has been said, the southern end of the great
west court of the palace of Aliab (Pls. 34 c and 36 a). It faced towards the west
and was separated from the wall of the court on thiis side by a space Burying in
width from 6.8 m. at the southern end to 7.L m. at the northern end. The cause
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of this variation is that the storehouse was not laid out exactly parallel to the walls
of the court, but had its axis more nearly north and south than that of the latter.
On the south end the building was 3.65 m. to 4 m. from the main wall, and along
the east only 1.8 m. In plan it was rectangular, 11.3 m. wide and probably 31.8
m. long, as it seems quite evident that the large corridor 409 (Fig. 42) was in the
centre of the building. The interior was divided into three groups of six rooms
each. The rooms of each group were arranged by threes on either side of a corridor extending across the building and opening on the space inside the west wall.
Of the central group the corridor 409 was in situ, with the rooms 413, 414, and
415 along its north side, and 410 on its south side, the other two rooms being
destroyed. Of the south group only the east end of its corridor, 424, with room 411
was in situ. The foundation wall, however, continued at a low level towards
the south to the point where it was cut through by the south Greek Fort Wall,
which destroyed all of this end of the building. On the north there were three
rooms, 406, 407, and 408. In 406 there was still part of the jamb of a door,
which must have opened on to a corridor similar to the others. There was
most likely another row of rooms opposite to these to make the plan complete.
All the rooms were practically square, and the apparent variations in their
dimensions were largely due to the fact that for the most part the measurements
had to be taken over the rough foundation walls. The extreme dimensions,
however, were only 2.5 m. and 3 m. It was evident, however, that the rooms of
the east end of the rows were uniformly slightly wider than those in the other
rows.

0

a.
bb.
c.
o.
d.
ee.
f.

43. Section A-B through Ostraca House and superimposed strata.
West wall of main Ahab building.
g. Second Greek period.
Foundations of Ostraca House.
h. Hero(fian Atrium House.
Filling in below floor of Ostraca House.
11. Street walls, Herodian period.
Yellow debris above rock.
n. IDebris of the same.
Later wall.
n. S-ev>+erai walls.
Walls of first Greek period.
s. Severan waIlls, additions.
Construction debris of Greek period.

The superstructure was preserved only in the north wall of 406, where there
was the jamb of the door leading to a corridor, which had been destroyed by the
later Osorkon House, and in the south walls of rooms 410, 413, and 414. At the
eastern end of corridor 409 was found a group of characteristic Israelite bowls,
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buried in the debris above the original floor of the house, but below a later wall
of Hellenistic date (PI. 33 d). In the wing on the east, the west side of the door
between rooms 419 and 423 was preserved to a height of 40 cm. The doors were
always in one corner of the room (PI. 33 e), so that each door had actually but
one jamb, the lintels being built into the main walls adjoining. No entrance was
found leading from the passages or rooms of the main building into the wings,
but the absence of these can be explained readily by the fact that at no point
along the east side was the superstructure in situ. The wing was divided into two
long parallel chambers, 401 and 417, extending north and south, with a cross
chamber, 423, at the south end, the full width of the wing. From this a door
led into room 418.
Construction- The house was built upon the same level as the great Ahab
court (cf. P1. 33 f, and Fig. 43), and its construction was started before the filling-in of the palace platform had begun. Construction trenches were sunk down
to the rock surface, which lay from 2.5 m. to 4 m. below the court level, thus
passing through the stratum of yellow chip debris (o, o, Fig. 43), which had
accumulated during the cutting and dressing of the masonry for the walls of the
main palace. These construction trenches were the first to penetrate this undisturbed stratum. They were dug 60 cm. to 80 cm. wider than the proposed foundation walls, and in them were laid the footings (b, b) of the building. The latter were usually 1.05 m. thick, but under the walls separating
rooms 407, 408 from 414, 415 the lowest footings were 1.15 m. in thickness.
These walls were not continued perpendicularly to the level of the superstructure, but had one or more slight offsets, varying from 10 cm. to 20 cm. in
width and from 80 cm. to 1 m. in height, so that at the floor-level they were
very little thicker than the superstructure walls. The masonry was of a totally
different character from that of any of the preceding or following periods, and,
so far as the excavations havre been carried, was peculiar to this building. Broken
stones of various sizes were used. These had not been used before, but were
flattish fragments, with sharp, cleanly broken edges, just as they came from the
quarries, and they were never fitted or dressed. In Fig. 43 b, in the section
through room 415, the shading indicating the filling-in has been omitted, in
order to show the wall structure at b. Mud mortar was used and small chips
were fitted into the crevices in order to make a solid wall. The upper walls
were from 65 cm. to 70 cm. thick, and of similar rough stones, except at the
door jambs, which were made of larger stones cut square on the exposed edges.
The rough surfaces of the walls had no doubt been plastered over with a thick
layer of mud and straw, whichl was perhaps also mixed with ashes, as in the
cisterns.

This building continued to be used for a considerable time, as appeared from
the later walls built in some of the rooms. At the eastern end of the large corridor, 409, a wall had been built dividing the corridor longitudinally, and between
401 and 416 was another, apparently built in continuation of that in 409. Thlis
second wall was much thicker, and contained a doorway, not at one side, as
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usual in the main Ostraca building, but at the middle. In room 417 there were
two cross walls, one continuing the line of that between 401 and 416, and the
second nearly opposite room 406 (Pl. 33 e). These divided the room into three
parts, two of which were of nearly equal size. Across the east end of corridor
424 in the main building a new wall, built in line with the division walls on
either side of it, cut off the end of the passage, forming perhaps an additional
storeroom, through which the two older rooms adjacent had to be entered. All
these walls could be easily distinguished from the original building, because in no
case did they extend to rock, but rested on shallow foundations, without the offsets peculiar to the older walls, or on the house floor itself, and also because
they did not bond into the other walls. The stones used were, as a rule, larger
and more regular.
The northern end of the building, if it existed, as assumed, must have been
torn down before the construction of the Osorkon House (see p. 131), which is
so named from fragments of a large alabaster jar found therein bearing the cartouche of Osorkon II.
d.

PALACE OF JEROBOAI II (?)

[ca. 782-741 B.C.]

During the reign of Jeroboam II additions were made to the western and
northern wings of the palace, including a great circular defensive tower at the
southwest corner. At the same time several minor alterations were made in the
interior plan of the building. The western wing was extended ca. 17.5 m. farther
to the west, the western facade being built exactly parallel to that of the preceding Ahab palace. With few exceptions the portions of the walls of this period
still remaining consisted of only a single course of masonry, and, where all walls
had disappeared, the place could be traced by a system of rock trenching for
foundations, similar to that which obtained throughout the previous Israelite
periods (PI. 29 a-d).
From the walls which could be traced in this vwa it was evident that a uniform row of chambers was constructed along the outer wall, similar to those within
the Ahab facades. The outer southern face of the new wing was set back 1.7 m.
from the old Ahab face. The outer wall was 1.5 m. thick, and 2.6 m. inside of
it was a parallel wall 1.15 m. thick. On the western side but little remained of
the masonry, as the greater part of it had been removed for building the great
Greek Fort Wall. The latter was built over a number of the rooms, which
could have been explored only by destroying it. At a distance of 12.7 m. from the
Ahab facade and parallel to it was a rock cut, 1.6 m. wide. This was the trench
for the inner wall of the new enclosure. A small fragment of wall, consisting of
several large blocks deeply sunk into the rock near the round tower, was evidently
part of the outer wall, but it could not he followed because the remainder of it
was buried beneath an enormous amount of debris along the western limits of the
trench.
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The great round tower was built at the new southwest corner (AB 14-15).
From calculations based on the part remaining, which was equal to about onefourth of the circumference, the
diameter of the tower was about
i
_
14.7 m. (Fig. 44 and PI. 28 b).
Its walls were 2.35 m. thick and
were built upon the sloping surface of the rock, the inner part
being sunk in a shallow trench
to the depth of one course. The
!u surface of the masonry inside the
At tower was dressed off, although
i
several slight bosses remained.
. The outer face up to the point
i swhere the bastion of the Greek
Fort had been built against it
;-^s was likewise finished (Pls. 28 b 3
and 29 b 3). Inside this, however, the stones were rough, and
in the original plan this part
of the tower was concealed by
~ ~
9
the masonry of the main buildScale, 1:150.
44. Plan of the tower of Jeroboam II.
ing. The blocks were laid as
shown in the plan, the wall being two headers and one stretcher in thickness (PI.
30 c 3, d 3, e 3). The stretchers alternated in the successive courses between
the inside and the outside face, whereby a perfect bond was obtained between
the courses. The blocks were not laid radially, but slightly askew, a method
which obtained, though to a less degree, throughout most of the straight walls
of this period (PI. 30 d 3).
The whole of the new palace area was filled with rooms divided by walls
averaging 1.5 m. thick. No. 320 was originally 5.2 m. wide by ca. 11 m.
long. It was divided lengthwise into two approximately equal parts by a wall
1 m. thick, of which the lowest row was laid with single headers. This probt
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Later a wall was built across the southern half of
this hall, forming two rooms, 318 and 319. South
of these were rooms 316 (3.7 m. by 7.7 m.) and
317 (3.7 m. by 2.2 m.). To the north were 321
(2 2 m. hv 2.fi65 m.) and 329 (2.fi5 m. bv 1.8 m.).

Another room existed to the east of 321.

Beyond

these to the north the walls were broken by the long

45.

South wall of room 322.

Scale, 1 100.

chambers inside the Fort Wall, but the south wall of room 322, which remained,
was the best preserved of any. This was a facing wall 1 m. thick built against the
older rock-scarp, and parts of five courses were in situ (Fig. 45, and PI. 36 b 3).
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Inside the walls of the west bastion of the later Greek Fort Wall was one
of the best examples of the masonry of this period, equal in all respects to
any found in the Ahab buildings (PI. 40 d 3, e 3). It consisted of twelve large
blocks built against the scarp below the earlier west fagade of Ahab's palace. The
blocks were laid as headers, and were accurately fitted on the exterior face.
There was also a short length of cross wall running out towards the west
from this wall, representing the subdivision walls at this point. The remainder had been destroyed; and this occurred, no doubt, during the erection
of the great bastion.
Farther north, and outside of the lines of the Greek Fort Wall, was another
isolated fragment left by the later builders (in B 8). This consisted of three
courses of several stones each, and a single stone of a fourth
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course (ig. 40). in Domn tnese wans the system o0 Donting was
much the same as in the Ahab period. The lowest course, however, was sometimes of greater height than the others, and laid
with headers and stretchers combined. The upper courses were

laid as S-HH-S-HH-S, or as S-HHH-S-HH, etc.
Of the northern wing of Jeroboam's palace the northwest

corner only was uncovered (PI. 21 b 3), and nearer the northwest
corner bastion was found another fragment belonging apparently
to this period.
e.

4 6.

Fragment of wall
nortihofwest.

al-
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MIASONS' AIARKS

On the surfaces of the stones, where exposed in the various wtalls, were found
certain marks made by masons, ten in number. Some of these were Phoenician
or Israelite characters, while others were apparently merely key marks. These are illustrated in
Fig. 47.
1,
15 cm. long. From stone in north
wall of Ahab room 13 in S2.
2. i1, 15 cm. From same wall as No. 1.
(Cf. Schumacher, Tell el-Mutesellim, PI. XXX
e 4.)
Dr. Sehuimneher fonnnd nnotphr Pxqmnip, of
X09

47. Israelite masons' marks.

I

No. 2 at Sebaste in 1908.

3. Star, 28 cm. On stone in north wall of
S3, 303 (Ahab palace, inside southwest corner).
4. Ilk 30 cm. On older stone used again in later wall above northwest corner of S2-11. (Cf. Tell el-Mutesellim, PI. XXX e 3.)
5. Possibly 2L,ca. 20 cm. On stone in north wall of Ahab room 13 in S2.
6.
, 15 cm. On foundation stone in rock pit, north of S1-7. Omri
court 7.
7. p, 23 cm. by 18 cm. On stone lying in rock trench west of Roman
altar, and probably belonging to the original Omri wall. (Found by Dr. Schumacher in 1908. Cf. also Tell el-Mutesellim, PI. XXX e 2, 13.)
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8. i, 22 cm. by 20 cm. On stone in east end of Trench E, probably
period of Jeroboam II. (Found by Dr. Schumacher in 1908. Cf. also Tell elMutesellim, PI. XXX e 7.)
9. t, 11.5 cm. by 6.5 cm. On stone in wall east of preceding. Used
again in Greek Fort Wall. (Found by Dr. Schumacher in 1908. Cf. also Tell
el-Mutesellim, PI. XXX e 14.)
2.

THE OUTER WALLS

1OFTHEI

ISRtAELITE CITY

The walls forming the outer defenses of the Israelite city have been uncovered at only two points, at the great gate on the western side of the hill, and along
the edge of the steep cliff south of the palace on the summit.
While the exact
dating of these could not be determined, it was quite clear from the gigantic scale
on which they were planned and carried out that they belonged to the first two
building periods, i.e., those of Omri and Ahab. The plan must have been established during the Omri period, and in the short piece of the southern wall which
was excavated the size of the blocks and the system of construction point to the
conclusion that this, at least, is from his time. Such masonry as was found at
the gate was more characteristic of the Ahab period, but if it actually belonged to
this period, it was doubtless merely a reconstruction of an earlier wall, and upon
the original plan.
a.

THE WEST GATE

The plan of the gateway probably consisted of two large square towers defending a narrow entrance, but the site of only one of these towers has been definitely
identified (Plan 10). A trench 18 m. long and ca. 15 m. wide had been cut in the
sloping face of the rock (Pls. 44 b; 45 a). Along its outer edge the bottom of this
trench was 2 m. below the rock surface, and at its inner over 5 m. (Plan 11, section A-B). In this trench was built the tower of solid, well-bonded masonry, as
in the palace. Two courses of stone which appeared below the later Greek Fort
Wall near the northeast corner of the tower belonged to this work, and another
row of large stones projecting from beneath the square Greek tower built in the
same rock trench probably belonged to it. To the north of the tower the rock
surface was fairly level, towards the west it sloped down gradually, while on the
southwest the descent was very rapid and irregular. There was no great rock
trench on the south in line with that on the north, which seems to show that the
south tower was not built on a line with the north one, but occupied a position
on the higher levels of rock, towards the east. A short stretch of stones forming
the bottom course of a wall, laid S-HHH-S-H-S-H, was found in I 3-4. To
judge from the system of laying the stones, this wall certainly belonged to a
restoration of the interior plan of the gate or to an addition made under Ahab.
Between the two towers, therefore, must have been a spur of rock running towards
the southwest, and this spur had been dressed off to form the original rock ramp
to the entrance (PI. 42 b 2.) The exposed surfaces of the ramp were finished
with a facing of masonry, the west side of which, laid in a shallowr
rock trench
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(HI 6), was still in situ to the length of 7.5 m. (Section E-F on Plan 11). This
ramp did not have a straight sweep, on account of the slope of the hill, but had
at least one turn. The course probably followed the edge of the slope south of
the north tower, inclining upwards towards the latter, and, on reaching it, turning towards the east along its face.
From the north tower northwards, and perpendicular to its northern face, ran
a shallow rock trench, which marked the position of the enclosing city wall on
this side of the hill. None of the original masonry remained in it, but during
both the Post-Israelite and the Greek period the city walls were built in this
trench (PI. 44 c 6, 7).
The actual connection of the southern wall of the city with the gate has not
been found. But the great wall found at the top of the steep cliff south of the
palace (L. T.) was part of the main city wall, and evidently followed the contour of
the cliff to its western limit. It must then have turned towards the south tower
of the western gate, thus placing the entrance to the city at its southwest corner.
THE SOUTH WALL OF THE ISRAELITE CITY

b.

The steep cliff forming the southern side of the summit was the limit of the
city in the Israelite period. The enclosing wall followed the edge of this cliff,
descending towards the west to the place where the cliff became lost in the
western terrace, and continued its course thence to the western gateway. The
wall was built partly on the extreme edge of the cliff and partly on its slope, the
rock being cut away as shown at a and e on the section (Fig. 48. Compare also
PI. 12 a, arrow). The outer portion was sunk in a rock trench 1.79 m. below
6-7
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48. Section and elevation of south city wall.
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the surface. The bottom of this trench, where the wall was examined (J 20),
was 411.53 m. above sea-level, or 24.53 m. below the floor of the room 11 of
the Ahab palace, and 22.89 m. below the great west court. The trench was only
2.5 m. wide, and the face of the wall was set back 1.1 m. from its outer edge. The
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space b was afterwards filled in with debris, which had a hard-beaten surface level
with the outer edge of the trench. The courses were irregular, being 40, 40, 40,
59, 36, 47, 45, 62, 51, and 50 cm. hligh, counting from the bottom up (PI. 13 d).
The first four were below the surface of tile debris filling b. The lowest course
was laid entirely with headers, and the upper courses with stretchers and headers,
usually laid S-HH-S-HH, or with single headers only between the stretchers,
but this system did not obtain throughout (Fig. 48, elevation). Bosses were left
on all the stones, but were not so prominent as those in the enclosing wall of
the palace of Ahab, and the stones had dressed margins on all four edges. They
were closely fitted on the face, but tapered in the usual manner towards the interior of the wall.
An examination of the core showed that the wall was not so carefully built
as the palace walls, but this is easily explicable. Having excessive thickness, and
being built in a deep trench or against the face of the solid rock, the wall had
the requisite strength without the careful workmanship on the interior which
would otherwise have been necessary.
The six lowest courses had only a single row of facing stones, c, and the space
between their ends and the rock face was filled with rubble and chips. The seventh course, d, had three stones running into the wall well packed with chips,
while the eighth and succeeding courses were built of solid masonry almost to the
rock-face. At the short length of wall excavated at the edge of trench L. T. (J 20)
there was a large pocket of rotten rock, e, and this had been cut away, and filled
with rubble.
Along the width of the trench L. T., below the floors of the outer row of houses
belonging to the Hellenistic period, were traces of the Israelite wall, but except
that described no well-preserved portion of it has been opened.

CHAPTER II
EARLY POST-ISRAELITE PERIOD
The fortress-The Osorkon House-The west gate

The remains of this period consisted of the fortress on the summit and of
a new city wall. The fortress was built upon the ruins of the Israelite palace,
the walls of which it incorporated in part, and was enclosed by a massive wall.
The city wall occupied much the same position as that of the preceding period.
a.

THE FORTRESS

Plan-The summit fortress has been excavated in part only. The arrangement, so far as it appeared from this partial clearing, is shown on Plan 6. The
shape was irregular, and only the western side conformed to the orientation of
the Israelite walls. The north side extended diagonally across the remains of the
Ahab building. The west side, though parallel to the Ahab facade, was outside
of it. The south wall extended obliquely across the Ahab walls. At all these
points the later masons had torn down the Israelite walls in order to use the
material again. Many of the larger blocks were kept for bonding in the new
wall, but most of the older masonry was broken up into smaller stones.
The excavated portion of the fortress wall was nearly intact. At several points
it seems to have been breached by siege operations and to have been repaired
with rougher masonry. The height of the standing portions varied from 3 m.
to 6 m. Even during the Herodian period little damage was done to the wall.
The lower courses were left intact, and the upper portions were demolished only
where they rose above the level of the Herodian floor, as in the case of the long
subterranean corridor. The Herodian builders even utilized the great wall as the
foundations of their new walls, where it coincided with their plan, and at the
southwest corner they apparently adopted the lines of the old wall.
The north wall was traced for a distance of 50 m. from the point where
it disappeared into the side of the excavations in H 3 to the corner tower in C 5.
The highest part of the remaining wall here was in F 4, nearly opposite the
Israelite pool, where it still had a height of 6 m. (P1. 21 a 6). In C 5 it turnsat a right angle towards the north for 6.3 m., turning again westward to form a
bastion at the northwest corner of the fortress (PI. 41 b 6). A part of this bastion had been destroyed by one of the Roman towers placed at intervals around
123
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the temple enclosure. The wall was picked up again in B 5, running ca.
14° west of south. At the northern end of the Roman tower the original
Greek Fort Wall had been broken and repaired for a distance of 2.7 m. from
the face of the Roman works. This break probably extended even farther
north (Fig. 49).
The wall continued unbroken for 30 m., when it turned
towards the west to form another bastion in the centre of the west side of
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bastion had a width on its
exterior of 14.5 m., and projected 7.25 m. on the north
and 4 m. on the south side
(PI. 39 b, c 6). This difference was due to the fact
that the wall to the south
ot
49. Greek Fort Wall, a, at NWl
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ern part, but was farther
to the west and parallel to the main west Ahab facade.
At a later period another tower of smaller dimensions, 10.5 m. by 7 m., was
built inside this bastion, breaking into its masonry on the south side. Along
the eastern side of this new tower the lower courses corresponded exactly to those
of the Greek Fort Wall, but at the northwest corner, where the north and west
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50. Masonry of second tower inside west bastion. a, b. Bastion. c. Foundation for Roman wall.
X. North face of tower. +. West face of tower. Scale, 1: 100.

faces were preserved to a height of several metres (Fig. 50), the construction was
different, more closely resembling that found in the square Greek tower at the
west gate. Two of the stones bore masons' marks. The new tower was solid, at
least in its lower portion. The interior was filled with rubble, into which were
built drums and some of the best examples of Doric capitals found on the site.
To some of these yellow stucco was still adhering. This tower was furthermore
not rectangular, the southern side being longer than the northern; and thus the
orientation was only approximately that of the irregularly shaped bastion.
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To the south the wall continued 41.75 m. to thle southwest corner. Originally the great round tower (a, Fig. 51) of the palace of Jeroboam II appears to
have been utilized as the corner defence here, and the
new Fort Wall, c c, was carried around its inner
face as a mere screen, b. This represented the first
Post-Israelite period. For some reason, however, this
tower was afterwards destroyed down to the lowest
course, and a bastion, d, similar to those on the west
wall and northwest corner, constructed over it (Fig.
52). This bastion had to be fitted to the two long
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51. Wuall of Greek Fort built
around Israelite tower. First

period.
(See Pls. 28 a, b; 29 a, b; 30 c, d, e.) From the lowest course of masonry on the west side it was evident that the builders made an
error in laying out the new bastion, and started to build the west face only 4 m.

long (Fig. 52, e). Then, discovering that this would not
make the corner sufficiently strong, they extended it to
7.75 m., making the final plan as shown in shading on
Plan 6. This represented the second Post-Israelite period.
Over this bastion also a Roman tower had been built,
but as it utilized the older walls to a large extent for
foundations, they were not destroyed. The south face of
the bastion was orientated 33° 30' south of east, and the
52. Corner bastion built over e
fa
36 o e
of nn
the west it projected
Second
Israelite tower.
2.6 m. beyond the west wall, and on the south 4.4 m.
period.
beyond the south wall. The latter continued 21° 15' south of east for 34.8 m.,
and then turned out for 5.85 m. Here it formed another angle, and extended eastward 20 m. farther, with the same magnetic bearing as the rest
of the south face (Pls. 11 b 6 and 15 e 6). At a distance of 19 m. from the
last corner there was a small fragment of another bastion built on to the
older face in the second period. The masonry was laid somewhat similarly
to the old wall, and may represent another bastion added in the second
period of the wall. Beyond this point no actual remains of the wall could
be found, although in the side of the trench J 15, 7 m. beyond the last
vestiges of the wall, a vertical stratum marked the point where the masonry
had been removed and the hole filled in with earth, and showed clearly that the
wall had continued towards the east (Pl. 16 b 6). In the excavations in L. T. E.
(KM 14-15), which lay in the direct line of this wall, however, there was not a
single trace of any wall of this size, and no apparent evidence of any filled-in
trench, where it might have been. Either the wall made a detour to the north
and then east at this point, or the southeast limit of the fortress was somewhere between the east side of L. T. E. and the old H. S. trench, in which the
vertical stratum was found. On the other hand, this whole section of the hill
was terraced during the Roman period and occupied by various small houses,
I
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baths, etc., and during the construction of these every trace of older walls may
have been cleared away, and the materials used over and over again.
Materials- In this period the older walls were torn down and the stones
broken up and used again in the new walls. The great masses of Israelite masonry
supplied abundant material, and little, if any, new quarrying had to be done.
Construction- The thickness of the fortress wall was not quite uniform
throughout its length. On the north, owing to the great depth of debris, the
wall was uncovered in its full width at only two points. Here it was 3.75 m.

thick at the top, ca. 4 m. above its footing on the rock. The wall wsas built
in layers, varying from 65 to 75 cm. in depth. On the inside of the wall each
layer was set back 11 to 13 cm. from the course below it (PIs. 20 c 6 and 21
a 6). The exterior had a batter of only 11 cm. in a height of 4.15 m. This
exterior face was not built so well as either the interior here or the exterior faces
on the west and south (PI. 21 b 6). The stones were more irregular, and no attempt was made at fitting them, so that wide crevices were left. At the western
end of the north wall, where it turned to form the northwest bastion, another
wall had been built over the Greek Fort Wall, the newer portion being set back
36 cm. from the older part (PI. 41 b 6). Of the northwest bastion only the eastern side was excavated, the rest being covered and partly destroyed by the heavy
masonry of the Roman towser. Just south of this, as stated above, on the line
of the west wall, was a breach in the wall, which had been repaired with rough

rubble masonry of much poorer workmanship than the original wall. On this
west side the older wall was better built and better preserved. North of the central west bastion it was 2.87 m. thick, and, while it was built in the usual
courses, the batter was slighter than that of the wall south of the bastion (PI.
39 b, c 6). South of this bastion the wall was 4.85 m. high and on the exterior
had a batter of 33 cin.
In

B 12, where the wall was well preserved

and had not been restored or repaired, a section
was made, in order to obtain the details of
construction (Fig. 53 and PI. 129 b, d 6).
The wall was 4.2 m. thick at the base, and
rested on the rock. The outer face followed
the east face of the rock trench, a, of the
wall of Jeroboam II. The masonry of the
latter had for the most part been removed,
the new wall running across the series of rooms
o ^l ^
inside it.
The lowest course was laid with
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53. Construction plan of Greek Fort Wall,
Isaelite stones, which Were placed
on west, showing facing of headers (h) on the exterior as alternate headers, l, and
and stretchers (s) with rubble core (r)
the e r
a at
h
II, a
inside. Scale, 1:100.
stretchers, S. At intervals of 1.5 to 2 m.
these headers were continued through the wall,
five or more stones being laid end to end, to act as ties. Inside the facing
stones and between these ties the wall was filled up with rough rubble, r r, laid
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in mud. The lowest course was 45 cm. high. The next was 61 cm., and likewise
laid with large alternate headers and stretchers on the faces (Fig. 54). The
courses above this varied from 58 to 78 cm. hligh, and were
built of smaller roughly squared stones, with fragments
in the crevices on the surface. Thle mass of tile wall wras
of small rubble, with here and there a single large block.
At intervals of 1 to 1.5 nm. there were headers of larger size
extending into the wall from 70 cm. to 1 m. Each of
these courses or sections of tihle wtall was set back 5 to 7
cm. from the face

of the one below it.

Between

the

courses were layers of mud (m m, Fig. 54), not showing
on the exterior.
The same features characterized the southwest bastion,
except where the wall had been built around the old
.
it==
l a lf - sect ti on t h r o u g h
Israelite tower of Jeroboam (Pls. 28 a, b 6 and 29 a, bg, i 4' vGreek
Fort Wall, showc, d 6). The facing masonry was bletter laid, and thle
illng coursing. Scale,
1:100.
stones more carefully fitted. The same was true of the
entire south wall as far as it has been traced. Thie Nwhole southern end of the
fortress was, therefore, of much more uniform and careful construction than the
northern part. The regular courses were quite marked on the exterior face, but
on the inner (north) face they were neither so regular nor so clear, the wall being
in some places almost perpendicular. But this was true only of the portion near
the southwest tower. It was certain, hlowever, that this portion of the wall was
used as the foundation for thle thick curtain wall which connected the Roman
tower at the south with the wing on thle south containing the apsidal building, and most of this irregularity was due to patchings of the wall by the Roman
builders.
In H 15, where the wall was cut through and destroyed by stone thieves,
the construction was clearly visible (Fig. 55). Here the thick layers of mud
which separated the courses were better shown than in the western section (Pls.
7 a 6 and 16 b 6). The wall was 4.24 m. high. The courses from top to bottom were 58, 57, 55, 60, 51, (38?), 54, 51 cm., and the offsets varied from 3.7
cm. to 8 cm. On the interior (north) face there were only five courses, as the
rock sloped up here, and the distance from the top of the wall to it was only
2.7 m. The courses were from top to bottom 65, 47, 58, 60, and 40 cm., and the
offsets totaled 22 cm. In G 15 the entire core of the wall for a distance of 9 m.
was removed, in order to trace the southern facade of the Ahab palace below it
(P1. 11 b 6). The construction was similar to that in the west wall, although
the large tying-blocks were not so extensively used. This was largely due, no
doubt, to the fact that the wall rested on a massive Israelite wall, and not on a
more or less irregular rock surface, and therefore the masonry could be laid with
greater ease and stability.
The whole system of construction in deep hlorizontal courses separated by
distinct layers of mud was characteristic of the Babylonian Inmud-brick walls, and
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it seems clear that the builders of this great fortress at Samaria were influenced
in their work by the method to which they had been accustomed, and which they
naturally employed when using a different and strange material.

55. Section through south wall at broken east end.

Scale, 1: 100.

Very little remained of the buildings erected in the interior of this huge enclosure.
It was, however, certain that the remains of the Ahab palace had been utilized
to some extent by the new occupants, as is indicated by several new division walls
and rooms built in connection with the older ones. The Ahab facing-wall along
the west Omri scarp had apparently been destroyed at this time, for at its south
end several rooms were built against it, their inner

the scarp (P1. 10 a 5).

twalls forming a new casing to

Of these rooms No. 81 (see Plan 5 FG 13-14, where these

rooms are shown instead of on Plan 6 ]where they properly belong) was 4.6 m. long.
Its northern wall had been destroyed by the north wall of the later apsidal building.

No. 82 was a long, narrow room 2.35 m. wide, its northern limits likewise

being cut by the later wall.
the same length.

No. 83 was just to the south of No. 81 and was of

Its width was 1.8 m. at the west and 1.7 m. at the east.

facing-wall, which had formed its east wall, had been removed.

The

This room, together

with the southern end of No. 82, was completely filled with the heavt masonry
of the Roman period.

The orientation of these rooms was that of the Ahab

rooms, and they did not coincide with the Greek Fort Wall, an irregular space
being left as a passage between the wall and the buildings within it.

The exte-

rior wall of the rooms appears to have been 2.8 m. thlick, of whichl half was the
older interior wall of the Ahab facade, and half an addition wall built against it
during the new period.

In G 12 were the fragmnentary remains of rooms belong-

ing to the same system as Nos. 81 to 83 (PI. 8 b, c 5).

A wall, k k (Fig. 38 on

p. 111), 90 cm. thick, extended perpendicularly from Ahab's casing wall, h (here
undisturbed),
Fig. 22 on p.

across p, the fine pavement of the Israelite room 13.

(See also

this wall there was a doorway 1.2 m. wide.

The older

97.)

In

wall at the north end of this pavement was incorporated into the plan, and partly
rebuilt.

The new room was, therefore, 2 m. wide and of indeterminate length.
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Later the floor-level here was raised 2.3 m. above this level, and a new wall and
door, j, constructed (PI. 8 c 5, 7). The line of the later wall coincided roughly
with the earlier, but the doorjamb was 25 cm. farther to the west. Four courses
of the earlier wall, k, 1.6 m. in height, 'were left when this reconstruction took
place, and the space between the top of this and the bottom of the new wall was
filled with debris, g. Another fragment of this period was found in G 11, where
a wall parallel to the others was built westward from the exterior wall of the
Ahab room No. 12. This wall was 4.5 m. long and 1 m. thick, its western end
being the jamb of a door. To the west of these fragments in F 11 were several
rooms of a building erected immediately over the ruins of the long west wall of
the main Ahab building, and differing slightly from it in orientation. They were
approximately parallel to the various fragments of walls just described as belonging to this period. Five rooms were left of this structure, but the walls had
originally continued farther to the north. The outer wall was in situ to a height
of one to three courses on the south and the east side only. On the east side
it was 1.3 m. thick, and on the south 1.4 m. The interior walls were 80-85 cm.
thick. Room No. 776 was in the southwest corner of the group, and was 2.55
by 5.7 m. Adjoining it on the north was a room 2.55 by 2.35 m. In neither
of these was any door discovered, but in both cases the door must have been on
the west side, where the wall was destroyed below the floor-level. In the southeast corner was a room 2.55 by 2.9 m., next to it another, 2.35 by 2 m., and
north of this again a third, ca. 2.35 m. square. All of these opened into one
another, but had no outlet to the east or south. The north wall of the last
room was destroyed below the level of the floor.
The walls of all the rooms so far described inside the Greek Fort Wall were
constructed similarly. All angles of rooms and door-jambs were of large dressed
I

'I

».

I

11

I'

1

I I

-

stones bondIng into each wall alternately {rig.
56), while the faces of the door-jambs were
bonded as shown at k in Fig. 22 on page 97.
The remainder of the exterior face of the walls
was of roughly squared stones laid to correspond
to the courses established by the height of the
quoins. The interior of the wall was of rough
rubble, tied together at intervals by long headers
Mud was used for mortar
running through.
throughout.
The other remains which are to be assigned
to this period were of a somewhat different character. Along the inside of the west wall, in BC
10-11, were five long chambers perpendicular to

the enclosing wall (PI. 36 b 5).

Their walls

56. Masonry in southeast

corner of

roomS1.
were built against it and did not bond into it,
while the greater part of the masonry nearest the outer wall was destroyed by
the excavations made during the construction of the Roman wall, which followed
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the same direction here as the Greek Fort Wall. All these rooms were
9.5 m. long, and their width varied from 1.9 m. in No. 707 to 2.7 m. in
No. 750. The walls of these rooms were carried
C3TT^
^^S ~down to the rock, and those of Nos. 322 and
U C^O a
CFrc 706 were laid uniformly with large blocks, as shown
7r5--j
' in Fig. 57. The alternate courses were laid as at
l L ^a, a n d thl ose between them in the reverse, b, break~
ing joints with the adjacent courses. The south
LcO
I1

57. Masonry of long chambers inside

west wall.

Scale, 1: 100.

wall of the first room, 322, was built against the
f a c e of o n e of the Israelite rooms, and not over it,

although it was of practically the same thickness.
This wall was 95 cm. thick, while the others averaged 1.1 m. The walls of
rooms Nos. 707 and 750 were not so well built, for, although large stones
were used, smaller ones were also built in with them. The end wall, which ran
parallel to the enclosing wall, was 1.1 m. thick, and was built of large blocks
resting upon the top of the rock-scarp, on which the west faCade of the Ahab
palace had originally stood.
In C 8 an isolated fragment of wall 1.3 m. thick was found, which evidently
belonged to this series, as it was not in alignment with the Israelite walls in its
vicinity, and had been broken through by both the Greek and the Roman walls.
The courses of this isolated fragment were laid as shown at c (Fig. 57), with alternate long and short stones running through the wall. Opposite the southeast
corner of the west bastion of the Greek Fort was a series of well-built walls overlying one another. The lowest of these, resting on the rock, belonged to the
structure of Jeroboam II (see p. 117). Over this had been built a fine wall corresponding to the walls of the adjacent long chambers described above (see PI.
40 d, e). The stones for this second wall had evidently been taken from the
earlier Israelite walls, but relaid in a much more careless and irregular manner.
Farther north, below the floor of the Preherodian house D in Insula I, was another
long stretch of wall of similar large blocks running over a fragment of the Ahab
masonry (Pls. 41 a 5 and 54 e 5). Beyond this point were other isolated fragments of walls. Although these could not be dated with any certainty, they belonged most probably to the series of structures of this period which hlad been
swept away by the successive rebuildings over and around them.
Below the Preherodian street Alpha, north of the smaller Roman vault, was
another street or corridor with walls ca. I m. thick, of well-built masonry, but
not of regular blocks. This was traced nearly to the north Fort Wall (Pls. 23 d
5 and 24 a 5), and on either side of it were the beginnings of cross walls. This
certainly was earlier than any of the insula periods, and later than the Ahab
period. Extending across the space below the Roman court was another long
well-built wall resting on the rock. There were no other walls in its vicinity,
and it was not orientated like the fort series, nor parallel to the north Omri
scarp, near which it was built, but must, with the later walls built around the
pool north of it, have belonged to the Post-Israelite period.
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(DE 11)

The Osorkon House was built at the northern end of the Ostraca House, over
the site of the assumed northern rooms of that house (See Fig. 42). The superstructure of the Ostraca House had been destroyed except for a few fragments;
and the southern wall of the Osorkon House was built in part over the foundations
of the north wall of rooms 406, 407, and 408. The foundations of the assumed
northern part of the Ostraca House must have been destroyed previous to the
construction of the Osorkon House. Plan 2 shows the relative positions of the
two houses, notably the displacement towards the west of the Osorkon House
with relation to the Ostraca House. A passage 3 m. wide separated the western
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58. Plan of Osorkon House, with earlier walls.

Scale, 1:100.

wall of the Osorkon House from the row of long parallel chambers built against
the Greek Fort Wall on the west. The eastern wall of these chambers (706,
etc.) stood over the site of the western wall of the Ahab courtyard.
The width of the Osorkon House was 8.2 m. and the length 14.1 m., so
that the east wall was not in line with the east wall of the Ostraca House, but
was built against the door leading from room 406. The plan was very simple
(Fig 58). A doorway 1 m. wide in the centre of the north facade admitted to
the room 741, which was 4.1 m. by 7 m. (Pls. 35 b 5 and 37 b 5). To the west
of this were two rooms, 742 and 743, each exactly 3.1 m. square. No door was
found connecting them with the entrance hall, but they opened into one another.
On the east was a space 3.1 m. wide, and of a length equal to that of the main
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hall. If this was subdivided, as seems probable, there was no trace of the foundations of the division wall remaining. On the exterior facade opposite room
742 was a solid mass of masonry, 1.6 m. by 4 m.

This was built against the

wall on shallow foundations, and was probably the foundation for a pedestal of
some sort.
The walls were carried down to rock. The masonry was of large stones not
fitted by dressing, but well built, with smaller stones in the crevices. The thickness of the walls varied from 85 cm. to 1 m. In the debris in room 741, near
the north wall, were the fragments of a large alabaster jar bearing the cartouche
of Osorkon II (PI. 54 b).
c.

WEST GATE

Along the western end of the city a section of the Post-Israelite wall, 61 m.
long, was uncovered (PI. 43 a, b 6). This was behind and parallel to the later
Greek wall, and like it approximated the line of the steep modern terrace of the
hill. It was first found at the north tower of the Roman gate, behind which it
ran, being concealed by the Roman masonry. No trace of it appeared in the
excavations in front of the south tower or on the upper cliff on the south of the
summit. Unlike the preceding Israelite wall, it probably followed the lower cliff
eastwards inside the line of the later Herodian wall.
Where it appeared from under the Roman wall in G 3 (Plan 10) it was orientated 22° west of north. It occupied part of the old Israelite trench, and was
built against the rough rock-scarp on the inner (i.e., east) side. At its base it
was 3.67 m. thick, and it was built up in courses 50 to 70 cm. deep, with offsets
of 5 to 8 cm., as in the summit fortress wall, with which it was identical in construction (see Pls. 44 c 6 and 43 a 6). The height, so far as we excavated, was for
the most part not over 1 m. to 1.5 m., but where the wall approached the Roman
wall there were five or more of its courses in situ. Here its outer face was destroyed, probably by the Roman construction trench, and the gap was afterwards
filled with small square stones, laid without a batter. This break was above and
in line with the group of large blocks forming the face of the tower of the Israelite period, and between the top of the Israelite masonry and the bottom of the
later filled-in wall was debris 90 cm. deep. At a distance of 17 m. from the corner
formed by the meeting of this wall and the Roman wall was a bastion, similar
to those on the summit (PI. 43 b 6). This projected 4.3 m., and had a width
on its exterior west face of ca. 13 m. This width is an inference, as the other
corner of the bastion was destroyed, but a part of the inner face of the north
side was still in situ. The south wall was 3.45 m. thick, and the west or outer
wall 4.45 m. Of these walls scarcely a metre of height remained, and the interior
of the bastion was filled with fallen masonry, fragments of later walls, and debris,
above all of which was a small house of the Roman period. The outer face
of the bastion had a magnetic bearing of 19° west of north. At 8 m. to the
north was another, smaller tower of solid masonry, which was not rectangular, but
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narrowed slightly as it extended out fromn the wall line. It was 7.6 m. wide on
its west face, and projected 5.7 m. on the south side, and 5.3 m. on tile north
(P1. 44 d 6). Only one course was in situ, with the stones laid as they were in
the main wall. The outer face was orientated 8° west of north. Beyond this
tower the wall was traced for another 16 m. to the end of the trench, in a direction 10° west of north. Outside of this face (AB 1-2), and parallel to it, at a
distance of 2.09 m., was the edge of the shallow rock trench representing the
old Israelite wall.

CHAPTER III
THE PREHERODIAN TOWN, WITH THE UNDERLYING FRAGMENTS OF
HIELLENISTIC WALLS (See Plan 7)
[ 300-60 B.C.]
Sumimnnit quarter-Streets - Insule I-VI - Houses - Shops-Lower Terrace quarter -Insule
-- Other houses - Architectural ldetails - West gate - Walls on eastern slope of hiill

VII and VIII

During the Hellenistic period the site continued to be a large fortified
town. A new wall was built around it, occupying in the main the same position as the preceding Israelite and Babylonian walls. The area thlus enclosed may
be divided into two parts, an upper and a lower. The upper part stood on a platform of lightly terraced debris held in place by the Greek Fort Wall. The superstructure of the Fort Wiall had disappeared, and the high terrace wall which
marked the edge of the upper part of the Preherodian town lay beyond the
Fort Wall. Thus the outer houses of the upper town extended over the Fort
Wall; but as these outer houses were almost completely destroyed, the upper
part of the Preherodian toiwn is here considered as limited to the area within
the Greek Fort Wall. Here the more important houses stood arranged in
groups or insulxe surrounded by narrow streets. The lower part included all
the remainder of the city outside the Greek Fort Wall, and was terraced
according to the slope of the hill. This area likewise was divided in the last
Preherodian period by narrow, irregular streets. Only the western part of the
upper quarter and a part of the lower terrace to the south of it have been
excavated. These excavations and those carried on at and near the west gate
of the city, and in the ruins of a large building below the Roman Basilica,
furnished all the material which we found of this period.
The last Preherodian town was fairly well preserved. But the case was different with the older Hellenistic towns, thle walls of which often overlapped, and
were so complex that the subdivisions of tle earlier part of the period were not
always clearly to be traced. This overlapping was due to the constant decay and
rebuilding of the houses, often on the old foundations, and to the alterations made
in the interior arrangement during occupation. Where the walls were best preserved, three sub-periods could be distinguished, but these three periods were not
represented in all the houses.
1.

THIE SUM-AIIT QUARTER ()F THE14 IRPREIIERODI)IAN TOWIN

The highest point of the new platform was the court of House A in H 11.
See Plans 2 (blue walls) and 7, and sections A-B on Plan 3 and G-H on
Plan 4. It was 438.87 In. above sea-level, or 47.78 m. above the entrance gate
on the west.
H13
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Five of the streets in this area have been traced, and have been designated
Alpha, Beta, etc. The principal street was Alpha, which extended from the north
side to the south side of the terrace, with an orientation of 12° 15' east of north.
At its northern end it was 2.5 m. wide, and retained this width as far as F 8.
Here must have been an offset (subsequently destroyed by the Roman vault),
inasmuch as the street continued south of this withl a width of but 2.1 m. Parallel to Alpha and 26 m. to thle east was Street Gamma, which must likewise
have extended the whole width of the summit, although its northern half was
entirely destroyed. Street Beta ran at right angles to Alpha and Gamma, about
midway of the summit, starting from Alpha and extending indefinitely towards
the east. Only its south side remained, unless we may assume that a fragment of
masonry just south of the Roman vault belonged to the north side, in which
case the width of Beta was three metres. From the lower end of Alpha another
street, Delta, started west, but only a few metres of it remained. About half way
between Delta and the northern limit of the terrace there seems to be another
small road, Theta, separating Insulae I and III. Along the western edge of the
town ran another street, Eta, traces of which were found at the southwest corner
and near the northern end. Along the northern edge also indications were found
that a similar street had existed there. It may be that during the earlier Hellenistic times there was a street all around the edge of the summit inside the Greek
Fort Wall.
The insulae have been numbered I, II, etc. Insula I was west of Street
Alpha in the northwest corner of the summit. Insula II was east of Alpha and
north of Beta. Insula III lay west of Alpha, the division between it and Insula I
being apparently Street Theta. Insula IV lay east of Alpha and south of Beta,
and contained not only the most important dwellings of the town, but the best
preserved as well.
a.

INSULA I

The block of houses called Insula I occupied the northwestern corner of the
enclosed terrace, and had been very much cut to pieces by the inner corner of a
Roman tower and by a series of long parallel foundation walls of the same period.
For this reason, though the rooms were found in groups, these groups were so
isolated that they could not be combined into a satisfactory plan. The extent
of this insula was, for similar reasons, not easy to determine, hut there would
seem to have been four houses. Street Alpha was clearly the eastern boundary
of the insula, but only the ends of the cross walls, vwhere they were bonded into
the continuous street wall, were in situ. The other house walls had been
destroyed by the subterranean corridor west of the Roman court. The street
Eta, along the western edge of the platform, was the western limit of the insula,
but the west wall of the insula had been destroyed by the street walls of the
Roman periods.
House D-Between the long Roman foundation walls, where few cross
walls broke up the plan, a fairly complete group of rooms was found. Here
the sub-periods of occupation, of which evidences were found all over the site,
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were more completely shown than elsewhere, with the exception of House A in
Insula IV. The level of the street during this period was 433.44 m. (see Plan 7
C 7), and the earliest house-level was 51 cm. above this. Room 3 was apparently
the courtyard, 5.3 m. by 8.6 m. in dimension. This may have been originally
subdivided, and the dividing wall destroyed during one of the later building
periods. Nearly in the centre of this courtyard was a cistern (S11 cistern 3).
The rock surface here was 2 m. below the level of the court.
Above the rock was built the shaft of the cistern, composed of flat slabs laid
on edge overlapping alternately at the corners. The upper part of this shaft had
been removed during the construction of the Roman walls. The bottom of the
cistern was ca. 7 m. below the level of the house. The shaft opened, not as usual
over the centre of the cistern, but at its extreme northwest corner, and the cistern itself was not bottle-shaped, but was a large, irregular cave, which had been
altered for the purpose. Its dimensions were 3 m. by 7.75 m., but originally it
had been of greater extent, or rather had been connected with another cavern.
Across the southern end a wall had been built, cutting off an extension in that
direction. The opening to this extension began 1.76 m. above the floor of the
main cave. On the northeast side was another wall, filling up an opening which
began 1.56 m. above the floor. When this wall was removed it was found to
open on to a passage, 1.3 m. long and 1.16 m. wide, leading to a rock-scarp
or natural hollow in the surface. Across this hollow the Ahab foundations as
well as the succeeding Roman walls had been carried, so that it was evident that
the caverns had existed before the erection of the Israelite buildings, and belonged
no doubt to the series of similar caverns found at other points. The interior of
the cistern had been coated with the usual gray cement, which covered the rock
surfaces as well as the masonry in the openings, and this was deeply scratched
with the crisscross markings found in other cisterns of the period.
North of the court was a space 3.7 m. wide and of the same length as the
court. This had probably been divided into two or more rooms, but all traces
of the division walls had disappeared. On the south side were two rooms, Nos.
2 and 7, of which only portions of the walls remained. Still another room lay
between these and the street which appears to have existed there.
Later in the last Preherodian occupation the house was reconstructed. A new
east wall was built 80 cm. inside the old one, leaving a long narrow space, 8, between them, which may during this period have become part of the house adjoining it on the east. The western wall also was built farther in, so that the whole
house was narrowed considerably. The south wall of the court remained the same,
but the north wall was moved back 40 cm., resting partly on the remains of the
first wall. To this second period belonged the tannur, or oven, at the western end
of the court. The space north of the court was divided into two rooms, 4 and 6,
by a rough wall, built slantingly between tile older walls. On the south, room 2
was divided by a cross wall into two narrow chambers, which probably had doors
connecting them with the court and with room 1 on the south. One jamb of the
latter belonging to this period was still in situ.
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House B-Of the house in the north end of the insula but little remained.
Its court appeared to have been 14, but the entire west and north and most of
the east side had been destroyed by later walls. From its southeast corner a door
85 cm. wide led to room 10, the dimensions of which could not be determined.
To the east of this was a small cistern (S11, cistern 1), but whether belonging to
it or to the adjoining house was not certain. On the south a door with only
one jamb in situ opened into a large room (13), which was 3 m. by 5.5 m. Near
the inner wall of this was cistern No. 13. The shaft was circular and built of
small stones arranged radially. The cistern was 6.1 m. deep and was bottleshaped. On the east a door led into room 9, the size of which, like that of 10, was
not determinable. On the west another door led into room 5, which originally had
been 3 m. by 3.35 m., but during the second period a wall had been built across
it in line with the west wall of House A. In room 13 was the only trace of the
floor-level of the original house. This was 433.36 m., and the floor of the second
period was 1.69 m. above it. The court (14) of the second period was 58 cm.
below the latter. The foundations under the north wall of 13 were carried 69
cm. below the floor of the room, and those of the east were 1.2 m. below the doorsill. The north end of the house was destroyed by the corner of the Roman
tower and by walls built later in connection with it. Part of another house, belonging probably to the final Roman period, was built over this portion of House
B. Of this later building two rooms, 11 and 12, were found. The floor of the
former was only 10 cm. above that of the court, 14. In this room were several
fragments of stucco, grooved to represent rusticated stones, 40 cm. by 80 cm.
House A-As stated above, the house in the northeast corner of the insula
was almost entirely destroyed by the long Roman vault. There remained only its
outer wall along Street Alpha, with the ends of its cross walls (PI. 23 c, d 7). This
house was entered from Street Alpha, the level of which was 435.49 cm. at the
north end. The level of the house floor was 434.95, or about one metre above
the early floor in House D. Therefore this insula must have been terraced near
the middle, similar to Insula IV. From room 906 a conduit, 26 cm. wide, passed
through the foundations and turned down the centre of the street towards the
north, discharging its contents over the northern edge of the platform. During
the later period this channel was rebuilt with a width of 56 cm. It was then
covered with large flat slabs, the tops of which formed part of the street surface.
Other than the cistern mentioned to the east of room 10 of House B, which may
have belonged to this building, there was no cistern found, although it is quite
possible that one is buried below the walls of the vault. Below rooms 902-903
was a cellar (941), the ceiling of which was supported in the centre by a square
pier (PI. 21 c).
House C-This house, in the southeast corner of the group, had, like A,
only the east wall and the beginnings of its cross walls in situ. PI. 23 c shows
the walls of Houses A and C with those on the opposite side of Street Alpha,
looking towards the south. In PI. 23 d the floors and later walls are removed,
showing the house walls cleared to the bottom of their foundations. In room 909
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was a portion of stone flagging, 40 cm. above tile latest street level, and a cistern (No. 1). This flagging may belong to the court of thle house. Another cistern, subterranean corridor No. 1, was found below the floor at the southern end
of this corridor and within the probable limits of House C. The exterior walls of
these houses facing on the street were built of squared stones, laid irregularly as
headers and stretchers, with an occasional stone set on edge and running up
through two courses and also through the wall as a tie.
Below the floor of the smaller Roman vault were parts of two rooms (PI. 22
b, c, d 7 and 23 a 7). The floors of these were ca. 2 m. below the street level,
but the walls were in line with those of the houses to the north and west. In
the east wall of each room a door opened, and opposite that on the north
was a cistern (Vault Cistern, No. 2). The cistern was directly under Street Alpha,
which continued to the south of the vault. The floor of the south room was covered
with a thick layer of bright red powder, probably the decayed remains of colored
plaster. Like room 941, these two rooms appeared to form a cellar whose walls
and roofs supported the walls and floors of the rooms and the street above. The
construction of the vault had necessarily destroyed all traces of the roofs and
of the stairway which must have given access to the cellar. East of cistern 2
clear remains were found of the wall which served as the foundation wall of the
eastern side of the street. Vault cistern 1, which was east of this wall in rising
rock, belonged to a house which stood in the southwestern quarter of Insula II.
The mouth of vault cistern 1 opened on the upper Preherodian floor-level.
1).

INS LA II

The group of houses called Insula II lay to the east of Street Alpha and
north of Beta, and covered approximately the same area as the great court of the
Herodian Temple. All the walls within this limit, excepting those near the western
side, were razed, and the material may have been used for filling up the podium
of the Temple, the top of which was 2.85 m. higher than the floor of Insula IV
(see p. 177). The western side of the insula was in the same condition as that on
the opposite side of the street. The long street wall was in situ, with parts of
the cross walls. Only in one room (916), at the north end of the block (house
B), was an inner wall in situ. Here was cistern S9, No. 3, with a square shaft
placed diagonally in the room. The shaft was built with slabs on edge, bonded
at the corners. At the lower end of the street was cistern S9, No. 2, in room
912, which belonged to the House D of this group.
to this group.
c.

Vault cistern 1 also belonged

INSULA III

In Insula III the destruction was less extensive than in Insulae I and II, but
the greater part of the plan could not be made out, owing to later rebuildings and
foundation walls. The large Roman Atrium House occupied most of the southern side. This insula was perhaps the smallest on the summit, and was of irregular shape. It was bounded on the east by Alpha, on the west by Eta, on the
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south by Delta, and on the north by a small street running west from Alpha.
Its dimensions were 22 m. by 35 m., and it contained apparently four houses.
House B-This house occupied the northwest corner of the insula, and was
the best preserved of the group (PI. 40 a 8). Room 810 was the principal room.
It was 3.3 m. wide and 5.3 m. long, and its floor-level was 433.74 m. Nearly in
the centre was a pier 68 cm. square, which had once supported the ceiling. West
of this room was a long space (804 and 805), 2.3 m. wide and 8.2 m. long. As
there were two doors opening into this from room 810, it may have been divided
into two rooms. On the north side of 810 a door led into room 816, 2.14 m.
wide, with its east end destroyed by the corner of the foundations enclosing the
Roman court. On the east two doors led into room 811, which was 2.2 m. wide,
and probably had been subdivided. Above and partly within room 812 was a
circular vat of the Severan period, like those over the Atrium House.
East of this group of rooms were the remains of four rooms, 815 and 821-823,
with a higher floor-level. These were ca. 2.9 m. square, but were largely destroyed
by the Herodian masonry. These four rooms were separated from house B by
what appeared to be a narrow alley (814), and they probably belonged to another
house (A), of which the other walls were broken up by later work.
House D-This house was in the southwest corner of the insula. Portions
of only three rooms were in situ, although the entire west wall could be traced.
The rooms were all small, and of no special significance (PI. 36 b 8). Rooms 716
and 721 had been altered in the later occupation, and afterwards broken through
in the centre, leaving the ends of one period remaining on one side of the room
and the ends of the other on the opposite side. Along the west side several ends
of the division walls, where they were well bonded into the main outer wall, were
still in situ. In the corner of one of these rooms (806) was found the beautiful
marble torso of a youth (Reg. No. 4001). The east wall of this insula was used in
part for the foundation of the east wall of the Atrium House, and to that
extent was preserved, but all the other walls of the eastern part had been swept
away. The floors of House D were not preserved; but the canal leading to
cistern 5 (S7) indicates that the floors were nearly on a level with those in Insula
VI (i.e., ca. 436+ m.), or about two metres higher than the floor of House B.
The floors of the four rooms east of B showed a level about half way between
these two. Thus Insula III was terraced internally like Insula IV and others.
House D had two cisterns, S7 cisterns 4 and 5, which appeared from their
contents to have been filled up at about the same time. Cistern 4, on the west,
descended through the roof into the small northern cave which opened in the Ahab
rock-scarp. The entrance of the cave had been walled off and the irregular interior cemented as usual, but the cistern may have been unsatisfactory on account
of leakage. Cistern 5, about five metres to the east, may have been excavated
as a substitute for 4. It was of the usual bottle-shape and measured 3 m. by
3.7 m. at the bottom. From the rock, 2.62 m. below the Atrium floor, the
shaft of the cistern, being 56 cm. square, was carried up with large blocks laid
as stretchers on edge and bonded at the corners. The conduit opened into the
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shaft at a point 2.3 m. above the rock and was followed as far as the Preherodian street south of the insula. The shaft probably rose above the conduit
and terminated in a curb above the floor of the room which the cistern served.
d.

INSULA IV

Insula IV (FH 9-13) contained the ruins of four houses, more elaborate in
plan and of better construction than any other buildings of the period thus far
uncovered. The insula was ca. 26 m. wide, and extended from the Street Beta
nearly to the south wall of the terrace. At the north end a row of shops extended the entire width of the block opening on to Street Beta. A continuous
wall, extending from the north to the south end, divided the insula into two
approximately equal parts, the level of the eastern half being 1.07 m. above that
of the western. Houses A and C occupied the eastern part, opening on to Street
Gamma, while Houses B and D occupied the western half, opening on to Street
Alpha. Houses C and D were respectively lower than A and B, because of the
slope of the summit towards the south. House A, probably with C, was built
first, as the walls of B and D were not bonded into the long division wall, but
built against it.
The northeastern portion of the insula was the part best preserved. It was
enclosed by the foundation walls of the Roman cella, and preserved in the 2.85
m. of debris below the floor of the latter. Some of the walls of House A near
its court were intact to a height of nearly 2 m. (PI. 5 a 8). The inner eastern
temple wall cut through the rooms along the east side of the house, leaving, how-ever, the corners of the various rooms in situ. The two parallel north walls of
the Herodian building, with the third wall built when the temple was restored
by Severus, made a large gap in the plan of the northern end (see PI. 6 a 8),
but between them were the rooms forming the north end of the house, while the
row of shops of House A remained intact below the later Severan portico. The
two west walls of the temple cut through the Houses B and D, and left only
fragments of the house walls between and outside of them. Any attempt at
reconstruction of the southern half of the group was hopeless. Here the south
wall of the temple and the foundations of the large apsidal building to the south
of it had left hardly a trace of the foundations of Houses C and D.
House A, Plan - This house serves as a type of the better class of dwellings of
the Preherodian period (Fig. 593). It was 28 m. long, 12.5 m. wide at its northern
end, and 13.2 m. wide at the southern end. It was, therefore, not quite rectangular in plan, and was somewhat narrower in the middle than at the ends. The
entrance was from Street Gamma, through a rather imposing doorway, 1.39 m.
wide (Fig. 60). The sill had two steps, the inner, b, 5 cm. lower than the
outer, a. The edge of the inner step was in line with offsets in the jamb, 25 cm.
wide. On the inside these offsets were 22 cm. deep, and on the lower sill contained two rectangular sockets, c, for the door posts. The door admitted to a
small vestibule (27), 3.2 m. long and of uncertain width. Opposite the
entrance a smaller door led from the vestibule to the central court of the
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house (31). This court was 3.92 m. wide and at least 5 m. long. Its
northern end was one of the parts destroyed by the temple walls. The court was
paved with slabs of stone, roughly fitted in rows. Its level was 438.87 m., or 4
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40 cm. above the street. On the south
and west sides, and probably on the
north as well, were porticos, the roofs of
which were supported on single columns
between antse (Figs. 61 and 62). The
portico on the south, No. 26, had parts
Of both antse,
60. Section through sill of main entrance,
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almost the entire column, c (Pls. 5 a and

6 d). Its floor was raised 2 cm. above
the court and had a curb, a a, across the opening, composed of slabs ca. 40 cm.
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61. Detail plan of court 31 and entrances to porticos 26 and 30.

Scale, 1:50.

Its diameter was 38.5
cm. at the bottom and 35 cm. at the top. It had a well-proportioned Attic
base, 26 cm. high (Fig. 64, a), the lower torus of which was raised by an offset
to the height of 1.6 m. above the stone flagging. Three drums were still in
situ, respectively 39, 84, and 41 cm. in height. The top drum had a
mason's mark (see Fig. 62). On the top and bottom of each drum and
of the base were square dowel holes. The dowels must have been of wood,
as no trace of them remained.
The portico 30 on the west of the
court seemed to have been the more important. It was 3.05 m. wide, and was
paved with regular rows of rectangular slabs (Figs. 59 and 61). The curb
across the opening was laid with slabs, ca. 35 cm. wide and 60 cm. long.
These were 26 cm. thick, and rested on a wall, e, of roughly squared stones
1.6 m. deep, which in turn rested on the remains of an earlier wall (Fig. 62, b).
The top of the curb was 7 cm. above the floor of the court, while the
paving in the portico itself was 6 cm. below the court.
The antse,
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of which only the south one was in situ, were constructed of well-dressed masonry, with bases of fine contour (Fig. 64 b). At some later time the opening
of the portico was decreased in width by an
additional layer of stones,
it
built against the face
of the older anta and
over its base. The south
side of the portico was a
wall, o, which did not
bond into the wall in
line with the anta, but
was built against it. It
was only 43 cm. thick
and rested on an earlier
wall, k, whose top reached
-*

almost to the floor-level.

62. Elevation of portico 26.

Scale, 1: 50.

Against the north face of
k an additional wall, i, had been built. Both these walls belonged to an earlier
house. There had been originally a door, o, 82 cm. wide, leading into room
29, but this had been blocked up. (PI. 6 b shows blocked door, looking north
into room 29.)
At the north end of the house two rooms were left. No. 32 was 6.85 m.
long and ca. 4.25 m. wide. It was entered by a door in its south wall, 1.48 m.
wide. This opened on to the portico, which, as indicated on the plan (Fig.
59, p. 141), probably continued around this side of the
court from the west. In the west wall a door, 98 cm.
wide, led to a room (33), 3.8 m. by 4.25 m. This
room also had had a door, subsequently walled up, opening on to the portico, with which it communicated by
three steps. No. 33, like the adjoining room 32, was 30
cm. below the court.
In the southern part of the house, room 29 was
originally 3.05 m. wide and 3.8 m. long. The south
wall of this room had been destroyed above the floorl
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The lower
level, but was traced by its foundation.
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courses of stones were still in situ,Y and showed^-,.1that the
of portico 30. Scale, 1: 50.
wall was of rough rubble, 70 cm. thick. During a later
reconstruction the wall had been rebuilt 50 cm. farther south, but
the only trace of this was the trench left by the stone thieves, who
had taken away all the masonry. Of the east wall only the north jamb
of the door remained.
The sill consisted of slabs laid on a rough wall, 92
cm. high.
This foundation wall rested on an earlier wall (f, Fig. 62),
68 cm. deep, the face of which was in line with the west anta of the
63. Elevation of south anta
63 Elevation of soh
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portico. This earlier wall in turn was built on the fine wall g of room 12 of
the Ahab palace.
Portico 26 was 3.82 m. wide and 3.67 m. long (Figs. 61 and 65). It
had a floor of hard-packed earth, beneath which ran the conduit described
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In the southeast corner was a door,
afterwards blocked up, leading to room
35. The east wall, m, of this portico was built on a foundation,
q, of squared stones mixed with
rough rubble, about 1 m. deep, resting on loose debris. On this side a
door, 1.23 m. wide, led into room 28,
which was 3.03 m. by 3.1 m. The
inner east wall of the temple had cut
through the centre of the room, leaving the outer wall intact, with the
ends of the cross walls on either side.
In the south wall was the jamb of
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64. Details of moldings in Houses A and B. Scale, 1: 4.

a. Base of column in portico of A 31.
b. Base of anta in portico of A 31.

c. Base of west anta inportico of B 40.
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65. Section through portico 26.

Scale, 1: 50.

stone thieves,
but a trench similar to that forming the later south side of 29 determined its position. The court was L-shaped, 5.3 m. long, 5.1 m. wide at the
north end, and 5.7 m. wide at the south. It was paved with roughly squared
slabs, in which near the northeast corner was cut a circular hole 35 cm. in
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diameter, the mouth of a cistern (No. 14). To the south and east of this court
were three small rooms (36, 37, and 46), the walls of which were in fragmentary
condition. In 36
was another
small cistern, No.
12. This room
had an exit to
M
M--the street, 85 cm.
Wide (Fig. 66).
66. Smaller entrance, House A.
The sill wras 26
cm. below the main door of the house in room 27, and was built of a single
block of stone, with a low step on the inside, a, while the jambs of the door had
offsets, like the main door. The earth floor in court 45 was 13 cm. below the
floor of court 31, while that of room 46 was 1 m. below. This floor, however, may
have belonged to an earlier house.
At some subsequent period in its occupation the lower end of the
house was cut off, and used as a separate house. The doors leading from
the court 31 to 35, etc., were blocked up, and court 45 became the
court of the new house, with its entrance through the outer door in 36.
The level of this door was raised 29 cm., and a new sill, b, of smaller stone
was laid on a layer of rubble, c. In the main house several of the old
doors were also blocked up, as described above, and the anta of the portico
30 refaced (PI. 6 d).
Construction- This house contained the best masonry of the period. The
walls were, as a rule, 65 to 70 cm. thick, and laid With squared blocks on the
exterior faces. At short intervals headers were used, running through the wall.
The masonry was laid in courses, but the courses do not run uniformly along the
wall. In PI. 3 a x the southern part of the east wall of this house is given,
showing the walled-up door to 36, with its two sills and the mouths of the two
conduits from rooms 35 and 36. The antae and door-jambs were always made
of dressed stones well fitted, and with joints broken. Mud mortar was used
throughout. The walls were built upon foundations of rough masonry, in which
large and small stones from the earlier buildings were used indiscriminately (Fig.
62 e e and Fig. 63 i). These foundations were never over 1 m. in depth, and
rested either on debris, as at q, or on the remains of earlier walls, as at f (Fig.
62). Along the eastern exterior wall even the foundation was of squared stones,
as in the superstructure.
Over the face of the wall a coating of rough gray plaster was spread, and
this was deeply scratched with zigzag lines, to give a hold for a thin final coat
of stucco. This stucco covered the columns and details as wNell. Most of the
first heavy coat of plastering had scaled off, and none of the finished coat was in
situ, but from the debris came a number of fragments of colored stucco with paneling in red, white, purple, and yellow, and some with speckled and lined effects

to represent stone and marble.
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Drainage- Just north of the main entrance to House A a large drain was
built through the wall of the house. This turned south down the centre of the
street. Its source was destroyed by the Roman walls, but apparently it either
drained the large court or was the outlet of a bathroom adjoining the entrance vestibule. It was 28 cm. wide and 25 cm. deep (Fig. 60 d). The sides were formed
of small stones set on edge, and the top of flat slabs, m. One of the side stones
towards the house had a small square opening, as if intended to connect it with
another drain coming from the house, but no trace of any such connection was
found. As it emerged from the wall, the drain had a steep slope, but for the rest
of its course southward it conformed to the slope of the street. There was another
small conduit (Figs. 59 and 61) extending from the curb of portico 26 obliquely
towards and under the sill of the door in the southeast corner (PI. 6 d +). This
must have belonged to the earliest occupation of the house, as the inlet below
the curb was closed. Originally this conduit, after running under the sill of the
door into 35, turned towards the east and ran through the outer wall into the
street. The outlet still remained, 41 cm. below the level of the court, but that
part of the conduit which was below the floor of 35 had been removed, and a
new, rougher channel had been made, connecting with cistern 14 in the inner court
45. Room 36 had a plastered floor which

I

67. Section through cistern 14, in room 45.

sloped down towards the southeast corner,
where there was another outlet through
the wall. (See PI. 3 a.) During the first
period the level of the cemented floor at
this outlet was 42 cm. below the level of
court 31. When the door sill was raised, a
newr layer of cement raised this outlet 35 cm.
The cistern in room 45 (No. 14) was
one of the largest rock cisterns on the
summit, and, as it was characteristic of them
all, will be described here in detail. It had
existed here previous to the erection of
House A, as a conduit leading into it from
the northwest, a fragment of which remained,
had been broken by the foundation walls
of A. The cistern was cut in the rock and
was of the usual bottle type (Fig. 67 c).
It was nearly circular in plan, being 6.29 m.
by 6.61 m., the sides, of course, not being
quite regular. Its bottom was 9.25 m.
below the surface of the rock, which was
hr 2.6 i below the surface of the pavement

in room 45.

The

neck,

b, of the

cistern was 95 cm. in diameter (section y). From the rock surface to the
pavement slabs of the court the shaft, a, was circular, 90 cm. in diameter
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and lined with masonry. The stones, 1 1, forming the sides, were laid radially,
but not cut to fit except at the inner edges (Fig. 67, section x). The
intervening spaces were filled with smaller stones. This part of the shaft
extended through the debris, d d, below the floor of the house. The entire
inner surface of the cistern up to the top pavement was lined with gray
cement, e. The pavement, p p, was 28 cm. thick, and laid as shown on
the plan of the house (Fig. 59). The portion around the top of the
cistern consisted of two larger slabs, in each of which a half-circle was cut, 35
cm. in diameter, to form the mouth, m. The edges were slightly worn into grooves
by ropes. Probably there was a stone cover for the opening when the cistern was
not being used. Cistern No. 12 was of the same type, 3.98 m. in diameter at
the base, and 5.26 m. deep below the surface of the rock. Its masonry shaft
was 45 cm. square. Such cisterns formed the only water supply of the place,
and the rain water of the winter months was conducted into them from the roofs
and open courts of the houses.
House B - This house, owing to its being on the line of both inner and outer
west walls and north walls of the temple, was badly cut up, and its plan was
not easily distinguished. It was, however, of the same character as House A.
Its level was, as has been said, 1.07 m. below that of the latter, with the
entrance on the west side.
No. 40 was the court, with a level of 438.8 m. This was paved with slabs
of stone, of which only a small fragment remained. On the south side of this
was a portico, 41, much larger than any of those in House A. It was 5.4 m.
by 4.2 m. Its earth floor was 11 cm. below the floor of the court, and had the
usual curb along its open front. The antse at each side had elaborate bases, not
so well cut as those in House A, and of quite a different character. The two
bases themselves bear little resemblance to each other. That on the west side
is given in Fig. 64 c, and that on the east in Fig. 64 d. Only the bases of the
two antae were in situ. Between them must have been a column, but this had
been swept away by the wall which cut through the centre of the portico. At
a distance of 3.14 cm. north from the edge of the curb was a step, the pavement beyond being 8 cm. below the rest of the court. Unfortunately, no rooms
were preserved in connection with the court, so that we cannot tell anything
about the plan. But from the northeast corner of the court, or from a room
immediately adjoining it, a narrow flight of steps (54) ran towards the north.
This was 75 cm. wide, and was separated from the room (55) to the west of
it by a thin wall of stones, which probably was only a low balustrade along the
side of the room, to prevent accidents. The steps descended to a horizontal
passage, which passed under the floor of shop 63, and part way out under
Street Beta, ending at a large rock cistern with a shaft of masonry extending to the level of the passage (Plan 3, section A-B). The passage was roofed
with slabs, which extended also out over the cistern. The slabs formed part
of the floor of the shop (PI. 20 a 8), and the cistern was part of the
water supply for House B.
Of the rest of this end of the house we
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found only one corner of room 55, which had an earth floor 29 cm. above
the level of the court.
To the south of the portico 41 were a number of isolated bits of walls belonging to rooms 42 and 43. The floor-level of the latter was 1.24 m. below
the level of court 40. There was no clue to the division between the Houses B
and D, though, as the south wall of A was in line with a wall here, the latter
may have been the south limit of B. Just west of 43 at a later period a small
square bath (59) with steps was built. The cistern was 1.4 m. by 1.7 m., and
a flight of four steps led down into it. The walls and steps were built of small
rough rubble, and coated with gray cement. Like House A, this house had two
cisterns, the second being No. 15, near the western side of the building, opposite
room 42. This lay directly beneath the Roman walls, and had been filled up
solidly with large blocks of stone to afford a sure footing for the temple walls.
House C - Of this house very little remained. The division wall between it
and A was quite clear, as was also the beginning of the cross walls dividing the
north end of the house into rooms. Room 38 was 2.1 m. by 3.9 m., and room
62, which adjoined it on the south, was 3.9 m. wide. No. 51 seems to have
been a large room, 3.5 m. wide, and extending beyond the limits of the rooms
on either side of it. In the northwest corner was 47, with enough of the walls
preserved to show the complete plan. It was 3.2 m. square. The floor was 1.12
m. below the court 31 of House A, and the north and west walls rested on the
thicker walls of an earlier structure. The rest of the house had been cut to pieces
by the south wall of the temple and by the walls of the apsidal building in the
rear of it. Owing to the gradual slope of the street, the level of the rooms in
this house was below the level of those of A. There were two cisterns, as in the
other houses. The main one of these was No. 10, near the southeast corner of
the house. It had been later used as the cistern for the tower which was built
here in Arab times. The other (No. 17) was to the north of this, on the east
side of the house, apparently opening into room 62.
House D - This house, the most completely ruined of the group, was represented by only a few scattered walls, part of a plastered tank or bath at the
south, and the cistern. At the north end were the walls of two rooms, 44 and
61. In the latter was the cistern, No. 14, which was the second largest of the
group. It was bottle-shaped, and 4.5 m. in diameter. The inner west Herodian
wall had cut through the centre of this shaft and left the half of it remaining
in situ. The top was 3.5 m. above the surface of the rock. The sides of the
shaft above the rock were lined with stone 18 cm. thick, and the shaft itself was
ca. 75 cm. square, and placed diagonally to the walls of the house. At the south
end of the house, just inside the great terrace wall, was a reservoir 1.35 m. by
5 m. It was sunk in the debris below the floor of the house, the sides of the
excavation being first lined with rough rubble masonry, and then coated with a
thick layer of gray plaster. To the west of the temple walls another small portion
of this house was found. This was part of the court 201. It was paved, and
its level was 437.06 m., i.e., 1.81 m. below the court of House A, and 74 cm.
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below that of House B (PI. 32 a 8). On the west and the north side were the
traces of a curbing, 10 cm. high on the north and 18 cm. on the west, the fragment being the corner of the court (PI. 32 a 8). At the angle was the lower part
of a column, 46 cm. in diameter. This court must, therefore, have had a continuous colonnade, like that of House A or that of the later Roman house west
of it, and not a series of porticos. The base of the column, though much weathered, was similar to that in the portico of House A. The floor of the colonnade
was of beaten earth, 3 cm. above the paved court. Below the west floor was a
plastered conduit of stone, like that under porch 26 in House A, curving towards
the southwest. Adjoining the court on the north was a small basin, 1.45 m.
square. This was sunk 72 cm. below the floor of the court, and its walls of
small rubble were coated with the usual gray cement. From its southwest corner led
a channel, the bottom of which was 75 cm. above the bottom of the basin, and on
a level with the earth floor of the colonnade. The channel made an S-shaped
curve, passed under the west wall of the house, and emptied into a small catchpool just outside the wall. This pool was slightly wider than the conduit, and
20 cm. deeper. From the west came the large stone drain which was under the
street south of the Atrium House, and emptied into this same catch-pool. The
stone drain, however, was Herodian. Apparently by accident, it utilized part of an
older drainage system. In the debris of these rooms were found several fragments
of painted stucco. One was painted red, and had regular V-shaped grooves, to
imitate rusticated stonework. Another fragment was a deep green. The anta
base in e (Fig. 64) was found in the debris towards the northeast corner of this
house.
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68. Stone mills, fromn debris over
House A. Scale, 1:20.

Shops - Of the six shops which originally existed along the north end of
Insula IV, four had been preserved below the platform of the Roman temple
(Fig. 59 and PI. 20 a 8, b 8). The walls of these remained at some places to a
height of over 2 m. Shop 63 was 3.54 m. by 3.6 m. The doorway, which was
approximately in the middle of the north wall, was 1.47 m. wide, and had a recessed jamb for a double door. The outer part of the sill, in line with the offset
of the jamb, was raised 6.5 cm. above the main sill. Below the east side of the
room was the tunnel leading from House B to its cistern under the street, and
the roofing slabs of this tunnel formed part of the floor of the shop. The rest
of the floor was covered with polygonal stones, resembling those found in the
glacis at the west gate and in the pavement in the terrace south of the summit.
From the centre of the east wall a fragment of wall 25 cm. thick projected 1.2
m. into the shop, and divided this side of it into two recesses. In the north-
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west corner was a space of irregular shape, ca. 1.25 m. across, enclosed with a
row of rough stones. In this was a large round tannur, or oven, of coarse brown
pottery. Only the bottom of this was in situ, and in it lay fragments of two
large water jars with shoulder handles, and a small two-handled cooking pot of
ribbed, purplish ware. The side wall of this shop was of squared stones laid in
regular courses as alternate headers and stretchers (see PI. 20 a 8). The outer
wall, though of squared stones, was not so regularly laid, and apparently had
been rebuilt at a later period.
The next shop to the east, 66, was 3.62 m. by 4.2 m. Its door was 1.8 m.
wide, and constructed like that in 64. Its walls were in the main of rougher
stones. But at the door and in the wall dividing this room from 64 the stones
were dressed and fitted as in the latter room. Shops 67 and 68 were similar in all
respects to 66, both having wide doors opening on the street, but while 67 was of
the same width, 68 was only 2.96 m. wide. The south wall of rooms 66-68
was almost entirely destroyed by the fine Herodian wall, but enough of the foundations were left to show its position. The southwest corner of 68 had a feature
not found in any of the others. Instead of a sharp angle the two walls joined
in a wide curve, which had a heavy coat of white lime plaster. The southeast
corner of the room may have been similarly curved, but it was not preserved.
Only one corner of shop 65, west of 64, was preserved, the rest of it being in the
line of the heavy west wall of the Severan portico. To the west of the Roman
wall, the north wall of the shops continued to the corner, and where the superstructure was preserved the sill of another wide doorway was in situ, belonging
to a shop (Plan 7 No. 773) adjoining 65. Below the floors of these shops were
fragments of heavier walls of greater thickness and different masonry, belonging
to the Post-Israelite period. At the points where these were crossed by the walls
of the Hellenistic buildings they had been used as foundations.
e.

INSULA V

Insula V (in JK 9-13) lay to the east of the temple, and, as the east wall
of the latter cut through the middle of Street Gamma, the area was left undisturbed by the extensive temple foundations. It seems evident also that during
the Herodian or first Roman period, no buildings were erected at this side of
the temple, although the Preherodian houses (Insula V itself) seem to have been
terraced away. When, during the later period, a bath-house was built here, the
foundations of the earlier Hellenistic period were largely utilized. The depth of
debris was less than anywhere else on the summit, and, owing to this shallowness,
only the lower portions of the foundations were left standing (PI. 2 a). At the
northern end of the area were foundations of a group of rooms, Nos. 12, 14, and
15. The walls were characteristic of the Preherodian period, having large tiestones running through them at intervals. Belonging to this group was the small
cistern, No. 5, near the corner of the temple. Of the conduit which led to this
cistern, a small fragment remained. To the southwest were two other rooms, 18
and 19, the walls of which formed a sort of recess from the street. Near the cor-
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ner of this recess, outside the wall of room 18, began a conduit. This was built
of blocks hollowed out on top, and covered with slabs, like the conduits in Insule II and III. After following the wall for several metres, this turned out to
join the conduit coming from House A on the opposite side of the street. Its
connection with that conduit, however, was broken by the Roman wall.
The remainder of the strip (S1) was occupied by a series of earlier buildings
with walls 1 m. to 1.3 m. thick, which had been used throughout this period as
foundations for houses, and still later for the Roman bath-house. The building
at the southern end of the strip had only the northern wall and the northern
portions of the eastern and the western wall in situ. All the southern part had
been destroyed. The original building had been 16 m. in width from east to
west, but had been enlarged on the east and the north, and an irregular tower,
the opposite sides of which were neither equal nor parallel, had been erected at its
northwest corner. In the middle of the strip were similar walls, belonging to a
building the plan of which was clear, although our excavation toward the east
was not completed. On these walls had been erected a house belonging to the
insula period. The west wall of this house was built out in line with the street.
In room 26 was a cistern, No. 9, built up above the rock surface, with the usual
square shaft of slabs set on edge.

In room 24 were two tannurs at different

depths, marking approximately the floor-levels of two periods of occupation. One
of these (1) was 1 m. below the street (Gamma), and was the level of the floor
of the east house (Hellenistic), and the other (2), near the west wall, was 75 cm.
lower. In the northwest corner of the adjoining room (25) was another tannur
(3) at the same depth as the second in room 24, and these two marked the level
of the early thick-walled house. These large walls were well built, and resembled
the foundations of the buildings inside the Greek Fort Wall more than they did
those of the insula town (PI. 2 b 7). The tops of the walls were in every case
below the level of the street, and the walls of the tower erected against the southern building extended inside the limits of the later insula. It is obvious, therefore, that the thick walls represented a series of buildings erected before the summit was laid out in insuloe.
Judging from its position and size, this thick-walled building must have been
of considerable importance. From the debris in its vicinity came several fluted
drums of Doric columns, and built into one of the walls of the late Roman bath
was a large Doric capital. The flutes on the drums were well cut, with a fine
arris. These and the number of fine Doric capitals found built into the walls

along the west side of the summit were evidence that some large public building
had existed on the summit, as all these details were of large size and entirely out
of scale with any of the dwellings uncovered. It appeared probable that the walls
found in this strip were the foundations of the building in which these architectural details had been used. If this had originally been a temple, its face
would have been towards the east, so that the walls we have would represent only
part of the north and rear walls. Unfortunately, the portion remaining was insufficient to determine this.
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Several cisterns were found in this insula. Some of these were used only in
the early period, and covered over during the later, while others continued to be
used down into the Roman period. They do not present features differing from
those of the cisterns already described under the other insule.
f. INSULA VI

Insula VI (in CE 11-13) was south of Insula III, and separated from it by
the narrow slanting street. On the east it was bounded by Street Alpha, and
extended thence to Eta, along the western edge of the summit platform, and to
the south wall (Greek Fort Wall). On the north one small group of rooms was
found in situ. The floor of these rooms, as established by several doors still in
situ, was from 75 cm. to 90 cm. below that of the court of the Roman house
(PI. 34 b 8).

Room 712 seemed to be a large court from which opened two small

rooms on the east, 713 and 711. The east end of the latter had been carelessly
rebuilt at some subsequent period in the occupation of the house, and the new walls
at the northeast corner did not line up with the older walls. From the west of
712 a door opened to a room of which only a portion of the west wall remained.
This, however, was also of later construction. In the final Preherodian period the
floor was raised nearly to the level of the subsequent Herodian house, the old walls
becoming the foundations of the new building in the eastern part, while the rooms
were slightly altered in plan in the western side; but of these reconstructions very
little remained. To this final period belonged the conduit which led from the
northeast corner of 711 towards the southeast, emptying into S7 cistern No. 1.
The conduit was made of rectangular blocks of stone, cut with a deep channel
on the top, and laid end to end. It was covered with flat slabs, like those in
the southeast corner of Insula III. In the southern part of the house was another
group of rooms, built largely on the foundations of the Ostraca House, the rooms
being, in size and shape, similar to those of the latter. The floor-levels of the
first houses were ca. 1.5 m. above the level of the Ostraca House. Very little
filling-in had been done, as the surface of decay of the Ostraca House was left
undisturbed. Where the new walls did not coincide with those below, the foundations rarely cut through this surface of decay, but generally rested immediately
upon it. Here, as elsewhere, were found walls and earth floors of a second period,
30 to 40 cm. above the first. All these walls were of rough rubble, and were
foundations only. The entire superstructure had been swept away when the
Atrium House was erected over them, with its floor-level but a few centimetres
above the floor of the last house. In the southwest corner of this insula onlyv
a few scattered walls and sections of conduits were in situ. At the lower end of
the west street was a fragment of wall with two doors, inside of which were
several steps of a flight leading to the street-level. The houses of which these
room were a part belonged to an insula west of the line of the street along
this side. Apparently, therefore, they were built upon the foundation of the
great enclosing wall, which was manifestly not used as a Fort Wall in the
Preherodian or insula period.
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THE LOWER TERRACE QUARTER OF THE PREHERODIAN TOWN

Only a small area of the lower quarter of the Preherodian town has been
excavated. In the season of 1908 a number of walls belonging to this part of
the town (or to a later Roman town) were uncovered in a trial trench, designated as E, on the terrace immediately below and to the west of the summit.
In the following year a strip, called the Lower Terrace (L. T.), in line with
Insula IV, was cleared down to the edge of the cliff which marked the southern
boundary of the town. This area was traversed by a long street, Lambda,
neither end of which was reached by us, although we followed it through S3
and S5 for 36 m. beyond the west side of the main excavation of the Lower
Terrace. Here it disappeared under the edge of the S5 excavation. On the east
it had been broken by the Roman terracing. Throughout the part excavated,
its magnetic bearing was 120 15' north of west, but just eastward of the eastern
edge of the Lower Terrace, where it was cut by the later walls, it must have
made a slight turn north of east to conform to the contour of the hill. All
the walls in connection with it on the west (i.e., in L. T.) were perpendicular
to it, while all those remaining on the east (i.e., in S1) had a different
orientation.
While the upper quarter of the last Preherodian town was constructed on a
surface nearly level, slightly terraced to avoid excessive filling-in, the lower
quarter was built on a slope, so that a system of higher terraces was necessary.
The level of Street Lambda at its western end was 429.48 m., or 9 m. below
Street Gamma, opposite the entrance to House A, Insula IV. The floors of the
houses near the edge of the cliff were from 12.5 m. to 13 m. below this. The
houses were much less pretentious than those of the upper quarter, and not so
well built. The area excavated below Street Lambda was perhaps too small to
show the street system which divided the lower houses into groups, while the
high terrace bearing the Preherodian houses north of the street has practically
disappeared, owing to later constructions and to weathering. Nevertheless, for
the sake of convenience in reference, the area between the Greek Fort Wall
and Street Lambda has been designated Insula VII, and that south of the
street Insula VIII.
a.

INSULA VII

The part of the lower quarter called Insula VII (BH 15-16), so far as it was
uncovered, had been largely destroyed by the walls of the great Roman apsidal
building and the enclosing walls of the temple area (PI. 25 a 7, 8). The corner
of the apsidal building projected over the north line of Street Lambda, and
the only remains of any of the houses of the insula period was a short length
of wall preserved between the walls of the southwest room of the apsidal building (in F 15).
The remaining walls in this part of the site belonged to periods earlier than
the last Preherodian. To the west, near the southwest corner of the Ahab palace,
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were several rooms still in situ. These were below the street level, and therefore
belonged to the Hellenistic, or even to the Greek period. The walls of these rooms
ran through under the north wall of the Preherodian street, but were built
against the south wall. On the south side of the street were other rooms at a
From this fact we conclude that at this earlier period the
much lower level.
south wall of the street, which, as we shall see later, had been added to in
successive periods, formed a terrace wall between the two series of houses (see
Fig. 69).
The rooms in Insula VII were not sufficiently well preserved to furnish the
clue to the plan of any house. It is obvious that only those walls which could be
utilized as foundations for the new series of houses had been left undisturbed, the
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69. Section through west end of Street Lambda.

Scale, 1: 100.

others being destroyed for their materials. Room 314 was 1.82 m. wide and 2.69
m. long, and at its northwest corner was built partly over the remaining courses
of the Ahab wall (Fig. 69 n and PI. 25 b 7). The floor was 2 m. below the latest
street-level, and was of hard-packed earth. In the northeast corner were three
jars (see p. 285, on Pottery, Babylonio-Grecian, I, Nos. 5, 6, 7). At the east
end was a door 90 cm. wide, leading into room 316. Of this room only the wall
dividing it from the last room and a part of the north wall were in situ. All
these were of rough rubble, and had the character of foundation walls of the
period, and may, therefore, have been partly rebuilt to form cellars for the later
houses. Near the corner of the apsidal building were several fragments of foundation walls and part of a conduit, the bottom of which was 14 cm. below the
level of room 314. Between the two walls of the street were rooms 317 and
318. The former was 3 m. long, and its cross walls were of rough rubble.
Room 318, though its east wall was missing, was on the whole better preserved, and gave a better idea of the construction of the street walls (Fig. 69, elevation of masonry at left of section). The north wall of the street, h, was only
1.2 m. deep, resting on debris over the room walls below. It was built of flat,
square slabs laid as headers and stretchers, of which five courses were still in
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situ. The south wall was more complicated, and represented several periods of
reconstruction. The lowest part, e (Fig. 69), was built upon the surface of the
rock. It was 1.15 m. high, and built of large blocks laid as stretchers on edge
and as headers, with small stones filled in between them. The second period
was represented by the wall f, resting on e, but with its face set back ca. 30
cm. from that of the latter. This wall was 78 cm. high and contained four
courses of flat stones laid as shown. The third wall, g, was set back 50 cm.
from the face of f, and was 2.17 m. high, built in courses of rubble, with headers
running in at intervals as ties. Between the successive courses was a narrow
row of small stones, the general appearance of the wall being like that of the
Greek Fort Wall, but on a smaller scale.
b.

INSULA VIII

Adjoining the south side of the street Lambda the house walls of Insula
VIII (in L. T.) were well preserved, but to the south of these walls, except for a
series of rooms along the edge of the cliff, the houses were completely destroyed
by the Roman terracing. Parts of three houses were uncovered along the street,
of which House C was nearly complete (PI. 16 a). The levels of these houses
were ca. 5 m. below the Preherodian street-level, and in the case of C a portion of one of the flights of steps by which they were reached was found.
House A - The eastern part of this house had been destroyed by the angle
of the later terrace wall, and its southern part by the foundations of the Roman
bath. At a point which must have been about the middle of the front on the
street was a passage (43), 1.5 m. wide and 5.25 m. long, which may have been
the entrance. Its inner end was ca. 2 m. below the street, and it may have contained a flight of steps leading up to the street. At the lower end was a small
pier dividing the passage. Here doors led to rooms on the right and the left.
That on the west had a sill 2 m. below the street, and led into room 44. This
room was 3.35 m. by 4.7 m., and the floor had been destroyed, but 2.83 m.
below the sill level was another floor of beaten earth, 40 cm. above the rock surface. This floor, with the walls and floors in its vicinity, belonged to an earlier
series of buildings, erected before the street was cut through, just as in Insula
VII. Passage 43 opened into a large space (41), which probably was the court of
the last house. The width of this space was at least 3.5 m., and it had an
earthen floor, 86 cm. below the door of room 44. On the west side a door 85
cm. wide opened into room 40. This was a narrow chamber, only 1.3 m. wide,
and with probably the same length as the court. The sill of the door was 37
cm. above the court floor, and 8 cm. above the floor of the room. Below both
court and room was another earth floor, corresponding to that under 44. Under
the court (41) this earth floor was 14 cm. lower than that under 44; and in 40,
on a level with that under 44. The walls of the upper series were in situ to a
height ranging from 10 cm. to 75 cm. above the floor-level. The north wall of
40 was built on a rubble foundation extending 1.3 m. below the floor and rest-
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ing on a bed of small stones 55 cm. deep. The east wall, only 70 cm. deep,
also rested on a bed of small stones, which here contained numerous potsherds.
On the west the foundation rested partly on the top of the wall of the lower
series of rooms. Near the rock surface were fragments of walls belonging to
the previous building, but only one or two courses remained in situ. They usually were separated from the rock by a layer of debris 9 cm. to 19 cm. in
thickness.

House B - The walls of House B were intact from the side of the street to
the Roman terrace wall. Along the north were three rooms, the floors of which
were 1.87 m. below the street. Room 51 was 2.9 m. by 3.5 m., but only a small
part of its east wall remained. The next room (47) was 2.1 m. by 2.9 m., and on
the east was one jamb of a door leading to 45, which was 2.2 m. by 2.9 m. The
south wall of these rooms ran through unbroken, and was in situ 70 cm. to 1 m.
above the floor, and there was no opening into the rooms to the south. It would
appear, therefore, that they were shops opening on the street like those along
Street Beta. The other rooms presented no additional features to those of House
A. Below them all were the walls
of the first period, with traces of

the earlier earth floors still in
situ.

House C-This was the best
preserved house (FG 16-18) in the
lower quarter, and, as A in Insula
IV could be taken as the type
of the better class of houses,
C in Insula VIII was an equally
good example of the smaller
houses. Although its south end
was cut through by the later
terrace wall, the foundation walls
appeared again south of this, so
that little of the plan was missing (Fig. 70). The house was
9.7 m. wide and 18 m. long, and
rectangular in plan. On the west
side was a projection of 1.85 m.1
where the house fitted into the
adjoining one. The level of the
court was 5 m. below the street,
and was reached by a flight of
steps from the outer door, m,
70. Plan of House C, Insula VIII (restored). Scale, 1: 150.
which it shared with the next
house. These were built against
the west wall, and consisted of a straight, steep series beginning at the street
i

I
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wall and ending near the end of the offset. The entrance to House C was
at the foot of these, at n. Originally the door had opened on to a single
large room (63), which in turn connected with the court of the house
(PI. 14 c). But later this room had been shut off by a slanting wall of
rough masonry, forming the passage 64. The court (61) was 3.75 m. by 7.25
m
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On the east side of this court were two doors, one
opening into room 60, and the other into room 62.
The latter was 3.5 m. by 4.05 m., and its floor was
about level with the court. On the north side of this
room, and partly built into a shallow niche, was the
mouth of a cistern. The curbing was 5 cm. above
the floor. and wsas made of two slabs (Fia. 71).
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71. Curb of cistern in roonm 62.

Scale, 1:20.
It was 3.9 m. by 6.45 m., and its floor was 41 cm.
below that of the court. Its north wall was the earlier terrace wall, d (Fig. 72),
in continuation of that shown in Fig. 69, here, however, not extending to rock,
and more unevenly built. In the
middle of the east wall was a pisereet
it

laster, c (Fig. 72), intended to
carry the end of a transverse
beam for the ceiling. Along the
north wall, at a height of 2.9
m. above the floor, the masonry
was corbeled out, to carry the
cross beams. The top of this
corbel was 3.25 m., and this
represented the height of the
room. Below the floor was an
old cistern, which had been filled
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period. On the western side, a
led into room 63 which,
ace
as already stated, had been shut
72. Section through room 53, with street wall. Scale, 1 100.
off from the entrance. This door
(Fig. 70) had afterwards been blocked up, and the room abandoned. The western
wall of this room was a rough rock-scarp, evidently made for the lower end of
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the Ahab tower, of which the remains of the masonry, a (Fig. 72), were
found below the floors of this and the adjoining rooms. On the west side of the
court was the begini ning of a flight of
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(PI. 14 c +).
step (Fig. 73)

laid either with
single blocks 1.05 m.
long, or with two or
three flat blocks. The
first four steps rested
on solid masonry.
Then there was an
open space, 1.25 m.
wide, with a wall 60
cm. thick bevond it.
This space had prob-

ably been covered with
slabs or beams, and the steps continued above it and over the passage from the
entrance. This flight of steps led to several rooms built over 53 and 63.
These were 1.5 m. below the street, and overlooked the interior court of the
house. They were larger than those on the lower floor, for the outer wall on
this level was built beyond the earlier heavy wall, as shown by the shaded
wall on the plan (Fig. 70).
Only the entrance steps of the next house and the beginning of its walls were
cleared. As has been stated, the same stairway served for both houses, the passage in line with it continuing straight into the court 17 (Fig. 70) of the next
house. At the upper end of the stairway was evidence of a change in the level
of the street. The south wall of the street had evidently run through in its first
period. When the level had been raised by accumulations of debris, the stairway
fell short of it, and several additional steps had to be built, projecting into the
street to reach the newr level.
Other Houses-South of the three houses just described no trace remained
of any similar structures, except near the edge of the cliff. The walls of House C
were the only walls traceable south of the long terrace wall, which had cut through
and destroyed the lower ends of Houses A and B. Over these was the Roman
bath-house, while the east side of the rest of the lower terrace had been entirely
altered by the deep recess in the terrace wall. At some time during the Babylonio-Grecian period, the greater part of the south slope had been an open area
paved with polygonal stones (Fig. 74), similar to those used in the glacis at the
western gate (Pl. 15 a 7, 7). Near the centre the pavement was divided by a
wall 1.35 m. thick. East of this wall the pavement had a level of 422.85 m.,
and west of it 421.63 m. to 421.93 m., or from 94 cm. to 1.22 m. lower, but
both sides varied somewhat from these figures, owing to the rough and undu-
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lating surface, caused by pressure and by masses of masonry falling upon it
(P1. 13 c 7). The pavement had also a slight slope downwards from north to
south. The western portion was from 10 cm. to 30 cm. above the rock, and the
eastern from 60 cm. to 100 cm. above it, the space below being filled with
debris. The division wall was carried down to rock, and was built of large
blocks, well bonded together. It seemed to turn towards the east near the line
of the later lower terrace, and it formed the southern side of the pavement at
this end, while the western part continued a distance of 15 m. farther towards
the south to an edge of rock, beyond which the house walls along the cliff were
in situ. Towards the west the pavement extended beyond the limit of the
L. T. excavation; and towards the east it extended to where it was broken by
the Roman terrace wall.
Above the western part of the rubble pavement was a large, plastered chamber (39), the walls of which were parallel to the wall separating the two parts of
the pavement. This chamber was 10.35 m. long, but its width could not be ascertained, because the southern side hlad been destroyed. Its walls were of large
stones laid on debris. The western wall extended only 30 cm. below the floorlevel, and the northern 39 cm. The east wall rested upon the pavement. The
level of this room was 422.86 m. at its western end, and it sloped down at the
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74. Section through strata, showing pavement, cemented room, and subsequent levels (F-H 18). BabylonioGrecian terrace and pavement, shown by close shading; filling below it, d-otted; cemented room, crosshatched; insula house walls, broken shading; Roman walls, light shading; various debris fillings, light vertical
shading, with loose stones. Scale, 1:100.

east to 23 cm. below this. It was 1.23 m. above the pavement and 1.76 m. below
the court of House C. Its sides were coated with two layers of gray cement, and
at the eastern end patches of this were still in situ on the floor. Here there was
a tannur, 80 cm. in diameter, the bottom of which was sunk 12 cm. below the
pavement of the room. Below the large Roman room 20 to the east of this were
similar walls of large stones orientated in the same way; but besides these there
were no walls which could be assigned to this period, so that the significance of
the various rooms and of the pavement was not clear.
The foundation walls of the houses along the south edge of the cliff were
orientated like those of Houses A to C, and were, therefore, with the Street Lambda,
laid out with reference to the contour of the hill (PI. 12 a). Farther east, below
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the level of the Roman terrace, were fragments of foundation walls of the same
period, which had a different orientation, like those found in Insula V. This
shows that at about the point where the large section of the Israelite city wall
was uncovered the original contour of the hill, and accordingly the city boundary,
made a decided turn.
The lower houses were very much broken up (FJ 19-20). On the east was
a room (1) which had been built partly into a rock-scarp, and was evidently a
cellar for a house above. Near the centre a square pier, composed of large blocks
set upon edge, supported the ceiling. On the west two low steps led up to a door
with rabbeted jambs, opening into room 2. This room formed with room 3
another large cellar. The two rooms were divided by a row of small, square piers,
which carried the division wall of the rooms above. Along the east wall of room
3 were the remains of a flight of steps leading to the upper rooms. At the foot
of the steps a door led to a room on the east. The walls of these cellars were
of rough rubble masonry resting upon the rock. The piers and jambs were of
squared blocks. To the southeast of these rooms were the foundations of other
rooms belonging to the same group. In one of these was a cistern (L. T.,
No. 4), built like that in room 62 of House C, with a flat stone curb recessed for
a cover. Along the south edge of the strip was the rock-scarp for the Israelite
wall, and against this were remains of other walls. At the west was a room (8)
belonging to another house. This was approximately on the same level as rooms
1 and 2. Along the north side was a narrow portico with two round columns,
of which the lower part of one remained in situ. Behind this was a small cave
(No. 1. See Pls. 13 a and 12 a + 1). The doorway was low, and several rude
steps cut in the rock led down to it from the portico level. This doorway had
been sealed up with masonry in one of the periods during which the house was
occupied. Inside it were two mastabas of rough rubble (PI. 13 a). Another cave
(No. 2. See PI. 12 a +2) was just east of this, and contained a hard-packed
earth floor. The rock all along this edge had been honeycombed with caves, the
roofs of which, owing to the poor quality of the rock, had in several instances
broken through (PI. 12 a). Two other caves (Nos. 3 and 4), which had later been
utilized for cisterns, were nearer the edge of the cliff and farther east than those
just described (PI. 12 a + 3 and + 4).
3.

DETAILS

While the only details of this period found in situ were the column and the
bases of ante in the houses of Insula IV, which have been dealt with as parts
of those houses, a number of other fragments and whole details were found scattered over the summit. Fortunately, a large number of these had been used again
in walls of known date, and could thus be dated approximately themselves. The
following catalogue includes all of those which from their position in the strata
could be assigned to the Preherodian period, and also such others as closely
resembled those thus assigned.
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Group I. Doric capitals of simple form and crude workmanship, of late provincial type (Fig. 75).
1. Simplest example: square
abacus, straight echinus, with
slightly rounded (weathered?)
fillet. Size': w., 53.5 cm.; h.,
28 cm.; d., 42 cm. Built into
core of tower inside of west
Greek Fort bastion.

:
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2. Do., with one wide annula
(probably intended for two, but
unfinished). W., 51 cm.; h.,
29.5 cm.; d., 35 cm. From
debris in Insula II, room 910.
3. Do., with curved echinus and
beveled fillet.
W., 51 cm.;
h., 24.5 cm.; d., 42.5 cm.
Built into foundations of southwest Herodian tower (over
Greek Fort Wall).
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75. Doric capitals of Preherodian period.

Scale, 1: 20.

4. Do., with simple fillet (half-size section, a, of echinus curve). W., 57 cm.; h.,
32 cm.; d., 37.5 cm. From lowest part of Herodian foundations, south end of
inner west wall.
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76. Doric capitals and details, Preherodian period.

Scale, 1:20.

5. Do., with two annulse. Traces of deep orange stucco witli specks of red. W., 54 cm.;
h., 27 cm.; d., 40 cm. Built into core of tower inside west Greek Fort bastion (Fig. 76).
6. Do., with three annulae a (see half-size section). On one face of abacus a double recess,
b. W., 67 cm.; h., 28 cm.; d., 47 cm. Built into core of tower inside west Greek
Fort bastion.
Dimensions are given thus: w. - width; h. - height; 1. - length; D. = lower diameter of shaft; d. * upper diameter of shaft.
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7. Do., similar to No. 5, but with 20 flutes running to lowest annula. In centre of three
sides of abacus (fourth side broken), a vertical groove. Traces of deep orange stucco.
W., 59 cm.; h., 25.7 cm.; d., 46 cm. Built into core of tower inside west Greek Fort
bastion.
S. Large capital, with straight echinus and two wide annulae; 20 flutes with rounded ends.
Square dowels in top and base, and on one side of abacus a U-shaped groove for the
lifting rope. W., 94.5 cm.; h., 40 cm.; d., 68 cm. Built into Roman tower inside
northwest Greek Fort bastion.
9. Drum with 20 flutes, with rounded ends extending to within 31 cm. of one end of drum,
this end being plain, and of the same diameter as the fluted portion. H., 53 cm.; d.,
79 cm. Built into Roman tower inside northwest Greek Fort bastion.
10. Drum of 20 flutes. Two of these were dressed off> either to fit against a wall or to
make the block flush with a wall into which it had been built. H., uncertain (drum
broken); d., 75 cm. Built into Roman tower inside northwest Greek Fort Wall.
A number of drums, both plain and fluted, were built into the northwest and west towers
also. These were of various diameters, ranging from 40 cm. to 80 cm.

Group II.

Doric entablature fragments (Fig. 76).

11. Fragment of frieze with triglyph. W., 51 cm.; h., 30.4 cm. From debris below vat
with steps (No. 59) in House D, Insula IV.
Another similar fragment was found built into the foundations of the Severan portico,
and smaller fragments were found scattered in the debris at various places.

Group Im. Capitals and bases of ante (Fig. 77).
1. Capital of anta. W., 68.5 cm.; h., 28.5 cm.; top of pilaster, 53.5 cm. by 36.5 cm.
Built into foundation of west wall of Herodian temple.
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77. Capitals and bases of antwe, and capitals of piers, Preherodian period.
Scale, 1:20.

Group IV. Capitals of piers (Fig. 77). The piers were all rectangular with
engaged columns at each end, the capitals approximating the Doric capitals of
Group I.
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4. Capital with straight echinus and single fillet on rounded ends, and series of fasciae and
semi-rounds on straight portions. Top length, 76 cm.; size of shaft, 26.5 cm. by 63
cm.; h., 26.5 cm. From debris in north end of 810, ca. 50 cm. above rock.
5. Capital, without abacus; curved echinus and two rounded annula (section, a), with
greater projection on rounded ends. The base of the block still shows the construction
lines. A line bisecting the rounded ends marks the axis, and lines passing through
c c on the axis are guides for the cutting of the offsets. Top length, 81 cm.; shaft, 25
cm. by 70 cm.; h., 27 cm. From mass of masonry inside southwest Roman tower.
6. Capital, with two annulw (section, a) and fasciae below, uniform on all sides. Top
length, 80 cm.; height, 27.5 cm. From debris in house A, Insula IV.
7. Capital. Broken fragment. Curved echinus with two annulse on round ends (section, a); straight echinus with single fillet on straight sides. H., 23 cm. From debris
in L. T. 14.
A number of similar fragments of various sizes were found in the debris of 81, S2, S6,
etc. Drums cut in the same shape for shafts of piers were found in SI and 82.
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Group V. Ionic capitals and bases (Fig.
78). The capitals are very crude and conventional, and belong to the later part of the
Preherodian period.
Base No. 3 is possibly
Roman.
1. Capital, with simple curved abacus: elementary
volutes, being simply flat end of cushions with
echinus projecting from them. W., 63.5 cm.;
width by cushion, 39 cm. From Severan wall
west of temple.
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2. Capital, irregularly cut: abacus
bevel; echinus cut away around
On top, a mason's mark, A. W.,
cm. From debris in L. T., room
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78. Ionic capitals and bases, Preherodian period. Scale, 1: 20.

straight, with
end of volute.
63 cm.; h., 44
25.

3. Attic base with lower part of shaft. Lower torus:
D., 63.5 cm.; h., 54 cm.; upper d., 48 cm. From
L. T., room 25.

Group VI. Cornices, lower members with dentils.
Herodian (Fig. 79).

Late period, possibly even

1. Cornice, regular dentils against slightly curved cavetto. H., 27.6 cm.; projection, 7 cm.
From Roman foundation wall west of court (S11-23 W).
2. Cornice, with dentils beveled.
Length, 41 cm.; h., 27.8 cm.;
projection, 6.5 cm. From wall
west of temple.
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3. Cornice, with dentils against
straight molding.
Length,
793. Cornices.
48 cm.; h., 27 cm.; projection, 8.5 cm. From west wall of Severan temple.
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Scale, 1: 20.

4. Cornice, with cyma reversa below dentils. Length, 40 + cm.; i., 27 cm.; projection,
9 cm. From debris between west walls of Herodian temple.
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Group VII. Miscellaneous details, probably belonging to this period (Fig.
80).
1. Lower part of column with shallow base moldings. One side roughly chipped off. H., 85 cm.;
d., 39.5 cm.; height of base, 23 cm. From
debris below Roman bath-house in S1 (room
22).
2. Top (?) of column with circular plinth beveled
to face of shaft. Oil one face of bevel, a
mason's mark, M. H., 45.5 cm.; d., 38.5 cm.;
diameter of plinth, 48 cm. From debris over
west wall of long vault of temple court.
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--80. Miscellaneous details of Preherodian (?) period. Scale, 1:20.

THE WEST GATE

During the whole Hellenistic period the western entrance of the city and the
enclosing walls adjacent to it approximated closely to the lines of the Israelite
On the site of the large square Israelite tower a new
period (Plan 10, blue).
tower of much smaller dimensions was erected, the stones of the previous structure being utilized to a large extent in the new work (PI. 42 b 7). The west face
of the Hellenistic tower was orientated differently, being 17° 15' west of north, so
that it was not set squarely in the rock cutting. The great weight of the Roman
tower afterwards built upon it had caused this face to bulge outwards about 10
cm., and had depressed the courses at the centre.

On its north side the tower

projected ca. 7.5 m. from the face of the main wall, the actual angle with it, however, being concealed under the mass of masonry forming the angle of the Roman
curtain wall and the north round tower.
Four courses of the masonry were still in situ, 47, 59, 56, and 49 cm. high,
respectively (PIs. 45 b 7 and 44 b 7). They were laid, as a rule, with alternate
headers and stretchers, but this system did not obtain throughout.

In several

instances there were two headers between the stretchers, as in the Ahab walls.
The surfaces of the stones were not uniformly dressed (see elevation, Plan 11).
Many of the blocks still had rough bosses with chiseled margins, and others had
a chisel dressing all over, as-in the superstructure masonry of the Ahab period.
These were the blocks taken from the older tower. In the upper row occurred
stones which had " comb-picked " margins. These stones had clearly been employed to repair the masonry when it was used as the foundation for the Roman
tower. The blocks were carefully fitted on the faces, and tapered towards the
inside, the interstices being filled with small stones and chips. The core of the
tower consisted of rough rubble masonry. The north face was of a character quite
different from that of the west. Here the stones, although laid in courses, were
much smaller, and were roughly fitted, without any attempt at finishing. Near
the outer corner of the lowest course was a fragment of the earlier wall, which projected from below it 30 cm. The south face could not be examined, because at
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the corner it was only 20 cm. from the face of the rock-scarp forming the original
ramp to the gateway, and this space rapidly decreased towards the east. So far
as visible, the masonry resembled that of the north face, being rough and unfinished.
The main wall running north from the tower was built in the outer part of
the Israelite trench, the inner part being occupied by the Babylonian wall (PI.
44 c 7). It was 3 m. thick, and extended 21° west of north for a distance of 13.6
m. Here there was a curved bastion (DE 3-4), 14.5 m. wide, projecting from the
line of wall ca. 4.3 m. (PI. 43 b 7). Only the southern end of this was in situ
to a height of 1.5 m., and from this its radius was calculated to be ca. 8.3 m.
The masonry was of rough rubble, with a facing of small dressed stones, not, however, of so fine a character as the large square tower at the gate. Inside the round
bastion was a square bastion of the Greek Fort Wall which was earlier than the
Hellenistic wall. Beyond the bastion the wall turned and ran 9° 40' west of
north. The exterior face of the wall here was wholly destroyed, and its line could
be traced only by the edge of the rock trench and the inner layers of masonry.
Near the north end of the excavations (A 1) was a conduit of rough stones, which
had been built over the ruins of the wall. This formed an S-shaped curve, and
sloped downwards towards the southwest. Outside of the Hellenistic wall and extending from the Herodian wall to about the centre of the round bastion was a
sloping pavement of rubble, like that below the houses of Insula VIII on the terrace
south of the summit. It had probably extended along the whole length of the
outer wall, but beyond the round bastion all traces of it were destroyed. It had a
slope of 1 in 3, and extended out indefinitely towards the west, below the mass of
debris inside the Roman walls.
5.

WALLS ON THE EASTERN SLOPE

Below the level of the Roman Basilica was a series of large, well-built walls,
differing from the walls of the former slightly in orientation and wholly in character. The walls in situ formed the northwest corner of a large building, which
may have been a temple (Plan 12, blue, and Pls. 48 a 7; 49 d 7; and 51 b). The
inner wall was ca. 2 m. thick, and was traced towards the east for over 19 m.
For the greater part of this distance it was but one course in height, as east of
the Basilica the floor-level of the Roman period was quite close to the rock. The
northwest corner of the wall was buried partly under the foundation of the east
row of interior columns of the Basilica, and farther south the wall was wholly
destroyed (BE 3-4). Outside this wall, and parallel to it at a distance of 5.7 m.,
Both these walls were built of large
was another wall, 2.6 m. in thickness.
blocks, with smaller stones used for filling. Between and not parallel to them was
a third wall, sunk in a rock trench. This wall was 2.3 m. thick, and belonged to
an earlier period, probably the Israelite period. The thick outer wall continued
towards the east beyond the colonnade and under the debris of the Forum. At
some later time a new wall was built partly inside this outer wall and partly over
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it (see PI. 48 a 7), the space between the outer wall and the Israelite wall being
filled with large stones, fragments of entablatures, and other architectural details
up to the top of the remaining earlier walls. Over this was built an irregular
wall of small rubble, in which large blocks were also used. On the exterior this
wall was faced with finely dressed masonry.
Built into the foundations of the Herodian Basilica were numbers of plain
drums and Ionic capitals like those found on the summit.

CHAPTER IV
THE ROMAN PERIOD

(Plans 2-4, 8-12)

[40 B.C.-400 A.D.]

Buildings on summit-Herodian temple-Forecourt-Subterranean corridor-Vault-Stairway-Altar-Stelae
-Statue -Temple
proper -Apsidal
building-Atrium HIouse - Temple of Severus;- Buildings south of the
temple -Calidarium -Tunnel-Architectural
details of Severan period--MasonsT marks-West gate-HIouses
near gateway -Architectural
details froIm gateway -Street
of columns - Forum - Basilica -Hippodro:meMinor excavations-MIausoleurn

During the Roman period the city attained its greatest extent and magnificence. Herod rebuilt the city on entirely newr plans and with an enlarged area.
The enclosing walls were re-erected, considerably outside of the old lines, excepting
at the western gate, the site of which was still retained as tle main entrance to
the city. Through the new area south of the summit a wide street, with colonnades on either side, was built from the gate eastward. This followed the contour
of the hill along the foot of the cliff, which, until this period, had formed the
limits of the city. On one of the eastern terraces of the hill was placed the
Forum of the city, enclosed with a colonnade, and with the Basilica at its western
end. The highest point of the hill was reserved by Herod for a large temple in
honor of his patron, Augustus. This was erected on an artificial terrace, the
retaining walls of which, protected at the corners and at the sides with towers,
were built largely on the old Greek Fort Wall. On this elevation, besides the
temple and its extensive forecourt, were erected several other buildings in connection with it. To the northeast of the Forum, but considerably below it, a Hippodrome was laid out, and farther along on the north side of the hill the conformation of the ground and protruding fragments of Inasonry indicate the site of
a Theatre.
1.

THEI

SUMMUIT

The complex of temple buildings was situated on a huge artificial platform,
built over the old Post-Israelite fortress and the upper Hellenistic town, and its
extent was largely influenced by their enclosing walls (Plan 2 red, and Plan 8).
The length of the platform, from north to south, was 150 m. over the projections, and its width, from the west wall to the axis of the temple, 53 m. As only
the western portion of the summit has been cleared, incll(ling the whole of the
main building, with a narrow strip (S1) east of it, the entire width of the complex is as yet unknown, but was probably ca. 100 In. Along the west the new

walls followed closely the lines of the Greek Fort Wall, using them to a large
extent as foundations. On the north and south likewise, as far as the excavations
If67
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extended, the same was true, except that large projecting wings were built out
beyond the lines of the older wall, to carry, in the one case, the north end of the
forecourt of the temple, and in the other, the large apsidal building behind the
temple. Along this wall were large defensive towers. The temple with its forecourt and colonnades occupied the larger part of the area. Its axis was 14° 30'
east of north, so that the walls did not agree with those of any of the preceding
periods. The temple proper occupied the highest part of the hill, and was elevated
upon a podium 4.4 m. higher than the forecourt. The remainder of the area was
from 2 m. to 4 m. below the court. The space between the west colonnade and
the outer west wall was occupied by a long, narrow building divided longitudinally by long walls. Only the foundations of this were in situ, and it was im-
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81. Transverse section through strata west of court (Sll). Scale, 1:100.

possible to determine its character. Between this and the outer wall of the platform was a street, 2.7 m. wide. This in the Severan period was 1.7 m. below the
level of the court, and in the Herodian period must have been somewhat lower.
From this street another, 5.5 m. wide, branched off at right angles, and extended
just south of the temple vault to the west wall of the temple, along which it
turned towards the south as a much narrower passage. The level of the latter
was 2 m. above the west street, and the remains of a flight of steps were found
just south of the long vault, extending the full width of the cross street. These,
however, belonged to the Severan period, but there must have been a similar staircase here in the first period, connecting the two levels.
Fig. 81 gives a transverse section showing the relation of these walls to each
other and to the earlier strata (compare PI. 41 a 8, 9). On the right (sc) is the
long subterranean corridor, with the original Herodian wall, h, and the Severan
lining, s. In the centre are the foundations of the long building (R) west of the
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court. The original foundations are marked h h, and the restored upper parts
s s. The construction trenches in which these were built are p p, carried down
through the intervening strata. The street along the inside of the west wall is
at the extreme left. The position of the two flights of steps leading from the
corridor to the west street level, and from the latter to the peristyle above the
vault, is shown on PI. 40 c 9. (See Plan 8 D 8.) The earlier walls and debris
are sufficiently explained by the key.
To the west of the main temple building was a large house with a spacious
peristyle court, and remains of a mosaic floor in one of the rooms (PI. 35 a 9).
This house, called the Atrium House, was separated from the temple by the
narrow passage already mentioned and from the structure on the south by
another passage running west. Below the street which bounds the southern
facade was a wide and deep drain covered with large slabs of stone. The tops
of these formed part of the surface of the street, the rest being filled with beaten
earth, common to the streets in all periods. Behind the temple (south), and
separated from it by a passage 1.8 m. wide, was a building containing a large
central hall with an apsidal south end and smaller rooms on either side of it
(PI. 7 b, c 9). From its position and plan, the building must have been of
considerable importance, but, as only the foundations were in situ, its use could
not be determined. The space east of the main building must have been reserved
as an open space, as there were no traces of Herodian walls, but only of those
belonging to the various Preherodian periods and to the later Roman period.
Retaining wall-The enclosing or retaining wall of the platform was protected at the corners and sides by large irregular towers. Only those at the
northwest (PI. 41 b 9) and southwest corners (PI.

I

32 b 9) and the one near the middle of the western
side (PI. 39 a 9) have been uncovered. There could
have been none at the middle of the south side, because
here was the projecting wing carrying the apsidal building, nor on the north side, because there must have
been the monumental entrance to the temple court.
The southwest tower was not rectangular, only the
southeast corner being a right angle. The east and
north sides of this tower were carried down to rock,
with the characteristic Herodian foundation masonry
an
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with the early fort walls as foundations, and therefore
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conformed to the direction of these foundations. The
east side of the tower was 16.8 m. long, the south 18 m., the west 16.25 m.,
and the north 18.7 m. The south and west walls, being exterior walls, were
respectively 3.35 m. and 3 m. thick, while the north and east walls were only
2.6 m. and 2.75 m. The tower near the middle of the west wall was built upon
the base of the older tower inside the Greek Fort bastion at that point, and was
8.8 m. by 10.3 m. The exterior walls were of large stones roughly fitted and
82. Masonry at northeast comer of
west Roman tower. Scale, 1 : 20.
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roughly dressed, with the corners bonded as shown in Fig. 82. The interior of the
tower was filled solidly with rubble, including numerous Doric capitals and drums
of columns from the previous period. The tower at the northwest corner was
also solid, and built with a finished facing over a core of rough rubble mixed
with fragments of columns. The outer part of this tower had been removed by
stone thieves, leaving only the south wall and a portion of the east wall in situ.
The foundations were carried down to rock, and along the south side the construction trench, 7.7 cm. wide, was very clearly visible (Fig. 49, on p. 124). Of
the curtain wall between these towers but little remained. On the west side of
the street, which extends along the edge of the platform, were a few courses of the
interior face of this wall, where it had been rebuilt during the later Roman
period, but probably on the same lines as the first wall.
a.

THE TEMPLE OF HEROD

Forecourt- North of the temple was a large open space, with colonnades on
its sides, and probably also part way along its north front (Plan 8 FH 1-8).
This court extended southwards from the northern edge of the platform. At its
south end was the altar, and behind this a broad flight of steps led to the temple
proper (Pls. 17 a; 18 c; 19 b). While only the western part of the forecourt has
been cleared, its plan and character were quite evident from the foundation walls
in situ; and the relative positions of the altar, the great staircase, and the main
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83. Section through subterranean corridor, showing its different periods.

Scale, 1:100.

building were similar to those in other temples of nearly the same period. The
court may be considered as having been laid out symmetrically on either side of
the central axis of the main temple. At the south, or temple end, it was 48.5
m. wide. From this point northward the sides diverged, so that at a distance
of 60 m. from the south side the width was 54 m. The length of the court was
traced along the west side for over 60 m. To judge from the position of the steep
slope forming the northern side of the summit, the total length can scarcely have
been more than 70 m. At the south end its level was 437.31 m. above the sea,
but the floor sloped slightly towards the north, for the purpose of drainage. A
high retaining wall must have been built along the northern side of this platform,
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and access to this from the next terrace, nearly 20 m. below, would naturally
have been by means of a long flight of steps. The entrance was on the axis of
the court, and from either side of this started the colonnade which continued
along both sides of the court.
Corridor- On the west this colonnade was supported on a vault 6.2 m. wide
(subterranean corridor), the floor-level of which at the south end was 4.86 m.
below the level of the court. Owing to its gradual upward slope, the floor of the
corridor, midway of its length, was 5.65 m. below the level of the court. The east
wall of the subterranean corridor, which was also the retaining wall for this side
of the court, was 1.95 m. thick, while its west wall was only 1.4 m. (Fig. 83 and
PI. 23 c d). The east wall was built over an Israelite wall, A, which, to some
extent, may have influenced the builders in giving the wall the divergence noted
above (PI. 23 b 9). These walls were always carried down to rock. For the first
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84. Elevation of east wall of subterranean corridor.

Scale, 1 :100.

23 m. of the length from the south end of the subterranean corridor, this rock
surface was level, and only 40 cm. below the floor of the corridor. Here there was
an Israelite scarp, 3.2 m. high, so that north of this point the walls had to be
carried much deeper, following the slope of the surface downwards to the north.
Against the face of the scarp a wall, 1.2 m. thick, had been built, evidently to
carry a cross wall dividing the vault.
Along the central axis of the corridor were nine bases, 75 cm. square. These
were cut in the rock, and the earthen floor was level with their tops. (Cf. section C,-D on Plan 4, and PI. 24 e.) They were spaced irregularly, with intervals
of 2.5 m. or 2.6 m., and had carried piers of masonry (Fig. 83, 1), on which had
rested a series of arches running lengthwise of the vault. Upon these and the

85. Elevation of west wall of subterranean corridor.

Scale, 1:100.

sides were probably carried two long barrel vaults, m m. Beyond the rock-scarp
of the corridor, in line with the row of bases, was built a foundation wall which
was apparently intended to support the continuation of the arches, but none of
the piers remained.
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In the later Roman period, the width of the corridor was lessened by thick
layers of ashlar masonry (S S) built against the Herodian walls, H H. This was
dressed off smooth and stuccoed (Figs. 84 and 85), but there is no evidence that
in the original structure the walls had been thus finished. At the points marked x
on Fig. 85 this later stucco had been deeply grooved to represent stonework. The
double barrel vault of the roof was replaced by a single vault, n (Fig. 83), and
the floor raised so as to cover the rock bases of the square piers (PI. 24 d, 10).
If we assume that the wall against the scarp was a transverse division wall of
the corridor, it is possible that there existed another similar wall farther to the
north, dividing the corridor into three parts, each of them 23 m. in length. This
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86. Plan of temple vault (EF 8).

Scale, 1:100.

would give the total length of the vault, including the walls, as something over
70 m., which, as we have seen, judging from the conformation of the hill, must
have been approximately its real length. The southernmost of these chambers
had been entered in Herodian times through a doorway, k (Fig. 85, and PI. 24
e 9), 1.9 m. wide, near the southern end of the west wall. During the later
Roman reconstruction this door had been filled with masonry, and the dressed
ashlar facing carried across it. But below this later masonry the first two steps
of a flight leading upwards to the west were found, and farther west were some
additional steps of a flight adjoining this (S8-841), but rising towards the colonnade. No doubt, the lower flight led to the level of the west street, which was
approximately half-way between the level of the corridor and that of the colon-
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nade, and the other flight continued from this level to the colonnade (see xx,
Fig. 81 on p. 168). The other divisions of the corridor may have had similar
entrances.
Temple Vault-From the south end of the subterranean corridor a vault,
6.7 m. wide and 12.5 m. long, at right angles to it, extended to the facing wall
of the great staircase (Fig. 86, and Pls. 22 a; 24 b). This may originally have
.

*.1

or

been quite closed on
from the subterranean
corridor.
Its original
door, B, was 2 m. wide
and was on the south
side, and opened on to
a steep flight of steps,
c, leading from the
street west of the main
temple building. During the later reconstruction of the building this
was walled up and a

new doorway, d (PL.
87. Section A-B through temple vault. Scale, 1:100.
22 b, d 10), made, connecting it with the subterranean corridor. At the same
time all the division walls of the corridor were done away with.
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plastered with cement. The only porT -- ^
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tion of this masonry which belonged to
88. Elevation of north wall of vault, showing three
the Herodian period was the three lowlowest courses of Herodian masonry. Scale, 1:100.
e
est courses in the north wall, which,
according to the characteristic Herodian method of construction (see p. 178), were
laid entirely of headers or stretchers (Fig. 88).
The other portions of the facing walls had been entirely rebuilt. Outside the
south wall, where the entrance had been, the excavations disclosed the regular
Herodian foundations. The later structure was covered with a single barrel
vault, of which one complete and several incomplete rings were still in situ, v v,
and, as there was no trace of any central division, it may be that in the first
period also there was a similar single vault (PI. 24 b 10).
Estimated from the height of the walls and the width of the barrel vaulting,
the floor of the colonnade must have been from 1.5 m. to 2 m. above the level
of the great court.
The surface of the rock to the east of the court was much higher than that
to the west, and it is, therefore, not likely that such elaborate substructures for
the eastern colonnade were necessary. It is certain that no vault similar to that
- -

- - -
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on the west of the staircase existed on the east. There was, however, on the east
a foundation wall in line with the north face of the vault.
Staircase - The main building was set back 19.5 m. from the line of the
court, and the greater part of this recess was occupied by the monumental staircase. This extended the full width of the building, 21.8 m. (PIs. 17 a and 18 c).
The lower part was masked on the sides by the two small buildings which were
erected upon the vault to the west and upon the foundations corresponding to
it on the east.
There could not have been much difference in general plan between the Herodian staircase and the Severan staircase, which was found in situ. From the latter we found that the average width of the treads was 38.5 cm., and their average
height 18.6 cm. As the podium of the earlier temple was approximately the same
height as the later one, i.e., 4.40 m. above the court, the staircase consisted of 24
steps, making a total height of ca. 4.45 m. These were divided into two equal
flights by a step 1 m. broad. The position of the Herodian staircase was determined by the fragment of foundation in situ. The staircase began ca. 5.5 m.
behind the line of the court and extended ca. 9.5 m., leaving a platform 4.5 m.
wide before the temple portico.
Altar-At the foot of the staircase (G 7), and nearly 1.5 m. inside the line of
the court, was the altar (Pls. 17 a; 18 c). It was not on the axis of the temple,
but its centre was 60 cm. to the east. It was built upon a foundation of small
rubble masonry, e, 35-50 cm. in depth, resting upon the sloping rock surface,
d (see PI. 18 b and Fig. 89). It was 1.81 m. wide and 3.6 m. long, with its long

89. Elevation of north face of altar, and section.

Scale, 1: 40.

axis parallel to the staircase. The total height was 1.74 m. The base, 45.5 cm.
high, was composed of two members, a plain plinth course 28 cm. deep, and a beveled course 17.5 cm. high. A narrow fillet, 2 cm. deep and set in 3 cm. to 4
cm. from the edges, separated the two. The projection of this base varied on different sides, being 26.5 cm. on the north, or best preserved, face and 22.5 cm. on
the west. The cornice, 21 cm. deep, consisted of a plain beveled course, with a
4 cm. fillet above it. Its projection varied from 15.5 cm. to 17.5 cm. Above this
was a plinth 15 cm. deep, set in all round 2 cm. from the main face of the altar.
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The exterior was of well-dressed and well-bonded masonry (g), laid in regular courses. The main face was of two courses of alternating headers and
stretchers, with the base and cornice courses laid as stretchers only. The interior
was filled with rubble (f), and the top plinth (h) consisted of small slabs built
over and concealing this rubble core. The facing stones appeared to be very
loosely fitted vertically, some of them being separated as much as 3 cm. Whether
this loosening was due to strain or to bad workmanship is uncertain. It had,
however, been concealed under a coating of white stucco, of which patches I cm.
thick remained on the south side. In the debris around the altar were a number
of fragments of fine thin white marble slabs, with well-cut letters. These pieces
may have belonged to a dedicatory inscription fastened to the face of the altar,
or to the walls of the temple above. (See p. 19 f.)
Steal - Along the east side of the altar, and at distances varying from 8
cm. to 28 cm. from it, had stood a row of three votive altars or stele, and in
line with them, but nearer to the foot of the staircase, was a fourth (Pl. 18 c).
They all belonged to the Severan period, but are treated here because they formed
a distinct part of the altar group. Of Nos. 1, 3, and 4 only the bases
remained in situ, the stelae themselves being missing. No. 2 still stood on its
original base, but it was so badly weathered that the inscription was for the most
part illegible. The base of No. 1 was 53 cm. by 64 cm., and was a plain plinth
block, 30 cm. high, with a shallow mortise, 39 cm. by 50 cm. in its top, to receive
the base of the stela.
Stela No. 2 (Fig. 90) stood on a base 55 cm. wide, 69 cm. long, and 38 cm.
high. Its top had been cut to form a rim 5 cm. deep and set back 5 cm. from
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the edge all around, formmng a mortise tor the stela. OJn the
east side this rim had been cut away. The stela was 95 cm.
high. It had a plain plinth base only 9.5 mm. higher than
the mortise in which it rested, so that only a narrow portion
of it showed above the rim of the latter. Above this was a
very poorly cut cyma reversa, with a fillet 1.8 cm. above it.
This molding projected only 4 cm. from the main face of the
stela, a flatness of molding characteristic of all the later
Roman work on the site. The face of the stela was 56.6 cm.
high, and tapered from 40 cm. in width on the inscribed (east)
face to 39 cm. at the top. The width on the side was 27 cm.
The stela was crowned by a cyma recta, with a fillet below, and
above it was the top plinth, 7 cm. high, and projecting 5 cm.
Above this was probably another rectangular plinth, but the
surface was worn away to an irregular shape. In its centre

was a circular depression, 23 cm. in diameter and 8.5 cm. deep. 90. Votive altar No.
2* Scale, 1 : 20*
This was obviously a socket for a bust or other ornament, as
there was a small square dowel hole at the bottom. Nothing, however, was
found in the neighboring debris which would afford any clue as to what had been
placed upon the top of the stela. (For the inscription see PI. 59 e, and p. 21.)
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No. 3 was considerably larger than the other bases, being 76 cm. wide, 83
cm. long, and 30 cm. high. Instead of a single rim, it had one with two steps
enclosing a mortise 33 cm. by 47 cm. No. 4 was a plain base without any rim,
45 cm. by 61 cm., and with no mortise cut in its top.
All of these bases were sunk to varying distances below the surface
of the court, and rested merely on the debris filling, without any other foundations or footings. No. 1 was at a slightly higher level, as the earth surface below it had been sloped up to join the short flight of steps of the
Severan period.
During the season of 1908, when the altar and stairway were dug out, another
fine stela, No. 5 (Fig. 91, and PI. 59 d), was found lving in the debris on the
lower part of the staircase, opposite the altar. It was in good

I

91. Altar No. 5, found
in 1908 above

preservation, only portions of the top being broken off, but all
the fragments were found near it. The stela did not fit any of
the bases in situ, so that, if it formed a part of this group, its
actual position is lost. It was made of hard, local stone, and
the inscription, while irregularly and carelessly cut, was quite
deep, and had originally been colored red. Traces of this color
remained in the corners of the letters. The height of the stela
was 1.26 m. The base, 40 cm. in height, was composed of a
plinth of 25 cm., then a torus and fillet of slight projection with
an inverted cyma recta and another fillet above it. The face of
the stela was 40 cm. high and 40.6 cm. wide, and had no
taper. The crowning moldings consisted of a cyma recta
between fillets supporting a plinth, the whole height being
13.6 cm. Above this at the four corners were plain acroteria,
In the centre
which enclosed a circular plinth 27 cm. high.

of this was a shallow basin, which in this case seemed to
There was no trace of fire and the
staircase, near altar. be the usual focus.
Scale, 1 : 20.
basin was, therefore, used for libations only. (See p. 20, No. 30.)
Statue - In the debris east of the altar was found a mutilated marble statue
of heroic size lying on its back (PI. 79 e f). The legs were missing and also both
arms and the head. The length of the figure from base to neck was 2.4 m., and
with the head the statue must have been very nearly 3 m. in height. The workmanship was exquisite and the proportions and modeling of the portion preserved
represented the best Roman period. The figure can scarcely, therefore, have belonged to the later Roman occupation. On the right breast were the insignia of
an emperor, and we can hardly be wrong in assuming that the statue was a portrait of Augustus, to whom the temple was dedicated.
In the debris near the southeast corner of the building was found in 1908 a
fragment of a large head containing the forehead, both eyes, and part of the nose.
This was also of marble, but of a slightly different color. As it was modeled
to the same scale as the large figure, it may have formed part of a new head
affixed to the statue during the later period.
7
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The Temnple - The temple (FH 10-13) was raised on a podium 4.4 m. high.
Of the original building we have only foundations, but these were so largely preserved as to show the complete plan. At some parts they remained standing up
to the beginning of the dressed masonry. On the north side several courses of
this masonry were still in situ. The dimensions over thle foundations were 23.95
m. by 34.9 m., very closely approximating 2:3. At a distance of 6.95 m. from
the north end was a cross wall (Pls. 6 a, c 9; 10 c, d 9; 20 a 9). This carried
the front wall of the cella (5). The space to the north, approximately one-fifth
of the length, was given to the portico (3). South of the cross wall the building was divided into three parts longitudinally by long walls bonded into the
cross wall and the rear wall (Pls. 6 c 9; 8 d 9). These walls were 4.07 m. and
4 m. from the exterior faces on the east and west sides respectively. The space
between them was 12.45 m., so that the cella (5) had approximately this width,
and was 24.35 m. in length.' The side aisles (4) and (6) were 2 m. wide. On the
west side, 4.8 m. from the front, were the foundations, unmistakably Herodian
throughout, of a wing 5.6 m. wide and 12.1 m. long. Before the entire area
south of the temple had been cleared it seemed that the wall just south of the
rear wall and nearly the same distance from it as the inner walls were from the
sides of the building, belonged to the temple, and that the temple had, therefore, been peripteral (see walls 9 9 in centre of PI. 10 a). But no intercolumniation could be found which would work out perfectly for the short and the long
faCade, especially taking into account the disturbing wing on the west. Further
excavation disclosed that the wall in question was the north wall of the large
apsidal building, and not a part of the temple at all. It was not quite parallel
to the south wall of the temple and towards the west it extended beyond the limits
of the latter. The foundations of the main temple were found to be widened at
the angles to carry pilasters.
Construction- Near the northeast corner, where the rock was highest, the
surface of the rock was only 20 cm. below the court level. At the southern wall
it was 5 m. below, and near the middle of the western wall it was 3.97 m.
Trenches ca. 1 m. wider than the proposed wall were cut down through all intervening debris to this rock surface, or to an equivalent solid foundation, such as
the Israelite walls afforded. All the small walls of the intermediate periods in
the line of the trenches were destroyed. In these trenches the foundation walls
were built, the space on either side being afterwards packed with some of the debris
taken out of the trenches.
The foundation walls were not of uniform thickness, and each one was made
wider at the base, the successive courses being set back slightly from those below.
The exterior walls were nearly 2.5 m. thick at the base, and 2.1 m. at the top, while
the inner walls were 2.1 m. at the bottom and 1.7 m. at the top. The stones,
taken largely from the earlier buildings, were roughly squared slabs, ca. 50 cm.
to 70 cm. long (a few nearly 1 m.), while the width varied from 35 cm. to 45
'AU dimensions had to be taken over the rough and irregular
foundation walls and could in themselves be only taverages.

At no tswo points over the walls would exactly the slame
figures :beobtained.
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Sometimes Doric capitals and frag-

ments of entablatures from the Hellenistic and Preherodian towns were built into
the lower courses of the walls (PI. 10 b). The system of construction, while not
uniform throughout the whole structure, adhered rather closely to one general
scheme, and was characteristic of the period. The first course, resting on the
rock, was always composed of stones laid flat. In some places there were two, or
more rarely three, of these flat stretcher courses to bring the footings up to a
uniform level (see wall 9 at left in PI. 10 a). The remainder of the wall was laid
with groups of courses varying in number, laid throughout as headers on edge,
with a single or double course of stretchers
separating each group. In the outer, western
wall (Fig. 92, and PI. 10 a), which was
preserved to a height of nearly 3.7 m. at the
southern end, there were two courses, a, of
stretchers on the rock, then four courses of
headers, b, with an edge of from 36-45 cm.
each. Then a course of stretchers, c, of 16
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cm., with three header-on-edge courses, d, 40-

Sta

43 cm. deep.

92. Characteristic masonry used in Herodian

foundation.

Scale} 1: 100.

Further north, along this same

,

1*ii,

wall, there remained above this an additional

stretcher course, e, 10 cm. deep, and a header course, f, of 40 cm. In a part
of the wall the lower header course of the upper group, d, was replaced by two
stretcher courses, g. The top of the wall, upon which was laid the dressed superstructure, was usually laid with flat stretchers; but along the eastern and northern sides the dressed masonry was laid directly upon the header courses.
The angles were well bonded together, the system being a natural result of
that employed in the other parts of the walls (Fig. 93). The headers (b b) in
alternate courses at the corner became stretchers (c c)

on the adjacent faces, so that a stretcher bonded with
three headers above and three below it. Where flat
stretcher courses occurred they were arranged in the
same manner, and the courses were set back to conform to the batter on both faces. Three stones laid
end to end were commonly equal to the top thickness of the wall, i.e., 2.1 m. Lower down there were
four or even five stones, with odd drums of columns,
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the interior, and the whole was laid in common mud

9 3.

Construction of an angle of

Hferodian foundations (sketch).

mortar. But little care was shown in breaking joints, owing to the irregular
character of the stones. As the wall was afterwards embedded in packed debris,
there was, moreover, little danger of its shifting.
While no portion of the temple structure remained standing above the Herodian ground-level, we have an example of the way in which the masonry of the
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superstructure was finished. This was in the north wall of the vestibule,
where some three to five courses of dressed stones were in place through the
whole width of the
building. The courses
varied from 40 cm. to
58, cm. in depth, and,
while the coursing extended through the
wall, the interior of
the wall was filled
with small rough
stones (Fig. 94). The
method of laying the
courses differed from
i

I

;

i

that used in any other
|
period, and enabled us
„
to identify at once the
94. Characteristic Herodian superstructure masonry.
Herodian masonry, not
only here, but at other parts of the site. On top of the rough foundation masonry was laid a course of stretchers only, some of them nearly 1.2 m. in
length. The next course was laid entirely as headers, the joints being carefully
and with some degree of regularity broken in every instance (PI. 20 a 9). Succeeding courses alternated as headers and stretchers. Nowhere was there a course
composed of both headers and stretchers, as was the system used in all periods
of the Israelite masonry, in the periods before the Roman, and, as we shall see,
also in the later Roman restoration of the building. The same system was found
at the West Gate (q. v.), and in the lower and earlier courses of the walls of the
smaller vault.
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95. Method of construction used in staircase.

Scale, 1:40.

picKea margins,
ca. 10 cm. wide.
The blocks were
fitted

on the

edges only, and
tapered inwards, the interstices being filled with small stones and mud.
The staircase was constructed of specially cut stones. Those used in the latest
Severan structure were probably taken from the older building. The blocks were
of two shapes (Fig. 95). One series (a) were cut with a rabbet on the under
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side running lengthwise of the stone. The other (b) had this cut on the short
edge of the stone. The blocks were laid so that they overlapped the stone below
(see section).
The blocks cut lengthwise were used exclusively for the
flights of narrow steps, and those cut on the short
G
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edge,

for the

broad

central step.

In thle recon-

staircase some of the a blocks were used in the
"
broad step, and pieced out with plain slabs. The steps
96. Ridge tiles from temple.
ir
i"
r
i
~
rested on a foundation of rough stones, c. In the
4temple.
96. RidScale
Herodian period the foundation was composed entirely
of headers on edge, like the other foundation walls, but in the Severan period the
foundations were simply a mass of rubble. The end walls were faced with dressed
masonry.
Roof-In the debris were a number of broken roof tiles of thick, coarse,
red terra-cotta, and a number of ridge tiles (Fig. 96).
t

~structed

°' ?l

b.

THE APSIDAL BUILDING (EH 13-16)

Immediately behind the temple (i.e., south of it), and separated from it by
a passage ca. 2 m. wide, was a large building. We called it, from its principal
feature, the apsidal building, but its purpose is not known. This building was
25 m. wide and 34.4 m. long, and was not rectangular in plan. The south wall
was the south wall of the temple enclosure, which for some reason, possibly an
error, was laid out at an angle with the main axis of the building, while the north
wall was made almost, but not quite, parallel to the temple series. In the centre
of the building was a great hall, 11.5 m. wide and 16.5 m. long, including the
semicircular apse at its south end (PI. 7 b c 9). The latter had a radius of
4.35 m. On either side of this central hall wvere smaller rooms. Those in the
corners on either side of the apse were 5.5 m. square. The foundations of the
walls adjacent to it were Herodian. It was built inside and separate from the
outer wall, which had been largely rebuilt during the Severan period. The
internal structure had been badly cut to pieces by stone thieves. The two
corner rooms at the apse had Herodian foundations, and on the west their
north wall extended through to the outer face, and can be seen quite clearly
in Pls. 7 a 9; 25 a b; and 26 c; and in section c-D on Plan 4. The rest of
the space on either side of the central hall must have been divided into small
rooms during the Herodian period, as there were several fragments of walls
of this period still in situ. But the greater part of the interior structure lhad

been rebuilt during the later period.
c.

THE ATRIUM HIOUSE (CE 9-12)

The Atrium House occupied an entire insula to the west of the temple. Between it and the projection on the western facade of the latter was a road only
1.9 m. wide. On the north a wider space separated it from the rear walls of the
western colonnade, while the street running along inside the western wall of the
enclosure formed its western boundary. A narrow, irregular passage lay between
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the house and the south wall, if, as we suppose, the latter was built upon the
old Greek Fort Wall.
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Plan -The entire length of the north and east foundation walls was in situ,
and along the east a considerable portion of the superstructure as well (Fig. 97).
Nothing of the western wall, with the exception of the northwest corner, could
be found, and only that portion of the south wall outside of rooms 340 to 342
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was in situ. The rest must be restored according to the walls on the interior of
the building. The length of the building from east to west was 24.4 m. and from
north to south 32.5 Im. The east wall was orientated 13° east of north, which was
1° 30' off the axis of the temple, but this difference was obviously the result of
using for the foundation a fine continuous earlier wall below it. The interior
division walls of the northwest and part of the south end of the building were
either entirely missing or so fragmentary as to leave us in doubt as to the exact
arrangement of the house. The main features were fortunately, however, quite
clear (PI. 35 a 9). The central portion of the building was given up to the usual
court, 13.47 m. by 12.5(?) m.
The level of this was 436.28 m., or 1.28 m.
7
below the level of the street along the east side of the house. The central part,
6.6 m. by 5.45 m., was open to the sky, and on all four sides was a peristyle,
varying in width from 3.48 in. on the east to 3.72 m. on the north. Each side
consisted of a single round column between engaged columns at the corners backed
by square piers. None of the columns were in situ, nor any of the piers except
the lowest block of the pier at the southeast corner. Below the columns and piers
was a curb composed of flat slabs laid as headers, averaging 50 cm. in width and
ca. 75 cm. long. These were laid on a shallow foundation of rough rubble, into
which were incorporated drums of columns from an earlier building. The floor of
the peristyle itself was of beaten earth, filled in flush with the top of the curbing, 10 cm. above the level of the open court.
At the southeast corner of the court a door 2.25 m. wide led into a small
room, 365, which apparently formed a sort of ante-room to the larger room north of
it, 366. This doorway was afterwards filled up with masonry like that in the walls of the house, and the side
next to the court at least was plastered over to form a
continuous face. At the same time, no doubt, the crosswall separating 365 from 366 was built. The latter room,
however, had also its separate door to the court, and was
one of the important rooms in the house. The floor was
covered with a simple mosaic, consisting of a white
ground divided by narrow bands of black into two rect^ °^,-.-,-.,-<1"
98. Mosaic floor in room 366.
Scale, 1: 100.

angular panels (Fig. 98). The tesserae were ca. 10 cm.
square and were laid on a hard-packed earth basis, with
a thin cement surfacing. The panels were of unequal

size, that nearest the door being somewhat narrower, and containing a small additional square panel with a double border of black. No trace of this pavement
was found in the northern half of the room. It is possible that foundations
discovered here (see plan, Fig. 97) had supported a wall which divided this
space into two rooms, 366 and 367, in the original plan of the house. At the
northeast corner of the court a door 1 m. wide led into a small room, 368,
from the floor of which a flight of steps led to cistern No. 2 under the east
'The west wall was destroyed, even traces of any special foxindation having disappeared. The footings under the west edge
of the peristyle were, however, still in situ, and, if the width

of the latter wma the same as it' was on the east, or south,
the west wall of the court would have rested upon the west
wall of the Osorkon House, as was probably the clase.
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street (Pl. 34 a +).
This cistern was fed by two conduits. One of them,
made of hollowed blocks of stone covered with slabs, led from the northeast
corner of the atrium to the steps, whence the water ran down an irregular
gutter along one side of the steps. The other conduit, built of plasterlined rubble, ran along the western side of the Herodian street from the
south to a point over the cistern and emptied into it through a hole in the
roof. The cistern stair descended eastwards to the street wall, where it turned
northwards to a wide landing. From the landing a few more steps descended
eastwards again to a narrow passage, which led through the foundations of
the house and under the street to the side of the cistern. The passage was
roofed with two rows of inclined stones like the tunnel in L. T. E. The cistern itself was of the usual bottle type, but of unusual size. It was 5.39 m.
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99. Section A-B through Atrium House.

Scale, 1:150.

by 5.57 m. in diameter, and its bottom was 11.25 m. below the street. The
surface of the rock was 4.55 m. below the street, and the shaft, lined with
masonry, extended from the rock to a point above the roof of the entrance
passage. Here the shaft was roofed with stone slabs to carry the street over it.
Rabbeted jambs at the top of the stair showed that the approach to the cistern could be closed by a door. It was also clear that the waste water from
the bath-room on the north must have drained into the cistern. The steps
and a fragment of the door-jamb belonging to the older house were still in
situ, but did not project above the floor-level of room 368.
The bath-room (369) clearly belonged to the original house, but the uneven
rubble walls to the north and west of it did not (PI. 34 a). It was entered
through a round arched doorway in perfect preservation. It had no direct communication with the main court, but must have been accessible from it either
through the cistern room 368 or through another chamber to the west, now destroyed. The room was 2.15 m. by 3.35 m. in size. The floor was plastered with
a hard lime cement mixed with ashes, which ran up on to the walls and was
molded into a ridge 2 cm. high across the door, to keep the splashings from flowing outside. In the northeast corner was a curved bench of masonry, 39 cm. high,
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covered with cement. On the south side was the bath-tub, made of a mixture of
lime mortar and pebbles. In size and shape it resembled a modern tub.
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and 61 cm. high, the sides being vertical. The interior
Xwas formed with rounded ends, and, while tihe south side
Hwas nearly vertical, the other sides were sloping. At the
I top the dimensions were 51 cm. by 154 cm., decreasing
to 42 cm. by 138 cm. at the bottom. There was no
outlet to this basin or tub, and water had to be brought
to it in jars or skins, and either baled or siphoned out
after the hbath. Between the end of the hbasin andl the oluter
100. Doortobath-room 369. wall of the house was a small space, with an outlet on the
Scale, 1:40.
floor-level for water to run into the adjoining room. The
door to the bath-room was 65 cm. wide and 1.56 m. high to the top of the arch.
The jambs were constructed of large stones laid alternately as headers and
stretchers (Fig. 100), and the arch itself was made from two blocks side by
side well bonded into the jambs, and the lower part cut out in the form of
an arch (see inner face of door, PI. 34 a).
In the southeast corner of the house were three rooms belonging together.
No. 341 was 1.7 m. by 3.2 m. It opened on the east into 342, which was 3.2
m. by 4.6 m., and on the west into 340, which was 3.2 m. by 3.95 m. There
was no apparent connection between these rooms and the rest of the insula, as
there was no trace of any opening in their north wall. The floor-level was 3 cm.
below the east side of the court. To the west of the large room 356 were several
rooms, whose walls were destroyed to below the level of the floor of the other
rooms. As the hard earth floor had been destroyed, it was difficult to determine
whether these walls were part of this house or belonged to the preceding house,
the floor-level of which was only 5 cm. to 10 cm. below that of the Atrium House.
At the west of this group, however, there was a room (350) with a door, which,
from its level and the general characteristics of the masonry, certainly formed part
of the series of chambers on this side. Beyond this and along the wThole of the
western facade all traces of the house had been swept away.
Drainage-The slope of the open court was towards
the northeast corner, whence a large channel led to a cistern,
j
No. 1, in room 368. The other conduits and cisterns
under the floor of this house belonged to earlier periods.
;lX
Construction-The facings of the walls were of squared
:Vd
stones of various sizes, well fitted together. The core of
the walls was, however, of rubble, into which the headers of
_
the exterior facing bonded. The piers and columns were
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built up in sections and finished in stucco. On the fragment 101' D e t ai l o f c o r n e r
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pier.
Scale, 1: 20.
...
of pier remaining at the southeast corner of the court several
pieces of this stucco still adhered, showing that it was molded into flutes with sharp

arrises running down to the floor-level without any base (Fig. 101).
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The walls of the court and all the interior walls had been covered with
a thick layer of stucco, the body of which was composed of white lime
mortar mixed with fine pebbles. Over this was spread a thin finishing coat
^
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of vure Ji'e mortar.
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ims was then paneled, and

painted with various colors. None of this plaster
was in situ, but a large number of fragments were
found in the debris of the rooms. In Fig. 102 are
given
the sections and color schemes of the most
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important of these fragments. the first piece (a)
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field was white, and had a sharp beveled edge, with
a frame of bright red. Inside the edge of the white
panel were two parallel grooves 20 mm. apart. The
next fragment (b) was also a panel, recessed only 3
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panel was enclosed with a wider border of black.
102. Stucco fragments from debris.
The fragment c, another panel, was more elaborate.
Scale, 1:2.
The field was purplish in tone, with a narrow band of black near the edge. Around
this was a sunken band, curved in section, and colored an olive green. On the
edge nearest the panel was a narrow stripe of pink, speckled with bright yellow,
which may have been a ground for a gold stripe. Outside of this again was a
plain red field.
A number of roofing tiles of red-ware were found in the debris, similar to
those found in the temple debris and in the Roman Basilica.
d.

THE TEMPLE OF SEVERUS

During the last Roman period the main temple building was considerably
altered in size, although its general shape and character remained the same. A
new portico was added, extending 11.2 m. beyond the older one (Pls. 17 b 10;
19 a 10). The staircase was wholly reconstructed, beginning near the altar and
extending to the face of the portico (Pls. 17 a and 18 c). The area formerly occupied by the portico became a vestibule, but slightly deepened and narrowed. The
north wall of the cella was torn down to the level of the foundation masonry,
and a new wall erected 1 m. south of it (PI. 10 c d 10). The side and rear walls
remained the same, so that the interior arrangement of the building must have
been, with the exception of the slight shortening, the same as before. The two
inner walls were extended into the vestibule, ending in two heavy ante.
Where the Herodian foundations remained, they were used in the new building, but along the western inner wall several breaks had been made by stone
thieves. These were filled up with debris and small stones to the required level,
and on this surface the Severan walls were built. At other points, where the
changes required wholly new walls, solid masonry was used for the foundations,
but it did not usually extend to rock, and had no regular system of bonding and
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courses, as in the previous walls. The new cross wall separating the cella and
the vestibule in its upper part contained courses of headers alternating with
courses of stretchers, as in the Herodian superstructure. This construction is explained by the fact that the wall was erected immediately behind the older one, and
the stones from the Herodian wall were laid in the new wall as they were taken
from the old (Pl. 10 d 10). They were not fitted, but placed loosely side by side,
as this was a foundation only, below the level of the cella floor. The finished
superstructure walls of the last period, however, were well built, and present characteristics which distinguish them clearly from the Herodian walls. Fig. 103 gives
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103. Characteristic masonry of the temple of Severus.

Scale, 1: 40.

a sketch of the facing masonry of the west side of the new portico, and the same
face is seen in PI. 18 e.
The exposed faces were of well fitted stones, laid in courses of alternate headers
and stretchers, thus: H-S-H-S-H-, etc. The alternate courses were so laid that
the header of one was placed over the stretcher of the other. The faces were chiselpicked, and had uniform marginal dressing. The interior of the wall, as before,
consisted of rubble.
The great forecourt continued to be a feature of the temple, as the vaults
were lined with ashlar and the vaulting rebuilt. At its northern end a large
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embraced a long hall, 605 (see Plan 9), with three small chambers,
601-603, opening from it on the north. After the Severan period the
smaller vault was used as a stable, and a door and two windows
were cut through the north wall (PI. 22 a). The door sill was 2.2 m.
below the court level, so that there must have been an open
ramp or passage leading down to it. Inside, a flight of rough steps,
built of some of the cut stones from the great staircase, and odd
slabs, led down to the floor of the vault, which was now raised ca.
15 cm. above the older floor (PI. 22 b 11).

The steps rested on

Section

through east
wi nd eoau of
Scale,

: 100.
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rubble and debris, and on either side fragments remained of a buttress wall. In
the walls of the vault were cut V-shaped holes for fastening ropes. The two windows were cut through the walls, leaving tile rubble core visible on the sides (Fig.
104).

To the west of the temple the streets remained practically the same, although
their levels were slightly raised. Over the ruins of the Atrium House a series of
irregular houses were built, the characteristic feature of which was a group of large
circular vats with ledges, covered all over with gray plaster. On the east a large
bath-house was built upon the old foundation walls of the Preherodian buildings
(PI. 2 a). Of this bath-house there remained a part of tile mosaic floor of the
main room, with two long rectangular basins for bathing. North of the main
room was a deep cemented vat with steps (PI. 4 a). This was built down through
the earlier strata, and partly sunk in the rock itself. Near this were the remains
of a large furnace for heating the water used in the bath and the calidarium.
To this period also belonged the reconstructed upper terrace wall south of the
temple area, the lower one, which was better built and carried down to rock, be
longing to the first period. On the middle terrace, and built against the upper
terrace wall, was a small bath-house (PI. 12 b 10). Of this we have a large room
(L. T. 20), a sort of cellar under the main hall of the bath. It was entered from
the lower terrace, which here had a large recess. The main floor of the bath was
reached from this same terrace by a flight of steps (L. T. 23). At L. T. 26 was
a large pool, 4.1 m. in diameter. This was lined with a thin ashlar of limestone,
and then plastered. All around it, at a height of 1.15 m. above the floor, was
a narrow ledge. To the west of it was the calidarium (L. T. 50), which was well
enough preserved to show all its details (PI. 14 a). It was in two parts, apparently having been enlarged soon after it was built.
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105. North to south section through calidarium of bath 50, on Lower Terrace.

Scale, 1:100.

The floor below the northern part was first laid with a layer of small stones,
10 cm. to 15 cm. thick (Fig. 105). Over this was a layer of cement (b) mixed
with pebbles and a few fragments of charcoal and bits of thin red-ware. Then
there was a finishing coat, 4 mm. thick, of greenish-gray plaster. On this bed
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were erected twelve piers (a a) arranged in three rows. From marks left in the
cement floor it was apparently the original intention to place the north room
i ~~~ *
ca. 9 cm. . -8out *from
the wall, but the room was
---.V
*.
V.
subsequently built directly against it. The piers
consisted each of ten tiles, and were 65 cm. high.
The tiles were 19 cm. square and double concave, 4.5
cm. to 4.8 cm. thick at the edges, and 3.8 cm. in
the centres. The clay had been mixed with straw,
and contained also small pebbles. None of the
I
iI
tiles were stamped, but several had grooves (one
I
with three narrow parallel cuts across the entire
face). They were laid in white lime mortar, mixed
with fine pebbles, ca. 1.9 cm. thick. On these
piers rested a thin floor composed of red terracotta tiles, 58 cm. square and 4.5 cm. thick so
placed as to leave a space between them and the

i

wall. From the debris in the room came a number of fragments of red-ware flues. The flues
were 7 cm. by 9 cm. in section, and probably ca.
20 cm. long. At the ends they narrowed slightly
(Fig. 106), and had a rim. On one side a hole

i
I

I
I

1 The exterior was ribbed to give a
_was
w . pierced.
p
hold to the plaster of the walls in which they had
been embedded. Several large fragments of this plaster fitting the shape of the
flues were also found. The flues were built perpendicularly over the space between the floor tiles and the wall. Above the tiles the floor had been filled
with plaster to a depth of 30 cm., the mortar of which still remained on the
north wall.
The piers in the outer room were of the same character, but 25 cm. square.
The walls of the room had been finally coated with a thin layer of white stucco
with incised grooves, to represent stonework. Between
this room (L. T. 50) and the basin (L. T. 26) were
two circular ovens, lined with pieces of roof tiles and
bricks.

106. Flue from calidarium.
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A small area to the east 01 Lj. T. was cleared

(PI.
52 i a).
A ,

This was designated Lower Terrace East.
As its level was 428.58 m., the area formed part of

107. Detail of door to room 501.

Seale,

1:40.

the middle terrace. It was higher than the deep recess
in the south face, which was 422.39 m. At the northern end of this strip
a portion of the upper terrace wall, forming the boundary of a court,
(see Plan 8), or another recess in line with the lower one. Along the east
of this was a series of rooms, 501, 510, etc. Room 501 had a rabbeted
'It was

not possible to find pieces of a complete flue, so that
there may have been holes on two sides. From their positiorl
with respect to the plaster it appears that the holes oti two

was
506
side
door

adjoinitg flues were placed together to permit a more even
of the heated
fair.

(circuflationi
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(Fig. 107). The walls were covered with a heavy coat of plaster, which continued around the door jambs. The room had been shortened later by a layer
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108. North to south section through L. T. E., showing tunnel to cave. Scale, 1:150.

of masonry built across its east side. In the next room, 510, only the
foundations remained, and in the centre was the substructure of a square pier.
The east wall was evidently another face of
the terrace wall, which turned out towards the
south, as its inner face, like the north wall,
was irregular and not faced. These walls were
perpendicular to the old Omri south scarp, at
a distance of 10 m. from it.
Tunnel - From the north side of the court,
or recess, of the terrace a door opened into a
long tunnel (504) running below the upper terrace (PI. 52 a). This passage was 1.2 m. wide
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the door. The passage ran in at an angle of
76° with the outer wall, and was evidently
built before the terrace was filled in, to connect
with a cave which already existed. This cave
was ca. 2 m. wide and 6.3 m. long, of oval
shape, and lay at the right of the passage,
which was cut through the rock for 4.5 m.
beyond the scarp. The walls of the passage
were of irregular stones, not laid in courses.

I

The door jambs were of large, squared blocks
'_-_-----rabbeted, and the east wall was recessed, b, 109. Detail of entrance to tunnel. Scale,
to receive the door when open (Fig. 109). At
1:40.
c was a broken door socket. The passage was covered with two rows of long
slabs, a a, inclined, resting on the side walls, and meeting at the top (see
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also side view of passage in Fig. 108). To the east of the rooms was a rubble
wall, 2.57 m. from and parallel to it. In this wall were several square sockets,

zC.
k

110. Sockets in masonry of rubble wall.
Scale, 1:40.

35 cm. deep, to receive the ends of beams (Fig. 110). They may have formed
supports for a passage inside the face of the terrace. The west side was broken
away.
2.

DETAILS

When the builder of the Severan temple determined upon the reconstruction
of the Herodian temple, the latter must already have been in an advanced state
of ruin. The alteration in the plan, by which the portico was moved farther to
the north, necessitated the removal of whatever remained of the portico, the distinguishing feature of the earlier temple. The final temple was in its turn torn
down for its materials during the Byzantine and Arabic periods. As a result of
this twofold destruction the details of both buildings were scattered widely. In
the house walls of the modern village at the east end of the hill a number of
fragments may be seen. This scattering partly accounts for the scarcity of fragments remaining even in the debris on the summit. Furthermore, it is quite possible that, where practicable, the details of the early temple were incorporated with
the second. From this confusion it seemed almost hopeless to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion as to the elevations of the two temples. During the early
stages of the excavations the only distinctive details found were the large Ionic
capitals and several cornice blocks. Towards the close of the season of 1910 some
additional details were found, including fragments of volutes and acanthus leaves
belonging to large Corinthian capitals, as well as several nearly complete smaller
capitals of the same order. Several of these fragments were found to the west
of the court, embedded in the upper courses of foundation walls, which were
built not earlier than the Herodian period nor later than the Severan.
Further excavation showed that the lowest courses of these walls were characteristically Herodian. They must, therefore, have been restored during the later
period, and the masonry from the earlier temple used in them. On the other
hand, the Ionic capitals were found lying in the debris above the level of the
forecourt, and must have been in evidence in the latest building. They were
left lying where they had fallen, because, from their shape and immense size,
they could neither be readily moved nor advantageously broken up into practicable
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building material (PI. 19 b). These facts suggest the possibility that the
original temple was Corinthian, just as was the Basilica of the same date.
DESCRIPTION OF FRAGMENTS

a.

Group I. Bases of the regular Attic type. In all, parts of six bases were
found, four of them along the north and east sides of the Severan portico, but
below their original level. Three had been overturned by stone thieves, in
order to get out the slabs beneath them. All moldings were deeply cut and
of good projection, like those of the Roadway. All belonged to the Herodian
building, and were used again in its later reconstruction (Fig. 111).
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111. Order of temple. Scale, 1: 40.
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112. Contour of Attic base.

Scale, 1: 4.

1. Base cut from single block of local lime stone. Lower torus, a flattened segment of
a circle. Cavetto with characteristic angular contour of the period. Upper torus
ovoid, with another smaller flat torus and fillet above it (Contour, Fig. 112). W.,'
190 cm.; h., 61 cm. (including 14.5 cm. of shaft); D., 140 cm. Overturned on north
portico wall (easternmost of the group of three).
width over all; t. - vertical height; p. -projection
Dimensions are given thus: 1. - length of block; w.
D. - lower diameter; d.- upper diameter.

beyond face of wall;
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Do, Same size. Overturned on north wall of portico (central base of the group).
Do. Broken (westernmost of the group).
Do. Moldings on one side broken off. Right side up, on east wall of portico.
Moldings, defaced, built into southwest corner of square Arab tower, south of temple.
Do. Fragments of volutes. From debris near south wall of temple.

Group II. Shafts. No part of any column was found in situ, but scattered
over the surface of the summit towards the west of the temple were a number
of drums of the same scale as the bases. Several were found in debris of the
Temple Vault, and probably had crushed through its roof when the columns
were overthrown. The columns were, therefore, not monolithic, as in the Street
of Columns and the Basilica.
1. Drum. Square dowels on both top and bottom, and two tongues on sides for lifting.
D., 130 cm.; h., 45 cm. Found on the surface.
2. Do. Do. D., 132 cm.; h., 57 cm. In vault debris.
3. Do. Do. D., 130 cm.; h., 55 cm.
4. Do. Dowels only, groove on top. D., 130 cm.; h., 59 cm. From debris on vault
floor.
5. Do. Dowels and tongues. D., 129 cm.; h., 70 cm.
6. Do. Dowels only. D., 127 cm.; h., 50 cm.
7. Do. Wide shallow dowels and tongues, 11 cm. high, with groove across face. D.,
123.6 cm.; h., 60 cm. From debris in vault.
8. Do. (broken). Dowels only. D., (?); h., 55 cm.
9. Do. (broken). Dowels only. D., (?); h., 70 cm.
10. Do. D., 106 cm.; h., 71 cm. Resting over conduit northeast of staircase.

Group III. Ionic capitals. Several of these were found to the north of the
temple, in the debris above the surface stratum of the court (Fig. 111).
1. Capital. Single block, weathered. Traces of egg and dart motive on echinus. Abacus apparently consisted of fillet and cNmnza reversa. Volutes ornamented with fillet
(Fig. 1 13).
W., 169.5 cm. Ote
m
C
by 105 cm.; h.,
1 <; l
63.4 cm. Volutes: w., 47
cm.;

d.,

103

cm. Lying on
the modern
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113. Sections through volutes.

cm

Scale, 1:4.

the summit.
2. Do. W., 154 cm.; h., 61 cm.
of the altar.

Volutes: w., 44.5 cm.; d., ca. 103 cm.

In debris north

3. Do. Face of volutes cut out, leaving hollow space. W., 160 cm.; h., 52 cm. Volutes: w., 43 cm.; d., (?). Lying on modern surface of first terrace below and north
of summit. (See PI. 89 c).
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Group IV. Corinthian capitals (Fig. 114), probably of the Herodian period.
1. Fragment, right volute and por-t*
rP
I
*
*
tion ot abacus. Abacus with
plain beveled plinth and cyma
reversa, rosette in centre. W.,
54 cm.; h., 41 cm. From debris
in S 11, east of square pier.
AI

l

2. Capital made in two horizontal
pieces, of which this is the
upper.
Back unfinished (perhaps meant to be built into wall
as pilaster cap?). Abacus
bev- r
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114. Group IV. Corinthian capitals. Scale, 1:20.
and leaves in centre.
Volute
with reeded stem and acanthus leaf below. On axis a pseudo-column surmounted by
an acanthus leaf. On either side a smaller volute. W., 42.5 cm. to centre; h., 32.5
cm.; d., 42 cm. Built into restored Roman foundation wall west of court (Sll,
23).
3. Fragment of pilaster cap of same size as No. 2. Details not finished. Provenance
same as No. 2.
4. Capital of engaged corner column (unfinished). Abacus beveled and ornamented
with two parallel grooves, with budding fruit (pomegranate?) in centre. Small volutes, stems reeded. Rough (weathered) acanthus leaves under them. Two rows of
leaves, the taller series plain (unfinished). Lower row, well-cut acanthus leaves. On
axis above leaf a plain bud. On either side of axis, plain discs. W., 75 cm.; h.,
59.5 cm.; d., 47 cm. Built into late wall parallel to west wall of temple.
5. Do. Fragment. Stem of volute with acanthus leaf below it. Built into west foundation wall of Severan portico.

Group V. Friezes. Only four pieces of these were found, three being part
of a uniform band, and the fourth a narrower string course or part of door
molding (Fig. 115).
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115. Group V. Friezes. Scale, 1:20.
cm.; thickness, 2030 cm. Built into repaired Roman foundation west of court (S11, 23).
2. Do., modeling somewhat finer, but with same finish. Size: w., 45+ cm.; li., 56
cm.; thickness, 20-30 cm. From debris between west walls of temple.
3. Do. Fragment only. Built into west foundation wall of Severan portico.
4. Band with two rows of egg and dart pattern, one inverted, separated by beaded fillet.
W., 52.1 cm.; h., 39.4 cm. From debris near northeast corner of Herodian temple.

Group VI. Cornices. The fragments found were very irregular, no two of
them being of equal height or exactly similar contour. They represent various
portions of the cornices, i.e., of the main temple and of the side buildings and col-
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onnades. Without exception the technique was poor, and the surface had been
covered with a thin white stucco. Traces of this were still adhering to the surface in the crevices of the relief. All members of the cornices were covered with
curved relief ornaments of palmettes, egg and tongue, and bead and reed.
These were never evenly spaced nor of equal size, and the ends of the ova nearly
always ran down into the bead and reed motive (Fig. 116).
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2. Do. Cavetto (a) with wide-spreading palmettes. Ovolo (b) with eggs and darts. Soffit
as in No. 1, with alternate wild rose (?) and six-leaved rosettes. (Contour, No. 2 in
Fig. 117.) L., 50+ cm.; w., 40+ cm.; h., 38.2 cm.; p., 45 cm. From debris on
floor of long vault.
3. Do. Cavetto weathered. Ovolo with pointed egg and double tongue, the ova running down over bead and reed. Soffit as Nos. 1-2, with alternate wild rose (?) and
seven-leaved rosette. (Contour, No. 3 in Fig. 117.) L., 77 cm.; w., 29.7 cm. (broken);
h., 44.5 cm.; p., 38.2 cm. From debris over staircase.
4. Do. Similar fragment with eight-leaved rosettes in soffit panels. Same provenance
as No. 3.
5. Do. Cavetto with alternate wide-spreading palmette and curled palmette. In
soffit panels, alternate six-leaved and seven-leaved rosettes. L., 107.5 cm.; w., 56.5
cm.; h., 34 cm.; p., 38 cm. Same provenance as Nos. 3-4.
6. Do. Cavetto with unsymmetrical palmettes, one half widely spreading; the other,
short (top broken away). Ovolo with pointed eggs and double tongue. In soffit
panels, alternate four-leaved and six-leaved rosettes. L., 53 cm. (broken); w., 54.5
cm.; h., 32.5 cm.; p., 36 cm. From debris near outer west wall of temple. Several
other similar fragments were found in the debris over the staircase in season of 1908.
7. Angle of cornice, plain. L., ca. 50 cm.; w., ca. 50 by 60 cm.; h., 29 cm.; p., 34
cm. (Contour, No. 7 in Fig. 117.) Built into restored Roman foundation west of
court (Sll, 23 W.).
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117. Group VI.

Group VII.

Contours of cornices.

Scale, 1 :4.

Miscellaneous capitals and bases of smaller dimensions (Fig. 118).
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1. Capital. Lower band (a) decorated with ten rosettes. W., 55 cm.; h., 33.5 cm.;
d., 35 cm. Built into restored west wall of long subterranean corridor.
2. Corinthian pilaster capital, with rosette on abacus, one row of well-cut acanthus
leaves and delicate volutes. W., 55 cm.; h., 27.8 cm.; d., ca. 28 cm. From debris
in room 51 of Roman bath on middle south terrace.
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3. Capital of square pier, with wide brackets to carry beams. W., 80 cm. by 47.5 cm.;
h., 41 cm.; pier, 25 cm. by 47.5 cm. From debris north of altar.
4. Base of small, engaged column, Attic type. Comb-picked and covered with fine,
white stucco. Square dowels in top and bottom. W., 43 cm.; h., 26.5 cm.; D.,)
cm. From debris in room 356 of Atrium House.
5. Base of column. Torus and fascia with fillets. Probably comb-picked and then
dressed smooth. Square dowels 4 x 4 cm. on top and bottom. W., 62.5 cm.; h.,
Built into late wall erected against west side of temple.
29.6 cm.; D. 46 cm.
6. Do. Attic type. Comb-picked. W., 87.3 cm.; h., 41.5 cm.; D., 62.5 cm. From
debris above west Greek Fort Wall (S10).
7. Do. Upper torus with ovoid curve. W., 90 cm.; h., 51 cm. (including 22.5 cm.
of shaft); D., 68 cm. From debris over floor of small vault.
From the small vault came also a broken Ionic capital of a column (d., 58 cm.) and
several drums, 30 cm. to 40 cm. in diameter.

Group VII. Ceilings. Fragment of ceiling block, paneled. L., 64 cm.; w.
64 cm. (broken); thickness, 25 cm. From debris under pavement of Severan
portico (Fig. 119).
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120. Ornamental pilaster of fine marble.

Scale, 1:4.

Group IX. Miscellaneous carved fragments, not architectural: Altars, etc.
1. Ornamental pilaster of fine marble, cut to fit into a larger structure (Fig. 120). Top
broken off. Shaft fluted and lower end decorated with rosettes and lotus (?) buds. W.,
15.8 cm.; h., 57+ cm.; p., 16.4 cm. From debris in long subterranean corridor (Reg.
No. 4730).
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2. Inscribed pedestal, limestone, with molded base and surbase (Fig. 121). Two lines
of Greek inscription along dado (see p. 250 III 3). W., 40+ cm.; h., 12.2 cm. From
debris in long subterranean corridor, as No. 1 (Reg. No. 4731).
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3. Altar, limestone, with molded base (Fig. 122). Top broken. On face, a shelf, 9.5
cm. deep, supported on two large ova. W., 31 cm.; h., 43.2 cm.; p. (exclusive of
shelf), 18.5 cm. From debris in room 816 (S8).
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Scale, 1:4.

4. Altar, limestone, circular, with torus and fillet at base and smaller one for surbase
(Fig. 123). On sides, three bull heads, connected by garlands. Roughly modeled
and much weathered. W., 39.3 cm.; h., 40 cm.; D., 27 cm. From debris below
room 349 (S3).
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MASONS' MARKS

1. Drum. Mason's mark, F 1111, on bottom, and square dowel holes.
D., 44 cm.;
h., 55 cm. From debris in Trench F (found by Dr. Schumacher in
1908).
2. Do. Mason's mark,(?) . . . 111 111. Size: d., 44 cm.; h., 65 cm.
Found with No. 1.
3. Do. Mason's mark, B 1111111. Size:
d., 52 cm.; h., (?)
From debris, Trench A
(north of Basilica). (Found by Dr. Schumacher in 1908.)
3.

THE WEST GATE

In the original Israelite period the axis of the western entrance had been
nearly 69° east of north, and this had varied very little in the successive rebuildings of the gate. Through all these periods the outer wall of the town appears

to have encircled the hill on a level not far from that of the west gate.
During the Herodian period, however, the city wall was rebuilt on an
entirely new
plan, and, as far as our examination revealed, without any reference
to the previous remains except at the west gate. The wall was extended to
enclose a
vastly increased area (see Plan 1). The area south of the summit
cliff was
cleared to permit the leveling of the rock, and a magnificent roadway
with
colonnades was constructed along the bottom of the cliff eastwards
as far as
the Forum. This street ran directly to the west gate, which still remained
apparently the main entrance of the city. Here a monumental
entrance was
planned, and, in order to connect this effectively with the new
street, it was
placed perpendicular to the latter, so that its axis became 18°
15' south of
east, the same as the axis of the western part of the street.
Owing to the
conformation of the rock surface, it was found impracticable to build
the two
towers which defended the gate on either side perpendicular to this
axis. They
were accordingly built essentially on the old axis, or line joining
their centres,
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with a magnetic bearing of 20° 45' west of north, and the main body of the
new gateway was fitted in between them (Plan 10 for the plan of the gateway,
and PI, 45 a for photograph).
Before the excavations began, the only evidence of the entrance was two low
mounds on the slope of the hill, with fragments of curved faces of much weathered masonry protruding from them (PI. 42 a). Between these two in PI. 42 b
is shown the condition of the gateway after the close of excavations in 1910. The
modern roadway occupied approximately the same position as the Roman roadway which lay below it. The two walls of rubble on either side of the road and
the new surfacing of the roadway itself (PI. 42 b) were made by the expedition,
in order to preserve to the village its thoroughfare. The rubble walls rest immediately upon the original rock ramp, which can be seen below them. The paved
Roman ramp was ca. 1 m. above this, with a layer of debris underneath.
Plan - The west entrance consisted of two round towers, 12 m. in diameter,
placed 13.2 m. apart. Between them was a mass of masonry, rectangular in plan,
with its outer face decorated with pilasters. Between these in the centre was placed
a single opening, ca. 5.5 m. wide, probably arched. A plinth or surbase of varying width extended under thie whole of the lmain face. Above this were plain
block pedestals, on which rested the well-modeled bases of the pilasters. The
upper portion of the gateway was entirely destroyed, but from the fragments of
moldings, both straight and curved, with bases of antte, and small columns, found
in the debris, it is clear that the gate was very elaborate in design. From the
north tower the wall ran 33° 15' west of north (PI. 43 a 10) for a distance of
53 m., where there was another round tower, 11 m. in diameter. Beyond this the
wall extended 13° 50' west of north for an indefinite distance. It was not
excavated more than a few metres beyond the angle tower. The wall on the
southern side of the gate has not been excavated. It probably followed the
line of the steep modern terrace, which runs southeast.
Construction- In erecting the wall, the towers were located and built first, and
the main wall then built between and around them as a curtain wall, but not
bonded into them. The three towers which have been thus far excavated are of
the Herodian period, the masonry corresponding to that in the Basilica and the
great temple on the summit. The existing curtain walls, on the other hand, were
built like the later Severan temple walls, but rested for the greater part on the
characteristic Herodian foundations. The superstructure therefore of the original
Herodian curtain walls had been destroyed and completely rebuilt in the later
period. The towers were carried down to rock or to solid masonry. In the case
of the north gate-tower this masonry is the remains of the massive square tower
of the Hellenistic period.
Corner Tower- The outer, corner tower was the best example of the construction, as it was wholly of the Herodian period, and had, at least in the portion still standing, no restorations. It was still in situ to a height of 6.84 m. on
its southwest side and 1.32 m. more than this on its inner edge. The tower was
broken off in line with the sloping surface of the modern terrace, so that only six
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courses were in situ on the outer (southwest) side, and ten on the inner side.
The rock surface at the outer side of the tower was 379.86 m. above sea-level, or
11.24 m. below the level of the entrance, and sloped up towards the inside. As no
rock trenches were cut to receive the footings, a foundation of rough unfitted stones
was first constructed to level up this surface. On the outer side this was 50 cm.
deep and had three courses, while on the inner side it consisted of only a single
course. The lowest course of the regular masonry was composed of headers only.
The succeeding courses were laid as courses of stretchers, S-S-S-S-S-S, and
headers, H-H-H-H-H-H, alternately, but never were headers and stretchers mixed
in any course. The courses were 60, 60, 61, 61, 65, and 75 cm. high from the
-- _-_ _-_bottom
--up, but did not extend quite uniformly
saround the tower. Where a change in height took
l_j
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~~place, the stones were cut with a slight rabbet to
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124. Detail of masonry in the outer
tower.
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placed so that two always equaled this length

(Fig. 124). They all had a heavy, rough boss,
with a comb-picked margin on all four edges. The fitting was only on the exterior, and the sides tapered toward the inside of the tower. The interior of the
tower was composed of a mass of large rough stones with smaller stones filling
all the crevices.
City Wall - The city wall, at the junction with the angle tower, into which,
as has been said, it did not bond, had a foundation 1.95 m. deep. The upper
courses of the wall were lower than those of the tower, being 50, 60, 50, 50, 50,
53, 50, and 47 cm., respectively, from bottom to top. They were laid as in the
Severan temple walls, i.e., with each course of alternate headers and stretchers, thus,
H-S-H-S-H-S. Near the north gate-tower the courses were neither so regular
nor uniform, and had the appearance of having been carelessly rebuilt at some
time. The bottom line of the foundation sloped down towards the angle tower,
while the roughly finished masonry in the upper part of the wall apparently followed the sloping surface of the debris as it existed at the time when the wall
was rebuilt (Pls. 43 a 10; 44 c 10). The wall was 3.2 m. thick, with the usual
core of rubble. At the angle tower it was built as shown in Plan 10. The outer
face of the wall was built against the tower, covering about a quarter of its circumference. The inner face also was curved, but in the opposite direction. The
wall proper was thus narrowed to 97 cm. at its narrowest point. It was later
re-enforced with four courses of rough masonry, 1.40 m. thick at the widest part.
At the north gate the outer line of the wall ended against the tower, while the
inner line was carried around as a curve, roughly approximating the curvature of
the tower itself. Where the wall ended, at the face of the masonry of the gate,
it had narrowed to 1.58 m. in thickness. The end was not bonded into the gate,
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but was irregular, as if it had been built against the side of the square entrancebuilding at a time subsequent to the erection of tile latter.
North gate-tower - The north gate-tower was built upon the remains of the
square Hellenistic tower, of which four courses, rising to a height of 2.11 m.,
remained in situ (Pls. 42 b; 44 b). The new tower did not have exactly the same
centre as these remains. Its western face was flush with the face of the foundation, but the northern face was set back 1.4 m. from the edge, and the southern
face against the rock ramp 40 cm. The top of the earlier masonry was 45 cm.
higher where it disappeared under the Roman wall than at its outer face, so that
the lower course of the tower masonry was sunk into it (PI. 45 b). The outer
portion of the original round tower had been overthrown by an earthquake during the early part of the Herodian period, and had been rebuilt soon afterwards.
The masonry throughout was Herodian, but there was a distinct break in the face
of the tower, and the offsets and diameter of the inner older part do not correspond to the later portion (PI. 45 a, and Fig. 125 on p. 203). The upper part
was again restored during the Severan period. The enormous weight of the round
tower had caused it to crush down through the square foundation at the middle
of the west face to a depth of 10 cm., and this resulted in a crack in the masonry
extending irregularly above this point to the top (PI. 45 b, and elevation, Plan
11, AB). On the west side seven courses were in situ, while on the south and
the north side, where the slope of the debris had preserved them, there were eleven.
On the inner (eastern) side several additional courses of a later restoration remained in situ.
The three lower courses were respectively 56, 55, and 54 cm. high from the
bottom up, and their faces were flush. The lowest course was composed wholly
of headers, the second of stretchers, and the third of headers. The fourth course,
54.5 cm. high, was of stretchers set back 4.5 cm. from the three courses below it.
The fifth course was flush with the fourth, and composed of headers 57 cm. high.
The sixth course, of stretchers, was 54.5 cm. high, and set back 2 cm. The
seventh was a course of headers, 52 cm. hligh; and set back 6.5 cm. This was
the last of the Herodian courses remaining at this point, the next course being of
mixed headers and stretchers 90 cm. high, flush with the course below it. On the
side towards the ramp this course had been repaired with headers only. On this
side were parts of two more courses. The lower was 56 cm. high and had traces
of a badly weathered base molding, occupying the upper half. The course above
was set back 20 cm., and was 90 cm. high.
In the lower portion of the tower, where it was built with the regular courses
of headers and stretchers, the faces of the stones had the bosses worked off with
a chisel, and all the stones had comb-picked margins. There was no standard
size of comb-pick used at this period (Herodian). Some of the stones had been
dressed with a tool having 15 teeth to a width of 3 cm., while others in the same
course had 12 and 13 to the same width. Here, as in the Israelite period, the
rough bossing and marginal dressing were purely for constructional purposes, and
not ornamental. The rough boss was the condition of the stone as it came
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from the quarry, and the narrow margins were dressed off so that a more accurate joint could be made between tile stones. In the outer angle tower the bosses
were never removed, probably because the tower was not considered prominent
enough to warrant the labor. In the two gate-towers, on the other hand, where
the towers formed an important feature of the entrance, it was necessary to finish
off the masonry to correspond to that of the gateway itself. Even here in the
lower courses, which were probably below the surface of the ground, several stones
(Pls. 45 b; 46 a) had been left with the boss. Others were in various stages of
completion, some having the face partly cut down and some being finished off
even with the bossing by means of a chisel. In the seventh course from the bottom
many of the stones had not a comb-picked margin, but were chisel-dressed all over.
In line with the face of the masonry of the entrance was the break (P1. 45 a,
shown by a dotted line on Plan 10) between the original work and the rebuilt
portion of the tower. The eleven original courses, counting from the square
foundation, were laid in the regular Herodian system of alternate courses of
stretchers and headers. Above them were three deep courses, the lowest 110 cm.
and the others 92 cm., all laid with alternate headers and stretchers in each
course. Most of the surface of these was much weathered, but, where best preserved, narrow, irregular margins 6-8 cm. wide could be traced. These were chiseled and not comb-picked. While this upper masonry was like that of the upper
restored portion of the outer face, it was built in line with the lower masonry and
not with the course above the molding. The latter was therefore of even later
date than the restoration.
South gate-tower - The south tower was 12 m. in diameter, and its centre
was 25.1 m. from that of the north tower (PI. 46 a 9). The space between them
at the level of the gateway was 13.1 m. If an earlier square tower, similar to that
below the north tower, had stood hlere, it was either destroyed before the Roman
period or did not occupy the exact position desired by the Herodian builders, and
was therefore removed by them. An excavation ca. 90 cm. wider all around than
the proposed tower, to allow space for the masons to work setting the blocks in
position and dressing them, was first made down to the rock surface. After the
tower was completed this space was filled in with debris and earth, so that it
formed a distinct vertical stratum differing in color and composition from the
debris through which it had been sunk. This construction trench could be clearly
traced as high as the middle of the seventh course, so that the surface of debris
existed to that height, at least, when the tower was built (Pls. 42 b; 46 a, and
elevation in Plan 11, AB). The tower was built on a foundation of large, rough
stones, not fitted, but laid in courses and with broken joints (Pls. 42 b; 46 a).
This foundation was three courses high, and its top was 29 cm. above the top
of the square foundation of the north tower. It was evidently erected during the
Herodian period, to provide a foundation like the one they found in situ.
On the outer face of the tower ten courses were in situ, and on the inner
side three additional courses. The masonry was like that of the other tower,
except that the face had not been dressed down so much as the face of that
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tower had been. Many of the stones, even in the upper courses, had the bosses
still on them, while on others the bosses were partially removed. The lowest
course was of headers 55 cm. high, with roughly chiseled faces and irregular
margins. The next four courses were flush with one another, but set back 2.5
cm. from the lowest course. They were laid as entire courses alternately, the
heights being from top to bottom 59, 56, 56, and 53 cm. The stones all had
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125. Plan of central feature of gateway.

Scale, 1:100.

comb-picked margins and chisel-dressed centres, where the dressing had been
completed. On a few stones, where the bosses were still left, the margins appeared to be cut by chisel. The sixth course was set back 4 cm., and was 60
cm. high, and the seventh, of equal height, was flush with it. Above these were
three courses, 72, 72, and 76 cm., respectively, in height, set back 4 cm., and
also laid as uniform courses of either headers or stretchers. They had picked
centres and chisel-dressed margins. Over the face were fragments of a thick
layer of gray cement. These three courses were also stained with fire and
smoke, but below the offset traces of neither cement nor smoke could be
detected.
Tower rooms - In the masonry of the upper part of each tower were four
small square rooms. In the north tower the floor-level of these was 393.58 m.,
or 2.48 m. above the level of the entrance. Only the east side of one room was in
situ here, showing the room to have been 1.5 m. wide, and like those in the oppo-
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site tower, square. The rooms were built in the rough rubble composing the core
of the towers, and were coated with gray plaster. In the south tower the floorlevel was ca. 60 cm. higher, and the central masonry with the intersections of the
division walls of the four rooms was in situ. Both groups of rooms were parallel,
but not orientated like either the axis of the tower or the axis of the entrance.
They had no doors and no connection with the exterior faces of the towers, and
must have been only cellars (or cells for prisoners) below larger apartments in
the tops of the towers. The approach to these apartments must have been by
exterior staircases either from the top of the walls or from the inner gateway.
The entrance had the same plan as the original Herodian gate, but had been
rebuilt by Severus. The south side may have been rebuilt at still another later
period. The two large blocks containing the socket holes for the closing bars
were not in their original positions, although they doubtless formed part of the
first structure (Fig. 125).
Screen wall- Reduced to its simplest plan, the gateway consisted of nothing
more than a pierced screen wall joining the two entrance towers. Owing to the
change in the axis, this wall could not be built directly across between them, but
had to be built in an L-shape. The shorter arm, which was 3.5 m. thick, ran
southeasterly 8.15 m. from the north tower, nearly in line with its centre. The
longer arm, in which was the entrance, was 15.2 m. long and 4.4 m. thick, and was
at right angles to the shorter. Its outer face was a tangent to the west face of the
south tower. The interior face of the gateway wall, so far as could be ascertained,
was finished without any offsets or ornamentation. The exterior face was decorated with pilasters. The centre of the opening was 10.6 m. from the interior face
of the short arm. During the final period the opening was 5.2 m. wide, but it
seems, judging from the traces of masonry, to have been originally somewhat wider.
At the outer face the jamb was rabbeted on either side. The rabbet was 1.85 m.
wide and ca. 35 cm. deep.
Near the bottom of each jamb a single large block, the width of the offset,
1.85 m. long and 79 cm. wide, was built into the masonry (see large white blocks
on either side of roadway in PI. 45 a 10). Its projection was 46 cm. On the
tops were cut channels (a), 10 cm. deep and 46 cm. wide, extending along the
exposed edge for a length of 67 cm. from the inner end of the offset. The side
of the channel was in line with the inner face of the jamb. At the inner (west)
end of this channel was a socket (b) 40 by 19 cm., and 7 cm. deep. This was
used for fastening the gate when closed. The ends of a long wooden bar (c) could

be slid into the groove on either side of the gate and dropped into place in the
sockets, whence they could be lifted only from the inside.
The pilasters, of which only the north one is in situ, were 1.1 m. from the
sides of the opening, and were 1.03 m. wide. They projected 74 cm., and had
gracefully proportioned and well-cut bases (Fig. 126 b), 30 cm. high, which
rested on plain, square pedestals (c), 67.5 cm. high. Only a single stone (a)
of the shaft itself was in situ, 46 cm. high. The molded base projected on
the front and right sides 13.5 cm. and on the left 14 cm. There were no
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other traces of molded bases on the facade. A space 1.72 m. wide separated the
pilaster from the face of an offset, 1.56 m. by 60 cm., which occupied the
xiv, ~
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est course, 41 cm. high, projected as a plinth block.
The projection was unequal on the different faces,
being 16 to 17 cm. along the shorter arm, while
below the pilaster and in the space between the pilaster and the angle it was respectively 51 and 56 cm.
On the side of the pilaster nearest the gateway there
was no projection, the lower course being flush with
the face of the pedestal.
Of the south side of the gateway only a few
stones were in situ, but enough remained to indicate
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offset in the angle of the wall on the north side became on the south side a buttress or corner pilaster,
projecting beyond the face of the tower. The north
side of the gate was built Unon the earlier diaLronal
wall connecting the two towers, but it was necessary 126 . Pilaster at gateway. 1.Base
to build on the south side an addition in order to
a
pnth.basaeodin2. Scal2;
1
:
support the structure. This addition was made of
4.
rough masonry containing many used stones from earlier work, some with and
some without bosses and margins. It rested upon the rock ramp, and extended
down over the edge of the ramp to the rock surface below the south tower.
The lower part was carelessly built of stones, apparently laid loosely in a trench.
During the later reconstruction of the gate the opening was narrowed by
building additions against the jambs (Plan 10, and Fig. 125).
Houses near gateway - Inside the various lines of walls, and at a level from
2.25 m. to 3 m. above the entrance level, were two groups of houses superimposed one above the other (PI. 45 a, upper right-hand corner). The lower of
these groups, according to coins and other objects found above and below the
floors, belonged to a period not earlier than the Herodian, while the upper belonged. to the Severan or the Byzantine period. Along the west of the group
ran a street (1), with a stone-covered conduit extending diagonally across its
southern end from rooms, now destroyed, south of the group. (See Plan 10.)
The street was 3.3 m. wide, but narrowed towards the north, and its western
boundary wall was 1.2 m. thick.
The rooms formed no definite house-plan. Room 9 of the earlier series was
paved with plain white mosaic, and on the northeast corner was a bench or ledge,
also in mosaic. The vat with steps in the adjoining room (2) belonged to this
period. The walls of all these rooms were of small rubble, laid in mud mortar.
The later series of walls were built to some extent upon the earlier walls (Plan
11, section C-D), and likewise consisted of rubble, the floor-level being ca. 1 m.
-----
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higher. Rooms 2 and 3 of this period were connected by a door, with rabbeted
jambs of large dressed blocks. In room 8 was a cistern (No. 2) with a square
curb. In a mass of masonry between 5 and 6 was cistern No. 1, with a circular
mouth. Both of these were of the common bottle variety. In several of the
rooms were the round tannurs, or ovens, of coarse brown ware.
Farther north and outside the west wall of the street, as well as ca. 3 m.
below it, were the remains of a long narrow structure divided by a wall into a
small room at the north end and a long chamber at the south. The latter was
plastered throughout, and was subdivided into four nearly equal parts by thin
walls, which were broken off at a distance of ca. 30 cm. from the outer wall. The
plastered face of the opposite wall had no such divisions, which shows that the
thin walls did not close off entirely the individual rooms. In the northwest corner
of the long chamber were three curved steps, likewise plastered. In the adjoining corner of the small chamber was a plastered rectangular bench. From its
shape and character, the building appears to have been a bath.
Details - With the exception of the base of the north pilaster and the fragm,
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127. Cornices from gateway.
1:20.

Scale,

ment of weathered molding on the north tower,
no details were found in situ. From the debris,
however, came several straight or curved pieces of
cornices and of columns, which from their size
could have belonged only to the gate structure.
There were also in the debris inside the gate and
in the houses near it bases of two antoe and a
fragment of a small capital which may have belonged to an elaborate decoration of the upper
portion of the gate entrance. A list of these
fragments follows:

prnimp- inner
1. Fra-ament. of strqffLyht e.
member broken away. Like Nos.
2 to 4 following, the fragment consisted of a cyma reversa and a
row of dentils, with an egg and
tongue motive below them. They
were, therefore, probably part of
the original Herodian entrance.
Height, 21 cm.; width, 57 cm.;
length,' 29 cm.; projection,' 8.5+
cm. The dentils were 4 cm. wide
and 2.4 to 2.7 cm. apart. The
ova were 9.5 cm. on centres (Fig.
SOX127, No. 1. Contour, Fig. 128,
cornices from gateway.
of
Contours
128.
dethe
to
contrast
In
1).
No.
tails from the Severan temple, fragments 1, 2, and 4 were well proportioned and regularly cut.
'The length is always taken from the face of the lowest member
to the inner end of the block, and represents approximately
the length built into the wall. The projection is the difference between the faces of the upper and lower members.

Scale, 1: 4.

As the lowest member usually projected a distance equal to
its height, the actual length built into the wall would be less,
and the actual projection more, than the figures given.
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2. Do. Height, 22 cm.; width, 50.4 cm.; length, broken; projection, 11.8 cm. (Fig.
127, No. 2. Contour, Fig. 128, No. 2).
3. Do. Height, 21.4 cm.; width and length, uncertain; projection, 10.2 cm. (Contour,
Fig. 128, No. 3).
4. Do., cut to radius for tower. Similar to Nos. 1-3, but without
tongues or darts between ova. Height, 21.3 cm.; width, 37.5 cm. on
face, tapering to 28 cm. at inner end; length, 58.5 cm.; projection,
9 cm. (Fig. 127, No. 4. Contour, Fig. 128, No. 4).
5. Fragment of small Corinthian capital. Volute and abacus only. Abacus consisted of two simple faces. Faces of spiral broad and concave, 129. Fragment
and separated by deep narrow groove. Height of abacus, 5.6 cm. of Corinthian
Diameter of volute, 7.2 cm. (Fig. 129).
capital
from
g a t e w ay.
Scale, 1 : 10;
scale of section,
1 : 5.

6. Base of small corner pilaster with simple cyma and fillet. Height,
29.5 cm.; width of pilaster, 20.5 cm.; projection on left, 2 cm.; on
right, 17.5 cm.; base, 31.8 by 20.2 cm. (Fig. 130, No. 6. Contour,
Fig. 131, No. 6).
7. Fragment of Attic type. Height, 29.5 cm.;
width of pilaster, 21.1 cm.; projection on left,
1.5 cm.; on right, 14 cm.; base, 32.4 by 19.5
cm. (Fig. 130, No. 7. Contour, Fig. 131, 7).
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8. Lower end of column (monolithic). Length,
1.38+ m.; diameter at upper (broken) end,
60.5 cm.; fillet around bottom, 6 cm. deep, with
projection of 4 cm.

<6>

9. Fragment of column. Length, 1.365 m.; diameter at lower end, 59 cm.; at upper end, 57.8
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cm.

10. Drum of column.
61 cm.

Length, 60.7 cm.; diameter,
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130. Basees of antae from gateway.
Scale, 1:20.
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132. Fragments of door-jambs.
1:20.

Scale,

131. Contours of bases
6-7. Scale, 1:4.

11. Piece of rabbeted door-jamb, with socket for fastening bar. Height, 49.5 cm.; face
of jamb, 17 cm.; rabbet, 5.2 cm. deep, and of uncertain width (Fig. 132).
12. Do., with two socket holes for door fastenings. Height, 42 cm.; face of jamb, 17.8
cm.; rabbet, 6.7 cm. deep and 27 cm. wide (Fig. 132).
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4. THE STREET OF COLUMNS

The long rows of columns appearing above the surface at intervals along the
whole south side of the hill have always been a feature of the site. They were
rightly supposed to form part of the great colonnaded street built by Herod,
which ran on a gradual upward slope along the southern side of the hill, passed
around the eastern end, and so entered the Forum from the east. There is no
evidence that the street continued all around the hill. On the south, the street
had two straight stretches broken by the curve in the slope, so that the two made
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133. Plan of part of colonnade, south side of Roadway. Scale, 1: 40.

an angle of ca. 153° 30' with each other (see Plan 1). The western portion was
18° 15' north of west, and ran directly to the west gate, its axis being the axis
of the arched entrance. The first columns showing above the modern surface were
at a distance of 75 m. from the gate. In the middle of the modern roadway,
somewhat nearer to the gate, were two bases. These were cleared, measured,
and quickly buried again, so as not to interfere with the public road (P1. 46 d).
They formed part of the south side of the central roadway (Fig. 133).
Here the Roman roadway was 3.6 m. above the entrance in the west gate; but
further east, in the Roadway Trench, the floor was 6.76 m. above, so that the
had a gradual
,~~.;street,~
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towards the east,
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f ---- , j ~at least as far as the
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supplied a quantity
of data in regard to
the construction.
Just east of the exI
cavation several
columns of the various rows projected
134. Section through Fig. 133.
above the ground.
These were slightly leaning. They gave the width of the central roadway as
approximately 16 m. between centres of columns, while the width of colonnade
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along the south side was 6.9 m. The columns were monoliths, and were placed
3.26 m. from centre to centre. They were 4.7 m. high, the lower diameter 61 cm.
and the upper 56.5 cm. The bases, a (Figs. 133 and 134), were of the usual
Attic type, with deeply cut molding, like those of the Herodian temple. They
rested on a curbing of slabs, b, ca. 38 cm. thick, below which was a rough rubble
footing, c. This curbing was ca. 95 cm. wide, and its top 14 cm. above the level
of the central passage. Inside it the paving of the colonnade consisted of a layer
of small rubble, d, with a surfacing of beaten earth, m. The edge of the curb
was 78.5 cm. from the centre of the column, so that the width of the street between
curbings was only ca. 14.5 m. The depth of the street filling was 39 cm., and
consisted of a layer, 35 cm. thick, of rough stones, e, with a layer of small stones, f,
4 cm. thick, above it. On top of this was the final surfacing of beaten earth, m.
Niches - In the Roadway Trench, on the axis of the temple, a portion of the
northern side of the street was uncovered (P1. 46 b c). In Fig. 135 the plan of
this is combined with the plan of the intercolumniation from the excavation nearer
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135. Plan of Roadway Trench.

the gateway. The street was built as close to the cliff as possible, and the rock
was partly scarped away (Fig. 136) to receive it (PI. 46 b). The north side, therefore, was not open, and did not have a double row of columns, the face of the
scarp being marked with masonry, in which was a series of semicircular niches.
Two of these were cleared in the Roadway Trench, but the south side at this
point could not be cleared, owing to an accumulation of debris over 4 m. deep
below the level of the modern road. One of the niches was cleared to the floorlevel. It was 3.34 m. wide and its floor 45 cm. higher than that of the colonnade. A wall, 1.52 m. thick, extended straight out from the sides of the
curved portion of the niche to a distance of 4.05 m. At the outer end was an
offset, which apparently formed the side of an arched entrance to the niche.
The outer face of the series was 5.41 m. back from the edge of the curb, so that
the colonnade on this side was somewhat narrower than that along the south.
The adjoining niche could be measured only across the top, and, as the walls of
both niches had been displaced by pressure, the dimensions could be only approximate. The wall between was 1.52 m. thick, and the second niche appeared
to be 3.04 m. in width, but must have been originally much less. These niches
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were wider than the intercolumniation of the colonnade, as has been indicated
on the plan (Fig. 135). The series of niches could, therefore, not have corresponded to it, unless we consider the niches to have been of two sizes, a larger
and a smaller alternating. The masonry was not characteristic of the Herodian
period. The niches may, therefore, have been entirely rebuilt at a later period.
The single base found here (PI. 46 c) was not in alignment with the regular
series of street columns. It was also wholly different from them in size and contour, so that it cannot be considered as belonging to this period. In Fig. 135
this base is shown at x, with several of the regular columns restored to their
proper positions. On the east side of the trench was found a later wall extending
across the north colonnade from the end of the niche nearly to the edge of the
curb, or to where the row of columns would have been (PI. 46 b c). This wall
was of different masonry, and contained fragments of Roman architraves and
other details probably belonging to the original colonnade. To this later period
also belonged the series of rubble house-walls which extended lengthwise of the
street. The footings of these were sunk but a few centimetres below the hardpacked surface representing the level of the Herodian street, and clearly belonged
to a period when the great street had ceased to be used as such.
5.

THE CIVIC CENTRE
a.

THE FORUM

The site selected for the civic centre of the Herodian city was a large, fairly
level, natural terrace to the east of the summit of the hill (PI. 47 a). The actual
area of the Forum corresponded very closely to that covered by the threshingfloor of the modern Arab village (see Plan 1). Its level was 26.5 m. below the
court of the great temple, and 19.7 m. above the threshold of the west gate of the
city. Along the north side of this area was built a heavy retaining wall, extending towards the west beyond the Basilica. This wall was traced for 161 metres.
Smaller walls were built along the east and south sides. These were carried down
through the earlier strata in construction trenches, the difference between the previous level and the new one being filled in with debris. The Forum was 72.5 m.
wide at the eastern end and 128 m. long on the north. It was not quite rectangular. The north side was orientated 7° 5' north of east. The west end was
8° 55' west of north to agree with the axis of the Basilica, which was placed
slightly askew on the platform. The other two sides of the Forum conformed to
these.
It was surrounded on all sides by a colonnade ca. 6 m. wide. On the north
this probably was open to the exterior, as well as towards the Forum, so as to
afford a view over the city, with the Hippodrome below. On the west it was
backed by the Basilica, while the south and east may have been enclosed by a
solid wall, to screen it from the adjacent buildings. There were probably
entrances on the east and south, the former giving access from the Street of Columns, which ran from the west gate, swept around the eastern end of the hill,
and so came up to the eastern end of the Forum.
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Only the western colonnade has been excavated, the rest of the Forum being
buried under a thin layer of debris. At the west end this debris was 1.5 m. deep,
and sloped down towards the east, so that parts of the pavement of the eastern
colonnade appeared on the surface. The central open space was unpaved, that
is, it had the usual beaten earth floor. The colonnades, however, were paved with
slabs of limestone, which, owing to their nearness to the surface, had mostly been
removed by stone thieves. To get them out, many of the pedestals had been
overturned or displaced. It was only where pedestals remained in situ over the
original pavement that details of the construction could be obtained. The west
colonnade had a slight slope downwards towards the north. Originally along this
short side of the Forum there were 24 columns, and seven of these have always
been visible, their faces much weathered and decayed by exposure (see PI. 47 a).
Others were broken off below the modern surface, but still approximately in position with their pedestals, while the remainder were represented by pedestals and
a few bases, mostly moved out of position. The spacing was 2.5 m. from centre
to centre of the columns, except at the middle of the west side, where a space was
left 4.38 m. wide, as an effective entrance to the Basilica, the east doorway of
which was opposite this point.
The Herodian colonnade had been carefully laid out, as was evidenced by the
exact spacing of those pedestals which remained undisturbed. From the centre of
the pedestal at the northwest corner of the Forum to the centre of the pedestal at
the north side of the entrance space (i.e., the twelfth pedestal) the distance was
27.65 m., or an average for the eleven spaces of 2.51+ m. Pedestals 5 and 7
(counting from the corner) were respectively 10.05 m. (= four spaces) and 15.08
m. (= six spaces). The two end pedestals (8 and 11 on the plan) of the four
cleared to the south of the entrance space were exactly 7.5 m. on centres.
The pedestals which were found along this side were of two distinct types.
Those of one series, representing the original Herodian work, were very well modeled and cut (Fig. 140 c on p. 215), and varied little in height. The others were
of various heights, and had different contours, some even with simple plinths and
bevels, and some unfinished. These belonged to the later restoration under Severus, and indicate a hurried and cheap restoration of the building, quite in accord
with the evidence found at the summit temple. The Herodian pedestals averaged
ca. 73 cm. in height, and were ca. 81 cm. square. The base was composed of a
plinth with a torus and cyma recta between fillets, and the surbase of the same,
inverted, without the torus. The bases of the columns were of the common Attic
type, but the cavetti were more nearly semicircular than those of the summit
temple and the street. The upper member consisted of but one simple torus and
fillet, not double, as on the summit. The columns were 5 m. high, and monolithic.
To avoid excessive filling-in, the level of the Forum was kept as low as possible, and the southern end of the west colonnade was sunk in a shallow trench
in the rock, so that the rock-level in the open, unpaved, central space was even
with the top of the curbing under the colonnade. Whether this unevenness in
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the surface remained exposed in the Forum, or whether the filling was brought up
all over to the level of this rock surface, could not be determined. Farther towards
the north, where the rock began to slope more and more rapidly, the row of columns was carried on a rubble wall, not so well built as the foundations of the
temnle (PI. 49 b. e). On
the outer face of the great
tarrapa
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the rock was 4.77 m. below
the colonnade floor, and
this outer wall was very
well and solidly built (Fig.
137). It was 1.85 m. thick
at the top, and built in
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m. deep, each set back
137. Masonry in outer face of niorth terrace wall. Scale, 1: 80.
slightly from the one below
it. As in the temple foundation, headers on edge were used, but the masonry
was not so uniform in this respect, small stones being also extensively employed.
This outer retaining wall was carried up nearly to the level of the floor, and on
it the flat slabs were laid. The occurrence of these pavement slabs in situ upon
the various foundation walls was of assistance in tracing the Herodian structure,
as they belonged exclusively to that period.
During some later period low walls of small rubble were built between many
of the pedestals along the west side and on the excavated portion of the north
side. These were covered with plaster, and contained doors with rabbeted jambs
(PL 49 a, b 11).
b.

THE BASILICA

As noted already, the north terrace wall continued unbroken to the west beyond the end of the Basilica. The inner foundation wall of the Basilica also
continued through in line, and on it, just north of the small apse, the coping
slabs were in situ (PI. 48 b). Thus it appears that the colonnade along the north
side of the Forum continued to the west, linking together the various buildings
on the terrace. The original Basilica, therefore, extended only as far as this inner
wall. It was a rectangular building, 32.6 m. wide and 68 m. long over its foundations (Plan 12). The entire east wall had been removed down to rock by stone
thieves, but its position was determined by the shallow trench cut in the rock
for the footings, and by a portion of the flight of steps leading from the level of
the colonnade to the Basilica floor 1 m. above (PI. 4!9 c).
The southern part of the building, excepting a portion of what must have
been the south wall, was not excavated. The single column (Plan 12, B 7) of
the interior south aisle showing above ground was cleared to its foundation in
1908, as was also the corner of the inner series of foundations at the southwest.
The west wall, which had been destroyed, was rebuilt farther in during the later
restoration.
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The interior of the building consisted of a large central hall, 14.92 m. wide,
and ca. 44 m. long, with open colonnades or aisles on three sides. Of these, one
complete column remained on the south, and six along the west, where there had
originally been twelve. In the portion excavated, the pedestals of the other columns, extending to the beginning of the apse, were still in situ (PIs. 47 b; 51 b).
The central hall had been paved with stone, while the side aisles were paved
with plain white mosaic, with a narrow border of black near the edges (PI. 50 a).
This mosaic was almost perfect along the west side and on the east as far as the
north end of the hall. Opposite the door leading to the tribunal had been a small
ornamental centre-piece in color, but this was badly damaged. Its shape was a
cinquefoil outlined with red and black tesserae.
The single column in situ at the north end belonged to the original building,
but had been re-erected on a plain pedestal. The foundation wall below it, which
extended the width of the central hall, seemed from its poorer construction to be
also of the later period, but a row of columns must have existed here or farther
north in the original building.
Tribunal- At the northern end was a semicircular tribunal, 4.4 m. in diameter (PIs. 47 b; 50 b). It had four concentric seats with molded edges (Fig. 138).
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series appeared to have been rebuilt, as
the masonry is less well fitted. The old
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debris were a number of fragments of contours and radii similar to those of the
moldings which were in situ. Among the
fragments was a large block, a (Fig. 138),
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138. Moldings from tribunal and from debris

W ihCh h a d

f med the inner end of one of
the steps, the molding returning down the
outer edge. The facings of the steps were of fitted stones, and the space between
them and the main walls was filled in with small rubble. The seats were built
upon a pavement which was 1.48 m. below the aisles, and at the east and west
were flights of steps leading to that level. The steps on the west led from a door
on to the long west aisle, which extended the full length of the building.
The
east aisle was similar, but all traces of any door and wall had been swept away.
The steps belonged to a restoration, but occupied the position of the original
steps, as the doorway apparently belonged to the first period. Across the south
side was the finely molded base of a wall which must have served as a sort of
balustrade, dividing the lower room from the main building, if the latter opened
directly on to the tribunal. The floor was paved with large slabs, those inside
near it. Scale,
l

: 20.
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the round portion being cut to radius, with a large semicircular slab in the
centre. The exact centre was marked by the remains of an iron staple, to which
had been attached a ring.
Columns - The pedestals of the Basilica rested, as in the Forum colonnades,
on a curbing of well-dressed and fitted blocks, 1.35
nm. long ana
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columns were ca. 3.88 m. on centres (Fig. 139).
The pedestals were 108 cm. square and 76 cm.
high, although these dimensions varied slightly.
In Fig. 140 are given the contours of the pedestals along the west side (NW corner and W 1
to W 6) and those of the pedestal belonging to
the east row (E 3), with one from the Forum
colonnade (C). It will be seen that the moldings,
where finished, are uniform in contour, varying
only in height. The pedestal N 1 was lower, and
finished with plain bevels only, in place of moldings. It belonged to the restoration period, when
apparently the plan of the northern end of the
building was changed. The best preserved pedestal and column base was W 1, and sections of
theF monldinoys areP Loiven in Fia. 141. e beine the
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The complete order of the interior is given in Fig. 142. The pedestals were
in one block, and the bases in another. The latter were of Attic type, 44 cm. to
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140. Contours of pedestals andi bases, showing variations.
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Scale, 1: 20.

47 cm. high, the lower plinth being of width equal to that of the pedestals. The
columns varied from 5.93 m. to 6.03 m. in height. These differences, with those
of the pedestals, make the tops somewhat uneven, but not seriously so, and the
inequality was probably adjusted by the capitals. The lower diameter of the columns was 73.5 cm., and the upper 66.5 cm. The columns have all a slight swell-
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ing one-third of the distance from the base, at which point the diameter was 77.9
cm. (P1. 51 a). They were monolithic, and had a wide fillet cut on the bottom,

ME",
BENZ
i
i

I

141. Contours of moldings of pedestal W 1 (f, g) and
base of column (e). Scale, 1: 4.
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143. Detail of capital.
Scale, 1: 4.
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142. The order of the Basilica. Scale, 1: 40.

and an astragal and fillet on the top. The capitals were Corinthian. Two almost
perfect specimens were found in the debris (P1. 50 a). The leaves were well mod-
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eled and cut (Figs. 142 and 143). The height of the best specimen, found
in the eastern aisle, was 90 cm., and the spread of the abacus 1.15 m. In the
debris of the west aisle was a fine capital 57 cm. high, fitting a pilaster whose
top diameter was 59 cm. There were two rows of acanthus leaves, the lower row
31 cm. high, the second 23 cm.
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144. Contours of cornices.

Scale, 1: 4.
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145. Miscellaneous fragments from debris.
Scale, 1: 20.

Cornices-Several blocks were found in the debris. The contours of those
best preserved are given in Fig. 144 a-d. These blocks were unornamented.
With them were found various broken fragments of other details (Fig. 145),
each one a unique specimen. No duplicates of them were found, since
the building had served as a quarry from the later Byzantine period to modern
times.
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fRofino -

a clerestory, and was roofed with wooden
trusses covered with tiles, and the side aisles
with single pitch roofs. In the debris were a
number of fragments of terra-cotta roofing
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tiles. Those belonging to the first period,
found in the lowest stratum above the floor,
had the shape a (}ig. 146). They were ot

hard red ware, 40 cm. wide and ca. 55 cm.
long, slightly concave on the under side, and
with the side ridges as shown. With these
.11.
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146. Roofing tiles.
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a-b. Herodian period.
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were found the ridge tiles, b, many still con-

taining the lime mortar with which they had
Scale of ridge tiles, 1:4.
been cemented in place. They were ca. 12 cm.
wide at one end, and tapered, being ca. 30 cm. in length. The tiles c of the
second period, found in the upper debris, were of a yellower ware, more brittle
and much simpler in pattern, the edges consisting merely of vertical flanges.
They were ca. 40 cm. by 57 cm., like the earlier variety. The ridge tiles
belonging to them were ca. 35 cm. long. They were narrower and higher, and
were of horseshoe shape in section, d.
Restoration-During the Severan period the Basilica and the Forum were
entirely reconstructed. The building, like those on the summit, had apparently
been in ruins. Many of the columns had been overthrown, and the pedestals
carried away. In the reconstruction new bases were made, some in a crude imitation of the Herodian bases, but the majority were unfinished, or provided with
simpler moldings. The variations in height and width were much greater than
those of the earlier period, and in some cases in the colonnade the bases were so
small that they were raised on a layer of debris and small stones above the original pavement. The interior plan of the Basilica remained much the same. The
west wall was moved ca. 1 m. inside its former position, and now consisted of a
series of wide openings, probably arched, separated by massive piers. The northern end of the building was carried to the outer terrace wall, and a much larger
tribunal constructed, probably still retaining the small one as a centre. To the
new rows of seats belong the cruder moldings b and e (Fig. 138, on p. 214).
Only one side of this later structure remained. It rested on shallow footings of
small rubble running over the Herodian walls. The steps leading to the lower
tribunal level were rebuilt, and the floor of the latter repaired.
At a still later period the space west of the axis of the building between the
end of the central hall and the tribunal was filled with small rooms, built against
the earlier walls. The two spaces of the west aisle were filled with masonry, and
against this wall, i.e., along the east side of the aisle, a narrow flight of steps was
built. This had a molded balustrade. The large tribunal of the Severan period
continued to be used, as several repairs of small squared stones show, but just
what use the building had in this period could not be determined. Possibly it
c-d. Later Roman period. Scale, 1:20.
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continued to be used as the administrative centre of the town. During the
Byzantine period a large apsidal church (now the mosque) was built farther
east.
6.

MISCELLANEOUS
a.

BUILDINGS

HIPPODROME

No excavation has so far been undertaken on the site of the building lying
east of north of the Forum and ca. 74 m. below it, which is marked by a number of columns still showing above the surface (Plan 1). The building occupies
a long narrow depression in the side of the hill. The steep, sloping sides and end
of this depression were utilized for the seats. The area enclosed by the rows of
columns was 55 m. wide and 225 m. long. The south end, to judge from the
contour of the present debris and hill, was semicircular, while the north end was
square and open, being near and parallel to the probable line of the city wall.
The columns were monoliths, and of the same shape as those of the roadway and
in the other buildings.
Farther towards the west, on a similar level, north of the temple, the side
of the hill has a large, semicircular indentation, ca. 75 m. across. This likewise
was open towards the north, and in the slope of the hill behind it was an outcrop
of well-dressed masonry. This spot seems the most likely location for the Theatre,
which must have formed one of the features of the Roman city.
b.

MINOR EXCAVATIONS

South of the modern village, on the southern side of the hill, adjoining the
east end of the Street of Columns, an area 20 m. by 22 m. was excavated
(Samarra's Land'). The buildings here all proved to be of late date. There were
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two superimposed layers of construction. The lower, apparently of the Severan
period, consisted of rubble foundations belonging to a large building. This building contained a series of rooms arranged in rows, fifteen of which we excavated (PI.
'Samarra and Kaid are the names of the owners of the two small areas excavated.
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52 c). One of them, which had been used as a cistern, had a low, semicircular
niche on the east side. This cistern did not extend into the rock, but consisted
merely of rubble walls plastered over.
The upper layer contained buildings of the Byzantine period. Along the north
side, adjoining the modern road, was a row of rooms, each ca. 3.5 m. square.
The walls were built of larger stones, well fitted, but not squared. The southern
face of the series was finished with dressed masonry, laid in courses of alternate
headers and stretchers, resting on a rough rubble foundation. A space 7 m. wide
separated this building from another to the south. This consisted of several
rooms, whose dimensions, owing to the destruction of walls, could not be ascertained. The cistern of the lower series had been used in this period, and one of
the new walls was carried across it on an arch.
North of the village, between the Roman Forum and the mosque, a small
area was cleared (Kaid's Land), disclosing the cellars of a house (Pl. 52 b).
These were covered with slabs, supported by finely built arches which separated the rooms from one another (Fig. 147). The masonry was like that of the
upper series of rooms just described, the arches, e.g., being like that over the cistern. The main walls, c d, were built of rubble, while the arches, a a, were of
dressed masonry cut as voussoirs. The arch began two courses above the floor,
and these two projected as a ledge the thickness of the arch. The roofing consisted of two rows of slabs (g) over each room, the ends resting on the side
walls and the arch. The door-jambs were finished with dressed masonry (f), but
were not rabbeted.
c.

MAUSOLEUM UNDER SAMARRA'S HOUSE

Near the southeast corner of the village, at the point marked Maus. on Plan
1, a small but well-preserved tomb was excavated. Its floor-level was 7.15 m.
below the floor of the village house which had been
iB
built over it. Owing to the existence of this house,
the whole of the exterior of the tomb could not be
cleared, but a pit sunk down from the courtyard
of the house disclosed more than half of the west
¢ front, with the entrance through which access to
the interior was obtained.
The tomb was a square chamber, with a portico
extending the full width of the faqade (Fig. 148).
The walls were of rough rubble, faced outside and
The front
inside with dressed limestone ashlar.
was decorated with four pilasters, 43 cm. wide, and
projecting 2.5 cm. These had bases 17 cm.
high, with the contour shown in Fig. 149 d.
The courses of ashlar still in situ were 42, 44, 42,
148. Plan of Mausoleum. Scale, 1: 100. and 42 cm. respectively, counting from the bot-
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tom up, and these were carried along the face including the pilasters, the latter
being bonded in the wall with specially cut stones. The columns of the portico
were placed opposite the pilasters, with their centres 2.5 m. from the latter
(Fig. 150). The pavement of the portico was of finely dressed slabs, 26 cm. below
the entrance sill. The bottoms of the bases of pilasters and columns were 45 cm.
above the pavement, and under the columns were plain cubical blocks of this
height. Plinths of similar height must have been below the pilasters, but
these, so far as the face was cleared, were missing. The bases of the
columns were similar to those of the pilasters, but of greater projection (Fig.
-d
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Unly one column was In situ in tme
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area excavated. The base was cut from one
piece, and the shaft was monolithic. Its height
was 2.64 m., the lower diameter 38 cm., and
the upper ca. 32 cm. The surface was finished smooth, but originally it had been the
intention to cover it with relief decoration.
A number of intersecting circles had been inscribed regularly over it as the basis for the
design, but no cutting had been done. On
either side of the portico and separated from
each other by a space 94 cm. wide in line with
the entrance were two platforms, 51 cm. and
54 cm. high. These were of dressed stone. They
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huge sarcophagi which still rested upon them.
The entrance was 67 cm. wide, and had an architrave, of the pattern shown
in Fig. 149 b, across the top and down the sides, ending against the flat sill,
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On the inside the door had rabbeted jambs. The
jamb on the north side was 23 cm. wide and 7.5
cm. deep. That on the south was made 7 cm.
deeper in order to receive the door when open. The
Idoor was still in situ and in perfect working condition. It was a single slab of stone, 84 cm. wide,
150. Front (west) elevation. Scale, 1
m
i
a
15 c
tik
At i
1.43 m . hSgh, a n d 1 5 c m. thick. At its upper and
1:100.
lower inner ends there were circular pins which
turned in sockets cut in the sill and lintel. At a distance of 52 cm. from the top,
and 10 cm. in from the outer edge, was a hole ca. 7 cm. in diameter, which did
not extend through the stone, but was cut on the outer face only. In this was
the end of the iron handle of the door, firmly fastened in with lead. Above this
was a hole 7 by 9 cm., cut through the stone. This was slightly below a deep
hole cut in the north jamb, and was the socket for the bolt, all the metal of which
had disappeared.
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The interior of the tomb was not quite square, the north side being 3.47 m.
long, the south 3.5 m., while the east and west sides were only 3.27 m. The interior was complete. In the middle of the north, east, and south sides were niches,
2.13 m. wide and 48 cm. deep. These were raised above the floor 28 cm., the
height of the lowest course of masonry, which apparently ran around all four
sides of the room uniformly, and projected as a ledge or surbase 10 cm. beyond
the face of the wall. Each niche was crowned with a semicircular arch of wellfitted voussoirs, 15 or 16 in number. These were 38 cm. high, and their outer
edges were concentric with the inner edge of the arch, and were flush with the
face of the wall (Fig. 151). The courses inside the niches were continuous with
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151. Longitudinal section (A-B) and transverse section (C-D).
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those on the rest of the wall. At a height of 2.25 m. above the floor began
another semicircular arch on each of the four sides of the chamber. The voussoirs, 17 in number, were cut with the molding shown in Fig. 149 a, and the
lowest one in each case was specially cut to bond in with the regular horizontal
course of the wall. The voussoirs were 33 cm. high, and, like the lower arches,
had both edges concentric. Inside the arches the walls were carried up with the
regular coursing, and the inner member of the molding was flush with them.
Upon the tops of these arches rested a flat dome, 3.27 m. in diameter, and from
spring to top 71 cm. high. In the four corners were pendentives of smooth stones
more carelessly built up than any other part of the interior. In two corners these
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the diameter of the dome was equal to the short side of the
chamber, its lower edge w^s flush with them, while on the
other two sides, the east and west, it was practically on a
line with the outer member of the moldings. There were
seven rings of masonry in the dome and a hole ca. 40 cm.
152. Diagram of dome. in diameter at its top. In the top ring nearest the opening
Scale, 1: 100.
there were four stones; in the second, six stones; in the third,
eight; in the fourth, ten; in the fifth, twelve; while the sixth and seventh had
an irregular number of short and long stones arranged to break joints with the
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other rows (Fig. 152). The stones in the upper rows were of nearly uniform
length, and the breaking of joints was very cleverly planned.
The floor was paved with slabs of stone. The niche on the north side only
was completely cleared. In it rested a plain rectangular sarcophagus, 56.5 cm.
wide, 198 cm. long, and 61 cm. high. The sides were 6.5 cm. thick. The lid was
missing, and the sarcophagus was empty. On the floor three others were visible,
all of the same size as the one in the niche, and all lhad been rifled and cleaned
out. There may have been still others in the debris on the opposite side of the
room. Apparently, the chief members of the family of the two persons buried in
the portico had been placed in the niches, and, when these places had been filled,
the later sarcophagi had been simply placed on the floor of the vault. The owner,
and perhaps his wife, were placed outside in two much more elaborate sarcophagi,
resting on the raised bases on either side of tile entrance. The sarcophagus on
the north was simpler in design, but of better finish. It was 2.5 m. long, 1.04 m.
wide, and 1.11 m. high, exclusive of the lid. The long face was divided into two
wide panels by short fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals. These were in high
relief and not connected with the base or the top moldings of the front. From the
tops of these pilasters were suspended heavy garlands of laurel leaves with a bunch
of fruit (?) hanging from them. In the centre of the spaces were Medusa heads,
with a double knot below each. The front was enclosed by a wide flat fascia, 16
cm. in width, with a deeply cut cyma reversa molding 10 cm. wide inside it. The
lid was in the form of a pediment with moldings similar to those around the
lower face. In the centre was a circular medallion portrait of the occupant (?).
At the outer corners were two large acroteria. The ends of both body and lid were
finished perfectly plain. The end nearest the door had been broken through by
thieves. (See PI. 79 b.)
The sarcophagus on the south was more ambitious in design, but of wretched
workmanship. It was 2.44 m. long and 1.05 m. wide. Along the bottom ran
a wide band of interlaced laurel leaves, while the ends and top were decorated
with a molding similar to that on the other sarcophagus. Within this, cut in
very high relief, was a row of nude soldiers, each with the end of a cloak across
the breast, fastened with a huge circular clasp on the right shoulder. In the left
hand they carried short spears. The bodies were crude attempts at delineating
human beings, the heads and limbs not being in proportion to the bodies, and
roughly cut, without any attempt at modeling. The end towards the entrance
was broken away by thieves. On the other end was a group of two men carrying
bunches of fruit. The lid represented a simple pitch roof running lengthwise of
the sarcophagus. It was cut to represent eight rows of round end tiles. Near the
edge of the roof were heavy festoons of leaves, supported over the shoulders of three
cupids. At the corners were large squatting lions, with their tails curled up over
their haunches. The workmanship of the cupids and lions, while poor, was superior to the row of figures below, but no part of the detail was equal to that
on the north sarcophagus. (See PI. 79 a, c.)

PART IV
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MNIATERIAL
BY

GEORGE ANDREW REISNER

ClAPTErL'Et I -INSCRl?''IPIONS
A. ISRAELITE INSCRIPTI)ONS
I.

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF

a. DATE

1

contemporary with Ahab, Egyptian objects, and
Israelite ostraca of the same general period.
Whatever the exact date of the ostraca may be,
all tllhese objects are exactlyr suchl as might be
looked for on the floor of the Ahlab Ipalace occupied about 80'5 to 722 B.C.
Thie potsllerds used for thle ostraca are from
five lifferent kinds of vessels: (1) Large twohandled (?) jars of thick dark ware with a gray
or drab surface; (2) large two-lhlandled jars of
thin gravwSare with a fine smooth gray or drab
surface; (3) julgs of soft brown wtare wTith a red
hlematite slilp (sonmletimes faded yellow); (4) pans
of fine brown ware with a burnished red haematite slip; (5) bowls of coarse yellow, brown or red

STACA

AND FORMS

In the eastern part of the courtyard in rooms
401, 416, 417, 419, 470-474, in the lotest part of
the debris of occupation, we found a number of
potsherds bearing Israelite inscriptions written
with the ordinary carbon ink used in a similar
way in ancient Egypt. The forms of thle letters
used in the script of these ostraca are like those
of the oldest known inscriptions, if one allows for
the difference between pen writing and chiseling
in stone; and if no other information were available, they would be 'assigned on epigraphical
grounds to the 8th or 9th centurS B.C. These
ostraca being merely temporary notes, were
dated with the year of the reign, but without the

ware with a red or yellow slip.
In three cases, two cdifferent ostraca fit to-

gether, - thllat is, the texts were written on adjoining fragments of the same bowl, see Nos. 4344, 45-46, 48-49. Nos. 45 and 46 applear to be

name of the king.
The identification of the second portion of the
Israelite palace as the palace of Ahab was made
in 1909 solely from the fact that it was a considerable structure second in point of time on the
site. This fact fulfilled the conditions laid dowmn

duplicates in the first two lines. The other two
pairs are not sufficiently preserved to permnit a

conlclusion. ()ther ostraca are from jars of identical materials, and miavy be from the same vessels;
but a careful trial did not shlow anv other ad-

by the Hebrew narrative in the Book of Kings.
To this may be added that the character of the
masonry was that of an Israelite building found
at Tell el-Miutesellim. 2 In 1910, on the living
floor of the courtyard of this palace were found a

joining pairs.

These inscribed Ipotsllherds are true ostraca in
all but two or three cases, and not jar labels.
(1) The known labels, or inscriptions, on wiIle

dated Egyptian jar of the reign of Osorkon II

jars and similar vessels in antiquity are, I be-

1

(a) The transliteration of all proper names which appear in
the ostraca, whether they have Biblical eqluivalents or nlot, follows the method set forth in the Jewish Enltyclopedia, vol. i, p).
xxv; except that X, is represented by S. Biblical proper nlames
with no equivalents in the ostraca are given in the familiar Enlglish forms. (b) In the transcription of the ostraca into the socalled square characters smaller type indicates letters lost in the
original by break or abrasion; a dot above a letter signlifies thiat
the character is partly lost or scarcely visible on the ostr.acon;
broken lines denote lost letters without indicating the precise,
number of such letters; and a dot above a Idash tmealns that olle
letter is wanting, no probable inference as to its character being
possible from comparison or otherwise.
2
G. Schumacher, Tell el-MIutesellimn, I, p. 931.
3
In Greek times, the jars were stamped on tile handles.

lieve, without exception written horizontally on
the shloulder or uplper part of the jar.3 A number
of inscriptions on our ostraca are written across
the turning marks at different angles, i. e. not
horizontally; for example, Nos. 16, 18, and 53.
(2) Some of the ostraca are broken to a suitable
shape with a certain amount of practised skill.
See Sos. 2, 17, 18, 23, 53, 54 55. (3) The texts
were written to fit thle potsherd (see Nos. 18, 22,
and 53), sometimes forcing the scribe to split a

word at the end of a line (see Nos. 4, 16, 21, 54,
etc.). (4) Two real jar labels, sucltas occur in

But in Egypt, the stamp, as well as the inscription, was onl the
shoulder.
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Egypt and Palestine, are preserved in Nos. 62
and 63, and differ radically in alppearance fromn
thie other ostraca.
The texts of the ostraca all begin with a date,
The body of the
such as in the ninth year."
texts after the date slhows the following variations :
(a)

"In the 10tll ylear. WMine of Kern
for a jar of fine oil."
Nos. 53, 54, andIprobably 55.

ha-Tell

(b) "In the - - - - tl year. To v. p7'.p. fronm i.
pr. I," or "from n. pr.1. to n. pr. p.,)--in

both of wlhich I take to lbe eqluivalent
meaning.

(1) "A jar of old wvine."'
Nos. 4-10, 12 14, 15, all ofyear 9.
(2) "A jar of old winie. For (or tbelolginlg
to) nI. pr. P."
Nos. 3, 11, 13, all of vear 10).
(3) .A jar of fine oil."
Nos. 1-19, all of tearl10.
(c)

In tlhe - - - thl year.

1.' or'fronm

To n. p. 1).fromni7.

pr-.

n1.pr. 1. to n-. pr. p.

Nos. 22-33, 36-39, 42, 44-50, 56, all (of
vear 15.
(2) "A jar of old wine. For (or belonging
to) n. Pr1). p."

Nos. 3, 11, 13, all of vear 10, -see
above.

b(2),

son of--------

I

..........

Eliba son of -- --.--.............
Ba'ala son of Elislia'.............
Yeda'vau son of----- ..........

1
[1]
[1."

Ostracon No. 2:
"In the 10th vear. To (Gaddiyau. From
Azah.

.
Abiba'al ......................
..........................
Ahaz
Sheba . ..............

AM eriha'al ......................

NAMES

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to
examnine the proper nlames which I hlave indicatted as n. In\1., Ibecause they follow the prelposition "frotrn." They are 17 in nurmber, as shown
also gives the
by tlie table on pIage 229, whIichl
relations of tlie names to the other facts contaitned in tlie ostraca.
(O)f these names, Slhekeml is t-he only one whlicl
mighit be identified with a place name mentioned
in tlie Old Testamernlt. But ha-lTell is certainly
the nlame of a place, perhlalps the Tpresent Et-Tell
in tllhe vallevy west of Sarnaria, and Kerm ha-Tell
would l)e the natme of a garden or estate at that
place. KermIn Yehuu'ali, wich occurs in No. 55
parallecl to Kerrnmha-Tell in Nos.53 and 54 and
further in No(. i60, would be of course the name
of anotlher garden or estate. Curiously enough
names, Abi'ezer, Helek, Shekem,
six of tlie
No'ali, anld Hoglah, occur in Joshua
Shetiida;
17, 2 ff., and in Numbenrs 26, 28 ff. as tribal
subdivisions of lanasselh. In thlose texts MIan[Mlachlir-Gilead] is divided into Abi'ezer,
Shekem, Slhemnida', and Hepher,
HeIelk, Asriel,

assel

....

2
2
1

I "

Noahl

HIoglalh, Milkalh, and Tirzalh. It can hardly be
doubted that Abriezer, Shenlida', Helek, Hoglah,
and No-alh are either place names like Shekeml or
aarnes of tribal units eqluivalent to tribal districts. As thle remaining names are clearlv not
naImes of p)ersIons, I reach the conclusion thllat
the

(d) Listform:
Ostracon No. 1:
'In the 10tih ear. to Slren-arvau. From
Be'er-yam.
Jar[s ?] of old [wine].
2
..............
Rage' son of Elishla;
pUzza

P1.4LA(CE

whille lieplier is sutbdivided into MIahlah,

Pr.pr.p"

(1)

b.

also are tle nameIlls of eitllher places or tribal

units. Etvniologically, Shiiftan, Azat Par'an (or

Ob()ot Par'ai), lB'er--aml(?) and Haserot appear
to l)e Iplace nanmes. IHarerot also appears appende( to a I1. 1r. p. as follows:
Nos. 22, 23, Ijele of Ha;erot.
No. 24, RLafa'Aninlmes of IHaserot.
No. 25, Al!zai of Ha]erot.
Two( other of t~le se\enteen namnes in the following list are used in the sanme construction:
arnavaul Natan of Ta~ot.
Nos. 45, 47,
No. 29, [K]edar of Sak.
Three mnore names, lwhich occur in this construction, nmav be added to tlhe list of seventeen
place names, and bring the total, including Kerm
Yebti'1ali, to tvwenty-one:
No. 48, Ye'Ls11 of Yaslheb1 (?)
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2.
3.

Shiftan
Gib--Yasot

1

To

Froml

1.

Ba'alzamtItar

i
:

Ahino0 'Ian-i

Ahino'l:am

f

4.
5.
6.

Azat Parian ('.?)
or Obot ParIan (?)
KTeseh
Azah

I

S.
9.

Sak
Haserot
Be'er-yazll ('?)

I

IN T1H1E ( STraA

Nos. of (e.trtacta

\vinle
a)

9
10(3
9

wvillne
NirIe

9), 1)
19
2

oil

4--J
Xwine

Abiba'al
2
Ahaz
1
Sheba'
Alvribt'aal 1
oil

2

(
-

Year
\'e>tr

IAMENTIOANE)

A( liva'll
GaIddiyatu

10

G"addiytilu

I

1)
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1

1()
10

ictliyaStu

17<l,b

10

G'addivau

WMic,b

oil

4-7

10

oil

Shleinarau
tl

wvin- Rare'* Elislil

:ile'lll8IVttll

10

zzya -1
Elilat - --1
Ba'alaElisha [1]
YedaS'au
II]
wvine.
Idor Is}ia --- of

fIsha Ahinielek

15
10
10

<)11~~

10
IS

10.

Abi'ezer

11.Kerni

ha-Tell

Shemiarylau

13

oil
oil'

W
Nilmshli (?>)

12.

Sheinida'

Bedytcau (?)
Ahinmla
Ahinia
AhinIa

10
10
15
15
10

5*S
21

15

37)
39)
20
37,,39

ill'

2S

IFor Ba'ala Bttwallne 'oili ?]
Isha [Ba'al'azkar]
'Alah Ela

15

[Ahima ?]
Heles
Heles CGaddiyau
Heles Gaddiyau
Heles Gaddivau
tHeles] GalddiSau
Heles Afsah
Isha Ahimelek
A -----------

lha-Tell

Ba'ta:la of E'l-Tat tAwan

3

15
lt1

(:'era Yauiyoshlet)
AhimlatI

32
3X
30
:36
t 43
,3.

15
r15
15

15
15
15

G(era Hanni'al)
Tfi i
1
---------rnnt
S _--------_

34

33

lta1t:la %Zaf[karI]
li]evdair of Sak

29

9

40
17

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

Helek

Hoglah
N"o ah
Shekem
Sherek

Isha Ahiilelek
Isha Ahinmelek

15
15

(Isha] Ahimelek
Isha Ahinlelek

15
15.

Isha [Ahimelek]
Hanan Ba'ara

1?
1i

Harnan Ba'.ara
Gomrer

15

Hailnnillm alil
Yed-la'yaii
Yeda'yalul Ahinmeiek

I

Sc

2'2,

Hlesr of Hlaserot

23

'24
24

IRafa 'Aiiimies of

5(1

2}
27

IB3',tala Bta'almlle'oni
- - - - - - - of Htlserot
Irarnayilau Nat.-in of

260
45,22,2
47
4X, 46;
5()

15?
15
115

-11,13

15

42

ondensed
e
form of this 'Tableonl

.:laserot,

IAhzai of Hase-rot

-Yaskot

'Abedyalugl for Abivau (?)
___---------hle wine )
May
rnal\lau CGladdliatl of *Ashlarott

|Ye'ush liof YIslelb

4S

fpage

230.

(?)
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No. 28, Ba'ala of El-JIIattan.
No. 42, NIarnavatu Gaddiyau of 'Asharot (?).

4All these tuweLty-one znamces nuist

be accepted as

are, on the other hland, clearly nanies of persons,
as may be seen from tile table bl)eneatlh, whlichl
gives all the related facts contained in tlhe
ostraca:

1.

-rt-.A'r
ANAMES

Fr oll

Azah

Sak
Srt'lli(l:
Ha~serotl

cGaddiau

Shemrllida

Shemida'
Azat Par'an
Abli'ezer
ha-T(l1

BeR
('rI-yamlII}

BY

1
4
1

?. ..

47

10
l )

1;)

PERLSONAL

Sliift-tlI
G(il) ---Yasot

2

K6a, I)
I8
3()
3-3
34

).35

6.

Ahinma

Shemicda^t(t'
Shemriida4

Abibca'al

2

2

Sheballi
1
Meriba.tIl I
oil
oil
Gvrka Hamin"ab
S
- a------- - - --

7.

Isha Ahimeliek

Shieniida'

15

Shenrllidda

15

AlIi':zer

15
1;5
1.5

Shemid~a

Heiek
Helek
IEleek
He:lek
Helek

8. Heles Afsah
9. Hanan Ba'ara.

Ahirma

wine

1.3
21
1

oil

w·inc^
wvine Ragltte' Elislha
'Uzz7,a -- - - IliI

- - - - -

f

1
I
1

Elishla
11]
.1]

12

win.

19

oil

w~iner

W\'illV:'

37, :39
:3ti
36
f2I1

'29

922 23

w'ilne.
or Ba'al1 B:a'allllme'olni]
Isha (l[ ':l't1ktr]
'Alah Ela
Gera Yauviosheb
B1a'ala of E'l-N.a-tttall
[Kelldar of Sak
Heles of Haslerot
- - of Haserot
ttafa: 'Amilmes of lHas:erot
Ahzai of IHase(rot

2_
15

1.5

HoglictI
[Stiekent?)

15

No'.ah
Sheerk
Slierek

la

Ba'alatt

24
'25

Shiclmida'

SII('I takn

10. (Gomler
11. Yeda'yall
Yelda'yau Ahirmelek

15

nt

Yan l-----

14

10
I ()

NAMES

Ahaz

3'2

9
9

Yasot:

It Itlen

wille
oil

9

Ba'alzamar
Ahino'anm

23 ostraeat
t(o 7 menl

Nos, of ().t ra<"i

1at, h

15
15
15
-I A)
M
15
f;)
9

11 ostraeal
to 4 menIll'

43 o)strra:a

It,)

4.
5.

4
1

..

ARE

'TO"

9

10
(?)

'I . . . . . .

10
1()

15
Sh'emida'

Heles ----- (?)
Shemiarvalu

1
I

T ot ill.......
..

1(0
10

Shic'mida,

3.

l

.9 o()t IJ1s1¢ta
to 4 menIII

Year

Gadldiyall

Heles

(, o :mII

PRECEDED

Azali

2.

I

iHekes Afsah .....
("ilallneI
. r
...

The words which follow the preposition "to"

TO

4

I

H(fles Ahimla ....
Islia Ahiinelek

tFORHI
15 eYear

:i

S(lliarytu ....
Iat,'alzalllar . ....
Ahillno'alm ......
Ahilta .. ......

c. PERSONAL NAM:ES

SHOWvINGc

iN (
INCO:ND)ENSE
D

'

N '.- tr

Iet vciepit
p

designating estates, p1laces- or tribal units.

TA.BLEA}

()F IP)AA(It:
G
2
2E

IABI1fE

15
1.5
15
'I,-

A.

-31
4S
4S(

B3a.-ala Za[kar]
IMarnavau Natan of Yasot
,El -----------'Albedlvaul forl Abiv:au
Mharnaytaul (G:ltaddiait of 'Aslhiarot
Ye'usll of YaIslie})

ISRAELITE INSC(IRIPTIONS
Hele§, Ahinoanm, Ahimelek, Harnan, Ba'ara
(fem.), and Gomer (fenm.) are Biblical names,
while Gaddiyau and Shenlaryau are equivalent to
CGedaiah and Shenmariah. Ba'alzamar is a known
Phoenician name, and all the others are etymo-

ostraca of form c(2), Nos. 3, 11, 13, present tlhe
following variations:

No. 3. "In the 10lth year. To [Ahim]a.

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Ba'ala Elisha' (?), No. 1.
Ba'ala of El-AIattan, No. 28.
Ba'ala Ba'alme'oni, No. 27.
Ba'ala Zakar, No. 31.
Hele 1 Gaddiyau, Nos. 30, 33, 34, 35.
Helea Afgah No. 31.
Heleq of Haaerot, Nos. 22, 23.
Isha 1 Ahimelek, Nos. 22-29, [13].
Isha [Ba'alazkarl, Nos. 37, 39.
Hanan 1 Ba'ara, Nos. 45, 47.
'Alah Ela, No. 38.
Rage' Elisha', No. 1.
Gera Yauyosheb, No. 36.
Mlarnayau Natan of Ya~ot, Nos. 45, 47.
Rafa 'Animes of Ha~erot, Nuo. 24.

Haaving considered such possibilities as that the
first word was a title or a noun, I find the only
possible conclusion to be that the relation between the two names is that ordinarily indicated
by the use of the words "son of", but often
omitted as is the case in modern Arabic usage.
That is, Helen Gaddiyau means Hele$ son of
Gaddiyau. In the ostraca we have at least three
different persons named Ba'ala, and some further
description was necessary to distinguish each one.

In modern Egyptian practice, the name of the
father is usually added as a matter of course,
and in keeping our business accounts we have
found it necessary in some cases to add the name
of the grandfather, the nickname, or the name
of the village of origin in order to identify the
individual fully.
The question arises as to the significance of the
final n. pr. p. in ostraca of form c. The three
I

From

Shemrtida'.

A jar of (o)ld [wine].
For Ba'ala B[a'alme'oniJ."

logically explicable as proper names of persons.

The names at the end of the ostraca of form c
are likewise clearly proper nanmes of persons.
Abiba'al Ahaz, Sheba', Elishla, 'Uzza, Ela, Gera,
Rafa, and Natan are identifiable in the O)ld Testament as names, and the rest, with one or two
exceptions, are recognizable as such fronm Phoenician parallels or on etymological grounds.
A question arises, however, as to the interlpretation of the two names following each other:

231

No. 11. "A jar of [old] wine.
----- -------.-

no'ani.yy

No. 13. "In the 10th year.

From Abi'ezer. To

Shemarvaut.

A jar of old wirne.
For Ish[a -------"]

of hla-'Tell."

d. SIGINIFICANCE OF OSTRACA

This question raises that of the significance of
the ostraca as a whole. It is to be remembered
that the ostraca are only temporary notes, not
permanent records, and appear to be reduced to
the bare essentials. The transactions were frequent, continuing over a period of years, and
much must have been understood by the receiver
which was not expressed by the sender. For example, No. 53 savs, - "wine of Kermn ha-Tell for
(:) a jar of fine oil"; but Nos. 54 and 55, which
appear to have the same meaning, omit the
for" (Z).
The two most important ostraca are Nos. 1
and 2, those of list form d. No. 1 uses the words
"Jar of old [wine]," and the numerals in the list
must in all human probability give the number
of jars of wine delivered to, bv, or for the account of, the persons named. No. 2 omits the
words "jar of old wine," but gives a list like that
of No. 1. It seems to me clear that here "jar of
old wine" or "jar of fine oil" is to be understood.
It is unfortunate that in No. 53 the amount of
wine equivalent to a jar of oil is not expressly
stated; but as the quantity ordinarily used for
each is "a jar," it appears probable that in Nnos.
53-55 a jar of wine was exchanged for, or paid
instead of, a jar of oil. If this equivalence of
"oil" and "wine" be admitted, the omission in
No. 2 would be easily comprehensible. Now it is
to be noted that the ostraca of form c(l) may be
combined to form lists of form d similar to ostracon No. 2. For example, ostraca Nos. 22-27 with
the same heading may be united to make the following list:

Recipients.
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"In tile 15th11 ear. Frolm Inf
elv'L. To Islla,
of AhiIlmelek.
Nos. 22, 23, 26i. H-les1v of atllerot.;.........
No. 24. Rafa sonl of 'Allimnes of Ilaserot. .. .
No. 25. Alzai'of HL:erIot ....................
No. 27. Ba ala son of la'it;.)ll.i

Siiilarly
conlbined:

"In the 15tfl

Nos. 30,: 33,

ear.

1Fro(I

'34,

........

atndl 35

Shvinida'.

ston
:
I
1

accomlpantying not(e delivcrreed with thle jar
for e'ntry in tlhel accounts.

t"

lmay

)

ro I leles

son of (Gaddivttu.
No. 30. Gera sonI of II(airwi't). ...........
I
No. [33. [------------ -jn- t ()....... 1.
No. 34. S[-------------]
........
No. 35. Yau[---------] ..............

So also Nos. 3(i-;3)

ouldl

1

III

persom

not(es of tlhe clharacter of tllhe ostraa would
1:be lmollst necelssarv. It is hardl probable),

Furtherniore, if lore1(-r ostraca of tpec c (2) had(
been foundC, tlhey co:uld have been: formed( iInto
lists like ostracont N<-o). 1. 'Thus, if it be adllitted
that "jar of oil" or jar (of inle/ beinig equivaleit
values, was (:omIlitted as unessetntial fromI ostracolln
No. 2, thenII thIos;e words were omiitt\ed also from1
thle ostraea of forim ( 1'), andl tlhe florI c(l) is mere1(-

1y an abbreviation of forli- c(2). It would
·
remnain
to be explained, hiownvever, wfiv\n tIhe n1. pr.
p. .at tIhe
end of form V(1) and (:3) \-as omiitted. It is to 1be
noted that theset ostraca of formns I)aInd c(2) are
sexclusively of tlhe vears 9 aIndl 10, while those of
15,

a(nd a

dif-

ferent form nmay have conme into use in thle later
period. Now, t-hese temniporar Inotes of formx 6(1)
and b(3) can only refer to pay -nenlts or deliveries
of oil or wine front estates, places, or districts, to
certain p)ersons. The, pIossible transactions suggested by the texts are two:

naetd.

,Fo(r deliveries of tllis kind, accmnmpanivying

f:orml tlhe text:

form c(l) are exclusivelv of tlhe vear

tllhe ctase( of c(2), tlhe- uine or oil twas to be
delivered btl
y the first Iperson inamed to tlhe

s(conrd persoit)I named;
()or storeId' for tlthe seconld pewrson namt.ed;
or credIitedl to thle account of thle second

I."

IIn tlhe 15t1h ear. lFro Sheiida'. TI() Iint.
Nos. 37, 39. Islha soIn of Ba't1 .zkar ...... 2
SNo. 38. 'Alah son of E1a, .....
...........
1
No. 36. (G'era son of tYauesheb) ..........
I1'

(1)

(2) The jar of oil or wine was delivered at the
palace tstore, froml anl estate or district, as
duet to a certainl person (owner, tax official,
or tax farmer), and tlle ostracon was an

ho1veverl

tlhat tlhe real defliverv wva-s

to:) b( ItIemade to the stecond personi, or :even
storedl for his ac:3coulItnt, but ratlher credited
to hlilll.
I amil milyself conllvinced that thle (o)straea arec reallv
alccomplanysting notes (similar to wvav-bills) sets'1
withi tile oil or Nwine:.
IIn tlhat case, thet paynents
inl formll 6(1) aild 16(3) ar(e-: c(:reI(ited Inerelv to tlhe
:listric:t or estatte, wic1 wol
-)ldt bet sufficienlt if t}he

peCrson natme'd w.as tflhe ow)Nvner or a tax official. In
forils /)(2 ) and
l c(2),
,
tlhe crIeIdit wras given to certain
lpenrsons not Inec(('essaril' from()I thell cdistrict or
estate, wli:o htlad assumed( responsibilitv fOr the

lpaviIment (as for examptle, titlhe-farnllers or tena1i1ts). Fo()IrI ( 1) is anll albbreviation of thlis formI
c 2) onitting tlhe words "jar of oil"' or' jar
('2)
b6(j
of wile" alllnd tlle prepolsition s before tie namle
of the: second perlson, but recording thle same
tralnsaction as thle othelltr forlms.

lThus I w-ould reconstruct the full text of tle
ostraea of formls b and (c avs follows:
"In tle -- - t1 vear. Sent from ii. p)r I. to 1.
pi 1). 1. A jar osf wvine (or oil). To be credited to
1P.
p. p. 2*

The jar of wine or oil, being in the palace:p

store from an estate or district, was d\livered to a certain person whlo had a right
to payments.
In the case of form c (2) the right of claim lay
in the second person named, or was to be
transferred to him.
But as the ostraca are not receilpts, the reason for a clumsy note of this character is
not clear.

II.

DI)1TAILEOD A1

OrXTl. WITH'T-1.rR.N-

SriUPTItO1 11NS

Tlhe followingi; list gives a descrilption of each
ostrac(ni, with place and date of discovery.
1. Reg. No. 4()75, S4-417 N sub, Aug. 23.
Fragmleltnt from the side of a flaring bowl of

reddish brown ware witle red wash all over,
Stee Isr. Pott. I 14 i. 1Broken in two.
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+923
ons::

3it

I esxts :

nY'JnVrl ntWnz

i;

1 mrn * C s;'
1

-----

1 yT;;

C;yj;nmx

i

^3^

byhy

3. Rleg. 'No(. 4.5242,7--772 Slpt. 10. Frag6lent

----- Tin'

I

(It,

8. R12eI;g. No. 3957, S4-416, Aug. 17. Fragrment
fr-om the rim of a )bowl,like Isr. Poctt. I 14
Ca:d PI. 5.) e 2.

rext:

it

w

frolm tle bottomlll of a bowl, like Isr. Pott.
I 14. Brok:en in tuwo; twro srlall fragmerrlnts
missing.

A smlall fragment is mllissil fro'()mll tlhe upper)I'
left corner, whlichl bore tlle en:ld of tlhe 7 inl

i'

old

line 1, and probablv tlhle

iI lill 2.

'Text:

dn

2''

ij'1^ r ^ji

2. Reg. No. 4583, S7-776) sub, Seplt. 20. Frao,two-halndled wvine
nmlent from a great, heavv\
jar of graly ware, see Isr. P'ott. I 2 g.

Text:

lo nwnrn

IThe fiftfl letter in linet 2 miayl e

?

n.

10,

i
10().

S7- 773, Sep)t. (20). FragientllI

1Reg. No. 4580,()

fromr the rim of aI flaring Iround-bottolmned.
see Isr. Pott.
bowl of vellow dr(1abLti) wattre(,

Ttii

.)

I 14 iii and Pl. 55

'

-4.

'Text: a1 (Itllplicaite of :No. ).

ectac.r!^

Notet: Thle sclri)be irntlde a

3. Reg. No. 4614, S7-772 sub. S;eplt. 22.

}

ltg-

andi rInewrittIen.

edge.

to

Text:

nn

tri

6r

4

n'
1"%m'
my
l'jLi!
,,
i^ I

11.

.

D>?3t

alutive been erasedire mlelA in line 2 plpletirs
Iut
Ie tlh(e sec(,)1(d letter latyl

r

S

-1

lq~~~?ii

M

2 Sept. 16. Fragtlment
12. Reg. N. 4o.g525 S 7--77 2,
fromI a flaring (bowl1 of drab wvare, see Isr.
I'ott. I 14 1. P'icce IMissing.

'ext:

5. Reg. No. 3863, S4-418 sub, Aug. 12. Fragment from the rim of a bowl, like Isr. IPott.
I 14. Broken; piece missing. Inscription
perpendicular to rim. I)uplicate of No. 4.

'I'tlst
:EXR^,
~

~

+

7
Cn

n"2f

6.

N\ot(: Apparentlyv this was written on the
lower b:lank part of alln ollder ostracon. The
written part was broken off excelpt for the

6. Reg. No. 3997, S4-417 N, Aug. 19. Fragment from the rim of a bowl, like Isr. Pott.
I 14. Duplicate of No. 4.
Reg. No. 4578, 87-772, Sept. 20. Fragment
from the bottom of a )bowl,like Isr. Pott.
I 14 and PI. 5.5 e 1. Duplicate of No. 4.

Reg. No. 45.i126, S 7-772., Sept. 16. Fragmienit
froii a 1bowl like Isr. IPott. I 14.
IText:

Note: See the duplicates, Nos. 5, 6, 7.

7

and

ha'lve been 7 oIH

4. Reg. No. 3855, S4-401 sub1<, Aug. 11. TraF ment from the rim of a bowu-l, like Isr. Pott.
I 14. Part missing, as indicated.

rwr

ini,

*nW

n; t

p

in the

(correc'tilng. Lines- 2 t(o 41

I
2

Text:

in P

>? for
first liIne, writing 11

rent fronm thte side an8ld 11)(ttonm of a b)ow)l-1,
--- Pie
s ce nmissing
~''w1 fronm I4ft
see Isr. Pott. I 14 o.

Imlistake

traccs, of
o
13.

.

Rteg. Nos. 4030) +40()32,

S4-417 Nt, Aug. 22.

Fragnmellnt of a large jar, Iprolbabl a twoIhandled'c jar, cof hard gray ware baked to a
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pinkish buff surface inside and out. Diamneter of jar about 46 cmn. See Isr. Pott. I 3 e.

Text:

nvrn
=rt.ro

1 n':2

19. Reg. No. 4031, 84-417 N, Aug. 22. Fragment of a large (two-handled ?) jar of gray
ware. See Isr. Pott. I 3 f.

rw

relxt:
----nD i!
:: mvNXi
II

14. Reg. No. 4608, S7-772, Seplt. 22. Fraglment
from the side of a grayish drab bowl like
Isr. Pott. I 14. Broken in three piecefs.

:20. Reg. No. 3995, S4-417 N, Aug. l9. Fragment of a larges (two-handlled .?) jar of gray
Left half gone.
ware, xee Isr. Po)tt. I 3 d.-rjn^

'::

*tX1 nrt^n:l i

n: 7n

5

10nu:

Text:

nvt:S

lText:

rnoty'7~~~~~~~~~~~
no*n

--- '' m~nn n a
v

9:

DUSO

Snn

At the end of line 1, Z mar be the missing
letter instead of t.
15. Reg. No. 4607, S7-772, Sept. 21.
fragment from a bowl.
---- 7

Text:

;c" t'

Small

D:

toj

nrwY!
i··;

T'ext:

:nn

~\^h nmw,? nrr

---

16. (a) Reg. No. 3891, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment from the side of a large (two-handled ?)
jar of gray ware, see Isr. Pott. I 3 a.

Text:

21. Reg. No. 3889, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment
()ofa large (two-handled ?) jar of hard gray
ware, sete Isr. Pott. I 3 a. Broken in two.

nts
1·?;i

i

C
r

nn 1?

22. Reg. No. 3932, S4-417, Aug. 16. Fragment
from just below the handle of a small jug of
burnished red ware with a pink surface outside and a yellow surface inside, see Isr.
Pott. I 7 C and PI. 55 e 5.

(b) Reg. No. 3898, S4-418, Aug. 15, is a

Text:

duplicate.

71. n^'ny
net
nC& b3 1n;5 ,

(b) Reg. No. 3899, S4-418, Aug. 15, is a
duplicate; but as a piece is missing, we
have only the last six letters of line 1, and
the last seven letters of line 2. See Isr.
Pott. I 3 b.
18. Reg. Nlo. 3931, S4-417, Aug. 16. Fragment
of a large (two-handled ?) jar of hard gray
ware. See Isr. Pott. I 3 c and PI. 55 c.

Text:

nonln n1tyP nrv3
v

rn;
n=

ym

'A nA
V

I/ 17
n^ns
sYx inz
nr

17. (a) Reg. No. 3894, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment from the side of a large (two-handled ?)
jar of gray ware, see Isr. Pott. I 3 a and
PI. 55 d.

Text:

nl

iDuplicate of No. 23.
2.3.

Reg. No. 3917, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment

of a great heaxrv jar of coarse blackish gray
ware. See Isr. Pott. I 2 c.
Text: Duplicate of No. 22.
Note: The letters are verb difficult to distinguish; but the text is, in my opinion,
certain.
24. Reg. Nos. 3865 + 3866, S4-418, Aug. 12.
No. 3865 consists of five fragments joined
together. No. 3866 consists of two fragments which do not join. These fragments
are from the side of a flaring bowl of pinkish
drab ware, covered inside and out with a
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)boYwlof

dark red wash (not burnished), like Isr.
Pott. I 14.

Text:

iZnry

V'nlMD t^C7=
Note:

I 15 a.

nI3

And pTno 'n

red ware, rIed wash, seec Isr. Pott.

Text,:

NV*

rnt',

'1A

:n:'s

NE!!

The name 'Aninws is al)})arently

Egyptian.

3(). Rets. Nio. 3900, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment
from the rim of a flaring borwl of red ware
wvithl red wash, like Isr. IPott. I 14. In two
pieces. Smnall pic-(es Inissing fromn left and

25. Reg. Nos. 4079 + 4080, 84-417 N, Aug. 23.
Fragment from the side of a flaring flatbottonmed bowl of reddish brown ware writh
red wash, like Isr. Pott. I 14 or 15. Upper
part nmissing.
Text:

s:X

Soni I

o)(>ttolm.

ITerxt:

r~~~~

'N

1

Z""t.'IA n Z'
loc~ri '!*6

nI»3

Iran tar:
31.

(al) Reg. No. 3895, 84-417, Aug. 15. Fragfrom a flarin-g :bow)l of reddishl brown
ware withl retd asl-h, like Isr. Pott. I 14.
lientlt

nnhn
The restorations fill out the outliIne of the
original ostracon as indicated by thle breaks.

rrextt:

;7T'2^?2
..10"I ' nV 7 N!AN
"I i' n:'D
n,V:
nyc^

Y

11 11

naDs onY

26. Reg. No. 3873, S4-418, Aug. 13. Fragnment
from the side of a small bowl with uIpright
sides of brown ware witlh dull burnished red
wash, see Isr. Pott. II 16 a.
Text:

inn

JknmtNVtNt 1

27. Reg. No. 4553, 87-773, Sept. 19. Fragnment
from the side of a bowl of red-brown ware
with red wash, like Isr. Pott. I 14.

tN'N pn

VNL

Perhaps a duplicate o-f Reg. No. 3895 (
No. 31a).

32. Reg. No. 3916, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragment
from the side of a great heavv jar of blackish
gray ware, see Isr. Pott. I 2 )b.
'Iext:

y1't]T't

A 7 V^M3

-IA nrI

28. Reg. No. 4552, S7-773, Sept. 19. Fragment
from the side of a flaring bouwl of red-brown
ware with red wash, like Isr. Pott. I 14.
Broken in three pieces.
Text:

T1nx»0n n^'In

Text:

I nra

Nlote: The ink has not adhered well to the
burnished surface, and the fragment is very
difficult to read.

Text:

(b) Reg. No. 3992, Aug. 16. Fits on the
lower part of No. 3895, as inldicated in the
plate, and bears an inscrilption beginning:

':3t
IA rt':3

7it n ,-

S

jrni~Nn NIY;:

The black surface makes the letters very
difficult to read. I could not distinguish
even a trace after the first, wo-rd in eitlher of

the last two linies.
33. Reg.o.
No. 3909() 8-417, Aulg. 15. Fragment
of a jug :of reddish vellow waret, see Isr.
Pott. I 7 b).
Text:

29. Reg. Nos. 4555 + 4556 + 4.579, all fronm
87-773, Sept. 19. Three fragments of I1
potsherd broken from tihe side of a hollow
I

In

i'wtz I. AN nt-n
1')

Y',n4

r

-

line' :3, read 3 for V.

Omitted by error of aIncient s-rilxf.

in
- -
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34. Reg. Nos. 3903 + 3933, S4-417, Aug. 1-i
and 16. Fragments ftlrom a small jar of reddish brown ware withl drab surface, see Isr.
Pott. I 7 d.
rext:

-"r; y?

40. Ri(g. '.No 4527, S7-772, Sept. 16. Fragment
fromnl the rimn of a lhollow bowl of drab ware,
see Isr. Pott. I 18 a.
Text:

Reg. No. 4;550, S7-776, Sept. 19. Fragmlent

froll thle end of an ostracon, from the bottoIl of a flaring bowl of yellow drab ware
with1 red uasl inside, like Isr. Pott. I 14.

3a. Reg. Nos. 3913 + 3914, 84-417, Aug. 15.
Fragments from the rim of a flaring bowl of
gray ware with reddish brown surface and
red waslh (faded), like Isr. Pott. I 14.
ri'nt-V

-

a n

nI
i
41.

Text:

I "r tnzn

40

-- -

IText:

l i;

g

-

nA nV:
42. Reg. No. 39934, S4-417 N, Aug. 19. Three
fragnlents from the side of a flaring botwl of
reddisht brown ware with heavy red wash,
like Isr. Pott. I 14. Pieces missing from
Iupper righlt a-nd lower left corners.

36. Reg. -Nos. 3902 + 3906, S4-417, Aug. 15.
Fragments fromn a small jar of reddish brow-n
ware wvith a drab surface outside and a yellow surface inside, see Isr. Pott. I 7 a.
Text:

VT`'p:Vr

37. Reg. No. 4551, S7-773, Sept. 19. Fragment
from the rim of a flaring bowl of reddish
brown ware with red wash, like Isr. Pott.
I 14. In two pieces.
7A in)'

Nnn.^;

43. Reg. No. 3875, S4-418, Aug. 12. Fits on
No. 44, and must therefore be from the same
place, Shechlenl. From the rim of a flaring
bowl of reddish brow n lware with red wash,
like Isr. Pott. I 14.

1TexIt:

'Vt

"71 IA

-ac-r

'

77

»<iy3ipn
- -;

44. Rteg. No. 3867, S4-418, Aug. 13. Fits on
No. 43, q. v.

Reg. No. 3993, S4-417, Aug. 19. Fragment
from the side of a flaring bowl of reddish
brown ware with a red wash, see Isr. Pott.
I 14 h.
Text:

.1,

- - - nP)V;=.

'IText:
38.

z'3t

1h I .

vnnK

Note: I restore as above because the space in
line 2 does not seem sufficient for Vi'n 1

7':CT't1

CA

-IAn ne::

~- -

Text:

p''

Text:

2:'
t

IA
A/M!ne-x
(

~

_,

,

C-

C
;-

Note: It is inmpossible to determine the
nmiddle letter in
, nwlile
h-2 the first letter
lay e 3 oer
o
.

niV:

t^nZ1# >'i

^
Note:

nh

The first letter in line 3 is either Y

or '.
39.

Reg. No. 4619, S7-772, Sept. 22. Fragments from a howl of red-btrown ware with
red wash, see Isr. Pott. I 19 a.
Text:
q. v.

45T.

Regr. No. 3896, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fits on
NSo. 4(6, anl appears to be a duplicate of
No. 46 and also of No. 47. Fragment of a
flaring bowl of reddish brown ware with red
waslh, like Isr. IP'ott. I 14. See Nos. 46 and
47.
Text:

ns
.n^

IA

n:.

Apparently a dupllicate of No. 37,

nmio
e pr 1

ISRAELITE INSCRIPTI
46. Reg. No. 39315, S4-417, Aug. 15. Part of
samnle bowl as No. 45, and fits No. 45. See
No. 47, and 45.
;-inno "1C/A rtI'

Text:

wn'3

J~nn

52. Rieg. nNo. 4629, S7-772, S:ept. 23. Fragmlen(:lts froml tlhe rin of a b)owl of b-rown ware
seev Isr. Pott. I 14 n.
with red washl,
A3
A
-n l
Text:
- - - - - T1M3N
Note:

47.

of a flaring bowl of red-brown ware with redl
wash, like Isr. Pott. I 14.
^1 i

,^A
'^Inn

t<i

Text:

ItA
A nV:

1:

3i5'^ t5'Tf

No. 50(),abovhe.

53. Reg. No. 3890, S4-417, Aug. 15. Fragmnent
fromn a large (two-hlandled ?) jar of hlard
gray ware, like Isr. Pott. I 3 a.

"M

I^

55.

fIn: , ant ;:
- - - - - '^4
I

"*A2
In very bad conditionl; copy unreliable.
Line 3 might be read---'E', and line 4,
1d .
R:* or
50. Reg. No. 4630, S7-772 N, Sept. 23. Fronm
the bottom of a bowl with a ring-base, of
drab ware (faded red wash ?), see Isr. Pott.
I 20 b.

Text:

m brvn =7rc

54. Reg. No. 4171, 7-723, Set)t. 1. Fragment
fromnl a large (two-hlandled ?) jar of hlard
grav ware, see Isr. Pott. I 3 g.

Text:

P-IA nor

'D0

^

S

Text:

49. Reg. No. 3990 A, S4-417 A\, Aug. 19. Part
of same bowl as No. 48.
Text:

is, I

Possibly the traces
admnlit thle lunumeral.
I took to )be r are of thele tter t , see
which:

n:"3

48. Reg. Nos. 3897 + 3990 B. No(. 3897 w*as
found in S4-418 on Atug. 15, and No. 33990)
in S4-417 N on Aug. 19. Fit No. 49, part of
a bowl. From the rimn of a flaring bowl of
hlard reddishl brown ware withll red wasll,
like Isr. Pott. I 14.

Thle n following the numerrlral

thlink, an erasure. Originally rV was wvritteIl, omnittinlg tllhe nuimeral, andl erased to

Reg. No. 4616 S7-772, Sept. 22. Fragrnenlt

Text:

237

)NS

' i' mtiyI n7Zs
nn
1-r t:: +;t , :

tReg. SNo. 4660, S7-772 N, Slept. 26. Fragment fronm a large (t\w\o-hlandled ?) jar of
1hard gra \ware, see Isr. Pott. I 3 i.
Text:

_

rms

t

n:^

*nn 1^
56.

Reg. No. 4(617, S7-7172, Sept. 22. Fraglellnt
fromi thle riml of a flaring bowl of brown w-are
wvitih bulrnished red uwassh, see Isr. Pott. II 11

f. Parts; missing.

Text:

^nn

IA ir:3

^36 C714 1A nsy
r:ZN

r~iz;

The letters in line 3 are lunlcertain.

The last word may be 1'7$5.
51. Reg. No. 4661, S7-772 W, Selpt. 26. Fragment from the rim of a bouwl of brown uwareA
with a red wash, like Isr. Pott. I 14 and PI.
55 e 3.
Text:

-- ··-- mnby, nets
--- -;71-1
,

nsi

57. Reg. No. 45-82, 87-776, SeIpt;. 20. Fragmenlt
fronm tlie side of a large tlliln-walled jar of
grary are, see Isr. Pott. I 3 li.
-r M:
Text:
J ---Note: Tlhe sicond wor(d in line 2 alppears to
wi'ith tlie letter e omitted. The
b)e Y'T
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sign at the end is like tlhe numeral 5 or the
letter i.
58. Reg. No. 4554, 87-773, Sept. 19. Three
fragments of a complete ostraconl front the
rim of a bowl of brown ware witli red wrash,
like Isr. Pott. I 14.
Text:

C'A ntsy

1r"

nn :DO
59. Reg. No. 4581, S7-776, Sept. 20. Fragiment
front a large heavyr jar of gray ware, see Isr.
Pott. I 2 f. In two pieces. LowNer left corner
missing.
Text:-

n-A ntv:

Y1

r nA~ yO:a

60. Reg. No. 4627, S7-772, Sept. 23. Fragnlent
from the side of a hollow bowl of brown wvare
with red wash, see Isr. Pott. I 15 b.

Text:

rn"

'irrl

61. Reg. No. 3864, S4-418, Aug. 12. Fragmnent
from a large coarse jar, see Isr. Pott. I 2 a.
Complete.
Text:

ir

63. Reg. No. 3991, S4-417 N, Aug. 19. Potsherd
from a great heavy jar, see Isr. Pott. I 2 e.
A large fragmernlt :bearing a label.
Text:

llt A nV3

In addition to thle Israelite ostraca, twro potsherds (Nos. 64, 65, below) were found with incised (scratched) Israelite letters. The forms of
the letters are not essentially different from those
of the letters of the ostraca.
64. Reg. No. 2854. Picked up by M:r. Oric
Bates, June 18, 1910, on thle surface of a
field, southern slope of tlhle hill between
Street of Columns and Herodian Wall. Rim
of large platter, of red ware, black core, red
wash, pebble burnish, see Isr. Pott. II 18 a
and PI. 55 a. The rim is 5.5 cm. wide and
)bearson ulpper surface:

;65. Reg. No. 4925,

ll119 in disturbed yellow

debris just in front of mouth of cave, Oct. 22,
1910. Rinl of a bowl with bent sides, of
brown ware, red waslh, even pebble burnish,
see Isr. Pott. II 12 e and PI. 55 b. The letters
are scratched on outside of rim, upside down
with reference to natural position of bowl:

l \ :n

7a nVZ
62. Reg. No. 3934, S4-417, Aug. 16. Large potsherd from a great heavy jar, see Isr. Pott.
I 2 d. A large fragment from the side of a
jar, bearing a label.
Text:

yT"

^

66. See the Israelite seal impression on the
cuneiformni tablet, Reg. No. 1825.
6i7. Israelite letters, probably qluarrv marks,
were found on ten large building stones of
the Israelite period, see Part III, Chalpter I
1 e.

On the following lithogralphed pages are given the ostraca in the ancient
script, with some obvious and other probable restorations; a table showing
the various forms of the letters onIL the ostraca; Nos. 64 and 65 of the preceding list; and the Osorkon vase.
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a^
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e- _ -v

-A l
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I

I
I

-

;5

;6
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I

9

;1

99

n

4,/

r

,^

b

b 4

65

----

64.

\o

)V
P

n

X

a-. bc - OsoIozoy

VJLS I

-

-

w

OSTI JLCJ

A.LIHAIIT

.^^^aTT

t

-1b

Adv\ AX-v

+9v + > 7^w
Fv (e d

Yz
^»-a

S

S

>' <

tenon IC
nonrnt<

^

b
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IV.

EGTE

IN OSTRACA

RS

n. pr. p). :Ba'ara [(cf. Ba'ara xi. pr. f., I Chr. 8, 8],
fatller of Ianan, a recipient, Nos. 47, 45, 46,
and perhaps 43.
--- 3:. n. Ipr. p.3,
I. Fthecr of
No. 3 ?.
- - - : sree No. 52.
:

Sr1'3

: see' 3, t'yI
:33Kn,
tp
anld
l,
3wrn.
II. pr.
al, No.
No ,)
2.iba
:n.
ptr. p). Abiaulla rec ilpillnt, No. 5)2. See r13S,4

Z
$t33

:
'r3

nr?3::I

n. pri. 1. Abi' ezer, Nos. 13, 2S.

nK :

n. pr. l., Nos. 2, 17.

ntx:

in tISN n[flx n. pri. 1., No. 14.

See ntM.

Possibly to be

re1ad n[3t]K..

nr

:

see, *nmi?,

Wns:

n. pr. p.
n. pir. I).
n. Fpr. p).
n. pr. ).

tn
tnm

:
:

bmmm :

K
m1i, iDnK, oPnx.
Aha thee Judean No. 51.
Ahatz, No. 2.
Ahztai, No. 2.5.
Ahillma, a recII)int, N(os. 3 (?), 3639,

a messenge er, No. 32.
n. Ipr. p. Ahilmelek, father of Islia, a re ipielnt,
Nos. 22-29; father of Yeda'au, a recilitelt,
No. 48.
n. pr. p. Ahinolla'lI, a recipie)int, No. 19. In No(.s.

innMs .

D^f:ns :

n. Ipr. 1. [possitbly y33], No. 8.
n. pr. p. (Gaddliyau [(:Iedlaiah], a recipient, Nos.
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1G, 17, 18; father of HIeles, a recipient, Nos. 30, 33, 35; father of lMarnayau,
No. 42, and seee No. 34.
mn: : n. pr. p. Gamlar [("Gomerr], a recipient, No. 50.
S: :
1n.pr. I. (Gera, son of 1.1anni'ab, No. 30; son of
Yauyosheb, No. 36; see also Nos. 65 and 66.

-53 :
rln :

9 and 10, the naine of the recipient alpealrs to
be Ahiiio'am. In Nos. 8 andIl 11, the naIIme of
the recipient endis in - -- -no'ai, but the first
part is not preservedl.

iH

:
^ s:
NI3K :
YC^I

:

- --i
:
nsms :

---

thle delfinite article.
nv:In, M"3, Nos. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14.
nIVt, nC»3, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 13, 16, 21, 51,

n:

see vvS^ei, xtI3,
tK , [noY
K.
n. pr. p. Ela, father of 'Alah, No. 3X.

:

X:

53,54,

55.

n. pr. p. Elib)a (?), a ilessenger, No. 1.

'lAM n"3, Nos. 24, 31 34, 43,
45.
fA
nt3, No;s. 22, 2 32 7, 28, 30, 32, 35, 37, 38,

n. pr. p. Elishal', father of Rage', No. 1, line 4;
fatherl of Baalal, No. 1, line 7. See also No.
41, - - - - -shl son of 'Egely-aiu (?), andt No. 43,
line 3.

inn-x:

sLr'K

n. pr. p., SNo. 38, pIrobably to be readl nii, q. .

?

39, 42,
4 46 50.

nn DO, N\os. 2;0, 5.3,
inTn, No. 56.
innn, Nos. 13, 21.
,,n, Nos. 26, 44.
*n, sn, No.
4 4.

n. pr. 1. El- Aattan, No. 28.
n. pr. p. No. 43, - see also No-. 46.
n. pr. p. Afsah, fatherr of HIlels, a rcipieint, N)o.
31.

,"~
rNo.

n. pr. p. Ishia,a recipienlt, son of Ahieliek, No.S.
22-29 andl probably No. 13 wheIre le is said( to(
be of ha-Tell; son of Baal'azkar, Nos. 37, 39.
n. p.r p. No. 4f6, se N(o. 43.

4 54,
8 61.

51.

- - - r: .se(e No:. 49, lilne 3.
mt: nl. pr. ). %Zakar [Ziikkur, Zeker], father of
Ba'ala
Inessenger, No. 31; cf. n
3.
11

m'3 :

,e(e1 itt?^3.

(of time). nc, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5,
O.,
6, 7, and passim; nA3, "in the fifteentlj" (i.

3 : prep. (1) "in"

D'

year), No. 52. (2) "for,"' No. 53 (cf. Nos. .54,
55).
-<3 : n. pr. 1. Beer-yarn (?) [="-West Wecll"?], No. 1.
r13 : n. pr. p. Bedyall [IBedaiath ?], a recipient, No.

-- -

:
g:3

see S

t:

n. pr. 1.

*Tin :

see IsInr.

=mIn, etrcn,
etc.

pn :

n. pr. p. Ba'altrie'oni, father of Ba'ala, No. 27.

See also No. 3.
3Tgig3 : n. pr. p. Ba'al'azkar, fatlher of ISlaL,
39.

NoS. 37,

(?glili, Nos. 45 46,
-7.

;n : n. Ipr. ). IIeles, a recipient, son of (Gaddiyall,

58 (readling uncertain).
No. 52.

Ks3 : n. pr. p. Ba'ala, son of Elisha, No. 1; son of
Zakar, No. 31; son of Ba'alnme'oni, No. 271;
Ba'ala frorm El-Mattan, No. 28; see also No. .3.
-10Ti3 : n. pr. p. Ba'alzamar, a recipient, No. 12.
':g293

4^Wn :

3n

:

t:n
[aD}gn :

n'n*n :

Nos. 30, 3:3, 35, alnd 49; a r9iecipint, No. 32; a
rec ipient, son of Afsaht No. 31; of Haserot(?).
Nos. 22, 23; se also No(. O26.
ni. pr 1. .I elek, Nos. 22-27.
nI. pr. p. Hanii'al), father of Gera, No. 30.
n. prm I. I.Hanan, ta recipient, son of Ba'ara,
Nos. 43, 45-47.
In.pr. p. Hannino'alm, a recipient, No. 43.
n. pr. 1. Hlaserot No. 18 (NoJ n nn!), No. 15.
- (-----I nns[no]), Nos. 22, 23 (nmnn Len);
?No. 24 (lmon
uvnv mv), No. 2.5 (nmnnr
TrnK),
No. 26 ([n]n-n-[-l'- -- ])

ISRAELITE INSCRIPTIONS

Prr :

see yt11?, ryY,4

:

YrTV.-

IT*g :

n. pr. p. Yedlayau [Jedaiah], a recipient, NTo.
42; a recipient, son of Ahinielek, No. 48.
oi : see No. 65.
vIr : ';Judean,"'N o. 51.
1r : see 3, 13 Jn3, TniOUi 3tY-,
I1n:,
m)ny, r*:y, rm),
yr 15,

aenr.

: n. pr. p. Yauyada' [Joiada, Jehoiada], No. 65.
3£Tl:
IIn. pr. p. Yauyosheb, No. 36.
: n. pr. p. Nos. 35, 57.
*3nnT : in the name of a garden, Nos. 55, 60.
: "w'est" in DnN, No. 1. (?)
$nn
D-D '), No. 62
;p : "wine,"
in Nos. 53, 54 (
(in^,'),
Nos. 1, 3-10, 12, 13, 14, 69 (I
M
No]n),
No. 4 (1l,). See also
No. 26 ([nr]nn t
No. 12, above, andlNo. 11. In SNos. 26 t(nd 44,
PITH
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jtL1'jar,"--a

largef

two-handled jar for storing

\wilne, oil, o(r even grain, the equivalent of the

modeIrn yerl, Nos. 1, 3--15 (tl 1t% ); Nos.
1t-21, 53 T5,
4, 56, 59 (Inm r ^).
In No. 1,
Ipossiblyit

-S"03r:

plur. constr.

n. pr. 1). Ninlshli, a recipient, No. 56.

DV : seev D.tlWK, cYpn.
MW :.I.
prI. 1. No'ah, No. 50.

tn : nI.pr. p). Natan, fattlier of AMarnayltIll,

Nos. 45,

47.

D
pD:

I. p1. 1., Nos. 16, 29.

i3:),

perhaps = "vintnler."

rg :
ns :
3

:

'No. 48.
n. pr. 1. Yasot, Nos. 9, 1(39; Atlarnayau, son of
n. pr. p. Ye'ulsh, of Yasheb,

Natan of Yasot, Nos. 45, 47.
n. pr. 1. Yasheb?, No. 48.
"old,'

see yceK.

:

D3 :

ac

:

3 :

II. p'. )., No. 40.
.

'8ny

:
:

wine).
"tl? :
Mr :

Nos. 13, 20, 21, 53, 541, 58,

;1 (cnA

Snm), Nos. 55, 60 (sisnnr vi:).
doubtful reading, So. 49, endl.

5 : prep. "to," "b-elonging to." In the forlmulas
5 is follo-wed by the name of a person called in
this register a recipient, seet variation in Nos. 3,
Further, possibly No. 50:-

lAbedlyau belonging to Abivau.

Il. pr. p). 'Agalyau1,
'Egelyau,
EA isIia.

No. 41; cf. K,

s t l 1^ S
II. [)r. ). Izza, No. 1.

:

"tenth" (fenll.), Nos. 1, 2, 13, 16-21, 51, 53--55.

nmcp :

I1. prI. 1. (?), 'Ashlarot, No. 42. The incomlplete
state of tlhe os:tracon l:makes it pos.isible to read
nmvr
"tithles."

nm;y

I;ns :

11, 13.

r. pr. ). 'Abedtlyaul [()Obadiah), No. 50, son of

ty : forI nm1, see- lztvi?3.
riy : rn.I)r. p)., son of Ela, No. 38; see a>lso No. 40.
rtpy : n. pr .p. Animies (Egyptian ?), No. 24.

see No. 49, end.
"garden,"

n}. pr. ). 'Abda, No. . 57.
At)iyaul, cf. No. 52. (?)

1^;;

Nos. 1, 3, 10, 12, 13, 14 (otl

;m :
p

---Y
Mwt3lt

n 3 :

1plu. of tns "wildl
N o. 14.

ass " ' in thle ni.pr. 1. tint.

,

l(oul)tful realing in No. 44.

r3e r.n-2y,

See also Nos.

--- a :

n. 1)r.

)., No. 34.

CA and 6,5.
1raKt :

n. pr. p. father of 'Abeldyau, No. 50.
n. pr. l. ielar,

Ip]
nup
s,;z1

eNo.
29.

n. )pr.1. Ke'As'eh, Nos. 4, 5, 6 7.
n. pr. Ip., father of VI'zz, No. 1.

I7~

c : prep. "from."

In the formlulas n is follow-ed
by the name of a place or tribtal district.
Further, with names of places to tdesignate
origin of persons or things.
TO : s-ee No. 49, line 3.
19D:

see i5nH.

o513^0:

n. pr. p. No. 64 ?.
nJn : doubtful reacling, No. 3:3, endl.
ytln: : n. pr. p. Meriba'al, Ne. 2.
msWtn : "tithes," a possible reading in No. 42, line 4.see r wly.

l:nt3:( n. pr. p. MIartlayall, son of GaddivaYII,
Inn

son of Natan, Nos. 45, 47.
see Inn;K, No. 28.

No. 42,

yV :
nW :

'fine"

.lIage',son of IllishlX', No. 1.
(?), appliedl to oil, Nos. 16-21, 51, 53,

54

,59, 67.

In. pr. p.

I. afa, a son of 'Aniimes, No. 24.

<Cb :

In. pr. 1).

y3C* :

l. pr. p. Sheba(',

D3c t:

n. pr. 1. Slekellm, No. 44, nn(l perlhaps No. 43.

r'*

":

Nos. 3, 29, 3140, 63 and
No. 49; "w ine of Shemidaln," No. 62.

nI. 1pr.1. Sllf'hemidal

possiblyl
See

-No.
2.

1s o

No.

7.
7)
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Nt: : ^oil," Nos. 16-21, 51, 53, 54 555, 59.
aside':

II. prI. 1). Shelilllat'atl [Sheinariahl],

tnsc' :
Pr

ai recipient,

Sn : 'luill," always
n. pr. 1., Nos. 20, 53, 54,
rnin,
58, 61 (knit one), No. 56 (^nno), Nos. 13, 21
(rAnno).
nyn : ' <rininthl
(fern.), No*;. 4-10, 12, 14.

Nos. 1, 13, 14, 21.
n. pr. 1. S1hiftan, No. 12.

:

n. pr. 1.,

not:

4 yea r.'

WNos.

42, 48.

nvelnn n!3, Nos. 4-10, 12, 14.
nInCT11M
nor,
Nos. 1, 2, 3,13, 16-21,
a

51 53,

Iti(ornpIe te readings:
r «- No. 26.
nets---: No. 33.
yc»--- No. 41.
^..:
N>)o. 56.
;;»])" -No. 56.
K3 -;
No. 57.
: No. .57.

54 , 55.

Anoonti:3, Nos. 24, 31, 33, 34, 44, 45.

"A nVI3, Nos. 22, 23, 27-30, 32, 35, 37, 38 ?39,

42, 46, 48, 50 56,
558,

59a 61.

n -1A3, N o. 52.
llt A n*:3, No. 63.

I A .Asall
hill in the valley wvest of Smnaria is still called Et-Te1l.

V.

INDEX OF ISRAELITE INSCRIPTION'S ACCORDING TO REGISTRATION NUMBERS

A cross (+) indicates that the number which it follows is joined with another number to form the
ostracon in question. The ostraca which have no list number were illegible.
Reg. No.

List No.

Reg. No.

Raeg. No.

List No.

List No.

Reg. No.

List No.

~~~~~~~~~~~~-L
1825
2854
3855
3863
3864
3865+
3866+
3867
3868
3873
3874
3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3889
3890
3891
3892
3893

66

3894

5
61

3895
3896
3
3897+
3898
3899
3900
3901

24

3902+

24
44

3903+
3904

64
4

..

26
43

321
553
16a

I

17a

3933+

31a

3934

45
48

3935 1

~

3957
I
3958
~~I3
3990

36
34

36

33

35
315

46
32
23

3930

3931
3932

..
8
..

30

~390)5
3906+
3907
3908
3909
3910
3911
3912
3913+
3914+
3915
3916
3917

ells~

48-49

,

3991
3992

63
31b

l

3993
3994
39995
3996
3997
3998
3999
4000

38
42
20

4033
4034
4035
4036

1s

4037

22

4038

4075
4076

1

4077

4078
4079 +
4080+

I

25
25

.
.
13
19
j

13

4607

4082
4083

4609,

.

,

29
10

59
57
2

514

4084

4171

54

4,524
4525
4i52(»
45)27

9
12
11
40

45I-)
50
4551
4552
4553

|
i

List No.

. 4578
A 4579++
4,58G
4581
4,582
4583
4584

4081

6

4030+
4031 X
4032+

41040

62

|

16b

176

34
i

Reg. No.

4554
4555+ +
455r6 + +
4557

i
|
1
i

41
37

28

4614
4615
4616
4617

3
47

4619

39
j

4627
4628
4629
4630

I

(w)
52

j

50

27
58

29
29

j
4660
55
Gfil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4661
j
51
49215'

65
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CUNEIFORM, HIEROCGLYPHIC, AND ARAMAIC INSCRIPTIONS
B. C'UNE'IFORM INSCRIPTIONS
1. Fragment of a letter tablet (see PI. 56 b).
Reg. No. 1825. Found in the construction
trench of the Greek Fort Wall at tlhe eastern
angle in S2 S. Fine brown clav, baked.
Five lines of cuneiform writing and half thle
impression of an Israelite seal.
Text:

sayr (commalnnd?), Abiahi

3. shall

4. to thle G(overnor of the citites
give (deliver) 6 oxent? 12 sheep +
5. shall (ll?)
Note: It seerns probable that thle last half of
the secondl liine arnd the first p:art of the thiird
linle liave been rewritten, and that the text
ats given abcove was written at the second
attemnlpt.
rlThe thlird sign fromr the endc in
line 2 seemlls to be ygullr ratlher than lmn.

r^
=
n^^?=FbltRX *e
i
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a,

I

e f^^~
He e

Steal:

()On

thle- fragrenrlt is thle implression of

round seal withl an objct (plant, altar?).
On()11
the right dolwnward, - - 3,f, perlhaps the
a

~

*^I

Ilnaie in the cuneiform text, Abi-ai.

-

[shiu]m-ma ina lib-bi Ami 10gan
sha ar/kuAbi nNergal-tal(?)-lim(?)
ikab-bi ?nAbi-ahipl.
a-na anilurab-alanipl.
[it]-ta-din alpu 6 immeru 12+

2. ILetter seal, Reg. No). 2925, withll one line of
cunltifornl signs atbove),

Ipeated below, s'ee PI. 5-6 a.
'Text:

r-

- -I^V

a-na it, ii Afshur ---------

iddi]-in.

rrF

1. If by the 10th day
2. of the month Ab Nr\ergaltallim(?)

C.

and the same re-

HIEROGLYPHIC INSCRIPTIONS
maat chosen of Amion; [Lord of the Two
Lands, Beloved of Amon, son of Bast,, Osork]
on; hin 81."

1. Reg. No. 4106, S7-742 sub, Aug. 25, 1910.
In the floor debris of the Ahab courtyard. A
large two-handled jar (see PI. 56 g, and Fig.
205), of Egyptian alabaster. In the middle
of one side just below the square shoulder an
inscription consisting of two cartouches, and
one horizontal line of signs:
" [King of Upper and Lower EgySpt] Re--wes-

The cartouches givle two nlaies and titles of
)Osorkon II, 874-856 B.(c. The horizont1al
line gives the caplacitv of the jar.
2. Skcarabs, see Part I\, ('lChapter XI A II.

D. ARAMIAIC INS(R'RIPTI(O)NS
In S1 cistern 7, in a mass of earth, pottery,
bones and other objects (see Fig. 7; Part II,
Chapter III, page 62; and Plate 58), eight potsherds were found which proved to bear inscriptions in black ink, like the Israelite ostraca,
but presenting a form of alphabet resmbling
more nearly the Aramaic letters (cf. Lidzbarski,
II, PI. XLV, columns 5-9). These potsherds
are not ostraca, but fragments from inscribed
jars, which once contained food or drink-dates,
grain, wine, or oil. The potshlerds were found

withl a lot of dressed bones, alpparentl
debris (see Part IV, Chaplter X IB3).

kitchenl

The inscrilptions are always written Iparallel to the turnling marks, as is the rule in jar inscrilptions. In
the three cases iIn which thle attaclhment of the
hlalndle is preservedl

beside thle hlandle.

the inlscriptionl is below or

In anotlher

case,

it is on tl-he

:,of the shoullder. These I)(-)sitions tare all
characteristic of jar inscriptio-ns.
Among tlhe other contents of tihe rock-cut
chamber called SI cisternI 7 tl-here were two blackedge
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glazed Greek laimps atnd a fragnment of redfigured ware.

Fig. 175, NNo. 1487) of Iarid gray ware uwith
drab surface. Size 12.3 X 10.5 cm.

It is therefore Ilot surprisilng to

find on the potsherd No. 9 belouw, wllat appears
to be a ligature (written twice) of the (I4reek

'~ ]H

letters YA written clearly from left to righlt.

].//.,,/////////7//fJi//ini

1. Reg. No. 1524, see PI. 58 a. (The iniscrilpti:on

has been made plainer by repeatedly photographing the print, in the well-known Imaiiner). Piece, 24 X 17 cm. in size, from tlhe:
shoulder of a large two-lhanldled jar of hlard
gray ware burning pink on the surface see
p. 290, No. 1. Tile inscription is just below
the handle. This is not an ostracon, but a
jar inscription.
/iag / / · /-/J-I
^ nn
·
///f
]D 3/I' 1·'/fiffi/}/g
] // ' / // i/// -/^/ /J'i/
i/ / //

2. Reg. No. 1525, see PI. j58 b. Fragm-ellt of a
jar like No. 1. Handle does not sho1w, but
the writing runs with the hlorizontal tlurninlg

lines.
T''omore ilegible lines./ -f
Two more illegible lines.

III

rnzwi

Reg. No. 1529, sete I. 58 f. Fragment of jar
as albove, Nos. 1-4, reddish surface.

()ne

line, very fainit.
7. IReg. No. 15)30, see PI. 58g. Fragment of a
smaller jar (two-hlanldled), of lhard red ware
withl drab surface. Inscription to the left of
tlie handle, - thel lettetr n antd part of a
second letter.

8. Reg. rNo. 1531, see PI. 581i. Potsherd of
same ware as above , greenish surface. Two
lettters: ]Pr[
9. Retg.

No. 1532, see PI. 58i. Potsherd of hlard

grav w*are withll drab surface (same as above).
Inscription writtenl from left to right, diagona11lt across turnlinlg marks of vessel. This is
tllherefore not an inscribed jar, but an ostracon, -- a chance scribble like No. 10. The
inscrilption appellars to be a ligature, written
twnice, of tlhe two (Gtreek letters YA,

3. Reg. NIo. 1526, see PI. 58c.
Fragment of a
jar as above. CGreenish surface. Size, 22 X
14 cm.

ii

6i.

-h
~~A ntanr
ilinn

-t

One or two more illegible lines.

4. Reg. No. 1527, see PI. 58d. Two potslherds
fitting together, from a jar as above. Greenish surface. Inscription undeXr lower attachment of jar. Two illegible lines, but
with the numberl11II clear in the second line.

5. Reg. No. 1528, see PI. 58e. Fragment from
a square-shouldered, two-handled jar (see

10. Reg. No. 1T533, see PI. 58j. Potsherd of gray
ware witlh greenishl surface. It is marked
w-itl lines crossing at right angles dividing
thle surface into smlall sqluares about 2 X 2
cm1. ill sizt.
I includet here a potsllerd of tle same ANare as

tfle above witll wlat

appealr

to be two Semnitic

letters.

11. Reg. No. 1630(), S2 III 42 sub, Amll. 28, 1909.
FragmeInt fronm tlie bodv of a jar of gray
ware w-itl a drab surface. Scratched in the
side of the jarlbefore baking, the two letters
shown in PI. 58k. Probablv a potter's mark:
=32.
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Ad. GRFjE
I. Wr7itten on pottery
1. Reg. No. 2091, L. T. 5b, Sept. 16, 1909.
Part of an ostracon, a fragment fromn thle
side of a jar. Dirty brown ware, surface
pink inside and drab outside. Black inscription. Badly preserved.
L a ( or \)
-----

]/. L(?

INSCRIPTIONS
(c)

Bowl lbase witha ring.
lustrous black glaze.
or ATT.

(e)

IDis. No. 15f65), L. T. E., July 9, 1910.
Rle.d paste, serni-lustrous black glaze.
LJettejrs: 6 K.

()

I)is. No. 438, L. T1.E., July 14, 1910.

Lo

2. Reg. No. 2495, S3-311, Oct. 6, 1909. Jar
inscription in black on the side of a twohandled jar of hard gray ware.

MIolded base of culp. Red paste, lustrous black glaze. Letter: A.
(g)

]LOKATTAEATT (end).
(/)

4. Reg. No. 3859, S7 cistern 2, Aug. 11, 1910.
Fragment of shoulder of two-handled water
jar of gray ware. Inscription in red to left of
handle: XAMA (complete).
5. Reg. No. 4506, S8 subt. corr. S, Sept. 15,
1910. Fragment from shoulder of small jug,
of red ware, drab surface. Inscrilption ill
black to right of handle: rM (compllete).
6. See ostracon No. 9, under Aramaic Inscriptions, p. 248.
7. See Rhodian Jar Handles, 1). 310 ff.
8. Reg. No. 4862, S11
bowl: JIAAAhE.

zt

Oct. 15,1910. Faience

II. Scratched on pottery
1. On black-glazed pottery on underside.
(a) Reg. No. 4587, S8d, Greek Fort, Sept.
20, 1910. Bowl with molded ring-foot,
red paste, dull brown glaze. PAO - - (b) Reg. No. 3250, S5f, July 2,1910. Bowl,
redpaste, dullblackglaze. ]A ME f[i?.
See PI. 74a.

ID)is.
BIoNO1
glaze.

byear 29, all at once(?).1

3. Reg. No. 1547, S1 cistern 8, June 17, 1909.
Fragment of shoulder of amphlllora of red
paste. Inscription in black to right of lower
attachment of handle: CWTTA.

Red paste, semiMXonograrn: Ar

(d) ID)is. \No. 1561, L. T. E., July 7, 1910.
Bo\wl base withl ring. Red Ipaste, dull
black glaze. Single letter: M.

iLo

- - - TV -

Dis. No. 1561, L. T.E., Jutly 7, 1910.

o. 434, S4-361 sub, July 12, 1910.
base withl ring. Red paste, black
Letter: Z or N.

W5h1
, July 9, 1910. Red
paste, senli-lustrous black glaze. Letter:
x.

IDis. No. 431, S

2. ()On red-glazed potter- oI1 underside.
(a) Reg. No. 4916, S7 dulmp, (Oct. 20, 1910.
MIolded base.
AAOAIKH.

(b)

Reg. No. 4683, SlOb, Sept. 28, 1910.
Plate blase with ring.
HPAKAEA.

(c)

Reg. No. 4720, SO11b, Stept. 29, 191()0.
Plate base vitlh ring.
BA[---]IA.

(d) [IReg. No. 4719, SlOb, Seplt. 29, 1910.
1Bowl base with ring. Inscrilption on
side (oultside): BAI(?) ----

(e)

Reg. -No. 2431, S3 street sub, ()ct. 6,
1909. TYellow paste, red glaze. Bowl
base with ritng. AYK. See Pl. 73k 1.

(f/)

Rfeg. No. 3099, S2 III 68, June 20, 1910.
Flat plate. Inscrilption inside: OTT ---

()

RcS-g. No. 4 6 81, SlO)b, Sept. 18, 1910.
Illseription on
IBowl base with ring.
inside le xeled surface of ring: EK.

(h)

Reg. No. 40)75, 88-882, Sept. 27, 1910.

Bowl tbase withl ring base.
(out-itide) : API.

On side
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(i) Reg. No. 456i6, S8d, Sept. 19, 1910.
Bowl base with ring. AH.
(j)

Reg. No. 4678, SlOd, Seplt. 28, 1910.
Bowl base witlhl ring. - - <Cp.

(k) Reg. No. 3354, S5b, July 6,1910. Bowl
basewithring. -- ril,or 1+--.
(I)

Reg. No. 3528, L. T. E., July 16, 1910.
Bowl base with ring. ZA.

(ni) Reg. No. 3143, S5a, June 29, 1910.
Bowl, with riIlg base. r or E. See
PI. 74 f.
(1n)

Reg. No. 4740, S1Ob, Oct. 1, 1910.
Plate base with ring.

(o)

AIr(?).

Reg. No. 4686, SlOa, Selpt. 28, 1910.
Bowl base with ring.

(p) Dis. No. 461, S6g, Aug. 13, 1910.
Bottom of bowl. Monogram: ar.
(q)

Dis. No. 1190, Sllx, Oct. 17, 1910. Rim
of hollow bowrl. Outside: A P.

(r) Dis. No. 569, S8-803, Aug. 19, 1910.
Bottom of bowl. MIonogram: AE.
(s)

Dis. No. 452, S6e, July 15, 1910. Bowl
base with ring. E or IE.

(t)

Dis. No. 453, S6f, July 21, 1910. Bowl
base with ring. A, inl a circle.

(u) Dis. No. 1556, L. T. E. i), July 12, 1910.
Bowl base with ring. A.

(v) Dis. No. 451, S10 a, Aug. 27, 1910.
Molded base. K.
(wV) Dis. No. 420, S5ih, July 8, 1910.
base with ring.
M().

Bowl

4.

BA IAEQi A HM[HTPIOY (namre written over

5.

AN[.. .

]TTPOtAN[

6. IEP[
7. [
X

9.
10.
1L.
12.

]NAIOAO[

]XONT

E

A[
]N(10
Hr[
JANAPOE
OrPAMMATEY[E
NIKIA* NIKI 0

2. Reg. No. 3205, N.

Limestone, see No. 1.
Only ends of two lines:
1.

.. ...........

2.

...............

AA
OY

3. Reg. No. 4731, S9 debris in subt. corr. due
to agricultural filling, Oct. 1, 1910. Limestone architectural fragment (base). Letters
formed by drilling small boles at corners
and connecting with incised lines.

III. On Stone and Lead
1. Reg. No. 2046, S2 dump heap of 1908, July
9, 1909. Greater part of a limestone tablet,
on left a column in high relief. There was a
similar column on the right, and a pediment
above, as was the case with No. 2, below. The
stone had been used in a wall (?), and the
incised inscription is badly worn, see PI. 59 a.
EPM[
1. AlIlIAIAH
2. TQNAE TTPOrONQNT[
3. NIKOAHMO* NIKO[

See PI.

59b.
- - O]IAOXAPHk 4PIAOXAPOY
]QN TO EN _P ETO*

4. Reg. No. 4475, S9 N add., dump, Sept. 12,
1910.
Fragment (24 X 16 cm.) from a
great limestone jar or basin. Inscribed
letters:
]AQ .E [
]PEAYTOYE

5. Reg. No. 3614, S6 e, July 25, 1910. Fragment fron a mold weith reversed letters, see
PI. (80o.
]Yc

]ANO
JAOC

(x) Dis. No. 405, S5d, July 5, 1910. Bowl1
base with ring. P (reversed).
(y) Dis. No. 396, S4-342 sub, July 30, 1910.
Bowl base. (.

T. 6, June 30, 1910.

('.

6. Reg. No. 3638, S6a W, July 27, 1910. Lead
disc, diam. 6.3 cm., thickness 1.1 cm., with
suspension hole abotve, see PI. 57g.
4AN

Front:

A NSiSl

in a beaded circle.

LTT H

Back, blank.
7. Inscribed architrave block in Basilica, see
PI. 59c. LyrinIg on layer of debris on the
inner edlge of the colonnade of the central
court, nearly opposite the door leading to
thlle Forunm.
CTPA]THrOYNTWNAN NIOYPO[Y4OY
]ACPANTHKOI
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F. LATIN INSCRIPTI()NS
In addition to the two inscribed altars found
in 19081 (see P1. 59d,e), one Latin inscription
was found at the Gateway, and a number of
fragments of inscribed marble slabs were found
in front of the Temple.
1. Limestone slab, Gateway in upper debris
between the N. Tower and tile Herodian
wall, July 2, 1909, see PI. 59f.
VEXILLATIO
LEG VI FERR
2. Reg. No. 3578, S6f, July 21, 1910. Fragment of a marble slab inscribed on one side
only:
]CI N[
]V I C TE

]r .if

3. Reg. No. 3526, St6a-c, July 15, 1910. Fifteen fragments of a marble slab inscribed on
both sides. Eighlt of these fit together into
a larger fragment. The inscril)tion on the
back has been erased.
]OIV I R[?
]V A E ME?

4. Reg. No. 1575, S2 south, July 28, 1909. A
fragment of a marble slab inscribed on both
sides, neither side erased.
Besides the fragments here enumerated,
twenty-six fragments were found in 1908. See
colies and description in Part I, page 16, Nos.
22-50; page 19 f.; Vol. II, Plate 90 g.
l See artiele by )David Gl(.Lvonl in Harvardl Theological Reveiew
for 1909, 1). 110 ff.; andtaxbov\e,p . 20, No. 30), i). 21, No. 31.

CHAPTER

II

C'(O)INS. AT SANIARIA

There are only three coins which may be previous in date to 300 B.C.-the
Athenian silver coin No. 1571 (I 1), the Alexander bronze coin No. 2052 (I 2), and
the Ptolemaic bronze coin No. 4874 (uncertain date, II 1). There are sixteen coins
of Ptolemy I (possibly more), thirty-one or more of Ptolemy II, six of Ptolemy
III, one or more of Ptolemy IV, and one of Ptolemy V. A few of these may be
later, but none can be ascribed with certainty to a later date.
The great majority of the Ptolemaic coins belong, as might be expected, to the
period of the Ptolemaic domination at Samaria, 300 to 200 B.C.
The Seleucid bronze coins begin with Antiochus III. There is one coin of
Antiochus I, a gold drachm (No. 1566); but the value of the metal would account
for its unexpected presence. There are twenty coins of Antiochus III, one of Seleucus IV, forty-six of Antiochus IV, four of Demetrius I, ten of Demetrius II (first
reign), eleven of Antiochus VII, one of Demetrius II (second reign), twelve of Alexander II Zebina, four of Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII, two of Antiochus VIII, and
three of Antiochus IX.
Thus the coins of the Second Century reflect the domination of the Seleucidans,
as did those of the Third that of the Ptolemies. Alongside these Seleucidan coins
appear twenty coins of Ptolemais-Ake and one of Aradus (No. 2481; 208 B.C.).
Specimens of the regal coinage of Syria and Egypt subsequent to Antiochus IX
were not found at all.
In the First Century <.c. the coins used are from tile Maccabaan and the
autonomous city mintages. Ptolemais is represented bv four coins, Dora by
three, Tripolis by one, Tyre by forty-three, Antioch on the Orontes by fifteen, and
Demetrias by two. The Maccabsean coinage is represented by one coin of
Alexander Jannaeus, seven of an uncertain Alexander, twvo of Antigonus-Mattathias,
and forty-two of the star and anchor type.
From the time of Herod I there are sixteen coins; Herod Archelaus, six; the
Roman Procurators, four; Tiberius, two; Herod Agrippa, two; and Nero, seven.
The facts presented are given graphically in tile following table:
PtolcmafiC
i(
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3{1>? (IM

tIIII3
2i-221 ) B.(C. PtOley
247
IV
"
221 ()-0-204 3 B.(C.
B.C.
205 4--1

B.C. Ptolemy I (lRgenrlt) 1
310-30;5
I17
I
B.C.
305-285
31 (3)
II
"
285-247/6 B.C.

N. B.

'I'hese dates arc, those given ib Sv; oronos
2.

(sete

i). '254, n. 3:), andl

refer

(6)
1 (4)
1 (silver)

to coinage.

11
138-129 B.C. Antiochlus VII
130-125 B.C. Demetrius II (second) 1
II Zebina 12
128-123 B.C. Alexander
125-121 B.C. Antiochus VIII

City Coilns

About 208 B.C.

Aradus

175-126 B.C.

Ptolemais-Ake

1

Antioch on
Orontes

'

'I ((

Dora
I' ATripolis

i

< (I'
I

it

20

& Cleopatra
121- 96 B.C. Antiochus VIII
116- 96 B.C. Antiochus
IX

43

1st Century B.C. Tyre

" Ptolemais-Ake
u
Ad
Demetrias
hi" Unidentified
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4
2
3

ilIaccab(tan

15
13
1I
4
2
1

105- 78

B.C.

78- 40
78- 40
40- 37

B.C.

Alexander Jannamus
(uncertain)
4'

B.C.

Star-Anchor

B .(,.

Antigonus

1

7
42
2

Herodian
Seleucidatz,

281-261 B.C. Antiochus

T

B.C.

Antiochus

III

B.C.

Seleucus
Antiochus

INV
IV!
I
II (first)

(gold)

34
34-

B.C.

7

B.C.

223-187
187-175
175-164
162-150
146-138

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

Demetrius
Demetrius

10

6-

14

16- 17
31- 32

it

ii

A.D.

Herod Archelaus
Procurators

A.D.

Tiberius

4 B.C. -6 A.D.

20
1
46
4

Herod I

A.D.

Herod Agrippa
Nero

7
11

6

(2)

4
1
1
1

7

It is to be noted that one silver coin (No. 3652) of Antiochus VII (dated to
131 B.C. and minted at Tyre) was found tied in a rag together with twenty-two
This small
Tyrian bronze coins (Nos. 3653-3674) dated from 94 to 74 B.C(.
hoard had been buried in a hole under the floor of room S4-201, in a house of
the last Preherodian town (see PI. 32 c +), and lost probably by some accident to
the owner. The coins were massed together by the oxidization of the bronze.
The bronze coins were all worn specimens; whence one may conclude that they
were placed together some years after date of issue, perhaps about 60 to 50 B. C.
At that time the silver coin of 131 B.C. was still current, an interval of over
fifty years, probably over seventy. The bronze coins are over half the total nurmber of Tyrian bronze coins found at Sehaste.
The period from 110 to 60 B.C. can hardly be said to be represented among the
coins found at Samaria. For it is quite possible that the few city coins with date
issue of this time came to the site as coins current in later years. They are all
well-worn specimens. This fact appears to support the statement of the total
destruction of Samaria in 109 B.C. and its repopulation by Gabinius about 60 B.C.
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CATALOGUE
A.

GREEK COINS
I.

Earlier Coins

1.

5th Century B.C.

Head of Athena, r., wearing crested hel- AOGE downwards. Owl standing r., head
met with three olive leaves, earring, and facing. Behind, an olive and berry and a
necklace.
crescent. In incuse square.
AR (base metal), 21 mm. See Head,' p. 371 ff.
a. Reg. No. 1571, S2 stone-thieves' trench, site of south temple wall, July 24, 1909. Pl.
60, No. 1.

2.

336-323 B.C.

Head of young Heracles in lion skin, r.

AAEEANAPOY. On the r., a club; on the
1., bow and quiver.
AE, 18 x 16.5 mm., 5.3 grammes. See Head, p. 226.
a. Reg. No. 2052, L. T. 3 a 39, Sept. 9 (a.m.), 1909. P1. 60, No. 2.
II. Ptolemaic Coins2

1.

Ptolemy I.

Head of Aphrodite, r.
I Eagle, with outspread wings, 1.
AE, 15 mm. (normal 17). See Svoronos,3 No. 79, P1. VI 26.
a. Reg. No. 4874, Sll-22 above Israelite wall, Oct. 12, 1910. P1. 60, No. 3.

310-305 B.C.

2.

Ptolemy I.

Head of Alexander, r., with little horns,
hair hanging under ear.

305-285 B.C.

n1TOAEMAIOY(1.); BA:IAEQf (r.). Eagle,
1., with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
In left field, X above a helmet.

AE, 17 mm. See Svoronos, No. 163.
a. Reg. No. 2486, S3 street, west, Oct. 9 (morning), 1909.
3.

Ptolemy I.

Same.

I
4.

Ptolemy I.

P1. 60, No. 4.

I Same. With a scroll (?) in left field.
scription illegible.
AE, 14 mm. (normal 18). See Svoronos, No. 156 (?).
a. Reg. No. 3701, S4 under street, Aug. 1, 1910. P1. 60, No. 5.

j Same.

Same.

In-

With A I below a scroll (?) in 1.

field.
i AE, 17 mm.

See Svoronos, No. 157.
a. Reg. No. 3393, S5 e in repaired Greek Fort Wall, July 8, 1910.

0.

Ptolemy II.
279 B.C.

6.

Ptolemy II.
270 B.C.

7.

8.

Same.
i Same. In 1. field, H above a club.
AE, 17 mm. See Svoronos, No. 638.
a. Reg. No. 4751 (15 mm.), S7-755 north, Sept. 14, 1910. P1. 60, No. 9.
j Same. For 1. fielId, r above a club.
I Same.
I AE, 17 mm. See Svoronos, No. 641.
a. Reg. No. 4829, Samarra a, Sept. 9, 1910. P1. 60, No. 8.

Ptolemy II. (?)

Same.

284-280 B.C.

AE, 19 x 17 mm. See Svoronos, No. 633 (?).
a. Reg. No. 3691, S4-327, July 30, 1910. P1. 60, No. 7.

Ptolemy I.
305-285 B.C.

P1. 60, No. 6.

Same. In 1. field, obscure marks, perhaps
A under a club.

I
I
I Head of Alexander the Great in elephant
I
skin, r.

nTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA*IAEQ: (r.). Eagle,
1., with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
In 1. field, m (?).
AE, 20 mm. (normal 20-22). See Svoronos, No. 220.
a. Reg. No. 4743, S9-941 deep near Greek Fort Wall, Sept. 19, 1910.
P1. 60, No. 12.

'Barclay V. Head, Historia Nummorum (second edition).
Oxford, 1911.
'Arranged according to types of obverse. The dates given in

the second column represent the ranges of the coins
according to Svoronos.
3I. N. Svoronos, TA NOMI2MATA TOT KPATOTZ TON
nTOAEMAI2N. 4 vols. Athens. 1904-1908.
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9.

Ptolemy I.

I Same. In 1. field, AIl (?).
Same.
AE, 21 mm. (normal 20-22). See Svoronos, No. 188.
a. Reg. No. 3609, S6 e, July 25, 1910. P1. 60, No. 10.
b. Reg. No. 3605, S6 d, July 25, 1910.

10.

Ptolemy I.

Same. In 1. field, X.
Same.
AE, 20 mm. (normal 20-22). See Svoronos, No. 235.
a. Reg. No. 3967, S6-626, Aug. 18, 1910. Pl. 60, No. 11.

11.

Ptolemy I.

Same. L. field struck off flan.
Same.
AE, 21 mm. Cf. Nos. 8-10 above.
a. Reg. No. 4870, Sll-22 (black dirt), Oct. 13, 1910. P1. 60, No. 13.

12.

Ptolemy I.

Same.
AE, 20 mm.
a. Reg. No. 2518, S3-324, Oct. 12, 1909.

13.

Ptolemy II.
285-265 B.C.

Head of Alexander the Great in elephant skin, r.

Ptolemy II.

Same.

14.

I Same.

Field not read.

fTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA:IAEQS (r.). Eagle,
I., with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
In 1. field, a shield with X above it.
AE, 23 mm. (normal 20), 9.5 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 601.
a. Reg. No. 1752, vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909.
I

Same. L. field empty.

Between legs, A

i (or A).

267 B.C.

AE, 23 mm. (normal 24), 9.9 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 439.
a. Reg. No. 2673 (centre-marked), S3 g S dirty yellow debris, Oct. 1, 1909.
No. 14.
15.

Ptolemy II.
266 B.C.

16.

Ptolemy II. (?)

Same. L. field empty.
Same.
AE, 23 mm. (normal 24). See Svoronos, No. 450.
a. Reg. No. 4644, S9-914, Sept. 6, 1910. Pl. 60, No. 15.
Similar.
AE, 23 mm. (normal 24).
a. Reg. No. 4826, Sll-3, Oct. 7, 1910.

| Similar.

P1. 60,

E between legs.

Field not read.

17.

Similar.
Similar.
mm.
AE, 25
a. Reg. No. 2480, S3 a west, Oct. 8, 1909.

Field obscure.

18'.

| Similar.
Similar.
AE, 21 mm. Perhaps Svoronos, No. 1236 (?).
a. Reg. No. 1580, S2 south middle, July 30, 1909.

Struck partly off flan below.

182.

Ptolemy I.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

nlTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA: IAEQ (r.). Eagle,
1., with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
In 1. field, A above A.

AE, 28 mm. See Svoronos, No. 269.
a. Reg. No. 1579, S2 south middle, black dirt, July 20, 1909.

P1. 60, No. 21.

19.

Ptolemy I.

Same. In 1. field, A above ~M.
Same.
AE, 27 mm. (normal 28). See Svoronos, Nos. 269 ff.
a. Reg. No. 3420, N. G. T. 8, July 8, 1910. Pl. 60, No. 20.

20.

Ptolemy I.

I Same. In 1. field, A above E.
Same.
286.
No.
Svoronos,
See
28).
AE, 27 mm. (normal
a. Reg. No. 1573, S2 west end of Greek Fort Wall (-80 cm.), July 27, 1909.
No. 19.

21.

Ptolemy I.

Same. In 1. field, A above 4 (?).
Same.
287.
No.
Svoronos,
AE, 27 mm. (normal 28). See
60, No. 18.
PI.
1910.
14,
July
S5-361,
a. Reg. No. 3512,

22.

Ptolemy I.

i Same. In 1. field, A over A.
Same.
AE, 28 mm. See Svoronos, No. 288.
a. Reg. No. 3626, S6 e, July 26, 1910. PI. 60, No. 17.

P1. 60,
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23.

Ptolemy I.

Same. In 1. field, A over x (?).
Same.
AE, 28 mm., 163 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 303.
a. Reg. No. 2688, S3 street cistern, Oct. 21, 1909.

24.

Ptolemy I.

Same. In 1. field A faint, rest worn off.
Same.
AE, 28 mm. See Svoronos, Nos. 269 ff.
a. Reg. No. 4650, S9-907 sub, Sept. 9, 1910. P1. 60, No. 16.

25.

Ptolemy II.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

270 B.C.

nTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA IAEQE (r.). Eagle,
I1.,with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
;Between legs A.
AE, 20 x 19 mm. (normal 18). See Svoronos, No. 426.
a. Reg. No. 3105 (centre-marked), S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910. P1. 60, No. 22.

26.

| Eagle, I., with open wings. Rest illegible.
Head of Zeus (?), r.
AE, 19 x 18.5 mm.
a. Reg. No. 4871, S11-1 deep south end, Oct. 14, 1910.

27. I Ptolemy II.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

285-266 B.C.

28.

Ptolemy II.
277

B.C.

29.

Ptolemy II.

30.

Ptolemy II.

285-271

B.C.

n TOAEMAIOY (.); BA IAEQ* (r.). Eagle,
1., with outspread wings, on thunderbolt.
In left field X above a shield. Between
legs A.
AE, 27.5 mm. (normal 28). See Svoronos, No. 553.
a. Reg. No. 4757, S10 b deep, Sept. 29, 1910. P1. 60, No. 28.
I Same. Between the legs I (year 9).
Same.
AE, 28 mm. See Svoronos, No. 576.
a. Reg. No. 4637 (trident counter-stamp), S9-904, Sept. 7, 1910. P1. 60, No. 26.
b. Reg. No. 2678 (weight, 15.4 grammes), S3-324, Oct. 12, 1909. P1. 60, No. 27.
| Same. Date obliterated.
Same.
Nos. 553-602.
Svoronos,
See
28).
(normal
AE, 26 mm.
I a. Reg. No. 2707 (trident counter-stamp), S4, room 342, above floor-level, Oct. 25, 1909.
Same. In 1.field, > above a shield; below, X. Date between legs obliterated.
AE, 27 mm. (normal 28). See Svoronos, No. 581.
a. Reg. No. 4867 (trident counter-stamp), S11-22, black dirt, Oct. 13, 1910. P1. 60,
No. 23.
b. Reg. No. 670 (26 mm.), Summit F cistern, Aug. 15, 1908.

Same.

31.

Ptolemy II.

Similar, but symbols illegible. All have
Same.
trident counter-stamp.
mm.
AE, 28
a. Reg. No. 4718 (28 mm.), S8-881 (-150), Sept. 28, 1910. P1. 60, No. 25.
b. Reg. No. 4810 (27 mm.), S8 d, Sept. 16, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 4928 (26 mm.), S11-1 under Roman wall, Oct. 21, 1910.

32.

Ptolemy II or III.

Same.

33.

Ptolemy II or III.

Same.

Similar, but symbols are illegible. Trident counter-stamp on wing and small
counter-stamp EI between feet.
AE, 27 mm. Cf. Svoronos, Nos. 1058-1060.
a. Reg. No. 4711, S8 c on edge next S7, Sept. 19, 1910. P1. 60, No. 24.
Similar, but symbols are illegible.
dent counter-stamp.

AE, 24 mm.
a. Reg. No. 4643, S9-914, Sept. 8, 1910.
34. I Ptolemy II.

271-246 B.C.

35.

Ptolemy II.

Tri-

P1. 60, No. 29.

fITOAEMAIOY (1.); BA IAEQ* (r.). Eagle,
1., with closed wings, on thunderbolt. In
left field, a club.
AE, 30 mm., 20.5 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 707.
a. Reg. No. 1777 (centre-mark), vault cistern 2, Aug. 28, 1909. P1. 60, No. 30.
b. Reg. No. 2709 (31 mm., 22.8 grammes, centre-mark), S4 room 341 sub, Oct. 25, 1909.
Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

ISame.
AE, normal 25 mm., 11-12 grammes.

Same. All centre-marked.
See Svoronos, No. 708.
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Reg. No. 1974 (24.5 mm., 11 grammes), L. T. b cave 3, Aug. 28, 1909.
Reg. No. 2149 (25 mm., 12 grammes), S3 a S above Israelite level, Sept. 20, 1909.
Reg. No. 3315 (24 mm.), bought of a peasant. P1. 60, No. 33.
Reg. No. 3826 (24.5 mm.), S6 f W, Aug. 9, 1910.
Reg. No. 4053 (23 mm.), S8-804, Aug. 22, 1910. P1. 60, No. 34.
Reg. No. 2680 (26 mm., 11 grammes), S Lambda street 3 E, Oct. 13, 1909. P1.
60, No. 35.

36.

Ptolemy II.

Same.
I Same. All centre-marked.
AE, 20 mm. See Svoronos, No. 709.
a. Reg. No. 3732 (19 mm.), S7 c, Aug. 4, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3734 (20 mm.), S7 b, Aug. 4, 1910. P1. 60, No. 31.

37.

Ptolemy II.

Same.
Same. Centre-marked.
AE, 17 mm. (normal 18), 4.9 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 710.
a. Reg. No. 2108, L. T. 5-54, Sept. 18, 1909. P1. 60, No. 32.

38.

Ptolemy II.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

InTOAEMAIOY (1.); BAAIAEt
E (r.). Eagle,
I 1., with folded wings, with cornucopia over
I wing. In left field, ®.

AE, 31 mm. See Svoronos, No. 790.
a. Reg. No. 1195, Basilica N trench, July 20, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4636 (32 mm.; monogram obliterated), S9-904, Sept. 7, 1909.
No. 36.
39.

Ptolemy II.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

Il

PI. 60,

I nTOAEMAIOY (I.); BA:IAEQR : (r.). Two
eagles, 1., with folded wings, on two thunderbolts,
cornucopia over shoulder.
Centre-marked.

AE, 4 5mm. See Svoronos, No. 758.
a. Kee g. No. 3178, S5 a, June 30, 1910. P1. 60, No. 37.
40.

11.
I

Ptolemy II.

Same.

271-246

AE, 42 mm. See Svoronos, No. 788.
a. Reg. No. 2051 (41 mm.), L. T. 2 c 20 below floor, Sept. 9, 1909. P1. 60, No. 40.
b. Reg. No. 1599 (42 mm.), S2 III 33 under floor near south wall, Aug. 16, 1909.

B.C.

Ptolemy III.

I Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

Same. With monogram a
Centre-marked.

nTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA:IAEQ: (r.). Eagle,
1., on thunderbolt, closed wings, cornucopia
over shoulder. Between legs, *. Centremarked.

AE, 19 mm. See Svoronos, No. 968.
Reg. No. 1565, S2 III 44 N below floor (-100), July 20, 1909.

iI a.

412.

Ptolemy III.

4t3.

Ptolemy III.

I

4

I
I
i
I -I--

.. Al

-

-

;4-241 B.C.

4.

Ptolemy IV.

Same.

in 1. field.

P1. 60, No. 38.

Same. Cornucopia in left field instead of
over shoulder. Between legs, *. Centremarked.

I .AE, 16 mm. See Svoronos, No. 970.
I Ia. Reg. No. 4819, S2 III 70 N sub, Oct. 1, 1910. P1. 60, No. 39.
I
I
Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.
TITOAEMAIOY (1.); BA:IAEQ* (r.). Eagle,
I
1., on thunderbolt, closed wings, cornucopia
over shoulder. In 1.field, a club. Between
legs, m. Centre-marked.
AE, 30 rm. See Svoronos, Nos. 1058-1060. (This coin is of the same type, but Svoronos gives only the sizes 35 mm. and 18 mm.)
a. Reg. No. 2482, S3 a W, Oct. 9, 1909. PI. 60, No. 43.
Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

n1TOAEMAIOY(I.); BA:IAEQ:(r.). Eagle,
1., on thunderbolt, closed wings. In 1.field,
a club. Between feet, A I. Centre-marked.

AE, 35 mm. See Svoronos, No. 1130.
a. Reg. No. 3708, S4-357 street Alpha S sub, Aug. 2, 1910.
ib. Reg. No. 3119 (broken), S2 III 67, June 28, 1910.

P1. 60, No. 44.
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45.

Ptolemy I.

Head of Ptolemy I, r.

46.

Ptolemy V.

Head of Ptolemy I, r.

47.

[nTOAEMAIOY] (above); [B]A:IAE[Q:]
(below). A winged thunderbolt. Above
is a trident counter-stamp.
AE, 13 mm. (small flan, normal 18 mm.). Cf. Svoronos, Nos. 324-326.
a. Reg. No. 4820, S8 d S, Sept. 16, 1910. P1. 60, No. 42.

189 B.C.

fnTOAEMAIOY (1.); BA:IAEQS (r.). Eagle,
1., on thunderbolt, closed wings. In left
field, LIE (year 16=189 B.C.). In r. field,
KI (Citium).
AR, 26 mm., tetradrachm. See Svoronos, No. 1362.
a. Reg. No. 3785, S3 old dump (1908), Aug. 6, 1910. P1. 60, No. 41.

Ptolemy IV. (?)

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

48.

Inscription blurred and partly off. Eagle,
1., with closed wings, on thunderbolt, cornucopia over wing. In leeft field, a club (?).
AE, 16 mm., 6.5 grammes. See Svoronos, No. 1252.
a. Reg. No. 2683. S3 dumD. Oct. 17, 1909.
Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

[nlTOAEM]AIOY (l.);
BAHIAE[Q*] (r.).
l. Rest obscure.

A Eagle,

AE, 23 x 21 mm., 7.2 grammes.
a. Reg. No. 2694, S4 a in debris next Greek Fort Wall, Oct. 22, 1909.
49.

50.

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.
Illegible.
AE, 27 mm.
a. Reg. No. 1698, S2 under inner west wall of temple, Oct. 8, 1909.
Ptolemy III. (?)

Head of Zeus (Ammon), r.

nTOAEM[AIOY] (.); BAI[AEfn] (r.).
Eagle, 1., on thunderbolt.
AE, 36 mm., 37.5 grammes. Perhaps Svoronos, No. 993.
a. Reg. No. 2122, L. T. 5-52 sub, Sept. 25, 1909.
III. Seleucidan Coins1

1.

Antiochus I.
281-261 B.C.

BA:IAEls: (r.); ANTIOXOY (1.). Apollo, 1.,
seated on omphalos with bow in 1. and arrow in r. hand. In 1. field, M.
AV, 18 mm. See Babelon, 2 p. 17, Nos. 110-112, P1. IV 7, 8, cf. also 9, 10, 12.
a. Reg. No. 1566, S2 old dump (1908), July 22, 1909. P1. 62, No. 82.

2.

Antiochus III.
223-187 B.C.

Head of Apollo with features of Antiochus III, r.

3.

Same.

Head of Antiochus III with fillet, r.

Head of Antiochus I, r.

BA:IAEEQS (above); ANTIOXOY (below).
Elephant walking, r., with mahout. In 1.
field, a tripod. Two counter-stamps,-an
anchor above and a horse's head below.
AE, 19-23 mm. See Babelon, p. 55, Nos. 417-422, P1. X 10.
a. Reg. No. 3204 (21 mm. slashed), S5 e, June 30, 1910. P1. 61, No. 46.
b. Reg. No. 2547 (19.5 mm.), S3 street cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 3644 (23 mm.), S6 d, July 27, 1910. P1. 61, No. 47.
Same. Only one counter-stamp,-a horse's
head below.

AE, 25 mm.
a. Reg. No. 4003, S7-716, Aug. 20, 1910.
4.

Antiochus III. (?)

P1. 61, No. 45.

Head of Apollo laureate, r. On l. a mono- j BA:IAEQ: (r); ANTIOXOY (1.). Apollo, 1.,
gram: on a, A (?); on c, (?).
seated on omphalos, bow in 1., arrow in r.
hand. In 1.field, a scroll. In ex., a letter.
AE, 15 mm. 2.5 grammes, serrated edge. See Babelon, p. 53, Nos. 401-404.
I a. Reg. No. 1954 (A in ex.), L. T. 1 c south edge, Aug. 27, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4880 (H in ex.), S8-803, Aug. 22, 1910. P1. 61, No. 73.
c. Reg. No. 1271 (H in ex.), Basilica central court sub, Aug. 9, 1909.

'Arranged according to reigns.
Ernest Babelon, Les Rois de Syrie, d'Armenie, et de Cor-

magene. Paris, 1890. (In Catalogue des Monnaies
Grecques de la Bibliotheque Nationale.)

COINS AT SAMARIA
5.

Antiochus III.
223-187 B.C.

Head of Apollo laureate, r.
amples worn and faint.)

Seleucus IV.
187-175 B.C.

7.

Antiochus IV.
I 175-164 B.C.

Antiochus IV.

8.

175-164 B.C.

9.

Same.
Ii
i

I

(Most ex-

BA:IAEQ*f (r.); ANTIOXOY (1.). Apollo
standing 1., leaning on bow in 1., with arrow
in r. hand.
I AE, 9-13 mm., 1.1-2 grammes, not serrated. See Babelon, p. 54, Nos. 405-414,Pl. X6,7.
-- -I..
i a. Reg. No. 1623 (13 mm.), S2 north of Greek Fort Wall, Aug. 24, 1909.
I b. Reg. No. 1753 (11 mm., 1.5 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909.
ic. Reg. No. 1925 (9 mm., 1.3 grammes), L. T. 1 a cave 1, S, Aug. 24, 1909.
I d. Reg. No. 2018 (11 mm., 2 grammes), L. T. 3 a, Sept. 7, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 2030 (12.5 mm., 1.9 grammes), L. T. 4 c, Sept. 8, 1909.
if. Reg. No. 2681 (10 mm., 1.1 grammes), S3 street E, Oct. 13, 1909.
g. Reg. No. 2682 (10 mm., 1.2 grammes), S3 street E, Oct. 13, 1909.
h. Reg. No. 2697 (10 mm., 1.1 grammes), S3 street, Oct. 22, 1909.
i. Reg. No. 3700 (12 mm.), S4-336 sub, Aug. 1, 1910. P1. 61, No. 74.
J. Reg. No. 4712 (11 mm.), S8 c on edge next S7, Sept. 19, 1910. P1. 61, No. 75.
k. Reg. No. 4817 (11 mm.), S9-940, Sept. 17, 1910.
1. Reg. No. 1563 (11.5 mm.), S2 III 40 above floor, July 19, 1909.
im. Reg. No. 3964 (10 x 9 mm.), S7 Atrium sub, Aug. 13, 1910.
!

6.
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-

I Head of Apollo laureate, r. Monogram
I behind neck.

BA*IAEQ* (r.); EEAEYKOY (1.). Apollo,l.,
seated on omphalos, with bow in 1., arrow
in r. hand.
AE, 13 mm., serrated edge. Not described by Babelon.
a. Reg. No. 4815, Samarra's Land S low level, Sept. 16, 1910. P1. 61, No. 52.
B

Head of Antiochus IV, radiate, r. Behind
neck, monogram Babelon No. 179 ( ). In
fillet border,

BA:IAEQS (r.); ANTIOXOY (1.). Goddess
of Fortune, 1., seated on throne with Nike
in r. hand. At feet, a bird. In circle of
dots.
AE, 14-15 mm., 4-5 grammes, beveled edge, not serrated. See Babelon, p. 72, Nos.
552-555, P1. XIII 3.
a. Reg. No. 1983 (14 mm., 4.8 grammes), L. T. 1 a cave 1, inside N mastaba, Aug.
28, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2643 (14 mm., monogram struck off), Gateway front of Greek Wall,
Aug. 4, 1909. P1. 62, No. 83.
c. Reg. No. 3690 (15 mm., rev. double struck), L. T. E., June 30, 1910.
P1. 61, No.
72.
Small head of Antiochus IV, radiate, r. BA:IAEQ: (r.); ANTIOXOY(1.). Goddess,
Behind neck, the monogram Babelon standing, facing, veiled and clothed. In
No. 170 (B). In fillet border.
r. hand, a long staff. In circle of dots.
AE, 13-16 mm., 2-3 grammes, serrated edge. See Babelon, p. 74, Nos. 572-574, Pl.
XIII 9.
a. Reg. No. 2011 (14 mm., 2.7 grammes), L. T. 1 d S, Sept. 6, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2139 (13.5 mm., 2.9 grammes), S3 e (-120 cm.), Sept. 27, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2158 (15 mm., 3.2 grammes), S3 b (E of S), Oct. 4, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2192A (12.5 mm., clipped), L. T. 5-53 a W, Oct. 6, 1909. P1. 62 , No. 84.
e. Reg. No. 2197 (14 mm., clipped), S3 b street, Oct. 6, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 2614 (15 mm.), Gateway N of Roman Wall, deep, July 9, 1909.
g. Reg. No. 3357 (14 mm.), S5 g E, July 7, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 3442 (16 mm.), L. T. E. d, July 12, 1910.
i. Reg. No. 3745 (14 mm.), S7 c, Aug. 5, 1910.
j. Reg. No. 4656 (14 mm.), Samarra's Land b, Sept. 7, 1910.
k. Reg. No.4912 (14mm.), S11 zWpartof NWtower,Oct. 19, 1910. P1.61, No.81.
Same type as No. 8, but with the monogram blurred, illegible, or struck off flan.
a. Reg. No. 2807 (14 mm.), S3 cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2696 (14 mm., 3 grammes), S3 street, Oct. 22, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2670 (15 mm., 2.5 grammes), S3 c, Sept. 27, 1909. (Doubtful.)
d. Reg. No. 2693 (14 mm., 3 grammes), S4 f, Oct. 22, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 3145 (13 mm.), S5 a, June 29, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 3248 (14 mm.), S5 c, July 1, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 4191 (15 mm.), S8 b, Sept. 2, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 4714 (13 mm.), S8-816, Sept. 21, 1910. P1. 61, No. 79.
i. Reg. No. 4789 (14 mm.), S9-901 S cistern, Oct. 10, 1910.
j. Reg. No. 4794 (14 mm.), S11-1 under second floor, Oct. 10, 1910.
k. Reg. No. 4827 (14 mm.), Samarra's Land S, Sept. 11, 1910.
1. Reg. No. 4828 (14 mm.), S10 b, Sept. 30, 1910.

'No. 1925 has in left field partly off flan a monogram ending in P (see III, No. 1 supra).
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10.

Antiochus IV.
175-164 B.C.

11.

Antiochus IV.
175-164 B.C.

12.

Antiochus IV.
175-164 B.C.

13.

Demetrius I.
162-150 B.C.

158 B.c.
152 B.C.
151 B.C.

14.

Demetrius I. (?)
162-150 B.C.

15.

Demetrius II,
first reign.
146-138 B.C.

144-3 B.C.
144-3 B.C.
144-3 B.C.
144-3
144-3
144-3
144-3

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

EXCAVATIONS AT SAMARIA

Like No. 8, but with larger head of Anti- Same as No. 8.
ochus IV, radiate, r. Behind neck, monogram Babelon No. 170 (8). Fillet border.
AE, 13-15 mm., serrated edge. See Babelon, p. 74, Nos. 572-574, P1. XIII 9.
a. Reg. No. 1520 (14 mm.), H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3830 (15 mm.), S7-357 sub middle, Aug. 10, 1910. PI. 61, No. 77.
c. Reg. No. 4154 (14 nmm.), S7-721, Aug. 30, 1909. Pl. 61, No. 78.
The following have the monogram off the flan:
d. Reg. No. 1169 (14 mm.), Basilica E cut, Forum 19, June 28, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 2689 (15 mm., 3.7 grammes), S3 street cistern, Oct. 21, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 2699 (13 mm.), S3 street, Oct. 22, 1909.
g. Reg. No. 3191 (14 mm.), S5 b, June 30, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 4304 (14 mm.), Samarra's Land c 1, Sept. 5, 1910.
Like No. 10,with larger head of Antiochus i Like Nos. 8-10, but with a coarse, blurred
IV, radiate, r. Monogram ~ behind neck. i appearance.
AE, 13-15 mm., 2-3 grammes, serrated edge. See Babelon, p. 74, Nos. 572-574.
a. Reg. No. 1936 (14 mm., 2.8 grammes), L. T. 1 a-15, Aug. 25, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4818 (14 mm.), S2 III 69 sub E, Oct. 12, 1910. PI. 61, No. 80.
With monogram blurred or struck off flan:
c. Reg. No. 1785 (15 mm., 2 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 30, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 1861 (14 mm.), L. T. cistern 1, Aug. 16, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 1909 (14 mm., 2 grammes), L. T. 1 a cave 1, Aug. 23, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 1911 (13 mm., 2.5 grammes), L. T. 1 c E, Aug. 25, 1909.
g. Reg. No. 1950A (13.5 mm., 2.4 grammes), L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27, 1909.
Head of Antiochus IV, r., with fillet.
BA*IAEQS (r.); ANTIOXOY (I.),inacircle.
Border of dots.
I Palm-tree. Border of dots.
AE, 14-17 mm., beveled edge, not serrated. See Babelon, p. 74, Nos. 577, 578,
P1. XIII 12.
a. Reg. No. 2802 (17 mm.), S3 g S (-300 cm.), Sept. 27, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2806 (15 mm.), S3 cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2808 (14 mm.), S3-321, Oct. 13, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 3927 (16 mm.), S4 dump, Aug. 15, 1910. PI. 61, No. 68.
e. Reg. No. 4652 (14 mm.), S9-907 sub, Sept. 9, 1910. PI. 61, No. 69.
Head of Demetrius I, r., with fillet. Be- BA-IAEQS
(r.); AHMHTPIOY(1.), inacirhind neck a monogram Al (?). Border of cle. Palm-tree, with the date. Border of
dots.
dots.
AE, 15 mm., ca. 2 grammes, beveled edge, not serrated. See Babelon, p. 99, No. 779,
Pl. XVII 3.
a. Reg. No. 4920 (date ANP), Sll dump from S9-1001, Oct. 20, 1910. PI. 61, No. 63.
b. Reg. No. 1924 (date EP), L. T. I a cave 1 S, Aug. 24, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2012 (LA-P), L. T. 1 d S, Sept. 6, 1909.
Head radiate, r. Behind neck, AY. Bor- BAsIAEQf: (r.); A HM HTPIOY (1.), in a cirder of dots.
cle. Palm-tree. Border of dots.
AE, 13 mm., beveled edge, not serrated.
a. Reg. No. 4657, Samarra's Land c 5, Sept. 6, 1910.
Youthful head of Demetrius II, r., with
fillet. In border of dots.

BA*IAEEQ (r.); A HM HTPIOY (1.), in a circle. Palm-tree, with the date HEP (168
A. S.= 144-3 B.c.).
AE, 13-14 mm., about 2 grammes, beveled edge, not serrated. See Babelon, p. 161,
No. 1246, PI. XXII 20.
a. Reg. No. 1921 (14 mm., 2.2 grammes), L. T. 1 a cave 1 NW mastaba, Aug. 24, 1909.
P1. 62, No. 85.
b. Reg. No. 3675 (14 mm.), S4-201 above floor, July 28, 1910. PI. 61, No. 64.
c. Reg. No. 3981 (14 mm.), S6-626 E along Greek Fort Wall, Aug. 18, 1910. PI. 61,
No. 66.
d. Reg. No. 4651 (14 mm.), S9-907 sub, Sept. 9, 1910. PI. 61, No. 65.
e. Reg. No. 4716 (14 mm.), S8 d above Greek Fort Wall, Sept. 20, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 4816 (13 mm.), Samarra's Land a, Sept. 6, 1910. PI. 61, No. 70.
g. Reg. No. 1767 (14 mm., 1.5 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 27, 1909.
With illegible date and inscription, but same type:
h. Reg. No. 3275 (15 mm.), S5 e, July 2, 1910.
i. Reg. No. 3569 (17 mm.), S6 f, July 21, 1910. PI. 61, No. 67.
j. Reg. No. 4717 (14 mm.), S10 a, Sept. 20, 1910. PI. 61, No. 71.
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Antiochus VII
Sidetes
(Euergetes).
138-129 B.C.

16.

133 B.C.

Antiochus VII
Sidetes
(Euergetes).
138-129 B.C.

17.

135-4 B.C.
135-4 B.C.
135-4 B.C.

Antiochus VII
Euergetes.

18.

135-4

B.C.

Antiochus VII
Euergetes.

19.

138-7 B.C.

20.
r

Antiochus VII
Euergetes.

I 138-129
I

21.

22.

23.

B.C.

Winged bust of Eros, r. Border of dots.

BA:IAEQIjANTIOXOY(r.); EYEPFETOY
(l.). Crown of Isis. Below, a crescent
and an eight-pointed star. In ex., the
date.
AE, 18 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, pp. 137 ff., Nos. 1055-1069, 1078-1084,
1095-1098, 1105-1110, P1. XXI 9.
a. Reg. No. 1751 (rev. partly off flan to left; date [0] OP = 179 A. S. = 133/2 B.C.,
18 mm., 5.5 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909. P1. 62, No. 86.
Small head of Antiochus VII (?), with fillet, r. Border of dots.

BA IAEQ:IANTI OXOY (r.); EYEPrETOY
(1.). Owl, r., head facing (not on an amphora). In ex., the date IOP (177 A. S.).

AE, 18 mm., beveled edge. Not described by Babelon.
a. Reg. No. 1729 (18 mm., 3.1 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 23, 1909. P1. 62, No. 87.
b. Reg. No. 1784 (18 mm., date off flan), vault cistern 2, Aug. 30, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2111 (17 mm., 3 grammes), L. T. 5-60, Sept. 21, 1909.
Small head ofAntiochus VII,with crested Same as No. 17, with date IOP in ex., and
helmet, r.
monogram W in 1. field.
AE, 16.5 mm., beveled edge.
a. Reg. No. 3194, S5 b, June 30, 1910. P1. 61, No. 51.
I Same as No. 18.

Same as No. 17, but with date A(?)OP
behind owl's head. Monogram W in
exergue.

AE, 16 mm., 2.8 grammes, beveled edge.
I a. Reg. No. 2570, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909. P1. 62, No. 88.
Small head of Antiochus VII (? or Apol- BA:IAEQ:|IANTIOXOY(r.); EYEPFETOY
lo), r. Behind neck, obscure monogram. (1.). Apollo standing 1., naked, bow in 1.,
Before
face, T. Border of dots.
arrow in r. hand. Date (?) in exergue.
138-129
B.C.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I Obscure monogram in 1. field.
II
AE, 14 mm., beveled edge.
a. Reg. No. 1982 (2.8 grammes), L. T. 1 a cave 1 N mastaba, Aug. 28, 1909. P1. 62,
No. 100.
b. Reg. No. 3085, S2 III 68, June 26, 1910. P1. 61, No. 50.

I

I

134-133 B.C.

Head of Antiochus VII, r., with fillet. In BA IAEQ: ANTIOXOY I EPPA (above).
border of dots.
Galley. Below, the date OOP and \wf.
AE, 22 x 20 mm., oval, 5.7 grammes, Tyrian mint. See Babelon, p. 151, Nos. 11691171, P1. XXII 3.
a. Reg. No. 2561, S2 III 64 near floor, Sept. 10, 1909. P1. 62, No. 89.

Antiochus VII.

Prow of a galley, 1; above, AR (?).

Antiochus VII.

138-129 B.C.

BA:IAEQ:E(r.); [ANTIOX] OY (1.), ina circle. Caps of the Dioscuri.
AE, 12 mm., 2.2 grammes, beveled edge, struck at Aradus. See Babelon, p. 151,
No. 1168, P1. XXII 2.
a. Reg. No. 2487, L. T. 5 S of apsidal structure, Sept. 27, 1909. P1. 62, No. 90.

Antiochus VII.

Head of Antiochus VII, r., with fillet.

131 B.C.

24.
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Demetrius II,
second reign.
130-125 B.C.

BA:IAER2: (r.); ANTIOXOY (1). Eagle, 1.,
with closed wings, on a prow. Over shoulder, a palm. In 1.field, a club (with f) and
above it, PE. In r. field, A ! and below it,
the date [An P].
AP, 22 mm. Tyrian mint. See Babelon, p. 146, No. 1124.
a. Reg. No. 3652, S4-201, with 22 Tyrian coins (see No. IV 10), July 28, 1910.
[B]A:IAEQ[:]|[A]HMHTPIOY (r.); [OEOY]
I[NIKA]TOPO: (1.). Winged Victory, 1.,
with wreath in r., and palm in 1. hand. In
1. field, E.
AE, 19 x 17 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 160, No. 1235.
a. Reg. No. 4655, Samarra's Land b, Sept. 7, 1910. PI. 61, No. 53.
Head of Zeus, r. Border of dots.

262
25.
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Alexander II
Zebina.
128-123 B.C.

128-127
26.

B.C.

Same.

127-126 B.C.

EXCAVATIONS

AT

SAMARIA

Winged bust of Eros, r.

BA:IAEQR: (r.); AAE-ANAPOY (1.). Anchor with date A nP on left side. In 1.
field, :L1.
AE, 15 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 163, No. 1268, P1. XXIII 2.
a. Reg. No. 4749, S8-861, Sept. 13, 1910. Pl. 61, No. 60.
Head of Alexander II, r., with fillet.
Border of dots.

BA:IAEQ: (r.); AAE-ANAPOY(l.). Dionysus, standing 1., with long staff in 1., a
vase in r. hand. Beneath r. arm, the date
EnP.
AE, 20 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 164, Nos. 1269-1273.
a. Reg. No. 4109, S7-712 sub, Aug. 25, 1910. P1. 61, No. 58.
b. Reg. No. 3606 (19 mm.), L. T. E., July 25, 1910. P1. 61, No. 57.

27.

Same.

BAIIAE\Q (r.); AAEEANAPOY (1.). Two
cornucopias twined and tied with fillet. In
1.field, : above a symbol; in r., A.
AE, 20-23 mm., 6-8 grammes, beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 169, Nos. 1311-1314,
P1. XXIII 11.
a. Reg. No. 1886 (23 mm., sword under :), L. T. 1 a cave 1 in doorway, Aug. 20, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2564 (20 mm., 6.7 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 19, 1909. P1. 62, No. 92.
c. Reg. No. 2000 (20 mm., 8.5 grammes, scroll under :), L. T. 1 b cave 4, Sept. 3,
1909. P1. 62, No. 94.
d. Reg. No. 3360 (20 mm., straight branch under :), S5 d, July 7, 1910. P1. 61, No.
54.
e. Reg. No. 1318 (20 mm., caduceus (?) under :), Basilica room 3, July 10, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 3712 (20 mm., caduceus under :), S7 a on top, Aug. 2, 1910. P1. 61, No. 55.
g. Reg. No. 4838 (20 mm., caduceus (?) under ~), Sll-23 cistern, Oct. 12, 1910. Pl.
61, No. 56.
Some of these appear to have the monogram ti on the obverse behind the neck, but
it may be only a fold of the fillet end.

28.

Alexander II
Zebina.

Head of Alexander II, r., radiate.

BA:IAEQ: (r.); AAEEANAPOY (1.). A
double cornucopia bound with a fillet. In
1. field, Aabove a symbol; in r. field, a letter.
AE, 20-22 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 168, Nos. 1302-1310, Pl. XXIII 10.
a. Reg. No. 2567 (22 x 21 mm., 7 grammes, A above a crown on I. and l on right),
vault cistern 2, Aug. 23, 1909. P1. 62, No. 95.
b. Reg. No. 4884 (20 mm., A above a palm on 1., e on right), S11-Y above Greek
Fort Wall, below a floor which is -200 cm., Oct. 17, 1910. P1. 61, No. 59.

29.

Antiochus VIII and
Cleopatra.

Head of Antiochus VIII, r., radiate.

125-121 B.C.

121 B.C.

30.

Antiochus VIII.
121-96 B.C.

Head of Alexander II, r., radiate.
der of dots.

Bor-

BA:IAI*:H: I KAEOnATPAT (r.); KAIJ
BA: IAEQ: ANTIOXOY (1.). Owl, standing
1., head facing, on amphora. In r. field, IE.
Date in exergue.
AE, 18-20 mm., beveled edge. See Babelon, p. 174, Nos. 1353-4.
a. Reg. No. 3225 (18 mm., date A[ P]), S5 g, July 1, 1910. P1. 61, No. 62.
b. Reg. No. 1927 (20 mm., 7.2 grammes, date blurred), L. T. 1 c slope, Aug. 25, 1909.
P1. 62, No. 96.
c. Reg. No. 4760 (20 mm., date blurred), Kaid's Land, Sept. 14, 1910. P1. 61, No. 61.
d. Reg. No. 4821 (18 mm., date blurred), S9 cistern 1 (Plan 7, F 8), Sept. 6, 1910.
Head of Antiochus VIII, r., radiate.

BA:IAEQ|JANTIOXOY (r.); EnIl>ANOY:
(1.). Eagle, 1., with folded wings, on a
thunderbolt. Over shoulder, a sceptre. In
1. field, IE. Date in exergue.
See Babelon, pp. 177 ff., Nos. 1368-1375, 1397, 1398,

AE, 18-20 mm., beveled edge.
1401, 1404, 1406, P1. XXIV 10.
a. Reg. No. 3144 (20 mm., date off flan), S5 a, June 29, 1910. P1. 61, No. 48.
b. Reg. No. 3645 (18 mm., very obscure), S5 d, July 27, 1910.
All Babelon's examples of this type with IE are dated previously to 110-109 B.C.
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Antiochus IX.

31.

116-95 B.C.

I
32.

BA:IAEQ* I ANTIOXOY (r.); 4IAOnATO(1.). Winged thunderbolt, with date
~~POE
[ under 1. wing, At. In left field, M and a
bunch of grapes.
AE, 18 mm., normal 5-7 grammes, beveled edge. See Babelon, pp. 189, 195, Nos.
1451-5, 1492-7, PI. XXVI 1.
a. Reg. No. 1728 (18 mm., 4.7 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 23, 1909. P1. 62, No. 98.
b. Reg. No. 1940 (16 mm., 3.5 grammes, small flan, broken, doubtful identification),
L. T. 1 c, Aug. 26, 1909.
i
Head of Antiochus IX, r., with fillet.
i~~~~1

[BA:IAE]Q:| [ANTIO]XOY(r.); [,IAOnA]TOPO0 (1.). Victory, 1. (tip of wing clear).
Date in exergue (blurred).
See Babelon, pp. 190, 191, Nos. 1459, 1460,

Antiochus IX.

Winged bust of Eros, r.

111-100 B.C.

AE, 19 mm., 4.5 grammes, beveled edge.
1463, P1. XXVI 4.
a. Reg. No. 2695, S4 g, Oct. 22, 1909. P1. 62, No. 99.
IV.

Ptolemais-Ake.

1.

i

2nd Century B.C.

Probably
II
B.C.

127-110

I

Ii
1I

City Coins

Heads of Dioscuri, jugate, r. Border of ANTIOXEQN ITQN (r.); ENnTOAEMAIAI
[ (1.). Cornucopia. In I. field il.
dots.
AE, 16 mm. See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 128, Nos. 1-7. P1. XVI 4.
a. Reg. No. 1881 (monogram off), L. T. 1 a before cave 1, Aug. 18, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1926 (3.7 grammes, monogram off), L. T. 1 a cave 1, Aug. 24, 1909.
C. Reg. No. 1935 (3.3 grammes), L. T. 1 a 15, Aug. 25, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2001 (2.5 grammes, monogram obscure), L. T. 1 b cave 4, Sept. 3, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 2672 (2.8 grammes, monogram obscure), S3 b, Sept. 28, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 3152 (monogram obscure), S5 b, June 29, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 3193 (monogram off flan), S5 b, June 30, 1910. P1. 62, No. 107.
h. Reg. No. 3247, S5 c, July 1, 1910. PI. 62, No. 108.
i. Reg. No. 3384, L. T. E. a, July 8, 1910.
j. Reg. No. 3394 (AY instead of il), S5 e, July 8, 1910. P1. 62, No. 110.
k. Reg. No. 4129, S10 d, Aug. 27, 1910. P1. 62, No. 111.
1. Reg. No. 4642 (monogram off flan), Samarra's Land b, Sept. 10, 1910. P1. 62, No.
112.
m. Reg. No. 4913 (17 x 15 mm., it above i ?), S11 z deep, Oct. 19,1910. P1. 62, No. 113.
The following are decayed and obscure:
n. Reg. No. 3571 (14 mm., decayed), S6 f, July 21, 1910.
o. Reg. No. 2704 (15 mm., 2.1 grammes), S3 between 322 and 323 under wall, Oct. 25,
1909.
p. Reg. No. 2705 (16 mm., 3.3 grammes), S3 between 322 and 323 under wall, Oct. 25,
1909.
q. Reg. No. 2655 (16 mm., 2.7 grammes), Gateway dump, Oct. 26, 1909.
r. Reg. No. 4744 (16 mm.), S9-940 deep near Greek Fort Wall, Sept. 19, 1910.

2.

Ptolemais-Ake.
2d Century B.C.

3.

Ptolemais-Ake.

[ANTIOXEQNTQN I ENTTTOAEMAIAI]
(r.); IEPA:A:YAOY (1.). Cornucopia.
129, No. 10, P1. XVI 6.
p.
Phoenicia,
AE, 16 mm. See B. M. Cat.,
1. well preserved, flan much too
inscription
2
grammes,
mm.,
(11
2710
No.
Reg.
a.
small for both obv. and rev. dies), S4 c W, Oct. 27, 1909. P1. 62, No. 101.
Heads of Dioscuri, jugate, r.

Female head, r.
AE, 14 mm., beveled edge.

ANTIOXEQN (r.); TQNJENTTTOAEMAIAI
j (1.). Lyre. In r. field, -E.
Cf. B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. LXXX, P1. XLII 4 (dated

110 B.C.).

4.

110 B.C. (?)

a. Reg. No. 2455, S3-307 black debris, Oct. 7, 1909.

Ptolemais-Ake.

Head of Zeus-Serapis, r. Counter-stamp,
eagle 1.

After 49 B.C.

Goddess, 1., on rudder with r. hand on
tiller. On left arm, cornucopia and branch.
On right:
On left:
nTOAE
LE
MAEQN
A~Y
IEPA*

A
44-43 B.C.

i AE, 28 x 24 mm., 8 grammes. See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 129-130.
a. Reg. No. 1801, vault cistern 1, Sept. 2, 1909. P1. 62, No. 103.
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onf TIsis
UI

slo

n

V1

heOd
HIIIl

of
V(

'iporan
OeF1U16,

invattfn
jgU~e,

1., with small crowns on foreheads.

7.

T,-,

iN U.

A
±.

On left:
LO
AIY

On right:
nITOAE
MAEQN
IEPA:

Head of Tyche, with turreted crown, r.

20q-9208

AE, 16 mm.
above.
a. Reg. No. 2481, S3-306 black debris, Oct. 9, 1909. P1. 62, No. 91.
b. Reg. No. 3850, S7 cistern 2, Aug. 10, 1910 (identification doubtful). P1. 53, No. 142.

Prow, 1. Letters above, %qo(faint).
Below, the date in Phoenician letters:
I-/vyvx
(year 51).
See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 15, No. 101-2, and also our No. III 22

B.

Dora.
1st Century

Head of Tyche, with turreted crown, r.
B.C.

AE, 21 mm.
a. Reg. No.
b. Reg. No.
c. Reg. No.

B.C.

Tripolis.
I 1st Century

B.C.

See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia,
3297, S4-351, July 4, 1910.
1600, S2-27, Aug. 16, 1909.
1187, Basilica E cut, Forum

Tyche, standing 1., r. hand on tiller, cornucopia on left arm. In 1. field, LA; in
r., AQ.
p. 113, No. 1.
P1. 62, No. 114.
P1. 62, No. 105.
19, July 3, 1909.

Head of Tyche, r., with turreted crown
and veil. Palm behind neck.

Prow, r., with caps of Dioscuri. On left
downwards LK (?) 0 (?). Below: [T]PITTOAI [TQ N].
AE, 15 mm., 3.5 grammes. See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 203, No. 16.
a. Reg. No. 1783, vault cistern 2, Aug. 30, 1909. P1. 62, No. 106.
Head of Tyche, r., with turreted crown.

Tyre.
1st Century

10.

at

I

84-83 B.C.

9.

oam

ouA111

Aradus.

64-63

8.

i

AE, 22-24 mm.
a. Reg.
No. 1750 (23 mm., 11.5 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909. P1. 62, No.
A
!I
102.
b. Reg. No. 1766 (24 x 22 mm., 10.9 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 27, 1909. P1. 62,
No. 104.
c. Reg. No. 4809 (23 x 25 mm.), S7-773 top dirt, Sept. 5, 1910.

40-39 B.C.

6.

1

Tyre.

A.D.

Palm-tree.
In 1. field:
In r. field:
AK:
IE
PA~
AE, 15 mm. See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 259, No. 284.
a. Reg. No. 4285, Samarra's Land 1, Sept. 5, 1910. P1. 63, No. 149.
Same.

Galley, 1. Above: L with date t
IlpA~
IEPAt

95-94 B.C.
95-94 B.C.
I 82-81 B.C.

76-75

B.C.

76-75

B.C.

75-74 B.C.
75-74 B.C.

Below: 4C'.
AE, 19-24 mm., oval, dished flan. See B. M. Cat., Phoenicia, p. 255. All much , worn.
a. Reg. No. 36621 (21 x 22 mm., LBA), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 36701 (21 x 22.5 mm., L BA), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3655 1 (22 x 19 mm., 7 grammes L EM), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 4002 (24 x 23 mm., AN), S7-716, Aug. 21, 1910. P1. 62, No. 115.
e. Reg. No. 3654' (21 x 20 mm., AN), S4-201, July 28, 1910. P1. 62, No. 116.
f. Reg. No. 3656 1 (19 x 18 mm., 7 grammes, L BN), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 36571 (22 x 19 mm., LBN), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 1553 (20 x 19 mm., LAN?), S2 III 55, July 14, 1909.
i. Reg. No. 1561 (21 x 18 mm.), S2 III 40 above floor, July 19, 1909.
j. Reg. No. 1598 (24 x 23 mm.), S2 between west walls of Temple, Aug. 16, 19909.
k. Reg. No. 1715 (22 x 19 mm., 5.2 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
1. Reg. No. 1802 (24 x 22 mm., 5.9 grammes), vault cistern 1, Sept. 2, 1909.
m. Reg. No. 1803 (21 x 20 mm., 5.2 grammes), vault cistern 1, Sept. 2, 1909.
n. Reg. No. 2517 (22 x 20 mm.), S3-324, Oct. 12, 1909.
o. Reg. No. 2711 (21x 20 mm., 5.4 grammes, LAN ?), S5 corner Fort Wall, Oct. 27, 1909.
p. Reg. No. 3120 (19.5 x 19 mm.), S2 III 66, June 28, 1910. P1. 62, No. 117.
q. Reg. No. 3405 (20 x 19 mm.), surface camp-site, July 9, 1910.
r. Reg. No. 3418 (22 x 20 mm.), L. T. E. b, July 11, 1910. P1. 62, No. 118.
s. Reg. No. 3553 (21 x 20 mm., Z:(?) =81 A.D. (?)), S6 e, July19,1910. P1.62, Nc . 120.
t. Reg. No. 3607 (21x 19 mm.), S6 a, July 25, 1910.
'For discovery see page 253.
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u.
V.
w.
x.

y.
z.

aa.

bb.
cc.

dd.
ee.

ff.
gg.

hh.
ii.

ii.
JJkk.
11.
35-34 B.C.

mm.
nn.
00.

Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
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3623 (21 mm.), S6 g, July 26, 1910.
3624 (21 x 19.5 mm.), S6 a, July 26, 1910.
3653' (23 x 20 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910. PI. 62, INTo.119.
3658 1 (19 x 19 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3659 1 (20 x 19 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3660' (23 x 22 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3661' (22.5 x 21.5 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3663 1 (21 x 19 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3664' (22 x 20 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3665' t (22 x 21 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3666' (22 x 21.5 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3667' (21 x 20 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3668' (22 x 21.5 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3669' (21.5 x 19.5 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3671' (22 x 21 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3672'1 (22.5 x 22 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3673' (23 x 19 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3674' (21 x 20 mm.), S4-201, July 28, 1910.
3798 (21 x 20 mm.), S6 W, Aug. 8, 1910.
4143 (19 x 18 mm., date ClB), S10 e, Aug. 30, 1910. P1. 62, No. 121.
2436 (21 x 19 mm.), S3-306 disturbed debris, Oct. 6, 1909.

11.

Uncertain.

Tyche with turreted crown, r.
I Galley, 1. Field obliterated.
AE, 19 mm., dished oval flan, sharply cut.
a. Reg. No. 4713, S8-816, Sept. 10, 1910.

12.

Antiochia ad
Orontem.

Head of Zeus, r. Border of dots.

After 49 B.C.

37 B.C. ?
41 B.C. ?

37 B.C. ?
41 B.C. ?

13.

d.1

14.

Same.

i uemetrlas.
1st Century B.C.

ANTIOXEQNITH* (r.); MHTPOnOAEQOf
(1.). Zeus, 1., on throne, in right hand
Nike, in 1. a long staff. Symbol in 1.
field. Letter in exergue. In wreath.
See B. M. Cat., Galatia, Cappadocia and

AE, 18-23 mm. (flans usually too small).
Syria, p. 155, Nos. 32-35.
a. Reg. No. 1519 (18 mm., symbol obscure, ex. off), H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2664 (18 mm., 8.5 grammes, 1. crook-staff, ex. off), S3 dump N, Sept. 15,
1909.
c. Reg. No. 3024 (23 x 22 mm., symbol obscure), S. G. T. 2, June 24, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3082 (19 x 18 mm., 1. 9 (?), ex. off), S2 III 67, June 26, 1910.
e. Reg. No. 3828 (18 mm., 1. cornucopia, ex. off), S7-357 sub middle, Aug. 10, 1910.
P1. 62, No. 124.
f. Reg. No. 4172 (23 mm., thunderbolt above, 1. cornucopia, ex. off), S10 c, Aug. 29,
1910. P. 62, No. 125.
g. Reg. No. 4647 (18 mm., 1. cornucopia, ex. B(?)I), S9-908, Sept. 7, 1910. P1. 62,
No. 126.
h. Reg. No. 4648 (20 x 19 mm., 1. cornucopia, ex. H-), S7 stair-cistern (No. 2), Sept.
9, 1910. P1. 62, No. 127.
i. Reg. No. 4746 (21 x 20mm., illegible), S2 III 68 (50 cm. above floor), Sept. 29, 1910.
j. Reg. No. 4747 (20 mm., illegible), with i., above.
k. Reg. No. 4753 (20 x 19 mm., no wreath, 1. cornucopia, ex. I), S8-814 sub, Sept. 14,
1910. P1. 62, No. 128.
1. Reg. No. 4769 (18 mm., 1. a palm-branch, ex. H-), S2 III65 sub, Oct. 6,1910. P1.
62, No. 129.
m. Reg. No. 4837 (19 mm., 1. obscure, ex. off), S2 III 68 sub, Oct. 12, 1910.
n. Reg. No. 2706 (22 x 20 mm., 7.2 grammes), S3 between 322-323, Oct. 27, 1909.

ANTIOXEQNITH:MHTPOn (r.); OAEQ:THEIEP A:KAIA: YAOY (1.).
Same as
No. 12. Above, a thunderbolt. In 1.
field f, ex. off.
AE, 24 mm. See B. M. Cat., Galatia, Cappadocia and Syria, p. 154, Nos. 26-28.
a. Reg. No. 3389, S5 h W, July 8, 1910. P1. 62, No. 123.
Same.

Tyche with turreted crown, r.

Winged Victory, 1., in r. hand a wreath.
In 1. field LKB; in r. AH. The whole in
a wreath.

AE, 22 mm.
a. Reg. No. 2565 (6.7 grammes), vault cistern 2, Aug. 20, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3559, S6 c, July 20, 1910.
1

For discovery see page 253.
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Female head, r., with fillet. On head star
and crescent. Behind neck r-. In circle
of dots.

15.

Draped female figure, 1. In r. hand,
a wreath. On left arm, a cornucopia.
O(?)ICNNYC|H----- on 1. in a circle:
----- M(?) ---- on right. In circle of dots.

AE, 19 x 18 mm.
a. Reg. No. 3693, S4-327 upper debris, July 30, 1910. P1. 62, No. 130.
V.
1.

Anchor. BA:IAEQ. (1.); AAEEANAPOY Eight-rayed star. Between the rays, in
old Hebrew letters: Abt InrI.
(r.), in a circle. Border of dots.
AE, 15 mm., beveled. See Madden,1 p. 90, No. 3.
a. Reg. No. 4144, S10 e, Aug. 30, 1910. P1. 63, No. 145.

Alexander
Jannaeus.
105-78 B.C.

2.

Maccabcean and other Jewish Coins

Anchor, in a circle. Outside: BA:[ IAE: I Eight-rayed star in circle of dots. Outside,
['1[Lt ].
J
in old Hebrew letters:f
(1.); AAE ANAPOY (r.).
AE, 13 mm., strip-flan. See Madden, p. 97, Nos. 2-4.
a. Reg. No. 2562, vault hard debris under floor, Aug. 16, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2663 (12.5 mm., 1.5 grammes), Gateway dump, Sept. 10, 1909. P1. 63,
No. 166.
c. Reg. No. 1562, S2 III 40 above floor, July 19, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 1690, S2 III 63, Sept. 7, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 1691, S2 III 63, Sept. 7, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 4654 (13 mm.), S9-906 sub, Sept. 6, 1910. P1. 63, No. 154.
g. Reg. No. 2485, S3-306, Oct. 9, 1909.

Uncertain.
78-40 B.C.

3.

Same.

Same type of star and anchor coins, but more or less illegible.
Some stars with six points, some with eight.
a RPe Nno 1497. S1 unnp r. June 18. 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1686, S2 cistern 13, Sept. 7, 1909.
c. Reg. Nos. 1721, 1722, 1725-7, 1737, 1742, 1745, 1754-8, 1768-75, 1778, 1786-9,
1794, all in vault cistern 2, Aug. 21-25, 1909. Reg. Nos. 1790-3, 1806-9, 1812, 2566,
vault cistern 1, Aug. 31-Sept. 2, 1909.
d. Reg. Nos. 3112-15, S2 III 69, June 28, 1910. P1. 63, Nos. 132-135.
e. Reg. No. 4839, S2 III 67 sub, Oct. 12, 1910. P1. 63, No. 163.
f. Reg. No. 4752, S8 a, Sept. 15, 1910. PI. 63, No. 158.

4.

AntigonusMattathias.

BACIA|eOCAN TIrONJOY. Within a Single cornucopia with hanging band.
wreath. In our example No. 4164, the ob- Around it in a circle, the Hebrew letters:
verse bears a hollow impression of the ¥3J, 1t ,1 7lnn.
reverse.
AE, 18 mm., double beveled edge. See Madden, p. 101, No. 5.
a. Reg. No. 4164, S10 b, Aug. 31, 1910. P1. 63, No. 147.
b. Reg. No. 2674 (18.5 mm., 6.9 grammes), L. T. 5 a, Oct. 5, 1909. P1. 63, No. 167.

40-37 B.C.

5.

Helmet, with cheek pieces. Above, a six- Tripod. HPQAOY (1.); BA:IAEQf (r.), in
rayed star. On each side, a palm-branch. a circle. In left field, Ir (year 3); in r. field,
f . In border of dots.
In border of dots.
AE, 23 mm., beveled flan. See Madden, p. 107, No. 2.
a. Reg. No. 540, Aug. 8, 1908. See page 21 II 2.
b. Reg. No. 1556, S2 on top of west wall of Temple, July 17, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 4770, S11-1 surface Roman street, Oct. 7, 1910. P1. 63, No. 159.
d. Reg. No. 4791, S9-901 S floor dirt above cistern, Oct. 10, 1910. P1. 63, No. 160.

Herod I.
34 B.C.

6.

Helmet. HPQAOY(1.); BA IAEQ9 (r.), in
a circle. In 1.field, L[; and in r., . Boi ~rder of dots.
AE, 18 mm., beveled flan. See Madden, p. 109, No. 3.
a. Reg. No. 3822, S7 c, Aug. 9, 1910. P1. 63, No. 141.
b. Reg. No. 4120, S9 a, Aug. 26, 1910. P1. 63, No. 144.
c. Reg. No. 4155, S7-721, Aug. 30, 1910. PI. 63, No. 146.
Macedonian shield. Border of dots.

Herod I.
34 B.C.

7.

Herod I.

i

Wreath with X. Around it, HPQAOY (l.));
BAVIAEQ. (r.).
AE, 19 mm., beveled flan. See Madden, p. 111, Nos. 8-11.
a. Reg. No. 1273, Basilica central court middle sub, Aug. 9, 1909. P1. 63, No. 168.
Rude tripod with palm on each side.

'F. W. Madden, Coins of the Jews, London, 1881.
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8.

Herod I. (?)

Similar to No. 7.
L Similar to No. 7.
AE, 14 mm. See Madden, p. 111, No. 9.
a. Reg. No. 4276, Samarra c room 2, Sept. 2, 1910. P1. 63, No. 148.

9.

Herod I.

Anchor, and around it, HPQtA BACI.1 Two twined cornucopias tied, with a caduBorder of dots.
ceus between. Border of dots.
AE, 15 mm., strip flan, beveled. See Madden, p. 112, Nos. 13 ff.
a. Reg. No. 1301, Basilica central court sub, Aug. 10, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2650 (16 mm., 1.5 grammes), Gateway floor Roman room 3, Aug. 12, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 3731, S4 cistern 1, Aug. 4, 1910. P1. 63, No. 139.
d. Reg. No. 4287 (14 mm.), Samarra b room 5, Sept. 5, 1910. P1. 63, No. 150.
e. Reg. No. 4653 (15 x 13 mm.), S7-743, Sept. 10, 1910. PI. 63, No. 153.
f. Reg. No. 4875 (15 x 14 mm.), N. G. T. 4, June 17, 1910. P1. 63, No. 164.
g. Reg. No. 3646 (15 x 14 mm.), S5 d, July 27, 1910. PI. 63, No. 137.
h. Reg. No. 1272 (16 mm.), Basilica central court N sub, Aug. 9, 1909.

10.

Herod I. (?)

Anchor in circle with traces of letters out- i HPQAOY (above); BACI (below).
side.
I border of dots.
AE, 13.5 x 12.5 mm. Cf. Madden, p. 113, No. 21 (p. 98, Nos. 11, 12).
a. Reg. No. 3083, S2 III 67, June 28, 1910. P1. 63, No. 131.

11.

Herod Archelaus.

Anchor, and around it, HP IQA IOY, in a Wreath with gem above and Ce inside.
circle. Border of dots.
AN
AE, 14 mm., strip flan, beveled. See Madden, p. 115, No. 1.
a. Reg. No. 1295 (12 mm.), Basilica central court, Aug. 10, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4640 (14 mm.), Samarra's Land, Sept. 5, 1910. P1. 63, No. 151.

4 B.C.-6 A.D.

Herod Archelaus.

12.

4 B.C.-6 A.D.

13.

Bunch of grapes. Above, HPQAOY. Border of dots.

Helmet with cheek pieces and a tuft of
feathers. In 1. field a small caduceus.
Below, e NAPXOY. Border of dots.
AE, 16 mm., strip flan, beveled. See Madden, p. 117, Nos. 8, 9.
a. Reg. No. 1499, S1 cistern 9, July 5, 1909. PI. 63, No. 169.
b. Reg. No. 4750, Samarra's Land, Sept. 13, 1910. P1. 63, No. 157.
c. Reg. No. 4812, S9-1001 N, Sept. 15, 1910. PI. 63, No. 161.
d. Reg. No. 2200, S3 between two E walls, Oct. 1, 1909.
Macedonian shield with face in centre.

Helmet with cheek pieces and tuft of feathers. Inscription illegible.

AE, 18 mm.
a. Reg. No. 1867, L. T. 1 a E-400, Aug. 17, 1909.
Macedonian shield without face.

14.

In a

P1. 63, No. 171.

Helmet with cheek pieces and tuft.
scription illegible.

In-

AE, 13 mm.
a. Reg. No. 2621, Roadway Trench, Aug. 4, 1909. P1. 63, No. 170.
Procurators of
Judaea.
6-14 A.D.

Wheat ear. KAICAPOC, around it. Bor- I Palm-tree. On I., L; on right, a date.
der of dots.
Border of dots.
AE, 16-17 mm., strip flan. See Madden, pp. 174-176, Nos. 1-5.
a. Reg. No. 4877 (17 mm., LAF, Coponius, 6-7 A.D.), N. G.T. 1, June 17, 1910.
P1. 63, No. 165.
b. Reg. No. 1151 (16 mm., LAC, Marcus Ambivius, 9-10 A.D.), Basilica central court,
third stratum, June 26, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 1300 (17 x 16 mm., LM, Annius Rufus, 13-14 A.D.), Basilica central
court sub, Aug. 10, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2660 (17 mm., date obscure), Gateway outside Roman wall, Aug. 5, 1909.

16.

Tiberius.
16-17 A.D.

TI B EPIOY (above). Two crossed cornu- KAI CAP within a wreath.
copias, bound. Between is a caduceus.
In 1. field, L; in r. field, F.
AE, 17 mm., strip flan. See Madden, p. 179, No. 4.
a. Reg. No. 3680, S6 dump, July 28, 1910. P1. 63, No. 138.

17.

Tiberius.
30-32 A.D.

TIBEPIOY (1.); KAICAPOC (r.). Crook- Wreath with L and date. Border of dots.
staff.
AE, 17 mm. See Madden, p. 182, Nos. 13-15.
a. Reg. No. 4814, S8 d S along E side of Fort Wall, Sept. 16, 1910. P1. 63, No. 162.

15.

I
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18. i Herod Agrippa.
43

19.

A.D.

Nero.
58-59 A.D.
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Umbrella. AFPITTA (r.); BACIACWC (1.). Three wheat ears, on one stalk. In . field,
Border of dots.
L; r., 5. Border of dots.
AE, 17 mm. See Madden, p. 131, No. 1.
a. Reg. No. 4669, Samarra's Land a S, Sept. 7, 1910. P1. 63, No. 156.
Wheatear(?Palm-branch?) LeKAIC(1.); N
NeP| NO|C in a wreath. Border of
APOC (r.). Border of dots.
dots.
AE, 16 mm., strip flan. See Madden, p. 185, below.
a. Reg. No. 1689, S2 sub pavement W, Sept. 5, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1863, L. T. 1 a W, Aug. 16, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 1908 (17 mm., 2.7 grammes), L. T. 1 b S edge, Aug. 21, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 3511, S5-361, July 14, 1910. P1. 63, No. 136.
e. Reg. No. 3984, S6-626 E, Aug. 19, 1910. P1. 63, No. 143.
f. Reg. No. 4641, Samarra b, Sept. 10, 1910. P1. 63, No. 152.
g. Reg. No. 4668, Samarra a S, Sept. 7, 1910. P1. 63, No. 155.

INDEX OF PRECEDING CATALOGUE OF GREEK COINS

The large numbers are those of the original registration of finds. The
Roman numerals refer to the group in the preceding list; the Arabic numerals, to the division under the group. The letter indicates the individual
coin, except in V 3 c, where many coins are massed under c, and V 3 d, where
four coins are massed under d.
540-V 5 a.
670-II 30 b.
1151-V 15 b.
1169-III 10 d.
1187-IV 7 c.
1195-II 38 a.
1271-III 4 c.
1272-V 9 h.
1273-V 7 a.
1295-V 11 a.
1300-V 15 c.
1301-V 9 a.
1318-III 27 e.
1497-V 3 a.
1499-V 12 a.
1519-IV 12 a.
1520-III 10 a.
1553-IV 10 h.
1556-V 5 b.
1561-IV 10 i.
1562-V 2 c.
1563-III 5 1.
1565-II 41 a.
1566-III 1 a.
1571-I 1 a.
1573-II 20 a.
1579-II 182 a.

1598-IV 10 j.
1599-II 40 b.
1600-IV 7 b.
1623-III 5 a.

1686-V
1689-V
1690-V
1691-V
1698-II

3 b.
19 a.
2 d.
2 e.
49 a.

1867-V 13 a.
1881-IV 1 a.
1886-III 27 a.
1908-V 19 c.
1909-III 11 e.

1715-IV 10 k.
1721-V 3 c.
1722-V 3 c.
1725-7-V 3 c.
1728-III 31 a.
1729-III 17 a.
1737-V 3 c.
1742-V 3 c.
1745-V 3 c.
1750-IV 5 a.
1751-III 16 a.
1752-II 13 a.
1753-III 5 b.
1754-8-V 3 c.
1766-IV 5 b.
1767-III 15 g.
1768-9-V 3 c.
1770-5-V 3 c.
1777-II 34 a.
1778-V 3 c.
1783-IV 8 a.
1784-III 17 b.
1785-III 11 c.
1786-94-V 3 c.

2000-III 27 c.
2001-IV 1 d.
2011-III 8 a.
2012-III 13 c.
2018-III 5 d.
2030-III 5 e.
2051-II 40 a.
2052-I 2 a.

1801-IV 4 a.
1802-IV 10 1.
1803-IV 10 m.
1806-9-V 3 c.
1812-V 3 c.
1861-III 11 d.
1863-V 19 b.

2108-II 37 a.
2111-III 17 c.
2122-II 50 a.
2139-III 8 b.
2149-II 35 b.
2158-III 8 c.
2192A-III 8 d.

1911-III 11 f.

1921-III 15 a.
1924-III 13 b.
1925-III 5 c.
1926-IV 1 b.
1927-III 29 b.
1935-IV 1 c.
1936-III 11 a.
1940-III 31 b.
1950A-III 11 g.
1954-III 4 a.
1974-II 35 a.
1982-III 20 a.
1983-III 7 a.
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2200-V 12 d.
2436-IV 10 oo.
2455-IV 3 a.
2480-I 17 a.
2481-IV 6 a.
2482-11 43 a.
2485-V 2 g.
2486-II 2 a.
2487-III 22 a.

3119-II 44 b.
3120-IV 10 p.
3144-III 30 a.
3145-III 9 e.
3152-IV 1 f.
3178-II 39 a.
3191-III 10 g.
3193-IV 1 g.
3194-III 18 a.

3671-IV 10 ii.
3672-IV 10 jj.
3673-IV 10 kk.
3674-IV 10 11.
3675-III 15 )b.
3680-V 16 a.
3690-III 7 c.
3691-II 7 a.
3693-IV 15 a.

2517-IV 10 n.
2518--II 12 a.
2547-III 2 b.
2561-III 21 a.
2564-III 27 b.
2565--IV 14 a.
2566-V 3 c.
2567-III 28 a.
2570-III 19 a.

3204-III 2 a.
3225-III 29 a.
3247-IV 1 h.
3248-II 9 f.
3275-III 15 h.
3297-IV 7 a.

3700-III 5 i.
3701-11 3 a.
3708-II 44 a.
3712-III 27 f.
3731-V 9 c.
3732-II 36 a.
3734-11 36 b.
3745-III 8 i.
3785-II 46 a.
3798-IV 10 mm.

2614-III 8 f.
2621-V 14 a.
2643-III 7 b.
2650---V 9 b.
2655-IV 1 q.
2660--V 15 d.
2663-V 2 b.
2664-IV 12 b.
2670-III 9 c.
2672-IV 1 e.
2673--II 14 a.
2674-V 4 b.
2678-II 28 b.
2680--II 35 f.
2681-III 5 f.
2682-III 5 g.
2683--II 47 a.
2688- II 23 a.
2689 III 10 e.
2693-III 9 d.
2694-II 48 a.
2695--III 32 a.
2696-III 9 b.
2697-III 5 h.
2699- III 10 f.
2704-IV 1 o.
2705-IV 1 p.
2706-IV 12 n.
2707-II 29 a.
2709-II 34 b.
2710-IV 2 a.
2711-IV 10 o.
2802-III
2806-III
2807-III
2808-III

12 a.
12 b.
9 a.
12 c.

3024-IV 12 c.
3082-IV 12 d.
3083-V 10 a.
3085-III 20 b.
3105-II 25 a.
3112-15-V 3 d.

3315-II 35 c.
3357-III 8 g.
3360-III 27 d.
3384-IV 1 i.
3389-IV 13 a.
3393-11 4 a.
3394-IV 1 j
3405-IV 10 q.
3418-IV 10 r.
3420-II 19 a.
3442-III 8 h.
3511-V 19 d.
3512-II 21 a.
3553-IV 10 s.
3559-IV 14 b.
3569-III 15 i.
3571-IV 1 n.
3605-11 9 b.
3606-III 26 b.
3607-IV 10 t.
3609-II 9 a.
3623-IV 10 u.
3624-IV 10 v.
3626-II 22 a.
3644-III 2 c.
3645-III 30 b.
3646-V 9 g.
3652-III 23 a.
3653-IV 10 w.
3654-IV 10 e.
3655-IV 10 c.
3656-IV 10 f.
3657-IV 10 g.
3658-IV 10 x.
3659-IV 10 y.
3660-IV 10 z.
3661-IV 10 aa.
3662-IV 10 a.
3663-IV 10 bb.
3664-IV 10 ce.
3665- IV 10 dd.
3666-IV 10 ee.
3667-IV 10 ff.
3668-IV 10 gg.
3669--IV 10 hh.
3670-IV 10 b.

3822-V 6 a.
3826-11 35 d.
3828-IV 12 e.
3830-III 10 b.
3850-IV 6 b.
3927-III 12 d.
3964-III 5 m.
3967-II 10 a.
3981-III 15 c.
3984-V 19 e.
4002-IV 10 d.
4003-III 3 a.
4053-II 35 e.
4109-III 26 a.
4120-V 6 b.
4129-IV 1 k.
4143-IV 10 nn.
4144-V 1 a.
4154-III 10 c.
4155-V 6 c.
4164-V 4 a.
4172-IV 12 f.
4191-III 9 g.
4276-V 8 a.
4285-IV 9 a.
4287-V 9 d.
4304-III 10 h.
4636-II 38 b.
4637-11 28 a.
4640-V 11 b.
4641-V 19 f.
4642-IV 11.
4643-II 33 a.
4644-11 15 a.
4647-IV 12 g.
4648-IV 12 h.
24 a.
4650-11I
4651-III 15 d.
4652-III 12 e.
4653-V 9 e.
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4654-V 2 f.
4655-III 24 a.
4656-III 8 j.
4657-III 14 a.
4668-V 19 g.
4669-V 18 a.
4711-II 32 a.
4712-III 5 j.
4713-IV 11 a.
4714-III 9 h.
4716-III 15 e.
4717-III 15 j.
4718-II 31 a.
4743-II 8 a.
4744-IV 1 r.
4746-IV 12 i.
4747-IV 12 j.
4749-III 25 a.
4750-V 12 b.
4751-II 5 a.
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4752-V 3 f.
4753-IV 12 k.
4757-II 27 a.
4760-III 29 c.
4769-IV 12 1.
4770-V 5 c.
4789-III 9 i.
4791-V 5 d.
4794-III 9 j.

4826-II 16 a.
4827-III 9 k.
4828-III 9 1.
4829-11 6 a.
4837-IV 12 m
4838-III 27 g.
4839-V 3 e.
4867-11 30 a.
4870-II 11 a.
4871-11 26 a.
4874-11I 1 a.
4875-V 9 f.
4877-V 15 a.
4880-III 4 b.
4884-III 28 b.

4809-IV 5 c.
4810-II 31 b.
4812-V 12 c.
4814--V 17 a.
4815-III 6 a.
4816-III 15 f.
4817-III 5 k.
4818-III 11 b.
4819-11 42 a.
4820-11 45 a.
4821-III 29 d.

B.

4912-III 8 k.
4913-IV 1 m.
4920-III 13 a.
4928-II 31 c.

ROMAN COINS

The Roman Coins found at Sebaste numbered several hundred, but owing to their small
importance for the present purpose, space is not available for a complete list. The coins found
in the greatest abundance are those from the Third and Fourth Centuries A.D. The chief sources
from which they came were the Basilica (2d stratum, floor stratum, and cistern 1), the Roadway Trench (agricultural debris), Samarra's Land (room 5 sub), and Kaid's Land. As the importance of the Roman coins found elsewhere depends, from our present standpoint, on the
provenance, the following short list is arranged according to the places in which the coins were
found.
1. L. T. 5 d room 25.
a. Reg. NTo. 1939, Aug. 26, 1909. Copper.
Diam., 20 mm.; weight, 9.7 grammes. Caracalla, 211-217 A.D.
Obv. Head of Emperor, r. IMPANTONINV[S].
Rev. Illegible.
b. Reg. No. 1953, Aug. 27,1909. Copper. Diam.,
15 mm.; w., 1.7 gms. Constans I, 337-350 A.D.
Obv. Head, r. CONSTANS-MAXPF
[AVG].
with
sigillum.
soldiers
Two
Rev.
In
ex.,
ITVS
[EXERC]
GLORIA
SMALE.
2. L. T. 5 d room 24, in niche in west wall, near
floor of latest occupation.
a. Reg. No. 2053, Sept. 9,1909. Copper. Diam.,
29mm.; w., 23.8 gms. Caracalla (?).
Obv. Head, r.
Rev. Eagle with outspread wings holding
wreath in beak. In the wreath, female
head, r., with turreted crown.
b. Reg. No. 2054, Sept. 9, 1909. Copper. Diam.,
22 mm.; w., 7.2 gms.
Obv. Youthful head, r.
Rev. Temple, with seated figure, 1. In
gable-end, a star and the letters rT.

3. L. T. 4 d room 23.
a. Reg. NTo. 1986, Aug. 28,1909. Copper. Diamn.,
20 mm.; w., 3.3 gms. Valerianus, 253-261 A.D.
Obv. Head, radiate, r. IMIPCPLICVALERIANTVS PFAVG.
Rev. Armed male figure facing draped female. PIETAS AVGC.
4. L. T. 1 a WVabout 100 cm. below surface.
a. Reg. No. 2649, Aug. 12,1909. Copper. Diam.,
30 mm.; w., 20 gms. Severus Alexander, 222235 A.D.
Obv. Head, r. IMiPCAESMAVRSEVALEXANDER AVG.
Rev. Naked figure running 1., ... AVG
. . . In 1. field, S; in r. field, C.
5. H. S. 4 (=L. T. 5 d), agricultural debris,
a. Reg. No. 1823, July 2, 1909. Copper. Diam.,
20mm. Geta (?), 211-212 A.D.
Obv. Youthful head, r.
Rev. Figure, 1., holding staff (?) in r. hand.
COL L S SEBASTE.
6. L. T. E.
a. Reg. No. 3496, July 14,1910. Copper. Diam.,
19 mm. Julia Domna, 193-217 A.D.
Obv. Head, r. IVLIA DOMNA . . .
Rev. Figure, 1., staff (?) in r. hand.
. .
ANNOB . ..
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16. S10, surface.

7. S5 f E, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3300, July 4, 1910.
19 mm.

Constans, 337-350

Copper. Diam.,
A.D.

Obv. Head, l. DN CONSTA-NS PFAVG.
Rev. Soldier, r.; respicient, dragging captive with right hand.
8. S5 h, upper debris.
Constantius II (?),

337-361

A.D.

Obv. Head, r.... CONSTANTIVS . .
Rev. Standing figure, 1.
9. S5 f E, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3364, July 7, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
12mm.; type of Constans or later.
Obv. Head, r.
Rev. Winged Victory striding 1., holding
wreath in r. hand.
10. S6 a, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3601, July 23, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
23 mm. Caracalla (?).
Obv. Bearded head, r.
Rev. Figure, obscure.
11. S6 h, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3620, July 26, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
21 mm. Obscure, but certainly Roman.
12. S6 f E.
a. Reg. No. 3647, July 27, 1910.
25mm.

Trajan, 248-251

a. Reg. No. 4073, Aug. 23, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
22 x 20 mm. Geta, 211-212 A.D.
Obv. Youthful head, r. LSGAT-ECAES
(sic !).
Rev. Standing figure, head r., r. hand over
altar, cornucopia on 1. arm. COLLSSEBASTE.

Copper. Diam.,

a. Reg. No. 3290, July 2, 1910.
15 mm.
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Copper. Diam.,

17. S10 c, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 4110, Aug. 25, 1910. Copper.
Diam., 27 mm. Elagabalus, 218-222 A.D.
Obv. Head, r....
AN-TONINVSAVG.
Rev. Olive-tree between two baetyls. In
ex., dog r., smelling a shell.
b. Reg. No. 4176,
Sept. 1, 1910. Copper.
Diam., 23 mm. Corroded, but apparently
duplicate of 13 b (above). Commodus (?).
18. S10 d, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 4755, Sept. 27,1910. Copper. Diam.,
29 x 27 irnm. Valerianus (?), 258-261 A.D.
Obv. Head, r....
ANVSAVG.
Rev. Olive-tree between two baetyls.
COLTYPO METPO. In ex., dog r.,
smelling shell.
b. Reg. No. 4756, Sept. 27, 1910. Copper; 16 mm.
Obv. Helmeted head, r. VRBS-ROMA.
Rev. Wolf suckling Romulus and Remus.
Above, two stars between S and R. In ex.,
SMALA.

A.D.

Obv. Head, r.... TPAIANOCC6B ...
Rev. Bearded head, r. In r. field, w; rest
illegible.
13. S8 a.
a. Reg. No. 3716, Aug. 3, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
13 mm. Constantius (?)
Obv. Head, r....VSPFAVG.
Rev. Soldier trampling enemy. In ex.,
ALBI.
b. Reg. No. 4748, Sept. 13, 1910. Copper.
Diam., 24 mm. Commodus, 177-192 A.D.
Obv. Bearded head, r. IMPC M-AVRCOMM.
Rev. Goddess, standing, head turned r.
CEBACTHNCON. In ex., CYP. In 1.field,
LC; in right, IE (190-215

A.D.).

14. S9, subt. corr., middle, floor dirt.
a. Reg. No. 4793, Oct. 10, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
20 x 18 mm.
Obv. Head, r.
Rev. Female head with turreted crown, r.
EPM...
. . TPAI (?)..-.
15. S9, subt. corr., south, floor.
a. Reg. No. 4758, Oct. 8, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
16 mm. Constantinus I, 307-337 A.D.
r.
CONSTANTINVSObv.
Head,
MAXAVG.
Rev. Two soldiers with sigillum. GLORIAEXERCITVS. In ex., SMALE(?)

19. Gateway, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 2613, July 6, 1909. Copper. Diam.,
20 mm.; w., 3.5 gms. Aurelianus and Vabalathus, 270-271 A.D.
Obv. Head, r.IMIP-- AVRELIANVS AVG.
Rev. Head, r. VABALATHVS VGAINI(?)0(?)R(?)
20. Gateway, house room 3, in floor.
a. Reg. Nlo. 2647, Aug. 12,1909. Copper. Diam.,
20 mm. Salonina, 253-268 A.D.
Obv. Head, female, r. DNSALONINAAVG.
Rev. Female figure, standing, holding serpent in r. hand, cup in 1. SALVS AVG.
21. Gateway, house room 1, in floor.
a. Reg. No. 2648, Aug. 12,1909. Copper. Diam.,
18mm. Constantius II, 337-361 A.D.
Obv. Head, r. . . . CONSTA] NTIVSPFAVG.
Rev. Soldier trampling and spearing enemy,
1. REL TEMP[REPARA]TIO.
b. Reg.No.2654, Aug. 12,1909. Copper. Diam.,
18 mm., 2.7 grammes. Constantius II, Cesar,
323-337 A.D.
Obv. Head, 1. FLIVLCONSTANTIVSNOBC.
Rev. Facade of building, star above.
In ex.,
CAESS.
PROVIDENTIAE
SMN2 (?).
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22. Gateway, above floor of Street of Columns.
a. Reg. No. 2646, Aug. 12,1909. Copper. Diam.,
20 mm. Constantius I, 305-306 A.D.
Obv. Head, r. FLVALCONSTANTIVSNOBCAES.
Rev. Two standing figures, with joined
hands, holding Victory. Between, K B.
Around, CONCORDIA MILITVM.
b. Reg. No. 2659, Aug. 17, 1909. Copper.
Diam., 19.5x 17 mm.; w., 3.4 gnms. Constantius I.

Obv. Youthful head, r. DNFLIVL[CONSTANT]IVS NOBCAES.
Rev. Soldier trampling and spearing enemny.
RELTEMP REPARATIO. Inex.,... .

a. Reg. No. 4876, June 16,1910. Copper. Diam.,
13 mrnm. Valens (?), 364-378 A.D.
Obv. IHead, r. DN . . . NSPFAVG.
Rev. Wreath, with VOTjXiMVLTIXX.
In
ex., SMA (T).
b. Reg. No. 4878, June 17, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
14 mrin.
Obv. Head, r....
INVS PFAVG.
Rev. Winged Victory left. In ex., ALBr.
25. N. G. T. 5, upper debris.
a. tReg. No.3327,June22,1910.

22 min. Aurelian, 270-275

26. N. G. T. 10, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3001, June 23,1910. Copper.
14 mm.; type of Constans or later.

24. N. G. T. 1, upper debris.

C.

Diam.,

Obv. Head, r. IMPCAVRELIANVSAVG.
Rev. Standing figure, rayed crown, respicient; r. hand raised, 1. holding round object; captive on ground 1., star in 1. field.
SOLIINVICTO. In ex., KA.

23. S. G. T. 4, agricultural debris.
a. Reg.No.3328,June21,1910. Copper. Diam.,
11 mm.; type, Constans I or later. Blurred.

Copper.
A.D.

Diam.,

BYZANTINE COINS

Byzantine coinsI were unexpectedly rare even at the Basilica. Eight only were found
by the expedition. Two others, bought of peasants, were said to have been found in the fields.
1. Basilica, 2d stratum.
a. Reg. No. 1122,June20,1909. Copper. Diana.,
31 mm. Justinian I (see Wroth, No. 30).
Obv. Head, r. DNIVSTINI-ANVSPPAVG.
Rev. M; on r., cross; below, B; in ex.,
CON. Rest obscure.

4. Surface of Summnit, SW quarter.
a. Reg. No. 3301, July 4, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
32 mnm. Justinian I (see Wroth, No. 39 ff.).
Obv. Head, full face.
DNIVSTINIANVS .....
Rev. M; on 1., ANNO (vertical); in ex.,
CON; rest obscure.

2. Basilica, stone-thieves' trench, inner E wall.
a. Reg.No. 1311,June27,1909. Copper. Diam.,
30 mm. Justinian I (see Wroth, No. 267).
Obv. Head, r. DN IVSTINIANUS
PPAVG.
Rev. M; on left, star; on right, cross;
above, cross; below, A. In ex., [e]]YnAXS.
b. Reg.No. 1317,June27,1909. Copper. Diam.,
30 mm. Justinian I (see Wroth, No. 28).
Obv. Head, r. DNIVSTI .. . NVSPPAVG.
Rev. M; on left, star; on right, cross;
above, cross; below, A. In ex., CON.
3. Basilica, S Trench, surface debris.
a. Reg. No. 1267. Copper. Diannm., 23 x 20 mm.
Justin II (see Wroth, No. 109).
Obv. Two figures, facing, on thrones.....
TI-NVS .....
Rev. K; on 1., ANNO (vertical); on r., C (?);
above, obscure; in ex., T6S.

5. S6 f, upper debris.
a. Reg. No. 3827, Aug. 9, 1910. Copper. Diain.,
10.5 mm. Obscure, but a cross clear on one
side.
6. S. G. T. 1, top debris.
a. Reg. No. 4879, June 18, 1910. Copper. Diam.,
22 x 14 mm.
Obv. Figure on throne, facing.
Rev. M; rest obscure.
7. N. G. T. 11, top debris.
a. Reg.No.3065, June 25,1910. Copper. Diam.,
22 mm. Justinian I (see Wroth, Nlo. 160).
Obv. Obscure.
Rev. K on left; ANNO (vertical) on r.
XXX|
e,
S
uj| below TC S.

'That is, coins from 491 A.D. onwards, as explained by \Wroth, Imperial Byzantine Coins ill the British Museum, p. xi.
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ARABIC COINS

Six Arabic coins were found, almost all, I think, of the 12th and 13th Centuries A.D. I
have not had time to identify these exactly, nor did space permit a photographic reproduction.
1. Basilica, E cut W, in floor of threshing-floor.
a. Reg. No. 1181, July 2, 1909.
20 mm.

Copper.

Dianl.,

a. Reg. No. 1263, July 27,1909.
21 mmn. MIalik-el-Kamil.

Copper.

Diam.,

Silver.

Diam.,

4. Basilica, S cut, first stratum.
2. Basilica, stone-thieves' trench, inner E wall.
a. Reg. No. 1312,June27,1909.
28 x 20 mm.
b. Reg. No. 1313,June27,1909.
16 mm.
3. Basilica, N, upper debris.

Copper. Diamn.,
Copper.

a. Reg. No. 1268, Aug. 6, 1909.
14 mm.

Diam.,
5. S. G. T. 4.
a. Reg. No.3125,June28,1910.
20 mm.

Copper.

Diamn.,

CHAPTER III
POTTERY

The
The occupation of the liill of Samaria begins about 900 B.C.
periods which at present have the greatest archeological interest are the
Israelite, the Babylonio-Grecian, the Hellenistic, and the Herodian, an extent of
about nine centuries. The objects most in use were naturally the vessels employed in every-day life for cooking, for eating, and for storing food, drink,
condiments, perfumes, and cosmetics; and these, being usually of nearly indestructible pottery, form the most abundant remains of all periods. As part of
the most necessary outfit of man, and in the main entirely utilitarian, pottery
changes quickly with the invention of new technical methods or with the importation of better and cheaper wares. Technique and material must then
form the basis of the chronological arrangement. For the purpose of comparison
the vessels of each period must be classified according to function and form.
In ascribing vessels found in one country to the workshops of another, the
vessels so ascribed must be identical in technique, material, and form with vessels
known as products of the second country.
In dealing with the pottery found at Samaria the pieces were assigned to
the different periods, chiefly on the basis of association with dated objects. The
point of departure for the Israelite pottery was given by the Israelite ostraca
and the abundant potsherds found with them in the floor debris of thle Ahab
courtyard. To these were added the potsherds found in the undisturbed debris
under the floor, and a mass of potsherds found in disturbed yellow debris which
presented the same material, fabric, and form.
The Greek wares of black-figured, red-figured, and white-ground fabrics
gave the clue to the pottery of the Babylonio-Grecian period. The group of
potsherds in S1 cistern 7 were assigned to this period on the basis of the
Aramaic ostraca and the Greek potsherds found with them, and forms the
most important series of common potsherds belonging to the period.
The most difficult period to deal with in detail was the Hellenistic. The
buildings of this period had been almost entirely destroyed, and it was practically impossible for us to subdivide the pottery of the period on the basis of
provenance. Certain cisterns, however, presented valuable evidence. All the
pottery in S3 street cistern seemed to be previous to about 150 B.C. All the
pottery in vault cistern 2, S7 cistern 1, and S2 cistern under Seleucidan street,
was previous in date to 40 B.'. Certain disturbed strata, again, such as S3
north of street, S10 lower stratum north of Greek Fort Wall, and S. G. T. 4-7
'The rmost striking, point, itn the whole history of pottery nit S:%niirila wX:s the comlplete revolution wrought
(i
of the fine Crc
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lower strata seemed to contain objects of the Fourth and Fifth Centuries only.
In these cases coins and Greek potsherds were the means of dating the deposits.
For the Roman period, it was necessary to depend on a comparison with
known types of sigillata and other wares and oI1 association in debris with
Roman coins.
The pottery found at Samaria may be conveniently divided into three
functional groups, as follows: the ordinary pottery, including the store-vessels,
for grain, water, milk, honey, oil and wine, the cooking vessels, and the
common eating and drinking vessels; the finer fabrics, including the drinking
vessels, the fine table vessels, tile ointment and scent vases; and the decorated
pottery, serving the same purposes as the finer fabrics.
A.

I.

II.
III.

II.
III.

BABYLONI()-GRECIAN

II.

III.

900-700 B.C.

PERIOD, 700-300 B.C.

Ordinary pottery. Wheel-made vessels of hard drab and red wares. Red hematite
wash sometimes on small vessels of red ware.
Finer pottery. Red or black, pebble-burnished, coarse wares. Small vessels of blackglazed, fine, red paste of Greek origin. [Glass vessels.]
Decorated pottery. Greek black-figured, red-figured, and white-ground wares.

C.

I.

PERIOI),

Ordinary wheel-made pottery of brown war(e lburning red when well baked, and of gray
ware burning drab or pink when well baked. Bowls and jugs usually bear a thick red
haematite wash.
Finer pottery. Of the brown-red ware, with pebble-burnished, red hwematite wash.
Decorated pottery. Vessels of the above types decorated with colored bands or with
incised pattern. Also very fine, thin, red wares, with black bands and concentric circles.
Cream-slip wares with geometrical pattern.'

B.

I.

ISRAELITE

HELLENISTIC PERIOD, 300-50 B.C.

Ordinary pottery. Water jars and cooking pots contilnue the forms of the Ipreceding
period, but of a thinner, harder ware. The jugs, pitcllhers, and small vases, of a fine red
or drab ware, show a number of entirely new forms. Rhtiodian wine jars are found in
abundance.
Better pottery. 1. In thle earlier part of the period wheel-turned cups, bowls and plates
of fine red or gray paste, dull glazed, burned black, brown or red (sometimes mottled).
2. Later, similarly turned forms of red or yellow paste, with fine dull red glaze. [3. Glass
vessels.]
Decorated pottery.
1. Vases of fine red ware of the same forms as those of the common pottery, with impressed patterns (usually rolled) or with painted red bands.
2. Vessels of fabric II with impressed and rolled Ipatterns.
3. Vessels of both the dull black-glazed and dull redl-glazed fabrics, painted with vine
and spot decorations in white or yellow.
4. Molded bowls (Megarian) of fine, reddish-brown Ipast(, with pattern (acanthus leaves,
bucrania, figures, etc.) in relief. Glaze usually rather dull-red, brown or black (sometimes mottled).

'Thesec appear to me to present resemb-lances to certatin (;reek andl Cypriote types of pottery, but I lack the materi:al necessslary
to make a comparison. [See Ilote 1, page 5I5. EiD+]
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D. ROMAN PERIOD, 50 B.C.-400 A.D.

I. Ordinary pottery. Jars and cooking pots similar in form to the Hellenistic vessels but
of thin, hard, red ware, fine-ribbed in turning.
II. Finer vessels. Of true Arretine ware. [Blown glass.]
III. Decorated vessels. Arretine ware, molded lamps. [Blown glass, colored and ornamented with spun glass.]

A.

I.

CATALOGUE

OF ISRAELITE POTTERY

Ordinary pottery.

1. Two-handled water jars of brown-black ware, showing micaceous particles or white limestone particles,
with a smooth brown or red surface.
a. Reg. No. 1673, S2 between two eastern walls of
temple by tunnel of S1 cistern 7, in yellow debris. Incised mark or letter on handle. See PI.
64 g.
b. Reg. No. 3965, S4-401, courtyard floor, Aug. 18,
1910. Incised mark or letter on handle. See
Fig. 153, No. 2.
bW.Dis. No. 541, S8-882, Sept. 22, 1910. Incised
letter.
c. Dis. No. 542, S7-772, Sept. 26, 1910.

\ f

-

g. Dis. No. 1674-1675, Basilica 15, beside massive
wall, yellow debris, July 10,1909. See Fig. 153, No.l.
2. Large two-handled water jars of hard, thick grayblack ware with a smooth gray slip. Examples a-g
are ostraca.
a. Reg. No. 3864, S4-418 sub, Aug. 12, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3916, S4-417 sub, Aug. 15, 1910. (Slip
gone.)
c. Reg. No. 3917, S4-417 sub, Aug. 1a, 1910. (Slip
gone.)
d. Reg. No. 3934, S4-417 sub, Aug. 16, 1910.
e. Reg. No. 3991, S4-417 N sub, Aug. 19, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 4581, S7-776 sub, Sept. 20, 1910.

l
}
I

5

017»

4I

14 ^^

I

.f-

15

153. Israelite pottery, ordinary ware.
d. Dis. No. 477, S7 cave, Sept. 12, 1910.
e. Dis. No. 78, S2 under Severus pilaster, Sept. 26,
1910.
f. Dis. No. 41, S2 vestibule yellow debris, Sept. 28,
1910.

1n

4

Scale, 1:4.

g. Reg. No. 4583, S7-776 sub, Sept. 20, 1910.
h. Dis. No. 30, S1 cistern 7 (post-Israelite), July 5,
1909.
i. Dis. No. 1678, Basilica 6, north of massive wall
in yellow debris, July 13, 1909.
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3. Large jarl of hard, thin, gray-black ware with gray
or pinkish wet-smoothed surface (hardly a slip).
All the examples are ostraca. Cf. Fig. 165, No.
2a.
a. Reg. Nos. 3889, 3891, 3894, S4-417 sub, Aug.
15, 1910.
b. Reg. Nos. 3898, 3899, S4-418 sub, Aug. 15, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3931, S4-417 sub, Aug. 16, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3995, S4-417 N sub, Aug. 19, 1910.
e. Reg. Nos. 4030+4032, S4417 N sub, Aug. 22,
1910.
f. Reg. No. 4031, S4-417 N sub, Aug. 22, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 4171, S7-773 sub, Sept. 1, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 4582, S7-776 sub, Sept. 20, 1910.
i. Reg. No. 4660, S7-772 W sub, Sept. 26, 1910.
4. Smaller two-handled jar like 1, with square shoulder.
a. Reg. No. 3849, S4-334 E in disturbed yellow
debris above courtyard floor, Aug. 10, 1910.
H. 2.6 cm. (neck broken off). See Fig. 153, No.
3, and PI. 64 a.
b. Dis. No. 243, S3 f, Sept. 23, 1909.
C. Dis. No. 958, S9-909 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
5. Small jug with two handles on square shoulder,
flat base.
a. Dis. No. 345, S3-324, Oct. 12, 1909. H. 9.2 cm.
(mouth broken off). See Fig. 153, No. 4.
6. Small jar, round bellied, with four loop-handles in
the shoulder, of brown ware with smooth brown
surface.
a. Dis. No. 342, S3-306, Oct. 7, 1909. See Fig.
153, No. 5, and PI. 64 i.
7. Handled jug with bulging body, of reddish yellow
ware. All examples are ostraca.
a. Reg. No. 3902+3906, S 4-417 sub, Aug. 15, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3909, S4417 sub, Aug. 15, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3932, S4-417 sub, Aug. 16, 1910. Attachment of handle preserved.
d. Reg. No. 3933+3903, S4-417 sub, Aug. 15-16,
1910.
8. Small jug with one handle and flat bottom, brown
ware, red hematite wash.
a. Reg. No. 3740, S4-356 sub, in disturbed yellow
debris, Aug. 4, 1910. H. 5 cm. (neck broken
off). See Fig. 153, No. 6, and PI. 64 n.
b. Reg. No. 3738, with a. H. 5 cm. (neck broken
off). See Fig. 153, No. 7.
9. Small jug, with one handle, round bottom, brown
ware, red wash.
a. Reg. No. 3737, S4-356 sub, in disturbed yellow
debris, Aug. 4, 1910. H. 6 cm. (mouth broken
off). See Fig. 153, No. 8.
b. Reg. No. 3741, with a. H. 7 cm. (mouth broken
off). See Fig. 153, No. 9, and PI. 64 o.

10. Jug, wide mouth, one handle, concave bottom, red
ware, redl wash.
a. Reg. No. 3706, S4-332 sub, Aug. 1, 1910.
15 cm. See Fig. 153, No. 10.

H.

11. Small jug, wide mouth, one handle, convex bottoIn. Red ware.
a. Reg. No. 3508, S4-361 sub, in disturbed yellow debris, July 14, 1910. See Fig. 153, No. 11.
12. Ring stand, hard reed or drab ware.
a. Reg. No. 3450, S4-361 sub, July 12, 1910.
Gray ware with drab surface. H. 13 cm. See
Fig. 153, No. 14.
b. Reg. No. 4049, S8-803 sub, Aug. 22, 1910.
Gray ware with brown surface. Diam. 12.5
cm. H. 4 cm. See Fig. 153, No. 15.
c. Dis. No. 545, S7-772 sub, Sept. 15, 1910.
Hard red ware. Diam. 20 cm.; H. 12 cm.
See Fig. 153, No. 13.
13. Flaring bowl, flat bottom, sometimes slightly concave, concave sides. Brown or drab ware, red
mouth.
a. Reg. No. 3842, S4-404 sub,
See Fig. 154, No. 1.
b. Reg. No. 3707, S4-332 sub,
Diam. 19 cm. H. 5 cm.
c. Dis. No. 500, S7-750 yellow
1910. Two bowls of about
Fig. 154, No. 8.

Aug. 10, 1910.
Aug. 1, 1910.
debris, Sept. 9,
size of above.

14. Flaring bowl with flat bottom and straight sides.
Red or brown ware, brown or black core, red wash.
No. 3736a, S4-356 sub, in yellow debris,
4, 1910. Fig. 154, No. 2, and PI. 64 1.
No. 3739, S4-356 sub, in yellow debris,
3, 1910. Fig. 154, No. 3.
No. 3729, S4-342 sub, in yellow debris,
3, 1910.
No. 3843, S4-404 sub, Aug. 10, 1910.
M\Iost of the Israelite ostraca are fragments
of bowls of this sort (Reg. Nos. 3855, 3863,
etc.). Some examples are slightly misshapen;
Reg. No. 3844, S4-404 sub, Aug. 10, 1910.
Reg. No. 3845, S4-404 sub, Aug. 10, 1910. See
PI. 64 e.
Reg. No. 3846, S4-404 sub, Aug. 10, 1910. See
Fig. 154, No. 4, and PI. 64 f.
Drab or gray ware with red wash:
Reg. No. 3993, S4-417 N sub, Aug. 19, 1910.
See Fig. 154, No. 5. Ostracon.
Reg. No. 4075, S4-417 sub, Aug. 23, 1910. Fig.
154, No. 6. Ostracon.
Dis. No. 379, S4-772 sub, Fig. 154, No. 7.
Reg. No. 3751, S4-333 sub, Aug. 5, 1910.
Yellow drab ware, wash faded yellowbrown (originally red?):
Reg. No. 4525, S7-772 sub, Sept. 16, 1910.
Ostracon.

a. Reg.
Aug.
b. Reg.
Aug.
c. Reg.
Aug.
d. Reg.

e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.
k.

1.

Probably the cylindrical jar described by Macalister, Gezer, II, p. 198, Fig. 352.
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m. Reg. No.
Ostracon.
n. Reg. No.
Ostracon.
o. Reg. No.
Ostracon.

4580, S7-773 sub, Sept. 20, 1910.
4629, S7-772 sub, Sept. 23, 1910.
4614, S7-772 sub, Sept. 22, 1910.
Other examples among ostraca.

15. Hollow bowl with flat base.
wash.

Drab.

a. Reg. No. 4527, S7-772, Sept. 16, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 4117, S7-720 sub, Aug. 25, 1910.
Fig. 154, No. 12. Drab ware, no wash visible.
c. Reg. No. 4116, S7-720 sub, Aug. 25, 1910. Fig.
154, No. 11.

Brown ware, red
19. Hollow bowl with ring foot, brown ware, red wash.

a. Reg. No. 4555+4556+4579, S7-773, Sept. 19,
1910. Ostracon.
b. Reg. No. 4627, S7-772, Sept. 23, 1910. Ostracon.

a. Reg. No. 4619, S7-772 sub, Sept. 22, 1910.
Ostracon. Fig. 1.54, No. 13.
Drab ware, red wash:
b. Dis. No. 380, S7-772 sub, Sept. 22, 1910.

±7
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154. Israelite pottery, bowls, ordinary ware.
16. Bowl with slight, underlined rim inside. Drab
ware, red wash.
a. Reg. No. 3841, S4-404 sub, Aug. 10, 1910. See
Fig. 154, No. 9.
17. Hollow bowl with slight, underlined rim inside.
Drab ware, red wash.
a. Reg. No. 4112, S7-720 sub, Aug. 25, 1910.
Fig. 154, No. 10.

Scale, 1: 4.

20. Flaring bowl with ring foot.
faded.

Drab ware, wash

a. Reg. No. 3860, S4-333 sub, Aug. 11, 1910. See
Fig. 154, No. 14.
b. Reg. No. 4630, S7-772 N, Sept. 23, 1910.
Drab ware, red wash:
c. Reg. No. 3448, S4-334 sub, July 12, 1910. See
PI. 64 d.
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21. Wide plate with ring foot. Red ware.
a. Dis. No. 629, S8-821 sub, Sept. 14, 1910.
154, No. 15.

a. Reg. No. 3709, S4-341 sub, yellow debris, Aug.
2, 1910. See Fig. 187, No. la, and PI. 64 b.
b. Reg. No. 2601, S4 b W, Oct. 25, 1909.

Fig.

27. Saucer lamp of drab ware.
a. Reg. No. 2873, S. G. T.
Fig. 187, No. 4a and PI.
b. Reg. No. 2984, S. G. T.

22. Hollow bowl, round bottom. Drab ware, wetsmoothed.
a. Reg. No. 4113, S7-720 sub, Aug. 25, 1910. Fig.
154, No. 16.

28. Saucer lamp, hollow bowl, of red ware.
spouts.

23. Deep dish, wide flat projecting rim, flat bottom.
Drab ware.
a. Dis. No. 336, S3-306 disturbed yellow debris,
Oct. 6, 1909. Fig. 154, No. 17.
b. Dis. No. 39, S1 cist. 7 tunnel, Sept. 1, 1909.
Similar dishes were found in chamber. See
p. 62.

a. Dis. No. 1677, Bas. N., Aug., 1909.
See Fig. 187, No. 2a.

See

Two

Fragment.

29. Saucer lamp, with seven spouts, on a hollow stand.
Drab ware, red wash.
a. Reg. No. 2828, N. G. T. 5, June 6, 1910. See
Fig. 187, No. 3a.
b. Reg. No. 3545, S5 f, July 18, 1910.

24. Dish with rim. Drab ware.
a. Dis. No. 843, S9-912 sub, Sept. 19, 1910. Fig.
154, No. 18. See S1 cist. 7, Fig. 169, No. 19 a.

30. Crucible or lanmp. Crude gray wave (mud ware).
a. Reg. No. 4401, S9-913 sub, Sept. 6; 1910. See
Fig. 187, No. 6a and PI. 64 j.

25. Dish on a hollow stand (one piece). Red ware,
red wash.
a. Dis. No. 2188, Bas. N., Aug., 1909. See Fig.
153, No. 12.

31. Wide-mouthe(l cooking pots,
handles (cf. Fig. 168, Nos. 9, 10).
were found, in the floor layer of
yard. See Fig. 154, Nos. 19 and

26. Saucer lamp, of red ware, black core, red wash.
Roll rim, one spout.

II.

Flat rim.
5, June 20, 1910.
64 c.
4, June 23, 1910.

probably with
Only fragments
the Ahab court20.

Finer pottery.
See Figs. 155 and 156, where each piece is designated by the list number.
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155. Israelite pottery, burnished ware.

1. Jar (two-handled?) with pointed base.
Fine yellowish-gray ware, red wash, pebble-bumish.

Scale, 1.4.

a. Dis. No. 419, S5 h, July 8, 1910.
base only.

Fragment of
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9. Flaring bowl, flat bottom, concave sides.
ware, red pebble-burnish inside.
a. Dis. No. 450, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.

2. One-handled jugs of fine yellowishi-gray ware, red
wash, pebble-burnish. See Bas. cist. 3, Fig. 161.
3. Large jug with neck-handle.
red wash, pebble-burnish.

Fine brown ware,

Brown

10. Flaring bowl, flat bottom, bent sides. Drab ware,
red wash, pebble-burnish inside.
a. Dis. No. 1142, Sll-5 sub, Oct. 11, 1910.

a. Dis. No. 395, S4, east of room 334, in yellow
debris, Aug. 2, 1910. Neck and mouth only.
4. Jug with lip-handle, spout lip, round bottom.
Smooth reddish-brown ware with widely separated
burnished lines (vertical).

11. Flaring bowl, ring foot, bent sides. Red-brown
ware, red wash, pebblkburnish inside and on rim.
a. Reg. No. 2829, N. G. T. 3, June 6, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 644, S8-880, Sept. 26, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3454, S5 h E, July 12, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3453, S5 h E, July 12, 1910. See PI.
64 h.

a. Reg. No. 2827, N. G. T. 6, June 16, 1910.
H. 12.5 cim.
See PI. 67 d.
5. Part of a vessel. Conical form with mouth at
small end, broken off at the other. Smooth light-
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156. Israelite pottery, bowls, burnished ware.
brown ware with limestone specks, pebble-burnished vertically. Turning marks inside.
a. Reg. No. 2858, S2-7 sub, June 18, 1910.
6. Strainer jar with handles.
core, dull pebble-burnish.

Scale, 1:4.

e. Reg. No. 4925, S11-9, before mouth of cave,
Oct. 22, 1910. Inscribed fragment.
f. Reg. No. 4617, S7-772, Sept. 22, 1910. Ostracon.

Red ware with black

a. Reg. No. 2912, S2-7, June 21, 1910.
ment.

Frag-

7. Strainer jar, with flat base pierced with holes.
Fine reddish-brown ware, red wash, bright pebbleburnish.
a. Reg. No. 3337, S5 e, July 5, 1910.

Fragment.

8. Spout jug with strainer in neck (handle on side
at right angles to spout?). Fine yellowish-gray
ware. The original wash, where it had run down
inside strainer, was red. Black, pebble-burnish.
a. Dis. No. 18, S1 in hole south of bath basins,
June 9, 1909. Fragment.

12. Hollow bowl, flat bottom. Brown
wash and pebble-burnish inside.

ware,

red

a. Reg. No. 3728, S4-342 sub, Aug. 3, 1910.
13. Hollow bowl, ring foot. Red-brown ware, red
wash and pebble-burnish inside and on rim.
a. Reg. No. 3727, S4-342 sub, Aug. 3, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3729a, S2-7 sub, June 22, 1910. Rim
not burnished.
14. Hollow bowl, ring foot, solid ledge-handle on edge.
Drab ware, red wash, pebble-burnish.
a. Reg. No. 3051, S. G. T. 3, June 25, 1910.
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15. Fragment of dish with rounded sides. Buff ware,
red wash inside and on rim. Two unwashed
bands inside showing natural color. Pebbleburnished outside.
a. Reg. No. 3444, S5-364, July 12, 1910.
ment.
16. Deep plate, straight, sloping sides.
red wash. Burnished.

Frag-

Brown ware,

a. Reg. No. 3873, 84-418 sub, Aug. 13, 1910.
Ostracon.
17. Wide deep tray, with narrow rim. Brown ware,
red wash and pebble-burnish inside.
a. Dis. No. 382, S4-418 sub, Aug.
Diam., 50 cm.

13, 1910.

18. Wide deep tray, with heavy horizontal rim. Red
ware (black core), red wash and pebble-burnish all
over.

III.

281

a. Iteg. No. 2854, surface of a field on southern
slope, between Street of Columns and Herodian
Wall, June 18, 1910. Inscribed fragment. See
PI. 55 a.
19. Deep bowl, with broad horizontal rim (like Fig.
154, No. 17). Drab ware, red wash, pebbleburnish.
a. Dis. No. 843, S9-912 sub, Sept. 19, 1910.
20. Large bowl, with rinm, molding and relief ornamnent (handles). Gray ware, red wash, pebbleburnistl inside and on rim.
a. Reg. No. 4464, S7-755, Sept. 12, 1910.
21. Hollow bowl, with recurved rim. Brown or red
ware, red wash, pebble-burnish inside and over
rim.
a. Dis. No. 849, S9-940, Sept. 17, 1910. Diam.,
17 cm.
b. Dis. No. 92, S2-51 sub, deep, Sept. 2, 1909.
c. IDis. No. 153, S2 portico, street sub, Sept. 30,
1910. Diam., 9 cm.

Early decorated pottery, mostly Greek.
See Figs. 157 and 158, where each piece is designated by the list number.

1. Wide bowl with rim handle and finger rest, of
red-brown ware with a yellowish slip, with a
meander pattern in black lines outside. See PI.
69 d and Walters, History of Ancient Pottery, I,
p. 281.
a. Reg. No. 2604, S4 b Wr, in mixed yellow and
black debris, where the Roman wall had broken
the older strata and had itself been mostly
removed by modern stone-thieves, Oct. 25,
1909. See PI. 69 d.
b. Dis. No. 731, small fragment, S8 d N along
Greek Fort Wall, deep, Sept. 19, 1910.
2. Bowl of fine red ware with a yellowish-white
painted with rosette, flower, and geometrical
tern in red, black, and dark brown outside,
with circular bands of same colors inside.
PI. 69 and Walters, I, p. 253-4.

slip,
patand
See

a. Reg. No. 2168, S3 c N of street and about level
with its floor, Oct. 4, 1909. PI. 69 c.
b. Reg. No. 4601, S8 d S, deep black debris near
Greek Fort Wall, Sept. 21, 1910. PI. 69 b.
c. Reg. No. 4624, S8 e deep, black debris W of
Greek Fort Wall, Sept. 22, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 4895, S11 v below floor of subt. corr.,
Oct. 18, 1910. PI. 69 a.
These are from four different vessels, although a
resembles b, and c resembles d.

c. Reg. No. 4685 (jug), S8-840, Sept. 28, 1910.
It is noteworthy that 2 b and c, and 3 a, b, and
c were all found in the same deep black debris in
the same neighborhood.
d. Reg. No. 1423 (mouth of a small one-handled
jug), Bas. 13 sub, Aug. 8, 1909.
e. Dis. No. 540 (jug), S7-772, Sept. 22, 1910.
4. Fragment of vessel with rectangular holes in side,
of gray ware, red surface, painted with lattice
pattern in brown and bands of brown and red.
a. Dis. No. 836, S9-907 sub, Sept. 16, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 852 (bands only), S9-940, Sept. 17,
1910.
5. Fragment of bowl with broad horizontal rim, of
buff paste, pebble-polished, brown lattice pattern
on rim.
a. Dis. No. 746, S8 d deep, beside Greek Fort
Wall, Sept. 22, 1910.
6. Fragment of vessel, light red ware, buff surface,
decorated with brown zigzag pattern and bands.
a. Dis. No. 714, S8 d, Sept. 14, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 4359 (rubbed surface), S7 west of
751, deep, Sept. 5, 1910. See Pl. 69 i.

3. Bowl and jug of thin, fine red ware, burnished red
wash, geometric decorations (concentric circles) in
black lines and bands. See Walters, I, p. 251.

7. Fragment of jar, light buff paste, wet-smoothed,
decorated with broad red and narrow brown
bands.
a. Dis. No. 966, S10-1014 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 764, SS e beside Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 23, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 4625 (bowl), S8-818 deep, Sept. 22,
1910. See PI. 69 j.
b. Reg. No. 4563 (jug), S8 c southern edge, deep,
Sept. 19, 1910.

8. Fragment of jar, fine red or brown paste, pebblepolished, decorated with bands of red.
a. Dis. No. 625, S8-821, Sept. 15, 1910.
b. I)is. No. 835, S9-906, deep, Sept. 17, 1910.
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15. Fragment of a vessel of brown paste, dull black
slip, decorated with tangent spiral pattun in white.

9. Fragment of neck of jar, of buff ware, burnished
surface decorated with brown bands and dots.

a. Reg. No. 2409, S3 f above Greek Fort Wall,
Oct. 1, 1909. See PI. 69 k.

a. Dis. No. 467, S7 NW corner, Sept. 5, 1910.
10. Fragment of rim of bowl of burnished hard red
ware, decorated with black bands and dots.

16. Fragment of bulging-bodied vessel of gray ware,
with a smooth brown surface, painted with broad
white bands, each outlined with two narrow red
bands.

a. Dis. No. 496, S7 near cist. 5, Sept. 22, 1910.
11. Fragments of jug, two handles, of drab paste,
decorated with brown bands and lines.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.

No.
No.
No.
No.

a. Reg. No. 4535, S7-773, Sept. 16, 1910.
69 e.
b. Reg. No. 4536, S7-773, Sept. 16, 1910.
69 e.

1506, L. T. 3 d 22, Sept. 15, 1909.
93, S2-51, Sept. 2, 1909.
1252, Sll-901 cistern, Oct. 11, 1910.
1257, Sll x, Oct. 14, 1910.

See PI.
See PI.

17. Fragment of small pointed jar, black ware with
red surface, decorated with two dark-red bands,
and a spiral band of white.

12. Fragment of bowl (like Fig. 156, No. 21 b) of fine
gray paste, decorated with narrow brown bands.

a. Dis. No. 847, S9-940, Sept. 16, 1910.

a. Dis. No. 957, S9 N of 908 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
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157. Early decorated pottery, mostly Greek.

13. Fragment of handled jar of brown ware, with
smooth gray surface (slip?) decorated with concentric circles in purple and bands of purple and
black.
a. Dis. No. 398, S4-366 sub, Aug. 19, 1910.
14. Fragments of buff ware with red and purple bands.
a. Dis. No. 440, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.

Il
AIL

Scale, 1: 2.

t

For color key see Fig. 158.

18. Fragment of vessel with square holes in side, black
ware with red surface, decorated with bands of
dull red, black, and white.
a. Dis. No. 61, S2 S of IV 13, Sept. 7, 1909.
19. Fragment of jar of red ware, smoothed wet, decorated with white and black bands.
a. Dis. No. 66, S3-311 deep, Sept. 7, 1909.
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a. Reg. No. 3431, S5 h W, July 11, 1910.
PI. 69 h.

20. Fragment of neck of jar, black ware, red surface,
decorated with red and black bands.

See

a. Dis. No. 955, S9-907 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
24. Fragment of some large vessel (?) of fine graybrown ware (soft), pebble-rubbed, and decorated
with red bands. Cone-shaped pieces like great
handles (one broken end) and pieces from the
edge of some rectangular vessel or object.

21. Fragment of a bulging-bodied vessel of fine buff
ware with yellowish slip, three horizontal bands
and one wavy band of black-brown.
a. Reg. No. 2909, S2-7 deep, June 21, 1910.
PI. 69 g.

See

a. Reg. No. 2988-2992, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
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158. Early decorated pottery, mostly Greek.

22. Fragment of a bulging-bodied vessel of gray ware
with light colored surface, decorated with five
horizontal bands, a row of short oblique strokes,
and two zigzags, all in brown.
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Scale, 1: 2.

25. Hollow basin, with loop-handles and handle-ridge,
decorated with lines; see Fig. 159, No. 1.
Smoothed brown ware. Black core with micaceous
particles.

See

a. Dis. No. 1301, 1. S. 1, surface debris, June 19,
1909.

23. Fragment from the rim of a large open vessel of
hard brown ware with a light red slip, decorated
with a broad sinuous band with a row of dots along
each edge in dark red paint.

26. Jar, decorated with ridges and incised marks;
see Fig. 159, No. 2. Smoothed brown ware,
black core.

a. Reg. No. 2903, S. G. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
PI. 69 f.

IV.

a. Dis. No. 399, S4-418 sub, Aug. 15, 1910.

Pottery found at the Basilica.

In the debris of the compartments north of the apse of the Basilica, in the middle and
lower levels of cistern 3, and among the massive walls which ran east and west underneath the
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Basilica and the western side of the Forum, were found a number of potsherds of Israelite
material and technique. For convenience, the chief pieces are described together as follows:1,2. Large two-handled jars of smooth brown ware, dark
ware with gray surface, and drab ware (Israelite
Pottery 1 1-3). Mouth-rinis, handles, and one base
were found which seemed to give the form shown
in the figure. These are both from north of the
apse (Dis. Nos. 2171 to 2174), but similar fragments were found in all the places mentioned
above.

Grecian Pottery I 2) of brown or red ware with red
wash, or of gray or black ware with a drab slip. Examples were found in all places mentioned above.
9-13. Fragments of pitchers with one handle, of fine
yellowish ware with a heavy red wash, usually dull
burnished. With ring or hollow base. Many
examples were found in all places mentioned above.

3. Large two-handled jar of thin gray ware with
drab or pink surface (cf. Israelite Pottery I 3,
Babylonio-Grecian Pottery I 2 and Hellenistic Pottery I 1). This may be a later jar. The form
given in the figure is an uncertain reconstruction.
Fragments were found only in cistern 3.

14-19. Fragments of bowls of fine drab ware, red
wash, usually pebble-burnished. All these forms
were found at all places mentioned above.

4. Fragment of a square-shouldered jar of yellowish
ware with red wash, found in cistern 3 (Dis. No.
2190 b).

22. Bowl on a hollow stand, of fine drab ware, red
wash. Found north of apse.

5-8. Fragments of wide-mouthed pots (cf. Babylonio-

20-21. Fragments of bottles of fine drab ware with red
wash. Both were found north of apse.

23. Base of round-bottomed jug of burnished red ware
(no wash). Found north of apse.
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159. Israelite pottery with incised decoration.

Scale, 1: 4.

In addition to the above pieces, fragments of saucer lamps were found. One of these,
Dis. No. 1677, with two spouts, is given above, Isr. Pott. I 28.
B.

CATALOGUE OF BABYLONIO-GRECIAN POTTERY, 700-300

B.C.

Owing to the destruction of the buildings of the Babylonio-Grecian period, it was not
possible to identify a particular sort of debris with this period. The chief point of reliance is
S1 cistern 7, which is assigned to this period for the following reasons: 1. Its position under
Greek walls; 2. Its Aramaic ostraca; 3. The presence of a red-figured fragment; 4. The resemblance of its potsherds to Israelite wares; 5. The absence of the characteristic Hellenistic
wares.
In addition to the contents of this cistern we have the group of four pots found on the
floor of room S3-314, the potsherds found with the red-figured krater in S. G. T., and a group
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of pots which are technically related to the Israelite and cistern 7 groups, as distinguished from
the Hellenistic group. That is, they present exclusively turned forms, none molded, thick
red washes, and pebble-burnishing. In all cases there is naturally a certain doubt as to the
date. Some of the pieces may be Israelite; but it is improbable that any are later than
300 B.C.
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160. Pottery from the early deposits and from cistern 3 at the Basilica.

I.

Scale, 1: 4.

Ordinary pottery.
See Fig. 162.

1. Two-handled jars of smooth, coarse brown ware,
similar to Israelite Pottery I 1.
a. Reg. No. 1517, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909. Handle,
with letter A incised thereon.
b. Reg. No. 1516, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909. Handle,
stamped with seal showing naked male figure.
See PI. 57 f 2.
c. Reg. No. 3308, S5 d, July 4, 1910. Handle
stamped with seal showing a pomegranate.
See PI. 64 k.
2. Two-handled jars of gray ware, wet-smoothed.
Cf. Israelite Pottery I 1 and Hellenistic Pottery
I 2. See S1 cistern 7, below.
3. Large jar with bulging neck and two neck-handles. Smooth buff-brown ware.
a. Reg. No. 3486, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.

4. Large one-handled jug with narrow neck, of fine
brown-red ware.
a. Reg. No. 3397, S5 h W, July 8, 1910.
5. One-handled jug, bulging, with ring base and
cream slip, red bands.
a. Reg. No. 2424, S3-314, Oct. 6, 1909.
67 b 1.
6. One-handled jug.

See PI.

Drab ware.

a. Reg. No. 2425, S3-314, Oct. 6, 1909. See PI.
67 c. Cf. S1, cistern 7, below.
7. Small one-handled jug.
slip.

Fine buff ware, cream

a. Reg. No. 2423, S3-314, Oct. 6, 1909.
67 b 2.

See PI.
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8. One-handled jug, with two unexplained objects on
each side of cup-iouth. lRed ware, gray core,

3. Black-glaze-d, red paste vessels.
and black-glazed pottery below.

red wash.

a. Reg. No. 2599, S-4 f S, Oct. 23, 1909.
9. Askos-shaped jug.

a. Reg. No. 48045, SHl-l sub deep, Oct. 10, 1910.
See SI cist. 7

Fine brown ware, smoothed

(almost burnished).

III.

Decorated pottery.

a. Reg. No. 2982, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
10. Curved vessel, with handle and spout. Fine
brown ware, hard smoothed (almost burnished).
a. Reg. No. 4804, Sl1-6 sub, Oct. 10, 1910.
11. Small cylindrical cup, flat bottom.

Brown ware,

bottom.

1. Rthyton-shaped vessel, ending in small bull's head.
light red ware, hard-smoothed.
a. Reg. No1). 1570, S2 S. of southern wall of Temple,

July 23, 1909.

smooth.
a. Reg. No. 4175, S10 c, Sept. 1, 1910.
12. Small cylindrical cup, round
ware, smooth red surface.

See Figs. 163 and 164.

Brown

See PI. 68 1).

2. Bulging jear with Bes-head molded on side. Red
ware. Similar vases are found in Egypt from late
periods.
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a. Reg. No. 3962, S7, in mixed debris north of
Atrium, Aug. 18, 1910.

Scale, 1: 4.

a. Reg. No. 1851, H. S. 1, July 31, 1909.
6 g7
v.
b. R
'No. 21914, S3 at W, Oct. 6, 1909.

See PI.

teg.

13. Plates, bowls, basins.

See S1 cist. 7.

14. Bowl with incurving rim, disc base. Bottom inside decorated with wedge-shaped indentations.
Red ware, black core.
a. Dis. No. 624, S8-821 S. Sept. 16, 1910.

II.

Finer pottery.

1. One-handled jug with lip-spout.
black burnished.

3. Handle of jug, twin stem. Fine drab ware,
cream slip, decorated withl dark brown lines.
a. Reg. No. 2445, S3 b, street, Oct. 7, 1909.
4. Bottle. Red-brown ware, gray core, decorated
with horizontal stripes of dark brown-black.
a. Reg. No. 3378, S5 h E (wvith Israelite pottery),
July 8, 1910. See PIl. 67 h.

See Fig. 163.
Fine gray ware,

a. Reg. No. 4851, Sll-23 cistern, Oct. 12, 1910.
See PI. 67 f.
2. Base of a jug or vase with spreading bnase. 1,ight
red ware, red burnished. Scratches in burnish,
outline for color.

.5. Bla1(k-figured Greek ware.
a. Reg.
L. T.
1). Reg.
IL.T.

No. 3459, cylix of minor artist type,
E., July 13, 1910. See 1P1. 71 c.
No. 3531, larger vessel (amphora?),
N., July 16, 1(910. See PI. 71 e.

These were I)oth found in black debris in

modern ,trgicultiral terrace.
c. Reg. No. 3037, S. (aG.T. 3, June() 24, 1910.

il- L -

Z3S

161. Pottery from the early deposits and from cistern 3 at the Basilica.

1
J

a.

^

POTTERY
6. Red-figured Greek ware.
a. Reg. No. 2914, a large bell-krater,l S. G. T. 7,
June 21, 1910. Found in deep black debris,
about 70 cm. above yellow Israelite debris,
scattered over an area of about two square
metres. In many pieces, but nearly complete.
See Pls. 69 o0 70 a} b, and Walters, I, p. 421.
b. Reg. No. 4523, bottom of a bowl, S9 outside
Greek Fort Wall, deep, Sept. 16, 1910. See
Pl. 71 f.
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1. Reg. No. 2981, S.(-G1. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
Reg. No. 3038, fragnent of aryballos(?), S. G.
T. 3, June 24, 1910.
n. Reg. No. 3043, N. G. T. 11, June 24, 1910.
o. Reg. No. 3108, from a small vessel,85a, June
28, 1910. See PI. 71 g.
p. Rleg. No. 3162, S. G'. T. 4, June 29, 1910.

ii-.

T. 6, June 30, 1910.
q. Reg. No. 13169, N.(.
r. Reg. No. 3596, S6 b, July 23, 1910. See PI.

71 d.

X

Zo

---7

>.

162. Babylonio-Grecian pottery, ordinary ware.
c. Reg. No. 1834, H. S. 1 black vertical stratum,
July 21, 1909. See PI. 71 h 5.
d. Reg. No. 1796, from a small vessel, vault
cistern 2, Sept. 1, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 1876, L. T. 1 b E, Aug. 18, 1909. See
Pl. 71 h 1.
f. Reg. No. 1891, from a small vessel, L. T. 1 c E,
Aug. 20, 1909. See PI. 71 h 3.
g. Reg. No. 2159, S3 b, street E, Oct. 4, 1909. See
PI. 71 h 2.
h. Reg. No. 2786, Roadway, Aug. 4, 1909. See
PI. 71 h 4.
i. Reg. No. 28.59, Fragments of a cylix, S2--7
black debris below the apsidal structure, June
18, 1910. See PI. 71 a.
j. Reg. No. 289!5, S. G. T. 3, JIne 21, 1910.
k. Reg. No. 2964, S. (.A. T. 6, June 22, 1910.
'Date estimated at about 430-420

-

1

He to

.

Scale, 1: 4.

i,.

s. Rleg. No. 20,58,
PI. 71 h 6.
Mlost of these}

T 5, Sept. 11, 1909.

See

pieces are Late Fine Style, but,

some of them, for (eXxample n, seem to be earlier.

The fragments p and r are very late red-figured
ware.
7. Red-figured

Greek

ware,

fragments

of vases

showing decorated spaces.

a. Reg. No.
c. Reg. No.
d. Reg. No.
73 (I 2.
e. Reg. No.

2446, S3-313, Oct. 7, 1909.
2447, S3-313, Oct. 7, 1909).

2493, S3-316, Oct. 9, 1909.

See PI.

2883, rim of krnter, S2-7, June 20,

1910.

f. Reg. No. 2919, rim of krtter, N. G. T. 5, June
21, 19)10

B.C. by Dr. Dumran Mackenzie after examination of the origina l.
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g. Reg. No. 2957, rim of krater, S. G. T. 7, June
22, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 2980 (handlle), S. CG.T. 4, June 23,
1910.
i. Dis. No. 33, rimn of krater, S1 cist. 7, July 6,
1909.
j. Dis. No. 1461, side of vessel, L. T. 5 d, Aug. 28,
1909.
k. Dis. No. 338, S3-306, Oct. 6, 1'3909.
1. Dis. No. 206, 83 b NE low, Oct. 5, 1909.
m. Dis. No. 123, S2 III 70, tist., Oct. 8, 1910.

h1. Reg. No. :3048, base of body, S. G. T. 2, June 25,
1910.
i. Rteg. No. 3052, base of body, S. G. T. 3, June 28,
1910.
j. Rleg. No. 3020, fragment with palmette,
S. CG.T. 2, June 24, 1910.
k. Dis. No. 130, shoulder, S2-45, Aug. 4, 1909.
1. Dis. No. 488, mouth, S8-810 b, Sept. 1, 1910.
nm.Dis. No. 400, side, S5 comer, July 21, 1910.
n. Dis. No. 800, base, S8 g NE, Sept. 8, 1910.
o. Dis. No. 1198, S11 v near Greek Fort Wall, Oct.
18, 1910.
p. Reg. No. 2427, S3 d, Oct. 6, 1910. PI. 73 k 5.

8. Fragnment of a vessel, of fine pink paste (like redlfigured ware), with a crude decoration in black and
brown.
Reg. No. 1855, Roadway, Aug. 4, 1909.
71 h 7.

See PI.

n

9. Fragment of a bowl of fine buff paste with a
lustrous black slip. Around the outside a row of
black palmettes, each enclosedt: in white curved
line and separated by black tongues. Along
bottom of pattern a row of white dots.
Reg. No. 2406, S3 c, Sept. 30, 1909.

See PI. 69 1.

10. Fragment of a bowl of fine buff paste, showing a
buff pattern on a black background. At one end
a palm-branch in white.
a. Reg. No. 3044, N. G. T. 11, June 24, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 324, S3 cist. in street, Oct. 21, 1909.
See PI. 73 j 6.
c. Dis. No. 1444, L. T. 4 c, Sept. 8, 1'309.

m
==_

_

11. Black-decorated
glaze.

fine red

ware, lustrous

_

black

a. Dis. No. 1403, L. T. 1 cave 3, Aug. 20, 1909.
b. Dis. NTo. 1530, L. T. 3 i) under calidariull, Sept.
14, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 238, S3 f, Sept. 21, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 1524, L. T. 3 bath 39, Sept. 8, 1909.
Rim of large basin with knob-handle on riIm.
See PI. 73 j 1.

12. White-ground lekythi. Walters, I, p. 426, class 3;
cf. Pottier, LUcythes Blancs.
a. Reg. No. 2459, palmette on front, tongue pattern on shoulder, S3-306, Oct. 8, 1909. See
PI. 69 n.
b. Reg. No. 2461, meander, checker and ivy pattern on front, tongue pattern on shoulder,
S3-306, Oct. 8, 1909. See PI. )69in.
c. Reg. No. 2426, fragment like i, S3-314, ()ct.
6, 1909. See PI. 73 k 2.
d. Reg. No. 2835, foot, N. G. T. 3, June 16, 1910.
e. Reg. NTo. 2841, base of t)body, N. G. T. 4, June
16, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 2888, base of body, S. G. T. 2, June
21, 1910.
g. Reg. Nto. 2983, mnouth, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.

3 _ _
163. Babylonio-Grecian pottery, fine ware and decorate:d ware. Scale, 1:4.

13. Fragment fron the shoulder of a square shouldered
jug with a narrow neek, of unpolished buff paste,
decorated wfith an ivy-vine in brown.
a. 1Reg. No. 3451, S4-361, July 12, 1910. See PI.
72 d 1 and Fig. 173, No. 10.
b. Dis. No. 1379, L. T. 1 a \W, Aug. 22, 1909. See
Fig. 173, No. 15.

14. F'ragmenlt of a similar jug, decorated with tongue
and dot pattern in red.
Dis. No. 454, S6 a, July 27, 1910.
No. 14.

See Fig. 17T3,

15. Fragment of the rimn of a flaring bowl of fine
brown paste, with a floral pattern in black.
a.

tReg. No. 2500, S3 ta W, Oct. 11, 1909.
73 d 1.

See PI.
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164. Greek white-ground lekythi.

Scale, 1: 2.

165. Water jars from cistern 7 in strip 1.

Scale, 1: 4.
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IV. Pottery of cistern 7 in strip 1.
1. Tall two-handled jars. Gray ware (air holes) burning red or drab on the smoothed surface, flat handles.
Cf. Hellenistic Pottery, p. 299, C I 1 a.
a. Dis. No. 2128, a number of fragments. See
PI. 65 a.
b. Dis. Nos. 2139-2143, and a number of fragments.

4. Short-necked pitcher, disc base (?), drab or gray
ware, reddish when hard burnt, greenish when soft
burnt.
a. Dis. No. 2123-2127, many fragments.
65 c.

See PI.

5. Pitcher (without handle?), necks only, same ware
as 4.

a. Dis. No. 2125, several fragments.
2-5.

See PI. 65 b

6. One-handled jugs, round bottom. Same ware as 4.
a. Dis. No. 2119-2122. See PI. 65 d.
7. Bulging narrow-necked jugs, with one handle, flat
or concave bottom. Fine red ware.
a. Dis. No. 2114. See PI. 65 e.
b. Dis. No. 2115. See PI. 65 e.
8. Bulging narrow-necked jugs, with one handle,
round bottom. Fine red or drab ware.
a. Dis. No. 2116. See PI. 65 e.
b. Dis. No. 2117. See PI. 65 e.
c. Dis. No. 2118. See PI. 65 e.
9. Wide-mouthed pot with two loop-handles. Hard
coarse gray or drab ware, burning reddish or drab
on surface.
a. Dis. No. 2132, diam. of mouth 35 cm. See PI.
65 f.
b. Dis. No. 2133, diam. of mouth 22 cm.
c. Dis. No. 2134, diam. of mouth 26 cm.
d. Dis. Nos. 2097, 2098, smaller jars of same
type.
10. Wide-mouthed pot, short neck, two handles.
Same ware as 9.
a. Dis. No. 2136.
11. Wide-mouthed pot, like 10, but longer neck, rimbase.
a. Dis. No. 2137.
12. Wide-mouthed pot, similar to 11.
with brown-red bands.
a. Dis. No. 2144, other fragments.

Decorated

I2lsl

13. Wide-mouthed pot, like 11.
band on neck.
a. Dis. No. 2145.
166. Amphora from cistern 7, strip 1. Scale, 1: 4.

2. Tall jar

with square shoulder.

a. Dis. No. 2138.

Same ware as 1.

See PI. 65 b 1.

3. Two-handled jar (amphora).
ware (inferior to Rhodian).

Fine reddish-brown

a. Dis. No. 2130, several unconnected fragments.
Fig. 166.

Decorated with wavy

14. Wide-mouthed pot, like 11, but thinner, lighter
ware.
a. Dis. No. 2095.
15. Wide bowl with ring-foot. Drab ware, red or
greenish-drab surface.
a. Dis. Nos. 2100, 2101. See PI. 65 g.
16. Wide bowl with ring-foot.
a. Dis. No. 2102.

Light red ware.
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167. Pitchers and jugs from cistern 7, strip 1.
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Scale, 1:4.
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168. Cooking pots from cistern 7, strip 1. Scale, 1:4.
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17. Bowl rims. See PI. 65 h.
a. Red ware, Dis. No. 2104.
b. Drab ware, Dis. No. 2105.
c. Red ware, Dis. No. 2109.
d. Brown ware, Dis. No. 2107.
e. Drab ware, Dis. No. 2108.
f. Drab ware, Dis. No. 2112.
g. Red ware, Dis. No. 2111.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

2154.
2158.
2155.
2156.
2159.

21. Various bases of jugs.
a. Dis. No. 2153.
b. Dis. No. 2157.

18. Bowl rims, recurved. See PI. 65 h.
a. Brown ware, Dis. No. 2106.
b. Brown ware, Dis. No. 2110.

22. Saucer lamp.

19. Bowl with projecting rim. Red ware, black core,
red wash, pebble-burnished. See PI. 65 h.

23. Deep closed lamp, long spout.
trous black glaze.

a. Dis. No. 2113.
20. Neck of jar. Red ware, gray core, red wash,
pebble-burnish.
a. Dis. No. 2149 a. See Fig. 171, No. 20.

See PI. 66 e.

Dis. Nos. 2163, 2164.

a. b.

a.

Red or brown ware.

See PI. 66 e.

Dis. No. 2165.

24. Similar to 23.

Red paste, lus-

Drab, black glaze.

See PI. 66 e.

Similar to PI. 71 h 7.

25. Fragment of red-figured ware.
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169. Bowls from cistern 7, strip 1. Scale, 1: 4.

V.

Black-Glazed Pottery.

The beautiful black-glazed red pottery of Greece was extremely common all over the site,
but along with it were many similar wares of inferior fabric. The finest examples are of a
hard, very fine-grained, light-red paste with a lustrous black slip. In some few cases where
bands are left not covered by the black glaze, the surface of the ware is the smooth light reddish-brown of the red-figured ware. The second quality of ware is of fine, soft, gray paste
with a lustrous or semi-lustrous black slip. The third quality is of fine, hard, red paste, but
lacks the character and the beautiful surface of the first quality. The glaze is poor, usually
dull, varying from black to reddish-brown, often mottled. So far as one can judge from the
insufficiently dated material, the first quality is the earliest and the third quality the latest,
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while the second quality is partly contemporaneous with both the other two. In time they
cover the later Babylonio-Grecian period and the Hellenistic period down to about 150 B.C.
From about 150 B.C. the red-glazed wares are predominant.
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171. Lamps, etc., from cistern 7, strip 1.
Scale, 1: 4.

170. Bases of jugs from cistern 7, strip 1.
Scale, 1: 4.

It was the introduction of the common Greek pottery, serviceable, beautiful, and no doubt
relatively cheap, which seems to have completely changed the character of the products of
the local potteries. The material of which the local pots are henceforth made does not seem
to be essentially different from that used before, but it is better washed and better mixed
to a much finer-grained stuff. Needless to say, there must have been efforts at imitation of
the Greek pottery, perhaps to be found among the black-glazed gray wares. Certainly the
forms of all the better vessels were affected.
a.

Red paste, lustrous black glaze.
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172. Black-glazed vessels, red paste (Nos. 1-6), gray paste (Nos. 7-9).
Scale, 1:4.
1. Lamp, see p. 317, Lamps A I, and Fig. 171, No. 23.
2. Small lamp-like vase with loop-handle.
paste, lustrous black glaze.

Fine red

a. Dis. No. 602, S8-818, Sept. 15, 1910.
172, No. 1.

See Fig.

3. Hollow bowl with two horizontal loop-handles
just below rim, and ring base. Same ware.
a. Dis. No. 83, S2 cist. 13, 1909. See Fig. 172,
No. 5.
b. Dis. No. 1327, H. S. 1. See Fig. 172, No. 4.
4. Molded

base.

Fine,

light-red

paste, black-

glazed, with black-glazed rings inside hollow base.
Wheel-turned.
a. Dis. No. 156, S2 II 70 E, Oct. 1, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 233, S3 between Israelite 305 and
Greek 314, Oct. 6, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 260, S3 between Israelite 305 and
Greek 314, Oct. 7, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 351, S3-307, Oct. 6, 1909.
e. Dis. No. 509, S7-751, Sept. 6, 1910. See Fig.
172, No. 2.
f. Dis. No. 666, S8-1001 S, Sept. 15, 1910.
g. Dis. No. 1017, S10 d, Sept. 28, 1910.
h. Dis. No. 99, S2 III 47, Aug. 21, 1909. See
Fig. 172, No. 3, and PI. 71 b.
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5. Fragments of reedled body with handle. The reeding seems to be imnpressed on a wheel-turned body.
These nlay possibly belong to No. 4.
a. Reg. No. 1470, H. S. 1, June 15, 1909. See
PI. 72 f 2.
b. Reg. No. 3103, S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 127, S2-45 sub, Aug. 4, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 2234, `2 north of southern wall of
temple, upper debris, July 26, 1909. See PI.
68 j and Fig. 172, No. 6.
6. Edge of a widle, open vase withl rim and horizontal
loop-handles.
a. Reg. No. 2970, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
7. Flat plate, fine red paste, lustrous black glaze,
ring-base, decorated inside with incised lines,
stamped palmettes, rosettes, etc., within milled
circles.
a. Dis. No. 2087, Trench A, July 19, 1908. See
Fig. 174, No. 1. Fragment.
b. Dis. No. 757, S8 d deep, beside Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 22, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 2. Fragment.
8. Plate with central cup, decorated by leaving
bands uncolored. Ware as in No. 7.
a. Dis. No. 640, S8-861, Sept. 20, 1910.
174, No. 3. Fragment.

See Fig.

9. Hollow plate with ring-base, of same ware as No. 7
and with same decorations.
a. Reg. No. 1462, S1, south of bath, deep, June 10,
1909. See Fig. 174, Nlos. 4, 17. Fragments.
b. Dis. No. 372, S3-314, Oct. 8, 1909. See Fig.
174, Nos. 5, 18. Fragment.
c. Dis. No. 226, S3 c W, Oct. 6, 1909. See Fig.
174, No. 6. Fragment.
10. Small hollow howl with ring-base, of same ware as
No. 7, and with same decorations.
a. Reg. No. 1445, S1 N, June 3, 1909. See Fig.
174, No. 7, and PI. 72 f 4.
b. Dis. No. 1430, L. T. 2 b, Sept. 4, 1909. Fragment.
c. Dis. No. 101, S2 III 47 sub, Aug. 21, 1909.
Fragment.

11. Fragments of the bases of plates or bowls like
Nos. 7, 9, or 10. Same ware and decoration.
it. Reg. No. 2794, Gateway, SUr Tower below
Romranrl level, Aug. 17, 1909. Scratched in
base: A or A.
b. Reg. No. 2892, S. G. T. 2, June 21, 1910. See
Fig. 174, No. 19.
c. Dis. No. 753, S8 d, Sept. 16, 1910. See Fig.
174, No. 20.
d. Dis. No. 22, S1 S, June 20, 1909.
e. I)is. No. 128, S2 III 45 sub, Aug. 4, 1909. See
Fig. 174, No. 24.
f. Dis. No. 393, S4-310 under Roman wall, Oct.
19, 1909. See Fig. 174, No. 22.
g. Dis. No. 1417, L. T. 1 b cave 4, Aug. 30, 1909.
See Fig. 174, No. 25.
h. Dis. No. 1567, Cliff Trench, Aug. 4, 1909. See
Fig. 174, No. 26.

,8P.Gray ware, black glaze.
1. Pyxis.

Lustrous black glaze.

a. Reg. No. 3400, S5 h w (with early potsherds).
See Fig. 172, No. 7.
2. Edge of bottom of a jar, pattern of vertical incised lines. Lustrous black glaze.
a. Reg. No. 3053, S. G. T. 3, June 25, 1910.
3. Small saucer, like alabaster saucers in form (see
Fig. 206, No. 7 c). Dull black.
a. Reg. No. 1471, H. S. stone-thieves'
June 15, 1909. See Fig. 172, No. 8.

hole,

4. Bowl of greenish-gray paste, semi-lustrous black
glaze.
a. Reg. No. 3369, S5 b, July 7, 1910.
5. Plate, heavy. Impressed central pattern
milled circles. Semi-lustrous black glaze.

and

a. Reg. No. 2598, S4 b, upper debris, O)ct. 22, 1909.
See Figs. 172, No. 9 and 174, N o. 27.
6. Rim of flaring plate, molded egg-and-dart border
with rope border below it. Dull black.
a. Reg. No. 2582, S4 g S, Oct. 20, 1909.
7. See Lamnps, p. 317 ff.

y.Black-glazed pottery with painted decorations.

The decorated black-glazed pottery is of both gray and red paste. The glaze is at the
best not brilliant, and in the poorer examples a dull black or brown. The decoration usually
takes the form of ivy vines with the stem inci sed, and stem, leaves, and fruit painted in thick
opaque white, yellow, or pink colors. There a re a number of forms as shown below.
1. Small jug with handle (or handles), buff ware, lustrous black slip. Ivy vine decoration, paint
rubbed off.
a. Reg. No. 3029, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910.
Fig. 173, NIo. 9.

See

b. Dis. No. 201, S3 b NE deep, Oct. 5, 1909.
Fragment.
2. Minute vase, of red paste.
a. Dis. No. 2096, Trench G. April 25, 1908.
Fig. 173, No. 11. FIragment.

See
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b. Dis. No. 788, SS NW corner, deep, Oct. 1, 1910.
Fragment.

3. Krater-like vessels.
(1) Of fine red paste:
a. Dis. No. 202, S3 b NE deep, Oct. 5, 1909.
See Fig. 173, No. 4. Fragment.
b. Dis. No. 567, S8-803, Sept. 15, 1910. See
Fig. 173, No. 8. Fragment.

6. Bowl with recurved rim and nmolded foot, of red
paste, brown glaze. Perhaps with handles.
a. Dis. No. 323, S3 street cistern, Oct. 22, 1909.
See Fig. 173, No. 12 (reconstructed from two
small fragments).

(2) Of fine gray paste:
c. Reg. No. 4455, S7-751, Sept. 10, 1910.
See Fig. 173, No. 3. Fragment.
d. Dis. No. 2094, S8-882, Sept. 27, 1910. See
Fig. 173, No. 17. Reconstructed from two
fragments which did not join.
e. Dis. No. 883, S9 beside Greek Fort Wall,
deep, Sept. 19, 1909. See Fig. 173, No. 18.
Reconstructed from one fragment.

00-

(1) Red paste, white paint.
a. Reg. No. 2501-2502, S3-320, Oct. 11, 1909.
Semi-lustrous.

-4 --

-

-

7. Plate, with molded incurving rim and ring-base.
Ivy vine inside rim. In centre, milled rings and
impressed pattern like the black-glazed plates (see
Fig. 174).
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173. Decorated black-glazed and other pottery.
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Scale, 1: 2, except Nos. 1, 2, 11-13, 17-20, which are 1: 4.

4. Large bowl with horizontal loop-handles, of red
paste.
a. Dis. No. 1925, Trench G, 1909. See Fig. 173,
No. 20. Fragment.
5. Bowl, with reeded body. Light red paste, brown
glaze.
a. Reg. No. 2464, S3 street cistern, Oct. 22, 1909.
See Fig. 173, No. 13. Fine gray paste, dull
black glaze.

b). Dis. No. 188, S3 a, Oct. 6, 1909. White
paint rubbed off.
e. Dis. No. 328, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18,
1909.
d. Dis. No. 520, 87-755, Sept. 12, 1910.
Milled circles and stamped ornament in
centre.
e. Dis. No. 712, S8 (1, Sept. 14, 1910. Two
holes for mending. See Fig. 173, No. 7.
Fragment.
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174. Dishes of red paste: black-glazed (Nos. 1-7), inferior black-glazed (Nos. 8-16 and 44), poor red or brownglazed (Nos. 29-43 and 45-50), red wash (Nos. 51-56), and interior decoration (Nos. 17-28). Scale, 1: 4.
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(2) Red paste, yellowish paint.
f. Dis. No. 412, S5 e, June 30, 1910. Semilustrous. See Fig. 173, No. 6. Fragment.
(3) Red paste, thick pinkish paint.
g. Dis. No. 1203, S11 z, deep, Oct. 19, 1910.
Semi-lustrous.
h. Dis. No. 446, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.
(4) Gray paste, white paint.
i. Reg. No. 2434, S3 between street walls,
Oct. 6, 1909. See PI. 73 k 7.
j. Reg. No. 3871, S6 g, Aug. 13, 1910. See
Fig. 173, No. 1.
k. Dis. No. 1315, H. S. 2, July 19, 1909. See
Fig. 173, No. 2 (reconstructed from a fragment).
1. Dis. No. 1221, S1-11 sub, Oct. 21, 1910.
See Fig. 173, NTo. 5 (fragment).

s.

297
m. Dis. No. 2233, S2 south of S wall of temple,
July 26, 1909.

8. Fragment from edge of deep bowl. Light red
paste, black glaze. Pattern of leaves and lines
on outside of rilm, incised lines, thick pinkish paint.
a. Dis. No. 1095, S-11 S, deep, Oct. 14, 1910.
Fragment of body with handle. Light
9. Jug (?).
red paste, semi-lustrous black glaze. Decoration
(flowers, lines, and dots) in pink paint.
a. Dis. No. 229, S3 d, Sept. 23, 1909.
10. Fragment of bowl or plate. Light red paste,
black glaze. Spray of leaves, in pink paint, inside.
a. Dis. No. 615, S8-817, Sept. 17, 1910.
Light red paste, lustrous black slip.
11. Fragnlent.
Floral decoration in brown paint.
a. Reg. No. 3064, N. G. T. 11, June 25, 1910. See
Fig. 173, INTo. 16.

Turned vessels of red paste with dull black glaze, sometimes burnt to a brown or red, or un-

evenly burnt, partly black and partly brown Xor red.
1. Rimmed shallow bowl with ring-base.
a. Dis. No. 811 (black), S9-901 c sub, Oct. 10,
1910. See Fig. 174, No. 8.
b. Dis. NTo. 810 (red), S9-901 c sub, Oct. 10, 1910.
See Fig. 174, No. 30.
c. Dis. No. 522 (brown), S7-755, Sept. 12, 1910.
See Fig. 174, No. 29.
2. Shallow bowl with broad flat rim marked with
lines, central cup, and ring-base.
a. Dis. No. 1053 (red, partly brown), S10 d, Oct.
13, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 31.
b. Dis. No. 325 (red, Ar scratched on bottom),
S3 street cistern, Oct. 22, 1909. See Fig. 174,
No. 32.
3. Shallow bowl with broad flat rim and ring-base.
a. Dis. No. 2021 (red-brown mottled), Trench F,
May 25, 1908. See Fig. 174, No. 33.
4. Bowl with broad flat rim turned down, central
cup, ring-base.
a. Reg. No. 2463 (poor red, bottom partly bare of
color), S3 street cistern, Oct. 17, 1909. See
Fig. 174, No. 36, and PI. 74 e.
b. Reg. No. 3084 (dull black), S2-7, June 26,
1910. See Fig. 174, No. 10.
c. Reg. No. 3250 (dull black, in base A-ME-),
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

S5 f, July 2, 1910. See PI. 74 a.
Dis. No. 1112 (red-black), S11-1 N, deep,
Oct. 22, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 11.
Dis. No. 179 (black), S3 a, Sept. 27, 1909.
Dis. No. 776 (red), S8, Oct. 6, 1910. See Fig.
174, No. 34.
Dis. No. 2044 (red-brown) Trench G, July 18,
1908. See Fig. 174, No. 38.
Dis. No. 244 (red, bottom bare), S3 f, Sept. 30,
1909. See Fig. 174, No. 37.
Dis. No. 265 (red, poor glaze), S3 b, between
street walls, Oct. 6, 1909. See Fig. 174, No. 35.

5. Shallow bowl, like No. 4 but without central cup.
a. Dis. No. 754 (black), S8 d S, Sept. 16, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 758 (black), S8 d deep, Sept. 22, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 914 (red-brown), S10 a, Sept. 29, 1910.
See Fig. 174, No. 40.
d. Dis. No. 947 (black), S10, Oct. 12, 1910. See
Fig. 174, INo. 9.
e. Dis. NTo. 1113 (brown), S11-1 N, deep, Oct. 22,
1910.
f. Dis. No. 809 (dark red), S9-1001, Oct. 10,
1910. See Fig. 174, No. 42.
6. Shallow bowl with broad vertical band around rim,
central cup, and ring-base; hard fine red ware,
poor red or black glaze.
a. Reg. No. 3412 (black), S5 h W, July 9, 1910.
See Fig. 174, No. 12.
b. Dis. No. 524 (red-brown), S7-755 N, Sept. 14,
1910. See Fig. 174, No. 39.
7. Same as 6, without central cup.
a. Dis. No. 19 (red), S1 under basin level, June 9,
1909. See Fig. 174, No. 41.
8. Bowl with slightly flaring rim and ring-base, fine
hard red or buff ware, with imperfect red or blackbrown glaze or wash.
a. Reg. No. 2560, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
b. Dis. No. 948, S10, Oct. 12, 1910. See Pl. 74
j 1 and Fig. 174, No. 43.
c. Dis. No. 944, S10, Oct. 11, 1910.
d. Dis. No. 1180, S11 v, Oct. 17, 1910. See Pl.
74 j 2 and Fig. 174, No. 44.
e. Dis. No. 262, S3 b under street Lambda, Oct.
6, 1909.
f. Dis. No. 17, S1 III under basin level, June 8,
1909.
g. Dis. No. 64, S2 between two walls.
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175. Hellenistic water jars.

D
Scale 1: 4.

POTTERY
9. Bowl with round sides, contracted rim, ring-base;
fine hard red or buff ware; dull black, brown or red
glaze inside and outside, except on bottom.
a. Reg. No. 1474, H. S., June 17, 1909. See Fig.
174, No. 47.
b. Reg. No. 2857, S. G. T. 1, June 18, 1910.
C. Reg. No. 3369, S5 b, July 7, 1910. PI. 74 d.
d. Dis. No. 523, S7-755, Sept. 12, 1910. See Fig.
174, No. 15.
e. Dis. No. 799, S8 c W, Sept. 3, 1910.
f. Dis. No. 1478 (milled circle inside), L. T. 5, Sept.
11, 1909. See PI. 74 b and Fig. 174, No. 16.
g. Dis. No. 1541, L. T. 5-53-54 cist., Oct. 13, 1909.
h. Dis. No. 23, S1 III, June 9, 1909. See Fig.
174, No. 48.
i. Dis. No. 777, S8 above Greek Fort Wall, Oct.
6, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 49.

C.

I. Ordinary pottery.

299

j. Dis. No. 778, S8 d, above Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 20, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 50.
k. Dis. No. 943, S10, Oct. 11, 1910.
1. Dis. No. 756, S8 d, deep, beside Greek Fort
Wall, Sept. 22, 1910. See Fig. 174, No. 14.
10. Same form as No. 9 with ring-base, black ware,
burnished on inside and on upper part of outside.
a. Reg. No. 1611, S2-47, Aug. 19, 1909.
174, No. 13.

See Fig.

11. Form like 9, with disc base, red slip.
a. Reg. No. 2174, S3 b NE, low, Oct. 5, 1909. See
Fig. 174, No. 46.
b. Reg. No. 2546, S3 corner cistern, Oct. 16, 1909.
See Fig. 174, No. 45.

HELLENISTIC POTTERY

I

The poorer black-glazed pottery described above dominates the early part of the Hellenistic period. Later came the red-glazed wares and the molded relief vases. The common
pottery presents in the large water jars and cooking pots, and in some of the jugs and pitchers,
a continuation of the older pottery in a thinner, harder ware, but the greater part of the small
vessels show a predominance of new and graceful forms in a much improved material. The
bowls show naturally the same forms as the glazed pottery. The use of rolled and impressed
patterns is characteristic. The great improvement introduced by substitution of the pottery
mold for the wheel is reflected in the lamps, the relief vases, and perhaps the red-glazed wares.

176. Hellenistic cooking pots, designated by list numbers.
1. Large water jar, thin walled, with two handles, of
flinty gray ware with a light surface, wet-smoothed.
H., 45-60 cm. See Fig. 175.
a. Reg. Nos. 1487-1492, SI cistern 8, June 21, 1909.
See PI. 68 a.

Scale, 1:4.

b. Reg. Nos. 3973-8, 3983, S7-365 cistern 1, Aug.
18-19, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 142, S2 portico III 63, Sept. 9, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 77, S2 middle, July 17, 1909.
Fragments of these jars were found in many
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other places, in almost all cisterns. They must
have had a wide range; cf. Israelite Pottery
I 1-3.
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c. Reg. No. 3312, S5 f W, July 4, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 4156, S7 cist. 4, Aug. 30, 1910.
PI. 68 d 1.
e. Dis. No. 490, S7 cist. 3, Sept. 19, 1910.
f. Dis. No. 492, S7 cist. 3, Sept. 19, 1910.

2. Round-bodied pot with wide mouth and two flat
handles, of red or brown ware, thin, slightly ribbed,
often firestained. H., 17-21 cm.
a. Reg. Nos. 1493-5, S1 cist. 8, June 21, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1697, S2 on floor of room 65.
e. Reg. No. 3982, S7-365 cist. 1, Aug. 19, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 4157, 4166-7, 4170, S7 cist. 4, Aug. 30,
1910. See PI. 68 d 2.
e. Reg. No. 4403, S9 cist. 1, Sept. 6, 1910.
f. Dis. No. 75, S2 middle, July 17, 1909.
g. Dis. No. 1390, L. T. 1 c, Sept. 3, 1909.

See

8. Pitcher with one handle and ring-base, of red ware.
a. Reg. No. 2585, S3 street cistern, Oct. 21, 1909.
See PI. 67 a.
9. Wide-mouthed pot with two neck handles, of red
ware.
a. Dis. No. 491, S7 cist. 3, Sept. 9, 1910.

3. Similar to No. 2, but with a square shoulder.
a. Reg. No. 3861, S7 cist. 2 (stair cistern), Aug. 11,

10. Pitcher similar to No. 2 a, but with the handle attached to neck, not to rim. Same ware. H., 32 cm.

1910.

a. Reg. No. 3979, S7-365 cist. 1, Aug. 18, 1910.
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178. Hellenistic bottles, types 12-14.
4. Wide-mouthed pot, with two handles and ring-base.
a. Dis. No. 1927, Trench F, 1908.
5. Wide-mouthed pot, without handles, of hard drab
ware.
a. Dis. No. 1391, L. T. 1 c, Sept. 3, 1909.
6. Round-bodied jug with narrow neck and single
handle, of red ware, thin, slightly ribbed like No.
25. H., 21 cm.
a. Reg. No. 4169, S7 cist. 4, Aug. 31, 1910. See
PI. 68 e.
7. Pitcher with ring-base, same ware as Nos. 25 and
27. H., 29-32 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1496, S1 square cistern No. 8, June
21, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2458, S2 a W, Oct. 8, 1909.

Scale, 1: 4.

11. Jug with narrow neck and one neck handle, of
smoothed red ware. Misshapen.
a. Dis. No. 316, S3 street cistern, Oct. 22, 1909.
12. Small bottles of fine red or drab ware, smooth surface, both with and without a red wash, varying in
size and form from 10 to 20 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1515, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909. See Fig.
178, No. 9.
b. Reg. No. 4602, S8-816, Sept. 21, 1910. See
Fig. 178, No. 10.
c. Reg. No. 4872 (very slender), S11 z, Oct. 15,
1910. See PI. 67 g 1 and Fig. 178, No. 5.
d. Reg. No. 4099, L. T. a W, Aug. 17, 1910. See
PI. 67 j 3 and Fig. 178, No. 12.
e. Dis. Nos. 2293-2297, vault cist. 2, Aug. 21 to 25,
1909. See Fig. 178, Nos. 1-3.
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f. Dis. Nos. 277, 279, 287, S3 street, Oct. 7-9, 1909.
See Fig. 178, Nos. 7, 13, and 6.
g. Dis. No. 31, H. S., July 17, 1909. See Fig. 178,
No. 8.
h. Dis. No. 104, S2 III 59 sub, July 14, 1909. See
Fig. 178, No. 11.
13. Small bottle like No. 12, but with a band of ovals
in relief around shoulder.
a. Reg. No. 2010, L. T. 2 b, Sept. 4, 1909.
Fig. 178, No. 18.

See

14. Bottle (similar to Nos. 12 and 13), of pink, drab,
or yellowish paste, decorated with orange bands
around neck and shoulder.
a. Reg. No. 4850, Sll-23 cistern, Oct. 12, 1910.
See PI. 67 i 2, and Fig. 178, No. 14.
b. Dis. No. 278, S3 street, Oct. 8, 1909. See Fig.
178, No. 15.
c. Dis. No. 1535, L. T. 53 cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
See Fig. 178, No. 16.
d. Dis. No. 1380, L. T. 1, Aug. 25, 1909. See Fig.
178, No. 17.

a. Reg. No. 3946, Kaid's Land vault, Aug. 17,
1910.
b. Reg. No. 1475, H. S., June 12, 1909.
17. Minute jar (napf) of fine red ware, wet-smoothed.
H., 3-7 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1596, S2-45, Aug. 4, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1960, L. T. 1 c, room 8, Aug. 27,
1909.
c. Reg. No. 2410, S3 a, Oct. 1, 1909. See PI.
68 g 1.
d. Reg. No. 2428, S3 b, Oct. 6, 1909.
See PI.
73 k 4.
e. Reg. No. 3410, S5 h W, July 9, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 4114, S7-712 sub, Aug. 25, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 4807, S11-2 below floor, Aug. 10, 1910.
Contained fragments of gold. See PI. 67 g 2.
18. Little jars with mouth compressed to form spout,
of fine red ware. H., 6 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1472, H. S. 1, June 15, 1909.
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181. Small Hellenistic vessels, types 17, 18, 19.
1:4.

I^
Scale,

19. Minute cup with stick-handle, of fine drab-brown
ware.
a. Reg. No. 4832, S10-1001 cist. 1, Oct. 11, 1910.
See PI. 68 k.

I

179. Hellenistic bottles, type
15. Scale, 1:4.

I

15. Bottle with slightly bulging base, of same ware.
I

a. Reg. No. 3160, N. G. T. 4, June 29, 1910.
PI. 67 1.
b. Reg. No. 4386, Samarra c, Sept. 6, 1910.
PI. 67 j 2.
c. Dis. No. 1574, Cl. T., Aug. 14, 1909.

See
See

I'

II

I- .-I

180. Hellenistic bottles, type 16.
Scale, 1: 4.
16. Bottle with heavy shoulder of hard pink ware,
wet-smoothed (as above), with red bands around
neck and shoulder (cf. No. 14).

182. Hellenistic two-handled bottles, type 20.
Scale, 1:4.
20. Two-handled bottle with tapering body, spiral turning marks on body. H., 20 cm. Red or drab ware.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Reg. No. 2450, S3 b, street, Oct. 7, 1909.
Reg. No. 3153, S5 b, June 29, 1910.
Reg. No. 3286, S5 c, July 2, 1910. See PI. 67 k.
Dis. No. 218, S3 c, Sept. 25, 1909.

POTTERY
of red
jug
21. Squat, one-handled (twisted handle)
15.5
H.,
body.
around
bands
red
wash,
white
ware,
cm.
cm.; diam. 16.5
S9-906 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
a. Reg. No. 4397,

26. Jug like 25 with concave bottom.
a. Dis. No. 2289, vault cistern 2.
27. One-handled bulging bottle with narrow neck
and flat bottom, of fine buff ware, slightly ribbed.
H., 8 cta.

decorated
22. Squat, one-handled jug of buff ware, rings.
H.
impressed
little
of
made
pattern
a
with
of body, 6 cm.
a. Reg. No. 3292, S5 h, July 2, 1910.

I

III I,

a. Reg. No. 1481, Sl c-ist. 8, June 20, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4405, S9 cist. 1, Sept. 6, 1910.
Pl. 67 j 1.

See
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183. Hellenistic jugs, types 21 to 30.
23. One-handled jug of fine buff ware with a gray slip
and orange bands around body.
a. Reg. No. 2871, S. G. T. 6, June 20, 1910.

Scale, 1: 4.

28. Small jug with handle, of red-brown ware.
cm. Rimless mouth.

H., 10

a. Reg. No. 2048, L. T. 3 c, room 19 sub, Sept. 10,
1909.

l
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30. Two-handled
smoothed.

{O
_
i->"

flat

bottle.

Buff

paste,

wet-

a. Reg. No. 2570a, S2 comer cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.

I
o/I

\0O
184. Hellenistic pottery, types 31-33.

29. Small jug with single handle and thick rim around
mouth, of red-brown ware with red wash. H., 9.8
cm.
a. Reg. No. 4909, Sll-15, Oct. 19, 1910. See PI.
67 i 1.

--^<»

Scale, 1: 2.

24. One-handled bulging jug with narrow neck and
round bottom, of buff ware. H., 13.5 cm.
a. Reg. No. 3140, S5 a, June 29, 1910.
25. One-handled bulging jug with heavy rim around
mouth, round bottom. Fine red or drab ware.
a. Dis. No. 2228, vault cistern 2.
b. Dis. Nos. 2291, 2292 (necks of jugs of type 25
or 26), vault cistern 2.

31. Wide cylindrical pot with wavy rimi.
brown ware.
a. Dis. No. 1467, L. T. 5, Sept., 1909.
32. Funnel (?).

Coarse

Fragment.

Red ware.

a. Dis. No. 2322, vault cist. 2, Aug. 24, 1909. See
Fig. 184.
b. Dis. No. 903, S10 d, Sept. 12, 1910. Diam.,
9 cm.
33. Disc with traces of four posts and a hole through
middle. Hard-baked drab ware.
a. Reg. No. 3087, S2 III 68, June 26, 1910.
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34. Hollow bowl with flat base, of red ware, unglazed.
a. Reg. No. 1610, S2-47, Aug. 19, 1909. See Fig.
174, No. 51.

37. Dish with flat rim, of red ware.

35. Flat plate with ring-base, of red ware.
a. Dis. No. 2041, S trench G, May 26, 1908.
Fig. 174, No. 52.

38. W'ide dish like 37, of red ware.
See

36. Cylindrical dish with triangular external rim, of
red ware.
a. Dis. No. 2035, S trench F cistern (S7 cistern 5),
Aug., 1908. See Fig. 174, No. 53.

II.

a. Dis. No. 2034, S trench F cistern, Aug., 1908.
See Fig. 174, No. 54.

a. Dis. No. 2024, S trench F cistern, Aug., 1908.
See Fig. 174, No. 55.
39. Wide dish, of red ware.
a. Dis. No. 2026, S trench F cistern, Aug., 1908.
See Fig. 174, No. 56.

Red-glazed pottery.

The red-glazed pottery found at Samaria in debris of the Hellenistic period is not true
Arretine. A few examples with the characteristic Arretine glaze were found as follows:a. Reg. NTo. 2787, Gateway, with Roman objects.
Arr. a (top line).

See P1. 68 m. and Fig. 185, marked

b. Reg. No. 4388, Samarra c, with coins ranging from 1st Cent. B.C. to 4th Cent. A.D.,
See PI. 68 h 2.
stamped SEX
ANNLTI.
c. Reg. No. 2595, S4, Oct. 21, 1909, stamped IXTHYB.
Of these, two (b, c) bore stamps as shown.1 Great numbers of the dull-glazed red vessels were
found, but none of them bore stamps. The paste of these vessels varies from a light yellow to
a light red. The glaze is almost always dull. The forms are in part those of the black-glazed
wares, and in general bear a greater resemblance to them than to Arretine forms. 2 The resemblance of the forms to those of the black-glazed vessels is emphasized by the similarity of
the decoration. The red-glazed plates and bowls have the same kind of milled circles and
impressed circular patterns as the black-glazed (cf. Fig. 174). The red-glazed basins and cups
also show the fluting on the body (cf. Fig. 185, No. 12 with Fig. 172, No. 6) and the opaque
white decoration (cf. Fig. 185, Nos. 11 and 13 with Fig. 173, Nos. 12, 13, 18, and 20) noted on
some of the black-glazed vessels.
The forms of the red-glazed vessels are given in Fig. 185. The greater part of these are
from vault cistern 2. Most of the pottery from this cistern is Hellenistic, while the coins
range from 200 to 40 B.C. The cistern was filled up at the time of the building of the temple,
and all its contents came from the debris of the Hellenistic houses. But similar pottery was
found under other unmistakable conditions,-under the street floor in S3, in the street cistern
(coins of 200-150 B.C.), and under the floor in L. T. It is therefore certain that this beautiful
red-glazed pottery was in use during the Second Century B.C., if not earlier. Wherever Megarian
potsherds were found, the red-glazed ware was found,3 but where the one occurred in abundance the other was comparatively rare. Thus while the Megarian vases come down into
the Second Century B.C., the latter part of that period is dominated by the red-glazed pottery.
1. Plate, with flat bottom. The examples a-c are
from vault cistern 2.
d. Dis. No. 920, S10 b, Sept. 28, 1910.
2. Plate, deep, with ring-base. The examples a-j
are from vault cistern 2. See PI. 74 c and h.
k. Reg. No. 3129, N. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910.
Only one other stamped fragment was found (Reg. No. 3622,
S6 g). This appeared to be a flaring bowl with flat bottom,
of red ware with darker particles. It was red-glazed inside
only. The stamp was on the outside of the bottom and
read - - - si or is - - --

1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.

No. 632, S8-821 S, Sept. 17, 1910.
No. 856, S9-941, Sept. 22, 1910.
No. 919, S10 b, Sept. 28, 1910.
No. 1004, S10 d, Sept. 27, 1910.
No. 1166, S11 z, Oct. 15, 1910.
No. 1168, Sll1 z, Oct. 15, 1910.
No. 1167, Sll1 z, Oct. 15, 1910.

2Sec Dragendorff, Terra Sigillata, p. 40, Nos. 1-14.
'See Dragendorff, Terra Sigillata, p. 31: "Uebersehen ist .. .
das alle Megarischen spatestens ins II Jahrh. v. Ch. zu
setzen sind."
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185. Late Hellenistic vessels of fine red-glazed Ipas t
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Seale, 1:4.
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3. Platter, with ring;-base.
cistern 2.

No exallmple from vault

1. Dis. No. 1928, Basilica Trench A, May, 190)8.
4. Plate, deep, with upright sidles and ring-base.
Examiple b, front vault cistern 2.
a. Dis. No. 1897, S Trench E, July 27, 190)8.
c. Reg. No. 28693, S. G. T. 6, June 20, 1910.
5. Bowl, with upright si1des ald ringi-bas;e.
examtple fronm vault cistern 2.
a. Dis. No. 921, S10 )b,Sept. 28, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 1001, S10 cd, Sept. 27, 1910.
R.
Reg. No. 439-1, S9-906 subl, Sept. t, 1910.
PI. 68 I 1.

c. D)is. No. 285, S3 street, Oct. 7, 1909.

No

See

Example a fronm vtLult cisstesrn 2.

Dis. No. 411, S5 e, June 30, 1910.
Dis. No. 65, S2 S agricultural dirt, Aug. 30, 190(9.
Dis. No. 79, S2 under vestibule, Aug. 7, 1910.
Dis. No. 107, S2-43 sub (not deep), Aug. 28,
1909.
h. Reg. No. 3077, S2 under portico nabove house
floor, June 25, 1910.
i. Dis. Noi'. 1161, S11 z, Oct. 14, 1910.

b.
c.
d1.
e.

7. Bowl, with round body and ring-base.
a-d are fromt vault cistern 2.

Examnples

g. Reg. No. 4907, Sll-13 cistern, O)ct. 19, 1910.

8. Bowl, similar to No. 7 but with slight external
molding on rim. Examples a-dl are from vault
cistern 2. See PI. 74 g.
e. Dis. No. 1002, S 10 d, Sept. 27, 1910.
9. Bowl, probably similar to No. 7 but with internal
molding on rim. The example given (incomplete),
from vault cistern 2, was the only one.
Examuples

c. Reg. No. 3173, SI5 a, June 30, 1910.

III.

c. Dis. No. 1085, Sll 1-,, sub, deep, Oct. 11, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 3103, S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910.
13. T'wo-handled
tions.

cup (kantharos).

Incised

decora-

a. Reg. No. 605, S Trcench CG cistern (S7 cistern 5),
Aug. 11, 19083. See p. 24, I 15.
14. Handlled jug, with square shoulder and ring-base.
Founcl in vault cistern 2.
15. Hatndled jug with spout lip.
a. Dis. No. 974, S10 d, Sept. 19, 1910.
16. Flaring bowl with band of incised lines (shading)
on outside of rim.
wall, Oct.
a1. Dis. No. 331, S3-303 just above
17, 1(909.
b. Dis. No. 794, S8 c NE, Sept. 8, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 483 (two bands), S 7 cistern 2, Aug. 10,
rW

e. Reg. No. 3124, S2 under portico, June 23, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 3854, Sl cistern 2, Aug. 10, 1910.

10. Bowl, flaring, with high rinlg-base.
a-h from vault cistern 2. Sece PI. 74 j.

cd. I)is. No. 37f6, S3 undelr wall between 322 and
323, (Oct. 25, 1909.

12. Botly of two-handlled vase, flutled.

i6.Bowl, flaring, with decorated hanlging rilll ancd
ringz-base.

11. Two-halndled basinl, with high Iring-base (small
krater?). Decorated with groups of shallow
grooves on body and thick creaml-whiite spots of
paint below rim. The twisted loop-handles are
pressed against neck and adhere thereto. Exaiples a--i) from vault cistern 2. Incised lines
on body, whiite (dots around neck.

1910).

17. Bowl, with overhanging rim and rilng-base, resembling closely the forms of the earlier blackglazed ware. See Fig. 174, Nos. 31-33.
a. Dis. No. 1003, S10 d, Sept. 27, 1910.
1). Dis. No. 825, S9-905 under canalI Sept. 13, 1910.
18. Wide bouwl, withl small rilng-)base.
in vault cisterni 2.

No exalple

a. Relg. No. 3143. 85 a, June 29, 1910.
74 f.
h. Reg. No. 3212, S5 b), July 1, 1910.

See PI.

Decorated potterv.

The decorated potters of thle Hellenistic period shows: 1. MNilled and impressed patterns
on the ordinary pottery and on the black and red-glazed pottery (see Figs. 174 and 185 abov e);
2. Red bands on ordinary pottery (see above); 3. Retlief decoration. As the first two classes
have been necessarily dealt with under the undecorated wares of the same sorts above, there remains only the molded pottery.
See Lamps, Chapter V C., page 319).

a.

Molded lamps.

B.

Cups with patterns in relief or in incisned lines.

1. Cups with single handlle, of gray paste, dull black1
surface, flat bottom, ldecorated with tongue pattern in relief (made with a nmold) arountd bmase of
body and on bottom. H., 6 ('Il.
a. Reg. No. 3270, S5 la,July 2, 1910.

2. Saine, of salme ware, withi roulnd bottolm, decorated with tongue pattern in relief on bottom.
HI., 7 cml.
a. tReg. No. 2788, (Cliff Trenchll, Aug. 10, 1909.

POTTERY
3. Same, of fine light red ware, red wash, flat bottom, decorated with tongue pattern in relief around
base of body. H., 6-7 cmn.
a. Reg. No. 1845, H. S. 1 black debris, July 22,
19 0 9

.

b. Reg. No. 4908, Sll-13 cistern, Oct. 19,o1910.
4. Same, of same ware as No. 3, flat bottom, decorated with criss-cross pattern of incised lines.
H., 7-7.5 cm.

307
it. Reg. No. 3154, S5 b, June 29, 1910.
). Reg. No. 3271, S5 c, July 2, 1910.

5. Buff clay, with palinette pattern in incised lines.
H., ca. 7.5 cIn.

a. Reg. No. 3027, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 1322, H. S. thieves' hole, July 24, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 2316, vault cistern 2, Aug. 24, 1909.

9)
X

a

5 "**

186. Hellenistic decorated cups.

Scale, 1: 4.

e. So-called Megarian' Bowls.
Molded bowl (Megarian type; for form see Fig. 173, No. 19), fine red paste. The glaze
varies from a lustrous black through a mottled red or brown to a dull red. The pattern is in
molded relief.
In addition to the abundance of fragments, one small fragment was found (Reg. No. 4735,
S11 d, Oct. 1, 1910) which seemed to be from a mold. This shows the edge of an acanthus
leaf, and is of fine red paste, but it is possible that this is a cast made in some local attempt
at imitation of the imported wares. It would not be safe to infer from this single fragment that the Megarian vases were made locally.
The ornamentation consists of a border just below the lip, a body in one or more registers, and a base rosette.
The border shows the following forms:
a. Egg and dart pattern between two lines or two rows of dots; see PI. 72 a, e, f, g. Reg.
Nos. 2462, 2545, 3269, 3540, 3165. Dis. Nos. 176, 1500, 254, 172 185, 129, 1411, 171,
1539.
b. Flower pattern; see PI. 72 b 2, 3; f 5. Reg. No. 1523. Dis. No. 136, 172, 246, 254 b,
408, 1409, 1447.
c. Dagger (?) pattern; see PI. 72 c 3. Dis. No. 174 c.
d. Vine pattern; see PI. 72 b 6. Dis. No. 172.
e. Laurel pattern; see PI. 72 c 2. Dis. No. 174 b.
f. Scroll pattern; see PI. 72 g 5. Dis. No. 200.
g. Meander pattern; PI. 73 j 9. Dis. No. 1419, L. T. 1 b cave 4.
The body consists usually of a large rosette of leaves, arranged around the small base
rosette. This body rosette consists of (a) large acanthus leaves with small laurel leaves
between (PI. 72 a); (b) acanthus and laurel leaves alternately (PI. 72 e); (c) acanthus and
long slender looplike flowers or leaves (conventional lilies?) (PI. 72 d); (d) acanthus and palm
leaves (PI. 72 e 4); (e) acanthus and palm trees (PI. 73 b); (f) laurel leaves; (g) large laurel
leaves with acanthus in field (PI. 73 h); (h) long slender loop-forms (PI. 72 e 6). The field
is sometimes empty (see 1 a, below), but above the leaves in the field there is often a row
of objects,-springing lions to left (see 5 a, below), birds to right (see 5 b, below), a line of
pendants on a looped line (see 5 k, below), masks, btierania, palmettes, rosettes, wreaths!
I have retained this name, following Dragendorff, Terra Sigillata,
p. 28: "Ich behalte den einmal eingebiirgerten Namen bei,

obgleich (lie V8ason wie Robert miletzt mArdricklich betont,
hat, sieherniclt in MeLgaraverfertigt sindl."
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vases (see 6 m, below), etc. In the field between the leaves occur scrolls, rosettes (see 5 c,
below), etc., and in one case a figure with a scroll (see 2 a, below). Less often the body of
the bowl is covered with an overlapping leaf pattern or a pyramidal pattern.
In addition to the body rosette and its field ornamentations, there is sometimes a row of
figures between the body rosette and the border, enclosed between two lines or two rows of
dots. The most frequent form consists of (a) a draped female figure and a smaller naked
male (see 6 a-c, below); (b) Cupid, r., with bow, and another object or figure (see 6 d, e,
below); (c) warriors, one on foot, r., and one on horse, 1. (see 6 f, g, below); (d) naked boy
with a toy (?), l. (see 6 o, below); (e) winged female with an eagle (?), 1. (see 6 n, below);
(f) dancing naked male figures (see 6 h, below); (g) vase and dolphin (see 6 k, below); (h)
vase and scorpion (see 6 1, below). One minute fragment shows a galley as found on Phoenician coins (PI. 72 c; see 6 p, below).
Reg. No. 1444 (PI. 72 f 1; see 7 a, below) which shows the same technique and form,
differs from all the above-mentioned vases in lacking the body rosette, and in being imperfectly glazed. The fragment was too small to show the bottom where the small rosette may
have been. There are two rows of figures separated by a raised line. Below there is a border
of small palmettes enclosed in raised lines. The red glaze covers the relief, including the
palmette border, but not beyond.
1. Body rosette (acanthus and laurel) without objects
in field.
a. Reg. No. 2462, S3 street cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
PI. 72 a.
b. Reg. No. 2825, N. G. T. 7, June 15, 1910. PI.
73 a 4.
c. Dis. No. 176, S3 a, Oct. 3, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 189, S3 a W, Oct. 8, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 3104, S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910.
2. Body rosette with figure between acanthus leaves.
a. Reg. No. 2577, S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
3. Body rosette with palm tree between acanthus
leaves.
a. Reg. No. 2520, S3 street cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
PI. 73 b.
4. Body rosette with palm tree between two figures,
between acanthus leaves.
a. Reg. No. 2851, N. G. T. 8, June 17, 1910.
73 a 3.

PI.

5. Body rosette with ornament above.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.

Reg. No. 3269 (lions), S5 a, July 2, 1910.
Reg. No. 3540 (birds), S5 e, July 18, 1910.
Reg. No. 3381 (rosettes), S5 h, July 8, 1910.
Dis. No. 171a (pendants), S3 c, Oct. 5, 1909.
PI. 72 e 1.
Dis. No. 172b (bucrania), S3 c, Oct. 5, 1909.
PI. 72 b 3.
Dis. No. 1500e (bucrania), L. T. 5 street, Sept.
30, 1909. PI. 72 g 7.
Dis. No. 200a (wreaths), S3 b SE, Oct. 4, 1909.
PI. 72 g 5.
Dis. No. 200b (masks), S3 b SE, Oct. 4, 1909.
PI. 72g. 1.
Dis. No. 885 (vase on column), S9 north top
layer, 1910.
Dis. TNo.254 (bucrania), S3 c, Oct. 5, 1909.
Reg. No. 3165 (pendants), S5 c, June 29, 1910.
Dis. No. 129 (pendants), S2-45, Aug. 7, 1910.
Dis. No. 189 (pendants), S3 a W, Oct. 9, 1910.

n. Dis. No. 174d (rosettes),
P1. 72 c 4.
o. Reg. No. 2545 (rosettes),
17, 1909.
p. Dis. No. 1500c (rosettes
5 street, Sept. 30, 1909.

S3 a W, Oct. 6, 1909.
S3 street cistern, Oct.
and scorpions), L. T.
P1. 72 g 6.

6. With register between body rosette and border.
Draped female figure and smaller naked male
figure.
a. Reg. No. 2522, S3 street cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
PI. 73 e 1.
b. Reg. No. 2521, S3 street cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
P1. 73 e 2.
c. Reg. No. 2491, S3-306, Oct. 9, 1909. PI. 73 d 3.
Cupid with bow, r., towards obscurefigure or object.
d. Reg. INo. 1523, S1 S, June 22, 1909. PI. 72 f 5.
e. Reg. No. 3253, S5 f, July 2, 1910.
Warriors, one on foot, r., and one on horse, 1.
f. Dis. No. 1466, L. T. 5, south of apsidal building, Sept. 8, 1909. PI. 73 j 2.
g. Dis. No. 1539, L. T. 5-53-54, Sept. 18, 1909.
PI. 73 j 10.
Dancing naked male figures.
h. Reg. No. 2433, S3 b between street walls, Oct.
6, 1909. PI. 73 k 3.
Row of figures holding hands.
i. Reg. No. 1461, S1 N top, June 8, 1909. PI. 72
f 3.
j. Reg. TNo. 4087, S3 street, Oct., 1909. PI. 73 i.
\Vase and dolphin.
k. ItReg. No. 3437, S4-361, July 12, 1910.
72 d 2.
Vase and scorpion (?)
1. Reg. No. 2492, S3 a W, Oct. 9,1909.

PI.

PI. 73 d 4.

Vase and dancing figure.
m. Reg. No. 3566, S6 e E, July 21, 1910.
Winged fenmale and eagle (?).
n. Dis. No. 174e, S3 a W, Oct. 6, 1909.

PI. 72 c 3.

POTTERY
Naked boy with toy (?).
o. Dis. No. 1500b, L. T. 5 street, Sept. 30, 1909.
PI. 72 g 3.
Galley.
p. Dis. No. 174a, S3 a W, Oct. 6,1909.

PI. 72 c 1.

7. Row of figures with hare on ground; below it, row
of figures dancing (no body rosette).
a. Reg. No. 1444, S1 N top, June 3, 1909. PI.
72 f 1.
8. Fragments, too small to be grouped above, but
mentioned to show provenance.
a. Reg. No. 1451,
b. Reg. No. 2430,
c. Reg. No. 2432,
6, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2842,
e. Reg. No. 2843,
73 a 1.
f. Reg. No. 2870,
g. Reg. No. 3494,

S1, June 3, 1909. PI. 72 f 6.
S3-306, Oct. 6, 1909.
S3 b between street walls, Oct.
N. G. T. 4, June 16, 1910.
N. G. T. 6, June 20, 1910.
S. G. T. 6, June 20, 1910.
L. T. E., July 14, 1910.

PI.
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h. Dis. No. 136, S2-28, Sept. 2, 1909.
i. Dis. No. 144, S2 sub pavement W, Sept. 7, 1909.
j. Dis. No. 246, S3 f S, Sept. 27, 1909.
k. Dis. No. 247, S3 f, Sept. 30, 1909.
1. Dis. No. 484, S7 cist. 2 (stairway), Aug. 10, 1910.
m. Dis. No. 508, S7-451, black trench, Sept. 8, 1910.
n. Dis. No. 779, S8 d next Greek Fort Wall, Sept.
20, 1910.
o. Dis. No. 1049, SO1 d, Oct. 13, 1910.
p. Dis. No. 1409, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27,1909.
q. Dis. No. 1411, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27,1909.
r. Dis. No. 1447, L. T. 5 a, Oct. 5, 1909.
9. Body pattern of overlapping leaves more or less
conventionalized.
a. Reg. No. 2559, S3 comner cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
PI. 73 f.
b. Reg. No. 3127, S. G. T. 4, June 28, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 194, S3 a W, Oct. 8, 1909.
d. Dis. No. 1547, L. T. 63, Oct. 9, 1909.
10. Pyramidal pattern on body, black-glazed.
a. Reg. No. 2523, S3-320, Oct. 12, 1909.

PI. 73 g.

D. ROMAN POTTERY

The scantiness of exactly dated material makes it difficult to deal with the Roman pottery. Cistern 1 in the Basilica yielded an enormous mass of potsherds; but these presented
only a few forms, such as the large two-handled jars and the two-handled cooking-pots, both of
characteristic thin, hard, red ware finely ribbed, and a number of fragments of large tiles.
These were mixed with coins ranging through the first four Christian centuries. The smaller
vessels found, which, on account of their absence from the Preherodian deposits, were ascribed
to the Roman period, were equally uncertain in date. The lamps are dealt with under Lamps,
Chapter V E and F, and the glass vessels briefly under Glass, Chapter VII A III. The terra
sigillata vases are given in Chapter III C II, above.

CHAPTER IV
POTTER'S MARKS ON LARGE JARS, INCLUDING RHODIANT STAMPS

In contradistinction to the ostraca, the inscriptions giving contents of the
vessel, and the marks of ownership written or scratched on the vessels by the
owner, this chapter deals with the maker's marks applied to the jar previous to
baking. The Prehellenistic maker's marks are of two sorts, letters or other
marks scratched on the vessel, or the impression of a single seal. As will be seen
in the list A below, both of these were rare. From the Hellenistic period, however, over a thousand, legible and illegible, stamped handles of wine-jars were
found, representing about half as many jars. The greater part of these were
Rhodian; but a few were found from Knidos, Thasos, and other places (see lists
B, C, D, E, below).
A.

EARLY JAR-MARKS

Incised marks.

I.

a. Reg. No. 3965, S4-401 courtyard floor, Aug. 18,
1910. See Fig. 153, No. 2.

1. Handle of jar of type Isr. Pott. I 1, incised with
a cross, possibly the letter :1.
a. Reg. No. 1673, S2 yellow debris. See PI. 64 g.
b. Dis. No. 541, S8-882, Sept. 22, 1910.

3. Handle of jar of type Bab.-Grec. Pott. I 1, incised
with letter N (or A).
a. Reg. No. 1517, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.

2. Handle of jar of type Isr. Pott. I 1, incised with a
mark, possibly the letter Mf.

II.

Seal Impressions.

1. Handle of jar of type Bab.-Grec. Pott. I 1, stamped
with seal impression, figure of Hermes (?).
a. Reg. No. 1516, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909. See PI.
57 f 2.

3. Twin handle from small amphora of fine drab
paste, stamped on top with seal impression, figure
of Hermes (?).
a. Reg. No. 2445, S3 street sub, Oct. 6, 1909.

2. Handle of jar, apparently of type Bab.-Grec. Pott.
I 6, with seal impression, winged sphinx.
a. Reg. No. 2190, S3 a W, Oct. 6, 1909. See PI.
57 f 1.

4. Handle of jar of type Bab.-Grec. Pott. I 6, with
seal impression, a pomegranate.
a. Reg. No. 3308, S5 d, July 4, 1910. See PI. 64 k.

B.

RHODIAN JARt

HANDLESI

The stamps are classified below as follows:
I. Maker's name in the genitive, usually with symbol, 84 names on 259 handles.
II. Maker's name in the genitive, followed by month name in the genitive, rarely with
symbol, 29 names on 58 handles.
III. Maker's name in the genitive, preceded by month name in the genitive, rarely with
symbol, 8 names on 17 handles.
,See Macalister, GCener, II, pp. 351-364.
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IV.

Name of eponym in the genitive, preceded by Enl , usually withl symbol, 47 names on
72 handles.

V.

Name of eponym in the genitive, preceded by En , and followed by monlth name in
the genitive, rarely with symbol, 88 names on 220 handles.

VI.

Monogram stamps, usually accessory to large stamps.

Two jar necks were found with tle handles attached on both sides (Reg. Nos. 1667 and
4024). One handle of Reg. No. 1667 reads ZMKPATETI, with torch on the right (see I 72,
below), and the other reads EniZAAMOTITANAMOTlAETrTEPOT (see V 76, below).
One handle
of Reg. No. 4024 reads eETAQPO[T] IAPTAMIT[IOT] (see II 12, below), and the other, En Izi|-T(?)-Kl

with a Helios-head on the left. Thus, as Prof. Macalister has stated (Gezer, II, p. 363),
handles of class I (259 examples) were joined with those of class V (220 examples), while
handles of classes II and III (75 examples) were joined with those of class IV (72 examples).
The numerical correspondence is striking. In two cases, the maker's name was found on
the stamp with the name of the eponym: EnIAPXEM|IBPOTOTArAleopOTAOT (Reg. No. 4899,
Sll-13 sub) and ArAeopOT AOT[E]n IeEIP[2:AN]APor (Reg. No. 4098 L. T. 1 a).

1

Reg. No. 4044

presented a month name only (a circular stamp with a rose and 2MIN9IoT). Possiblvy also
No. 3283 bears a month name,-a rectangular stamp with a sword above and KAP . . . below.
These two are not included in the following lists.
I.

MAKER'S NAME,

WITH AND WITHOUT SYMBOL

1. ArAOOKAEYE, H. S.2,S3 c, S3 b (3), S3 street
cistern, S6 b, S10 d, N. G. T. 8.
2. ArAOOPOYAOY See lines 9, 10, paragraph above.
3. Ar H ITTTO*,
star above, S6 f.
4. AO A NAA OTOY, cornucopia on right, S4 a.
5. AKTAPQ NO ,
caduceus below, S2 South in
Greek Fort Wall, S11 under Roman street, S3 corner cistern.
6. AMYNTA,
laurel wreath on right, S3 street
cistern, L. T. 4 b 52, S10 a, Sll-2.
7. ANAPONIKOY, S5g.
8. ANTIMAXOY,
caduceus below head r., S3 a,
S3-321, S7 d; caduceus below
head I., S3-311; caduceus above
head I., S6 b, S7 b.
9. ATTOAAO |4ANEYE, bunch of grapes on r., L. T. 563, S10 d.
10. ATTOAAQNIOY,
S5 a, S7 a.
11. APAT04A[NEYE], S5 d.
12. APETAKAHE,
with rosette on 1., S9 c.
with four stars, one in each cor13. API*TAPXOY,
ner, S3 f W, S6 c cistern; with
five stars, the fifth being above,
83-311; without symbol, S5 a.
14. API*TIQNO*,
with anchor below, vault cistern
1; without symbol, S3 c, L. T. 1
a, S9 N, S10 a.
15. API*TOKAEYE, circular, rose, S3 c, S3 b, S3
street, H. S. 1, S4 e, 85 c (2), S6 f.
16. APITOKPATEY$. four stars, one in each corner,
S3 street, S3-311, S6-626 E,
S10 e; with two crosses below,
one on each side, S5 h.
17. APIETOY,
S3 e W.
18. API TQNO E.
caduceus above head r., S3 street,
S3 street cistern.
19. ATTAAOY,
S11-1 under Ronman street.

20. BPOMIOY,

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

torch (?) on r., S3 b; without
symbol, L. T. 39, L. T. 64, S2 c,
S3 a, S3-307, S4-361, So a1, t lh,
SX( f s, S7,S10 h, N. G. T. 2, N. G.
T. 4.
AAHMQN,
83-321.
hAIOtANTOY,
S6 g.
AAMI?K?--Y.
L. T. 5.
A AMOO EM I OS, twined cornucopias on 1., double
axe below, S3 f.
hAMOKPATEYS, circular, rose, vault cistern 1
S;3 f, S3 street, S3-306, SI c, S5 e,
S6 b, S10 a, S8-805, N. G. T. 4,
N. G. T. 8, Bas. 13 sub.
AIOAOTOY,
S3 e, f, S10 l.
A IOK A E IE,
A
with four stalrs, S2-7, S3 street;
without symbol, L. T. 5 a, S6 f.

28. AIOY,
29. A I KOY,
30. A IQNO,
31. AQPIQNOt,

32. AQPOE EOY,
33. EAAANIKOY.
34. EPMIA,
35. EY4>PANOPO*,

36. EYKAETOY.

37. ZHNQN,

N.

GJ. T. 4.

L. T. 1 c cave 5, S3 street, S3311, S8-801.
calduceus below hlead 1., S11-3
second metre.
rectangular with rose above, S5 f;
without svmbol, S3 c, S1-1
under Rolman street.
L. T. 3 c 32 sub.
circular, rose, S3 d, S3-306, S3314, S5 c, N. G. T. 1.
L. T. 5 south of tenclosing wall,

llaid's Land b.
circular, Helios-head, S3 a, S5 (c
(2), S6 a (with sub-stanlp A'),
88-803, L. T. 63.
with caducelous below head r.! S3
street, S3 a, 84 a, 85 a, c,89 N,
Bas. N. sub.
S5 b .

ISee Macalister, Gezer, II, p. 363, wherre Agalthoroudlos is said to occur with the ntames of thw ceponyms Nikasagoras

lnd1 Arist:akos.
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circular, rose, S3 f.
with caduceus below headr., S7 d.
S3 f, S3 d (HPAKAIETOY).
with four stars, S2 c.
with bunch of grapes on1., L.T. 5
under street.
42. eE*MOK[AEI]TOY, S6 e.
43. e EYMNA*TOY, lozenge stamp with plant spray
above and helmeted head r. below, S5 f.
circular, rose, S3-321.
44. eEQN,
rectangle in relief, S6 e, f.
45. IA:SONO*,
caduceus above head r., S11 x,
46. IMA,
Gateway N, Roadway; caduceus
above hiead1., S10 b; caduceus
below head r., S6 f (2), L. T. 53;
caduceus below head r. and cornucopia (?) on1., S5 a, S7 a, S91001.
47. InlTOKPATEY*, circular, rose, S3 a (2), S d and
F, S6 g, S11- sub, L. T. 4 N of
L
16, L. T. E. a and c, N. G. T. 7.
rectangular, rose on r., S4-361.
48. IIA^QPO*,
four stars, S7-755.
49. KAAAIOYS,
TO5,
S8 e west of Greek Fort Wall.
50. KPEON|I
51. MENEKPATEY* S3-307, S5 e, S8 b.
caduceus below headl ., S3 street,
52. MENQNOt,
S11-1 sub.
53. MHN0EEMIO*, double axe below head r., twined
cornucopias on 1., S5 b and c,
S10 a, L. T. under calidarium.
caduceus below head r., bunch of
54. MIAA,
grapes on r., S2-63, S5 a, S6 b,
S7 c, L. T. 5 b (2), L. T. 1 b,
L. T. E., Cl. T., Bas. 13 sub.
S2-63, S3-334 cistern, S11-6.
55. MO XOY,
S4-355 sub, So c and f and h,
56. NANIOS,
S10 b deep, Sll-3.
S3 street cistern, S6 f, S8-803,
57. NIKAPIAO*,
S11 x.
circular, rose, with anchor (?)
58. NIKA*IQNOI,
between ends of name, S2-69.
with standing draped figure on
59. NYCIOY,
r., H. S. 1.
S8-811.
NO,
60. -E
thrust through a ring, on
torch
61. OAYMnOY,
c
r., S3 and f, S6 c; small rose on
r., Bas. cistern 1.
38. ZHNQNO*,
39. HPAI:TIQNO:,
40. HPAKhAEITOY,
HPAKAITOY,
41. eEM 11TIQ:l,

II.

NAMES OF MAKER

AND MONTH

1. ArAOYMBPOTOY, Hyakinthios, S3 a.
2. ArOPANAKTOY,Thesmophorios, S6 e; Sminthios,
S2 under Herodian stair, S. G. T.
2; Artamitios, S7 c, S6 c (-TOE),
L. T. 39; Agrianios, S10 e; Hyankinthios, S8 b below Roman level;
Dalios, S5 h; Karneios, S3-321.
3. AEANAAOTOY, Dalios, S1 abovebasins. See I 4.
Diosthyos, S6 b.
4. ANAPIOY,

5. A nnAIAA,
6.
7.
8.
9.

Agrianios, S11 N.

AYTOKPATEY , Artamitios, S5 c (oval fralne).
Hyakinthios, S6-626.
AAMONtKOY,
Badromios, S8 d.
AIOFENH?.
Artamitios, L. T. IE. a.
AIOKAH X,

AT SAMARIA

62. ONA1IOIKOY,

S2 between west walls of Temple
SW corner.

S3 street, S11 y.
S1 II 12, S3 a, S3-311, S3 corner
cistern, S4 g, S5 a and c and e
and street, L. T. E. a; rectangular with rose below, L. T. 63.
65. nIOAYAPATOY, double axe below head r., twined
cornucopias on1., S3 e, H. S. 1;
with harpoon (?) below, S11 y.
66. nOAY-ENOY,
four stars, scroll below, S3 a, S10
d; four stars and scroll above,
S2-36.
67. : AMIOY*,
two stars above, S6 b.
68. *APAnIQNO*, S10 d.
69. I ATYPOY,
reversed, S3 f, S5 e.
70. *TPATIQNNO?. four stars, L. T. 3 c 32 sub.
71. ETPATON I KOY, circular, rose, S3 d.
72. *QKPATEYE,
with ring and torch on r. (the other
handle reads EnE i QAAMOY J
nANAMOY|hEYTEPOY), S2
cistern 14; with ring and torch on
r., S2 Temnple SW\ corner, S3 f,
S3 street (2), S3 street cistern, S3311, S3-320, So h, S6 b and g, N.

63. nArXAPEYE,
64. nAYEANIA,

G.T. 5, N. G. T. 8; without sym73. Qt14>1 A,
74. SQSIKAEY,
75. fQET| PATO*,

76. *QTA I|POY,
77. *QTHPIXOY,

78. TIMOYS,
79. 4ANIA,
80. <IAAINIOY,

bol, L. T. 5 south of Temple.
N. Gateway (1909).
caduceus below, S3 a, L. T. 62.
star on r., S5 b.
bunch of grapes on r., S7 c; bunch
of grapes on1., S6 f.
circular, eagle I., head turned
back, outspread wings, S2-42
sub, Gateway SW tower (1909);
rectangular without symbol, S4 e.
S3 f, S3 corner cistern, S5 e, H. S.
1, H. S. 2, L. T. 2 a.
S5 b (2), S6 e, H. S. 1.
vault cistern 2, S3 street, L. T.

39, N. Gateway, N. G. T. 5.
See II 29. With ivy spray below, N. Gateway.
81. 4 IAOKAEYE.
82. 4lIOKPATEYS,
83. lIAQN[IIAA]
84. 4 OAQAOC,

S9-940.

caduceus below head r., L. T. 1 c,
S5f.
sword (?) below head 1., L. T. 1 c.

(BOTH IN GENITIVE),
10. EIAOt,
11. En IONOY,

SYMBOLS RARE

Ptantmlos-Deut., S3 a.
Sminthios, S5 SW" corner; Artamitios, S5 d.

Artamnitios (second handle has
En l|[ ] Y AK I with Helios-head
on left), L. T. 32 sub; Agrianios,
S3-311; Thlcudtlaisios, S3 d.
ie PQ[N] OC KAPN|I610Y, S5 e.
Badromios, S3 e.
ISIAQPO*,
KPCONTOC,
Sminthios, S3 g; Hyakinthios, S.
G. T. 4. See I 50.
MAP*YA,
Theudlalisios, S3 a; Badrlomios,t L.
T. 32 subl; Agli:naios. S3 1), S5 1);
Kftrmvios, S3 street. H. S. 1.

12. eEYAQPOY,

13.
14.
15.
16.
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17. MENANA P [OY]. Panamos, S3 a.
18. MCNTOP|OCAPTA| MITIOC, Gateway N deep
(1909);
MeNTOPOC|CMINOIOY, S5 h.
MCNTOPO|CYAKINOI1OY, in a frame, S10 a.
Theudaisios, S5 h; Artamitios,
19. MCNO)NOC,
S3 a.
circular, rose, Panamos, S5 c, L.
20. MENQNO*,
T. E. a; Dalios, S5 g. See I 52.
Sminthios, S3 street cistern; Agri21. MIKYOY,
anios, S3 b; Karneios (with caduceus below), L. T. E. b;
], S3 f.
MIKY?e| symbol? OYAP|TA[
(for MENQNOV?), Hyakinthios,
22. NEMQNO:,
with thyrsus between, L. T. E. c.

III.

PERSONAL NAME

1. Thesmophorios
Artamitios
Agrianios
Hyakinthios
Panamos
Karneios
2. Thesmophorios
Artamitios
Karneios

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

3. Agrianios
Hyakinthios
4. Hyakinthios
5. Disthyos
6. Thesmophorios
Artamitios
7. Dalios
8. Agrianios

API : T EIAA, star on r.,Sl cistern 8.
API*TEIAA, star on r., L. T. 1 b.
hAMONIKOY, S7 a.
A1K OY, S8-801.
EnIroNOY, S5e.
En IrONOY, S8 d.
n I*TOY, arrow-head between,
S11 y.
TOA I(?)TOY, S3 street cistern.

En I WITH NAME OF PERSON IN GENITIVE

1. APXEM|BPOTOY, S11-13 sub. See Reg. No.
4899, above, page 311.
2. AFE*TPATOY, with Helios-head on 1., S3 e.

3. ArHi n nOY,

Badromios, S3 street.
(first o omitted), Thesmophorios,
S6 b.
7ENOITPATOY,circular, rose, Sminthios, S3 a;
Artarnitios, S3 a.
ONAt ANA POY, circular, rose, Hyakinthios, L. T.
1 b.
in a rectangle of dots, Artamitios,
nAX IQN.
N. Gateway; Agrianios, S3 c, S3314.
Disthyos, S3 street cistern, S10 a.
AMO0t
Panamos, S5 h. See I 80.
4IAAINIOY.

23. N E ----- ,
24. _EN04OANTOY

PRECEDED BY MONTH NAME (BOTH IN GENITIVE)

Ar AeOKAEYE, S6 e.
ArAOOKAEYS,
L. T. 1 b.
AAAEOKAEYS, S6-626.
ArAGOKA EYE, L. T. 1 c room 3.
Ar AeOKAEYE, S3 f.
ArAeOKAEYf, S6-626.
ArHlIAA, Sa-e.
ArH*IAA, S5 h.
ArH*IAA, S6 f.

IV.
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with Helios-head on L., S. G. T. 6;

without symbol, S3 d, S11 y deep.
4. ArA OKPITOY, with Helios-head on L., S5 c; without symbol (second line reversed),
S3 d.
5. ArAOY| MBPOTOY, S1 square cistern.
with Helios-head on 1., S3 street
6. AIN | HTOPO,
cistern.
7. AI |XYAINOY, S8 e.
IEPEQ*AI*XYAINOY, circular, rose, S5 c.
Al XY AEl NOY, S3 d.
8. ANAEIANAPOY, S9N.
9. APA |T04TOANEY*, with Helios-head on 1., S3-311,
S3 street.
10. A|PETA|KAEY*, S10 c.
APETA |KAEOY*, L. T. 3-39.
with Helios-head on 1., S10 a.
11. APIETEIAA,
circular, rose, S10 c.
12. APISTEQf,
L. T. 3 c 32 sub.
13. APXIAAMOY,
with Helios-head on 1., S10 b.
14. APXIAAIAA,
15. APXOKPATEY*, S5 h.
circular, rose (?), S4-351.
16. AAHMQNOE,
Helios-head on 1., S3 c, L. T. 1 b;
17. hAMO0EMIO,
without symbol, Samarra c.
S11-3 cistern.
18. AAM |QNO,
19. AOP|--- MIAA, S3 street cistern.
Helios-head on 1., S6 e.
20. EY AQPOY,
S2 c, S9 N, L. T. 3 b under cali21. EY KAEYE,
darium.
Helios-head on I., H. S. 2.
22. EYKP|ATIAA,

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

S9-940.
EYKPATOYE,
eA P: I | n OA IO , Helios-head on 1., S6 f.
EEP[*AN]APOY, see Reg. No. 4098, p. 311.
Helios-head on 1., S3-311.
eEEITOPOS,
torch and ring on 1., S5 street.
IE PQNO*,
KAA/AI | KPATEY*, Helios-head on 1., S3 street cistern, S10 d.
KAAA\I | KPATIAA, bar below, S4-201.
MU?|TONOC, S3-307.
circular, dolphin, S5 b.
NIKA: AFOPA,
ZENO| TPATOY, Helios-head on 1., S3 c; without
symbol, S3 c, S6 f, L. T. under
calidarium.
on 1., S3 d.
Helios-head
E E | N4OAN,
_ENO|4ANEYE, Helios-head on 1., S10 b; wreath
on 1., S6 e; without symbol, S5 f
(reversed), S10 c.
Helios-head on 1.,S3 a and c,S5 c;
nAY |IAN IA,
without symbol, S3 street cistern.
circular, with A IOYJ A in centre,
n ElelAAA,
S4-201.
n EIrl *TPATOY, Helios-head on 1., S3-311, S5 b.
nOAY KPATEY*, Helios-hea(l on L., S3 street, S5e.
nYEOIrENEYC. S8-803.
S6 g.
CO)AA|1MOY,
Helios-head on I., N. G. T. 6.
YM |MAXOY,
COCT| PATOY, S6 f (cf. *Q:TTPATOY).
circular, rose, S10 b deep.
Ifi TPATOY.
(l | AO K PA | T EY Samarra's Land c.
Helios-head on 1., S5 f, S6 d.
AIA|
NIAA,
without symbol, S3 d, S5 c.
tI(AQN IAA,
XAP | MOKAEY , Helios-head on I., S3 c; wtithout
symbol, S3 b, S6 e, L. T. E. b.
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V.

Enl WITH NAME OF PERSON FOLLOWED BY NAME OF MONTH (BOTH IN GENITIVE)

1. ArE* T PATOY, Thesmophorios (circular, rose), S269 sub; Srninthios (IEPESE2 Ar.),
S3-302; Artamitios, S2-31, N. G.
T. 5; Karneios, S7 b.
2. ArEMAXOY,
Panamos, S3 f.
3. ArH IlA A.
Agrianios (circular, rose), S5 b.
4. AEANOAOTOY, . . (circular, rose), S3 street.
5. AINHIIAAMOY, Pedageitnyos (circular, rose), S5
c; Artanlitios (circular, rose), S3306; Hyakinthios, S2-28; Karneios, S3 f.
6. AINHTO PO*, Dalios, L. T. 4 b 52.
7. AI*XINA,
Thesniophorios, L. T. 1 d; Hyakinthios, S5 h.
8. AI*XYAI,
Agrianios, S8 c.
9. AAE-IMAXOY,
Badronmios, L. T. 5-53, L. T. E.
Agrianios, S6 b; Hyakinthios,
S8-861, R. T.; Panamos, S3 c.
10. ANAANAPOY, Thesmiophorios, S9 N; Panamros,
L. T. 1 c.
11. ANAPIA,
Thesmophorios, Gateway (1909).
12. ANAPONIKOY, circular, rose, Panamos, S6 f.
ANAPON[ ],
Pedageitnyos, S6 b.
ANA PO| NEl KOY|, Dalios, S5 c.
13. ANE 1: |A AMOY |, Panamos, S2-32 sub.
14. APAT04OANEY*, Badromios, L. T. 1 b; Hyakiinthios, L. T. E., S11-1.
Badromios, S3 c; Panamos, S11 z
15. APITEIlAA,
(circular, rose); Sminthios, S3
street cistern; Artamitios, S3 e,
S11-13 cistern; Agrianios, S6 f,
S11 y, S3 street cistern, Bas. 2d
stratum.
16. API*TO| rEITOY, Panamos, S5 e.
17. APITO rENEY:, Hyakinthios, S5 b and f; Panamos, L. T. 1 a and c.
18. API TOLA MOY, Badromios, circular, rose, S3
street; Panamos, S2 c, S6 a, S8 d.
AAAIOY | E n I APITOA AMOY, S10 d.
19. IEPEQ* APIT4O>ANOY AAAIOY, circular, rose,
S6 c.
20. AP I TOK I PATOY, Thesmophorios, S5 c.
21. API*TOMAXOY, Agrianios, L. T. E., S3 c (circular, rose); Hyakinthios, S8 d (circular, rose); Panamos, S3 b, S 11-8.
22. API|I TONBPOTl|AA, Agrianios, H. S. 1.
23. API | iTO:TPATOY |, Sminthios, S3 e, Gateway N.
24. API TQ NIA A, circular, rose, Hyakinthios, S3 b
street; Panamos, S3 c.
25. API|TQNOj|, Thesmophorios,S10 e; Agrianios,
S6 f; month name off, N. G. T. 8.
Thesmophorios, S3 d, S3-321;
26. APMO*IAA,
Agrianios (circular, rose), S5 h.
27. APXIBIOY.
Agrianios, S2-70 street (circular,
rose); Panamos, S1l y.
Panamos, S3 g (circular, rose).
28. APX IAA,
Panamos, S2-63 (1909).
29. APXIAAMOY,
30. APXIAAIAA,
Smlinthios, S10 b, S8b (-250 cm.);
Artamitios, S3 a; Panamos, S2-32
sub (circular, rose).
Hyakinthios, S10 b d-eep.
31. APXIMIAA,
Artamitios, L. T. 52; Panamos,
32. APXINOY,
S10 c;
EnIVPXE|lNIOYnVN| IYOMA, Lt

33. APXOKPATEY*, Thesrmophorios, S5 h.
34. A TY MH,
Smninthios, H. S. 1 deep (circular,
rose).
35. A TYMH|AEYE. Hyakinthios, S5 c.
36. AYTOKPATEY*, Hyakimthios, 810 surface dump;
Dalios, S5 c (cireular, rose).
37. IE PEQf IrOPRQ NO* |, Panamos, S3 street cistern.
rOPTrONOX|, Dalios, S12 dump (1908).
38. A AA I NETOY, Hyakinthios, S5 f (circular, rose);
Panamnos, S6 e, S3 a (circular,
rose).
Dalios, S3 f (circular,
rose).
IEPE Q:tAAMAINETOY, Hyakinthios, S5 a.
39. AAMO0EMIOE, Badromios, N. Gateway (1909)
(circular, rose).

40(). AAMOKAEY,
41. AAtMQNON ,
42. EnlIAAMOY,
43. EYANA POY,
44. EYAAMOY,

45. EYKAEYE,

Panamos, S4---360; illegible, S3
street cistern.
Artamitios, N. G. T. 5.
Hyakinthios, L. T. E.
Dalios, Gateway E (1909).
Hyakinthios, S.5 c; Dalios, S2
above S. wall of temple.
Artamitios, S5 b (leaf between),
Samarra's Land; illegible, L. T. E.

Disthyos, S4-334; Agrianios, S5
e (2).
47. eANAAOTOY,
Artamitios, S. G. T. 1; Hyakinthios, S3 street.
48. EAP in OAIO:E Panamos-Deut., S5 h; Panamos,
46. HPAFOPA,

Samarra b (reversed).

49. EEAIA HTOY,

Sminthios, N. G. T. 7; Agrianios,
L. T. 1 cave 3.
50. GEPEANA POY, Agrianios, S5 c.
51. eEETOPO*,
Illegible, 85 a.
52. I EPQ NO ,
Badromios, S5 d; Hvakinthios
S5 c; Pananlos, L. T. 39.
53. KAAA I KPATEY , Thesinophorios, S3 street cistern;
Artamitios, S3 street, S3 e (circular, rose); Hyakinthios, S3 street;
Panamtos, So d (circular, rose).
54. KAAAI KPATIAA, Agrianios, S3-320; iKarneios, S3
street cistern.
55. KAEITOMAXOY, Badromios, S5 Tower (circular,
rose); Dalios, S8 b (circular, rose).
;56t.KAEQNYMOY,
Panamos-Deut., S10 d.
57. KAEYKPATEY*, Thesmophorios, S6 c cistern;
I-Iyakinthios, N. Gate way%(1909).
S8. K AHNO T P ATOY, Panamos, S3 a.
59. KPATIAA,
Pedageitnvos, S8-803.
0io.MENQ[NO^],
Sminthios, N. G. T. 12.
(61. MYTIQNOt,
Artamitios, S. G. T. 2 (circular,
rose); Hyakinthios, L.T. E. d (circular, rose); Dalios, Bas. N. E. sub
(circular, rose).
62. NIKAtArOPA, Thesmophorios, circular, rose, S2
middle, S8-803; Panamos, S3
street (circular, rose), S2-28 (rectangular, reversed); Agrianios, S5
c (rectangular, frame); Dalios, S8803 (circular, rose).

(63. -ENO0ANEYE,
04. EEN04OANTOY,

Pedlageitnyos, S10 d.
Thesmophorios, S6it c (sprayt in
lower r. cornler), SO 1); Sminthios,

T.

5 1).

S10 e; Agrialios, L. T. 5 a.

POTTER'S MARKS ON LARGE JARS, INCLUDING RHODIAN STAMPS
65. EEN04QNTOX,

3

Sminthios, S2-31 sub; Artamitios,
S6h; Agrianios,S5 a, vault cistern
1 (circular, rose); Hyakinthios, S6i
a; Panamos, circular, rose, N. G.
T. 6, S. G. T. 3.

66. OPIQNO:*

Hyakinthios, L. T. 39.

67. nAY* ANI A,

Badromios, S8 b; Artanmitios, S5
b; Hyakinthios, S3 street cistern,
S2-29 sub; Panamos, S5 h, S. G.
T. 2; Dalios, S6 f, S5 d; illegible,
S5 c, H. S. 1 (circular, rose).

68. n EIIArOPAt

Sminthios, Bas. N. E. sub.

77.
78.

79.
80.
81.

69. nEI I TPATOY, Dalios, vault cistern 1.
70. nOAYAPATOY,

Pedageitnyos, H. S. 1; Artaniitios, S5 d, S6 g (sub-stamp); Agrianios, S4 b; Panamos, L. T. 1 e.

71. noAYKPATOYE(sic!), Hyakinthios, S3-314 (circular, rose).
72. TTYEOrENEYE,

Thesmophorios, S3 e and f; Badromios, L.T. 5 b; Agrianios, S111 sub; Hyakinthios, S3 street, S5
c, d and e, L. T. 5 b; Panamos,
S4-361; Dalios, L.T. 1 a; Karneios, S3 a.

73. nveoAQPOY,

Pedageitnyos, S5 a; Sminthios, S.
G. T. 1; Agrianios, L. T. 4-46.

74. n?YeQNO*,

illegible, S2 SE corner temple.

75. *IKPATEY*,

Pedageitnyos, L. T. E. (read
I1i KPATEY*).

76. IOAAMOY,

Badromios, S3 e; Artamitios, S10
c; Hyakinthios, S8 d;

VI.

892.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.
88.
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EnlIQiAAMOY | nANAMOY | AEYTEPOY|, and on
the other handle EQKPATEY:E,
with torch on the r., $2 cistern 14,
Sept. 2, 1909.
:*YMMAXOY,
Hyakinthios, S11-1 deep.
Q IIKAEY$.
Thesmophorios, S11-1 sub;
Sminthios, S6 f; Hyakinthios, L.
T. 5 south of apsidal structure, 810 a (circular, rose).
Q:ETPATOY,
Sminthios, S3 street cistern; Artamitios, X3 street cistern.
TEIMAFOPA,
Sminthios, $6 i; Dalios, S3 f.
TEI*AMENOY,
Sminthios, S5 d; Artamitios, S5 1)
(circular, rose); Panamos, S5 f;
illegible, L. T. E. a.
TIMA:EArOPA, Thesmophorios, L. T. 1 c; Sminthios, S2-29 sub (circular, rose);
Hyakinthios, S2 South (circular,
rose); Panamos, S5 a, S6 f.
TI MOA IKOY,
Agrianios, S5 f (lozenge-shaped
with symbol below); Hyakinthios,
S3 f, S11 z, S5 f (circular, rose).
TIM 0OEOY,
Hyakinthios, N. G. T. 8; Panamos, S7 c, S8-803(circular, Helioshead, with sub-stamp); Dalios,
S2-63.
TI MOYPOhOY, Hyakinthios, S3 street; Panamos,
S3 corner cistern, S5 a (circular,
rose); Sminthios, S3-307 (circular, rose).
TliAFOPA,
Sminthios S6 e.
IAOAAMOY,
Hyakinthios, H. S. 1; Dalios, S3
street; uncertain, S3 street.
XAP M[OK AE Y J, illegible, C(1. T. (circular, rose).

MONOGRAM STAMPS
a.

AS SUB-STAMPS

With two exceptions (Nos. 1 and 14 below), the sub-stamp occurs with circular rose stamps.
It was stamped on the lower part of the upper attachment of the handle before baking.
Sub-stamp.
1. i'Yn

Upper stamp.
Ml
lIA A with bunch of grapes on r. and
caduceus below, I 54, found in S5 a.

2. LY--

l lTOKPATEY*, circular, rose, I 47,
found in S3 a.

3. I C--

APIITOKAEYE, circular, rose, I 15,
found in S4 e.

4. [e A

Illegible, circular, rose, N. G. T. 6.
Illegible, circular, rose, S4 d.
Illegible, circular, rose, S6 i.
- - - - EN EY AEY- - -, circular, rose, S5

a;d-/

Sub-stamp.
8. K!

9.

IHEi

10. 1111

11.

6. [E+1

En I ----- ANAMOYA EYTEPOY, circu-

12.

lar, rose, found in S10 a.

13. Illegible.

BATPOMIOY, cir-

cular, rose, found in S3 street w.

En AAMAINETOYYAKINelOY, circular, rose, S5 f w.
En InOAYAPATOYAPTAMITIOY, circular, rose, S6 g 3.
[EnlITI]MOeEOY nANAMOY, circular,
rose, S8-803.
En InOAYAPATOY n ETAr [EITNYOY],
circular, rose, H. S. 1.
- - - ^ TOK? P? - --, circular, rose, S3 f.

d.

EnIAPItTOAAMOY

circular,

rose, S5 c.

U.

7. rq
1-1,
.....

Upper stamp.
EnllAYTOKPATEYIAAAIOY,

Illegible, circular, rose, S11-8.

(

14. A]
AtI*I
!
- --.1A,)

Illegible, circular, rose, S1 above basinls.
EY P ANOPOE, circular, Helios-head,
S6 a.
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b. AS TIHE ONLY STAMP

When used alone the monogram stamp is usually placed on the top of the handle.
15. |1

II

16. C(2O

Reg. No. 3365, S5 street, July 7, 1910.

17. | *0 I

Reg. No. 4174, S8-801 S, Sept. 1, 1910.

18.

C.

0

Underneath, Reg. No. 3696, L. T. E.
July 30, 1910.
Illegible. Reg. No. 3241, S5 c, July 1,
1910.

TWIN-HANDLES

The handles made of two adhering parallel strands of clay sometimes
have two
stamps, one on each strand. As no whole jars were found, it is not
possible to say
whether the opposite twin handle was also stamped or not. The left hand
strand as you
look towards the neck is A and the right B.
1. A. Cfn [A] TPOY, Reg. No. 4011, S7-357 sub, Aug.
20, 1910.
B. Al------2. A. CQnATP--, withaclubabove Reg.No.3567,
B. Blank.
S6 e E, July 21, 1910.
3. A. *ATY,
Reg. No. 3550, S6 h, July 19,1910.
B. A club in a rectangle.
4. A. BABACEY,
with a club below, Reg. No. 4780,
S11-1 S, Oct. 8, 1910.
5. A. IKACOY,
with a club (?) below, Reg. No.
2244, S5 e, north of Greek Fort
Wall, Sept. 28, 1910.
6. B. n AP club,
Reg. NITo.
3538, S5 e, July 18,1910.
7. A. -- n ATPOY, and a second line, Reg. No. 2923,
S2 III 67, June 21, 1910.
D.
1. En EENOKIO,

YCKAEYnOAl,
OC K N IAtI-,
2. IT-- - YTOY,

FLAT HANDLES,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

E.

1. IAN,
2.

iriMi

*?lr?EEE

B.

9, A.
10. A.

Reg. No. 4093, S9, Aug. 24,1910.

A

BOTPY,

Reg. NTo.3134, S5a,June29,1910.
Bor pNy,
OINCQNIMI Reg. No. 4854, Sll-22 black dirt,
Oct. 13, 1910.
Reg. No. 4591, S8-811, Sept. 20,
1910.
-0OA14OTT(reversed?) Reg. No. 3635, S6c,
July 26, 1910.
Reg. No. 2205, S3 e, Sept. 21,1909.
KP IVI.
Palm leaf.
Reg. No. 3650, S6 b, July 27, 1910.
Figure of a man. Reg. No. 2445, S3 b between
street walls, Oct. 6, 1909.

11. A.
_ENO,
12. A.
13. B.
14. A.
15. B.

COARSE WARE

Reg. No. 4889, S11, N of middle,
Oct. 17, 1910.

8. EYAN,
e0Y,
leaf

Reg.No. 2323? S3 d, Oct. 11, 1909.

Reg. No. 2208, S3 e, Sept. 23,1909.

9. nYEiOY,

Reg. No. 2177, S3 b NE low, Oct.
5, 1909. Inscription reversed.

vase

APTEMIAAI,
MENQ ---- Y.
NYCIOY,
N1
<IAAI,
<PIAICIOC,
paddle
EACIQN,
e] AIQ N,
tripod
I*OAIKOE,
e]ACIQN,
leaf
A]TECTPATO,
API*TO,
rEN EYE,

8. A. EP M IA:,

Reg. No. 2028, L. T. 3 a-39, Sept.
8, 1909. Inscription reversed.
Reg.
Noo. 4665, 8880,
Sept.
1910.

26,

Reg. No. 3695, S4-327 sub, July 30,
1910.
Reg. No. 3457, S4-347 sub, July 13,
1910.
Reg. No. 2242, S3 c, Sept. 28,1909.

10. AIONOY,

Reg. No. 2344, S3 street E sub,
Oct. 13,1909. Inscription reversed.

11. AA-

Reg. No. 3401, L. T. E. a, July 9,
1910.

1.12.

Reg. No. 3546 S6 a, July 19,1910.
Shaded part illegible.

13. Pomegranate in a circle, Reg. No. 3308, S5 d, July4,
1910.
14.i I

Reg. No. 3630, S6 e, July 26, 1910.

15. Illegible.

Reg. No. 2287, S3-310, Oct. 6, 1909.
Reg. No. 2720, Cl. T., Aug. 14, 1909.

16.

iEY

17. I7

aIZ

Reg. N. 2270, S3-311 , Oct. 6,1909.

ROUND HANDLES, COARSE WARE, LATIN AND GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
Reg. No. 4392, S9-906 sub, Sept. 6,
1910.
Reg. No. 4902, Sll-15 behind Herodian wall.
F.

ARtRETINE

3. |PH 0 RI!
4. E P L
5. IO-ALiLL

Reg. No. 4507, S8 d, Sept. 15, 1910.
Reg. No. 2719, Cl. T., Aug. 14, 1909.
Reg.I No. 4847, S10-1001, Oct. 12,
1910.

STAMPS (Seep. 304 II)

CHAPTER V
LAMPS

Lamps, like all household utensils of potter's ware, were found in abundance,
some broken, some whole, and almost all with wick-blackened spouts. The first
great division is between the open (or saucer) lamps and the closed lamps. All
the Israelite and most of the Babylonio-Grecian lamps are saucer lamps. The
closed lamp appears first in a Greek ware of fine red paste with a lustrous black
glaze (see Pottery in cistern 7, strip 1, p. 290 ff., above) and then in a local fabric,
of fine red ware wet-smoothed, showing forms similar to the Greek. All of these
were made on the wheel. The next change was the introduction of molded
lamps, made in two halves, top and bottom, and stuck together before washing
or glazing. These molded lamps repeat with certain changes of form the various
classes of pottery, black-glazed gray paste, black-glazed red paste, Greek redglazed wares, and Roman red-glazed wares. The most marked change of form
came in the Roman period with the sunk top and the flat circular body
having a very short spout (see Fig. 187). These lamps seem to be of foreign
manufacture. The local wares appear to have developed in unbroken course
from the molded, glazed wares into a series of molded, unglazed lamps (see
Figs. 199-201), which ended finally in the egg-shaped lamps of the late Roman
period. These egg-shaped lamps were found with coins of the Fourth and Fifth
Centuries A.D. in the second stratum at the Basilica, in the Roadway Trench,
and elsewhere. Possibly they extend into the Arab period, but certainly they
were made as early as the Fourth or Fifth Century
A.

A.D.

SAUCER LAMPS

The saucer lamps belong to the Israelite and the Babylonio-Grecian period. The general
change from rimless, round-bottomed saucers to flat-rimmed, flat-bottomed saucers noted by
Professor Macalister as occurring from the Israelite to the Persian period seems borne out by
our scanty material. The change of form would be due, of course, to the desire for a lamp
which would not spill the oil. The half-closed lamp with its higher form (No. 5, below)
might well be a continuation of the development in this direction, but it is a comparatively
rare form and not exactly dated. The whole process of the development of the saucer lamp
at Samaria was suddenly broken off by the introduction of the high closed lamps of Greek
manufacture, which offered at once a form free from all the disadvantages of the best saucer
lamp. The local potteries began to turn out wet-smoothed lamps of the Greek form, and
the saucer lamps ceased to be used.
b. Reg. No. 2601, S4 b W, Oct. 23, 1909.

1. Saucer lamp with roll rim and single spout (Israel-

ite period).

Redperiod).
ware,
ware, black
blackc2.
Redcore, red wash.

r Saucer lamp of hollow form, with two spouts.
ware.
a. Dis. No. 1677, Bas. N, Aug., 1909.

a. Reg. No. 3709, S4-341 sub, yellow debris, Aug.
2, 1910.
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:3. Saucer lamp with seven spouts on a hlollow stand.
Brown ware, red wash.

b. Rteg. Ate. 3*545, S5 f, July 18, 1910.
c. Dis. :No. 2163, Sl cistern 7, July 4, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2828, N. G. T. 5, June 6, 1910.
b. Reg. No., 3545, S5 f, July 18, 1910.
i_,»

5* Half-closed saucer lamp, high form, finle dIrab ware
(soft).

__,=_

e

______

a

h

spy

., ft9

\
l l

./

/
w/^\
187. Saoucer lamnps.

Scale, 1: 4.

4. Saucer lamp with flat horizontal rim and single
spout. Drab ware, red wash.

6. Crucible or lamp. Crude gray ware (mud).
a. Reg. Nto. 4401, S9-913 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2873, N. G. T. 5, June 6, 1910.
B.

I.

a. Reg. Nio. 4659, S10 d, Sept. 26, 1910.

GREEK LAMPS

Turned lamp, fine, reddish pastes lustrous black glaze (sworn), long spolt, top of spout
flat, level faith top of body.
1. W\ithout handl~e or knob, high form.
a. Reg. No. 1577, S2 S, July 30, 1909.

rag,

2. White plaitn knolb on r., high form.
a. Rteg. No. 145-4, Sl X, June 4, 1909.

CZ^S'

3. Like 2, without knob.
a. Reg. No. 3347, S5 et July 6, 1910. Seew PI. 81 a,
b. Reg. Nto. 2953, gray clay (?), S. G. T. 7, June
22, 1910.
e. Dis. >No. 2165,; Sl cist. 7. Julyt 4, 1909.

-^

)x

Tl^

II.

^»

ALike I. rede

1.

Without

wash~or uncooloredt

knob, Xwet-sm-oothed.

Reg. No. 446a, S37-755, Sept. 12, 1910.
Rteg. No. 446;6, S7-755, Sept. 12,1910.
(b.
Re>g. No. 4204, S8 b (-240 cm.), Sept. 3, 1910.
c1.
Reg. No. 2400, S3 e S of Greeki Folrt Whall. Slept.
28, 190)9. See PI.81 1).
e. Reig.
No. 2886,() S. ( . T. 4, Junllt 21,?19'10.
f. Dis. No. 5, Sl No Junfe 4, 190)9.
a1.

^
--

»»1

]I1>

Al 1s*>f7
II

)

Same a11s1
1, belt wital

2.

reed walsh.

a1. Reg. No. 25:30.,. Tr..;-53-54 cist., Oc(t. 13? 1909.

fo~

3. Smnall lamplI like 2, red1
wa!sh, bult wras part o~fa
stand, pyrhaOps atl rge liollows tube) in rinlg forml wsith
a3 nlumbe)r o.fsuch
l small ]lamlps set {at inlterrals;.
188. Creek lamr~lps, typesg

I andl II 1.

Sc&ale,

1:4.

tow

Reg.

No. 4382,S

S8-7-51,

Stpt.

), 19.10.

LAMPS
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4. Same as 1, but with burnished red wash.
a. Iteg. No. 1666, S2-51, Sept. 2, 1909.
5. Flat form, with knob on r., red wash.
a. Reg. No. 2444, S3 betweenistreet walls, Oct. 7,
1909.
1). Reg. No. 4043, vault cistern 1, Sept. 7, 1909.

r
""

III. Similar to I and II, with top of spout
slightly concave, red paste, wet-smoothed
or with red wash.

-"--'

Xu-

J=y

1. Without knob, wet-smoothed.
a. Reg. No. 4408, S7 cist. 2, Sept. 7, 1910.
PI. 81 C.

See

2. With knob with pin-hole on r., red wash.
a. Reg. No. 3251, S5 f, July 2, 1910.
1). Reg. No. 4446, Samarra a, Sept. 9, 1910.
PI. 81 d.
c. Reg. No. 4834, SI1-1, Oct. 11, 1910.

See

IV.

Turned lamp, with barbed spout.

1. Gray ware.
a. Reg. No. 3411, So h W, July 9, 1910.
81 e.

V.

189. Types II 1 to 5.
Scale, 1: 4.

190. Greek lamps, types
III and V. Scale, 1: 4.

C.

I.

See PI.

Turned lamp, with spatulated spout.

1. Red paste, wet-smoothed, no handle.
a. Reg. No. 2115, L. T. 1-12, Sept. 24, 1909.
PI. 81 f.
b. Reg. No. 3159, N. G. T. 4, June 29, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3429, L. T. 3 c, July 11, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3779, S7 a, Aug. 6, 1910.
e. IReg. No. 4413, S7 cistern 3, Sept. 8, 1910.

See

HELLENISTIC LAMPS

Molded lamp, gray ware, black slip, ornamented with relief pattern, long spout (except
.No. 9).

1. With two side scroll-knobs and lance-head handle.
a. Reg. No. 3226, S5 b, July 1, 1910.

See PI. 81 g.

2. With scroll-knob on 1. side, and ring-handle.
a. Reg. No. 1460, SI II 12, June 7, 1909.
3. With scroll-knob on each side, no handle.
a. Reg. No. 2155 (bead pattern around mouth),
S3 b SE, Oct. 4, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2117, L. T. 4-52 sub, Sept. 24, 1909.
4. With scroll-knob on r., swelling on 1., no handle.
a. Reg. lNo. 2398, S3 g N, Sept. 27, 1909.
81 h.

See PI.

5. With one scroll-knob on 1., no handle, various patterns.
a. Reg. No. 2415, S3 f N above Greek Fort Wall,
Oct. 2, 1909. See PI. 81 k.

b). Reg. No. 2408, S3-311 mixed debris, Sept. 30,
1909. See PI. 81 1.
c. Reg. No. 2137 (pointed leaves in circle around
mouth), S3 c, Sept. 21, 1909.
6. With scroll-knob on r., no handle.
a. Reg. No. 3141 (pointed leaves in circle around
mouth), S5 a, June 29, 1910. See PI. 81 m.
b. Reg. No. 2009 (bead pattern around mouth),
L. T. 2 b, Sept. 4, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 4806 (bead pattern around mouth),
Sll-1 under Roman street, Oct. 10, 1910.
7. With rude knob on r., o10
handle, various patterns.
a. Reg. No. 2401, S3 d, Sept. 27, 1909. See PI.
81 n.
b. Reg. No. 1841, H. S. 1 black stratum, July 22,
1909.
c. Reg. No. 3298, S4-351, July 4, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 2907 (mnouth-rini different), S2-7,
June 21, 1910.
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8. With rude knob on r., no handle, cow's head on
base of spout.
a. Reg. No. 2419, S3 f N above Greek Fort Wall,
Oct. 2, 1909. See PI. 81 j.
b. Reg. No. 3230, S5 e, July 1, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3886 (crater on base of spout), 86 h,
Aug. 15, 1910.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Reg. No. 2399, S3 f S, Sept. 27, 1909.
Reg. No. 1842, H. S. black stratum, July 22,1909.
Reg. No. 3277, S5 e July 2, 1910. See PI. 81o.
Reg. No. 4165, S10 c) Aug. 31, 1910.

11. Without knob or handles, line pattern, double ring
around mouth, short spout.

,*OL"

JL"^» <J

Im

I<1y_

-1

191. Hellenistic lamps, types
I 1-5b. Scale, 1:4.

192. Hellenistic lamps, types
I 5c-9. Scale, 1: 4.

9. Without knob or handle, volute pattern on spout,
a Cupid in relief on each side of mouth.
a. Reg. No. 4492, S9 north of Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 13, 1910.
10. Without knob or handle, various patterns.
a. Reg. No. 1738, vault cistern 2, Aug. 24,1909.

II.

193. Hellenistic lamps, types
1 10-12. Scale, 1:4.

a. Reg. No. 1724, vault cistern 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2116, L. T. 1-12, Sept. 24, 1909.
12. Lamp with nozzles around a circular body.
a. Reg. No. 4062, N. G. T., July 31, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3170, N. G. T. 6, June 30, 1910.
PI. 81 p.

See

Molded lamp, red ware, red wash, forms like C I, above.

1. With scroll-knob on r., no handle, ring-base.
a. Reg. No. 2176, S3 b NE below Greek floor, Oct.
5, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3730, S4-356 cistern 1, Aug. 4, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 1959, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 3585, S6 c, July 21, 1910.
2. With rude knob on r. side.
a. Reg. No. 2135, S3 c, Sept. 18, 1909.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Reg. No. 3335, S5 e, July 5, 1910.
Reg. No. 3372, S5 Greek Fort Wall, July 7,1910.
Reg. No. 3422, S5 h W, July 11, 1910.
Reg. No. 2418, S3 f N above Greek Fort Wall,
Oct. 2, 1909. See PI. 81 i.
f. Reg. No. 2910, S2-7, June 21, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 3185, S5 b, June 30, 1910. See PI.
81 q.
h. Reg. No. 4472, S8 b between walls, Sept. 12,
1910.

LAMPS
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a. Reg. No. 4409, S7 cistern 2, Sept. 7, 1910. See
PI. 81 u , and Fig. 196.

3. With swelling on r. side.
a. Reg. No. 4410, S7 cistern 2, Sept. 7, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 4411, S7 cistern 2, Sept. 7, 1910.

IV.

Lamps with ornamented sunk top, but
form not clear. These lamps were all
found in such positions as to make it
appear that they are Hellenistic.

1. Helios-head, gray paste, (lull black glaze.
a. Reg. No. 1483, S1 cistern 8, June 22, 1909. The
other objects found in this cistern were exclusively Hellenistic, First or Second Century B.C.

2. Eros, gray paste, black glaze.
a. Reg. No. 3349, S5 h, July 6, 1910.
'-t*

^W

See PI. 81 t.

All the objects found near this were of the Second Century B.C.

T
-- o
rA
194. Hellenistic lamps, types II 1-2.

Scale, 1: 4.

4. Without knob, varying patterns.
a. Reg. No. 1749, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3821, S7 c, Aug. 9, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3823, S7 c, Aug. 9, 1910.
The following have a broad rim around mouth:
d. Reg. No. 3851, S7 cistern 2 (stair), Aug. 10, 1910.
e. Reg. No. 3857, S7 Atrium House NE, Aug. 11,
1910.
f. Reg. No. 4152, S7 cistern 4, Aug. 30, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 3423, S5 h W, July 11, 1910.
a. With a rude knob on each side, short spout.
a. Reg. No. 4412, S7 cistern 2, Sept. 7, 1910.
6. Gray paste.

195. Hellenistic lamps, types II 3-6.

Scale, 1: 4.

a. Reg. No. 2605, S4 f, Oct. 27, 1909.
3. Wing of aI god or an eagle, red paste, red glaze.

III.

Molded lamp, with spear-shaped nozzle
and ring-handle.

1. Gray ware, black glaze.

a1. Reg. No. 290A, S2 apsidal

structure, Juine 21,

1910. The other objects found were Hellenistic
or earlier, but thel, (debris had been disturbed in
Romitan timl-es.
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RED-GLAZED LAMPS

D.

M1olded lamp, high form, with spatulated spout.

I.

1. Yellow ware, red slip, knob-handle (winged disc?)
each side, floral ornament in relief on sunk top.
See PI.

a. Reg. No. 4691, S10 *1, Sept. 27, 1910.
81 w.

Molded lamp, with spatulated spout and
ring-handle.

II.

1. Fine drab paste, red wash, tongue pattern in relief
on sunk top.
a. Reg. No. 1457, St II 12, June 5, 1909.

III.

Molded lamp, with spatulated spout
and knob on back end.

1. Red paste, red wash, full top ornamented with
tongue pattern in relief.
a. Reg. No. 1422, Bas. 13, Aug. 10, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3792, Kaid's Land b, Aug. 8, 1910.
See PI. 81 v.
2. Same as 1, with triangle pattern.
a. Reg. No. 4149, S10 e, Aug. 30, 1910.

IV.

Alolded lamp, with lotus (?) on neck.

1. Red ware, red slip, full top ornamented in relief.
a. Reg. No. 4784, S2 III 70 cistern, Oct. 18, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3467, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.

E.

I.

196. Lamps, types C III 1, D I to D IV.

Scale, 1: 4.

ROMAN LAMPS

Molded lamps, flat circular form with short round spout, sunk top with small mouth,
of fine red ware with red glaze, in some cases poorly burned to black.
1. With ornament in relief on outer rimn only. 1
a. Reg. No. 1826 (egg and dart pattern), H. S. 1,
July 10, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 3466 (egg arul dart pattern), L. T. E.,
July 13, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 3471 + 3472 (egg and dart pattern),

L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3793 (egg and dart pattern), Kaid;s
Land b, Aug. 8, 1910.
e. Reg. No. 4103 (egg and dart pattern), Kaid's
Land S, Aug. 24, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 3063 (pattern obscure:), S. G. T. 3,
June 25, 1910.

g. Reg. No. 3491 (pattern obscure), L. T.

E., July

j. Reg. No. 3947 (pattern obscure), Kaid's Land,
Aug. 1a, 1910.
2. Same as 1, with letter in relief on bottoln.

a. Reg.
Aug.
1). Reg.
Auig.

No. 3754 (H on bottom), Kaid s Land a,
5, 1910.
No. 3775 (A on bottom), Kaid's Land b,
6, 1910.

c. Reg. No. 346)8 (bottom only, inscribed

A. N),

L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
3. With line pattern on outer rim gaid three palIn

leaves in delicate relief on bottom.
.a. Reg. No. 3921, Kaid's Land b, Aug. 16, 1910.

14, 1910.

h. Reg. No. 3492 (pattern obscure), L. T. E., July
14, 1910.
i. Reg. No. 3753 (pattern obscure), Kaid's Land,
Aug. 5, 1910.

each
4. With pentagonal rinlm around sunk part;-ait
corner of pentagon, a A; on ea.-ch side, a scroll between two beads(.

Reg.
-. No. 4863, SIl -, Oct. 15, 1910.

Tin mdost of these examples, the suink ppart of the top ha>s been, broken axay1.
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e. Reg. NTo. :3470, L. T. R, July 13, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 875 (frag.) Bas. 2d straturn, June 14,
1909.

5. With ornament in relief on sunk top, and pattern inl
relief or imnpressed around rilm.
Helios-head in centre, egg and dart pattern around
rinm:

6. Silmlilar to No. 1, but usually of dlarker glaze and
with spout semni-oval and less sharply marked off
froml body (neaLrly like Byzantine type F I).
a. Reg. N o. 1977, L. T. 5 (1, Aug. 28, 1909.
). Rleg. No. .3920, Kaid's Landib, Aug. 16, 191()0.

197. Roman lamps, types I 1-3.

Scale, 1: 4.

a. Reg. No. 982 Bas. 2d stratum, June 29, 1909.
Eagle in centre, palmette pattern impressed:
b. Reg. No. 3465, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
PI. 81 s.

See

Lancette-pattern in centre, palmnette pattern inmpressed on rim:
c. Reg. No. 3469, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.

198. RoIa1lnl

Lancette-pattern in centre, relief ornamnent (rosette, bow-knot, etc.) on each side of rim:
d. Reg. No. 3735 (

), S7 d, Aug. 4, 1910.

F.

I.

MIolded lamps.

LATE ROMAN

AND BYZANTINEI,

Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.

LAMIPS

Spout is a short oval projection.

1. Fine pink ware, with dark red wash, various Ipatterns.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Scale, 1: 4.

c. Reg. No. 4189, SaInarra's Land( a E, Sept. i2,
1910.
d. Reg. No. 4206, Sainarra's Land b, Sept. 3, 1910.
e. Rleg. No. 4385, Samarra's JLand c, Sept. 6, 1910.

incised in centre of bottolnm;

below it the monogranm

lkanips, types I 4-.

870, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
1018, Bas. cistern 1, July 12, 1909.
1016, Bas. cistern 1, July 12, 1909.
1017, Bas. cistern 1, Jllly 12, 1909.
905, Bas. 2d stratum, June 22, 1909.

II.

AMolded lamps, oval fornl.

1. Gray ware, Idark red washe, vlarious patterns.
a. Reg. No. 809, B.as. N, Jllune( 7, 190)9.
8, 1)09.
llJne
b). 1Reg. No. SlS, Bas. 2d1 str:atllm,
c. Reg. No(. S56t, RBas. 2(1 strtatuml, Julne 12, 1909.
d. R1eg. No. XI7 1, 13a1s. 2(1 stratumlll, June 14, 1909.
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e. Reg. No. 951, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 952, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.

Reg. No. 874, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
Reg. No. 943A, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
Reg. No. 869, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
Reg. No. 855, Bas1. 2d stratumr1, June 12, 1909.
Reg. No. 866, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
See III. 81 X.
V. Reg. No. 880, Bas. 2d stratum, June 15, 1909.
W. Reg. No. 865, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
(I.
r.
S.
t.
U.

W
I
Ki

V.

Same as IV, with a channel from mouth
to wick-hole.

a. Reg. No. 804, Bas. 2d stratuin, June 4, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 881, Bas. 2d stratum, June 15, 1909.
See PI. 81 y.

ffOL

VI.
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Molded lamp, similar to lII, with a
projecting handle behind, but without
channel. The outline from body to tip
of spout suggests, by its concave curve,
the spatulated spout of IV. See Fig.
200.

V A"

199. Late Roman and Byzantine lamtips, types I-\
VII. Scale, 1: 4.

III.

9

t^ Si

and

Molded lamp, short spatulated spout,
with rudimentary handle on top of
back.

1. Hard red-gray ware, hatched semi-circular pattern.
a. Reg. No. 816, Bas. 2d stratum, JUne 8, 1909.

IV.

Molded lamp, round body spatulated
spout, raised rudimentary handle on
top of back, various patterns in linear
relief.

1. Hard, reddish ware.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
Reg. No.
g. Reg. No.
h. Reg. No.
i. Reg. No.
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

J.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.

901, Bas. 2d
947, Bas. 2d
944, Bas. 2d
878, Bas. 2d
916, Bas. 2d
950, Bas. 2d
879, Bas. 2d
8.54, Bas. 2d
817, Bas. 2d

stratum,
stratum,
stratum,
stratum,
stratutm,
stratum,
stratum,
stratum,
stratum,

June 22, 1909.
June 25, 1909.
June 25, 1909.
Jine 15, 1909.
June 23, 1909.
June 25, 1909.
June MI, 1909.
June 5la,1909.
June 8, 1909.

Reg. No. 812, Bas. N, June 7, 1909.

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
P. Reg.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

942A, Bas. 2d stratui,
9.45, Bits. 2d stratutm,
946, Bas. 2d stratum,
819, Bas. 2d stratutm,
941, Bas. 2d stratum,
815, Bas. 2d stratum,

June 25, 1909.
June 25, 1909.
Juno 25, 1909.
June 8, 1909.
June 25, 1909.
June S, 1909.

200. Late Rionman and Byzantine lamps, types VI 1 f,
VIII 1 a, X 1 and 3. Scale, 1: 4.
a. Reg. No. 949, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
See PI. 81 z.
). Reg. No. 900, Bas. 2d strattim, Juine 22, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 863, Btas. 2d stratuni, June 14., 1909.
d. Reg. No. 862, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
C. Reg. No. 811, Bas. 2d stratuim, June 7, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 810,
sIS. 2d stratum, June 7? 1909.
g. Reg. No. 915, Bas. 2d strattum, June 23t, 1909.
h. 1Reg. No. 850, IBas. 2d stratum, June 12, 1909.
i. Reg. No. 842, Bas. 2d stratum, June 11, 1909.
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Like V, with channel on spout but
with a projecting handle behind.

4. Different pattern.

a. Reg. No. 814, Bas. N, June 8, 1909. See PI. 81 aa.
b. Reg. No. 864, Bas. 2d stratum, June 14, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 1425, H. S. S of cistern 8, June 22, 1909.

5. Different pattern.

VIII.

Molded lamps, elongated, ovoid
with wick-hole in small end,
projecting handle on large
channel connecting mouth and
hole, pattern in linear relief.

form,
with
end,
wick-

a. Reg. No. 1437, S1, debris above basins, June 1,
1909.
b. Reg. No. 2795-6, Roadway, July 30, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 963, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 902, Bas. 2d stratum, June 22, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 832, Bas. 2d stratum, June 9, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 974, Bas. 2d stratum, June 10, 1909.
g. Reg. No. 833, Bas. 2d stratum, June 9, 1909.
h. Reg. No. 852, Bas. 2d stratum, June 12, 1909.
i. Reg. No. 983, Bas. 2d stratum, June 29, 1909.
j. Dis. No. 6, S1 N top stratum, June 5, 1909.
The channel of the last number is nearly rudimentary like IX, below.

IX.

a. Reg. No. 813, Bas. N, June 9, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 803, Bas. 2d stratum, June 4, 1909.
). Reg. No. 806, Bas. N, June 7, 1909.
6. Different pattern.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

798, Bas. 2d stratum, June 3, 1909.
899, Bas. 2d stratum, June 22, 1909.
922, Bas. 2d stratum, June 23, 1909.
993, Bas. E cut 2, July 1, 1909.
1411, Bas. 13, Aug. 8, 1909.

7. Different pattern.
a. Reg. No. 799, Bas. 2d stratum, June 3, 1909.
8. Different pattern.
a. Reg. No. 930, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.
See PI. 81 bb.

Like VII, but channel indicated by
lines only.

a. Reg. No. 929, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 931, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.

X.

Molded ovoid lamps, with projecting
handle behind, channel from mouth to
wick-hole indicated by blank in the
pattern. Pattern in linear relief. Hard,
reddish ware.

1. Double row of radiating lines around back of body.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

800, Bas.
801, Bas.
802, Bas.
845, Bas.
846, Bas.
920, Bas.
923, Bas.
973, Bas.
994, Bas.
995, Bas.
996, Bas.

2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d

stratum, June 3, 1909.
stratum, June 3, 1909.
stratum, June 3, 1909.
stratum, June 12, 1909.
stratum, June 12, 1909.
stratum, June 23, 1909.
stratum, June 24, 1909.
stratum, June 28, 1909.
stratum, July 2, 1909.
stratum, July 3, 1909.
stratum, July 3, 1909.

2. Different pattern.
a. Reg. No. 912, Bas. 2d stratum, June 23, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 925, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 1441, Sl N upper stratum, June 2,
1909.
3. Different pattern.
a. Reg. No. 807, Bas. :N, June 7, 1909.

xi
201. Late Roanif-Ii aIiid Byzantine lamps, types X 4-10.
Scale, 1: 4.
9. Different pattern.
a. Reg. No. 808, Bas. 2d stratum, June 7, 1909.
10. Different pattern.
4a. Reg. No. 1412, Bas. 13, Aug. 10, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 962, Bas. 2d stratum, June 26, 1909.
See PI. 81 cc.
c. Reg. No. 851, Ras. 29d stratum, June 12, 1909.

CHAPTER VI
FAIENCE

A large number of fragments of vessels were found, made of blue or green
faience after the Egyptian manner. Most of them were faded and decayed.
Nearly all the forms were clearly imitations of the black-glazed or of other Greek
and Hellenistic pottery vessels. The types Nos. 2 and 5, below, resemble the
Megarian bowls in form and in relief decorations. The positions in which the
pieces enumerated were found indicate that this faience ware was used during
the Hellenistic period, and perhaps also somewhat earlier. The same forms of
pottery are found at Greek sites in Egypt of this period, and although the deep
cobalt blue of many of the fragments seems un-Egyptian, it is possible that the
ware was made at some site in the Egyptian Delta.
In addition to the vessels a few Egyptian amulets of blue faience (see Chap.
XI A I) and a number of faience beads (see Chap. XI C IV) were found.
7. Blue faience with flutecd side.

1. Blue faience with relief decoration.
a. Reg. No. 3885, S6 h, Aug. 15, 1910. Pointed(
leaves in relief.
b. Dis. No. 1310, H. S. 1, July 12, 1909. Rosette
in relief. Fragment.
c. Dis. No. 1497, L. T. 5, under street, Sept. 30,
1909. Flower (?) in relief. FragIment.
d. Dis. No. 1557, L. T. E., July 1T5, 1910. Frag-

a. Reg. Nos. 4590, 4622, one piece in S8-811 (Sept.
20) and one in S7 near cist. 4 (Sept. 22), 1910.
8. Blue faience with line pattern.

A square jug.

a. Reg. No. 3591, S6 f, Jllly 23, 1910.

mnent.

9. Pale green faience. Molded head of a satyr from
the side of a vessel. Had been stuck on as an

2. Hollow bowl (same shape as the MIegarian bowls)
with rosette in relief on bottom, and black or brown
lines on blue body.

ornamnent.

a. Reg. No. 4605, S8 d beside Greeki Fort Wrall.
Sept. 21, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2478, S3-314 E, Oct. 8, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2193, S3 a W, Oct. 6, 1909.

10. Cylincdrical vase of pale green faience.
7 cm.; h., 16.2; top broken off.

3. Wide jar with molded rim decorated with hatched
bands. Blue faience.

Dianm.,

a. Dis. No. 786, S8 outside Greek Fort Wall, Sept.
3, 1910. Fragment.

a. Reg. No. 1818, H. S. 2, July 2, 1909.
4. Blue faience with vertical bands of zigzags and
hatched lines in black on inside. A bowl.

11. Fragment of a flat bottle, lentoid, with two handles.
Pnle green faience.

a. Reg. No. 4350, Samarra a 5, Sept. 5, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 1920, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 21, 1909.

5. Cream faience with greenish-brown triangle pattern in relief.

12. Bowls with incurving rini of blue faience.

a. Reg. No. 4501, Samarra's Land, Sept. 14, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 3392, S5 Seleucidan street, July 8, 1910.
h. Dis. No. 2410, S3 f, Sept. 30, 1909. Fragment.
c. Dis. No. 1443, L. T. 4 c, Sept. 8, 1909. Fragment.
d. Dis. NTo. 276, S3 street, Oc)t. 9, 1)90l).

6. Fragment of pale blue faience with a Greek inscription in black-brown.
a. Reg. No. 4862, S11 z, Oct. 15, 1910().
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13. Bowl with swelling rim and ring-base, blue.
a. Dis. No. 329, S3 corner cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
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18. Heavy plates with thick ring-base, of pale blue
or green faience. All fragments, badly weathered.

Fragment.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

14. Bowl with thick, flat rim, blue.
a. Dis. No. 299, S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
Fragment.
b. Dis. No. 1421, L. T. 1 cave 5, Aug. 31, 1909.
Fragment.

Dis. No. 1300, H. S. 1, JuneIS, 1909. Blue.
Dis. No. 912, S10 a, Sept. 21, 1910. Green.
Dis. No. 1152, Sll-6, Oct. 10, 1910. Green.
Dis. No. 1163, Sll z, Oct. 15, 1910. Green.
Dis. No. 1225, Sll-13 sub, Oct. 18, 1910.
Green.

prowls with ring-bases.
19. Fragments of

15. Plate with swelling rim and ring-base, blue.
a. Reg. No. 2836, N. G. T. 8, June 6, 1910.

a. Dis. Nro. 1405, L. T. 1:)
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202. Blue or green faience.
16. Plate with slightly turned-down rim and ring-base.
a. Reg. No. 2405, S3 c, Sept. 29, 1909. Inside bottom slightly impressed, pattern showing darker
owing to thicker glaze.
b. Dis. No. 135, S2 III 28 sub, Sept. 2, 1909.
Fragment.
17. Plate with turned-down rim and ring-base, of pale
blue faience.
a. Dis. No. 305, S3 street cist., Oct. 22, 1909.
Fragment.
b. Dis. No. 1000, S10 d, Sept. 27, 1910. Fragment.

15CL-

-

1

___

___ J

2 Mt

Scale, 1: 4.
b. Dis. No. 227, S3 (1, Sept. 27, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 230, S3 cl, Sept. 30, 1909.

Green.
Green.

20. Fragments of bowls.
a. Dis. No. 1532, L. T. 3 bt under calidarium.
Green.
b. Dis. No. 1482, L. T. 5 near street floor. Green.
c. Dis. No. 1465, L. T. 5 near street floor. Blue.
d. Dis. No. 333, S3-306, Oct. 8, 1909. Green.
e. Dis. No. 5)17, S7-755t NSept. 14, 1910. Green.
f. Dis. No. 429, S7-770, Sept. 16, 1910. Blue.
g. Dis. No. 660, SS a, Sept. 12, 1910. Green.
h. Dis. No. 662, SS a, Sept. 10, 1910. Blue.
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Dis. No.
Dis. No.
Dis. No.
Dis. No.
Dis. No.
Blue.
n. Dis. No.

i.
j.
k.
1.
m.

678, S8 b, Sept. 12, 1910. Blue.
706, S8 d, Sept. 17, 1910. Green.
869, S9 SE, Sept. 20, 1910. Green.
1155, Sll-8, Oct. 7, 1910. Green.
1192, S11 a tower deep, Oct. 18, 1910.
444, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.

4 rnrm. deep in middle of one side. About 12
cm. square; 3.6 cm. thick. Pale blue.
d. Dis. No. 1179, S11 N, Oct. 17,1910. Fragments
of pale-green tile, 19 nlmn. thick.
e. Rteg. No. 2882, S2 under apsidal building, June
20, 1910.

Blue.
22. Glazed pottery.

21. Tiles.
a. Reg. No. 1880, L. T. 1 b, Aug. 18, 1909. On
one side a recess pattern in very slight relief.
The raised parts are a trifle darker green than
the rest. Width, 11.1 cm.; thickness, 2.3 cm.;
length uncertain (broken).
b. Reg. No. 3439, L. T. E. b, July 12, 1910. A
molding runs along one side of the preserved
edge. Light-green glaze. Thickness, 1.2 cm.
c. Reg. No. 4926, S11-1 N deep, Oct. 22, 1910.
Corner of a square tile with a sunk circle about

Very little glazed pottery was found, andl that was
usually in surface debris and Arabic in date. But
one piece was found which appeared to be more
ancient.
a. Fragment of a jar of fine, hard red ware with
a shiny blue glaze and a thin iridescent patina.
Ornamentation in relief, a band and the corner
of some indeterminable object. The relief of
separate strips of same clay stuck on. Reg. No.
829, Bas. 2d stratum, June 8, 1909.

CHAPTER VII
GLASS
A.

GLASS VESSELS

There were found at Samnaria three distinct classes of glass vessels: (1) Small
flasks of variegated glass. (2) Open bowls of translucent blue or yellowish glass
with fluted exterior. (3) A variety of vessels of blown glass sometimes with colored decorations. The variegated glass is sometimes called Phoenician by Palestinian archaeologists, and is known in Egypt from the New Empire down. It is
probably the earliest glass found at Samaria, although but one piece (I 4 d, below)
was found in exclusively Israelite surroundings. The fluted translucent glass was
found in almost all periods of the black or Post-Israelite debris. The blown
glass was found usually in debris of the Roman period.
I. Variegated glass.
All the examples are fragments of small flasks with rough interior surface (as if made
on a core), having with one exception a wavy zigzag pattern made of filaments of colored
glass fused into the outer surface. See Fig. 203, below.
e. Reg. No. 2762, Gateway, August, 1909.
f. Reg. No. 4734, S2 III 70, Seleucidan street sub,
Oct. 1, 1910.

1. Yellow body with blue and white bands.
a. Reg. No. 2556, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
The objects in this cistern were all probably
previous to 150 B.C.

5. Dark blue body with eye-spots, each a blue dot
in a white circle.

2. Blue body with yellow bands.

a. Reg. No. 4737, S2 III 70, Seleucidan street
Oct. 1, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2775, S3-303 just above Ahab wall,
Oct. 17, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 1478, H. S. 1, June 17, 1909. Neck.
c. Dis. N'o. 410, S5 e, July 5, 1910.

'W,

7. Foot of small vase similar to above (?), of dark
blue body.
a. Reg. No. 3008, S. G. T. 2, June 22, 1910.
8 mm.; diam., 13 mm.

3. Deep blue body with yellow and light-blue bands.
a. Reg. No. 1736, vault cist. 2, Aug. 23, 1909.
Neck, with part of loop-handle.
b. Reg. No. 1824, H. S. 4, July 2, 1909. Part of
neck and rim.
c. Dis. No. 403, S5 b, July 4, 1910.

H.,

8. Blue glass with white band, neck of glass jug with
spout.
a. Reg. No. 2954, S. G. T. 7, June 22, 1910.
9. Fragments of bottom of bowl with solid ring-base,
of opaque blue glass.

4. Deep blue body with yellow and white bands.

a. Reg. No. 2844, N. G. T. 1, June 16, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 1150a, S11-6, Oct. 10, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 1895, L. T. 2 d, Aug. 20, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2171, S3 c above Israelite stratum,
Oct. 5, 1909.
c. Reg. No. 2442, S3-307, Oct. 6, 1909.
d. Reg. NTo. 2452, S3-306, Oct. 6, 1909.

10. Fragment of blue glass with yellow flowers (or
rayed discs). Dis. No. 1563, L. T. E., July 8, 1910.

II. Molded translucent glass.
The molded translucent glass was of different colors, - pale yellow with a heavy whitish
patina, pale blue with a heavy black patina, and pale green with a white patina. The forms
were: (1) Open bowls with fluted or ribbed exterior and one or more incised lines inside
329
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edge,-of yellow and green glass. (2) Open bowls with plain exterior (in one case three
incised lines) and one or more incised lines inside edge,-of yellow, blue, and green glass. (3)
Plate with incised rings,-of yellow glass. These forms are all found in the red-glazed pottery including the fluted and incised details (see Fig. 185). The vessels seem to have been
molded and then dressed by rubbing with emery (?) and polishing. The rings were apparently incised by turning on a wheel or on a lathe.
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203. Glass vessels of all types. Scale, 1:4, except for variegated glass, N\os. I 2 a, 3 b,
4 a, 4 ca 5a, which are 1:2.

1. Fluted bowl of thick yellow glass with thick
whitish patina. Diam., 10 to 14 cm. Only fragments were found, as follows:
a. Dis. No.
1909.
b. Dis. No.
c. Dis. No.
1910.
d. Dis. No.
e. Dis. No.
f. Dis. No.
g. Dis. No.
h. Dis. No.
i. Dis. No.
j. Dis. No.
k. Dis. No.
1. Dis. No.

2. Fluted bowl of thick translucent greenish glass
with low ring on round bottom. Dian., 10-14
cm.

1527, L. T. 4 c room 46, Sept. 10,
380, S4 stair bath, Oct. 22, 1909.
476, S7 just south of vault, Sept. 13,
693, S8 b, Sept. 27, 1910.
713, S8 d, Sept. 15, 1910.
551, S8-801 S, Sept. 1, 1910.
577, S8-807 sub, Sept. 1, 1910.
1251, S9-901 cistern, Oct. 11, 1910.
1174, S11 x, Oct. 15, 1910.
2209, S2-31 above floor, July 9, 1909.
2226, S2 S middle top dirt, July, 1909.
2333, vault cistern 2, Aug. 23, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 1007, Bas. N sub Roman, Aug. 8,1909.
t). Reg. No. 1415, Bas. 4 room 9 under basis, Aug.

10, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 14, S1 top debris, June 10, 1909.

d. Dis. No. 668, 8S a, Sept. 15, 1910.
e. Dis. No. 886, S9 N top dirt, Sept. 14, 1910.
f. Dis. No. 988, S10 d N of Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 20, 1910.
g. Dis. No. 1118, S11-2 sub, Oct. 6, 1910.
h. Dis. No. 1170, S11 x, Oct. 15, 1910.
i. Dis. No. 2194, S1 cist. 8.
J. Dis. No. 2209, S;2-31 above floor, July 9, 1909.

GLASS
3. Fluted bowl of translucent blue glass.
a. Dis. No. 899, S 9 N top dirt, Sept. 13, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 2370, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
4. Plain flaring bowl with curved rim, of thick
translucent yellow glass ornamented with incised
lines (rings).
a. Dis. No. 13, S1 top dirt, June 10, 1909.
b. Dis. No. 612, S8-816, Sept. 21, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 674, S8 b under Roman wall, Sept.
2, 1910.
5. Same form as 4, of translucent pale-green glass.
a. Dis. No. 2223, S2 top dirt, July, 1909.
b. Dis. No. 717, S8 d, Sept. 14, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 941, S10 a, Sept. 30, 1910.
6. Same form as 4, of translucent blue glass.
a. Dis. No. 1460, L. T. 5 d, Aug. 28, 1909.
b. Dis. NXo. 167, S3 N, Sept. 9, 1909.
c. Dis. No. 488a, S7 cistern 3, Sept. 8, 1910.
d. Dis. No. 2372, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
7. Plain open bowl, ornament, with incised lines
(rings) of translucent yellow glass.
a. Dis. No. 488b, S7 cistern 3, Sept. 8, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 148, L. T. 5 top dirt, Sept. 13, 1909.
c. Dis. Nos. 2331-2332, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25,
1909.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.

No.
No.
No.
No.

190,
293,
301,
536,

S3 a W, Oct. 8, 1909.
S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
S7-770, Sept. 15, 1910.

10. Pltlin tbowl of rose-colored translucent glass of
samtre form as 7.
a. Dis. No. 2225, S1 top dirt, July, 1909.
b. Dis. No. 177, S3 a, Oct. 6, 1909.
11. Hollow lbowl of translucent greenish glass.
a. Dis. Nos. 2328, 2329, 2330, vault cist. 2, Aug.
25, 1909.
12. Hollow bowl of blue translucent glass.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dis.
Dis.
Dis.
Dis.

No.
No.
No.
No.

12, Si top dirt, June 10, 1909.
2224, S2 top dirt, July, 1909.
528, S7-770, Sept. 12, 1910.
954, Sl0-1009 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.

14. Shallow bowl with sides rounding into a flat bottom, decorated with incised ring below rim inside
and two incised rings in bottomn. Thick yellow
glass.
a. Dis. No. 2192, S1 cistern 8.

15. Shallow bowl with straight sloping sides and flat
bottom, decorated with incised ring. Thick vellow glass.
a. Dis. No. 2193, S1 cistern 8.

8. Plain open bowl of thick translucent pale-green
glass, ornamented with incised lines (rings).
a. Dis. No. 1335, L. T. 1 a, Aug. 17, 1909.
b. Dis. No. 2328, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
9. Plain open bowl, like 7 and 8, of translucent blue
glass.

III.

Diam., 17 cm.

Diam., 13 cm.

16. Open bowl of clear glass with cut or ground pattern. Fluted pattern.
a. Dis. No. 572, S8-805, Sept. 14, 1910.
b. Dis. No. 1602, Gateway, July 3, 1909.
Lines, pattern not clear:
c. Dis. No. 1621, Gateway, July 3, 1909.

Blown glass.

A large number of fragments of blown glass were found at the summit,
the Gateway, Kaid's Land, and Samarra's Land. These were of thin clear
and bases made by folding the glass. Handles were strands of melted glass
ornamentation was made by fusing on plain or colored filaments. The forms
dishes, bowls, handled flasks, bottles, kohl-tubes, goblets, and cups. The
most numerous in the distinctively Roman deposits of debris with coins of
Centuries A.D.

at the Basilica,
glass with rims
fused on. The
were numerous,
fragments were
the 3d and 4th

1. Reg. No. 980, Bas. 2d stratum, June 28, 1909.

6. Reg. No. 1009, Bas. N, July 8, 1909.

2. Reg. No. 972, Bas. 2d stratum, June 26, 1909.

7. Reg. No. 4202, Samarra's Land, Sept. 3, 1910.

3. Reg. No. 3968, Kaid's Land a, Aug. 18, 1910.

8. Reg. No. 3062, S. G. T. 3, June 25, 1910.

4. Reg. No. 796, Bas. 2d stratum, June 5, 1909.

9. Reg. No. 943, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.

5. Dis. No. 1655, Bas. 2d stratum, July 5, 1909.

10. Reg. No. 942, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.

B.

OTHER GLASS OBJECTS

The other objects of glass found include seals, rings, bracelets, beads, whorls
or buttons, ring-sets or inlays, sticks, and two small game-pieces.
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1. Cone seals of translucent blue glass of thle Hellenistic period. See Chap. XI B II.
2. Rings.
a. Reg. No. 2083, L. T. 5-53, Sept. 18, 1909. Beveled band ring, of translucent, deep blue glass.
Diam., 27 mm.; diam. of hole, 14 mnm.
b. Reg. No. 4443, Samarra's Land c 1, Sept. 8,1910.
Ring with small bezel (all one piece) of clear
glass. Diam., 18 mnm.
3. Bracelets.
a. Reg. No. 4658, S8-880, Sept. 26, 1910. Broad
band (17 cm. wide) of yellow glass, fused ornament of black and white wavy strands. Fragment.
b. Dis. No. 1275, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
Round section, of translucent, pale-blue glass.
Fragment.
c. Dis. No. 234, S3 d, Oct. 6, 1909. Triangular
section, blue glass, with border of fused black
and white glass on two edges. Diam., 8.5 cm.
Fragment.
d. Reg. No. 941, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.
Like c, except that body is green glass.
e. Reg. No. 1367, Bas. cistern 1, July 23, 1909.
Round section, clear glass with spiral markings
and black spiral band fused in. Fragment.
f. Reg. No. 1401, Bas., coin room, under basis,
Aug. 10, 1909. Round section, clear glass,
thread fused in spirally. Fragment.
g. Reg. No. 884, Bas. 2d stratum, June 16, 1909.
Opaque black glass.
h. Reg. No. 1408, Bas., coin room, under basis,
Aug. 10, 1909. Blue glass.

4. Beads, whorls or buttons.
XI C II and III.

See under Beads, Chap.

5. Inlays or ring-sets. See also Chap. XI B III 12.
Several hundred small glass pieces were found, both
round and oval, flat on one side and unpierced.
They varied in size from 8 to 24 mm., the greater
number being about 11 to 13 mm. The glass was
the Hellenistic blue, green or yellow glass, with
white or black patina. They were found in all
Hellenistic and Roman debris. Similar pieces of
faience were also found.
6. Sticks, possibly kohl-sticks.
a. Reg. No. 3130, S. G. T. 3, June 28, 1910.
Broken at both ends, tapering; length, 7.6 cm.;
diam., 6 mm.
b. Dis. No. 463, S7 dump, Sept. 2, 1910. Two
fragments, length, 6.3 and 3.3 cm.
7. Game-pieces.
a. Reg. No. 2024, L. T. 5, Sept. 8, 1909. Small
conical piece (diam., 15 mm.) of translucent,
pale green glass. See PI. 82 k 5.
b. Reg. No. 1929, L. T. 1 a room 15, Aug. 25,
1909. Knuckle-bone of pale blue glass, white
patina, length, 18 mm.
8. Inlay-piece, Egyptian.
a. Reg. No. 4611, S7-772, Sept. 21, 1910. Thin
plate of opaque deep blue glass (or glass paste),
length, 31 mm.

CHAPTER VIII
STONE VESSELS AND IMPLEMENTS, WHORLS,

WEIGHTS,

RAW MATERIALS, AND SHELLS
A.

STONE ALTARS

A series of small altars, perhaps incense cups, were found, all in black
debris. None of them were in such a position that they could be ascribed with
any probability to the Israelite or even the Babylonio-Grecian period; but all of
them were without doubt Preherodian.
1. Square altar (see PI. 80 a, b, c), painted red and
decorated on four sides with magical figures, drawn
with incised lines.
a. Reg. No. 1949, L. T. 1 c, room 15 sub, Aug. 26,
1909. Limestone. H., 9 cm.

d. Reg. No. 1946A, L. T. 5 c, Sept. 9, 1909. Limestone. Lateral dimensions, 15.6 x 14 cm.
e. Reg. No. 2082, L. T. 53-54, Sept. 18, 1909.
Limestone. 14.7 cm. square.
f. Reg. No. 2114, L. T. 62 cistern, Sept. 23, 1909.
Limestone. H., 11.6 cm., and 14.5 cm. square.
g. Reg. No. 2600, S4 f S, Oct. 23, 1909. Limestone. H., 7.4 cm., and 12 cm. square. See
PI. 80 h. Basis not decorated.

2. Altar with square base and round cup; base decorated on one side with a recess pattern and on the
other with a sign resembling the Egyptian sma-sign.
a. Reg. No. 1944, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 17, 1909. Limestone. H., 10.7 cm. Square, 15.4 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1945, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 24, 1909. Limestone. H., 11 cm.; lateral dimensions, 15.5 x 15
cm. See PI. 80 e 1.
c. Reg. No. 1948, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 26, 1909. Limestone. Lateral dimensions, 13.2 x 11.4 cm.
See PI. 80 e 2.
B.

3. Circular form, with moldings, hollow on top.
a. Reg. No. 1946, L. T. 1 c SE, Aug. 24, 1909.
Limestone. H., 14 cm. Painted blue, gray,
red and dark red. See PI. 80 g.
b. Reg. No. 2109, L. T. 58, Sept. 21, 1909. Limestone. Diam., 9.6 cm.

STONE VESSELS
I.

ALABASTER

The alabaster vessels are of a stone which I could not distinguish from the
Egyptian alabaster. The forms 1-5, below, are Egyptian of the later periods,
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204. Alabaster jars, types 1-5.

Scale, 1: 4.

but cannot be dated in Egypt with sufficient exactness to help in dating the
present material.
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1. Alabastron, knob-handles.

a. Reg. No. 1427, SI, June 23,1909. Diam., about
10 cn.; fragment.
b. Reg. No. 1969 (rim undercut), L. T. 1 c, Aug.
27, 1909. Diaam., 9 cm.; fragment.
c. Reg. No. 2144 (rirn undercut), S3 d 304 in yellow debris, Sept. 29, 1909. Diam., 9.1 cm.;
whole. See PI. 80 1.
d. Reg. No. 20594, S3-321, Oct. 22, 1909. Diam.,
11 cm.; one half.
e. Reg. No. 3059 (rim undercut), S2-7, June 25,
1910. Diarn., 9.5 cm.

a. Reg. No. 2035, L. T. 3 b 38, Sept. 8, 1909. H.,
15.2 cm., neck broken off.
2. Squat pot, with narrow neck and knob-handles.
a. Reg. No. 4197, S8 west of Greek Fort Wall, deep,
Sept. 3, 1910. H., 4.5 cm. See PI. 80 j.
3. Neck of an alabastron like 1 or 2.
a. Reg. No. 2451, S 3-313, Oct. 7, 1909.

\Is

,
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205. Alabaster jar, type 6 (Osorkon jar).
4. Fragments of large, heavy, bulging jars with short
neck.
a. Reg. No. 2580 (neck and shoulder), S4 g, Oct.
20, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2908 (neck and shoulder with trace of
handle), S2-7, June 21, 1910. See PI. 80 i.
c. Reg. No. 1557 (edge of base), S2 south, between
west walls of temple, July 17, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 4606 (edge of base), S9-940, Sept. 21,

Scale, 1: 4.

f. Reg. No. 3200, S5 e, June 30, 1910. Diam.,
about 10 cm.; fragment.
g. Reg. No. 3493 (rim undercut), L. T. E., July 14,
1910.

h. Reg. No. 3613, S6 g, July 25, 1910.
cm.; fragment.

-

7A

1910.

e. Reg. No. 4360 (edge of base), S7 west of 75 1
under third series of walls, Sept. 18, 1910.
f. Reg. No. 2924 (base with ring), S2-7, June 22,
1910.
The following are curved fragments from the
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

No.
No.
No.
No.

1640,
2975,
3025,
4621,

S2-43 sub, Aug. 30, 1909.
S2-7, June 23, 1910.
S2-7, June 24, 1910.
S7 near cistern 5 d(eep, Sept. 22,
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sides of similar jars:
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h.
i.
j.

Diam., 12
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5. Small two-handled jar.

206. Alabaster dishes, tvpes 7-9.
Scale, 1: 4.

a. Reg. No. 3490, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.
6. Large two-handled wine or oil jar.
a. Reg. No. 4106, S7-742 sub, Aug. 25, 1910.
With name of Osorkon II, see p. 247 ( 1.
7. Saucer with broad flat rim, sometimes undercut
outside.

8. Small bowl with flat rini.

a. Reg. No. 2166, S3 a, Oct. 4, 1909.

Diam., about

14 cm.; fragment.
9. Bowl with rim turned dow-n outside and undercut.

a. Reg. No. 1464, SI upper debris, June 5, 1909.
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II.

HARD STONE VESSELS

A series of large bowls were found of opaque speckled black and white
diorite, translucent black and white diorite, and slate. While the forms of these
are not necessarily Egyptian, the identical materials are found in stone vessels in
Egypt. Most of the fragments were found in old mixed yellow and black debris,
and are, I believe, of the Israelite period, but may be of the Babylonio-Grecian
period.
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207. Hard stone vessels, types 1-7.

1. Bowl with broad horizontal rim, molding underneath outside, of opaque speckled diorite.
a. Reg. No. 2471, S3 a W, Oct. 8, 1909.
15 cm.; fragment.

Diam.,

2. Large bowl with molded rim, of opaque diorite.
a. Reg. No. 1615, S2-47 near rock, Aug. 20, 1909.
Diam., 25 cm.; from fragments. See PI. 80 d.
3. Box-like vessel of opaque diorite.
a. Reg. No. 3419, S5 h E, July 11, 1910. Fragment of corner 4.5 x 4 cm., and 6 mm. thick.
4. Cylindrical vessel of translucent diorite, perhaps
an Egyptian cylindrical toilet vessel.
a. Reg. No. 1614, S2-47 near rock, Aug. 20, 1909.
Diam., about 6-8 cm.; fragment.
5. Wide plates of slate.
a. Reg. No. 1616, S2-47 near rock,
Diam., 26 cm.; fragment of rim
b. Reg. No. 1618, S2-47 near rock,
Diam., 20 to 30 cm., ring-base

Aug. 20, 1909.
(plain).
Aug. 21, 1909.
bottom inside

Scale, 1:4.

decorated with rosette, incised lines. See PI.
80 d 2.
c. Reg. No. 1619, S2-47 near rock, Aug. 21, 1909.
Fragment of side showing two slight ridges in
the section.
d. Dis. No. 513, S3 street cistern, Oct. 12, 1909.
Fragment.
e. Dis. No. 1083, S11-1, Oct. 11, 1910. Fragment.
6. Slate paint palette, with small cup at one end
and circular depression at the other, sides ornamnented. See PI. 57 c.
a. Reg. No. 3703, S4-202 sub, mixed yellow and
black debris, Aug. 1, 1910.

7. Smnall-handled jug of hard, brittle, red stone.
a. Reg. No. 2860, S2-7, June 18, 1910.
ment of shoulder with loop-handle.

Frag-

8. Disc with hole, probably lid of a jar, hard, green,
brown-mottled serpentine (?).
a. Reg. No. 1828, H. S. 2, July 12, 1909, in hole

made for removal of stone.
thickness, 5 mmn.

Diam., 6.3

ln.;

III. LIMESTONE VESSELS
1. Two-handled, squat vase.
a. Reg. No. 4383, Samarra's Land b, Sept. 6, 1910.
H., 4.7 cm.; diam., 6.8 cm.; width over handles,
8.2 cm. See Pi. 80 k.
2. Small, heavy, mortar-like vessels of uncertain
purpose. The top is usually decorated with a

pattern of incised lines-checkerb)oard pattern and
circles. These were found in older black debris,
but cannot be dated with any certainty.
a. Reg. No. 2799, Cl. T., Aug. 11, 1909. Diani.,
8.7 cm.
T. 4, June 16, 1910.
}). Reg. No. 2839, N.
Diam., 8.4 cmt.
C.
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c. Reg. No. 3090,
Diam., 8.5 cm.
d. Reg. No. 3091,
Diam., 9.2 cm.
e. Reg. No. 3918,
8 cm.

S. G. T. 4, June 26, 1910.
S. G. T. 4, June 26, 1910.
See PI. 80 m.
S4-417, Aug. 16, 1910. Diam.,

c. Reg. No. 3076, S2 under portico pavement,
June 25, 1910.
d. Reg. No. 3322, S5 b, July 4, 1910.
5. Deep bowl with plain rim,fine pink limestone.
a. Reg. No. 2185, S3 c W, Oct. 5, 1909. Diam.,
about 20 crn.
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209. Limestone vessels, types 5-8.

Scale, 1: 4.

tos

The stand is
6. Bowl on a stand (see IV 1, below).
of one piece with the bowl and is hollowed. The
bowl has a broad flat rim, undercut outside.
a. Reg. No. 2549 (stand), L. T. 53 cistern, Oct.
13, 1909. Diam., 9 cm.
b. Reg. No. 3172 (stand), S5 a, June 30, 1910.
Diam., 6.5 cm.
c. Reg. No. 3340 (stand), S5 g, July 6, 1910.
Dian., 10 cm.

d. Reg. No. 1675 (rim), S2 II 311, Sept. 4, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 2505 (rim), S3 d, Oct. 11, 1909.
Diani., 30 cm.
f. Reg. No. 2800 (rim), Cl. T., Aug. 10, 1909.
Diam., 22 cm.
g. Reg. No. 3395 (rim), S5 h, July 8, 1910.
h. Reg. No. 3428 (rim), S5 h, July 11, 1910.

k6

208. Limestone vessels, types 1-4.

Scale, 1:4.

3. Heavy saucer, possibly for same purpose as No. 2,
but with deeper, wider hollow.

7. Fragment of plate of indeterminable form, broken
in antiquity and mended with bronze band.

a. Reg. No. 2958, S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.
4. Plate, with disc base, ornamented inside on bottom with a rosette or unornamented.
a. Reg. No. 1704 (unornamented), S2-7
Roman, Oct. 25, 1909. Diam., 10 cal.
b. Reg. No. 2506, S3 d, Oct. 11, 1909.

i. Reg. No. 3642 (rim), S6 a, July 27, 1910.

sub

a. Reg. No. 1933, L. T. 1 C, Aug. 25, 1909.
S. Fragment of three-legged brazier.
a(. Reg. No. 1521, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
9 em.

Diamn.,

STONE VESSELS AND IMPLEMENTS
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IV. SERPENTINE (?)

This soft, brown, mottled stone was used in Egypt for various small cosmetic vessels during the New Empire and later.

210. Serpentine vessel, type IV 1 a, and basalt vessel, type
V 1 a. Scale, 1: 4.
1. Bowl on a stand (see III
below).

6, above, and V 1,

b. Reg. No. 3175 (rim), S5 a, June 30, 1910.
c. Dis. No. 1632, N. G. T. north of N Tower, Aug.
5, 1909. Fragment.

a. Reg. No. 2548 (rim and base), L. T. 53 cistern,
Oct. 13,1909. Diam. of base, 13.2 cm.; of bowl,
36 cm.

V.

BASALT, GRANULAR BLACK STONE

1. Bowl on a stand (see III 6 and IV 1, above).

a. Reg. No. 4491, S8 c, Sept. 13, 1910.
27.5 cl.
See PI. 80 n.

a. Reg. No. 3928 (stand), S4-417, Aug. 15, 1910.
Diam., 12 cm.

Diam.,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

--i

4

211. Basalt vessels, types 2 and 3.
2. Three-legged brazier or mortar. Fragments were
found in black debris in SU, H. S., S8 (7 pieces),
S10, S11, L. T., and other places. Only one whole
specimen was registered.

Scale, 1: 4.

3. Mortar with projecting handles and a spout.
a. Reg. No. 4479, S8 a, Sept. 12, 1910.
18 cill. See PI. 80 o.

Diam.,
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4. Rectangular frame., beveled inside to a slit opening
on the outside, two square notches for fastenings
on the inside. See Bliss-Macalister, p. 143, where
it is suggested that a similar object may be a

window-frame. Similar slit windows are known in
Egypt as early as the Fifth Dynasty mastabas.
a. Reg. No. 4015, L. T. 3 to 5, Sept., 1909. Found
broken and scattered, but fitted together in 1910.

Ip
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ab
212. Basalt window, type 4.
C.

MOLDS FOR CASTING METALS

1. Pottery mold of coarse black-brown ware, with a
red wash. The ware seems to be Israelite and the
mold was found with Israelite pottery. See Pls.
64 m; 68 1 5.

a. Reg. No. 1972, L. T. 1 room 6, Aug. 28, 1909.
Jeweler's mold. See Pi. 68 n.
b. Reg. No. 4499, S8 b, Sept. 14, 1910. Fragment,
10.8 cm. long.
c

a. Reg. No. 2934, S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.
2. Limestone molds.
D.

Scale, 1: 4.

.

, S6 c , J u ly 2 5 , 19 1 0. Fragment,
.
.
5.5 x 3 x 2 cm. One side, cast of a Greek inscription; the other, cast of an object. See
PI. 68 o.
R e g N o 3 6 14

FLINT AND STONE IMPLEMENTS
I.

FLINT

Three types of flints were found. As the hill was stripped clear during the
construction of the Israelite palace, these flints must have been brought to the
place during the subsequent periods. Several of the flints were found in
undoubted Israelite debris, and it is probable that flint was in use during the
Israelite period. Its use is possible in the Babylonio-Grecian period. The use
of flint by ancient races for certain purposes long after the introduction of metal
is too well known to require comment, as for example sickle flints in Egypt down
to a period contemporaneous with Israelite times. It is possible, of course, that
some of the flints came in later with the soil which was brought for purposes of
cultivation.
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The three types of flints are: (1) single-edged sickle flints, (2) double-edged
serrated flints, (3) plain flakes. The last named may be sickle flints in process
of manufacture, or they may be cutting implements (circumcision knives?).
1.Single-edged sickle flints. The ridge of the flake
is near one edge, forming a blunt, thick back; the
other or cutting edge is serrated. These flints
were set in a wooden frame.
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213. Flints.
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3. Flint flakes, Uwith sharp unworked edges.

Scale, 1: 2.

a. Reg. No. 1479, S1l cistern 8, June 21, 1909.

Length, 4.5 cm.

b. Reg. No. 21253 L. T. 5 along Ahab wall, Sept.
30, 1909. L., 4.8 cm. See PI. 82 g 6.
c. Reg. No. 3580, S4-356 sub, July 21, 1910. L.,
4.8 cm. See PI. 66 g 2.
2. Double-edged serrated flints. The ridge of the
flake is down the middle. These flints are serrated
on one or both cutting edges.
II.

a. Iteg. No. 1546, S1 cistern 8, June 17, 1909.
L., 5 cmI1.
b. Reg. No. 1668, S2 cistern 13, Sept. 3, 1909.
L., 5.3 cm.
c. Reg. N o. 2443, S3 d between Israelite and Greek
Fort Walls, Oct. 6, 1909. L., 3.9 cm.
d. Reg. No. 3106, S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910. L.,
8.7 cm.
e. Reg. No. 3107, S. G. T. 3, June 26, 1910. L.,
4.3 cmi.
f. Reg. No. 3604, 86 d, July 25,1910. L., 10.IO5 c.
See PI. 66 g 1.
g. Reg. No. 3961, 84-421 sub, Aug. 18, 1910. L.,
7.6 cm.
h. Reg. No. 3636, L. T. E., July 26, 1910. L.,
4.4 Cn1. See PI. 66 g 3.
i. Reg. No. 1480 (serrated irregular flake), SI
cistern 8, June 18, 1909. L., 8.2 cin.

a. Rleg. No. 1509, H. S. 1, June 18, 19"9. Size,
6.5 x 3 x 0.4 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1549, S2 niddh-le, top dirt, July 15,
1909. Size, 9.6 x 5 x 0.7 cm.
c. Reg. No. 1597, S2-45 sub, Aug. 4, 1909. Size,
5.8 x 3.6 cm.
d. Reg. No. 1828, H. S. 2, July 12, 1909. Sizet
8 x 2.2 cm.
e. Reg. No. 2531, S3-321, Oet. 13, 1909. Size,
8 x 1.9 Cm1l.
f. Reg. No. 4684, S8-840, Sept. 28, 1910. Size,
7.3 x 3.2 cm.

OTHER STONE IMPLENIENTS

There were found also three stone celts and a macehead, but none of them
in ancient debris. These objects, while neolithic in form, are such as we often
find in backward communities enjoying the full use of metals, as for example
in Nubia of the Middle Egyptian Empire and in the Sudan to-day. Therefore,
I hesitate to ascribe to the examples found at Samaria a date previous to the
Israelite occupation of the hill.
1. Axe-head with rounded butt and straight edge.
a. Reg. No. 999 (butt only), Bas. 2d stratum,
July 3, 1909. Size, 3.3 x 3.7 x 2 cm.
b. Reg. No. 4509, S8 d, Sept. 15, 1910. Size,
3.9 x 2.9 x 1.2 cm. Hard green stone.
2. Small celt with rectangular section.

-

a. Reg. No. 3000, S. G. T. 2, June 23, 1910. Size,
5.5 x 2.9 x 1 cm. Hard gray-black stone.

\ >=<'^^^'"^^y
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3. Mace head of bulbous form (Egyptian form).
a. Reg. No. 2798, Roadway, July, 1909.
Diam., 4.8 cm. Marble.

H. 4.6;.
214. Stone implements.

Scale, 1:2.
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III.

RUBBING STONES, POUNDERS, AND SHARPENING STONES

The usual rubbing, grinding and pounding stones common to all parts of
the ancient Orient were found. One conical pestle (3 f, below) was found in debris
containing Israelite potsherds, but the rest were all in black debris.
1. Mortar and ball pestle.

c. Reg. No. 2479, 83-314, Oct. 8, 1909. Diam.,
5.8 cm.; h., 5.4 cm.
d. Reg. No. 2852, N. G'. T. 8, June 17, 1910.
H., 7 cm.
e. Reg. No. 30(95, S. G. T. 4, June 26, 1910.
H., 7 cm.
f. Reg. No. 3254 (truncated pyramnid), So; f, July
2, 1910. H., 5 cm.
g. Reg. No. 4060 (white and red brecsia), N. G. T.,
July 31, 1909. H., 6.6 cm.
h. Reg. No. 4132, S7-711 sub, Aug. 27, 1910.
H., 6.6 cm.
i. Reg. No. 4442, Sarnarra's Land c 1, Sept. 8,
1910. H., 7 cm.

a. Reg. No. 2527, S3-320, Oct. 12, 1909. See Pi.
80 f. Mortar was of black basalt; ball a flint
nodule. Found together. Diani. of mortar,
11 cm.; of ball, 8 cim.
b. Reg. No. 2816 (ball only), N. G. T. 5, June 15,
1910.
c. Reg. No. 2948 (ball only, two finger-hollows on
opposite sides), S. G. T. 6, June 22, 1910.
Diamn., 5 cm. Black stone. See PI. 68 1 3.
d. Reg. No. 2986 (ball only), S. G. T. 4, June 23,
1910. Diam., 5 cm. Black stone.
e. Reg. No. 1522 (ball only), H. S. IJune 22, 1909.
Diani., 5.2 cm. Basalt.
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a. Reg. No. 4638, S8-880, Sept. 24, 1910.
3. Rubbing stones, pyramidal or conical in form, of
hard stone.
a. Reg. No. 1663, S2-43 sub, Sept. 1, 1909.
Diam., 5 cm.
b). Reg. No. 2072, L. T. 5 b, Sept. 14, 1909. HI.,
6.2 cin.

3es
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215. Rubbing stones, pounders, and sharpening stones.
2. Flat grinding stone, nearly oval in form, of black
basalt. This is the smaller upper stone; the lower
stone was not found. See Bliss-Macalister, p.
143. This form is used in Nubia at the present
day.

'5le-

Scale, 1: 4.

4. Rubbing stones of various forms.
a. Reg. No. 910, Bas. '2d stratum, June 22, 1909.
Size, 5.6 x 4 x 3.2 cm. Basalt.
b. Reg. No. 911, same place as a, same date.
Size, 5 x 4.6 x 2.6 cm., rectangular. Hard red
stone, fine grained.
c. Reg. No. 979, Bas. 2d stratum, June 28, 1909.
Size, 8.2 x 6 x 4.1 cm., flat oval. Basalt.
d. Reg. No. 2064, L. T. 5 1), Sept. 13, 1909. Size,
6 .8 x 4 x 4.1 cm., flat rectangle with knob-handle
on top. Basalt.
e. Reg. No. 2170, S3 f, Oct. 6, 1909. Hard black
stone. Diam., 6 cm.; hi., 3.'20cm.
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f. Reg. No. 3416, N. G. T. 12, July 11, 1910.
Size, 4 x 2.3 x 1.3 cm., rectangular. Slate.
f. 1 Reg. No. 3969, Kaid's Landt a, Aug. 18, 1910.
Basalt. L., 5 cm.
g. Reg. No. 4484, Samarra's Lald, Sept. 13, 1910.
Size, 6.1 x 3.2 x 4.7 cm., irregular. Basalt.
h. Reg. No. 1663, S2-43, Sept. 1, 1909. H., 3.5
cm.; diam., 5 cmnl.
Nearly hemnispherical.
Basalt.
5. Sharpening stones.
a. Reg. No. 1873, L. T. 1 b, Aug. 18, 1909. Size,
5.2 x 1.6 x 2.7 cm. Irregular form. Grooved
by rubbing. Slate.
E.
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I. IReg. No. 296((, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910. Size,
10.8 x 3.t3 x 0).6 cm. Flat worn whetstone, with
h)ole for susplenlsion thrnoughl OnTlside.

Slate.

c. Reg. No. 305()5, S. (G1. T. 4, June 25, 1910.
8 x 4 x 0.7 cm.
6. Polishing

stonltes.

Size,

FIlat whletstone,.
See the

small

hemispherical

pieces of hbearatite under H. 1, below, Fig. 217.
a. Reg. No. 4519, Ktaidl's Land, Sept. 15, 1910.
()voidl piece of hemnatite, with one flat side
and a groove lengthwise of thet othler side. Size,
3.5 x 1.7 x 1.1 crn.

WHOVRLS OR BUTrTONS

All over the site, in all classes of debris, whorl-shaped objects were found of
dark gray soapstone, black slate, white limestone, bone, glass, or pottery. They
vary in form from a hemisphere to a flat disc and from a true cone to a cone
with concave or convex sides (see P1. 83 j). The size varies from two to four
centimetres in diameter. These appear to be spinning whorls, but Professor
Macalister (Gezer, II, p. 91), on account of their small size and the narrowness
of the hole, expresses the opinion that they are buttons, fastened with a knotted
string. If, however, a metal or bone spindle were used (some of the unexplained,
hook-ended bronze pins, for example), the small stone whorls would make very
serviceable spinning whorls. However, the explanation of their use as buttons
is very plausible, especially in the case of the bone and ivory specimens which
shade off into flat discs and ring beads.
The following selection will give a good idea of their distribution over the
site. They appear to occur in deposits of all periods, but most frequently in the
Hellenistic debris. For glass whorls, see Chapter XI C II and III; for bone
whorls, see Chapter X J.
1. Whorls or Buttons.
a. Reg. No. 830, Bas. 2d stratum, June 8, 1909.
Gray stone. Diam., 3.3 cm.
b. Reg. No. 938, Bas. 2d stratum, June 24, 1909.
Green gray stone. Diam., 2.3 cm.
c. Reg. No. 1361, Bas. E, cut, July 1, 1909. Black
stone. Diam., 2 cm.
d. Reg. No. 1391, Bas. cist. 1, July 20, 1909.
Gray stone. Diam., 2.7 cm.
e. Reg. No. 1735, vault cist. 2, Aug. 23, 1909.
Black polished gray paste. Diam., 2 crn.
f. Reg. No. 1887, L. T. 1 a W, Aug. 20, 1909.
Slate. See Fig. 216, No. 12.
g. Reg. No. 1898, L. T. 1 1, Aug. 20, 1909. Limlestone. Diam., 2.9 cm.
h. Reg. No. 1931, L. T. room 15, Aug. 25, 1909.
Slate. Diam., 2.5 cmrn.
i. Reg. No. 1952, LJ. T. 1 a, Aug. 17, 1909. 3Black
polished gray paste. Diam., 2.7 cm.
j. Reg. No. 1994, L. T. 1 c, Sept. 1, 190(). Linmestone. Diam., 3.2 cm.
k. Reg. No. 2042, L. T. reoon 39, Sept. 9i, ))1909.
Black stone. D)iarn., 3.2 cm.

1. IReg. No. 2044, I,. T. 21 sul), Sept. 9, 1909.
Gray paste. Dim., 2.1 cn.
m. Reg. 1No. 2061, L. T. roonl 25, Sept. 13, 1909.
Slate. Diamn., 3 cm.
n. Reg. No. 2063, L. T. room 37, sub Roman, Sept.
13, 1909. Slate. Diam., 2.8 cm.
o. Reg. No. 2074, L. T. roomr5, Sept. 14, 1909.
Gray paste. Diam., 2 cm.
p. Rleg. No. 2103, L. T. rooni 22, Sept. 14, 1909.
Slate. Diaim., 2.8 cIm.
q. Reg. No(. 2779, LI. T. roonl 53 cistern,Oct. 13,
1909. Slate. See Fig. 216, No. 13.
r. Reg. No. 2780, L. T. roonm 53 cistern, Oct. 13,
1909. Slrate. Diam., 2.6 cni.
s. Reg. No. 2784S, L. T. roomn 53 cistern, Oct. 13,
1909(.
(edbrelcia.
Dia., 2 cm.
t. Re('g. No. 27185, L. T.' rooms 53 cistern, Oct. 13,
1909().
Slate. See1 Fig. 216i, No. 5.
u. Reg. No. 3477,. TJ.
-IE.
July 13, 1910. Gray
stonell.

v.

(
(g.

Se lF'ig. 21ti6, No. 16.

No. 2147t, S3 g S, Selpt. '30, 1909.

Sec Fig. 216I N0o. 1-4.

Sl:ate.
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w. Reg. No. 2148, S3 g SI Sept. 30, 1909.

Slate.

See Fig. 210, No. 4.

x. Reg. No. 2196, S3 b) street, Oet. 6,
Diaml., 2.2 em.
y. Reg. No. 2528, S3 along Ahab wall,
Gray paste. Diam., 2.4 ent.
z. Reg. No. 2781, S3-324, Oet. 12,
stone. Diam., 2.5 cm.
aa. Reg. No. 2782, S3-303, Oct. 17,
Diam., 2.3 cm.

1909.

Slate.

(et. 1311909.
1909.

Black

1909.

Slate.

bb. Reg. No. 2607, S4 e , YOct. 27, 1909.

Gray
Gray

Buff

paste. Diain., 3.9 cm.
cc. Reg. No. 2777, Gateway SW Tower, Aug. 17,
1909. Slate. Diani., 3.9 cm.
dd. Reg. No. 2778, Gateway house inside, Aug. 16,
1909. Slate. Diai., 2.6 cm.
ee. Reg. No. 2840, N. G. T. 4, Junei 1(6,1910. Slate.
Diamn., 2.1 cm.
ff. Reg. No. 2874, S. G. T. 4, June 20, 1910. Slate.
Diamn., 2 cm.
gg. Reg. No. 2974, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 191.0. Slate.
Diam. 3 cm.
hh. Reg. No. 2997, S. G. T. 2, June 23, 1910. Slate.
See Fig. 216, No. 8.
ii. Reg. No. 2996, N. G. T. 2, June 23,1910. Slate.
Diani., 3.2 cm.
jj. Reg. No. 3031, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910. Gray
stone. Diani., 3.1 cm.
kk. Reg. No. 3054, S. G. T. 4, June 24, 1910. Slate.
See Fig. 216, No. 3.
11. Reg. No. 3161, S. G. T. 3, June 29, 1910. Slate.
Diam., 1.9 cm.
mm. Reg. No. 3167, N. G. T. 4, June 29,1910. Slate.
Diam., 2.6 cm.
nn. Reg. No. 3435, S5-361, July 12, 1910. Slate.
See Fig. 216, No. 2.
oo. Reg. No. 3174, S5 a, June 30, 1910. Slate.
Diam., 3 cm.
pp. Reg. No. 3202, S5 a, June 30, 1910. Slate.
See Fig. 216, No. 7.

qq. Reg. No. 3317, S5 1), July 4, 1910.

Black stone-. Dian., 2.7 cmry.
af. Reg. No. 4163, S10 b), Aug. 317 1910.
stone. Diam., 2.4 (In.
ag. Reg. No. 4560, S10) a, Sept. 19, 1910.
stonev. See Fig. 216, No. 11.

Gray stone.

Diam., 23 mm.

rr. Reg. No. 3579, S6 f, July 21, 1910. Slate. See
Fig. 216, No. 15, and PI. 83 j 3.
ss. Reg. No. 3615, S6 g, July 25, 1910. Stone.
Diam., 2.3 cm., and PI. 83 j 6.
tt. Reg. No. 3803, S6 e, Aug. 9, 1910. Gray stone.
Diamn., 3.1 cm. See PI. 83 j 7.
uu. Reg. No. 3951, S6-626, Aug. 17, 1910. Gray
stone. Diam., 2.9 cm.
vv. Reg. No. 3748, S7 d, Aug. 5, 1910. Black stone.
Diam., 2.6 cm. See PI. 83 j 8.
ww. Reg. No. 3781, S7-406 sub, Aug. 6, 1910. Gray
stone. See Fig. 216, No. 10, and PI. 83 j 4.
xx. Reg. No. 4115, S7-720 sub, Aug. 25v, 1910.
yy. Reg. No. 4444, S7-365, sub deep, Sept. 9, 1910.
Limestone. Diam., 4 cm.
zz. Reg. No. 4618, S7-772, Sept. 22, 1910. Limestone. See Fig. 216, No. 1.
ab. Reg. No. 4539, S8--802 sub, Se pt. 17, 1910.
Black stone. Diam., 2.8 cm.
ac. Reg. No. 4567, S8 d N deep, Sept. 19, 1910.
Black stone. Diam., 2.3 cm1.
ad. Reg. No. 4726, S8-840 cave, Sept. 30, 1910.
Black s-tone. Diam., 1.7 Cn.
ae. Reg. No. 4393, S9-906; sul), Sept. 6, 1910.
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216. W\horls or buttons.

Scale, 1: 2.

ah. Reg. No. 4840 (hole begun but not bored
through), S11-1, Oct. 12, 1910. Red-veined
limestone. Dianmi., 3.4 cm.
ai. Reg. No. 3758, Kaid a, Aug. 5, 1910. Pottery.
See Fig. 216, No. 17; PI. 83 j 5.
aj. Reg. No. 3796, K'aid a., Aug. 8, 1910. Gray
stone. See Fig. 216, No. 9; PI. 83 j 2.
ak. Reg. No. 3797, Kai(d's Land, Aug. 8, 1910.
Black stone. Dianm., 3.4 eiI.
See PI. 83 j 9.
al. Reg. No. 4480, Kai 's Land, Sept. 12, 1910.
Slate. Diamii., 3 cm.
am. Reg. No. 4289, Samailrra's Land b 5, Sept. 5,1910.
Black stone. Diani., 2.55 cm.
an. Reg No. 4351,Sniarra's Land a 5,Sept. 5, 1910.
Slate. See Fig. 216, No. 6.
ao. Reg. No. 4352, Saniarra's Land a 5, Sept. 5,1910.
Black stone. Diam, 2.2 cn.
nP. Reg. (No.
4456, Saniarra's Lanid c, Sept. 10, 1910.
Black stone. Maia., 1.9 cm.
2. Other whorls.
'a. Reg. No. 3702, S4 E under Herodian street,
Aug. 1, 1910. A gray stone ring. Diam., 5 cn.
See PI. 83 j 1.
1). Reg. No. 4162, S7-722, Aug. 31, 1909. Hard
white limestone disc. Dian., 4.2 cm.; 1.7 cm.
thick. Dianm. of hole, 8 mm.
c. 1teg. No. 96I, Bas. 2d stratunm, June 2.5, 1909.
Pottery dise cut from a tile. Dian., 5.2 cm.;
1.6 cmn. thick.

Diam. of hole, 7 mIll.

STONE VESSELS AND IMPLEMENTS
F.
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rWEIT.S(I'I'S

Almost as common as the whorls were the heavy weights of baked clay,
unbaked clay, or stone, used in weaving. These were usually like a narrow truncated pyramid in form, pierced with one hole near thle top, but some were like
truncated cones, and a few were rather irregular in form. The following list of
selected weights will give an idea of the distribution over the site. They appear
to have been most common in the Hellenistic period. Their height varies from
6-12 cm.
1. Conical or Pyramllidal Weigllts.
a. Reg. No. 1514 (conlical), H. S. 1, JUtIe 22, 1(909.
b. Reg. No. 1852, S2 II 7 upper stratuml, July 31,
1909.
c. Reg. No. 1915 (stone), L. T. 1 b) cistern 92,
Aug. 23, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2047, L. T. 4-46, Sept. 10), 1909.
e. Reg. No. 2394, S3 dI, Seplt. 23, 190)). See PI.
68 g 6.
f. Reg. No. 2402, S3 f S, Sept. 27, 19E)0). See PI.
t68 g 5.
g. Reg. N'o. 2407, S3 c, Sept. 30, 1909. See I1.
68 g 4.
h. Reg. No. 2412 (stone, round-toIpped cone), S3 e,
Oct. 2, 1909. See PI. 68 g 3.
i. Reg. No. 2413 (clay, round-topped cone), S3 e,
Oct. 2, 1909. See PI. 68 g 2.
j. Reg. No. 2593, S3-321, Oc)t. 22, 1!)09.
k. Reg. No. 2931 (flat stone), S. G. T. 8, June 22,
1910.

1. Reg. No. 2999, S. G. T. 2, June 22, 1910.
In. Reg. No. 3726 (23 weights, unbaked(l clay, illegG.

ibll s;eal impression on top), S4-201 sub, Aug.
3, 1910.
n. tReg. (No.3287, S5 c, July 2, 1()10.
o.

'Reg.
N.

4205(),

S8 b) (--2)0 crr.), Sept. 3, 191(0.

Jike g, above.
,
r.Reg. No. 413:90, iS9-9()06 suby, Sept. 6, 191().
g,

(1. Reg. No.
l't

Like

above.
l

1,

S94-99f0 sub., Sept. 6, 1910.

Like

(tt)()Vf'.

r. Reg. No). 4-454 S7-7.51, Sept. 10, 1910.
s. iReg. N(o. 4f692, S1() d, Seplt. 27, 1910.
t. Reg.

:No. .3840, S7 1), Aug.

A rough,

10, 1910.

recttangular bloc k of liniest(loe, 9 x 7.4 x 8.6
c(lm. hligh, pierced wvith a large hole fromn top: to
bottom.

Diai.,

1.

.

2. I)isc;( -weiglit.
F;ine reddish-buf)Iff
ware, wetsmoothed. Pierced be(fore baIking by two holes
on one siide. I
mIaisc
adet for the- purpIoset, Inot
cut fronl a mla(lde pot.
a. Reg. No. 3142, S5.) a, June( 29k, 1910.
9) cm.

Diam.,

BALL WEIGHTS

A number of rough balls were found of clay or stone, pierced for suspension.
These were lighter than the weaver's weights described above, but may have been
used for some similar purpose. They are too large and too rude to have been
beads. Many of them were of unbaked clay. One only nwas cylindrical in form
(No. 1 p, below), and this was found in Israelite debris. Thle others were found
usually in the older black debris, and appear to belong to the Babylonio-Grecian
period as well as to the Hellenistic.
1.

Clay weights.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Reg. No. 1633,
Reg. No. 1897,
Reg. No. 2183,
Reg. No. 2529,
Reg. No. 2879,
Reg. No. 2894,
Reg. No. 2921,
Reg. No. 2949,
P1. 68 11.
i. Reg. No. 2950,
PI. 68 1 2.
j. Reg. No. 29159,
PI. 68 1 7.
k. Reg. No. 2962,
PI. 68 1 4.

1. Reg. No. 29063, S. (G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.

S2-43 sub, Aug. 28, 1909.
L. T. 3 ed, Aug. 20, 1909.
S3 c W, (O)ct. 5, 1909.
S3-321, Oct. 13, 19)09.
S. G. T. 3, June 20, 1910.
S. G1. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
S. G. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.

Il.

See

PI1. 68 1 6.
IReg. No. 43:95, S )-)(0) sl)ub, Seplt. 6i, 1910.

n. Reg. No. 4467, S7-766i, Sept. 12, 1:910.
o. Reg. No. 446)8. S 7--,755, Sept. 12, 1910.
p. Reg. No. 3(924E ((ylindrical), S4-417, Aug.

,16

1910.

2. Stone weights.

S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.

See

S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.

Se'e

S. G. T. 1, Julne 22, 1910.

See

Dateles

S(:}f:

al. RI(g. No. 286ti, S. (G. 1'. 3, June 21, 1910.
P'ebble, piercedl tlhrouglh middle of flat si(de.
4.5 x 3.2x 2.1
)cm.
1). TReg. No. 3407, S. h)l E, July 9, 1910. Flat,
ovtil pebble, pie rcedl
x l.c.nl.

tihrollugh upper

Iendi,
5 x 3.6
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WEIGHTS FOR SCALES

H.

Only a few objects were found which might be classed as weights for scales.

Some of these, of hxamatite, had only one smooth surface, and might have been
small rubbing pestles. Unfortunately, in the press of work, none of these were
weighed.
1. Small haenatite weights or rulbb ers.
a. Reg. No. 4610, S7-772, Sept. 21, 19(1). Size,
13 x 14 x 11 mm. 1Un11der-side sootllh(:led and
marked with a small cirele.
b. Reg. No. 3203, S5 e, Jume 30, 1910. H., 16
mm.; diam., 16 mm. U jledr-side smoothed.
c. Reg. No. 4133, S7-711 sub, Aug. 27, 1910.
H., 13 mm.; diam., 119 mm. Smoothed, truicated cone.

I

2. Small hemispherical weights.
a. Reg. No. 2470, S3 street W,
W Ot. 8, 1909.
H., 13 mm.; diam., 20In1m.
Hard black stone.
b. Reg. No. 1551, S2-55 on floor, wvith Seleucidan
water jar and coin of Tyre (see below, Gfreek
Coin Catalogue IN" 10 h, 76-5) B.C.). Red and
white streaked stone. H., 1.4 cm.; diam.,
1.8 cm. See PI. 68 c 2.
3. Small barrel-shaped weight, wvith three small holes
on one flat side.
a. Reg. No. 1572, S2 middle top dirt, July 26, 1909.
Hoematite. H., 8 mm.; Ciain., 12 mm.
4. Spheroidal limestone weight,
side.

wvith one flattened

a. Reg. No. 2056, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 26, 1909. H.,
10.6 cm.; diam., 12.4 cm. The top is marked

with a sign r[:.
See also bronze weights, Chapter IX B XIII.

I.

217. Stone weights.

Scale, 1: 2.

RAW MATERIALS

The most interesting of the raw materials recovered was the blue glass, found
usually in Israelite debris or in mixed Israelite and early Greek debris. An especially large number of broken slabs of this glass was found in S2 rooms 41-47
in mixed yellow and black debris about one metre above the rock. In Egypt,
blue glass of this sort was ground to a fine powder and mixed with a matrix
to form the blue pigment, which was used from the Old Empire to Roman
times. Lumps of a blue paste (see No. 2 a, below), similar to the Egyptian
crystalline blue, were found near the glass slabs in S2 room 42; and there can
be no doubt that the rough blue slabs were used for grinding the blue powder
of which the blue paste was made. Without a suitable matrix the powder
would not show its color.
1. Blue glass, slabs and splinters, thick white patina.
a. Reg. Nos. 1617, 1634, 1662, 4066-4071,
found in S2-41 to 47, Aug. 25--30, 1909.

all

2. Blue paste, color.
a. Reg. No. 1653, S242 near rock,
Seven small lumps.

Aug. 31 1909.

STONE VESSELS AND IMPLFEMENTS
b. Reg. No. 4453, S4-356 sub, under IRoman wall,
Sept. 10, 1910. Lumip; greatest dienllesion, 28
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4. Sullphur (?)
a. lReg. No. 940, Bas. 2:d straturn, June 24, 1909.
SrIatll lumrp.

mml.

c. Reg. No. 4490, S8-803 sub, Sept. 13, 1!)10.
Three lumIps; greatest dimension, 20 mill., 14
mITI., and 7 min.
d. Reg. No. 48G61, Sll-1 deep, ()Oct. 14, 1910.
Lunip; greatest dinlension, 20 mnil.

5. Haemrtttite.
a. Reg. No. 48X59, Sll x, (Oct. 14, 1910.
luIIImp; greatest dirmension, 30 inm.

Irregular

6. Crystatl, rlaturtll, quartz.

3. Pitch (resin?). 1

a. Reg. No. 39,53,

a. Reg. No. 4518 and 4534, S7-773 deep, Sept.
15-16, 1910. Seven lumnps; greatest ldimenlsion
of largest lunmp, 36 mrll.
J.

a. Reg. No. 858, Bas. 2d stratum, June 12, 1909.

1910.

Size, 4.6 x 1.1 x 0.6 cm.

SHELLS

1. The common cowrie was found at Sebaste in a
number of different places and periods. The only1
example deserving special mention was a cowrie
with the top cut off after the Egyptian manner
(when they were used as beads). This cowrie was
found in the floor debris of the Ahab courtyard,
and was undoubtedly used in the Israelite period.
a. Reg. No. 4013, S4-417 sub, Aug. 20, 1910.
2. A small bivalve shell, easily mistaken for alabaster,
was common also.

S4-349 sulb, Aug. 17,

). ItReg. No. 2937, N. G. T. 3, June 22, 1910.
Pierced.
3. Murex shells were not frequent.
a. Rteg. No. 861, Bas. 2d stratum, June 12,
Long type, 10 cmi. long (broken).
i). RegR. No. 876, Bas. 2d stratumn, June 14,
Short type, 6 cm. long (broken).
c. Reg. No. 917, Bas. 2d stratum, June 23,
Short type, 5.3 cnm. long.
d. Dis. No. 1151, S11-6, Oct. 10, 1910.
type, 13.5 cmI. long.

1909.
1909.
1909.
Long

Pierced.

'This resembled the Egyptian mummy pitch, which appears to te resin.

Sec A. Llucas, Preservative Materials used by the

Ancitent Igyptiatnls ill Erba)ling, p.
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CHAPTER IX
MET'ALS

Of all the metal objects found, only iron arrow-heads (1 a, 2 a, 3 d, 5 a,
below) came from undisturbed Israelite debris. Most of the iron arrow-heads
were found in yellow debris of one sort or other, and appeared to be Israelite
or early Post-Israelite in date. While nothing else of metal was certainly Israelite, many of the commoner bronze and iron objects were also found in mixed debris,
and may well have been Israelite or at least early Post-Israelite. I would suggest
the following as previous to 300 B.(C. in date:
Iron arrow-heads, 1 a-d; 2 a, b; 3 a-d; 5 a-c; 11 e.
Iron spear points, 1 a.
Iron tool, 2 a.
Iron nails, 1 e; 2 h.
Iron rings, 1 a; 4 c, d.
Bronze arrow-heads, 1 a.
Bronze nails, 1 c; 6 a; 9 c; 9 d; 10 a.
Bronze implements, 1 a; 2 a.

Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
13 a.
Bronze

Ipins, etc., 3 a; 3 c; 5 a.
brooches, 1a; 2 a; 4 a; 8a;l1 a; 12a.
kohl-sticks, 3 c; 4 a; 6 a; 10 a; 10 d; 10 f;
trappings, 1 a; 3 a; 4 a; 5 a; 9 a.

Bronze chain, 6 a.

Bronze handles, 9 a; 17 a.
B3ronze wire, 4 ta.

The great majority of the rest of these objects are clearly Hellenistic in date.
As Roman, may be pointed out the following:
Iron arrowv-heads, 8 a, t).
Iron nails, 1 a, c; 2 a-d; 4 a.
Iron rings, 2 a; 4 a; 5 a.
Bronze nails, 11 a; 12 a.
Bronze implements, 9 a.

Bronze brooch, 13 (a.
IBronze tbuckle, 3 a; 4 a.
Bronze kohl-stick, 2 a; 3 a, In; 9 a; 11 a, I).
BronIze chains, 5 a, b.
Bronzte bells, 1 a (two

tells).

A review of the whole material makes it evident that the use of bronze reached
its highest point in the Hellenistic period (300 to 100 B.(C.), the period which in
general shows the greatest prosperity at this site.
A. I10N
I.

IRON ARROW-HEADS

Of the iron arrow-heads dated with certainty to the Israelite period are 1 a; 2 a;
3 d; 5 a. A majority of the rest were found in debris wlhich contained Israelite potsherds,
and were of the fine, oval, leaf shape shown in Fig. 218, No. 1. Only a few were found
in Hellenistic debris, and these were of different forms (6 c, d, e; 8 a; 10 a; 11 a, b, c, d).
The iron arrow-heads were comparatively rare in thle Helllenistic debris, being replaced bv
the bronze arrow-heads.
1. Flat broadl blade with solid haft, broadelst part
near middlel.
a. Reg. No. 1700, S2 IV 14 in half metre of vyellow
ldebriis abo,,ve floor of room, ()Oct. 25, 19)09.
L., 68 rnmm.; w., 17.5 mm. See Pl. 82 j 3.
b). Reg. No. 3289, S5 c (ldeep, July 2, 19)10. L.,
71 mrnm.; w., 19 mm.

(. Reg. No. 3(676, S5 on Israelite towe(r, July 28,
1910.

L., 60 mrIm.;

w.,

15

1mm.;

long haft,

2() nmn.
d. lReg. No. 3869, S6 g, Aug. 13, 1910.
mnm. (haft broken off); w*., 22 nlnm.
346t)

L.

6
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a. Reg. No. 1971, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 27, 1909. L.,
91 mm. (both endss broken off); w.,9 mtn.
1X.Reg. No. 3228, S5 1) July 1,1910. L., 63 mm.;
w., 12 min.
c. Reg. No. 4860, S11-1 S deep, Oet. 14, 1910.
L., 79 mm.; w., 10.5 mm. See PI. 82 a 3.
d. Reg. No. 4451, Samarra's Land c, Sept. 9, 1910.
L., 65 mm.; w., 11 mm.

2. Flat broad blade, with the broadest part nearer
the haft, with solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 1701, S2 IV 14 in half metre of yellow
debris above floor, Oct. 25, 1909. L., 89 inmmi.;
w., 23 mm.

See PI. 82 j 2.

b. Reg. No. 1702, S2 II 7 deep, Oct. 25, 1909.
L., 82 mm.; w., 22 mm. See PI. 82 j 1.
3. Slender flat blade, with solid haft.

5. Flat b}lad(e, with rounded shoulder at haft end,
with solid haft.

a. Reg. No. 2926, S2 II 7 deep, June 22, 1910.
L., 86 mm.; w., 16 mm.
b. Reg. No. 3503, L. T. E., July 14, 1910. L., 75
mm. (haft broken); w., 16 mm.

a. Reg. No. 4074, S4-417 sub N, Israelite, Aug.
23, 1910. L., 65 mm.; w., 15 mm-.
A
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218. Iron arrow-heads and spear-heads.

Scale, 1: 2.

c. Reg. No. 3694, S4-327, July 30, 1910. L., 73
mm.; w., 17 mm.
d. Reg. No. 3950, S4-349 sub, Israelite debris,
Aug. 17, 1910. L., 65 mm.; w., 14 mm.
Print of wooden shaft on haft.

b). Reg. No. 4924; S11-1 N deep, Oct. 22, 1910.
L., 72 mm.; w., 15 mm. See PI. 82 a 6 (4925).
c. Reg. No. 4841, Sll-22 Israelite wall, Oct. 12,
1910. L., 109 mm.; 1. of haft, 26 mm.; we,
15 mm. See PI. 82 a 5.

broadest part

6. Flat blade, with sharply marked shoulder at haft

4. Long, narrow, flat blade, with
nearer haft, with solid haft.

end, with long solid haft.
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a. Reg. No. 3801, S6 e, Aug. 9, 1910. L., ca. 68
mm.; w., ca. 20 mln.
b. Reg. No. 3816, S6 f, Aug. 9, 1910. L., 70 imm.
(originally ca. 90 mnlm.); W., 18 mm.;
1. of ailft,
30 mnm.
c. Reg. No. 1671, S2 cistern 13, Sept. 3, 1093.
L., 60 nmm. (broken); w., 22 nlm.
d. Reg. No. 2067, L. T. 5, Irixed deblris, Sept. 14,
1909. L., 90 nim.; 1. of hlaft, 38 mmn.; w., 24
mM.
e. Reg. No. 2511, S3 street E, Oct. 11, 1909. L.,
62 mml.; 1. of haft, 21 mIn.; w., 14 mn.

7. Broad, triangular flat blade, with long solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 3589, S6 e, July 22, 1910.
1. of haft, 26 mm.; w., 14 mm.

L., 47 mm.;

8. Flat blade, with collar between blade and haft,
with solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 4441, Samarra's Land c 1, Sept. 8,
1910. L., 90 mm.; 1. of haft, 18 mm.; 1. of
collar, 16 mm.; w., 20 mm.
b. Reg. No. 4445, Samarra's Land c, Sept. 9, 19 10.
L., 88 mm.; 1. of haft, 14 mm.; 1. of collar, 20
mm.; w., 18 mm.
9. Three-sided blade with concave faces, solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 2940, Ni. G. T. 5, June 22, 1910.

10. Four-sided blade, square shouldler, solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 4515, Sx8-821, Sept. 15, 1910. L., 55
mrnm.; 1. of haft, 13 mm.; blatde, 6 mm. square
at butt.
The following onl a ccount of their strength
nmay have served axs spear-heads:
11. Solidt round poillt tapering to a solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 1992, L. T. 1 c slope, Sept. 1, 1909.
L., 80 nmn. (hroken); diam., 15 mm.
1). 2Reg. No. 2124, L. T. 5 under street, Sept. 30,
1909. L., 101 mm.; diam., 12 mm. See PI.
82 g 4.
c. Reg. No. 2856, S. (4. T. 1, June 18, 1910. L.,
49 mnm. (broken off both ends); diam., 12 mm.
d. Reg. No. 296;5, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910. L.,
78 mm. (broken off); diam., 17 mm.
e. Reg. No. 1541, S1 cistern 7, July 5, 1909. L.,
66 mnm. (haft broken off); diam., 10 mm. See
PI. 66 a 1.
12. Round point, hollow butt.

Spear or arrow head.

a. Reg. No. 2403, S3 a, Sept. 28, 1909. L., 77
mm.; dliam., 18 mm.
b. Reg. No. 2532, S3 alongsidle Ahatb wall, Oct. 13,
1909. L., 68 mm.; diaII., 18 mm.

Jotr

219. Iron knives (types III 1-2) and sword
blades (types IV 1-2). Scale, 1:2.

II.

IRON SPEAR POINTS

1. Thick flat blade, solidl haft.
a. Reg. No. 440()0, S9-913 sub, Sept. 6, 1910. L.,
124 mm. (haft hroken close to lttlade); w., 31
mm.; thickness, 39 mm. B3albylonio(-C(recian.

2. Short four-sided point, with long round haft.

a. RIeg. No. 4406, S9 cisterni 1, Sept. 6, 1910. L.,
290 mm.; 1. of point, 58 mnm.; diaim. of llaft,
11 nl'm.; po)int, 13 mn. squlare. Hellenistic.
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3. Long round point, with ring-guard between point
and solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 1485, S1 cistern 8, June 20,1909. L.,
225 mm. (broken both ends); 1. of point, 170
mm.; diam. of point, 26 mm.; ring, 15 mm.

III.

4. Iron shoe for staff.

Babylonio-Gre-

Rolled plate, one end round.

a. Reg. No. 2136, S3 c, Sept. 21, 1909.

IRON KNIVES

1. Flat curved blade, edge on inside of curve,
thicker at back, flat haft with rivet holes for fastening to handle. Sickle (?).
a. Reg. No. 1554, S2 S top debris, July 15, 1909.
L., 210 mm.; straight part, 9.5 cm.; curved
part, 11.5 cm.; w. of straight part, 2.1 cm.; w.
of curved part in middle, 1.3 cm. Three rivet
holes.
b. Reg. No. 2553, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.

IV.

wide with diain. of 45 mm.
cian or Hellenistic.

Fragrment. L., 11.5 cm.; w. of curved part,
2.9 cm. Early Hellenistic.
2. Flat knife, solid handle with knob.

Hellenistic.

a. Reg. No. 3016, S2 under portico, June 23, 1910.
L., 17 cm; 1. of handle, 5 cm.; w. of blade, 2.4
cm. Round handle.
b. Reg. No. 3102, S2 II 6S, June 26, 1910. L., 15.4
cin.; 1. of handle, ca. (i cID.; w. of blade, 2.6 cm.

IRON SWORD BLADES

1. Single-edged blade, with thickened back.
a. Reg. No. 3021, S. G. T. 2, June 24, 1910. Tip;
1., 18 cm.; w., 3.2 cm. Sharp tapering point.
Hellenistic oi earlier.
b. Reg. No. 3817, S6 f, Aug. 9, 1910. Butt with
rivet hole, 1.30 cm.; w., 7.5 cm. Hellenistic or
earlier.

b). Reg. No. 36(.99,

Tapering point.

S4-349 sub, July 30, 1910.
L., 21.6 cm.; w., 4.8 cm. Pre-

hellenistic.

c. Reg. No. 2519, S3-324, Oct. 12, 1909.
ing point.

L., 8 cm.; w., 3.4 cm.

Taper-

Hellenistic.

d. Reg. No. 826, Bas. 11 N, June 8, 1909.
ment. L., 17.5 cm.; w., 5.5 cm.

Frag-

3. Two-edged blade, with ridge down the middle.

2. Two-edged blade.
a. Reg. No. 3014, S2 under portico, June 23, 1910.
Sharp tapering point. L., 6 m.; w., 1.7 cm.
Hellenistic.

V.

IRON NAILS.

1. Long spike with rounded head and rectangular
shaft.
a. Reg. No. 906, Bas. 2d stratum, June 22, 1909.
L., 20 mm.; 1.2 x 1.3 cm.

a. Reg. No. 2966, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910. Fraginent. L., 7 cm.; w., 2.5 cm. Hellenistic or
eartlier.

ALL PERIODS
e. Reg. No. 2880, S. G. T. 3, June 20, 1910.
5 cm. (top part only); 1 cm. square.

L.,

2. Iron nails with flat head. Shaft roughly rounded
or squared. Many are broken; hence the plus
sign after the length in the following list:
a. Reg. No. 907, Bas. 2d stratum, June 22, 1909.

220. Iron nails.

Scale, 1: 4.

b. Reg. No. 4198, Samarra's Land, Sept. 3, 1910.
L., 17.5 cm.; 1.4 cm. square.
c. Reg. No. 1381, Bas. cistern 1, July 20, 1909.
L., 18.3 cm. (head gone); 1.1 cmn. square.
d. Reg. No. 1504, S2 III 31 above floor, July )9,
1909. L., 14 cm. (lower part only); 1.5 cm.
square.

L., 10 cm.
b. Reg. No. 954, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
L., 9 cm.
c. Reg. No. 955, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
L.,Y9.7 cm.
d. Reg. No. 977, Bas. 2d stratum, June 28, 1909.
L., 10 cm.
e. Reg. No. 1008, Bas. N sub, Roman, July 8, 1909.
L., 10.5 cm.
L.,
f. Reg. No. 1484, SI cistern 8, June 20, 1909t.
12 cm.
g. Reg. No. 1502, S2 II 31, July 9, 1909. L., 11
cm.
h. Reg. No. 1631, S2 II 42 sub, Aug. 28, 1909. L..
6.4 cm.
i. Reg. No. 1748, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
L., 6.7+ cm.
j .Reg. No. 2440, S3k(c W, Oct. 9, 1909. IJ., 11+
cm.

See PI. 82 i 5.
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k. Reg. No. 2508, S3 street W, Oct. 9, 1909. L.,
9.7+ cm.
1. Reg. No. 2509, S3 a WI Oct. 11, 1909. LIA
8.4+
cmI.
ni. Reg. No. 2516, S3-323, Oct. 12, 1909. L., 9.4 +
cIm .
n. Reg. No. 2552, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18J 1909.
L., 6.5 + cm.
o. Reg. No. 2575, S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
L., 11+ cm.
p. Reg. No. 2589, S3 c deep, Oct. 22, 1909). L.,
13 cm.
q. Reg. No. 2745, Gateway, Sept. 15, 1909. L.,
8.7 + cm.
r. Reg. No. 2920, N. G. T. 5, June 21, 1910. IJ.1
5.5 cm.
s. Reg. No. 3147, So a, June 29, 1910. L., 8 cm.
t. Reg. No. 4297, S9 cistern 1, Sept. 5, 1910. L.,
6.5 cm.
u. Reg. No. 1879, L. T. 1 b, Aug. 18, 1909. L.,
6 cm.
v. Reg. No. 3012, S2 under portico, June 23, 1910.
L., 6+ cm.

VI.

w. Reg. No. 3484, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
8.5 cm.

L.,

3. Spikes with end turned over.
it. Iteg. No. 1473, H. S. 1, June 15, 1909. L., 23
cm.
b. Reg. No. 1;:503, S2 III 31, July 9, 1909. L., 6.2
cm.
c. Reg. No. 3485, L. T. E., July 13, 1910. L., 13
cm.
4. Bolt with split end.
a. Reg. No. 844, Bas. 2d stratum, June 11, 1909.
L., 14+ cm.
5. Iron tack, or ornamental stud, with large head.
L., 1.5 to 2.5 cm.
a. Reg. No. 2017, L. T. 3 a, Sept. 7, 1909. One.
See PI. 82 k 8.
b. Reg. No. 2032, L. T. 3 b, Sept. 8, 1909. Six.
See PI. 82 k 10.
c. Reg. No. 3504, L. T. E., July 14, 1910. Three,
and fragments of others.

IRON TOOLS

1. Adze or axe-head, with short vertical blade on one
side and long horizontal blade on the other.
Thickened at handle hole. See PI. 82 c.
a. Reg. No. 4592, S10 b, Sept. 20, 1910. L., 32
cm.; diam. of handle hole, 2.7 cm.; 1. of vertical blade, 10 cm.; 1. of cutting edge of same,
7 cm.; 1. of horizontal blade, 19.3 cm.; 1. of
cutting edge of same, 4.5 cm.

5. Chisels with narrow edge and square shaft.
a. Reg. No. 2007, L. T. 1 c S, Sept. 3, 1909. L.,
9.3 cm.; w. of edge, 10 mm.; shaft, about 9
mm. square. Hellenistic.

2. Large chisels, made by rolling a sheet of iron and
welding the edges. Butt hollow; shaft round;
edge flat; flaring. See PI. 82 a 1. Hellenistic
or earlier.
a. Reg. No. 2507, S3 a W, Greek debris, Oct. 8,
1909. L., 13.2 cm.; w. of edge, 3.8 cm.; butt
broken off.
b. Reg. No. 4399, S9-913 sub, Sept. 6, 1910. L.,
16 cm.; w. of edge, 5 cm.; diam. of butt, 3 cm.
c. Reg. No. 4786, S11-11, Oct. 10, 1910. L.} 21
cm.; w. of edge, 4 cm.; diam. of butt, 2.8 cm.
3. Chisel similar to 2. The sheet of iron had a projection on each side of the butt. These projections were turned over and welded (?), forming a
hollow butt. The blade is flat; the edge, flat and
rounded.
a. Reg. No. 1694, S2 under portico W (room 63),
Sept. 7, 1909. L., 14 cnI.; 1. of hollow butt,
ca. 7 cm.; w. of edge, 3.1 cm. Hellenistic.
4. Chisel with broad edge and shaft with rectangular
section.
a. Reg. No. 1692, S2 under portico W (room 63),
Sept. 7, 1909. L., 12 cm.; w. of edge, 4 cm.;
butt, 16 x 8 mmun.Hellenistic.
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221. Iron tools.

Scale, 1: 4.

6. Chisel (?) with flat blade and long round shaft.
a. Reg. No. 2541, S3 street cistem, Oct. 17, 1909.
L., 10.6 can.; w. of edge, 9 mm.; diam. of shaft,
7 nme. Early Hellenistic.

METALS
VII.

IRON RINGS

1. Iron ring-band.

a. Reg. No. 2539, L. T. 53 cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
Diam., 5.4 cm.; h., 5.4 cm.; thickness of wall,
2 mm.
2. Heavy iron ring.
a. Reg. No. 1019, Bas. cist. 1, July 12, 1909.
Diam., 10 cm.; section, 17 mm. high x 32 mm.
broad.
3. Narrow ring-band.
a. Reg. No. 2182, S3 c W, Oct. 5, 1909.
3 cm.; h., 1 cm.; thickness, 4 mm.
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Diam.,

4. Light rings.

a. Reg. No. 789, Bas. 2d stratumn, June 4, 1909.
Diamn., 3.6 cm.; section, 2 x 3.5 mmn.
b. Reg. No. 1839, H. S. 2, July 21, 1909. Diamn.,
4.1 cmrn.; diarn. of section, 5 Inin.
c. Reg. No. 2540, L. T. 53 cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
Dian., 4.4 car.; section, 5 x 7 mm.
d. Reg. No. 4528, S8-821, Sept. 16, 1910. Diam.,
2.7 cm.; diam. of section, 7 mnm.
5. Heavy rings.
a. Reg. No. 1396, Bas. cistern 1, July 20, 1909.
Diam., 4 cmn.; diam. of section, 17 rnmm.
b. Reg. No. 2421, S3-311 black dirt, Oct. 5, 1909.
Diam., 2.6 cm.; section, 5 x 8 mm.
For seal-rings, see Chapter XI B III 11-13.

VIII.

MISCELLANEOUS IRON OBJECTS

1. Key. Ring, straight flat shaft, curved crosspiece
bearing four upright pegs for lifting pin-tumblers
of lock (still in common use in Egypt).
a. Reg. No. 3678, S6 c, July 28, 1910. L., 12.2
cm.; 1. of crosspiece, 2.5 cm.; h. of pegs, 1 cm.
2. Ladle. Round bowl with handle running straight
up from edge of bowl and terminating in a hook.

222.

3. Flat iron plate with rivet-hole, apparently ear of
bucket handle.
a. Reg. No. 3483, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
9.8 cm.; w., 2.5 cm.

4. Handle. Round bar bent into a semicircle, with
each end flattened into a disc.

Miscellaneous objects of iron.

a. Reg. No. 1693, S2 II 63, Sept. 7, 1909. L. of
handle, 11 cm. (upper part missing); diam. of
bowl, 5.6 cm. Hellenistic.
b. Reg. No. 1486, Sl cist. 8, June 20, 1909. Upper
end of handle with hook. L., 20.5 cm. Hellenistic.

L.,

Scale, 1: 2.

a. Reg. No. 3482, L. T. E., July 13, 1910.
14 cm.; disc extends beyond bar 8 mm.

L.,

5. Hook-ended spike (?).
a. Reg. No. 2748, S3 under wall between 313-322,
Oct. 25, 1909. L., 8.2+ cm. Hellenistic.
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6. Needle with eye.

a. Reg. No. 2037, L. T. 5 c, Sept. 9, 1909D. L. of
pin, 4.8 cm.; 1. of S-piece, 5.1 cm.

a. Reg. No. 2542, S3 cistern in street, Oct. 17, 199.

L., 7.1+ cm.

Early Hellenistic.

L.,

9. Part of hinge (?). A rectangular band for bar of
door-frame, with a projecting ring (?) for taking
part of hinge fastened to door.

8. Iron pin with S-shaped crosspiece (tie for masonry?).

a. Reg. No. 2510, S3 street E, Oct. 11, 1909. L.,
7.2 cIn.; 1. of rectangular part, 5.6 cm.; w. of
same, 3.2 cm.; h., 3.1 cm.; thickness of band,
7-8 mm. Hellenistic.

7. Long pin (or wire?).
a. Reg. No. 2864, S. G. T. 1, June 20, 1910.
11 cm.; diam., ca. 2 mm.

B.
I.

BRONZE

BRONZE ARROW-HEADS

The bronze arrowheads were as a rule found in regular Hellenistic debris with Ptolemaic and Seleucidan coins. The pronged blades with long, solid shaft (some inscribed with the
word u) were the most common, and ranged through the whole Hellenistic period. The
triangular blades with hollow shaft seem to be of about the same range in date.
1. Long, tapering, flat blade (6.3

with round

cm.),

4. Tapering blade, with sharp prong on each side of
base, incised line on right face of each side from
base to tip, long solid haft. Some examples are
inscribed i.
Length of blade, 5 cm.

shoulder and solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 4585, S8-861, Sept. 20, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 1586, S2 II 7 above west wall, Aug. 4,
1909.
b. Reg. No. 2731, Gateway lowest level, July 7,
1909. See PI. 82 e 2.

2. Short, thick blade with two barbs pointed forward,
solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 2512, S3-320, Oct. 11, 1909.
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3. Short, thick blade, with two barbs in each side,
not symmetrical, solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 27.34, Gateway roadway, sub Romnan,
Aug. 19, 1909. See PI. 82 e 3.
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223. Bronze arrow-heads.
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Scale, 1: 2.
c. Reg. No. 2488, S3 a W, Oct. 9, 1909.
d. Reg. No. 2120, L. T. 46, Sept. 25, 1909.
Pl. 82 g 3.
e. Reg. No. 4836, S11-2 sub, Oct. 11, 1910.
scribed. See PI. 82 a 8.

See
In-

METALS
f. Reg. No.
Oct. 10,
g. Reg. No.
h. Reg. No.
30, 1909.
i. Reg. No.

4790, S9-1001 S in floor above cistern,
1910. Inscribed. See PI. 82 a 7.
4173, S8-801 S, Sept. 1, 1910.
1576, S2 above Greek Fort Wall, July
2099, L. T. 5, upper debris, Sept. 15,

1909.

j. Reg. No. 2076, L. T. 5, upper debris, Sept. 2,
1909.

k. Reg. No. 3460, L. T. E. a, July 13, 1910.
1. Reg. No. 4168, S7 cistern 4, Aug. 31, 1910.
m. Reg. No. 3800, S6 e, Aug. 9, 1910.
n. Reg. No. 3648, S6 f, July 27, 1910.
o. Reg. No. 4538, S8-802 sub, Sept. 17, 1910.
5. Slender blade, with concave, triangular section,
solid haft.
a. Reg. No. 2016, L. T. 3 a, Sept. 7, 1909.
82 k 2.

See PI.

6. Slender blade, with concave, triangular section,
hollow haft.
a. Reg. No. 2130, L. T. 63, Oct. 9, 1909.
82 g 1.

See PI.

round

head.

1).
c.
d.
e.

R1eg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

No.
No.
No.
No.

3833,
4008,
4568,
4574,

S6 f, Aug. 10, 1910.
S8--803, Aug. 20, 1910.
S8 d N deep, Sept. 19, 1910.
S9-940 deep, Sept. 19, 1910.

7. Short blade, with concave, triangular section, hollow haft.
a. Reg. No. 1918, L. T. 1 b pit 2, Aug. 24, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2119, L. T. 52 sub, Sept. 25, 1909.
See Pi. 82 g 2.
c. Reg. No. 2453, S3-313, Oct. 7, 1909. See PI.
82 i 1.
d. Reg. No. 1417, Gateway, Sept. 15, 1909.
e. Reg. No. 3.544, S5 f, July 18, 1910.
8. Flat blade, hollow shaft.
a. Reg. No. 4458, S9-909, Sept. 10, 1910.
9. Long, narrow blade, with solid, triangular shaft.
Blade wrapped with iron wire, possibly binding of
shaft which was slipped up over blade.
a. Reg. No. 2849, N. G. T. 2, June 17, 1910.

II.
1. Spike. Dome-shaped,
square shaft.
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Tapering,

a. Reg. No. 1902, L. T. 1 d, Aug. 21, 1909.
16.5 cm.

L.,

2. Spike.

Flat, round head.

Tapering, square shaft.

a. Reg. No. 1956, L. T. 1 b) cave 3, Aug. 27, 1909.
L., 14.8 cm.
b. Reg. No. 2391, S3 f, Sept. 23, 1909. L., 8.7+
ern.; w., 8 mm.
3. Large, flat-headed nail, with thin, square shaft.
a. Reg. No. 2554, S3 corner cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
L., 2.5+ cm.; w., 4 mm.
b. Reg. No. 2571, S3-310 under Roman wall, Oct.
19, 1909. L.- 8-6+ cm.; we, 3 mm.
c. Reg. No. 4543, S8-817, Sept. 17, 1910. L.,
8.2 cm.; w., 3 mm.

L"S

St

fc a
S4

.

a.

)

4. Flat-headed nail, with square shaft.
a. Iteg. No. 1732, vault cistern 2, Aug. 24, 1909.
L., 4.4 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1798, vault cistern 1, Sept. 2, 1909.
L., 1.4+ cm.
c. Reg. No. 2533, L. T. 53 cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
L., 6.3+ cm.

I
-*

5. Flat-headed nail, with square shaft, twisted into
c

!

r
-

224. Bronze nails.

lb lv 4

-

Scale, 1: 2.

b. Reg. No. 2515, S3-302, Oct. 12, 1909. L., 7+
cm.
c. Reg. No. 4517, S2 under Greek Fort Wall at
Israelite tower, Sept. 15, 1910. L., 7.9+ cm.
d. Reg. No. 4667, S8-880 in masonry of tower,
Sept. 26, 1910. L., 4.8+ cm.

screw-form.

a. Re'g. No. 3007, S. G. T. 2, June 23, 1910.
7.3 cm.
1). Reg. No. 3074, S. G. T. 2, June 25? 1910.
6+ cmil.

L.,
L.,

6. B-lt, square shaft, head hammered into oval disc
projecting to one side.
a. Reg. No. 2985, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
6.3+ cmn.; shaft, 4 nmm. square.

L.,
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7. Split-end bolt.

d. Reg. No. 2917, S. G. T. 5, June 21, 1910.
3.5+ cm.

a. Reg. No. 4634, S7 blind stairwatys of vault,
Sept. 23, 1910. L., 2.9+ crn.

L.,

10. Small stud, with dome-shaped head.
8. Square nail, with lump head.
a. Reg. No. 2140, S3 c, Sept. 28, 1909.

L., 5.6 cm.

11. Small stud, with lozenge-shaped head.

9. Round nail, with lump head.
a. Reg. No. 3040, S. G. T. 10 n, June 24,1910.
5.8 cm.
b. Reg. No. 2973, N. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910.
3.6+ cm.
c. Reg. No. 2916, S. G. T. 5, June 21, 1910.
2.3+ cm.

III.
1. Chisel.

a. Reg. No. 4533, S7-773, Sept. 16, 1910. Israelite.
Diam., 1.9 mm.

a. Reg. No. 1374, Bas. cist. 1, July 22, 1909.
of head, 13 mm.

L.,
L.,

L.

12. Small nail, with srnall, round head.

L.,

a. Reg. No. 890, Bas. 2d stratum, June 19, 1909.
L. of shaft, 19 mm.

BRONZE IMPLEMENTS

Flat, rectangular shaft, broad edge.

a. Reg. No. 1539, S1 cist. 7, July 5, 1909. L., 5.8
cm. (butt broken off); width of edge, 2 cm.;
width of shaft, 1.2 cm. BabYlonio-Grecian.
See Pi. 66 a 2.

4. Hinge (?).

Plate from a hinge with nail-holes.

a. Reg. No. 4802, S11-6, Oct. 10, 1910.
cm.; w., 1.8 cm.

L., 9.5

5. Spur. Semi-circular, with hole in each end for
fastening, and sharp spur behind. Hellenistic.

2. Small heavy blade, perhaps a cleaver.

a. Reg. No. 3100, S2 II 68, June 26, 1910. End of
one side broken off; total length with spur,
6 cm.; 1. of spur, 1.2 cm.

a. Reg. No. 2979, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910. L.,
9 cm.; thickness of back, 1.5 cnm. Hellenistic or
earlier.

225. Bronze implements.

Scale, 1: 2.

3. Shears, two iron blades joined lay a bent b1and
spring of bronze, soldered (? fus;ed) joint.

6. Stylus. Cylindrical shaft, ground off slanting to
form sharp point.

a. Reg. No. 1442, S1 N top dirt, Junle 3, 1909.
L., 14.6 cm.; 1. of blade, 7.2 cm.; 1. of iron part,
8.3 cm.; I. of bronze part, 6.3 cmn. See PI. 82 b.

a. Reg. No. 2038, L. T. 2 c room 20, Sept. 9, 1909.
L., 5.1 cIn. (butt end bwroken off).

METALS
7. Tweezers.

Plain bronze band bent into two arms.

a. Reg. No. 2489, S3 a W, Oct. 9,1909.
Hellenistic.
b. Reg. No. 2587, S4 d, Oct. 21, 1909.
Roman (?).

L., 7.6 cm.
L., 7.5 cm.
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9. Sword scabbard, with latch and rings for fastening
to belt. Two sheets of bronze, edges of one folded
over the other sheet, and welded. Attachments
welded on. Roman.

-------

I

226. Bronze scabbard.

8. Pair of tweezers, ending in a dart-shaped projection
where the two legs join. Roman (?).
a. Reg. No. 2596, S4 c, Oct. 25, 1909. L., 9.6 cm.
See PI. 82 h 1.
IV.

Scale 1: 2.
a. Reg. Nos. 2726, 2727, Gateway, in angle between
Herodiaii wall and round tower in Roman
debris, July 3, 1909. Parts of the same scabbard.

BRONZE PINS AND NEEDLES

1. Pin with flat head. Swelling above middle of shaft.
a. Reg. No. 4670, S9-941, Sept. 27, 1910. L., 4.6
cm. Hellenistic.
2. Needle (?), with head bent over to formn hook
(or eyelet?).' Hellenistic.

a. Iteg. No. 1626, 82 III 42 below floor, Aug. 28,
1909. L., 6 cm. (point broken off). Israelite
or Babylonio-Grecian. See PI. 66 f 6.
b. Reg. No. 2537, S3 street cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
L., 6.2 cm.
c. Reg. No. 3603, S6 i, July 25, 1910. L., 6.9 cm.
d. Reg. No. 4477, S8 a, Sept. 12, 1910. L., 7.8 cm.

a.

4. Large needle, with eye.
a. Reg. No. 1602, S2 between west walls of temple,
Aug. 16, 1.909. L., ca. 19 cm. (in three pieces).
Hellenistic.
b. Reg. No. 2586, S-4 b, Oct. 21, 1909. L., 13 cm.
c. Reg. ANo. 2889, S. G. T. 2, June 91, 1910. L.,

4*?*

I

12+ cm. (head end only); shaft, 5a mmn. square.
Hellenistic.
Km

d. Iteg. No. 2928, S. G. T. 1, June 22, 1910.
12 cm.

L.,

Hellenistic.

e. Reg. No. 3513, S5-361, July 14, 1910.

L., 12.4

Cm.
i

A
41
0
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227. Bronze pins and needles.
Scale, 1:2.
a. Reg. No. 1965, L. T. 1 c room 1, Aug. 27, 1909.
L., 11.2 cm.
b. Reg. No. 2477, S3-314, Oct. 8, 1909. L., 6.6
cm.
c. Reg. No. 2550, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
L., 11.2 cm.
3. Small needle, with eye.
If a bronze hook of this sort were wedged into one of the small
stone whorls, leaving the hook projecting about 10 mm., a

f. Reg. No. 4631, SS d beside Greek Fort Wall,
Sept. 23, 1910. L., 23.8 cm.
g. Reg. No. 4733, S9-901, subt. corr., Oct. 1, 1910.
L., 18.2 cm.
5. Fragments of needles or pins.
a. Reg. No. 1652, S2 III 42 sub, Aug. 31, 1909.
L., 3.5 Cm. Israelite or later.
b. Reg. :No. 2744, S4 f, Oct. 22, 1909. L.b 7.3 cm.
6. Long pin, with flat, forked head, lower half of
shaft round, upper half 4 mnni. square.
a. Reg. No. 2930, S. G.
13.8 cm.

r. 1,

June 22, 1910.

L.,

very serviceable spinning whorl would be obtained, equal in

weight to modern Arab whorls.
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V.
1. Brooch of single piece
is bent, the catch end
at the other end the
spring and extends into

BROOCHES

of bronze wire. The bow
flattened and turned over;
wire makes a four-looped
the pin.

a. Reg. No. 1665, S2 tunnel of cistern 7, Sept. 1,
Israelite or later.
1909. L., 6 cml.
2. Chain-brooch (bronze) of three pieces, held together by ring-joints. Bow, bent, with catch end
flattened and turned over. Middle piece ending at

g == ==

= == =

b. Reg. No. 2572, S4-310 under Roman wall, Oct.
19, 1909. L., 6.4 cmn.
c. Reg. No. 2573, S4-310 under Roman wall, Oct.
19, 1909. L., 5.1 eta.
d. Reg. No. 2866, S. G. T. 1, June 20, 1910. L.,
6.8 caro. part of spiral preserved.
X. Reg. No. 2933, S. G. T. 8, June 22, 1910. L.,
7.2 cmi.
f. Reg. No. 2971, S. G. T. 4, June 22, 1910. L.,
6.7 cmI1.
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228. Bronze brooches.
each end in ring. Pin, with ring in one end and
with curved (or hooked) point.
a. Reg. No. 1635, S2 III 43 sub, deep, Aug. 28,
1909. L. of bow, 3.9 cm. Israelite.
3. Bronze and iron brooch. Bow, flat, curving iron
band, turned over at catch end, and at pin end.
The pin, of bronze, is fused to the edge of the
turned-over end of the bow (no spiral spring).
a. Reg. No. 2610, S4 b surface debris. L., 10 cm.
See PI. 82 h 4.
4. Bronze brooch, with curving how and spiral spring.
Bow: round bar, curving, flattened and turned
over at catch end with a square shoulder at pin end.
Spring with pin: of less diameter than bow, issues
from centre of end of bow, makes one and a half
spiral-turns, and extends into slender pin.
a. Reg. No. 3073, S. G. T. 2, June 25, 1910. L.,
7.9 cm. Hellenistic.
5. Brooch, bent (bronze), apparently like No. 4, but
with spring and pin broken off. H-felleniistic or
earlier.
a. Reg. N o. 2167, S3 c W, Oct. 4, 1909. L., 8 cm.

Scale, 1: 2.
6. Brooch-bow (bronze). Round curved bar, flattened and turned over at catch end. The other
end has a flat disc-like projection to which the pin
was perhaps welded-.
a. Reg. :No. 2897, S. G. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
9.6 cm.

L.,

7. Brooch-bow (bronze), curved, with spiral pattern.
a. Reg. No. 3004, S. G. T. 2, June 23, 1910.
3.5 Cm. Hellenistic.

L.,

8. Brooch-bow (bronze), curved, heavily molded.
One end flattened and turned over to form catch.
Round knob on pin end. Owing to corrosion, it is
not possible to see whether there *Aas a spring
issuing from end of knob or not.
a1. Reg. No. 3458, S4-334 sub, July 13, 1910.
6.2 cm. Prehellenistic. See Pl. 82 1d2.

L.,

D. Brooch-bow (bronze), straight round bar, bent in
the middle (angular bar). One end flattened and
turned over to form catch, probably spring and pin
on other end, like No. 4, above.
a. Reg. No. 2899, S. G. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
lenistic or earlier.

'This may be, however, some sort of detachable vase-handle.

Hel-
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10. Brooch (bronze), angular bar} in middle thick, and
molded towards ends. Catch and spiral spring
with pin, like No. 4, above.
a. Reg. No. 2454, S9-913, Oct. 7, 1909. L., 7.5
cm. Hellenistic or earlier. See PI. 82 i 2.
11. Brooch-bow (bronze), like No. 10. The thick parts
of angular bar are usually marked with rings, or
molded. Those which are apparently plain may
have had rings. All periods.
a. Reg. No. 1628, S2 III 42 sub, Aug. 28, 1909.
L., 7.3 cm. See PI. 66 f 5.
b. Reg. No. 1744, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
L., 6.4 cm.

c. Reg. No. 2023, L. T. 3 a, bath room 39, Sept. 8,
1909. L., 5.6 cm. See PI. 82 k 7.
d. Reg. No. 2169, S3 b, street, Sept., 1909. L.,
6.2 cm.
e. Reg. No. 2742, L. T. 5 above street, Sept. 27,
1909. L., 4.5 cm. See PI. 82 e 6.
f. Reg. No. 2952, S. G. T. 7, June 22, 1910. Fragment.
g. Reg. No. 2967, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910.
7 cm.

I,.,

h. Reg. No. 2972, S. G. T. 4, June 23, 1910. L.,
8 cm.

VI.

;. Reg. No. 3019, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910.

L.,

7 cm.

j. Reg. No. 30139, N. (G'. T. 10, June 24, 1910.

L.,

4.8 cm.

12. Brooch-pins (bronze).
a. Reg. No. 1627, S2 III 42 sub, Aug. 28, 1909.
L., 3.6 c('I.
b). Reg. No. 3686, L. T. E., July 29, 1910. L., 10
CM., with spiral attached.

13. Broo(lh, with pin attached by pivot hinge. Bow,
thin, curving plate, broad at hinge end, running
to a point at catch end. Catch end flattened and
turned over to form catch. Late Hellenistic and
Roman.

a. Reg. No. 2728, (Giateway, in angle between Herodian wall and round tower, Roman debris, July
5, 1909. L., .5.2 cII.; w. of point end, 1.8 cm.
See PI. 82 e 7.
1). Reg. No. 3725, S4-201 sub, Aug. 3, 1910. L.,
5.5 cm.; w. of hinge, 2.4 cm.
c. Reg. No. 4447, S8 c, Sept. 9, 1910. L., 5.7 cm.;
w. of hinge, 2.1 cm.
Reg. No. 4702, S10 a, Sept. 29, 1910. L., 4.7 +
R.
cmi. (broken); w. of hinge, 2 cm.

BRONZE AND IRON BUCKLES

1. Circular frame, with flat tongue (bronze).
of tongue bent over to hold bar of frame.

End

2. Semi-circular frame, with tongue attached to flat.
side (bronze).
a. Reg. No. 179J5 , vault cistern 2, Sept. 1, 1909.
Preherodian. L., 1.8 cmi.
b. Reg. No. 3832, S7-357 sub, Aug. 10, 1910. Hellenistic debris. L., 3.6 cm.; w., 3.6 cm.
3. Frame oval, with concave sides (bronze).
attached to one concave side.

Tongue

a. Reg. No. 3441, L. T. E., July 12, 1910. All
periods represented in debris. Size, 3.5 x 2 cm.
4. Square frame, with flat tongue (iron).

229. Bronze and iron buckles.

Scale, 1: 2.

a. Reg. No. 3802, S6 e E, Aug. 9, 1910. Other
objects in same debris (bronze arrow-head,
stamped jar handles, black-glazed pottery), of
Hellenistic period. Diam., 2.4 cm.

VII.

a. Reg. No. 2746, R. T., July 31, 1909. Debris of
all periods. Israelite to Byzantine. Frame,
5.4 x 4.2 cm.
5. Square frame (bronze), with upright hook (latch).
a. Reg. No. 4633, S7 blind stairway to vault.
Preherodian. Size, 2.5 x 2 cm. Elevation of
hook, 5 mm.

BRONZE RINGS, FINGER-RINGS, AND BRACELETS

1. Small ring, closed by welded overlap. Circular
section.
a. Reg. No. 2955, S. G. T. 7, June 22,1910. Diam.,
1.3 cm.

b. Reg. No. 1670, S2 cistern 13, Sept. 3, 1909.

2. Small ring, closed by welded overlap (?), but now
broken. Original diam., 2-3 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1608, S2 cistern 12, Aug. 19, 1909.
Present diam., 2 cm.

d. Reg. No. 4680, X10 c, Sept. 28, 1910.
diamry., 2.3 Em.

Present diam., 1.9! cmn.
c. Reg. No. 2743, L. T. .5 tipper debris, Sept. 27,
1909. Diamn., 1.8 cm. See 1PI. 82 e 4.
Present

c. lReg. No. 4898, SII z tower, deep, Oct. 19, 1910.
Present diam., 2.- cul.
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3. Small ring, joint not visible.
cept where otherwise stated.

Round section ex-

a. Reg. No. 2513, L. T. 64, Oct. 11, 1909. Diamn.,
30 cm.; diani. of section, 4 mmn.
b. Reg. No. 2735, Gateway houses, Aug., 1909.
Diam., 31 min.; diain. of section, 5 nmme. See
PI. 82 e 8.

a. Reg. No. 2123, L. T. 5-52 sub, Sept. 25, 1909.
See PI. 82 g 5.
b. Reg. No. 2564a, vault E, hard debris, Aug. 16,
1909.
7. Large open ring, with small knob on each end.
a. Reg. No. 2397, S3 (l, Sept. 23, 1909. Diam.,
41 nim.; diamn. of section, 2.5 mm.

230. Bronze rings and bracelets.
c. Reg. No. 2737, Roadway, July, 1909. Diatm.,
23 mm.; section, 3 x 1.5 mm. Balnd ring. See
PI. 82 e 5.
d. Reg. No. 3097, S2 III 68, Jtune 26, 1910. Diam.,
34 mm.; diarn. of section, 6 mmlll1.
e. Reg. No. 3299, So f E, July 4, 1910. Diam.,
23 mm.; diam. of section, 3.5 mm.
4. Small band ring, probably a handle-ring.
concave on inside.

Band

a. Reg. No. 4414, S7 cistern 3, Sept. 8, 1910.
Diam., 17 mm.; section, 6 x 1.5 mm.
5. Spiral ring.
in Egypt.

Finger-rings of tllis type are found

a. Reg. No. 1832, H. S. 2, July 19, 1909.
17 mm.; three loops.
b. Reg. No. 3611, S6 e, July 25, 1910.
20 mm.; two loops.

Diani.,

8. Large closed ring, welded overlap.
a. Reg. No. 3086, S2 III 68, June 26, 1910.
55) 1mm.; diam. of section, 8 mllll.

Diam.,

9}. Large closed band ring, bracelet.
a. Reg. No. 3294, S5)h, July 2, 1(10.
IlIIml.; Section,I3 x 1 mm1111.

Diam., 47

10. Large closed ring, bracelet, ornamented with parallel lines around the ring outside.

a. Rieg. No. 41010, S83-804-, Aug. 20, 1910.
42 imm.; diam. of se(ction, 7' mm1lll.

Diam.,

11. Very large closed ring, with sharp edge inside.
a. Reg. No. 4842, subt. corr. cistern, Oct. 12, 1910.
Diamll., 10 cIll.

Diam.,

6. Small open ring, with snm-all knob on each end.
Original diameter, about 20 mm.

VIII.

Scale, 1:2.

12. Bronze earring. Flat, oval pendant, one side prolonged into a bent pin sprung against the end of
the other side.
a. Reg. No. 2904, S. G. T. 3, June 21, 1910.

BRONZE STYLI, COSMETIC SPOONS, AND KOHL-STICKS

A large number of bronze sticks were found, which may probablv be best, divided into
point sticks (Nos. 1 -to 3, below), knob sticks (Nos. 4 to 6, 10 to 12, and 14), anid spoon
sticks (Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 13). The: point sticks seem to be styli, the knob sticks served as
kohl-sticks, and the spoons were for lifting out cosmetics or condiments fromn a small vase

METALS
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or bottle. One of the point sticks (3 c), five of the knob sticks (4 a, 6 a, 10 a, d, f) and one
spoon (13 a) are Prehellenistic, possibly, with the exception of the spoon, Israelite. The
great majority of the examples are Hellenistic, but a few (2 a, 3 a, b, 9 a, 11 a, b) are
probably Roman.
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231. Bronze styli, cosmetic spoons and sticks.
1. Knob and point stick.
a. Reg. No. 3581, S4-354 sub, July 21, 1910. L.,
12.2 cm.; 1. of point, 1.2 cm.; 1. of turned part
of shaft, 1.7 cm.; 1. of twisted shaft, 6.1 cm.; 1.
of small round part, including knob, 3.2 cm.
2. Spade and spear-point stick.
a. Reg. No. 2729, Gateway, in angle between Herodian wall and round tower, July 5, 1909. L.,
9.8 cm.; 1. of point, 1.2 cm.; 1. of spade, 0.8 cm.
See PI. 82 e 1.
3. Spade and point stick. Round shaft tapering to
a point at one end and to a flat edge at the other.
a. Reg. No. 976, Bas. 2d stratum, June 26, 1909.
L., 6.8 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1364, Bas. E cut, July 3, 1909. L.,
9.2 cm.
c. Reg. No. 1612, S2 III 41 sub, Aug. 19, 1909.
L., 9.5 cm. See PI. 66 f 2. 1
d. Reg. No. 3383, L. T. E., July 8, 1910. L., 8.8
cm.

4-u

13v

Scale, 1: 2.

d. Reg. No. 2034, L. T. 3 b, room 28, Sept. 8, 1909.
L., 16.6 ell. See PI. 82 k 12.
e. Reg. No. 2133, S3 dump, Sept. 15, 1909. L.y
10.6 C111.
f. Reg. No. 2536, S3 corner cistern, Oct. 17, 1909.
L.7 14.9 em.
g. Reg. No. 2551, S3 corner cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
L., 9 ('.II.
h. Reg. .No. 3011, S2 under portico, June 23, 1909.
1,., 13.2 cm.
i. lReg. \o. 03146, S5 a, Junet 29), 1910. L., 15 cm.
j. Reg. No. 3390, S5 II WI July 8, 1910. L., 6.6 Cm.
k. Reg. No. 4014, S8-801, Aug. 20, 1910. L., 16
cm.

5. Spade and blunt-end stick.
with verv wide spade.

Like No. 4, but short,

a. Rleg. No. 2132, S3 N top debris, Sept. 9, 1909.
L., 5.7 cm.; W. of sptade, 1.8 cmi.
1Round shaft, swelling to
a slight bulb) at one end, flattened ait the other to
form a small spade. Some shafts twisted to form

6. Spade and knob stick.

spiral ornament.

4. Spade and blunt-end stick. Round shaft, flattened
at one end to form a small spade.

a. IReg. No. 160l5, S2 III 43 sub, Aug. 17, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 1680, S2 II 311, Sept. 7, 1909. L.,
14.3 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1966, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 27, 1909. L.,
9.6 cm.
c. Reg. No. 2019, L. T. 3 c, between S2 and S3,
Sept. 7, 1909. L., 15.5 cm. See PI. 82 k 11.

b). Reg. No. 1904, L. T1'. 1 (1, Aug. 21, 1909.

I,.,

1.5 c111.

L.,

11.2 cm.; shift twisted.

c. Reg. N1o. 19171, L. T. 1 c, Autig. 23, 1909. L.,
4.3+ cm.
d. Reg. No. 1941, L. T. 1 a, room 15 sub, Aug. 26,
1909. L., 13.8 ((m.

'Considered by Macalister, Gezer, II, p. 274, to be a stylus.
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11. Spoon and knob) stick, with long hollow spoon at
one end and slight knob at the other; one with

e. Reg. No. 38 18, S6 (I, Aug. 9, 1910. L., 14.8 cm.
f. Reg. No. 4778, Sll-8, Oct. 7, 1910. L., 12 cm.
g. Reg. No. 4799, 811-1 under Roman street, Oct.
10, 1910. L., 16.2 cm.

twisted shaft (Cy below).

a. Reg. No. 934, Bas. 2d stratumn, June 24, 1909.
1. of bowl, 4.6 (cm1.; w. of bowl,
L.Y 12.7 ('l.;

7. Cosmetic spoon. Straight, roltund shaft, with a circular hollow bowl.
a. Reg. No. 1718, vault cistern 2, Aug. 24, 1909.
L., 8.7 cm.- diain. of bowl, 2.2 cm.

S. Cosmetic spoon.

8 mm11.

b. Reg. No. 1380, Bas. cistern 1, July 20, 1909.
L., 9.1+ ctm. (originally ca. 13 cmn.), bowl broken
off near shaft; w. of bowl, 8 mmn.

c. Reg. No. 1916, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 23, 1909. L.,
15.9 cmII.; 1. of bowl, 4.2 cm.; w. of bowl, 6 mm.;

Straight, round sliaft, with a

flat, circular spoon.
a. Reg. No. 3502, L. T. E., July 14, 1910. L., 4+
cm. (handle broken off); dianm. of spoon, 3.5) crn.

twisted shaft.

d. Reg. No. 4.387, Sainarra's Land c, Sept. 6, 1910.
L.) 14.6 cmn.; 1. of bowl, 3.4 cin.; w. of bowl, 5

9. Spoon stick. Round shaft (tip missing), one end
hammered into a minute, round, hollow bowl, inclined at an angle to the shiaft.
a. Reg. No. 827, Bas. 2d stratum, June 8, 1909.
L., 7.7+

12. Spoon and knot) stick.

a. Reg. No. 1760, vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909.
L., 18.3 cmn.; 1. of spoon, 8 en.

cm.

10. Spoon and blunt-tnded stick. Round stick, with
one end hamnniered into a minute, flat, oval spoon.
Shaft sometimes twisted, to form spiral ornamentation.
a. Reg. No. 1540, SI cistern 7, July 5, 1909. L.,
10.1 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1720, vault cistern 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
L., 11.4 cm.; twisted sliaft.
c. Reg. No. 1903, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 21, 1909. L.,
10.8 cm.
d. Reg. No. 2609, S4 a, in mixed yellow and black
debris N of Greek Fort Wall. L., 16.2 cm.
See PI. 82 h 5.
e. Reg. No. 2863, S. G. T. 1, June 20, 1910. L.,

13. Costnetic spatula.

Flat, ovoid spoon on a long,

round shaft.

a. Reg. No. 1538, S1 cistern 7, July a, 1909. L.,
about 18 cm.; 1. of spoon, 4.2 cmn.; w. of spoon,
1.8 c'I.

See PI. 66 a 4.

14. Plain knob sticks.
a. Reg. No. 1676, S2 between W walls of temple,
Sept. 4, 1909. L., 14.6 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1968, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 27, 1909. L.,
9.6 + cm1.

c. Reg. No. 2414, S3 e, Oct. 2, 1909. L., 13.5 cm.
d. Reg. No. 2535, S3 street E, Oct. 13, 1909. L.,

16 cm.

10.8 cm.

f. Reg. No. 2911, S2 II 7 deep, June 21, 1910. L.,
4.5+ cm.
g. Reg. No. 3010, S2 under portico, June 23, 1910.
L., 13.2 cm.; twisted shaft.
h. Reg. No. 3295, S5 h, July 2, 1910. L., 16.5 Cm.
i. Reg. No. 3587, S6 a, Ju1Y 22, 1910. L., 12.3 cm.
j. Reg. No. 4927, S11-1 N deep, Oct. 22, 1910. L.,
17 cm.
IX.

Very long, flat spoon.

e. Reg. No. 2736, R. T., July 29, 1909.

L., 12.6

cm.

f. Reg. No. 3003, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910.

L.,

10.5 cm.

g. Reg. No. 4595, S8 e, Sept. 21, 1910. L., 15 cm.
h. Reg. No. 4701, S10 a, Sept. 29, 1910. L., 12.4
cm.

BRONZE BOSSIES.9
b. Reg. No. 2881, S. G. T. 3, June 20, 1910.
Diam., 2.4 cm. and 2.8 cm.; I., 2 cm. Hellenistic, or earlier.

1. Axle (?) boss. Cup-like bronze cap, fitting on
head of axle-bar. In example a, the end of the
axle-bar, of iron, is still in the capl).
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232. Bronze hosses.

a. Reg. No. 1975, L. T. 1 c slope, Aug. 28, 1909.
Diam. of axle, 3 cm.; of cap, 4 cm.; of bromadest
part of cap, 5 em.; I., 6.8 cm. Hellenistic.

.
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Scale, 1: 2.

2. Heavy boss (from shield or chariot). Circular disc
with hollow hemispherical centre. Inside, remains
of iron attaclhment.

METALS
a. Reg. No. 1578, S2 middle, top debris, July 30,
1909. Diam. of disc 7.5 cm.; of hemisphere,
4.4 cm.; thickness of walls of disc} 6 mm.; of
hemisphere, 8 mm.

X.
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3. Long hollow spike, round point, with disc for welding to helmet.
a. Reg. No. 1829, H. S. 1 black debris, July 12,
1909. I.., 13 cm.; diam. of disc, 13 mm.;
spike, 12 to 5 mm. Hellenistic or earlier.

BRONZE TRAPPINGS FOR LEATHER, CLOTH, AND WOOD.

1. Rectangular plate with pegs (for wood).
a. Reg. No. 1592, S2 III 45 sub, Aug. 4, 1909.
Size, 16 x 11 mm.; h. of pegs, 9 mm. Two
pegs.
b. Reg. No. 4146, Kaid's Land SW, Aug. 30,1910.
Size, 28 x 17 mm.; h. of pegs, 7 mm. Four
pegs, showing traces of wood.
2. Round-headed tack (for wood).
Nos. 10-12, above.

See B II Nails,

3 a.

ALL PERIODS

6. Thin, leaf-shaped plate, with holes for fastening,
ornamental. Perhaps plate of a handle-ring, or
box-latch.
a. Reg. No. 1719, vault cist. 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
L., 3.5 cm.; w., 2.7 cm.

7. Thin, leaf-shaped plate, with serrated edge.
Broken off at base. Probably had the same purpose as No. 6.

otar
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233. Bronze trappings.

3. Two oval plates, held together with rivets (for
leather).
a. Reg. No. 1595, S2 III 45 sub, Aug. 4, 1909.
L., 30 mm.; w., 14 mm.; 1. of rivet, 8 mm.
4. Folded, rectangular plate, with thread-holes (for
leather).
a. Reg. No. 1654, S2 III 42 sub, Aug. 31, 1909.
Size, 38 x 30 mm.
5. Molded disc, withl triangle attached by apex to
centre of back of disc. A triangle of same type,
of silver (Reg. No. 2750), was found with Roman
scabbard.
a. Reg. No. 4513, S7-773, Sept. 15, 1910. Israelite. Diam. of disc, 23 mm.; 1. of triangle, 23
mm.; w. of base of triangle, 22 mm.

_
-VI I

Scale, 1: 2.

a. Reg. No. 1901, L. T. 1 d, Aug. 21, 1909.
8. Thin, ornamental plate, with row of small holes
along straight edge.
a. Reg. No. 4597, S8 e, Sept. 21, 1910.
cm. See PI. 82 m 4.
9. Flat ring, with serrated edge.

Ly. 7.8

Half of it missing.

a. Reg. No. 2927, S2 II 7 deep, June 22, 1910.
10. Rectangular plate, with flower in relief.
each corner (for wood?).

Hole in

a. Reg. No. 4709, S10 N end of Greek street, Sept.
29, 1910. L., 6.9 cm.; w., 5.3 cm. See PI.
82 m 3 (back).
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BRONZE CHAINS

XI.

1. Heavily woven chain, attached to handles of a twohandled bronze bottle. See PI. 82 f 3.
a. Reg. No. 4153, S7 cistern 5, Aug. 30, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 1498, SI cistern 8, July 1, 1909.
Eleven links, each 1.8 x 1.3 cm. Hellenistic.

Hellenistic.
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2334. Bronze chains.

a. Reg. No. 4005, S8-801, Aug. 20, 1910.
links, each ca. 4.5 cm. Hellenistic.

XII.

"t

Settle, 1: 2.

.5. Double ring-link.
angles.

Link of two rings set at right

a. Reg. No. 891, Bas. 2d stratum, June 19, 1909.
L. 2.3 mm.
b. Reg. No. 9.75, Bas. 2d stratum, June 28, 1909.
Six links, with an attachment at each end.
Each link about 1.6cm. long. Roman.

a. Reg. No. 2576, S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909.
Two links, each 3 cm. long. Hellenistic.

3. Long-link chain. Each link is a straight wire
turned over at each end to form a loop.
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2. Long-link chain. The links are made of wire rings
twisted into a shaft, with a loop at each end.

Each link is a closed band

4. Single oval-link chain.
oval.

6. Combination chain, or perhaps a brooch.

Three

a. Reg. No. 1643, S2 III 43 sub, Aug. 30, 1909.
Hellenistic or earlier.

BRONZE BELLS

1. Small hemispherical bell, with ring above andclapper inside.
a. Reg. Nos. 1382 and 1383, Bas. cisterin 1, July
20, 1909. Diam., 21 and 26 mm. Roman.

la6'

2. Bells, with ring attachment above and fragment of
clapper-hook insi.de. Different forms.
a. Reg. No. 4150, S10 e, Aug. 30, 1910. H., 4.5
cm.; diam., 3.6 cm. See PI. 82 f 2.
b. Reg. No. 4493, Kaid's Land, Sept. 13, 1910. H.,
6 cm.; diam., 3.9 cm. See PI. 82 m 1.

XIII.
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23-5. Bronze bells.

BRONZE WEIGHTS.

/
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44i3

Scale, 1: 2.

HELLENISTIC

For other weights see Chapter VIII
1. Spheroidal, with flattened side.
a. Reg. No. 4673, S8-883, Sept. 27, 1910. Diam.,
24 mm.
b. Reg. No. 1859, L. T. 1 cistern 1, Aug. 16, 1909.
H., 25 mm.; diam., 27 mm.
2. Truncated, pyramidal.
a. Reg. No. 1973, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 28, 1909.
I-., 11 mm.; 16 mtn.square.

b?. Reg. No. 3126, S. G. T. 4, Jule, 1910.
26 mmrn.; 48 x 35 mm.

H.,

3. Rectangular.
a. Reg. No. 2173, S3 b Greek debris, Oct. 5, 1909.
Dimensions, 16 x 16 x 9 mm. Top marked with
incised line; three notches in upper edge
b). Reg. No. 2902, S. G. T. 4, June 21, 1910.
cal, 11 mm.

Cubi-

METALS
c. Reg. No. 3056, S. G. T. 4, June 25,1910.
cal, 22 mm.

Cubi-
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5. Ball.
a. Reg. No. 4728, S10 1), Sept. 30, 1910.
10 mm.
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236. Bronze weights.
4. Triangular plate.

4I cm

Scale, 1: 2.

6. Double cone-form with both ends truncated.

a. Reg. No. 3132, S. G. T. 3, June 28, 1910.
each side, 15 cm.; thickness, 1.2 cm.
XIV.

L. of

a. Reg. No. 1846, H. S. 1 black debris, July 22,
1909. Diamn, 14 mm. (half only).

BRONZE VESSELS AND HANDLES.

1. Bronze bucket, with iron handle. Rim of bucket
turned over outward and ends of handle caught
under rim. Iron handle rusted away.
a. Reg. No. 4296, S9 cistern, Sept. 5, 1910.
20 cm.; h., 20 cm.

Diam.,

6. Handle-ring from rim of large bronze vessel.

Flat

band 6.5 cm. long and 3.2 cm. wide, fastened with

two rivets, ring on upper edge.
2.5 cm.

Diam. of ring,

a. Reg. No. 4855, subt. corr. cistern, Oct. 14, 1910.

2. Fragment of rim of small pail or jar, with ring for
handle riveted on with single rivet.
a. Reg. No. 1518, H. S. 1, June 22, 1909.
cm.; diam. of hook, 8 mm.

HELLENISTIC

L., 3.7

3. Handle-hook from bronze vessel. A single piece
bent into a loop, with two flattened ends turned
out horizontally. Rivet hole in each end.
a. Reg. No. 1645, S2 Greek debris, N. of Greek
Fort Wall, Aug. 30, 1909.
4. Handle-hook from bronze vessel. Single piece,
broad where attached, with narrow hook. Rivet
hole in broad part. Narrow part bent down outside to form hook.
a. Reg. No. 4486, Samarra's Land, Sept. 13, 1910.
L., 5.6 cm.

7. Handle-ring from rim of large vessel. Curving,
leaf-shaped plate, with a ring at the upper (butt)
end. Two rivet holes.
a. Reg. No. 4404, S9. cistern 1, Sept. 6, 1910.

10 cm.; W., 5.4 cm.
8. Bronze
tached.
welded
curved
vessels

L.,

See PI. 82 f 1.

handle, with one evelet or ring still atThe, ring is part of a flat band, which was
or riveted to a small vase. The handle is a
bar ending in a hook at each end. Bronze
of a corresponding size and with the same

type of handle are common in Egypt from the

XVIIIth dynasty downwards.
a. Reg. No. 4693, S10 (1,Sept. 27, 1910.
of handle, 3.9 cm.

Width

!9.Handles of same1 type as No. 8.
5. Handle-ring from rim of large bronze vessel. Band
8 cm. long and 2 cm. wide, with triangular section,
3-9 mm. thick, fastened to vessel by two rivets.
A triangular plate ending above in a ring welded
to middle of band.
a. Reg. No. 3324, S5 h, July 4, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2121, L. T. 52 sub, Sept. 25, 1909.
W., 4 cm. See PI. 82 g 7.
b. Reg. No. 2161, S3 b SE, Oct. 4, 1909. W.Y
8.5 cm.
c. Reg. No. 2514, S3-323, Oct. 12, 1909. W., 5.3
cm.
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a. Reg. No. 4722, S10 bj Sept. 29, 1910. W.,
6.8 cm.; w. of band, 5 mm.; thickness of band,
2 mm.

d. Reg. No. 2597, S4 f, Oct. 22, 1909. W., 5.2
cm. See PI. 82 h 3.
e. Reg. No. 3351, S5 f, July 6, 1910. W., 6.5 cin.
f. Reg. No. 4921, Sll-13 cistern, Oct. 21, 1910.
W., 2.3 cm.

12. Handle of small vase.
each end.

a. Reg. No. 1761, vault cistern 2, Aug. 26,1909.
W., 3.3 cm.

10. Handle of same type as No. 8, with square section.
The hooks have been twisted off.

vk1IQ^
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I
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Curved bar, with hole in
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237. Bronze vessels and handles.
a. Reg. No. 1435, Bas. 13, Aug. 10, 1909.
3.8 cm.

f

- 7

It

I CM

Scale, 1:2, except 1 a, which is 1:4.

W.,

b. Reg. No. 2439, S3 a, Oct. 6, 1909. W., 3.8
cm. See PI. 82 i 3.

11. Handle of small vase. A curved flat bar, notched
at each end, to be sprung inside rim of vase.

c. Reg. No. 4917, subt. corr. dump, Oct. 20, 1910.
W.) 4 cm.

METALS
13. Handle of small vase. Bar forms three sides of a
rectangle. Hole in each end.
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19. Head with a cap, from a handle (?).
a. Reg. No. 2476, S3-314 E, Oct. 8, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 2059, L. T. 5, street floor, Sept. 13,
1909.

L., 2.6

cm.

20. Head (flat), from a handle (Egyptian?).
14. Ledge handle. Heavy plate, 11 mm. thick, fastened edgewise to some vessel (?). Curvature of
inside edge fits a circle of 6 cm. Possibly handle
of an oval vase; otherwise not a vase handle.
a. Reg. No. 2574, S4-310 under Roman wall, Oct.
19, 1909. L., 6.7 cm.

a. Reg. No. 4396, S9-906 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
5.2 con. See PI. 82 m 2.

H.,

21. Leg of small bowl or basin, in form of a lion's paw.
a. Reg. No. 4736, S2 III 70 street sub, Oct. 1,
1910. H.) 4 cm. See PI. 82 m 5.
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238. Bronze vessels and ornamental parts of vessels.

15. Heart-shaped knob-handle from side of vessel.
a. Reg. No. 2396, S3 d, Sept. 23, 1909. L., 5.4
cm.; w., 5 cm.
b. Reg. NTo. 2184, S3 c W, Oct. 5,1909. L., 5.3 cm.;
w., 4.3 cm.
16. Loop-handle of large vase. Lower end attached
to body of vase, upper end worked to a curved
crosspiece fitting rim of vessel. Soldered on.
a. Reg. No. 1942, L. T. 1 b 12, Aug. 26, 1909. H.,
12 cm.; w., 5.9 cm.
b. Reg. No. 3463, S5 e W, July 13, 1910. H., 9
cm.; w., 1.5 cm. See PI. 82 d 1.
c. Reg. No. 3514, S5-361, July 14, 1910. Lower
part only. L., 6.3 cm.
17. Straight round bar, projecting from side or rim
of vessel. Flaring at end.
a. Reg. No. 1629, S2 III 42 sub, Aug. 28, 1909.
L., 4.5 cm.; diam. of middle, 9 mm. See PI.
66 f 8.
18. Ornamental handle, fore-quarters of a cat-like
animal. See PI. 82 1. For this and the following
see Fig. 238.
a. Reg. No. 4158, S10 e, Aug. 30, 1910.

Scale, 1: 2.

22. Neck of a two-handled bronze bottle.
a. Reg. No. 4153, S7 cistern 5, Aug. 30,1910. With
chain attached. See Fig. 234, No. 1 a, above,
and PI. 82 f 3.
23. Kohl-tube. A number of badly decayed fragments
were found front which could be reconstructed the
double kohl-tube shown in Fig. 238. The lid
turned on the pivot sidewise across the top.
a. Dis. No. 1368, L. T. 1 c slope, Sept. 1, 1909.
24. Minute saucer, filled with red color.
a. Reg. No. 3268, S5 a, July 2, 1910.
cm.
25. Shallow saucer.
No. 7 c.

Diam., 2.6

Cf. alabaster saucer, Fig. 206,

a. Reg. No. 1644, S2 III 43 sub, Aug. 30, 1909.
26. Saucer, with fluted body and two horizontal rimhandles.
a. Reg. No. 421, Trench I on slope of summit, July
30, 1908. Diam., 5.1 cm. See p. 26, A c 3.
27. Small bowl. Decayed fragments only, but the
form shown in Fig. 238 was clear.
a. Dis. No. 519, S7-7.5)5 NE, Sept. 14, 1910.
7.6 cm.

Diam.,
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XV.,VARIOUS

BRONZE OBJECTS OF OBSCURE PURPOSE1

1. Bronze strip, with a hook at one end.

a. Reg. No. 1642, S2 III 43 sub, Aug. 30, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 4604, S8-816, Sept. 21, 1910. L., ca.
10 cm.; w., 6 mm.; end opposite the hook end
bent over, perhaps accidentally. The hook is
also a flat band.

e"-

2. Bronze bar, 5.2 cm. long, wrapped spirally with
wire. Each end bent over to form a small ring
carrying a separate movable ring about 10 min.
in diameter.

I

I

I Ik#

a. Reg. No. 4529, S8-821, Sept. 16, 1910.

03a

3. Bronze wire loop, with the ends enclosed in a flat
sheath. L., 7.2 cm.; 1. of sheath, 5.5 cn.; 1. of
loop, 1.7 cm.
a. Reg. No. 2534, L. T. 53cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
4. Closed bronze wire, constricted into double loop
form, with an eyelet at one end. L., 4.5 cm.

C.
1. Small gold cap, pierced in the centre.
cap of a handle or of a cylinder seal.

The end

239. Miscellaneous objects
Scale, 1: 2.

5. Band (3 cm. broad), with row of triangular holes
(11 mm. high and 10 mm. wide).
a. Reg. No. 3598, S6 b, July 23, 1910.

GOLD
5. Heart-shaped pendant, set with red glass (?).
Eyelet on top.

a. Reg. No. 1817, H. S. 6, in the debris inside a
Severan vat, June 29, 1909. Diam., 15 mil.
2. Small gold sheath.

Cap from a rod.

a. Reg. No. 1896, L. T. 2 d, Aug. 20, 1909.
8 mm.; diam., 5 mm.

L.,

of bronze.

a. Reg. Nio. 4869, S7-721, Aug. 22, 1910.
57 d 5.

See PI.

6. Seven pieces of heavy gold plate (ready for melting?).
a. Reg. No. 4808, S11-2 sub, Oct. 10, 1910.
Found in a small pot, Fig. 181, No. 17 g. See
PI. 57 e.

3. Small oval plate, thin, crumpled.
a. Reg. No. 2751, Gateway, July 6, 1909.

7. Gold scarab-ring of Egyptian origin.
4. Earring. Two pieces of gold wire linked together
The pendant bore a small
with small eyelet.
pierced pearl.

a. Reg. No. 4635, S8 west of Greek Fort Wall in
disturbed yellow debris beside Israelite wall,
Sept. 23, 1910. See PI. 56 d.

a. Reg. No. 1950, L. T. cistern 1, Aug. 14, 1909.
See PI. 57 a 9.
D.

1. Small finger-ring.
a. Reg. No. 1815, H. S. 1 top debris, June 21, 1909.
Diam. 22 mm.; section, 3 mm. square.
2. Triangular piece from a harness ornament or something similar. See Bronze B X, No. a, above.
a. Reg. No. 2750, Gateway in angle with Roman
scabbard, July 3, 1909. Size, 2 x 1.7 cm.
3. Silver (?) band.
a. Reg. No. 4856, subt. corr. cistern (sifter),
Oct. 14, 1910. Band, 9 cm. long; section,
5 x 1.5 mm.
4. Silvered bronze bracelet.

SILVER
a. Reg. No. 4055, SIO a, Aug. 22, 1910. Diam.,
6 cIm. (broken open); section, 7 x 1.5 mm.
5. Fragment of a silver ornament.
a. Reg. No. 964, Bas. 2d stratum, June 26, 1909.
6. Small silver ring, with round bezel inlaid with
rosette in gold.
a. Reg. No. 2809, S3 b, Sept. 8, 1909.
57 a 10.

See PI.

7. Silver ring, with oval bezel (a separate piece
soldered on).
a. Reg. No. 2998, S. G. T. 3. June 23, 1910.
PI. 57 d 11.

'In addition to these objects, a bronze band must be mentioned which was used to repair the limestone plate
Reg. No. 1933, found in L. T. 1 c, Aug. 25, 1909.

See
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METALS
E.

LEAD

Lead was used in rivets for fastening sculpture (see Chapter XII A II, No. 1), in wire
for mending pottery (see P1. 74 h), and in magical figures (see Chapter XII A II, No. 10).
It was also used in weights, water-pipes, and sling-missiles (see below).
1. Lead bars and bands.
a. Reg. No. 1555, S2 S, July 15, 1909. Twisted
rectangular bar, 5.3 cm. long; section, 2.5 mm.
square.
b. Reg. No. 1713a, vault cistern 2, Aug. 20, 1909.
Twisted band, 0.5 cm. long, with a section
10 x 2.5 mm.
c. Reg. No. 2588, S3 c, Oct. 22, 1909. Bent rectangular bar, 18 cmn. long, with a section 3.5
mm. square.
d. Reg. No. 1998, L. T. 1 c slope, Sept. 2, 1909.
Bent bar, tapering towards ends; 17 cmn. long,
with a triangular middle section, 8 x 4 mm.
e. Reg. No. 3034, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910. Lead
bar, with one end turned up at right angles.
L., 7 cm.; 1. of bent end, 3 cm.; diam. of section, 5 mm.
2. Lead rivet. Nail-shaped, with round head and
protuberances on shaft.
a. Reg. No. 1894, L. T. 3 d, Aug. 20, 1909. Bent
into a circle about 5.5 cm. across; diameter of
section, 5.5 mm.
3. Lead pipe.
a. Reg. No. 1889, L. T. 1 a cave 1, Aug. 20, 1909.
Crushed flat, 4.4 cm. long, 22 x 9 mm. in section.
b. Reg. No. 958, Bas. 2d stratum, June 25, 1909.
Crushed flat, 2.9 cm. long, 22 x 9 mm. in section.
c. Reg. No. 1746, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
L., 6.3 cm.; diam., 1.4 cm.
d. Reg. No. 3128, N. G. T. 3, June 28, 1910. L.,
60 cm.; diam., 11.5 cm.

C111.

c. Reg. No. 3373, S5 on Greek Fort Wall, July 7,
1910. L., 3.3 cm.
d. Reg. No. 3476, L. T. E., July 13, 1910. One
silde shows a trident in relief, the other a thunderbolt. IL., 3.4 cm. See PI. 83 c 2.
5. Lead disc.
a. Reg. No. 1743, vault cistern 2, Aug. 25, 1909.
Diam. 4 cm.; pierced near centre.
b. Reg. No. 2538, L. T. 60 sub, Oct. 13, 1909.
Diam., 8 cm., thin, with circular depression
about 22 mnmn. across.
6. Lead disc, with bronze eyelet on edge.
rim around edge on both sides.

Slight

a. Reg. No. 4415, S7 cistern 3, Sept. 8, 1910.
Dian., 11.5 cm.; 3.5 mm. thick.
7. Lead disc with inscription.
a. Reg. No. 3638. See p. 250, SNo. 6; PI. 57 g.
8. Lead weight (or stand).
a. Reg. No. 4530, S8-821 S, Sept. 16, 1910.
3.6 x 3.4 cm.; 1.2 cmn.thick.

Size,

9. Lead bowl.
a. Reg. No. 4773, S11-3,
8.2 cm.; h., 3.5 cin.

Oct. 7, 1910.

Diam.,

10. Lead strip, ornamental.

4. Lead sling-missile (glans).
a. Reg. No. 1860, L. T. 1 a, Aug. 16, 1909.
4.5 cm.

b. Rleg. No. 1684, S2 cistern 13, Sept. 7, 1909.
Eight pieces, varying in length from 3.6 to 4.6

L.,

a. Reg. No. 3714, S4-356 sub, Aug. 3, 1910.
lenistic.

Hel-

CHAPTER X
OBJECTS OF BONE AND IVORY
A.

EARLY IVORY OBJECTS

1. Handle of ivory, carved in the form of a winged
Ureus wearing the double Egyptian crown. See
PI. 56 f.

Ahab courtyard, Aug. 12, 1910.
diam. of shaft, 1.6 cm.

3. Various fragments of ivory and bone found in
mixed dirty yellow debris near rock in S2 III 43
and 47 sub.
a. Reg. No. 1655, S2-43 sub, Aug. 31, 1909. An
object shaped like an Egyptian breast pendant;
carved in the form of a Bes-head, with an ornamental collar. See PI. 66 h 1.
b. Reg. Nos. 1656-1658 (found with a) and 1613
(found in the adjacent room S2-47), Aug. 20,
1909. No. 1656-Pl. 66 h 2, 1657-Do. 3, 1658=
Do. 4-7, 9-13. No. 1613 (3 pieces) =PI. 66 f 3.
c. Reg. No. 1620, flat piece of carved bone found
in S2 III 36 sub, Aug. 21, 1909. See PI. 66 f 4.

a. Reg. No. 4125, S7-742 sub on the floor of the
Ahab courtyard, with the fragments of the alabaster jar inscribed with the name of Osorkon
II, Aug., 1910. Handle of a mirror (?).
2. Dagger-handle of ivory, with the end carved in the
form of a snarling lion's head. Slot in the other
end to take haft of the blade, and two rivet holes,
one with fragment of bronze rivet, to fasten haft.
See PI. 56 c.
a. Reg. No. 3862, S4-414 on top of projection of
foundation wall, in surface dirt of magazine in

B.

DRESSED BONES

1. Dressed bones and horns. See PI. 66 b, c, d. In
S1 cistern 7 we found a large number of dressed
bones and horns. A number of the ends of sheep's
or goats' bones have been cut off square. Sonme
have been shaved also, and one (Pi. 66 c, No. 4) ornamented with incised lines. Many other bones had
been merely broken with a knife or cleaver. They
include leg bones, vertebrae, scapula, pelvic bones,
and jaw bones of sheep, goat, and calf or bullock.
All are of edible domestic animals, and the bones
were probably so dressed in the preparation of food.
a. Reg. Nos. 1542 to 1545, S1 cistern 7, July 1-6,
1909.
b. Reg. No. 3332, one other similar dressed bone;
end of a sheep's leg, with the top dressed to a
ridge and the interior hollowed into two compartments; found in S5 a, July 5, 1910.

C.

2. Boars' tusks were found in the Hellenistic debris
in all parts of the site. These were usually carefully smoothed or polished and ground on the
concave side. One (a, below) had a hole pierced
through the thick end.
See

b. Reg. No. 3747, S4 cistern 1, Aug. 5, 1910.
PI. 83 g 5.

See

1909.
1909.
1909.
1909.

g. Dis. No. 1372, L. T. 1 c, Sept. 1, 1909.
h. Dis. No. 1378, L. T. 1 d, Aug. 21, 1909.

SPOONS

3. Large spoons, with pointed ovoid bowl, only
slightly dished. The handles are all broken off.
a. Reg. No. 1882, L. T. 1 c, Aug. 18, 1909. L. of
bowl, 5 cm.
b. Reg. No. 3245, S5 c, July 1, 1910. IJ. of bowl,
5 cm. See PI. 83 b 4.
c. Reg. No. 3266, S5 d, July 2, 1910. Oval bowl,
6 cem. long.

See

2. Small cosmetic-spoon, with oval howl. Flat top
decorated with geometrical pattern of circles.
a. Reg. No. 1878, L. T. b, Aug. 18, 19093.
i) cm.

a. Reg. No. 3746, S4 cistern 1, Aug. 5, 1910.
P1. 83 g 1.

c. Reg. No. 886, Bas. 2d stratum, June 16,
d. Reg. No. 898, Bas. 2d stratum, June 21,
e. Reg. No. 1002, Bas. 2d stratum, July 31,
f. Dis. No. 1407, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27,

1. Small cosmetic-spoon, with round bowl.
a. Reg. No. 3705, S4-356 sub, Aug. 1, 1910.
PI. 83 g 3.

L., 7.3 cm.;

L.,
368S
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5, 1910.

JulySo e,
d. Reg. No. 3334,
7 cmn.

19,
e. Reg. No. 3557, S6Jug, ly 1910.
5.5 cm. See PI. 83 g 2.

a-
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L. of bowl,
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5-..Spooni-handles.
June 26,
A
No. 9681 Bas. 2(1d.stratu2,
.
a. Reg.
1N. 'Reg.No. 3971, Kaids Land a, Aug. 18, 1910.
L., 12 cm. (trace of bowl).

L. of howl,
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240. Bone objects, types C 1 to G 8.

4. Large spoons, with blunt-ended ovoid bowls, dished.
a. Reg. No. 2057, L. T. 5, Sept. 11, 1909. L. of
bowl, 5.5 cm.
b. Reg. No. 4145, Kaid's Land SW, Aug. 30, 1910.
L. of bowl, 5.3 cm.

m
p

GT

(T)

Scale 1: 2.

v. Reg. No. 4522, Kaid's- Laind, Sept. 15, 1(910.
L., 8.1 cm. (with sharp tip and trace of bowl).

d. Reg. No. 4.207, S8 1), Sept. 3, 1910.
(sharp tip, no trace of bowl).

L., 9.9 cm.

See PI. 83 h 3.
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D.

DECORATED SHELSIJS
with dottcedl circles. See PI. 83 d. The edge of
one end turns up to form a ledge (for fastening to
ta shaft?). Pierced with a hole in mniddlle.

1. Large bivalve slhell dlecoratedl insidetl along the edge
wittl a guilloche and zigzag b-order.
a. Reg. No. 4682, SIO b, SeIpt. 28, 1910. The
largest piece is .,5cmi. long.

a. Reg. No. 3320, S5 is, July 4, 1910Q.

2. Piece of a large univalve sihell, ldecorated outside

E.

BOX -LI DS
12 rnn.; h., 10
round top.

A few well-worked bone olbjects were found, with
perforated hinges, whichl seeml to be lids of kohltubes or cosmetic-tubes.

Usually decorated.

2. Section of tleg bone (dressed to a square forml, decoratled wuith

Those with wide cavity

11.5 cm.

1.,

G. T. 6, June 22, 1'310.
83 e 2.
CG.T. 6, June 22, 1910.
See PI. 83 e 5.
(G. T. 6, June 22, 1910.

JL.,

at. Retg. No. 2065, L. T.

JL.,

b. Reg. No. 454-14, S9)-9)06 l'deep, Sept.
L., 15 cm. See- PI. 83 f 1.

L.*

b. Reg. No. 3066, S. (". T. 4, Jllne 25, 1910.
Strip, 4 cml. long (baroken) andt 9 -mmi. wide.
See Pl'. 83 fa 3.

4. Sma-ll round k1nob, with hole for awl, 2 decorated
witih dottted circles.

L.,

1. tg.

g.No. 4i531, SS d, Sept. 16, 1910.

L., 3.3

17, 1910.
5

2. Cylindrical bone hantdle, with slot and rivet holes
(see also A 1, above).
a. Reg. No. 3440, L. T. E. b, July 12, 1910.

Kn1ob
n. handlel, witlh htole for awl, decorated. 2

n. IReg. No.

b. Reg. No. 4457, Sanmrra's Lalllnd c, Sept. 10, 1910.

oatltdwayt

July, 1909.

I,.,

2 'lcm.

6. Snmall hollo0w tbone, handlte for \awl.'
a1. R]eg. No.
3.9 cml.

b. tReg. No.

L., 9.7 cm.

Sept. 10, 1910.

2755,

L.,

4.6 cIl1.

c. Reg. No. 4564, S8 c deepe,

Sept. 13, 1909.

Holes for pegging to

HANDLES

cav-ity.

a. Reg. No. 2900, S. G(. T. 3, June 21, 1910.
6.3 em. (broken).

)5b,

5.) iiimm.; 2.5 mmin. thick.
box.

See P1. s83 e 1.

G.

L., 12

3. Fragmnents of bone plates, usually decorated with
dotted circles, used as inlats in wooclen toilet
boxes.

d. Reg. No. 3018, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 1910.
e. IReg. No. 4674, S8-883, Sept. 27, 1910. L. 5.8
cm. (broken). See PI. 83 f 2.

1. Cylindrical bone hancllte, witil roundl

ldotted circles.

a. Iteg. No. 2005, L T. 2 a, Sept. 3, 1910.

are classed as kohl-pots; thlose with narrosw cavity,
as handles. Classification therefore uncertain.
a. Reg. No. 2951, S.
11.5 cm. See P1.
b. Reg. No. 2960, S.
3.6 cmn. (broken).
c. Reg. No. 2961, S.

Discnm.;
mnm.;
holes

AND TOILET-BOXES

IKOHL-POTS

1. Sections of animal leg ibones dresseld by turning to
cylindrical formls, hollowed andl plugged at one
end.

three holes through

c. Reg. No. 3570, S6i g, July 21, 1910.
shaped with projecting hinge. L., 25
diam. of disc, 20 rnl.; thickness, 5
depthl of hollow inside, 2 nmm. Four
through top. See PI. 83 g 8.

a. Reg. No. 1714a, vattult cisterln 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
L., 3.2 cm.; width, 2.2 cin.; height, 0.5 cm.
Three holes through flat top.
b. Reg. No. 3123, S2-32 sub, June 28, 1910.
W.,
Round, with projecting hinge, 1.1() mii.

F.

mi.;

L.,

1458, Sl topl) dirt, Julne 7, 1909.

1830, 1f.

S. 2, Julyl 12, 1909.

L.,

L.,

t3.8 c111.

6.6 ell-.
7. 'Turnled handle or h1andle knobi, with small
h1ole. 2

3. Flat bone plate, with rivet holes for fastening to
haft of bla:de.
a. ItReg. No. 3214, 85 1), July 1, 1()10.
'See Ma(cuLlistter, (ttczer, II,

Ip.40.

See I'. 83 1)2.

round

a1. Reg. No. 990(), 3Bas.undelr late wall on west,
June 29, 19IJ09. L., 2.5 cm.
1b. Reg. No. 415(59, S9 a, Sept., 1I1O. IJ. 3.8 cm.
TIossibly for Ibone points.

OBJECTS OF BONE AND IVORY
8. Turned handle or handle knob, with large hiole.
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a. Reg. No. 1733, vault cistern 2, Aug. 21, 1909.
I.J., 16 mm.; diarn., 22 min. See PI. 83 i 1.
b. Reg. No. 1780, vault cistern 2, Aug. 28, 1909.
L., 16 mmi.; hole in side; broken. See PI.
83 i 2.

a. Reg. No. 792, Bas. 2d stratum, June 4, 1909.
L., 3.5 cm.
b. Reg. No. 836, Bas. 2d stratum, June 10, 1909.
L., 1.8 cm.
c. Reg. No. 1508, Bas. fist. 1, July 19, 1909.
L., 3.2 cm.

c. Reg. No. 2075, L. T. r5, Sept. 14, 1909.

L.,

19 min.; diam., 20 mIl.
lk
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241. Bone objects, types G 9 to I 17.
d. Reg. No. 2475, S3-306, Oct. 8, 1909. L., 2.8
cm.; diam., 4.2 cm.
e. Reg. No. 4357, Samarra's Land b .5,Sept. 5, 1910.
L., 2.7 cm.; diamr., 2.2 cm.

d. Reg. No. 325.5, S5 f, July 2, 1910.
diam., 21 mmrn.; hole in side.
e. Reg. No. 41i569, S8
J.o

9. Cylindrical bone ring, sometimes with rivet in side.
Handle ring (?). See Fig. 241.

Scale, 1: 2.
L., 18 minm.;

(I N deep, Sept. 19, 1910.

21 mm.; diam., 21 mm.

f. Reg. No. 2141, S3 c, S ept. 28,

1909.
mm.; diam., 22 mini.; hole in side.

H., 5
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FIAT

3()BONE SPATULA ()ORtSTYLI

A large number of flat bone objects were found, rounded at onte end and sharpened at
the other. Macalister (Gezer, II, )p.274) explains these objects as styli for writing on wax
or clay, and states that tihe were found in all periods from 1800() B.C. down At Samaria
they were found in Israelite debris and in the debris of all the periods antedating the Roman.
The very extent in tinme and the nurmber of theset objects raises a doubt as to their use as
styli. Inl any case the! were inot used for cuneiform writing, which at present is the only
writing on clay known to us in Palestine. That wooden tablets covered with wax were used
in Palestine as early as Macalister's Second Semitic Period, 1800-1400 B.C., during the period
of the Tel Amarna tablets, and continued in use alongside papySrus, parchment, and ostraca,
down to Roman times, without leaving any other trace than these bone points, seems to me
scarcely plausible. At the same time, I feel at a loss to offer a plausible explanation. They
may be small ilmplements used in one of the comlmon household industries.

The examples given on PI. 83 show the various forms of this implement. The examples
vary- from 6 to 15 cm. in lenlgth. They were found at all places at Samaria and in all kinds
of debris (except the masons' debris from the Israelite palace). The following list of selected
exanlples will serve to show the distribution (see Fig. 241):
a. Reg. No. 1000O, Bas. 2d stratum.

j.

b. Reg. Nos. 1534 to 1536, SI1 cist. 7.
c. Reg. No. 1550, S2 room 55 on floor.
d. Reg. No. 1669, S2 cistern 13.

B()NE PO)INTS, PIERCERS, KOHL-STI(CKS, AND NEEDLES

1. Points or piercens, with smooth, worn, sharp tips,
and roughly dressedl shaft, probablyl fisxed originally
in a wooden or b1one handlell or wrappedI'

with clloth

v. Reg. No. 2404, S3 e, Sept. 28, 1909. L., 9.1 cm.;
tip gonlle.
f. Reg. No. 2474, S3; stlreet \. ()Oct. i6, 1909. 1.,

or leather.
a. Reg. NO.

f).t:6 (C
II.
1537, Sl(cistern 7, July 6S, 19(09.

I.,

7 cm.; length of worn tip, 2.5 (cm.
Reg.
e. No. 1660, S2-43 subI, Aulg 31, 1.)(). LJ 4
cm.; leIngth of worn tip, 1.5 cmi.

The following had no haindle, but an

2. Points similar to No. 1, )butniore slean(der, with a
notch at the butt, possibly for nttachiitg a tlhrevad
or string.z;
These go )backat leaslt as far as thle
early Post-Israelite period.
St top dirt, .Juiine 10, 1909(.

5.7 (cmn.

I.

S2-31 above floor, July 9), 1!)0I).
go1(e.
S2-45 sutb, Atig. 4, 1909. I..

d. Reg. No.n3,1957, I. T.

I1b cave

. 4, June17, 1910. L.,

5.8 cm.
h1. Reg.'o.
N )42'91, Saniarra's Landt

1) 5, Sept. 5,

19}10L.I, 9-.9 cm.
i. Reg. No.
6, 1910.
j. Reg. No.
k. Reg. No.
5.7 cm.

4767,
1J., 5
4894,
492.3,

S8 llbovc- Greek Fort W all, Oct.
cm. (curved).
SI11 v. Oct. 17, 1910. L., 6.4 cm.
Sll-1 deep, Oct. 22, 1910. L.,

lundlressed

natural enlargement as a butt; tle shaft is slendelr.
e. iReg. No. 3391, S5 Seletucidanli sstr eet, Jily 8, 101().
L., 10.2 cm.

a. Reg. No. 1463,
8.3 crm.
b,. Reg. No. 1f506,
L., 7.4 cm.; tip
c. Reg. No. 1594,
6;.2 cmin.

g. Reg. No. 284(, N. (;

S.

See PI. 6fi6 h

c. Reg. No. 4514, S7-773, Siept. 15, 1(910).
L., 11
cm.; length (of wvorn tip, 3: (cI. Seef' Pl. 83 f :3.
d. Reg. No. 4600, S11 old (ldtulp, Stept. 21, 1910)l(.
L., 9 cm.

I.,

S4-417 floor of Ahalb

k. Reg. Nos. 3213 (PI. 8:3 b 3), 3216 (PI. 8:3 1) 1),
3406, 344f (P1l. 83 (c 4), S-.
1. Rieg. Nos. 4092, 4729, S10.
11. Reg. Nos. 2887, 2918, 2935) (P1. 83 e 7), 2936, 3035,
3042, 3046, 3049 (P1. 83 a 5), 3050 (P1. 83 a 4),
30(6)9 (P1. 83 1a
2), 3094, S. CG.T. 2 to 11.

e. Reg. Nos. 1762 and 1779, vault cist. 2.
f. Reg. No. 1963, L. T. 1 roonmi 1.
g, Reg. Nos. 1978, 2069, 2070, 2152, I,. T'.
h. Reg. No. 2757, S3-303.
i. Reg. No. 3509, 8--361.

I.

tReg Nos. 3925 andl
4(03),
courtyard.

Ag. 27, 1909.

3. Slender bone piercer,
point.
a. R e. No. 1477,

wvith

one tapering, sharp

HI. S. 1, June

17, 1909.

L., 10O

No. 3478. L. T. E., July 12, 1910. L., 10.3
('I. See P1.83 (c1.
c(. Reg. No. 34199, L. T. E., *Ju1ly 14, 1910. L., 6
cm.l (brokenl); blunlt c
dec1orated with spiral
lend
lines.
1).

Reg.

'T'hefollowing have short, conicanl bultt.
d.

Iteg. .N. 42(08, Samalrra's Land 1),Sept. 3, 1910.
See 1'1. 83 II '2.
e. Reg. No. 4292. Sanialrra.1'.s [1".a1d 1) , Sept.
t,
19 0)
I ().

I .I

10(.6

(m11.

OBJECTS OF BONE AND IVORY
4. Bone pin, swelling near the middle, with blunt
drill-like points at each end, perhaps bow-drill
point.
a. Reg. No. 3551, S6 f, July, 1910. L., 9 cmnl. See
PI. 83 g 4.
b. Reg. No. 3041, N. G. T. 10, June 24, 1910. L.,
12 cm. (broken).
5. Bone pin, with two tapering ends, possibly a bobbin.

ceptional numbers at Kaidl's Landl.
whiole. A selection follows:
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Very few were

a. Reg. No. 9389, Bas. under late wall W, June 293,
1909. L., 8.8 cm.
b. Reg. No. 23915, S3 cl, Sept. 23, 1909. L., 10.5
cm.

c. ItReg. No. 25;66a, vault E side, hard debris, Aug.
17, 1909. Heatl only.
cl. Rteg. No. 2867, S. G. T. (), June 20, 1910. Headl
onlly.

a. Reg. No. 2172, S3 c just above packed Israelite
debris, Oct. 5, 1909. L., 4.7 cmn.
b. Reg. No. 2175, S3 b in packed Israelite debris,
Oct. 5, 1909. L., 4.7 cm.

1Regt.No. 3479, L. T. E., July 13, 1910. See PI.
83 c 3.
f. Reg. No. 350f6, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.
g. Reg. No. 3936, Kaid's Land, vault, Aug. 17,

6. Broad flat pin, with two pointed ends, possibly a
bobbin.

h. Reg. No. 39)39, KuaiF's Land, vault, Aug. 17,
1910.
i. Reg. No. 33943, Kaid1's Land, vault, Aug. 17,
1910.
j. Reg. No. 43X54, 'Samarra's Land b 5, Sept. 5,
1910. L., 11 cin. (whole); carvted head. See

a. Reg. No. 3352, S5 f, July 6, 1910. L., 7.5 cm.
(originally); width, 12 Inm.
b. Reg. No. 3510, S5-361, July 14, 1910. L., 6
cm.; width, 14 mm.
7. Bone kohl-stick, with blunt point on one end, aInd
small flat spoon or spade on the other.
a. Reg. No. 1782, vault cistern 2, Aug. 30, 1909.
L., 9.9 cm. See PI. 83 i 8.
b. Reg. No. 1958, L. T. 1 cave 3, Aug. 27, 1909.
L., 10.1 cm.
8. Bone point, with thick, cylindrical shaft, decorated
with incised lines. Unfortunately all specimens
are broken. The points are blunt, excepting h
and g.
a. Reg. N:o. 1740, vault cistern 2, Aug. 24, 1909.
L., 6.5 cm. (butt broken off); diaml., 0.65 cnl.
See PI. 83 i 5.
b. Reg. No. 1764, vault cistern 2, Aug. 26, 1909.
L., 11 cm. (tip of butt off); diamn., 0.5 cm. See
PI. 83 i 6.
c. Reg. No. 2138, S3 b, Sept. 23, 1909. L., 7.2
cmn.(both ends off); diam., 0.7 cm.
d. Reg. No. 2416, S3 e, Oct. 2, 1909. L., 7.8 cm.
(butt off); diam., 0.6 cm.
e. Reg. No. 3848, S6 g, Aug. 10, 1910. L., 11 cm.
(both ends off); diam., 0.8 to 0.4 c(I.
f. Reg. NTo. 4520, Kaid's Land, Sept. 15, 1910. L.,
6.7 cm.. (both ends off); diam., 0.7 cm.
g. Reg. No. 1763, found with b, above. See PI.
83 i 4.
9. Bone pin, slender, with plain round head.
a. Reg. No. 1685, S2 cistern 13 (Preherodian),
Sept. 7, 1909. L., 16.5 cm.
b. Reg. No. 1356, Bas. room 9 (200-300 A.D.),
June 26, 1909. Broken.
c. Reg. No. 4199, Samarra's Land a, Sept. 3, 1910.
L., 11.7 cm. See PI. 83 h 5.
d. Reg. No. 4459, Samarra's Land b, Sept. 10, 1910.
L., 11.1 cm.
10. Bone pin, slender, with plain, square head.
a. Reg. No. 1403, Bas., coin room, under base, Aug.
10, 1909. L., 11 cm.
b. Reg. No. 3380, S8 h E, July 8, 1910.
11. Bone pin, slender, with ornamented, turned head.
Such pins were found all over the site, but in ex-

(.

1910.

1'1. 83 h 6.

12. Thick,
a.

heailvy Ipoints, with turned head(s.

'Reg.No. 1734, vault cist. 2, Aug. 23, 1909.

I'l. 8.3 i

See

<3.

1). Reg. No. 1781, vault cist. 2, Aug. 28, 1909.
L., 11.3 cIm. Se PI. 83 i 7.
13. Bone point, with tapering round point and square
shaft, with incised decoration.
a.R.
Reg

o. 3177, S5 a, June 30, 1910.

14. Bone pins, with tapering rountd point and flat
shaft, endiing in a broad decoratedt
head.
a. Reg. No. 2098, I,. T. 5 above street, Sept. 15,
1909.
b. Reg. No. 3218, S5 1b,July 1, 1909. L., 11 cm.
See PI. 83 b 5.
c. Reg. No. 489:3, Sll y, Oct. 17, 1910.

with pierced eyet inl flat broad en(d;
slender, sharp-pointe(ld.

15. Bonle needtles,

a. Reg. No. 1355, Bas., coin room, June 26, 1909.
LJ.y 10.4 ('11.
1). Reg. No. 13!)95, BaS. cistern 1, July 20, 1909. L.,
8.3 cm. (originally ca. 9 cm.).
c. Reg. No. 2015, L. T. 3 a, Selpt. 7, 1909. L.,
8.6 cm. (tilp off).
d. Reg. No. 3481, L. T. E., July 13, 1910. L.,
5.5) cmn. (both endls off).
e. Reg. No. 3495, L. T. E., JIuly 14, 1910. L.,
10.5 (cm.

f. Reg. No. 3498, L. T. E., July 14, 1910.

L., 11

ci.
Bl31unt p}oint.
g. R:eg. Nos. 3!923, 3937, 3938, 39340, 3941, 3942,
3945, 3972, ill various parts of Kaid's Land, but
mnostly in the vaullt, Aug. 16f-18, 1910.
L., 8-11
cm. Roman.
h1. Reg. No. 39')56, S66-t-26, Aug. 17, 1910. lRonlan.
i. Reg. Nos. 4293,4353, Samarra's Land a5 and bb5,
Sep't. 5, 1910. L., 13 cm. and 11 cm. See PI.
83 h 1 (eelect broken andi pierced again lower
down); Il. <S3 Ii 4.
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house), Aug.,
c. Reg. No. 2754, Gateway (Roman
1909.

16. Dice, 10-14 mm. cube, marked withlotted circles.
The one and six are on opposite sides, as are the
two and five, and the thre and four.

Tile three

was in four cases on the left of the two (with the
ace held upwards), and in two cases on the right.
All these were Roman.

17. Bone points, with forked head.

a. Reg. No. 2752, Gateway (angle between N
5, 1909. L. 5
Tower and Herodian wall), July
cr. (broken).
No. 3641, S6 a F, July 27, 1910. L., 3.4
1). 'Reg.
cm.

a. Reg. Nos. 1020-1022, Bas. cistern, July 12, 1909.
b. Reg. Nos. 1346-1347, 1359, Bas., coin room,

June 26, 1909.
J.

DISCS (INLAYS?), DECORATIVE BUTTONS, WHORLS, BEADS

It is very difficult to determine the exact purpose of each of these objects. They were
found widely distributed and in numbers throughout the black debris,-dreek, Hellenistic,
and Roman.
1. Button (?). Round, with four grooves for fastening with thread.

8. Whorl-shaped discs.

a. Reg. No. 3249, So c, July 1, 1910.
cm.; 7 mm. thick. Plain.

a. Reg. No. 4612, S7-772, Sept. 21, 1910.

Diam., 2

b). Reg. No. 4290, Samarra's Land b'5, Sept. 5,
1910. Diam., 3 cm.; 10 mm. thick. Incised
circles on top.

le eveled
2. Flat disc, pierced with small hole, sliglitly
edge.
a. Reg. No. 2898, S. G. T. 3, JUIe 21, 1910.
Diam., 2.6 cm.; 4 imm. thick.

9. Flat disc, both sides slightly rounded. One side
ornamented with incised circles. Small hole.

3. Flat disc, unpierced, one side wvith molded ring.
a. Reg. No. 2944, N. G. T. 5, June 24, 1910.
Diam., 3.2 cm.; 3nini. thick. See PI. 83 e 6.

a. Reg. No. 3986,Kaid's Land N, Aug. 19, 1910.
Diam., 3.1cmt-.; 2.5 ImT.thick.

I

I

I

I

I

I

AN;

yjo'Di

I

242. Bone objects, types J
4. Flat disc, plano-convex, large hole.

to J 13.

Scale, 1:2.

10. Discs, both sides alike.

a. Reg. No. 2503, S3 street E, Oct. 11, 1909.
Diam., 4.3 cm.; 4 mm. thick.
5. Round-topped disc, unpierced.
a. Reg. No. 2862, S. G. T. 1, June 20, 1910.
Diam., 2.2 cm.; 4.5 min. thick.
6. Round-topped disc, molded top.
circles in bottom. Large hole.

1

Two

inicised

a. Reg. No. 4705, S2 pavement of street sub,
Sept. 29, 1910. Diani., 3.8 cm.; 5 m. thick.
7. Round-topped disc, ornamented top (dot and
circle). Small hole.
a. Reg. No. 4771, S9(-901, Oct. 7, 1910. Diami.,
2.2 cm.; 4 mmn. thick.

Various sizes.

a. Reg. No. 1639, S2 III 43 sub, Aug. 30, 1909.
I)iamn., 2 cm.; 4 imnm. thiick.
1). Reg. No. 1664, S2 tunnel to SI cist. 7.
1.4 cm.; 4 mm. thick.

Diam.,

c. Reg. No. 3681, L. T. E., July 28, 1910.
3.1 cm.; 6 rnm. thick.

Diam.,

d. Reg. No. 4558, S8 e S, Sept. 19, 1910.
21.5) cm.; 4 mm. thick.

Diam.,

e. Reg. No. 2084, L. T. room 53, Sept. 13, 1909.
Diam., 3 cm.
f. Reg. No. 2756, L. T. room 53 cist., Oct. 13,

1909.

Diam., 1.7 cm.

g. Reg. No. 4190, SS 1b, Sept. 2, 1910.
1.8 cmIl.

Diam.,

OBJECTS OF BONE AND IVORY
11. Beads.
a. Reg. Nos. 1348 andlt1357, Bas., coin room, June
26, 1909. Diam., 11 mm. Band form. One
is strung on a bronze wire.
b. Reg. No. 2040, L. T. room 39 sub, Sept. 9, 1909.
Diam., 19 mm. Ring formn.
c. Reg. No. 2472,

S3 street W, Oct. 5, 1909.

Diam., 18 mm. Ring form.
d. Reg. No. 1453, S1 N, June 4, 1909. Diatm., 20
mm. Ring form.
f. Reg. No. 1507, S2 middle top dirt, July 17, 1909.
Diam., 18 mm.n Dise form.
g. Reg. No. 1568, S2 top debris above S wall of
temple, July 23, 1909.

h.
i.
j.
k.

Diam., 2.1 cim.

form.
Reg. No. 3168, N. G. T. 4, June
Diam., 18 mm. Ring form.
Reg. No. 3171, N. G. T. 6, June
Diam., 15 mm.nl Ring form.
Reg. No. 3323, S5 h, July 4, 1910.
nmmln. Band foril.
Reg. No. 3632, Sf6 f, July 26, 1910.
mm. Ring form. See P1. 83 g 6.

Disc
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1. Reg. No. 4824, Sl-5 sub, ()ct. 5,1910.
17 mIn.

Sharp-edlgedt

Diam.,

Ring form.

ring-beads, 16 mlln. to 22 innl. in di-

amneter:

Reg. No. 3098, S2-68, June 26, 19310.
n. Reg. No. 4463, S7--755, Sept. 12, 1910.
o. Reg. No. 4561, S8 c dleep, Sept. 19, 1910.
Cylindrical beads :
p. Rteg. No. 1979, L. T. 5 d, Aug. 28, 1909. L., 6

Ill.

mm.; diarm., imm.
7

See Fig. 247.

12. Flat plate, nearly rectangular, with hole in each
upper corner. Incised lines on face. Perhaps a
pendanit.

a. Reg. No. 2758, S4 g top dlebris, Oct. 23, 1909.

29, 1910.
30, 1910.
Diam., 15
Diam., 17

L., 4.2 cml.; widlth, 2.3 crn. (above) and 2.8
cin. (below).

13. Miscellaneous.
a. Rieg. No. 3288, S5 c, July 2, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3002, S. G. T. 3, June 23, 1910.
c. Reg. No. 2160, S3 b SE, (O)ct. 4, 1909. Needlecap?

CHAPTER XI
AMIULETS, SEALS, AND BEADS

A number of Egyptian amulets, scarabs, and beads were found, but unfortunately none of them can be exactly dated. Most of these objects are known,
however, in Egypt from a period contemporaneous with the Israelite occupation of
Samaria. The Egyptian gold scarab ring and the Assyrian letter-sealing are also
assumed to be of the Israelite period, on account of their form. The club-shaped
pendants ornamented with dotted circles were found in Israelite debris. The other
objects are for the most part Hellenistic.
A. AMULETS AND SCARA1BS

I.

Amulets

A small number of Egyptian amulets were found, identical in material, technique, and
form with Egyptian amulets of the Late, the Saitic, and the Ptolemaic periods. They are
undoubtedly of Egyptian manufacture, but not exactly datable.
1. Kneeling figure of Shu, pale tblue Egyptian faience.

4. Figure of a seated godd(ess, blue-green Egyptian faience.

a. Reg. No. 1646, L. T. 1 cave 3, Aug. 28, 1909.
Lower part only. H., 1.4 cml. See Pi. 57 b 2.

a. Reg. No. 3780, SA-406 sub, Aug. 6,1910.
part gonre. H., 1.5 Cml.

Upper

2. Figure of Bes, pale blue-green Egyptian faience.
a. Reg. No. 4402, S9-913 sub, Sept. 6, 1910.
Lower part only. H., 1.8 cml.
b. Reg. No. 4632, S7-772, Sept. 23, 1910. Head
and feet gone. H., 2.4 cn.

5. Sacred eye, pale-green Egyptian faience.
a. Reg. No. 2789, S3 under watll between rooms 322
and 32:3, Oct. 25, 1909. Front broken off. L.,
3 cnl. See PI. 57 b 1.
b. Reg. No. 4107, S7-712 sub, Aug. 25, 1910. L.,
2.5 cm. Black iris and eveblrow.
c. Reg. No. 4537, K8 (1, Sept. 16, 1910. L., 2 cm.

3. Figure of a goddess, standing, blue Egyptian faience.
a. Reg. No. 4545, S8 d N dleep, Sept. 17, 1910.
Feet only. H., 1.8 cm.

II.

Scarabs

The scarabs and scarabaeoids found were easily divisible into those of Egyptian (Nos.
1-7, below), and those of Asiatic manufacture (Nos. S-15, below). Nos. 1 and 2 were undoubtedly Israelite in time, being found on the floor of the Ahab courtyard and in the cave
in S11 respectively. The only scarab bearing a cartouche is No. 8, with the name of
Thothmes III, but unfortunately this name alone is not sufficient to date scarabs.1 Almost
all these scarabs may be of the Ptolemaic period quite as well as the Israelite, if their form
and fabric is the only evidence to lbe considered.
1. Scarabxoid of blue frit, with figure of les. PI. 56s
e 8.

cave containted only Israelite potisherds.
3. Scarab of blue, glazed faience.

a. Reg. Nlo. 3704, S4-406 on Alhab floor, Aug.
1, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2832, N. (. T. 1, June 16G, 1910.

2. Uninscribed scarab of blue frit.
a. Reg. No. 4857, Sll N cave, ()Oct. 14, 1')910.

See P1. 56 e 6.

4. Scarab of bluet,
This

glazed faience.

See

'l. 56 e )9.

at. Rteg. No. 3593, S6 a, July 23a, 1910.

'In the inner part of the pyramid termple of NIycerinus, we
found an intrusive cornmunal burial plclae containing minummies

of the Roman period. C oins of the first two centuries A.I), and
scaralbs of Thollthmes III were foulllnd on thle saIme llummnitlies.
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5. Scarab of green, glazed faience. Well made, perhaps Saitic work. See PI. 56 e 7.
a. Reg. No. 3980, S6-626 E1beside Fort MWall, Aug.
18, 1910.
6. Scarab of blue, glazed faience.

a. Reg. No. 4594, S4 beside cistern 5, Inlear rock
with Israelite potshlerds, Sept. 20, 1910.
11. Slate scarabaeoid (PI. 57 a 2). Beardtled figulre
with hlandls upliftedt tbefore a plant.
a. Reg. No. 1840, H. S. 1, July 22, 1909.

See PI. 56 e 10.

a. Reg. No. 4295, Samarra's Land b, Sept. 5, 1910.
7. Scarabseoid of pale blue ftaience, with inscribed
plate broken off.
a. Reg. Nlo. 4858, S10 d, Oct. 13, 1910.

12. Slate scarablmoid( (PI. 57 a 7), with two animals
facing.
a. Reg. No. 281()0, Gatteway hlouses, Aug. 16, 1909.
13. Black stone scearabeoid (PI. 56 e 4).
a. Reg. No. 31586, S4-349 sub, July 22, 1910.

The following are non-Egyptian:
8. Ivory scarab, with cartouche of Thothrmes III.
See PI. 56 e 3. I do not know an exact duplicate
in Egypt. This may be a local imitation of an
Egyptian scarab.
a. Reg. No. 3639, S6 e surface, July 27, 1910.
9. Ivory scarab, very flat.

14. Gray stone scarabatoid, uninscribed.
a. Reg. No. 3296, S4-351, July 4, 1910.
15. Scarabaoid of pale tblue translucent glass (unlinscribed1?).
a. Reg. No. 1833, H. S. 3, July 2(), 1909.

PI. 56 e 2.

a. Reg. No. 3715, S4-413, on floor of Ahab
courtyard, Aug. 3, 1910.
10. Ivory scarabteoid (PI. 56 e 1), with figure of a
horse (?).
B.

I.

16. Scarabseoid of crystal (PI. 56 e 5).
a. Reg. No. 3432, S5-361, July 12, 1910.
17. See gold scarab ring of Egyptianr origin (Reg. No.
4635), Chapter IX C No. 7 a.

SEALS

Cylinder seals

1. Cylinder seal of dark gray stone; inscription
obscure. Egyptian rather than Babylonian. See
PI. 57 a 6.

II.
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a. Reg. No. 1997, L. T. 1 c, Sept. 2, 1909.
mm.; diam., 10 mlm.

L., 21

Cone seals of the Persian Period or later

1. Cone seal, of lapis lazuli, with standing figure of a
god (Marduk with the axe?). P1. 57 a 1.
a. Reg. No. 2456, L. T. 1 b cave 3, Aug. 27, 1909.
2. Eight-sided cone seal, with god before an altar
with tree and spear (?). Above is a rayed sun.
PI. 57 d 7. Milky white agate (or similar translucent stone).
a. Reg. No. 3592, L. T. deep, July 23, 1910.
3. Oval cone seal, with sun and creseent.
d 6. Crystal-like agate (?).

P1. 57

a. Reg. No. 3017, S. G. T. 2, June 24, 191().
4. Cone seal. Eagle with outspread wings en face.
PI. 57 a 5. Pale blue translucent glass, iridelscent
white patina.

III.

a. Reg. No. 1857, L. T. 1 b), Aug. 16, 19019.
5. Cone seal, with lion. P1. 57 a 4. Pale blue translucent glass, iridescent white patina.
a. Reg. No. 1850, S2 II 7 upper stratumn, July 31,
1909.
6. Cone seal, with aninlal. PI. 57 a 3. Pale blue
translucent glass, iriciescent white patina.
a. Reg. No. 2774, S3-303 west al)ve Ahab wall,
(O)ct. 13, 1909.
7. Unfinished coIne of hlenawtite. Roughly chlipped
into sh}ape, bottom smoothed for inscription, hole
through upper enld. Probably used as an amulet.
It. Reg. No. 3081, S2 III 68, June 26, 1910.

Finger rings and ring-seals

1. Egyptian gold ring, with gold scarab seal.
56 d.

Il.

a. Reg. No. 4635, S8-885 west of Greek Fort Wall
deep, in broken yellow debris mixedl withl Israelite potsherds, Sept. 23, 1910.

2. Bronze ring, with oval bezel, of one piece, Hellen-

istic. P1. 57 d(I9. Naked male figure standing
with staff in 1. hanld.
.1. Reg. No. 4'929, S6G f, Jully 25, 1910.
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3. Bronze ring, with oval bezel, of one piece.
57 d 10. Figure of a swan (cralne ?).

PI'.

9. U1ninscribed stone ring-sets, with roundedl
and flat :bottomns.

a. Reg. No. 4723, S8-881, SepIt. 29, 1910.

tops

a. Reg. No. 1800, vault cistern 1, Sept. 2, 1909.
Rubll:y.

1). Rleg. No. 4724, S2 portico sulb, Seleucidan street,
Sept. 29, 1910. Emeraldl.

bezel inlaid with a
4. Small silver rilng, with roundr
rosette in gold (not a seal). PI. 57 a 10.
a. Reg. No. 2809, S3 b, Sept. 28, 1909.

10. Unlinscril)ed stone ring-sets of scaralbaoid form.
t. TReg. No.39)26, tabove we'st wall of temnlple, Aug.
15, 19:10. lRou1:d, urnlpiercedl.
Hernatite. PI.

5. Silver ring, with oval bezel (a separate piece soldered on). PI. 57 d 11. tninscribed.

57 (I 4.
C. Rteg. No. 2022, L. T. 3 at39, Sept. 8, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 2998, S. (G. T. 3, June 23, 1910.

piereced lengttwiste.

6. Bronze ring, with black stone gemn.
and hare. PI. 57 a 8.

pierce.(1

a. Reg. No. 1372, Bas. cistern 1, July 22, 1909.
The other contents of thiis cistern included 61
Ronman coins (Reg.

d1. Reg. No. 3432, S4-361, July 12, 1910.

Weasel (?)

7. Brown jasper gem; in the middle, an altar (?);
on each side, a cornucopia surmounted by a crane.
PI. 57 d 1.

tl.

Oval,

PI. 56 e 5a.

Reg. No. 3710, S7 a (top dirt), Aug. 2, 1910.

12. Iron ring, with glalss set. Glass sets or inlays, of
pale blue or green translucent glass, with iridescent
white patina, uninscribed, were found in every
part of the whole site, hut always in black debris.
a. Reg. No. 3336, S5 f, July 5, 1910. Figure of a
bird. O)paque yellow glass.
b). Reg. No. 3633, S6 a, July 26, 1910. Figure of
Eros (?). (Greenish grlass.
c. Reg. No. 4127, S1I
c, Aug. 27, 1910. Inlay
111missing.

a. Reg. No. 4294, Samarra's Land a (long room),
Sept. 5, 1910.
8.

C("rystal.

11. Iron ring, with ovarl bezel, of one piece, corroded.

Nos. 1195-1255) of the

Third and Fourth Centuries A.D. No object
was found which could be dated previous to
200 A. D.

llengthwise..

(Oval,

Brown tagate.

Tninscribed stone gems.
a. Reg. No. 3072, S. G. T. 2, June 25, 1910.
Agate. See P1. 83 a 9.
b). Reg. No. 4852, Sll suarface, ()ct. 12, 1910.

IV.
1. Assyrian letter-seal, 4.4 ciil.

in dialII., and 1.5 cIl.

a. Reg. No. 29)25, S. (. T. 4, Jule 22, 1910. See
Plan 10, tile yellow wall south of thlle Inodlern
Over this wall was at slopilng

m11ound

of broken yellow debris, evidently thiro\lwn outt
frorm thed gatew ay (ldring soilme blildiw; ())operation.

a. Reg. No. 186.5, L. T. 1 b, Aug. 16, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2142, S3 f S, Sept. 28, 1909).
Broken.

Seal impressions on letter-sealings

thick, of light-brown baked clay,, with string holes
for attachment to letter or package. The iilpression is that of a roundl stanmip (cone?), 3..5 cm.
in diameter. The representation is a godl or king
holding a lion hby the nmane of his headc, and st:labbing hinm with a dagger (?) hleld in tie righlt land(l;
in a guilloche border. Beasutifulllly c(lit, Assyrialn
stvle. Above and below the illlpressio, 1 single
line of cuneiforrn writing giving the nanlIe of the
ilu A-[sthur ?. . . I ill."
"a-na ri.
addlressee.
Unfortunately the mriddle of tihe namie wta s broken
away when the sealing was broken in opening the
letter or package. Thie elplity space is 2 cII. long.
See PI. 56 a.

road.

13. Iron ring, with ovall bezel, of otne piece, rusted.

l
T'he clay seal wa.s ill th

yellow Idebris,

conc:tave sulrface. IRepresentation of two winged
sphinixest sitting on their haunches, back to ba1ck.

See'- P1. 57 d 3.
a.. iReg N o. 3.028, S. G. T. 1, June 24, 19:10.
3t. Letter-tseal, of suni-dried tmudi, anl irregular disc
about 22 111111.illn diameter and 4 Illmll. thick. The

calst on tlhe boIttolm shows thlat it was pIressed( down
over a string biindig a roll or p:ackage. The impression is ttlat of tan oval stlapI (colne seal?),
I)aboult 15 x 1() 1111m
. iIn size.

\. Reg. No. 4727, S8-8S0 debris in rock, Sept. 30,

4.

rnllgmentll of liorhtly baked c(lav, with the impressionl of a Persiatn cylinder seal1. Thrtee fragmenfts,
not fitting together, were: found in close Iproximlity,
a111d seemed( to illdi(cate a:1
flat talt wiillt a]soh
Idark surf.ae.
clearly

2. Letter-seal, of sun-dried mudtl,an irregulllr dlisc
about 23 mrril. in dliametesr ,nld 3 Illii. tlick. W'as
to a roll or p:atckage, andl shows Iprint, of
attalchedl
Inlpression of

15)

tlnl.

Only o()111
1 frlagmentll,

slightly rounded

aTs if palrt of tlhe t1eds, showed: thle illlpession of a

close >beside the Israelitc wall.

cliotlh on bottom).
(cone seal?) 17 x

The representation

is shown on Pl. 517 hl 3.

fin

ov':l1

stamlp

in size, witl a slightly

lmarked
cy('!lillel'r, abou()llt 20

Illml. long.

The

representlltionll is a godl with a1 crown (Pelrsi:an style),
gIlaspinigr : willnge'(l dragon by? tlhe throlat. Thle edlge
of the cy linderiwas m arkedi N-ith rope-pa-)ttern liine
(in relief lont:he i
-mpression;).
See' PI. 57 i 1, 2.
n. Reg. No. 4-496), SS-814 slb, Sept. 14, 1910.
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5. Small Greek letter-seal of unbaked clay, an irregular disc, about 15 imm. ill diam. Impression of

an oval seal, it little longer than the diameter of the
lump of clay. I'igure of nakke(l god going to the
right, with caduceus in left hand, anid garment over
right arm. See PI. 57 (I 21,1and cf. seat impression,
2b
I below.

6. Letter-sealing of unbat1tkf-ked claty, about 3 (m. in
diarneter, with one Whole impression and eKdges
of two others. Inpressioil of all oval convex coneseal, 18 x 13 itmm. in size. Representation illegible, apparently figure of god, with spear, before
atlta, similar to seal IV 2 above.
a. Reg. No. t38101, S() f, Auag. 9, 1910.

a. Reg. No. 2831, N. G. T. 8, June 16, l)10.

V. Seal impressions on pottery
Aside from the Greek jar stamps, which are treated il a separate. cliapter, three jar
handles were found with impressions of ordinary seals.
1. Round handle, with a section 23 imm. in diameter,
of hard black ware, with a smiooth cre-amn-colored
slip. Impression of an oval seal, 15 x 12 mm.,
showing a winged sphinx with a long curled tail,
and before it an obscure figure. See PI. 57 f 1.

3. Twin handle of small amphora, of fine drab) paste.
O)n upper turn, the deep impression of an oval seal,
showing figure of Hermes (?) like 2.

I. Reg. 'TNo. 2435a, S3 street sub, Oct. 6, 1909.

a. Reg. No. 2190, S3 a W, Oct. 6, 1909.
2. Loop handle of a two-handled wine-jar of IsraeliteGreek form, of coarse red-black ware, with smooth
reddish-brown surface. On the turn of the handle ,
the impression of an oval seal, 20 x 11 mnm., showing a naked god standing, facing 1., with caduceus
in r. hand, and garmnent over left. See PI. 57 f 2,
and cf. seal IV a, above.
C.

il. Reg. No. 1516, I-I. S. 1, June 22, 19)09.

4. Flat loop handle of a two-handled wine-jar of
Israelite-Greek form, of coarse red-black ware,
with smooth brown surface. On the upper atta:tchinent, irnpression- of a circular stamnp, showing
a pomegranate.

a. Reg. No. 3308, S5 d1,July 4, 1910.

See PI. 64 k.

PENDANTS AND BEADS

A large number of beads were found of carnelian, agate, slate, bone, blue-glazed faience,
and glass. Most of the blue-glazed faience beads, the variegated glass beads, and the carnelian beads are identical in form, material, and technique with Egyptian beads of the Late,
the Saitic, and the Ptolemaic Periods, and are in all probability of Egyptian origin. Thev
cannot, however, be more exactly dated. The only evidence for the date of all these objects
is the position in which they were found at Samaria.
I.

Pendants
2. Clubj)-sha-,pe(d pendal(n-1t, of b.o(Ile, with hole through

1. Ivory pendant in the form of a claw.
a. Reg. No. 1637, S2 in construction trench of

small end, and rows of dotted circles incised in
lower end.

a. Reg. No. 3929, S4-417 sub, floor of Atiab courtyatrd, Aug. 15, 1910. L., 6.4 cm. Four row-s

-

of four circles elach.

0

-1

-

0

1). Reg. 'No.4012, S4--41 7 sub, floor of Alab) courtyard, Aug. 20, 1910. L., 5.4 Cll. Three rows
of circles, oIle of four and two of three etach.
Isr-aelite.

!O
aj

^0

Israelite.

i

so

21a-

ted,
3. Unde -ec:ra

club-shaped pendants,

with

hole

through small end.

a. Bone, nearly cylindrical, Reg. No. 3.5;58, S5 SW
corner, black debris, July 20, 1910. L.J05.2 cm .
3-)"

cist. 1, Aug. .5, 1910.
It
145i

4a.

Reg. No. 37419, S4
L., 2.2 ciii.

1). Sla te, nearly, cvlindrical,

5'cL
do

jtnaidb

2

1 OU.
__a

243. Pendants.

30
>ee~

0-Cm

Scale, 1: 2.

S wall of Herodian temple.
to 300 B.C.

Probably previous

c. Grity stone, Reg. No. 1466, 11. S. 1,?ine 15,
Ij., 3.8 Cm.
1909.
d. Slate, Reg. No. 35227, L. T. E., July 16, 1910.
*

Gray stone, wvide fltat form, Reg. No. 4086, S3

street W, Oct. 12, 1909.
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4. Ivory pendant, long, thin, flat strip, rectangular
form with eyelet at top. L., 12.3 cmn. Perhaps
used as a cosm'netic spatula.
a. Reg. No. 4532, S9-905 N sub, Sept. 16, 1910.
5. Bonie pendant, shaped like an axe-head.
cm. Polished.

L., 3.4

a. Reg. No. 2(939, N. G. T. I- June 22X 1910.
Pl. 83 e 4.

II.

6. Flat stone pendants.
a. Gray pebble, Reg. No. 3985, S6-626 E, Aug.
19, 1910.
b. Slate, Reg. No. 3677, L. T. E4., July 28, 1910.
c. Pierce(d pebble, Reg. No. 3407, SO h E, July 9,
1910. L,., 5.2 cm. Perhaps a weight.

Se

Variegated glass beads

1. Eye-beads. Similar beads are found in Egypt froni
the New Empire down.

Reg. No. 2759, Gateway cistern 1, Aug. 14, 1909.
Dark blue body with three eyes, ea(h a dark
blue spot encircled by a yellow band, a blue
line, and a white band. Diam., 12 mmi.
b. Reg. No. 46:13, S8-804, Sept. 21, 1910. Like a.
Diam., 9 ImmIII.
a.

g. Dis. No. 320, S3 street cistern, Oct. 22, 1909.
Black body with three eyes, each a black dot
in a red circle.
h. Dis. No. 1627, N. G. T. 4, June 16,1910. Black
body with eyes, each a black spot in a white
circle.

Decayed.

Diam., 10 min.

2. Eye-bead of dise form, pierced sidewise. Yellow
eye (lot on each flat face, surrounded by alternate blue and white rays (twelve of each). M1ade
of glass filaments fused together. Size, 9 x 7 mm.;
4 mim. thick.
a. Reg. No. 1574, S2 above west part of Greek
Fort Wall, July 27, 1909.

244. Vlariegated glass beads.

Scale, 1: 2.

c. Reg. No. 4672, S10 b, Sept. 27, 1910. Pale
blue glass body with four eyNres, each a dark
blue spot encircled by two white bands separated by a dark blue line. Diam., 10 mm.
d. Reg. No. 4725, S2 sub portico pavement-, in

Seleucidan street, Sept. 29, 1910. Black body
with three eyes, each a black spot encircled by
white band, a black line, .and a white batind.
Diam., 7 mm.
e. Reg. No. 2591, S3-321, Oct. 22, 1909. Black
body, numerous eyes (ten?), each a blue spot
encircled by a white band. Dian., 17 nim.;
ring-shaped, broken.
f. Reg. No. 2769, L. T. 53 cistern, Oct. 13, 1909.
Blue body with numerous eyes (ten), ealeh a
blue spot in a white circle.
t

3. Barrel-shaped beads.
a. Reg. No. 3374, S5 Greek Fort Wall, July
7, 1910. Black body with white streak. L.,
18 mmil.

b. Reg. No. 3561, S5 SW corner, July 20, 1910.
Black body with two white bands. L., 13 mm.
c. Reg. No. 3679, S6 c, July 28, 1910. Black
body with parallel wavy white bands lengthwise.
L. 350 mM.

4. Glass whorls or buttons, cone-shaped.
a. Reg. No. 1446, S1 N top stratum, June 3, 1909.
Black bodv, with parallel looped white bands
(sefen loops) around the (cone. H., 14 mm.;
diam., 22 mim.

1). Reg. No. 4389, S9 under street floor, Sept. 6,
1910. Blue body with parallel looped yellow
bands (sev%,en loops) around cone. H., 9 mm.;
diam., 20 mm.

III. Plain glass beads
1. Ball beads.
a. Reg. No. 1993, L. T. 1 c slope, Sept. 1, 1909.
Pale blue-green glass. Diam., 11.5 mm.
b. Reg. No. 2162, S3 b, Oct. 4, 1909. Deep-blue
glass. Diam., 6 mm.
c. Reg. No. 2768, S4 c, Oct. 21, 1909. Dark blue.
Diam., 10 mm.

C.
Reg. No. 2041, L. T. room 39, Sept. 9, 1909.
Deep-blue glass. L., 6 mm.; diam., 5 mm.

,®

0 -',',
33

4

A"fe
r

2. Double cone-shaped beads.
a. Reg. No. 3013, S2 under portico pavement,
June 23, 1910. Transparent greenish glass.
L., 12 mm.; dIiam., 13 mm.
h. Reg. No. 3058, S2 under portico pavement,
June 23, 1-910. Translucent blue glass. L.,
14 mm.; diam., 7 mm. See PI. 83 a 6.

245. Plain glass beads.Scale, 1: 2.

3. Four-sided long bead, swelling ill Middle.
a. Reg. No. 4471, S8 b, Sept. 12, 1910.
glass. L., 15 mm.; 7 mm. square.

Blue
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4. Six-sided long bead, parallel sides.
a. Reg. No. 2770, S3 cistern in street, Oct. 12,
J., 17
1909. Translucent pale blue glass.
mm.; 9 mm. in width.

b. Reg. No. 1368, Bas. cist. 1, July 21, 1390(9.
Transparent green glass. L., 8.5 immi.; width,

7. A series of rig-beadls of (lark brown (nearly black)
glass were found in floor stratum (third) in the
Basilica, and one of the same sort in H. S. 1, top
dirt (Reg. No. 1816). The Basilica beads were
mixed in black dirt with a large number of late
Rom)an (onins (200-3150 A.D).). The Reg. Nos. are
13491) 13,)50 (2 beads), 135131 (34 beads), 13.58, 1402,

4.5 mm.

(3 betadls), 1407. They vary in diameter from 4
rl. to 16t:;mm11n.

5. Hexaaonal flat bead, bottom flat, with six unequal
faces on top, hole vertical through meeting-point

8. Whorls or buttons.

of six faces.

a. Reg. No. 244 1, S3 c W, Oct. 6, 1909.
blue

L.,

glass.

milm.;width,

22

DO(Ip

17

it. Reg. No. 9881, B.Is. 11 2d stratum, June 29,
1909. Transltuc.ent deep blue glass.

Il11.;

height, 4 mm.

1). Reg.

6. Ring-bead with serrated edge.

2776,

Gxateway

SW tower, Aug.

Trans-

lucent pale blue glass.

C. Reg. No. 4476, S8 a, Sept. 12, 1910.
luicent pale green glass.

Dark

a. Reg. No. 2956, S. G. T. 7, June 22, 1910.
blue glass. H., 3 imm.; diam., 6 mm.

IV.

No.

17, 1909) (below foot of City Wall).

Trans-

Beads of colored Egyptian faience
4. Ring-bead, with slanting ribs, blue.

1. Barrel-shaped beads, blue.

a. Reg. No. 939, Bas. 2d stratum, June, 1909.
H., 10 mm.; diam., 13 mm.

a. Reg. No. 3922, raid's Land a, Aug. 16, 1910.
L., 21 mm.; diam., 12 mm.

5. Ring-bead, with five black vertical bars.

2. Ball-beads, blue.
a. Reg. No. 1467, H. S. 1, June 15, 1909. Diam.,
16 mm.
b. Reg. No. 2943, N. G. T. 5, June 22, 1910.
Diam., 15 mm.

a. Reg. No. 3717, SS a, Aug. 3, 1910.
6. Cylindrical bead, blue.
a. Reg. No. 4901, S11 z deeip, Oct. 1WI 1910.
13.5 mm.; dianm., 10 mmn.

3. Ring-beads, with ribbed edge, blue.
a. Reg. No. 1379, Bas. cistern 1, July 20, 1909.
H., 16 mm.; diam., 20 mm.

J.

L.1

Cvlindrical bead, wN-ith three incised bands around
cXlinder, blue.

a. Reg. No. 3321, S5

1), July

4, 1910.

L., 14 mm.;

diani., 9' mm.

S. Ring-heads, with ridge around middle, blue.
tAt

3a

a. Reg. No. 16t21, Si2 north of Greek Fort Wall,
Aug. 24, 1909. H., 5mrm.; dialim., 11 mm.
1). Reg. No. 1703, S2-7 sub Roman, Oct. 25, 1909.

,#i .?„.

1 i,?

^'

Ctd

H-1., 5 iiiin.; d(iani., 9

246. Faience beads.

mnin.

Scale, 1: 2.
9. Irregular bead, b)l ue.

b. Reg. No. 1864, L. T. 1 a, Aug. 16, 1909. H.,
8 mm.; diam., 12 mm.
c. Reg. 'No. 2088, L. T. room 53, Sept. 18, 1909).
H., 9 mm.; diam., 14 mm.
d. Reg. No. 2942, N. G. T. 5, June 22, 1910.
H., 10 mm.; diam., 15 mm.

V.

a. Reg. No. 1875, L. T. 1 1), Aug. 18, 1909.

L.,

6 nlm.
10. Bead, rnolded on each side like the open side of a
cowrie-shell, yvellow.

a. Reg. No. 4460t, Sainarra's Land 1), Sept. 10, 1910.

Stone beads

1. Barrel-shaped beads.
Carnelian:
a. Reg. No. 1820, H. S. 2, July 2, 1909. L., 20 mm.
b. Reg. No. 1822, H. S. 2, July 2, 1909. L., 16f m.rn.
L.,
c. Reg. No. 2006, L. T. 3 a, Sept. 3, 19091.
18 mm.
d. Reg. No. 2763, S2 between west walls of temple
deep, Oct. 13, 1910.

e. Reg. No. 3367, S5 1), July 7, 1910.

L., 8 mm.

Veined cagate:
f. Reg. No. 1569, S2 S ssurface dirt, Jily, .1909. L.,
30 nimt. (originally 38 mmii-.). Bored( from both
ends.

g. Reg. No. 2(045, 1,. 't . 5 e, Sept. 9, 1909.
mmli.

L., 18

HARVARD
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1. Reg. No. 2592, S3 c, (O)t. 22, 1909.

I.., 13 mmn.
e,
July
21,
1910.
i. Reg. No. 3565, S6
L., 13 minm.
j. Reg. No. 4671, S10 b, Sept. 27, 1910. IJ., 17 mmn.

Quartz:
k. Reg. No. 2195, S3 b) street, Oct. 6, 190(.

f. Reg. No. 1406, Bits. rooml 9 below basis, Aug.
10, 1909. H., 9 itim.; diani., 23 imin.

L., 2(

mm11ll.

Black stone:
1. Reg. No. 3930, S7 surface, Aug. 16, 1910.
27 imin. Shell (?).
m. Reg. No. 37361),

L.,

S4-356 sub, Aug. 4, 1(910.

247
S

247.

2. Ball-beads.

1.a

ads. a

Stone beadls.

cm

Scale,

1: 2.

White limestone:
a. Reg. No. 3590, S6 f W, July 22, 1910.
17 min.

Diam.,

See PI. 83 j 6.

4. Ring-heads with ridge around middle.
C(arne~lian:

b). Reg. No. 4489, S8-803, Siept. 13, 1910.

Diam.,

21 mm1111.

a. Reg. No. 1607, S2-43, Aug. 17, 1909.

H., 3

mm.; dilalm., 7.5 mmlI1l.

3. Ring-beads.
Carnelian:

a. Reg. No. 1363, Bas. 19, July 3, 1909. H., 12
mm.; diam.i, 17 mmn.
b. Reg. No. 3831, S7-357 sub, Aug. 10, 1910. H.,
3 nini.; diam., 1.3 nimn.

1). Reg. No. 1827, H. S. 1, July 12, 1909. H., 12
imm.; diam., 19 min.
c. Reg. No. 2766, S3 e, Sept. 28, 1909. H., 6 mmn.;
dialmi.1 12 itlmi.
1. Reg. No. 3061, S2-7 sub, June 25, 1910. H.,
3 Immlll.; dia111.,

; 1 1.

5. Beads with facets.

Hard dark stone:
c. Reg. No. 1365, Bas. 18, July 3, 1909. H., 7 mm.;

a. Teni-ftacet c:arnelian be,.ad, Reg. No. 1625, S2-7,
Aug. 26, 19(09.

diam., 11 mlm.

d. Reg. No. 1371, Bas. cistern 1, July 21, 1909.

l). Tegn-faet crystal bead, Reg. No. 3773, Kaidcs
1L.and

H., 11 mm.; diam., 14 mm.

e. Reg. No. 1392, Bas. cistern 1, July 20, 1909.
H., 9 iiim.; diam., 18 mIlm.

VI.

Bone beads

Coral (?) beads

a. Reg. No. 3057, S2 apsidal building, June 25,
1910. See PI. 83 a 7, 8 (two).

1b,

Aug. 5, 1910.

Square, 11 mlI.

c. Fourt en-flacet ,black stone bead, Reg. No. 37a72,
1Caid's Land b., Aug. 5, 1910. L., 14 mIn.

See under Bone, Chapter X J, No. 11.
VII.

Square.

CHAPTER XII
SCULPTURE, FIGURINES, AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS OF POTTEItRY
A.

I.

SCULPTURE

Early period

No pieces of sculpture of any sort were found which could be definitely
assigned to either the Israelite or the Babylonio-Grecian period, not even architectural details. A single piece of hard, opaque, gray-black stone, carved in
relief, was found in S1 (June 3, 1909; Reg. No. 1443), which possibly belongs
to an early period. Pieces of the same material, made into thresholds or grindstones, were found in the Preherodian houses in the Lower Terrace, but no
further confirmation of the early date was forthcoming.

II.

Hellenistic Sculpture

A number of fragments of Hellenistic sculpture were found at various places
in the debris of the Preherodian houses and at tile Basilica. The clhief pieces were
a naked youthful figure in high relief, in marble, and a bronze figure of Hercules (1 and 7, below). Both of these are of good Hellenistic work, and go far
to confirm the impression of prosperity produced by the other remains of tie
period.
1. Marble relief.

Youthful naked figure, with a1gair-

.1.

mnent thrown over the left shoultder and falling
down the left side. See PI. 79 g.

The

relief lav fiace down1\irn dirt which hllad been
}
thrownI into the roomi illn some leve\ling opetration. On liftiIng thie relief, a thick laver of color

Total height as preserved,
57 ( cmnl.
Height of neck,
4.5 cm.
Diameter of neck,
4.5 (ClI.
From neck to navel,
12 c(Il.
From navel to pelvic bar,
;6.3 (mI1.
From pelvic bar to right patella, 15 (cm.
The drapery is coloredl red, with a purple b:and
along edge. The back is a flat slabt) rouglhly
smoothed, with a lead dowel (,betweefn the shollldlters
of the figure) for fastening to the object whi('ch the
relief adorned. There are also two holes throullgh
the drapery f(or metal pegs. The left arm was
a separate piece of stone fastened to tile figure
with a leald dowel. This relief was probably attached to some building rather than to a sarco)hlagus. If to the latter, it must have beefn idragged
to the site fortuitously.

g. ]No. -1()()001,
SS- S)t6 X\w'angle of thlte room
(w~lich is Hellenistic in dtate). Aug. 20. 1910.

stuck to the clast in the mltu1d, showingl
that trhe
colors wvere( comparaIl:
tittvely wvell preserved whent1

the relitef was thro1wn down.
2. Lowetr part of a draped:l)l figure. I'l. 76 1)). A low
.basiswvitih a1 sq(ualre oblject (hasez of a pIillalr) in front.
Whlitte marble. II., 16.2 cll.
1. leg~. No.
'
2526, S3 (, SepI)t. 23, 190)9.
3.

ipt)lr Plrt of

childl

I-f
a.

yody
of

Idrapedt fenmale figure witl

otn backl of left shoulde r.
9.3 cm.

While

tarble.

tReg. No. 307S, S2 portico ill deblris in Prtelherodiln house, Jule '126
'i6, 19)10. See PI. 76 a.
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4. Hand of a figure holling a lute (?).
oredl red.

/White,
marble.

EfXCAVATIONS

stat:uette lying flat.

Lute (?) col-

White marble.

Israelite debllris.

L., 16i cMn.

Limestonet.

L., 20

a. Reg. No. 1947, L. T. 1 b, Aug. 24, 1909).
7. Bronzte statuette of Hercules. Plis. 77 andtl 78.
Armns ,broken off. On tbotteom of f0eet two rings for
attaching to a basis. H., 35.8 cin.; 1. of rings,
2.(6 cm. Hollow castilng.
a. Reg. No. 1418, Bas. cistern 4, July 30, 1909:).The
curb, or well, of the cistern had been)t'i

carriedt

away' flush with thle rock, andl the c istern was
so hardt packed with yellow cdebris as to ,be visi-

ble on the rock surface only as a faint circle.
The yellow debris contained potsherdls of the
Israelite period, but irn no great abundllallce.
On the floor was about 25 cml. of black silt. ()n
this was about 30 cm. of silt mixed with yellow
limestone debris. The limestone ldebris consistetd apparently of natural chips from the
roof and sides of the cistern which had falltn

off while the well was dIry, before it lhad been
filled up. The sides were found by us in a badl
condition, and the cistern was clearecd with a
certain amount of danger. Inl this; rnixed debris
about 40 cm. aboveithe floor was the bronze

B.

No other fragmnenlts of the

statuette: were fournd. Not evenr po)tshler(ds were
folunl inl thel lower ldebris. Tihe pae>ked yellow
ldebris
1had
ervildently tbeen takren from an Israedlitte deposit ( masons' debris) and placedIti in thle
cistern to fill it iln preparation for the constrluction of som(* large building, probcab)ly the
Herodlian Basilicat.
The bronze statuette caime,
nIo doubt, from the, Hellenlistic building represenlteld by tlhe dark blue walls under the Basilica
(seve Plan 12).

a. Reg. No. 1914, L. T. 1 ) cistern 2, Aug. 23, 19))09.
6. Foot of a figure, unfinishedl.
cm.

The statueltte was there-

fore- thr\ownr
in atfter the cistern fhad fallen
intlo disluse and belfore it had been. filled
1with

L., 7.0t cMn.

a. Reg. No. 4448, S8 1)b,
Sept. 90,1910.
5. Arm of a figure.

AT SAMARItIA

8. Arm o)f stattuette, tbent at 'elbow. L. wrist to
teltbowl 4 cmr.; ellbow to shouldler, 5.5 cm. Hollow
c tst.
ia. IReg.No.
o.
}About one

1604,

S2-43 seu,

Aug. 17,

19093.

lfmetre under floor.

9. SImItall hronze statuette o)f a drapedl femtale figure,
sttandinlg with le ft armn resting oin a sq(luare pillar.
I'. 76Tz. Pin obottomn
ln
for attachmtent to pedestal. Solid. H., 7 cm., including pin.
It. f'Reg. No. 1899, L. T. 1 d rooml 2, with square
pilltar, Aug. 21, 1909.
10. Leadi
figure for Ilagical purposes. 'Naked male
figure with the right armn and right, leg twisted off.
See PI. 76 y. H., 5.7 cm.
a. Reg. No. 1951, I,. T. 1 a, Aug. 17, 1909.

FIGURINES

The figurines may be divided into crude figurines (Israelite and others) and
Greek figurines. Three of the crude figurines (1 a, 2 b, 16 a, below-) were found
in the same layer of occupation debris in which the Israelite ostraca were found.
The others were in mixed debris, which might contain Israelite, Babylonian, or
Hellenistic objects. The figures are all probably Prehellenistic, judging from thle
materials and forms.
I.

Israelite and other crude figurines

1. Standing female figure (golddess), with tight lembroidered robe falling to ankles. Solitld black ware
on

3. Standting flemaile figure, with hands undtler breasts,
hair in two long braids hanging down on shouldcer,
clothed (?).
(,"ray ware burned to red on surface.

a. Reg. NTo. 3882 (lower part only), S4-418 occulpation debris, Aug. 15, 191().

a. R egNo. 7.82 (legs mlissing), S2-67 sub, Oct.
8, 1910. See PI. 75 )b.
1). RegN.
N (.4897 (healLd anfl fetet missing), Sl11 v

with red surface, red wash, pebb)le burnishedl

back and base.

uInder floor of north end of subt. corr., Oct. 18,

2. Standing female figure, with tight-fitting rotbe,
holding a tambourine on left arml,

an(d 1)eatiiig it

with right handl. Brown or black ware, accordlinK to baking, red wash, pet)bble-burnished on brack.
a. Reg. No. 4679 (legs mrlissing), SS--840 sub, Sept.
28, 1910. See PI. 75 a.
b. lReg. No. 3960) (head adnl feet mlissintg), S4-423
sub), Aug. 18, 1-910.

19)10. See PI. 75 e.
c. Reg. No. 3318 (only the bust preserved), S5 b,
July 4, 1910. This has traces of stucco. See
PI. 775f.
4. Fenmale figure like No. 3, onl n plaque or bed.
(Coarseredl warr, black core. Width, 7 c1.
:1. 1Reg. No. 2884, S2 II 7 sub, June 20, 1910.
Helad -and neck only. See PI. 75 d.
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5. TWell-made feilale figure (Hellenistic?), Ilnaked,
hands under breasts, hair in two square plaits over
shoulders. Buff paste, red surface.

10. fHorse's head, with trappings, hollow with small
aperture through mouth (as if a spout). Drab
ware.

See PI.

a. Reg. No. 2603, S4 b W (mixed yellow and black
debris), Oct. 25, 1909. See PI. 75 r 4.
b. Reg. No. 2877, S. G. T. 2, June 20, 1910.
Red-figured Greek ware in same debris.

a. Reg. No. 2189, S3 a WV,Oct. 5, 1909.
75 g.
6. Horse(?) and rider.

Light red ware, well mlixed.

a. Reg. No. 2968 (heads and legs missing), S. G. T.
3, June 23, 1910. In the same debris were
mnany red-figured Greek potsherds and other
fragments of similar date. See PI. 75 j.

11. Quadruped. Brown ware, black core, traces of
white stucco.
a. ReK. No. 4065, S2-7 deep, Oct. 25, 1909.
12. IIorse.

7. Horse's head with trappings.
wash, dull burnished.

Light red ware, red

a. Reg. No. 2449, S3-304, Oct. 7, 1909.
75 m.

13. Quadruped.

a. Reg. No. 2791, S3 above Greek Fort WVall, surface dirt, Oct. 13, 1909. See PI. 75 r 1.
Drab ware, red

a. Reg. No. 2612, S4 d, Oct. 25, 1909. See PI.
75 r 3.
b. Reg. No. 2793, S3 above Greek Fort tWall, surface dirt (near No. 8), Oct. 17, 1909. See PI.
75 r 2.
c. Reg. No. 2602, S3 b W, Oct. 25, 1909.

II.

a. Reg. No. 4126, S10 c, Aug. 27, 1910.
75 i.

See PI.

See PI.

8. Horse's head and fore quarters with trappings.
Black paste, turning red on surface.

9. Horse's head with trappings.
wash.

Brown ware.

Brown ware.

a. Reg. No. 4666, S8-880, Sept. 26, 1910.
_5 1 .
14. Animal head.

See PI.

Drab ware, red colored bands.

a. lReg. No. 4620, S7 near cistern 5, Sept. 22, 1910.
See Pi. 75 12.
15. Bull's head. Brown ware, burned red; red bands
aroundt eyes and to mark trappings.
a. Reg. No. 4823, Sll-5, Oct. 11, 1910.
75 h.
16. Bird, with
smoothed.

black

line

pattern.

See Pi.

Red

a. Reg. No. 3858, S4-406, Aug. 11, 1910.

ware,

PI. 75 c.

The Greek Figurines

Some of these are solid, some hollow with solid head and extremities, and
some hollow throughout. The clay is a fine paste, soft burned, and light red
to gray-drab in color. Most of them bear traces of color, and one piece (No.
7 b) was gilded.
1. Standing male figure.
a. Reg. No. 2578 (legs and other fragments),
S3 street cistern, Oct. 20, 1909. See PI. 75 u.
b. Reg. No. 2466 (arm of a?), S3 a \W, Oct. 8, 1909..
c. Reg. No. 2499 (fore-armn), L. T. 64, Oct. 11,
1909.
d. Reg. No. 4128 (arm), S10 e, Aug. 27, 1910.
e. Reg. No. 1996 (feet on a basis, colored redl,
black and white), L. T. 1 c, Sept. 2, 1909.
2. Hollow draped female figure, represented
from waist up.

only

a. Reg. No. 1814 (head missing, garment colored
blue), H. S. 1 top stratum, June 21, 1909. See
PI. 76 h.
3. Hollow draped female figure, standing.
arm hanging, right hand under breast.

left

a. Reg. No. 4918 (headl missing, traces of red, blue
and white), S11-11 sub, Oct. 21, 1910. See
PI. 76 1.

4. Solid fematle (?) figure with wavy hair falling each
side of neck. Recd paste. Behind is a conical
projection pierced vertically.
a. Reg. No. 2429, L. T. 5 d (-100 eni.), Oct. 6,
1909. See PI. 76 a.
5. Solid cdlraped fenmale figulre, standing with feet
together, on a blasis. Legs and feet only.
a. Reg. No. 2993, N. G. T. 11, June 23, 1910.

H.,

5.8 cml.
6. Hollow (drlpedt
femalle figure
Fine reddish-brown paste.

(fragmlents

all).

a. le:g. No. 1943 (mnany fragments colored),
IL.T. 1 c, Aug. 26, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 2494, S3 street VW,
Oct. 9, 1909. See
PI. 76 k.
(. RIeg. No. 3333, S5 a, July 5, 1910.
d1. Reg. No. 339(6, S5 h, July 6, 1910.
e. teg. No. 4147, S7-702, Aug. 30, 1910. Sec
PI. 76 n.
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f. Reg. No. 4469, S7--7555, Sept. 12, 1(910.
g. Reg. No. 4547, SS (I N detep, Slept. 17, 191(.
h. Reg;. No. 458, S8 d N d(eep, Sept. 17, 191().
NRg.
N).4519, S8 )oN deep, Selpt. 17, 191(.1).
i.e.
j. Reg. No. 4603, S---X816, Sept. 21, 191().
k. Reg. No. 4741, SIO ),(Oct.1, 1910.
1. Reg. No. 47;66, S8 a<bove CIretek Fort Wa:ll, )Oct.
8, 1910.
Oct. 20, 1910.
m. Reg. No. 4910, S -11--1,
n. Reg. No. 4914 (halnd lealnig oil .upeldestal or
t. 20, 191)0.
box), S1 ---11, ()Oc
o. Reg. No. 4915 (tdrapery overtarm or leg), Sllll, Oct. 20, 1910.
p. Reg. No. 4919, Sll -- 11 sub, (O)(ct. 21, 1910.
q. Reg. No. 4934, S6 g, July 25, 1910.
7. Solid felmalle headll, ftrom statuette.
a. Reg. No. 1988, L. T. 1 ) rooml 12, Aug. 26,
1909. See PI. 76 o, p.
b). Reg. No. 1990 (gilt crowln), L. T. 1 cLave 4,
Sept. 1, 1909. See P1'. 76 i, j.
c. Reg. No. 4570, S8 d W beside Greek Fort Wall,
deep, Sept. 19, 1910. See PI. 76 1).
8. Solid fenmale head with a conical cap.
a. Reg. No. 4573, S9 beside Greek Fort W\all, deep,
Sept. 19, 1910. See P1. 76 d.
9. Hollow female head, fromn statuette.
a. Reg. No. 3433 (cylindrical object
yellow), S5-361, July 12, 1910.

a. Rteg. No. 4835 (heald mnissing), S11-1 sub, Oct.
11, 1910. Se:e PI. 7f6 m.
15. Solild beardled male head with Phrygian cap.
a. Reg. No. 3252, So f, July 2, 1910.

See PI. 75 k.

t16. Hollow figure, witlh bearded male head.

a. Reg. No. 3092 (hlead, right arm and shoulder),
S. (,. T. 4, June 24, 1910. See PI. 75 n.
17. F'ragment of a hlollow figure, right shoulder and
arnm, holdling a circular object.
a. Reg. No. 3375, So h E, July 8, 1910.
75 q.

See PI.

18. Right sidle of hollow draped figure, holding object
in right hand against breast, dress brown with
red bands.
a. Reg. No. 2178, S3 c W, Oct. 5, 1909.
75 v 1.

See PI.

19. Drapedl mnale figure on a horse, hollow.
a. Reg. No. 2096 (one side only; head of figure,
fore Ipart of horse, and hind part of horse missing). IL. T. 4-46, Sept., 1910. See PI. 75 v 2.

on head,
20. Leg of horse,

10. Hollow heLad, with knobt (hair'?) oni top, fromn statuette.
a. Reg. No. 1962 (front part only), L. T. 4 (d,
Aug. 27, 1909. See PI. 76 c.
11. Solid headt of childi, different types.
a. Reg. No. 2192 (with short hair), S3 dump of
1908, Jul- 23, 19309. See PI. 76t e.
b. Reg. No. 2792 (with flowing locks), Gateway
Seet
SWt touwer, sub RIoman, Aug. 17, 190)().
PI. 76 f.
c. Reg. No. 2803 (with cap), (Gateway '\ of Be-g.
rodian wall, deep, Aug. 4, 1909. See Il.
12. Solid head of boy.
ent.

14. Squattilng nude fermiale figure, hollow.

The two examnples are dliffer-

utwell

a. Reg. No. 4626, S8-813, Sept. 22, 1910.
PI. 75 p.

a. Reg. -TNo. 24t65, S3 a W, O)ct. 8, 1909.). See PI.
76 q.

22. Figure of bull, hollow.
a. Reg. -No. 2790 (headc), Gateway, June 9, 1909.
b. Reg. No. 4546 (hlind-quarters), S8 d N deep,
Sept. 1, 1910.

C.

See PI. 75 t.

23. Head of boar, hiollow.
a. Reg. No. 2068i,

L. T. 3 b, under calidarium,
See PI. 75 o.

24. HIead of a cock, solid.

13. Goose standing bveside a hollow figure (missing).
a. Reg. No. 4130, S10 d, Aug. 27, 1910. See PI.
76 r.

See

21. Boy playing harp.

Sept. 14, 1(09.

a. Reg. No. 3887, S7-357, Aug. 15, 1910.
b. Reg. No. 3166, N. (G. T. 4, Juie 29, 1910.

made.

Gray paste, dull black slip.

a. Reg. No. 2558, S3 street cistern, Oct. 18, 1909.
All1 the objects found in this cistern were previous to 150 .C. See PIl. 75 s.

iPARTS OF VE SSEILS

In addition to these figurines, a number of molded figures were found.
These are parts of vessels, mostly handles.
I. Unglazed wares
1. Projecting handle, in the form of a male face,
with moustache and long beard in four lonK curls.
Brown ware, Seleucidan or earlier.
a. Reg. N'o. 4151, S10 g, Aug. 30, 1909.
b. Reg. Nio. 3398, S5 h W, Julsy 9, 191(0).

2. Broad projecting handle with face in relief, towards
vessel. On L., the letter E; on r., M (KI reversed).
Red ware, Seleucidan (?).
a. Reg. iNo. 4868, S11 x, Oct. 15, 1910.
76 x.

See P1.

SCULPTURE
3. Part of a curved tube vessel (circular lamp?) in
the form of a nude male figure. Fine red paste.
a. Reg. No. 2029, L. T. 5, Sept. 8, 1909. See PI.
76 w.
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4. Bird, lheltadll
missing, probably part of curvedl tube
vessel (circular lamrip?). Fi:ie redl paste. On an
upright hollow tube, co nllectinig w\ith small hole in
batck.
a. Reg. No. 3211, St" b), July 1, 1910.

II.

Black-glazed wares

1. Projecting handle in form of an ox-head.
paste, dull black glaze.

Drab

a. Reg. No. 2442, S3-311, black debris, Oct. 5,
1909.
2. Loop-handle ending at upper attachment in a
dolphins head. Gray ware, dulll black glaze.
a. Reg. No. 4571, S8 d N deep, Sept. 19,1910.
PI. 76 v.

See

3. Loop-handle, with angular bend, ending in animal
head at upper attachment. Gray ware, dull black
slip.

III.

4. Figure of a nallkedl boy. Was stuck the whole
length backwards on the rim or tihle handle of a
bowl. Gray ware, lustrous b)la(ck glaze.
a. Reg. No. 2432, L. T. (63, O(ct. 1), 1909.

See PI.

76 s.

5. Ornament like small ledlge handle from sidle of a
tbowl. Red paste, lustrous black glaze.
a. D)is. No. 1523, L. T. 3 a (lower room 39), Sept.
8, 1909. See PI. 73 j 7.

Red-glazed wares

1. Loop-handle with human face at lower attachment. Buff ware, poor glaze.
a. Reg. No. 2498, S3 street E, Oct. 11, 1909.
PI. 76 u.

a. Reg. No. 3229, S5 b, July 1, 1910.

See

a. Reg. No. 2524, S3-324, ()Oct. 12, 1909.
4. Ornament in relief, a mnask fromi rim or side of a
bowl. Red paste, worn red glaze.
a. Reg. cNo. 4742, S10 b), Oct. 1, 19310.

2. Loop-handle with grotesque face on lower bend
near attachment. Red sigillata.
a. Reg. No. 1346a, L. T. b, Aug. 24, 1909.

5. Face attaclhed to fragmentllt
paste, red glaze.

See PI. 76 t.

of a vessel.

Drab

a. Reg. No. 2497, S3-- 320, (O)t. 11, 1909.
3. Handle, decorated with pattern of lines.
paste, red glaze.
D.

G:ray

POTTERY DISCS

Five pottery discs were found, the purpose of which is not clear. One of
these bore a lion's head in relief, while the other four seemed to have letters
or symbols (see PI. 68) in relief. The back was in all cases flat. It is difficult
to see how they could have been used as stamps.
1. Disc, with lion's head on face, in relief.
a. Reg. No. 1636, S2-51 sub, Aug. 28, 1909.
Diam., 10.7 cm.; thickness of disc, 1.6 cm. See
PI. 68 i.
2. Disc, with small boss in centre, the rim quartered
by V and N in relief, placed alternately.
a. Reg. No. 1552, S2 III 55, July 14, 1909. Diam.,
9.2 cm.; thickness of disc, 1.4 cm. See PI. 68
c 3.

b. Reg. No. 2581, S4 g S, Oct. 20, 1909.
cmrI.; thlickness. of disc, 1.4 cmn.

Diam.,

3. Disc with small boss, withl four lines radiating to
a circle.
Mtin outside circle be.ars eight symbols
or letters which I tiam unab-le to read.
Re\gTo.
No. 17t6, alllt, cistern 2, ALug. 27, 1909.
D)ialml., 9) cml.; thickness of disc, 1.6 cmn. See
PIl. (s8 f.
1). I)is. No. 1178, S;ll N, (Oct. 17, 1910. Frga.

men't

.

APPENDIXK

PROGRESS OF THE EXCAVATIONS
BY

GEORGE ANDREW REISNER

INDEX-ES

PROGRESS

OF THE
A.

1909.

April 8-20. At Harvard Camp at Pyramids
near Cairo, preparing supplies, equipment, and stores.
April 13. Clarence S. Fisher arrived in Cairo
from America.
April 15-26. Reactionary revolution in Constantinople delayed the departure for Palestine.
Maay 3. Left Cairo via Port Sa'td with
family, AIr. Fisher, and 33 Egyptian
workmen.
May 4. Landed at Jaffa, paying duty on
stores, but, by courtesy of Director of
Customs, not on equipment.
May 7. Arrived with whole party at Sebaste and established a camp of tents on
the western slope below the summit.
May 8-28. Appointment of a commissioner
was delayed by the events in Constantinople. On the 28th, Mohammed Sa id
Effendi of Nablus, having brought a written order from the Mutesarrif, I arranged
to begin work on Monday, M-Iay 31.
May 31. W7ork began on S1 along TrenIlch
H (1908) with 62 local work-people.
Commissioner arrived with an order from
the Waali in Beirut to begin.
June 1. Work-people increased to 140,
divided into two companies, one in S1
and the other at the north end of the
Basilica.
June 4. Shawket Effendi el-Khalidi of Jerusalem arrived with an order from Hamdy
Bey, and took over the inspectorship
from Mohammed Sa'id Effendi.
June 2-9. The body of local work-lpeople
was increased gradually to 250, and remained at about this number throughout
the season. They were divided. into nine
large gangs, four at the Basilica and five
in S1.
June 9. Work was opened at the Gateway
with two gangs drawn from the force
working on S1.

EXCAVATIONS

DIARY
June 17. Sl lbeing ready for final careful
exarmination and recording, put the three
gangs in a trench called H. S., a continuation southwards of Trench H (1908),
intended to cut open the whole southern
slope (see L. T., Cl. T., and Roadwaynever finished beyond Road of Columns).
July 2. S1 finished, except foundation of
Israelite uwall in S1 IV 8 and cistern 7.
Work onI S2 began with two gangs fronm
11. S., leaviIlg one gang on H. S. 2, two on
the Gateway, and four on the B3asilica.
JulIy 9. Stopped work at CGaterway and
brought the two gangs to S2.

The shift-

inlg of the gangs was determined entirely
byr the necessities of the summit work.
July 10. Sl entirely finished. Work went
on in S2, thle earth being thrown over S1.
July 17. Two gangs shifted from Basilica
to S2, leaving two gangs onl final clearing
at the Basilica. Sixs gangs on S2 and
one on H. S. 2.
Julyv 26. Sent half a tganig from Basilica
and two ganlgs from S2 to renew work onl
Gatewav.
Julv 28.

Senlt, three gangs from S2 to open

Roadwav Trench across Road of Columns in a line with H. S. Thus there
were one and a half gangls on Basilica,
two and a lhalf onI Gatewa, and two on
S2.
Aug. 2. Owillg to the exigencies of the
records, six gangs were laid off. The
remaining three were kept on Roadway
Trench, as the p:lan was formed of attacking the terrace (Lower Terrace) south
of S2 from below (south).
Aug. 3. IHalf a gang oil R. T., half a gang
on S2, a ganlg on (Gateway, and a

gang

started on Cliff Trench.
off and six taken1
TIree gaiigs laid:
Aug.. 5.
on,-lialf a galng oIn IB1silica, one on S2,
two onI R. T. ancd (l-.T., and two and a
Bu311ilt mrovable wooldenx
half on CGatewat.
tril)od foullr nmetres higah for taking phlotographs.
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All gangs on again,-one onI Ctl. T.,

one on S2, four on Basilica, and tllree on
ClGateway.

Aug. 11. One gang shifted from Basilica
to Gateway, and two fronm Basilica to
IJ. Tr. Lower Terrace started with four
gangs, leaving one at Basilica and four
at Gateway.
Aug. 193. All gangs on summiit,-half a gang
on vault (1(308) cistern 2, two and a half
on S2, and six on LI. T.
Sept. 3. Half a gang finished rvault (1908)
and began cutting 10 metre section along

west side of pavement (1908).
Sept. 10. Work being crowded in IL. T.,
sent two gangs to Gatewav to clear present-day road of our debris, leaving lialf
gang on pavement (1908), half gang on
old dump in S3, and 6 gangs on L. T.
In accordance with instructions from
Prof. Lyon, arranged to leave S2 olpen.
Sept. 15. Three gangs on S3 (olcd diump),
two on Gateway, and three on IL. T.
Sept. 16. Four gangs on S3 (old dumpl),
two on Gateway, and three on L. T.
Sept. 18. Five gangs on S3, cultivration
stratum, two on Gatewav, one on S2, and
one on L. T.
Sept. 22. Work on Gatewvay stopped.
Seven gangs on S3, one on S2, and one on
L. T. 5.
Oct. 6. Work started on old dump in S4.
Oct. 14-16. No wrork. Feast of end of
Ramadan.
Oct. 19. L. T. finished. Work begun on
S4, cultivation stratum, with severn gangs.
leaving two gangs for odd jobs in S3 atnd
S2.
Oct. 23. S3 finished.
Oct. 27. Work stolpped by rain until No-v.
1st.
Nov. 3. Last payS day.
Nov. 4-13. Engaged in photographll, registration, and packing, constantl- delavedl
and interrupted by rain.
Nov. 14. Left for Jaffa.
Nov. 15. Embarked for Port Sa'id.
Nov. 16. Arrived at Pyramids.

1910.

May 18. Irade issued, renewing our permission to dig at Samaria for one vear.

Mikay 24.

Shilipped greater part of stores aIndt

e.qullilpm4ent.

May 26. Thlirty-six Egyptians arrived in
Cairo, and inrmmediately sent to get ETgyptianl passports. The tirnme until Mlay 30th
was occuplied with thle wearisome task of
securing passports.

Mav 30.

IPermit not yet received from Con-

stantiinop:le. Mr. Fisher with his family
and 15 Egyptians left for Jaffa.

plermlit hlada not arrived, I
June 5. Althlought
left with my family, Mr. Oric Bates, and
19 Eglyptians for Jaffa, leaving Said Ahmed
and Sadtiq Sa'i'd to wait for the permit
and bring it on.
Reached Seblaste about 10 A.M.
June 9.
Engaged a new camping ground, and set
the nmen to clearing the ground and putting
up the tents.
Shawket EfJune 10. Established Campl.
fendi, the ('ommissioner, arrived with his
family.

June 14. Said Ahmed arrived at daylight
from Jaffa, having traveled all nlight. He
brought the ircad. At noon Shawket
rode to Nablus with the irade to have
it registered.
June 15. Excavations started soon after sunrise with the 250 local workmen used last
vear, div·ided into tile same 9 companies,
Evervone
eacll under three Egvptians.
fell into line, and the work began without

hlitch, as if we had left off yesterdav.
Clearing earlier walls north of the Gateway, called North Gate Terrace (N. G. T.)

a

June 17. Work on N. G. T. Started excavation of south tower (South Gate Terrace). Started remnoving Roman ·walls in
Summiit strip 2 south end.
June 18. 'Ir. Bates found in a field on tlhe
southern side of the hill a potsherd with
IHebrew letters scratched on it (see PI.
5oo a).
June 21. Started removing pavement of
Severan temple in S2.

from DI)irector of AuJune 23. Telegrarn
seum, Constantinople, to Shawket Effendi,
ordering him to turn works over to a
new commissioner.

June 24. Th-1e Autesarrif attended by two
soldiers arrived unannounced before 7
ile \was on his way to Jenin.
A.M.
Took breakfast wvith us, sawu the finds.
examined sy-stem of registration, looked
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over the excavations, and discussed the
actions of the sheikhs with some indignation. This inspection took longer than
anticipated, and the MlMutesarrif did not
get away until after tea, when lie rode
oni to Jenin.
June 26. Shawket Effenldi and aIahinuiid el1
MIevvit attended an investigation of the
Miglis el-Iddra at Nablus into our paynmlenits for land. Thlis vexatious lproceeding was promptly stopped by the 'Mutesarrif on his return, as a result of hlis
own inspection of our receipts; and we
heard nothing more about it.
June 27. Work oni S2, S. G. T., and N. G. T.
Started removing old dump heap (1908)
from S5.
June 28. Work as yesterday. At sunset
MIohammed Sa'id Effendi of Nablus,
former commissioner, arrived with an
order from Museum Director to take
over the work from Shawket Effendi.
June 29. Shawket Effendi, Molohammed
Sa'ild Effendi, and I prepared an Arabic
translation of our register of objects
found up to yesterday (Nos. 2811-3108)
in three copies, each signed by all of us.
Having finished the clearing away of
Roman walls in S2 south, the examination of N. CG. T., and the removal of the
old dump on So, work was concentrated
on S. G. T. and on S5. In S5 we began
clearing away surface debris.
June 30. Shawket Effendi and family left
at daybreak for Jerusalem.
June 30 to July 2. One gang on S. G. T., rest
on summit. Began work clearing away
later Roman walls in S4.
July 4. So, clearing away upper debris in
blocks e to f. S4, working out details
of Herodian house.
July 6. So a-b finished to rock. S5 c-d and
e-f still in hand. Two gangs were engaged in clearing at Gateway for final
examination. Laid out work in field east
of the Lower Terrace and called it Lowser
Terrace East (L. T. E.).
July 7. Strip 5 c-d finished to rock at sunset. In S5 e, difficulty was offered by
a manifest reconstruction of the SWT
bastion of the Greek Fort Wall, which
was to cause us considerable delay.
In S2 finished clearing away the late
tower, revealing the underlying angle of
the Omri palace.

Julvy 11. Whole force on S5)e-h,
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S7, and

L. T'. E. Beganl fillinlg in S5 a-d and S3
with old dump from S7.
July 13. Clearing away lHerodian house in
S4. Work on LJ. Tl.E.
Julvy 14. As work in S5 e-h1 was held up by
the exarninatiorn of the SW bastion of
the (Greek Fort rWall, I opened S6 in front
of the Herodian temple. Work on L. T. E.
Jull 15-19. Remlovirlg Roman walls in So
(.-f. Work on I. T. E. and S6 (surface
cdebris).
July 20. (One gang oi1 S5 e, one onl L. T. E.,
and rest on S6.
July 28. W0ent on clearing away Roman
walls in S4. Found a pocket of 22 bronze
city coilns (Tyrian) and a silver coin of
Anltiocilus VII.

Owing to lack of room, laid off five
gangs for three days, and utilized the
extra Egyptians for special clearing work
in S4 and S5 e.
Julv 30. Work on S4, S5 e, and SG. L. T. E.
finish-ed. At noon laid off three gangs.
Aug. 1. Laid off last three gangs at noon
and took on first fivre laid off on Thurscday. At noon started wiork with two
gangs on a piece of land near thle mosque
donated by Sheikhl Kaid (Kiaicd's Land),
but was stopped by conmmnissioner, who
telegraphed to MIuseum. S;5 finished.
Began filling in S5. S4, clearing floor
of rooms, known later as Ostraca House.
13Began on upper debris on S7.
Aug. 4. Resumed work on Kaid's Land.
Aug. 6. S4, house (Ostraca House) cleared
to floor. S7, Severan house, cleared. SS
a-c cleared to first floor; S8 d and e
started.
Aug. 8. Removing Severan walls in Si'.
(Continured work in N end of S6, dumping on south end of same. Started SS
f-g, to bring SS down to level of S7.
Aug. 10. Again laid off 5 gangs, owing to
S7, clearing
lack of dumping place.
HIerodian house. S4, started cutting out
floor of house (Ostraca House).
Aug. 11. Found the first Israelite ostracon
(Reg. No. 3855) in Room No. 401.
Aug. 13. At noon laid off three gangs and
took on the six gangs laid off on Aug. 9.
Aug. 15. \Wrork on S6 and S7.
Aulg. 16. Work on SG and S7. In S6 retaining wall broke, but no one wras hurt.
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Aug. 17. S4-335, cleared out construction
Contained
trench of Greek Fort Wall.
nothing later than the Israelite period.
Then carried out adjacent strata which
underlay floor of Ostraca House. Arrived at the conclusion that Ostraca
House was Israelite. Work on S6 and
S7.
Aug. 18. S6, discovered the cemented floor
of a large basin on rock, an artificial pool.
84, cleared to rock. Began filling S4
from S7.
S7, clearing away floors of Herodian
house.
Work still going on in IKaid's Land.
Aug. 20. In the western part of S7 came on
the mouth of a great cave filled with
Israelite debris.
Aug. 22. After long negotiation, received
permission to excavate courtyard of
Samarra's house. This had been opened
by a European dealer some years ago;
two sarcophagi with reliefs had been seen;
figures had been sawed out and sold; the
government had heard of the affair and
stopped the work. Reached the sarcophagi about 4 P.M. Started clearing
old dump (1908) from S9 and 810.
Aug. 23. Finished excavation of Roman
tomb in Samarra's house as far as possible
without bringing down the house. Sarcophagi are poor local work of about the
3d Century A.D.-probably Roman soldiers
of the Severan colony.
Work on S7, S9, SI0, and tKaid's Land.
Aug. 27. Work as before. Filling in Roman
tomb in Samarra's house. The sarcoIphagi wrere left in place on account of their
small value and the great cost of moving
them.
Aug. 29. Work as on August 27. At noon
laid off three gangs. Mohammed Yasin
offered us land belonging to Samarra on
S slope for excavation free, as they intend
to build there, and wish the site cleared.
Sept. 1. Laid off three
Stopped work on S9.
S8, S10.

gangs at noon.
Working on S7,

Sept. 2. Mr. Bates left for Cairo, to resume
his work with the Nubian Arclaeological
Survey.
Work on S7, S8, S10. Started work on
Samnarra's Land.
Sept. 5.

Work on S7 (cave), S8, S9, S10,

and on Samarra's Land. About four
o'clock the retaining wall in front of
temple stairway broke, and two local workmen were hurt. One was sent to the
hospital in Nablus for ten days.
The first day of the Ramadan fast.
Sept. 6. Stopped work on Samarra's Land
at noon. Work on 87 (cave), 88, S9, and
S10. Laid off whole Moslem force (locals).
Sept. 7. Worked on S7 (cave) with the
Egyptians and about 35 Christians.
Sept. 8. Work resumed with full force.
WTork on S7 (cave), S8, S9, and Samarra's
Land.
Sept. 14. Finished the cave in 87.
Sept. 15. Work on S8 and S9. Finished
Kaid's Land and Samarra's Land.
Sept. 16. Work on S7 (east end), S8, S9,
S10. Clearing awayr Greek Fort W1all in
S2 south, to reveal Israelite masonry.
Sept. 17. Work as yesterday. S9 finished;
began dumping into S9 east.
Sept. 19. Work on S7, S8, S10. In S7 have
revealed thle continuation of the western
face of the Ahab palace, and cleared the
floor of the eastern side of the courtyard.
Sept. 20. S8, clearing away floors of Greek
houses. S2, clearing away rough Severan
foundations in vestibule of temple, and
reImoving foundation of Herodian stair, to
reveal Preherodian houses underneath.
Sept. 21. Work on S7, S2, and S8. Started
clearing the last of the old dump of 1908
from SI1.

Sept. 22.

Work as vesterda-.

In 89, cut-

ting sections in Roman corridor wall.

Sept. 23. At noon laid off three gangs.
Selpt. 24. Laid off three more gangs. Work
confined to SS.
Sept. 26. WAXork on S8 west, S9, and S10.
Clearing away Roman wall in S7-772.
Found two ostraca in the usual surface
debris, Reg. Nos. 4660, 4661. These were
the last ostraca which we found.
Sept. 27. Work withl six gangs in K8 (west),
S2, an1d S10. In S2 cleared out Israelite
ldebris under vestibule of IHerodian temple.
No ostraca were found inside the Ahab
palace.
Sept. 28. Work as yesterday. In S2 under
pavernment, the Preherodian street with
shops now clear to floor.
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Sept. 30. S2, clearing away Preherodian
floors.
Work on S8 and S10. Began on top
debris of Sll.
Oct. 1. Work on S2, S8, S10, S11.
Oct. 2. Paid off 12 Egyptians and sent them
to Jaffa en route for Egypt, to join the
Nubian Archeological Survey (in charge
of Mr. C. M. Firth).
Oct. 3. Rain in the night. As it was still
raining at daybreak, did not start the gangs.
Showers fell at intervals all morning. Decided to finish about Oct. 24th, to avoid
the weather difficulties experienced last
year.
Oct. 4. Last day of Ramadan.
Oct. 5. Feast of Beiram.
Oct. 6. Reorganized the gangs, on account
of the departure of the 12 Egyptians, and
arranged to work only six gangs at a time
in three day shifts.
Work on S2, S8, S10, Sil.
Oct. 7. S8 finished at last.
Oct. 8. Work on S10, S11, and S2.
Oct. 10. Work on S11.
Oct. 11. Work on S11 and on subterranean
corridor.
Oct. 12. WXork as yesterday. Began leveling covered parts of summit, also the land
about Trench E. Have resolved to leave
temple on summit, Gateway and Basilica open, according to an agreement with
the Mutesarrif.
Oct. 13-21. Work on S11.
Leveling continued.
Oct. 22. Began filling in S11 from the debris
above S6 and S9. Work on S1 1 north
still going on.
Oct. 24. The summit inside the Greek Fort
Wall was finished to-day and the filling of
S11 wras continued.
Oct. 25. Finished filling in Sll, and all local
work-people were laid off at noon. Started
final photography and packing.
Oct. 26. All registers finished to date.
Photography and packing went on until
Nov. 5th.
Oct. 29. Employed three gangs all day,
putting the public highway through the
Gateway in order.
Oct. 31. Rained to-day.
Nov. 1. Rained in the night and for two
hours this morning.
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Nov. 2. Egyptians began enclosing the
temple on the summit, the Gateway and
the Basilica with a barbed wire fence,
according to agreement with the Mutesarrif.
Nov. 3. Used three gangs all day putting
Basilica excavations in order. Wire
fences finished. Fisher and I marked out
the old land boundaries in the presence of
the landowners. Fisher left about 4 P.M.
for Nablus on his way to Egypt.
Nov. 4. Last pay-day. Paid off immediately after lunch. The women and girls
were given candies and fire-crackers as
they left the table. The men and boys
were invited to a great feast. The village sheikhs were invited to dinner with
me.
Nov. 5. Finished packing, and despatched
loaded camels to Jaffa to Mr. Breish. I
left with my family after dark for the
Hamburg-American Hotel in Nablus; but
the Egyptians remained under Said Ahmed
to clear the camp.
NTov. 6. Twelve of the Egyptians arrived at
sunrise at Nablus and went on to Jerusalem on a pilgrimage. Camels were arriving all day with the wood and other
material too heavy to transport to Egypt.
The Hamburg-American Company through
its agent, Mr. Heselschwert, very kindly
stored this stuff for us.
Nov. 7. Said Ahmed arrived with the remaining nine Egyptians. Eight of them
were sent off to Jaffa for Egypt.
The antiquities were sent under the personal supervision of Sa'id Effendi to Jaffa,
where he superintended their despatch to
Constantinople. In the absence of the
AIutesarrif, called on the Acting Mtutesarrif.
Nov. 8. As the MIutesarrif was still absent
at TAl-Karem, I delivered the deeds for the
land and the keys of the barbed wire enclosure to his representative, and was given
an official receipt therefor.
Nov. 9.

Left with my family.

Nov. 14. Arrived at the Pyramid Camp,
where the Fishers had been settled for a
week. Worked on registers, maps, etc.,
until Dec. 16.
Dec. 16. Left
alone.

for

Constantinople,

going
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Dec. 20, 21, 22. Showed Khlalil Bey, Director of the Museum, our registers, maps,
and photographs. Explained methods of
work. Re-examined some of the antiquities sent in 1909 to the Museum. The
Museum at Constantinople has been enB.
I.

Nlay 31-June 1. Cleared to mosaic floor.
Surface debris mostly, due to agricultural
Objects from Greek to Byleveling.
zantine periods.
June 2-4. Cleared to floor of batlh basins.
Debris of decay.
June 5-7. Carrying out debris in penetrations of bath-house level. Large hole
(stone-thieves' work), south of bath, filled
with dumped debris containing mostly
Greek and Hellenistic objects. See PI.
2 a.
June 8-10. Carrying out bath-house floors
and clearing away underlying debris to
surface of packed yellow Israelite debris.
June 11-15. Uncovered Israelite wralls in vellow debris.
June 16-21. Clearing cistern 8. Hellenistic and Greek objects.
June 16-30. Cleared awray Israelite debris
to rock. Photographs and plans were
made. See Pls. 2 b; 3 a, b; 4 a-d.
July 1-9. Clearing cisterns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9. Cistern 7, never used as a cistern,
contains objects of 7th to 4th Century
B.C., including Aramaic jar inscriptions.

II. SUMMIIIT STRIP 2, 1909-1910
1909.

covered the
Summit strip 2 (S2)
temple. The excavations of 1909 began
at the trench which laid bare the southern
side of the stairway in 1908. The upper
or cultivation layer merged into the
earth with which the houses were filled.
The whole stratum down to the first
floor was taken out in 5-metre sections.
These sections were divided into three
groups, north, middle and south. In the
northern group, as the house wralls were
immediately visible, all objects were, from
the beginning, registered under the room
numbers. The upper stratum over the
homogeneous

southern

portions

was

agricultural deposit;

riched by nearly five thousand objects
from Samaria. Our hope that some of
the objects found might he allowed to
go to the Harvard Semitic M:useum was
not realized.

lTHE SEVERAI1 SECTIONS

EXCAVATION OF

SUMMIIT STRIP 1, 1909

middle and

AT SAMARIA

a

and

the objects found in it were entered as
from S2 middle or S2 south. Below this
stratum, the objects were entered with
reference to the underlying walls.
Jules 2-19. North end cleared to floor of
latest Preherodian houses. Penetrations
of IHerodian and Roman periods also
cleared. In the debris above the floors,
objects of all periods from the PostIsraelite to the Byzantine wrere found,
including Ptolemaic, Seleucidan, Herodian,
and Roman coins. On the south, the
ground falls away below level of house
floors, and here only the dump heap of
1908 has been removed. All debris was
deposited on S1. See Pls. 6 a, b, c; 5 a.
July 20-24. Floors of Preherodian houses,
and penetrations in middle part of strip.
Upper debris over southern part of S2.
As usual, objects of all periods (Ptolemaic
coins, Reg. Nos. 1580, 1579).
July 25-31. Clearing structure with apse
in southern part of S2. See PI. 7 b, taken
Aug. 25, but showing this stage.
Aug. 1-15. Photography and plans. During
this time, odd points NAere cleared for examination.

Aug. 16-31. Clearing away floors and underlying blocks of debris of Preherodian
houses. See Pls. 6 d (Aug. 19); 9 a (Aug.
23). Under these floors, no objects of
the IIerodian or later periods were found.
The black earth contained Hellenistic
objects including Ptolemaic, Seleucidan,
and autonomous city coins. In the dirty
yellow debris, formed of Hellenistic and
Israelite deposits mixed by the removal
of building-stones, the objects in the lower
levels were mainly Israelite (glass paste,
pieces of ivory, and potsherds).
Sept. 1-4. Clearing to floors of Israelite
rooms or to rock in S2 north and middle.
See PI. 8 a.
Sept. 5-23. Photographs and plans. From
d clearing
Sept. 18 one ganfg was enlmployem
odd points as required.
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Sept. 24 to Oct. 25. Clearing structure with
apse to lowest level, leaving main walls
standing on debris. See Pls. 7 c (Oct.
8); 5 b (Oct. 14); 7 a (Oct. 14). In the
upper debris, objects of all periods. In
the black debris, Greek and Hellenistic
objects (red-figured potsherds), but no
objects of the Herodian or later periods.
In the yellow debris, Israelite potsherds,
an iron arrow-head (Reg. No. 1702), a
blue-glazed bead (Reg. No. 1703), a
faience amulet (Egyptian), and a pottery figure.
Oct. 4-7. Clearing away Preherodian house
walls, to expose Israelite rooms 11-12
and the entrance to S1 cist. 7. PI. 8 b,
c, d (b, c taken June 21, 1910).
Oct. 8-13. Removing inner west wall of
Severan temple, to reveal Herodian foundations and Israelite walls.
PI. 11 a
(Nov. 2, 1910). Under the Severan wall,
a Ptolemaic coin (Reg. No. 1698).
Oct. 25. Cleared out dirt floor of Israelite
room 14. Israelite iron arrow-heads (Reg.
Nos. 1700, 1701).

June 16-July 28. Cleared away all Roman
walls in structure with apse, except great
enclosing wall, to reveal Israelite masonry. Black debris of 7th to 4th Century, yellow Israelite debris below. See
Pls. 9 b, c; 11 b.
June 25-30. Making cut in body-filling of
Greek Fort Wall, hoping to find objects
which would determine date, but in vain.
See PI. 11 b.
June 30-July 7. Removing Arab (?) square
tower, in order to reveal SW corner of
Omri palace. See PI. 10 a.
June 21-27. Preherodian house, rooms 32
and 33 cleared to packed Israelite debris.
See PI. 10 c.
Sept. 20-27. Cleared away rough foundations of the pilasters of the Severan vestibule.
Sept. 27-28. Cleared away packed Israelite
debris under vestibule and Preherodian
rooms 32 and 33. See P1. 10 d.
III.

of decay under pavement a coin of Nero.
See PIs. 17 b) (Aug. 1l1); 18 e (Sept. 7).
Sept. 7-10. Clearing floor of Preherodian
room 63-64. See PI. 54 a.
Selpt. 11-25. Clearing debris under floor of
Preherodian room 63-64.
1910.

June 21-27. Cleared away rest of pavement,
leaving Herodian stair foundation on debris and descending to house floor. See
PI. 19 a (taken Sept. 19).
June 28-29. Cleared away Herodian stair
foundation and underlying debris to street
floor. See PI. 20 a.
June 29-Oct. 5. Cleared away debris under
floor of Preherodian street to rock. Only
a light layer of yellow debris on rock.
Oct. 6-7. Cleared away debris under floors
of Preherodian rooms 65-70. See PI. 20 b.
Oct. 8. Cleared tunnel cistern belonging to
room 54 or 55 (cavity under street).
IV.

1910.

SUMMIT STRIP 2, PAVEMENT OF
TEMPLE PORTICO, 1909-1910

1909.

Sept. 5-6. Removing a strip of pavement
ten metres wide in the west. In debris
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TEMPLE VAULT, 1909

W\as cleared to a floor in 1908. This floor
was approached bv a stair, a late reconstruction. Halter-bars had been cut in
the walls and the vault used as a stable
in Byzantine-Arab times. Cistern 1 had
been partially cleared. See Pls. 22 a, b;
24 b.
Aug. 16-17. Cleared away late floor (see PI.
22 c) and then a second hard floor, revealing Preherodian (Greek?) walls, Israelite rock-dressing, and cistern 2. See Pls.
22 d; 23 a.
Aug. 17-28. Clearing cistern 2. Dirt very
wet; allowed to dry.
Aug. 29-Sept. 1. Sifting dirt from cistern 2.
Sept. 2-3. Clearing cistern 1. Later sifted
dirt as that of cistern 2.
V.

TRENCH H. SOUTH, 1909

Trench H. South (H. S.) was intended to
cut open southern slope of hill. For continuation, see Lower Terrace (L. T.), Cliff
Trench (C1l. T.), and Roadway Trench
(R. T.). Six 5-metre sections from edge
of S1 southwards were numbered 1 to 6.
The northern end of the trench was
started with one gang on June 15, cutting
through the slope bounding S1.

HARVARD
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H. S. 1-3. June 17-27. Clearilng away surface debris, came on a great hole made by
stone-thieves, possibly in comlparatively
modern times, and refilled with black
debris.
H. S. 1-5. June 28-July 7. Clearing away
black debris, revealing broken edges of
massive walls (Greek Fort Wall and walls
of structure with apse) anld blocks of yellow debris.
H. S. 1-3. July 8. Clearing into vertical
stratum of debris (construction trench)
between block of yellow debris and face
of Greek Fort Wall, found fragment of
cuneiform tablet (Reg. No. 1825) and
Israelite potsherds. This vertical stratum
is not to be confounded with black filling
of thieves' hole.
H. S. 1-3. July 9-22. Cleared awar all
black filling of thieves' hole, finding great
variety of objects, mostly of Hellenistic
period.
H. S. 1-3. July 23. Cleared away yellowr
blocks, finding only Israelite potsherds.
See Pls. 5 b (edge of excavation at bot7 b (edge of excavation on right).
tom);
H. S. 4-6. The southern end of trench H. S.
was finished as part of the lower terrace
(L. T. 4 and 5).
VI.

ROADWAY TRENCH, 190(9

July 27-28. Clearing a strip 5 metres wide
from edge of cliff under Lower Terrace to
modern roadway. This cuts across the
famous Herodian street of columns. Aral)
walls, Roman glass, lamps, and coins were
found.
July 29-Aug. 2. Cleared to surface of Street
of Columns (see PI. 46 b). Mixed debris,
some of it with Greek and Hellenistic
objects, no doubt from the Lower Terrace and summit, and also late Roman
coins.

Aug. 3-5. Cut through floor to rock (see PI.
46 c). Hellenistic potsherds. In the floor
debris 20 late Roman coins (Reg. Nos.
2622-2641).
Aug. 6-7. Cleared out mass of stones from
semicircular room on north. Apparently
a doorway through end of wall.
Aug. 8-10. Cleared through apparenlt doorway to rock behind. No cave or other
room. Perhaps doorway was a niche, or
some later attempt at a reconstruction.

Aug. 10. ()n Aug. 10, observing the tops of
bases of columns in the modern road,
about half way between R. T. and Gateway, I had a few men hastily expose the
floor of the Street of Columns around them
and re-cover the excavation, the whole
being the work of a couple of hours. See
PI. 46 d.
VI1.

(,CIIFF

IlRENCH, 1909

Aug. 3-4. Began a continuation of Roadway
Trench up the cliff to Lower Terrace.
Aug. 10-11. Finished C1. T. to L. T. Layer
of earth 50-120 cm. thick on a steep,
uneven rock slope. Contained only ten
registered objects, chiefly of the Hellenistic period hut including one Roman
coin (2d (Cent. A.D. Reg. No. 2619).
VIII.

,LOWER TERRACE, 1909

Divided L. T. into five narrow strips running E and W\, numbered 1 to 5 from
the south. Each of these was divided
into four working sections, lettered a to d,
beginning on the nwest.
Aug. 11. Started work on L. T. 1 a-d,
shooting the earth down the C1. T. into the
R. T.
Aug. 12-16. (Cleared awar nearly 2 m. of
agricultural terrace debris, finding only a
fragment of a late (Arab?) wall. In this
dlebris, objects from Greek to Roman
periods (see Reg. Nos. 1857-1865). In
the NE corner of c, cistern 1.
Aug. 17. Walls appeared, embedded in same
black debris.
Aug. 18. Rock scarlp revealed in a-b and
cave 1, covered with same black debris.
Aug. 18-21. Clearing cave 1. See PI. 13 a,
b. Objects not later than 2d CenturV B.C.
Revealed upper rock-scarp all along a-d,
caves 2 to 4. It was clear that the cliff
edge was further out; and we began cut-

ting out the slope southwards, along a
to d.
Aug. 21-28. Clearing d section of strips 2-5
to end of old H. S. trench. (Clearing to

Itoman floor

(coins).

See PI. 14 b and d.

Aug. 22--Sept. 2. Cleared slope, caves, and
rooms 1-15 in L. T. 1 a-c. See PI. 12 a
(Aug. 31). See the coins Reg. Nos. 1909,
1921-6, 1981-5. Inside cave No. 1, there
were two benches built of stones and
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filled with earth. In the filling, three
dated coins were found, one of Antiochus
IV (Reg. No. 1983), one of Demetrius II
(Reg. No. 1921), and one of Antiochus
VII (Reg. No. 1982). In the debris which
had come in through the nlouth of the
cave, there were five legible coins, bearing the names of Antiochus III (Reg. No.
1925), Antiochus IV (Reg. No. 1909),
Demetrius II (Reg. No. 1924), Alexander
II (Reg. No. 1886), and Ptolemais-Ake
(2d Cent. B.C., Reg. NTo. 1926). Opened
L. T. 2 a-c, dumping on L. T. 1 a-b.

Continued work on L. T. 1 d. The debris
was Greek and Hellenistic.
Sept. 3-7.

Cleared Israelite wall on edge of

cliff in L. T. 1 d. See PI. 13 d.
Sept. 2-9. Cleared L. T. 2 a-c. This strip
was bounded on the north by a wall,edge of a building terrace. No floors
were found except the rubble pavement.
See PI. 13 c. Under the black debris was
a thin layer of coals and ashes on a welllaid rubble pavement. An obscure wall
of large yellow stones (see Plan 2 F 18)
rested on rock, under rubble pavement.
Rock showed quarry marks. See PI. 15
b, c.
Sept. 6-9. L. T. 3 a-c. Cleared from 1st to
2d wall of Roman terraces. Three floors,
(1) calidarium (Roman, see PI. 14 a), (2)
room 39, Preherodian floor, (3) rubble
pavement under all, covered with same
layer of burnt material. See PI. 12 l).
Quarry marks on rock.
Sept. 9-14. L. T. 3 a-c. Cleared away calidarium and Preherodian roonm 39. See
PI. 12 b (Sept. 13). Underneath the latter,
a cemented basin, built on ash stratum.

In the debris in the basin, the next to
the earliest coin was found, that of Alexander the Great (Reg. No. 2052, 336-323
B.C.).
Under calidarium (in c), no walls
between calidarium, floor and rubble
pavement. Debris is curiously disturbed,
probably by stone plundering. Objects
Hellenistic. Under whole extent of 3 a-c
lies the rubble pavement, broken by a
wall running N. Pavement laid up to
both faces of this wall 60 cm. higher on
east than on west of wall. See Pl. 15 a
(Sept. 17) and Fig. 74.
Sept. 14-20. L. T. 4-5 a-c. (Combined
strips 4 and 5 into one. Carriedout debris
down to street floor and to floor of Pre-

herodian

house.
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See Pls. 15 e;

16 a.

'The walls connect with Prehlerodianl room
31 of L. T.
T3.
he Postherodian houses
are gone, exceplt for the terrace wall betweenl L. Ti. 3 and 4.
Sept. 20-24. L. T. 4-5 a-c. butting through
streett floor and still clearing Preherodian
floors.
Sept. 24 to O)ct. 19. L. T. 4-5 a-c. Cutting
out floors of Preherodian roomls, clearing
cisterns, revealing rock surface and Israelite walls. Tlhe floors of the Preherodian
houses next to the street (Lambda) were
partly on yellow debris (Israelite). The
cisterns yielded Hellenistic objects, including coins. No object later than the
2d Cent. B.C. rwas found in the houses.
Under the floors, there were Hellenistic
and older objects including under the
floor of room No. 52 one Ptolemaic coin
(Reg. No. 2122) and two illegible coins.
See Pls. 14 c; 16 a.
I-X.

L(O)ER TERlRA(CE EAST, 1910

On July 6, 1910, arranged to excavate a
strip east of L. T. 4-5 and separated from
it by the dumlp-heap of H. S. Hoped to
find a continuation of the Greek Fort Wtall.
July 9.

Struck the rock-scarp of the Omri

palace.

July 9-11. The thievres' hole found in H. S.
filled with black debris continues eastwtards. The Fort W\all which has been

remnoved by stone thieves uIndoubtedly
continued eastward beyond the limits of
IL. T. E.

July 12.

Opened

tunnel

and cave,

and

cleared Roman house adjacent to entrance
of tunnel.
July 13-15. Cut through floor of Roman
house. Sifted dirt in tunnel and cave.
See PI. 52 a.
July 16-30.

Cutting through from IJ. T. E.

to 11. S. along the face of Omri scarlp. See
Plan No. 5.
X.

SUJITMIT STRIP 3, 1909

Sept. 15-18. Removing dump heap of 1908,
descending by a stair cut in earth to throw
it on L. T.
Sept. 18. Measured out S3 into 7 sections,5 running E an:d W on the west side
(lettered a-e fronm S) and 2 running N and
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S on the east side (lettered f, g, from W).
The southern part of f, g was occupied by
the working stair.
Sept. 20. Revealed remlnants of low walls
of indeterminable date in top metre of
debris. See PI. 26 a (remnants high ulp in
middle).
Sept. 21-23. Clearing away usual black
debris, to a depth of about 2 m., containing objects of First to Third Century B.C.
Sept. 24. Top of Israelite foundation walls
appeared in d, e, f, g.

Sept. 25-Oct. 6. In the northern section (e),
the Greek Fort Wall appeared again. Between the Fort Wall and the Israelite wall,
trodden yellow debris (now known as
the mason's debris of the Ahab courtyard)
was found intact (see PI. 26 a). The Fort
Wall itself was in a construction trench
cut in this debris, as usual (see Pls. 26 and
53 a, and Fig. 9). South of the massive
Israelite wall over the dressed SWz angle
of the Ahab courtyard, the lower levels
showed disturbed black and yellow debris,
containing Israelite, Greek, and Hellenistic objects.
Oct. 7. Underneath this disturbed debris,
Greek walls extending southwards under
the Preherodian street (see Pls. 25 a, b;
30 a), and finally
(Oct. 8-10) a bed of hard yellowv debris containing the dressed Israelite walls. See
Pls. 26 b, c; 27 a, b, and Fig. 9.
Oct. 1-25. Removing debris from between
the street walls, and excavating rooms
south of street. See PI. 15 d.
Oct. 12-25. Clearing cistern in street at
southwest corner of structure with apse.
This cistern, filled with dumped debris,
lay under the intact floor of street
Lambda. It was filled therefore at the
latest during the construction of the
last Preherodian town. Five legible coins
were found in the cistern, giving the names

of Ptolemy I (Reg. No. 2688), Antiochus
III (Reg. No. 2547), and Antiochus IV
(Reg. Nos. 2806, 2807, 2689), and two
illegible Seleucidan coins. The other contents included a Megarian bowl (Reg.
No. 2062), Megarian potsherds, Rhodian
jar-handles, black-glazed and early redglazed pottery, a few fragments of late
red-glazed pottery, fragments of blue
faience and other objects, but nothing

which could be dated with certainty to
a time later than 150 B.C.

The scarcity

of the fragments of fine red-glazed plates,
so characteristic of vault cistern 2, is
noteworthy. PI. 25 a, b.
XI.

SUMMIT STRIP 4, 1909-1910

1909.
Oct. 9-19. Carried out the dump-heap of
1908 from strip 4. This was thrown over
the southern edge into a field belonging
to Salih Abu 'Arif with his consent.
Oct. 19. Divided S4 into seven sections like
S3,--five (a-e) E-W sections on the
west, and two (f-g) N-S sections on the
east. The earth from a-e went into Trench
F (1908), that from f-g went out over
the apse structure into L. T. 5.
Oct. 19-25. 84, a-e E, and f-g. In S4 a-e
(eastern part) and f-g uncovered two
stair-tanks belonging to a house (Severan
period), the floor of which had been destroyed, and found the walls of another
house underneath. See P1. 31 a, b.
Oct. 19-26.

Nov. 1-3.

a-e, W.

In S4 a-e

(western part) we descended through a
mass of broken mixed black and yellow

debris alongside the western

face of a

bank of yellow debris (afterwards known

as the filling of the Ahab courtyard).
See PI. 32 b. The disturbance of debris
was caused by a Roman wall, part of the
Roman SW tower (see Plan 2 CD 12-14),
running north from an angle on the Greek
Fort Wball in S3 e.
1910.
July 4. Resumlned work on S14, rooms 330354.
July 13. Began clearing away the Severan
roomns, revealing the lHerodian house (330345) and street.
July 28-31.

Cleared awav wide rough Seve-

ran wall, built along andi against western
wall of temple, to Herodian floor. Found,
east of Herodian street and under street
floor, a Preherodian floor (Rooms 201-204)
only a few centimetres down. See Pls.
31 1); 32 a; 33 b, c; 53 c; and Fig. 14.
Aug. 1-5. Removing floors of S4-345 to 357,
revealing the floors of the bluilding later
called the Ostraca IHouise. The debris
above the floors of the Ostraca House
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was dirty yellow debris (loose filling) con-

taining Israelite potsherds, a scarab (Reg.
No. 3704), and

lamps.

See PI. 33 d.

This debris had apparently been thrown

June 28. Laid out S5 in
sections (a-d) covering
the Greek Fort Wall,
edge of the surmmit,

401
8 sections,-4 N-S
the space between
S3, and the SW
and 4 IE-W sec-

in to a depth of 50 to 60 cm. inl a leveling

tions (e-h) covering the space between

operation in the early Post-Israelite period.
Fragments of walls of two building periods
were found between the Herodian and
the Israelite floors. See Pls. 34 a; 33
c, f; 34 c; and Fig. 14.
Aug. 6-10. Photographs and plans of Ostraca House.
Aug. 10. Began carrying out floors of Ostraca House.
Aug. 11. Found first potsherd with Israelite

S4, S7, Trench F, and the W edge of the
sunmmnit. Began work on sections a-d.
June 29-July 3. S5 a-d. Went down
through black debris filled with Hellenistic, and Roman objects. Encountered
only a few fragments of Roman (?) walls.
Along the southern sidte at a depth of
about two metres, revealed the continuation of the Preherodian street of L. T.
and S3. Between that and the Greek
Fort Wall opened a great hole (apparently
antedating the Roman period), from which
all building-stones hlad been removed
(lownr to rock. The hole had been filled
by dumping. The filling contained an
enormous quantity of potsherds and other
small objects of the Hellenistic and earlier
periods lying in a mass, about a metre
below level of street.

inscription (Reg. No. 3855) in packed

layer of dirt (about 20 cm. thick) along
east wall of room 401. Immediately
started sifting the dirt already carried
out, but found only a few small uninscribed potsherds. From now on, every
basketful which might possibly contain
ostraca was carefully sifted; but all except a few unimportant fragments were
found by the Egyptians before the dirt
reached the sifter.
Aug. 12. In room 418 in black surface debris
(30 cm. thick), ostraca (Reg. Nos. 38633868). In room 414 in same debris above
ledge of foundation wall on west side,
the carved ivory dagger-handle (Reg.
No. 3862).
Aug. 13. The character of the three layers
of debris under the floor of the Ostraca
House was clearly recognized. See PI.
53 a.
Aug. 13-18. Rooms 401-423. Removal of
sub-floor debris of Ostraca House proceeded
through rooms 401-423. See Pls. 36 a;
33 f; 34 d.
Aug. 17-18. Removed all superimposed debris, potsherds, etc., from floor of room
424, and from above Greek Fort Wall.
(1) Cleared out construction trench of
Greek Fort Wall, and sifted dirt, finding
only Israelite potsherds. (2) Removed
filling of room, and sifted, finding only
Israelite potsherds.
(3) Removed mason's debris, and sifted, finding only a few
minute scraps of Israelite pottery. See
PI. 53 a.
XII.

SUMMIT STRIP 5, 1910

June 27-28. Carried out dump-heap of 1908
over the street dump in S3 to L. T.

July 4-7. So a-d. A thin irregular layer of
Srellow debris on the rock was removed
revealing lines of Israelite walls cut in
rock and a few stones still in place. See
Pls. 28 a; 26 b, c. Thle removal of the
Israelite building stone was the object of
the filled hlole described above.
July 8--29. So d. Found Greek Fort Wall had
been reconstructed at SW corner; and
we cleared away in turn Roman wall and
reconstructed Fort Wall, finding a round
Israelite tower underneath. See Pls. 28 b;
29 a, b; 30 c-e.
July 1-7. S5 e-h1. Opened sections e-h illn
northern part of S5. Went down thlrough
debris cdisturbed by big Romnan walls and
probably by stone theft. See PI. 32 c (Julx
4). Found fragments of heavy walls with
Herodian nmlasonry, of Preherodian houses
of three periodls, foundations of Greek
Fort Wall, and the outlines of a large addition to the Israelite palace.
July 8-13. So e-h. Cleared out the lowest
debris to rock. This debris was largely
yellow limestone. The Israelite walls so
far as preserved were embedded in this
debris.
Jllv 14-29. Carried1 ollt all the Roman walls
and cut out the inside of the Greek Fort
Wall on the west, in order to clear up plan
of Tsraelite- blildling. See Pis. 29 b (Jull
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22), c (July 26), d (July 20); 30 f (July
29). In the Herodian period the inside
face of the Greek Fort Wall was lined
with Israelite blocks as a foundation for
Herodian wall above. See PI. 29 c. In
the angle of the Greek Fort Wall there was
an inexplicable L-shaped mass of rubble
built partly over the Israelite stones just
mentioned and against the Greek Fort
Wall. See Pls. 32 c; 30 b. This rubble
mass was in three sections, each with a
rough rubble facing and stone-filled interior, and each built against the one
south of it. The interior contained Hellenistic potsherds only.
July 30 to Aug. 1. S5 e-h. Photographs and
plans. On Aug. 1 started dump from S7
into S5.
XIII.

SUMMIT STRIP 6, 1910

The progress of the work being held back
in S5 by the examination of the SW
comer, which deprived us of a dumping
place, I opened a strip in front of temple,
piling the dirt on the eastern edge of the
summit in continuation northwards of the
S1 dump-heap. For work of 1908 see
PIs. 17 a; 18 a-d.
July 14-20. Divided S6 into 9 strips running
E and W, lettered a-i from the S.
Cleared through debris containing Roman
as well as Hellenistic objects to a surface
level with foot of altar.
July 20-23. Carried out filled debris to a
surface 4 metres under level of foot of
altar. This was manifestly the filling of a
great area excavated in preparation for
the construction of the temple, and filled
in to the level of the foot of the altar
(Herodian level). This area extended
through sections a-e practically to rock.
In d-e there was a thin layer of y-ellow
Israelite debris. In f-i the progress was
retarded by foundations of a house about
on the Herodian level. Underneath this
house dirty yellow disturbed debris. On
the north the Greek Fort Wall.
July 23-27. Enlarged S6 westwards to edge
of Herodian excavation. Descended in
spaces between late walls in f-i and exposed Greek Fort Wall along whole N
side of S6.
July 27-28. Cleared to rock in S6 ace.
Opened cistern-cavity (shaft swept away
by Herodian clearing).

Work was
July 29. Finished cistern.
19 b (cisPI.
See
8.
Aug.
stopped until
tern refilled).
Aug. 8-18. Resumed work in S6 N (f-i),
building a retaining wall across middle
from east to west and dumping behind on
S6 S (a-e). Retaining wall broke on Aug.
16, stopping the work for a few hours.
Cleared away house, rooms Nos. 601606, and the debris forming our working
stair. In f, g there was packed yellow
debris, falling away to north. In this
were found the floor and edges of a large
water reservoir, or pool, built on rock,
and undoubtedly Israelite (see PI. 21 a).
The rock from the northern edge of the
pool to the rock-scarp north of the altar
had been cleared in Israelite times. The
rock-scarp was that of the Omri palace.
The rough pillar of stone uncovered in
1908 just NE of the altar remained unexplained. It was outside the Omri palace, and may have been a roof support
of some room of the Ahab addition. It
will be necessary to clear a considerable
area eastwards to make the nature of
this pillar clear. See Pls. 20 c (Aug. 17,
morning); 20 d (Aug. 17, evening).
Aug. 16-19. Cleared further east along
Greek Fort Wall. The objects found
came from black debris (S6-626).
XIV.

SUNEMIT STRIP 7, 1910

87 was the small strip lying between S4,
So, and Trench F. It was divided into
four working sections, all running east and
west. The southwestern corner section
was a; the northwestern, b; the southeastern, c; and the northeastern, d.
Aug. 1-3. Cleared awav old dump (1908)
over c-d. The surface slopes awav to the
west. Cleared awart surface debris over
a-b, revealing, about 50 cm. under surface, a series of broken walls only 20-50 cm.
high, with two water-conduits (leading to
cisterns) just under the floor. In western
part, a pavement of stone slabs. This
was part of the Atrium House (Herodian).
See PI. 53 e.
Aug. 4-6. Revealed a series of circular vats
in c-d belonging to a house the floor of
which had disappeared. See Plan 9 E
10-11. Was about level with floors of
Severan period. See PI. 33a. Finished
clearing floors of Atrium House in a-b.
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Aug. 8-13. Cleared away Severan vats in
c-d and revealed Atrium House (Herodian), a part of the Herodian house in S4.
See Pls. 34 a; 35 a. In the debris under
the smaller vat, a coin of Herod I (Reg.
No. 3822, 34 B.C.)

Cleared away the

Herodian walls in a-b, descending through
disturbed debris containing fragments of
walls but no floors.
Aug. 15-18. Clearing a-b to level of Ostraca
House. Removing floors and sub-floor
deposits of Atrium House in c-d. Preherodian conduits and cistern-mouths
just under the floor, so that a house of this
period must have been leveled away in
building Atrium House.
Aug. 19-20. Cleared a-b to rock (see Pls.
35 b; 36 b). No trace of continuation
of Ahab courtyard debris, but well built
early Post-Israelite walls in disturbed
yellow debris. This area is, in fact, over
the western wall of the courtyard, and the
foundation lines of the wall were found
on the rock-scarp underneath. Outside
the scarp, remains of walls of the Third
Period (Jeroboam II, Round Tower),
partly covered by Post-Israelite walls.
In face of rock-scarp, entrance to a cave
(see PI. 36 b, below).
Aug. 22-Sept. 14. S7 a-b, cave. Cleared the
cave in S7 b. Thirty-five rudely cut
steps lead down to rough cavity. Roof
and sides are in bad condition; great
blocks of stone have fallen, and many
slabs have scaled off. Where original
surface is preserved, there are tool-marks.
Purpose not clear; not cemented. Both
tunnel and cavity are filled with debris to
two-thirds their height. Debris is all yellow limestone, and contains abundance of
Israelite potsherds (none inscribed).
Aug. 20. S7 c-d. Under the Herodian street
east of the Atrium House, came on the
continuation northwards of room 417
with same series of debris (see PI. 38 a, b).
In floor debris found ten more fragments
of ostraca, three of which fitted fragments
found in 417.
Aug. 22-23. S7 c-d. The continuation of 417
was worked out northwards and yielded
more ostraca, always in same floor dirt.
Aug. 19-25. Removing debris under the
Atrium House and alongside it on the
north. In d, or the north, there were
no walls between Atrium walls and rock.
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(On the rock there was disturbed dirty
yellow debris. Under the Atrium House
there was black debris, containing fragmnents of walls of a Seleucidan house, and
an older housse whose walls broke through
the Allab courtyard strata leaving blocks
of these strata undisturbed. The floor of
this house (Osorkon House) was 179 cm.
below the floor of the Preherodian house,
and on about the same level as the courtyardl floor. In room 742, northern part,
in floor debris of a block of courtyard
strata, ivory handle in the form of a
7iraeus and fragments of an alabaster jar
with the names of Osorkon II of Egypt.

Aug. 26-31. S7 c-d. Cleared S7 c-d to rock,
leaving Preherodian and earlier walls in
place (see Pls. 36 b; 37 a).
Sept. 1. S7d. (CarriedoutPreherodian walls
in Osorkon House (see PI. 35 b). Found
more fragments of (Osorkonjar under wall
in 742 in same floor debris as before (see
PI. 54 b).
Sept. 1-3. S7 c-d. Continued excavation of
northern end of corridor 417, and found
one more Israelite ostracon in S7-723.
Sept. 3-14. S7 c-d. Included in S7 Trench F
of 1908 and the tenmple portico on the west
of temple vestibule. The debris was disturbed mixed debris as usual, until floor
of courtyard was reached.
Sept. 15. S7 a-b. Opened a second cave in
rock-scarp north of first cave. About 2
metres from entrance this was blocked

with masonry, forming wall of cistern S7
N o. 5.

Sept. 16-26. S7 c-d. Cleared rooms 770-777,
finding ostraca in usual floor debris. See
PI. 38 a, b.
XV.

SUUMIIT STRIP 8, 1910

S8, adjoining Trench F on the north, included the tongue of unexcavated ground
between Trench F and the temple vault.
The strip was divided into 5 sections
lettered a-e from the vault westward.
The tongue of ground was lettered f-g
(two additional sections).
Aug. 3-6. Work began on S8 a-c. Removedtl usual surface debris; reached fragments of Roman floors on Aug. 6th.
Aug. 6. Began work on f-g.
Aug. 8-11. Worked oult S8 d-g to Roman
level. North of vault, cleared blind stairway (see PI1. 38 a).
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Aug. 18-20, 22. Desultory clearing in Rooms
801-806 in which Roman floors were not
preserved. S8-801 is the southern end
of the subterranean corridor, elsewhere
called S9-901 or 1001.
Sept. 1-19. Resumed wolrk oil S8. (Cut out
fragments of Roman floors and cleared
downwards, revealing in a-c a series of
Preherodian walls (broken off at the
Roman level, see PI. 40 a), and in d, e an
enormous filled hole, with remnant of a
Roman wall (a tower), founded deep, but
on debris (see PI. 39 a).
Sept. 8-14. Enlarged S8 northwards about
two metres to a line drawn westward
through the northern face of the vault
(1908). Objects found here are referred
to in the object register as from S8 a-c.
Sept. 20-23. Cleared away floors of Preherodian house on east (a-c, f-g), and finished
all except mass of masonry (room 840)
west of vault (see P1. 40 c). On west,
d-e, still going down in filling of hole.
Sept. 23-29. Removed Severan and Herodian masonry west of subt. corr. (opposite vault), and found deep cut in rock.
On the west continued working out the
great hole, revealing tower of Creek Fort
Wrall (see PI. 39 c). Also cut out the
debris in the outer angle (NW) of this
western bastion of the Greek Fort W\all.
Near rock, came on disturbed yellow
debris in which were found Israelite potsherds and a gold ring with scarab (Reg.
Nio. 4635). Israelite wall on rock.
Sept. 30. Cleared rock-cut hole under SS840, which was lined on tile south with
a stone wall (see PI. 40 b). The last
80-100 cm. of debris was clean yellow.
Broke down Roman wall and underlying
debris between two parts of S8, revealing
rock-scarp and Israelite walls (see PI.
39 b).
Oct. 1. Behind lining of rock-cut under SS840 found a cavity in the rock, containing
yellow debris and Israelite potsherds.
Oct. 1-7. Worked on details of Israelite
walls and Greek Fort Wall in western part
of S8. Cleared to rock. See Pl. 40 d, e.
XVI.

SUMMIT1' STRIP 9 AND SUBTERRUANEAN C(1ORRtIDtOR, 1910

S9 was between S6 and the subterranean
corridor. Divided into -5 sections, lettered a-e from south. After tihe corridor

was discovered, S9 was enlarged westwards to include the corridor.
Aug. 22-Sept. 5. Cleared away surface debris to a series of walls with floors, arranged on each side of a street (see PI. 23
c). On these, fragments of a later building. On Sept. 1 came on wall of subt.
corr., and by Sept. 5 had cleared its western face to corridor floor.
Sept. 6-17. (Cleared out floors of rooms to
rock all over southern part of S9. See
PI. 23 d (Sept. 13). On the north the rock
drops away suddenly towards the north.
In the NW angle between the corridor
wall and the CGreek Fort Wall is a room
(S9-940) with a pillar. Its floor is 64 cm.
below the corridor floor, 302 cm. below
the top of the Greek Fort Wall, and
rests on packed yellow debris in which are
embedded Israelite walls. See Pls. 21 c;
24 a (Sept. 20).
Sept. 19-26. Engaged with a few men in
cutting sections in west wall of corridor
(see PI. 23 b), and working out lines of
Israelite walls.
Sept. 29-Oct. 8. Cleared subterranean corridor (S9-901) to Severan floor. See Pls.
24 c (Sept. 27); 24 d (Oct. 8).
Oct. 10-11. Cleared out Severan floor to
rock in subt. corr. as far as the middle,
where the corridor crosses the rock-scarp
running E_-W (see strip 9, Sept. 6-17T,
above). Cleaned cistern found in S part
of corridor, the shaft having been cleared
away when corridor was built. See P1.
24 e (Oct. 10).
Oct. 20. Cleared out debris below floor of
subt. corr. north of rock-scarp, yellow
Israelite as far as Greek Fort Wall.
XVII.

SU.MMNIT STRIP 9 NORTH ADDITION,
AND SUMIMIT STRIP 10, 1910

89 N add. and S10 include the strip of
ground north of the Greek Fort Wall where
it bounds S9 and S6 respectively. S10
was divided into four sections lettered
a-d from tlhe east.
Aug. 22. Wtork was started on S10, clearing
away part of the old dump (1908), but
was interrupted the next morning.
Sept. 12-16. Cleared the floor of the subterranean corridor (S9 north addition)
northwards from the Greek Fort Wall in
hope of reaching the entrance of the
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corridor; but it became apparent that
the task wras too great for the time at
our disposal. The objects found were in
disturbed black debris.
Sept. 19-21, 26-30, Oct. 1 and 6. Wtorked
on S10, going down through disturbed
black debris which contained a great
quantity of Hellenistic potsherds and small
objects, but also some Roman objects
(a Tyrian-Roman colonial coin, etc.),
The lower black debris showed exclusively
objects of Third Century B.C. and earlier.
Under this and on the rock was only a
light layer of yellow debris. In the Syellow debris, on the west, was a massive
Israelite wall, and against it a lighter
wall, perhaps a Greek house like S3-314
(see PI. 21 b). The construction trench
of the Greek Fort Wall was not visible,
except in the yellow debris.
Oct. 12-13. Enlarged S10 d westwards under
the eastern wall of the subterranean corridor to reveal more of the Israelite walls
(see PI. 21 b).
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corr. (see PI. 54 f). In the debris of the
cave, Israelite pottery and a scarab.
Oct. 17-24. Worked on nortlheIrn part of
S11, wh*ich was divided into sections
lettere(-d v-%, Sr, z, from thle east. We
cleared off all the surface debris from a
Roman tower and wall, and followedl down
tile penetrations, revealing lines of Greek
Fort T'ower and Wall and certain Israelite walls; but were unable to clear away
the Roman masonry. See Pls. 41 l);
53 b.
SIX.

GATEWAY,

1909-1910

1909.

June 9. Work was begun (see PI. 42 a).
Cleared tops of two roucnd towers.
June 10. Worked between two towers, exI:posing their outlines.
June 11-12. Cleared Herodian Gateway between the two towers to level of a road
between.

See Pls. 44 a; 45 a.

June 19-21. Cleared houses NE of N
tower to first floors (Roman) (see PI.

45 a).
XVIII.

SUIMMIIT STRIP 11, 1910

Sept. 21-30. Carried away dump-heap of
1908.
Oct. 1 and 6. Came almost immediately under
surface on a maze of walls. The Roman
floors were not preserved except in the
street along the west wall, S11-1 (see PI.
53 f). In rooms 2, 3, 11, and 13 Hellenistic floors were found. The earlier Hellenistic walls and floors were cut and
damaged by the later Roman walls.
Oct. 7-10. Cleared away the debris in the
Hellenistic rooms. Excavating the debris
under Roman street, found a second floor
about 30 cm. down. Under this, a wall
standing on the eastern edge of the Greek
Fort Wall.
Oct. 10-15. Carried out Hellenistic house
walls,

leaving

the Roman

walls;

and

excavated the part under the Roman
street. All southern part of S11 carried
to rock (see Pis. 41 a; 54 e). In S113 cistern, we took down masonry walls
lining eastern and southern sides, and so
came into a great cave filled with debris.
This cave extended under all this part of
S11l, and was entered by a mouth, which
was uncovered on Oct. 24, in the E-W
rock-scarp west of the middle part of subt.

June 22-23. Cleared awray road in Gateway
to masonr, revealing cross wall on which
Cateway w·as built.
June 24-26. Cleared western face of cross
wall; cleared paved road leading up to
Gateway from below (see PI. 44 a).
June 28-29. Cleared around N tower
square tower underneath it.

to

June 30-July 6. Cleared square tower, Israelite cut, glacis wall in front, and the
whole angle betweenl N tower and Herodian wall running west. See Pls. 42 a;
43 a; 44 b; 45 b.
July 7-9. Began clearing a small space along
the northern side of the Herodian W
wall.

lJuly 26.

Resumed work inside Herodian W

wall.

July 27-Aulg 5. Cleared space inside Herodian W\' wall to rock (see PI. 44 c).
Aug. 6-13. Cleared houses inside CGateway
NE1 of N tower to second floors.
Aug. 11-19. Clearing arolndl
tower (not finished).

outlying SW\

Aug. 13-19. (Cleared(surface· of paved road
leading to (a.teway, workinlg westwards
(see Pls. 42 ); 43 a).
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Aug. 13-17. Cleared northern face of Herodian ornamental gateway.
Sept. 15-17. Finishing clearing SW tower.
For condition at end of 1909 see PI. 45 a
(Nov. 18, 1909).
1910.

Divided bluff running north fromn N
tower,-the edge of an agricultural terrace,-into nine strips, running east and
west, and numbered N7. G. T. 1 to 9.
June 15-18, 20. NT. G. T. Cleared to Roman
house, to Greek Fort Wall, to rubble pavement, and elsewhere to rock. See PI. 43 b.
June 21-22. N. G. T. Cleared rest of
Roman house above the Greek Fort VtWall
on a terrace corresponding in level with
the floor marked on the northern face of
the Herodian city wall.
June 27-30.

N. G. T.

Cleared awataSRoman

house, revealing terrace wall behind and
Greek Fort Wall below. See PI. 44 d.
June 23-25. N. G. T. Cleared another 10metre section north of strip 9, being N.
G. T. 10 and 11.
July 6-11. N. G. T. Cleared various points
in strips 1-11, and began a new strip on
the north (No. 12) which was never
finished.
June 17. S. G. T. Began excav-ating western face of S tower (South Gate Terrace).
June 17-20. S. G. T. Renloted metre of
agricultural debris. IDescending through
weather surface into black debris, showing strata of weathering (see PI. 46 a).
The working sections are numbered one
to seven,-three east-west sections next
the tower (numbered 1-3 from north),
and four east-west sections adjoining on
the west (numbered 4-7 from north).
June 21-25. S. G. T. C'learing througlh
black debris evidently formed by dumping. It contained Israelite potsherds,
Greek red-figured pottery (Rteg. No.
2914), Rhodian jar-handles, Hellenistic
pottery, an agate cone-seal (Reg. No.
3017), a coin of Ptolemv II (Reg. No.
3105), and one of Antiochia ad Orontem
(Reg. No. 3024).
The construction
trench of the Herodian tower cut through
this black dump (see PIls. 46 a and 54 c),

showing that the debris wras deposited
previous to the construction of the tower.
The upper layer was a modern agricultural stratum. Under the black debris
was a semicircular mound of yellow debris
centering on the gateway. In this yellow
debris, the Assyrian letter sealing (Reg.
No. 2925) was found together with a few
small Israelite potsherds.
June 25-30. S. G. T. Cleared lowest debris
to rock. Embedded in the yellow debris
was an Israelite foundation wall. The
rock was dressed to the lines of the
Israelite walls. In S. G. T. 4, cleared
away the upper debris beside the road,
finding the objects of late date, entered
on June 28.
July 6-10. Clearing obscure corners of masonry (see PI. 46 a).
July 7-10. Cleared NE of ornamental gateway, and uncovered Israelite wall on
rock (street wall?). For conditions at
end of 1910 see PIs. 42 1); 43 a.

SXX. BASILICA,

1909

The trenches cut in 1908 had revealed
the northern outlines of a building, the
plan of wliicl was still obscure. P1. 47
a shonws B13asilica and Foruim previous to
excavation.

June 1. Began cutting out block of debris
left in the building, working from the
north. 'This block consisted of two strata,
both alpparently due to agricultural ter-

racing. The upper stratum NAas about
100 to 120 cmn. deep. The lower bore
on its surface a few rough field w-alls
(boundary walls), probably Arab; and it
descended to a light layer of debris (third
stratum) covering floor of building.
We wvorked along the top of thle third
stratum carrving out thle tw-o tlupper strata
together. It was the second stratum
whlich1 contained, in the coarse laver along
the bottom, the rvast majority of objects
foundtl (see PI. 54 (1). Thllese objects were
nlostly glass fragments, lamps, potsherds
and coins of the late Roman period, but
tllhere was one coin of Justinianus I and
one of Xialik-el-Kamil, 1218S-1238 A.D.
Jullne 22-23. Clearing aw-av floor stratum.
Stone pavement wA-as gone from central
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court, and we followed surface of foundation of pavement (see PI. 47 b).
Gallienus,

Maximianus,

Coins of

Licinius,

C(on-

stantine II, (Constantius II, C(onstans
II, Honoria, Arcadius. The floor of the
colonnade is mosaic (see PI. 50 a).
June 24-25. Clearing apse (see Pls. 47b;
50 b). The floor of the apse is lower than
the floor of the rest of the Basilica, and
the debris in it belongs to the third stratum.
A weathered surface covered the third
stratum continuously over apse and court.
June 25-28. Apse contains a curious little
semicircular room with tiers of seats.
On the south of this was a column basis
on 60 cm. of debris and two cross walls
also on debris (see PI. 50 b). These are
earlier than the agricultural terracing of
the second stratum. In the dirt, scattered, partly under basis, a lot of 122
Roman coins:
Aurelianus
Probus
Numerianus

Diocletianus
Constantius I
AMaximianus
Maximinus
Licinius

2
2
3
11
2
10
1
13

44

Constantine I
Crispus
Constantine II
Constantius II
Constans II
Constantinople
Rome
Illegible

31
2
7
23
3
3
1
8
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nlorthern part of Basilica (see Pls. 48 h;
50 c; 51 a). This :debris was certainly
older than the Herodian Basilica and older
than eistern No. 3.
July 20-24.
teril

(Cleared cistern No. 1, the cis-

used during occupation of Basilica.

Objects all Rtoman, including 22 coins of
Roman emperors from Aurelianus to (Constans.
July 21-26. Whelrever mnosaic pavementt was
brokenl, cleared tlhlroighl to rock.
July 23-27. ('leared cisternl 3, containing
Israelite potsherds. See Figs. 160 and 6lil.
July 23--Aug. 5. Cleared cistern 4, containing bronze statuette of lHetrcules (Reg.
No. 1418).
Aug. 6-9. (Cuts a trench along stlupposed line
of southern wall of IBasilica.
Aug. 9-14. Renmot:ed floor of central court
to rock (see PI. 51 1)). Attempted to
c(lear cistern 2, but was obliged to abandon

it on account of falling of rock from roof.
Aug. 16-18. Cleared ulp nmasonry joints at
various points. (Cleared to rock smnall
room south of western enltrance of anlmphitheatre.

122
XXI.

June 28-July 1. E cut. Enlarged excavated
area by a N-S strip on the east which
joined western colonnade of Forum with
Basilica. Also carried out Arab walls
left standing on debris in Basilica, and
cleared broken masonry N of apse (see
Plan 12).
July 2-5. E cut progressing, being cleared
to a floor (see PI. 49 a) just below the top
of the square pedestals on which stand the
bases of the columns of the Forum colonnade (Forum floor). Also clearing out
stone-thieves' trench by means of which
the eastern walls of the Basilica were removed. Work north of apse continues,
revealing masonry.
July 6-23. Removed floor stratum in E cut,
revealing rock surface dropping away to
north and massive walls running under
Basilica (see Pls. 49 b, c, d; 48 a). Debris, Israelite to Hellenistic. (Cleared out
debris from foundation compartments in

KAID'S LAND, 1910

This was a snlall, irregularly shapedl field
on the etdge of the village in front of the
Sheikh I aid olpened it to take
mosclu.
out stone for an acddition to hlis house and
allowed us to excavate it without charge.
The wxork was ,begun on August 1 withl
two gangs (aboutt 50 peopl1e), b lut uvas
stopped before noon bv the Turkish comnmissioner on the ground that it was inside
the village. I-e telegraphedI to Constantinople for instrulctions and oln August 4
permittel us to resume work.
Aug. 5-8. B3 the evening of Aulg. 5, the
top dirt was cleared off. By Aug. 8, a
series of walls was exposed, some of them
enclosing rooms with floors. Underneath
one was a vault (not clearecd then). Tlhe
debris containe(lI mostlyI Roman objects.
Aug.lfi6-31. (Cleared vaullt covered with a
flat roof of stone slabs. (Cleared westwards throlugh similar walls. See PI. 52 b.
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Sept. 12-15. Cleared out lowest levels to
rock. On the whole, a negative piece of
work. The strip was not large enoughl to
give a comprehension of the buildings.
The basis was a rocky slope. So far as
we could see, the buildings were Roman
below and later above. But rmixed in the
debris were also a few Hellenistic and
even Israelite objects.
XXII.

SAMARRA'S LAND, 1910

On the western side of the village members of Samarra's family were Ipreparing
to build a house on a field. This they
offered to let us excavate free of charge.
Sept. 1-5.

Removed surface dirt, and came

on a series of room walls. The floor of
these rooms was above the wRalls as preserved (showsn by staircase and doorsill
on the east). Removing the debris in
the foundation compartments, found several hundred Roman coins, glass, and
pottery, and a few Seleucidan coins, a
scarab, and other earlier objects.
Sept. 8-15. Cleared a second series of walls
under the late house and descended to
rock. See PI. 52 c (Sept. 12). The debris
here contained objects of Israelite to
Seleucidan periods.
The top house was late Roman or Byzantine. The lower was probably Seleucidan
or Herodian.
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52, 253, 265 10 ii 3672 52, 253, 265 10 jj 3673 52, 253,
4024 311bis 4030 + 233 13, 277 3 e
265 10 kk 3674 52, 253, 265 1011 3675 75, 260 15 1)
4031 234 19, 277 3f 4032 + 233 13, 277 3e 4033-38
3676 346 1 c 3677 380 I 6 b 3678 351 VIII 1 3679
b
12
357
c
3686
246 4039 372 H j 4040 246 4043 318 II 5 b 4044 311
380 II 3 c 3680 267 16 a 3681 374 10
c
3
347
4049 277 12 b 4053 82, 257 35 e 4055 366 D 4 4060
3690 259 7 c 3691 254 7 a 3693 266 15 a 3694
340 3 g 4062 320 12 a 4065 385 11 4066-4071 344 I 1
3695 316 D 5 3696 316 B 17 3699 349 IV 2 b 3700
259 5 i

3701 75, 254 3 a

3702 342 2 a

3703 335 6

3704 376 II 1, 401 3705 368 C 1 3706 277 10 3707
3708 75, 257 44 a 3709 279 26 a, 317 1 a
277 13 b
3714 367 10 3715
3712 81, 262 27 f
3710 378 11
381 IV 5 3725
3717
a
13
271
82,
3716
9
A
63, 377
a 3728 280 12
13
280
3727
m
F
343
3726
357 13 b
3731
3730 320 1 b
3729a 280 13 b
3735
b)
36
257
75, 267 9 c 3732 80, 257 36 a 3734 80,
81, 323 5 d 3736 277 14 a 3736b 382 1 min 3737 277 9 a
3738 277 8 b 3739 277 14 b 3740 277 8 a 3741 277 9 1)
3745 81, 259 8 i 3746 368 B 2 a 3747 368 B 2 b 3748
342 vv 3749 379 I 3 b 3751 277 14 k 3753 322 E 1 i

3729 277 14 c

3758 342 ai 3772 382 5 c 3773 382 5 I)
3775 322 E 2 b 3779 319 V d 3780 376 I 4 3781 342 ww
3785 258 46 a 3792 322 III 1 b 3793 322 E 1 d 3796
342 aj 3797 342 ak 3798 265 10 mm 3800 353 4 nm
3801 348 6 a 3802 357 VI 1 3803 342 tt
3754 322 E 2 a

3810 379 6 3816 348 6 b 3817 349 IV 1 b 3818 360 6 e
3821 321 II 4 b 3822 81, 266 6 a, 403 3823 321 II 4 c
3826 257 35 d 3827 272 5 3828 75, 81, 265 12 e 3830
75, 81, 260 10 b 3831 382 3 b 3832 357 VI 2 1) 3833
353 6 b 3840 343 F t 3841 278 16 3842 277 13 a 3843
3845 277 14 f 3846 277 14 g
3848 373 8 e 3849 277 4 a 3850 264 6 h) 3851 321 II 4 d
277 14 d

3844 277 14 e

3854 306 7 f 3855 233 4, 277 14 d, 393 3857 321 II 4 e
3858 385 16 3859 249 I 4 3860 278 20 a 3861 301 3
3862 63, 368 A 2, 401 3863 233 5, 277 14 d, 401 3864
238 61, 276 2 a, 401 3865+ 234 24,401 3866+ 234 24,
401 3867 236 44, 401 3868 246, 4(0)1 3869 346 1 (I
3871 297 (4) j 3873 235 26, 28116 3874 246 3875
236 43 3876-81 246 3882 384 1 3885 326 1 a, 40()1
3886 320 8 c 3887 386 12 a 3889 234 21, 277 3 a 3890
237 53 3891 234 16 a, 277 3 a 3892-3 246 3894
234 17 a, 277 3 a 3895 235 31 a 3896 236; 45 3897+
237 48 3898 234 16 i), 277 3 b) 3899 234 17 i), 277 3 I)
3900 23.35 30 3901 246 3902+ 236 36, 277 7 a 3903+

4075 232 1, 277 14 i
4076-8 246 4079 + 235 25 4080 + 235 25 4081-4 246
4086 379 3 e 4087 308 6 j 4092 372 H 1 4093 316 C 8
4098 311 4099 301 12 d 4103 322 E 1e 4106 247 C 1,
4073 84, 271 16

4074 347 5 a

4107 81, 376 5 1) 4109 79, 81, 262 26 a 4110
4112 278 17 4113 279 22 4114 302 17 f
4116 278 18 c 4117 278 18 ) 4120 84,
368 A 1 4126 385 12 4127 378 12 c
4125
266 6 b
4128 385 1 d 4129 84, 263 1 k 4130 386 13 4132 340 3 h
4133 344 H I c 4143 84, 265 10 nn 4144 84, 266 1 a
4147 385 II 6 e 4149
4145 369 4 h) 4146 361 1 b
322 III 2 4150 362 SII 2 a 4151 386 1 a 4152 321 II 4 f
334 6

84, 271 17 a
4115 342 xx

4153 362 XI 1, 365 22 4154 81, 260 10 c
266 6 c 4156 301 7 d 4157 301 2 d 4158 365
342 2 b 4163 342 af 4164 84, 266 4 a 4165
4166-4167 301 2 d 4168 3153 41 4169 301

4155 81,
18 4162
320 10 e
6

4170

301 2 (d 4171 237 54, 277 3 g 4172 84, 265 12 f 4173
353 4 g 4174 316 B 16 4175 286 11 4176 271 171b
4189 323 6 c 4190 374 10 g 4191 259 9 g 4197 334 2

4198 34(3 V 1 1) 4199 373 9 c
318 II

1c

4205 343 F o

4202 331 III 7

4206 323 6 d

4204
(d

4207 369 5

4208 372 I 3 d
4285 264 9 a 4287 267 9 d
4290 374 8 t) 4291 372 2 h 4292 372 3 e
4294 378 7 4295 377 A ) 4296 84, 363
350 t 4304 26i0 10 lh 4350 326 4 4351
4276 267 8 a

4289 342 am
4293 373 15i i
SIV 1

4297

342 an

4352

4354 373 11j 4357 371 8e
4353 373 15 i
e
4382 318 II 3 4383 335 III 1
4
334
b
4360
6)
281
4359
4387 360 11 d 4388 304 II1)
h
15
302
4385 323 6 e 4386
4389 380 II 4 1) 4390 343 F p 4391 343 F q 4392
316 E 1 4393 342 1e 4394 30(6 5 c 4395 343 G( in
342 no

4396 3.65 20 4397 303 21 4399 350)VI 2 :) 4400 348 1
4401 279 3(0), 318 6 4402 376 I 2 a 4403 301 2 e 4404
363 XIV 7 4405 303 27 1) 4406 84, 348 2 4408 319 III 1
4409 321 III 1 4410 321 II 3 a 4411 321 II 3 1)
4415 36(7 6
321 5 4413 31 9 V ce 4414 3584

4412
4441

414
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348 8 a 4442 340 3 i 4443 332 2 b) 4444 342 yy 4445
348 8b 4446 319 III 2 b 4447 357 13 ce4448 384 A 4
4451 347 4 d 4453 345 I 2 b 4454 343 F r 4455 2935 3 c
4456 342 ap 4457 370 G 2 b 4458 353 8 4459 373 3 (l
4460 381 IV 10 4463 375 n 4464 281 20 4465 318 II 1 a
4466 318 II 1 tb 4467 343 CG n 4468 343 G` o 4469
386 6 f 4471 380 III 3 4472 320 2 1 4475 250 4 4476
381 11I 8 c 4477 355 3 d 4479 337 V 3 4480 342 al
4484 341 4 g 4486 363 XIV 4 4489 382 2 b) 4490
345 I 2 c 4491 337 V 2 4492 320 9 4493 362 XII 2 b
4496 378 IN 4 4499 338 2 b 4501 326 5 4506 249 I 5
4507 316 E 3 4509 339 II 1 tb 4513 361 5 a 4514
372 1 c 4515 348 10 4517 353 1 c 4518 345 I 3 4519
341 6 4520 373 8 f 4522 369 5 c 4523 287 6 1) 4524
233 9 4525 233 12, 277 141 4526 233 11 4527 236 40),
278 18 a 4528 351 VII 4 d1 4529 366 XV 2 4530 367 8
4531 3770 G 4 4532 380 I 4 4533 354 10 4534 345: I 3
4535 282 16 a 4536 282 16 1)4537 376 5 ce4538 353 4 o
4539 342 al) 4543 353 3 c 4544 370 G 1 ) 4545 376 I 3
4546 386 22 b) 4547 386 6 g 4548 38666h 4549 386 t6i
4550 236 41 4551 236 37 4552 235 28 4553 235 27
4554 238 58 4554a 81 4555++ 235 29, 278 15 a
4556++ 235 29, 278 15 1 4557 246 4558 374 10(I
4559 370 71) 4560 342 ag 4561 375 o 4563 281 3 b)
4564 370 CG 2 c 4566 250 i 4567 342 ae 4568 353 6 (d
4569 371 9 e 4570 386 7 c 4571 387 II 2 4573 386 8
4574 353 6 e 4578 2337 4579++ 235 29, 278 15 a
4580 233 10, 278 14 rm 4581 238 59, 276 2f 4582
237 57, 277 3 h 4583 233 2, 276 2 g 4584 246i 4585
352 1 4587 249 1 a 4590 326 7 4591 316 (: 11 4592
350 VrI 1 4594 81, 377 A 10 4595 360 14 g 4597 361 8
4600 372 1 d 4601 281 2 b) 4602 301 12 b) 4603 386 6 j
4604 366 XV 1 4605 326 9 4606 334 4 d 4607 234 15
4608 234 14 4609 246 4610 344 H 1 a 4611 332 8
4612 374 1 4613 380 II 1 ) 4614 233 3, 278 14 o
4615 246 4616 237 47 4617 237 56, 280 11 f 4618
342 zz 4619 236 39, 278 19 a 4620 81, 385 14 4621
81, 334 4 j 4622 81, 326 7 4624 281 2 c 4625 281 3 a
4626 386 20 4627 238 60, 278 15 I) 4628 246 4629
237 52, 278 14 1i 4630 237 50, 278 20 b 4631 355 4f
4632 81, 376 I 2 b 4633 357 5 4634 354 7 4635 366 C 7
377 17 & III 1,404 4636 83, 257 38 I)4637 82, 256 28a
4638 340 2 4640 267 11 1) 4641 268 19 f 4642 263 1 1
4643 83, 256 33 a 4644 83, 255 15 a 4647 83, 265 12 g
4648 80, 265 12 h 4650 83, 256 24 a 4651 83, 260 15 (d
4652 260 12 e 4653 81, 267 9 e 4654 83, 266 2 f 4655
261 24 a 4656 259 8 j 4657 260 14 L 4658 :3'32 3 a
4659 318 5 4660 237 55, 277 3 i, 39)4 4661 237 51 , 3.94
4665 316 D 4 4666 385 13 4667 353 1 d 4668 26f8 19 g
4669 268 18 a 4670 355 1 4671 382 1 j 4672 380 II 1 c

4673 362 XIII I a 4674 370 F 1 e 4675 249 2 h 4678
250)j 4679 384 2 a 4680 357 VII 2 (d
4681 249 2 g 4682 370 1) 1 4683 24)9 2 b 4684 339 3 f
4685 281 3 c 4686 250 o 4691 322 I) 1 4692 343 F s
4693 3f63 XIV 8 4701 360 14 h 4702 357 13 d 4705
374 6 4709 361 10 4710 84 4711 256 32 ta4712 259 5 j
4713 265 11 a 4714 259 9 h 4716 260 15 e 4717 84,
260 15 j 4718 256 31 a 4719 249 2 (1 4720 249 2 c
4722 364 11 4723 378 III 3 4724 378 9 b 4725 380 II (I
4726 342 tad 4727 378 IV ;3 4728 363 XIII i 4729
372 HI 1 4730 196 1 4731 56, 89, 197 2, 25)0 3 4733
355 4 g 4734 329 4 f 4735 307 y 4736 365 21 4737
329 5 4740 250 n 4741 386 6 k 4742 387 III 4 4743
83, 254 8 a 4744 83, 263 1 r 4745 82 4746 53, 265 12 i
4747 53, 26;5 12 j 4748 271 13 b 4749 82, 262 25 a
4750 267 12 b 4751 81, 254 5 a 4752 89, 266 3 f 4753
82, 265 12 k 4755 84, 271 18 a 4756 84, 271 18 b
4757 256 27 a 4758 89, 271 15 4759 89 4760 262 29 c
4766 386 6 1 4767 372 2 i 4769 52, 265 121 4770 86,
266 5 c 4771 374 7 4773 367 9 4778 360 6 f 4780
316 (C4 4782 384 3 a 4784 322 IV 1 a 4786 350 VI 2 c
4789 89, 259 9 i 4790 353 4 f 4791 89, 266 5 d 4793
89, 271 14 4794 86, 259 9 j 4799 360 6 g 4802 3a54 4
4804 286 10 4805 286 II 2 4806 319 I 6 c 4807 85,
302 17 g 4808 85, 366 Cl 6 4809 81, 264 5 c 4810
256 31 b 4812 89, 267 12 ic 4814 267 17 a 4815 2539 6 a
4816 260 1 ) f 4817 83, 259 .5 k 4818 52, 260 11 1b
4819 52, 257 42 a 4820 258 45 a 4821 84, 262 29 d
4823 385 15l 4824 375 1 4826 255 16 a 4827 259 9 k
4828 259 9 1 4829 25.4 6 a 4832 302 19 4834 319 III 2 c
4838
4835 386 14 4836 352 4 e 4837 52, 2f65 12 I
85, 262 27 g 4839 52, 2f66 3 e 4840 342 ah 4841 347 5 c
4842 358 11 4847 316 E 5 4850 302 14 a 4851 286 II 1
4852 378 8 t) 4854 316 C 10 4855 363 SIXV 6 4856
366 D 3 4857 85, 376 11 2 4858 377 A 7 4859 345 a
4860 347 4 e 4861 345 I 2 d1 4862 249 I 8,326 6 4863
322 E 4 4867 85, 25t6 30 a4868 386 2 4869 366 C 5
4870 85, 255 11 a 4871 256 26 a 4872 301 12 c 4874
85, 252, 25,4 II 1 4875 267 9 f 4876 272 24 a
4877 267 15 a 4878 272 24 ) 4879 2726 4880 82,
2158 4 I) 4884 262 28 i) 4889 .316 D 1 4893 373 14 c
4894 372 2 j 4895 281 2 d 4897 384 3 h 4898 357 VII 2 e
316 E 2 4907 306 7 g
4899 311 4901 381 IV t64902 G86,
4908 307 :3 I) 4909 303 29 4910 38 66 n 4912 259 8 k
4913 263 1 in 4914 386 6 n 4915 386 6 o 4916 249 2 a
4917 364 12 c 4918 385 3 4919 386 6 p 4920 260 13 a
4921 36f4 () f 4923 372 2 k 4924 347 5 1) 4925 85,
'A238 6(5, 280 11 e 4926 328 21 e 4927 360 10j 4928
2;5 6 31 c 4929 3777 III 2 4934 386 6 (.
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REFERENCES TO NUMBERS OF DISCARDED OBJECTS
The explanation on page 409 applies to this Index also after substituting "Discard" for
"Registration."
5 318 II 1 f 6 325 VIII j 12 331 12 a 13 331 II 4 a 14
330 2 c 17 297 8 f 18 280 8 19 297 7 22 294 11 d
23 299 9h 30 276 2 1 31 302 12g 33 288 7i 39
279 23 b 41 276 1 f 61 282 18 64 277 S 8 g 65 306 6 c
66 282 19 75 301 2 f 77 299 1 d 78 276 1 e 79 306 6 d
83 293 3 a 92 281 21 b 93 282 11 b 99 293 4 h 101
290 10 c 104 302 12 h 107 306 6 e 123 288 7 ni 127
294 a 5 c 128 294 11 e 129 307 a, 308 51 130 288 12 k
135 327 16 b 136 307 b, 309 8 h 142 299 1 c 144
309 8 i 148 331 II 7 b 153 281 21 c 156 293 4 a 167
331 II 6 b 171 307 a 171a 308 5 d 172 307 a ) d
172b 308 5 e 174a 309 6 p 174b 307 e 174c 307 c,
308 6 n 174d 308 5 n 176 307 a, 308 1 c 177 331 II
10 b 179 297 4 e 185 307 a 188 295 7 b) 189 308
1 d & 5 m 190 331 II 9 a 194 309 9 c 200 307 f 200a
308 5 g 200b 308 5 h 201 294y I b 202 295 3 a 206
288 71 218 302 20 d 226 294 9 c 227 327 19 b 229
297 9 230 327 19 c 233 293 4 b 234 332 3 c 238 288
e1
c 240 326 12 b 243 277 4 b 244 297 4 h 246 307 b,
309 8 j 247 309 8k

297
788
809
835
282
328
331
919
943
954
966

254 307 a, 308 5 j 254b 307 b 260 293 4 c 262 297 5 8 e
265 297 4 i 276 326 12 d 277 302 12 f 278 302 14 b
279 302 12 f 285 306 11 c 287 302 12 f 293 331 II 9 b
299 327 14 a 301 331 II 9 c 305 327 17 a 316 301 11
320 380 II 1 g 323 295 6 324 288 10 b 325 297 2 b)
328 295 7 c 329 327 13 331 306 16 a 333 327 20 d
336 279 23 a 338 288 7 k 342 277 6 345 277 5 351
293 4d 372 294 9b 376 306 11 d 379 277 14 j 380
278 19 b, 330 1 b 382 281 17 393 294 11 f 395 280 3
396 250 y 398 282 13 399 283 26 400 288 12 m 403
329 3 c 405 250 x 408 307 b 410 329 2 c 411 306 6 b
412 297 y 7 f 419 279 1 420 250 w 429 327 20 f 431
249 1 h 434 249 1 g 438 249 1 f 440 282 14 444
327 20 n 446 297 -y7 h 450 280 9 451 250 v 452 250 s
453 250 t 454 288 14 461 250 p 463 332 6 b 467
282 9 476 330 1 c 477 276 1 d 483 306 16 c 484
309 81 488 288 12 1 488a 331 II 6 c 488b 331 II 7 a
490 301 7 e 491 301 9 492 301 7 f 496 282 10 500
277 13 c 508 309 8 m 509 293 4 c 513 335 5 d 517
327 20 e 519 365 27 520 295 7 d 522 397 1 c 523
299 9 d 524 297 6 b 528 331 12 c 536 331 II 9 d
1
540 281 3 e 541 276 1 bt
, 310 I 1 bt 542 276 1 c 545
277 12 c 551 330 1 f

1225 327 18 e 1251 330 1 h 1252 282 11 c 1257 281 11 d

567
293
281
660
674
712
731
299

4 f 777 299 9 i 778 299 9 j 779 309 8 n 786 326 10
295 5 1) 794 306 16 b) 799 299 (,9
e 800 288 12 n
297 5 f 810 297 1 b 811 297 1 a 825 306 17 1)
281 8 1) 836 281 4 a 843 279 24, 281 19 847
17 849 281 21 a 852 281 4 b 856 304 2 m 869
20 k 883 295 3 e 885 308 5)i 886 330 2 e 899
II 3 a 903 303 32 b 912 327 18 1) 914 297 5 c
304 2 n 920 304 1 d 921 306 . a 941 331 II o c
299 9 k 944 297 6 8 c 947 297 #5d 948 297 6 8 b)
331 12 d 955 283 20 957 282 12 958 277 4 c
281 7 a 974 306 15

988 330 2 f 1000 327 17 b 1001 306 5 b 1002 306 8 e
1003 306 17 a 1004 304 20 1017 293 4 g 1049 309
8 o 1053 297 2 a 1083 335 5 e 1085 306 11 e 1095
297 y 8 1112 297 4 (I 1113 297 5 e 1118 330 2 g 1142
280 10 1151 345) 3 d 1152 327 1S c 1155 328 201
1161 306 6 i 1163 :327 18 (d1166 304 2 p 1167 304 2 r
1168 304 2 q 1170 330 2 1 1174 330 1 i 1178 387 D 3 b
1179 328 21 d 1180 297 68 d 1190 250 q 1192 328
20 nm 1198 288 12 o 1203 297 y 7 g 1221 297 -y7 1
1275 332 3 b 1300 327 18 a 1301 283 25 1310 326 1 b
1315 297 y 7 k 1322 307 5 b) 1327 293 3 b 1335 331
II 8 a 1368 365 23 1379 288 13 b 1380 302 14 d 1390
301 2g 1391 301 5 1403 288 11 a 1405 327 19 a
1409 307 b,309 8 pi 1411 3()7 a, 309 8 q 1417 294 11 g
1419 307 g 1421 327 14 bi 1430 2.94 10 ) 1443 326 12 c
1444 288 10 c 1446 30S 6 f 1447 307 ,, 3093 S r 1460
331 II 6 (a 1461 288 7 j 1465 327 20 c 1466 308 6 f
1467 303 31 1478 299 9 f 1482 327 2() b 1497 326 1 c
1500 307 a

1500b 309 6 o

1500c 308 5 p

1500e

308 5.f 1506 282 11 a

1523 387 II 5 1524 87, 288 11 d 1527 330 1 a 1530
288 11 b 1532 327 20 a 1535 302 141 c 1539 307 a,
308 6 g 1541 299 9 g 1547 309 9 d 1556 250 u 1557
326 1d 1561 249 l c d 1563 329 10 1565 249 1 e
1567 294 11 h 1574 302 15 c 1602 331 16 b 1621
331 16 c 1627 380 II 1 i 1655 331 III 5 1674-1675
276 1 g 1677 279 28, 28-1, 317 2 1678 276 2 i 1897
306 4 a 1925 2(95))4 1927 301 4 1928 306 3 2017-2019
290 9)d 2021 2'97 3 2024 30)-1 38 2026 304 39 2034
301 37 2035 304 36 2041 304 35 2044 297 4 g 2087
294 a 7 a 2094 295 3 d 2095 290 14 2096 294 7 2 a
295 3 b 569 250 r 572 331 16 a 577 330 1 g 602 2097-2098 290 9 d 2100-2101 290 1;5 2102 290 16
2 612 331 II 4 b 615 297 10 624 286 14 625 2104 29)2 17 a 2105 292 17 b 2106 292 18 a. 2107
8 a 629 279 21 632 304 21 640 294 8 644 280 11 b 292 17 d 2108 292 17 e 2109 2902 17 c 2110 292 18 b
327 20 g 662 327 20 h 666 293 4 f 668 330 2 d 2111 292 17 g 2112 292 17 f 2113 292 19 2114 290 7 a
331 II 4 c 678 328 20 i 693 330 1 d 706 328 20 j 2115 290 7 1) 2116 290)8 a 2117 290 8 b1) 2118 290 8 c
295 7 e 713 330 1 e 714 281 6 a 717 331 II 5 b) 2119--2122 20'( 6 2123--2127 290)4 2125 290 5 2128
281 1 bh 746 281 5 753 294 11 c 754 297 5fa 756 290 1 a 2130 2!90 3 2132 290 9 at 2133 290 9 b 2134
9 1 757 294 a 7 b 758 297 5 b) 764 281 7 b, 776 20()9c 2136 2'90 10 2137 2490 11 2138
2 2139'290
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2143 290 1 b 2144 290 12 2145 290 13 2149 292 20 a
2153 292 21 a 2154 292 20 c
2155 292 20 e 2156 292 20f 2157 292 21 l) 2158
292 20 d 2159 292 20 g 2163 292 22, 318 4 c 2164 292 22
2165 292 23, 318 I 3 c 2171-2174 284 1-2 2188 279 25
2190b 284 4 2192 331 14 2193 331 15 2194 330 2 i
2209 330 1 j & 2 j 2223 331 II 5 a 2224 331 12 b 2225

331 II 10 a 2226 330 1 k 2228 303 25 a 2233 297
y 7 m 2234 2934 a 5 d 2264 306 9 2285 306 14 2289
303 26 2291-2292 303 25 b
2293-2297 301 12 e
2316 307 5 c 2322 303 32 a 2328 331 II 8 b & 11 23292330 331 11 2331-2332 331 II 7 c 2333 330 11 2370
331 II 3 b 2372 331 II 6 d 2427 288 12 p.
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III

TO PLATES

This Index gives the references in the text of Volume I (Parts I-III and Appendix) to the
photographs in Volume II. The references in Part IV are rarely included in the Index, since
they are accessible through other indexes. If, for instance, a reader wishes to know whether
Plate 67c is referred to in the text, he will not find it entered in this Index. But in the List of
Plates he finds that the registration number of 67c is 2425. Turning then to the Index of References to Registration Numbers, he learns that 2425 is referred to on page 285 6 a. In this
Index the number in boldface type gives the Plate; the letter following, the photograph on
the Plate; the next number or numbers, the page or pages, at times with page subdivisions.
These subdivisions are expressed by a capital letter and Arabic numeral, or by a Roman and
an Arabic numeral. Thus, 59 d 20 (C 30) means that Plate 59, photograph d, is referred to
on page 20, division C, No. 30.
Markings (as + or x) on the face of the photograph are
joined in this Index to the letter indicating the photograph. Thus, x on photograph a of Plate
3, referred to on page 145, is written: 3 ax 145.
1 a, b 93 2 a 150 187 396, b 36 94 396 bl 98 b7 151
3 a 94 98 146 396 ax 145, b 60 66 94 97 103 396 bl
94 4 a 187 396, b 65 396, G 41 62 95(arrow), d 60 65
67 97 396 dl 94 5 58 a 50 142 396 a8 140, b 50 397
398 6 a 396 a8 140 a9 177 alO 8, b 143 396, c 47 50
396 c9 177bis, d 142 145 396 d+ 146 7 a 40 50 397
a6 127 a9 180, b 41 50 51 396 397 b9 169 180, c 50
397 c9 169 180 8 a 61 101 llOter 396 al 94, b 101 110
397 b2 111 b5 128, c 58 61bis 97 101 llObis 397 c+
102 cl 94 c5 112 128-9 c7 112 129, d 58 61bis 97 98
397 dl 94 d9 177 9 a 101 396, b 107 397 b2 99, c 397
c2 99 108 10 a 50 177 178bis 397 a5 128 a9 178, b 50
178, c 47bis 50 397 c9 177 clO 185, d 47 50 397 d9
177 dlO 185-6 11 a 47 50 58 61 98 397 al 97, b 50 397
bl 94 b6 125 127 12 a 121(arrow) 159-160398 a+l
160 a+2 160 a+3 160 a+4 160, b 50 56 399 blO 187
13 a 160bis 398, b 398, c 56 399 c7 159, d 122 399 14
a 50 187 399, b 50 398, c 51 157 399 c+ 158 c2 107,
d 50 398 15 a 40 50 56 399 a7 158, b 37 65 399 b+
96, c 37 65 96 399, d 41 400, e 399 e6 125 16 a mObis
56 155 399, b 41 50 b6 125 127 17 a 50 170 174bis
185 402, b 50 397 blO 185 18 a 10 50 65 402, b 10 21
(31) 48 50 402, c 8 10 11 50 170 174 175 185 402, d 47
50, e 47 50 186 397 19 a 47 50 397 alO 185, ) 7 50
61 170 191 402 bl 93 blO 186 20 a 37 50 397 a8 147
149-150 a9 177 179, b 50 397 b8 149, c 402 c6 126,
d 108 112402
21 a 59 63 99 103 108 112 402 a2 100 a6 123 126, b 405
b3 119 b6 126, c 99 108 137 404 22 a 7 50 173 186
397, b 8 50 397 b7 138 blO 173 bll 8 186, c 8 9 50
c7 138, d 9 50 397 d7 138 dlO 173 23 a 50 397 a7 138,
b 47 50 53 404 b9 171, c 50 137 171 404 c7 137, d 59
137 171 404 d5 130 d7 137 24 a 53 404 a2 113 a5
130, b 50 173 397 blO 173, c 41 47 50 404, d 37
41 47 50 404 dlO 172, e 41 47 50 171 404 e9 172 25
a 50 103 105 180 400 a6 103 a7 103 153 a8 153 a9
103, b 50 103 105 180 400 b6 103 b7 103 154 b9 103
26 a 400, b 103-5 400 401 b+ 106 h2 98 99, c 40 76
103 105 180 400 401 c2 99 c3 103 27 a 104 400, b 105
400 28 a 40 50 125 401 a6 127, b 118 125 401 b3 118
b6 127 29 57 a 50 117 125 401 a6 127, b 117 125 401
b3 118 b6 126-7, c 40 117 402 C6 127, d 117 402 d2
417

108 d6 126)-7 30 57 a 400, b 68 402, c 125 401 c3 118,
d 125 401 d3 118bis, e 125 401 e3 118, f 402 31 a 50
400, b 47 50 400 32 a 50 400 a8 149bis6, b 50 400 b2
108 b9 169, c 401-2 c+ 253, d 50 33 a 47 402, b 50
400, c 58 400 401, d 116 401, e 116-7 401, f 37 100
109 116 401 f2 100 34 a 50 183-4 401 403 a+ 183,
b8 152, c 114 401, d 58 100 109 401 d2 109 35 a 50
403 a9 169 182, b 403 b2 113 b5 131 36 a 47bis 114
401, b 47 59 403 b3 118 b5 129 b8 139 c 47 37 a 403,
b 38 59bis 78 b5 131 38 a 47 50 403 a2 100 109, b 50
403 b2 100 109 39 a 50 404 a2 108 a9 169, b 59 404
b2 108 b6 124 126, c 57 404 e6 124 126 40 a 404 a8
139, b 50 404, c 47 50 404 c9 169, d 59 130 404 d2 99
108 d3 119, e 59 130 404 e2 99 108 e3 119 e9 169 41
a 50 59 405 a2 99 108 a) 130 a8 168 a9 168, b 50 405
b6 123 126 b9 169 42 a 199 40i5, b 199Ibis 201 202bis
40.5-6 b2 120 b7 16ti4 43 a 405-t6 a6t 132 alO 199 200,
b 406 b6 132 b7 165 44 a 201 405t, b 120 201 405 h7
164, c 405 c6 121 132 c7 121 165 c10 200, d 406 d6 133
45 a 120 199 201-2 205 405;-6 al0 204, b 201bis 202
405, b7 164 46 a 38 202ter 406 a9 202, b 209bis 211 398,
c 38 41 209 211bis, d 208 398 47 a 211-12 406, b 214bis
407
48 a 407 a7 165-6, b) 213 407 49 a 407 al1 213, b 2136is
407 bll 213, c 213bis 407, d 407 d7 165 50 a 214 216
407, b) 214 407, c 407 51 a 216 407, b 165 214 407
52 a 188-9 399, b 220 407, c 220 408 53 a 37 41 400-1,
b 41 405, c 41 400, d 39 40, e 37 77 402, f 37 405 54
a 397, b 132 402, c 40ti, d 38 406, e 559405 e2 99 e5
130, f 405 58 62 59 a, b 55, c 46 250(7), d 8 20(C 30)
21(n.7) 25(IV1) 46 176 251, e 11 21(31) 25(IV2) 46
175 251, f 21 (n.3) 251(1) 65-6662 73 h307(g) 74
c, h 309(2), g 306(7-9) 79 a-c 223, e, f 9 25(I V14) 176
85 c, d, f 7, g, h 5 86 a 7, b 7, c3 8, dl 10 d3 10,
el 9 26(IV16) e2 9 25(IV15), fl-3 11, g 10, hi 9
25(IV14) 87 a 10 al-2 9, b 10, c 8 10, d 10 11 d12 11,
e 10 el 11 e2 8 11 e3-5 11 e6 8 11, f 7? gl-3 8, h 8
88 a 8 al-4 8, b 7, cl 8, d 10 dl 10, el 10, f2 9, g2
10, hi 12 h2 10 h3 12 89 a, h 10, c 192(1113), g 25(L),
h 7 hl 18 (AINH-) h2 18 (FYMN-) h3 19 (OlAO-) h4
18 (AOHN-) 90 bh-2 11 b4-l() 11, e 8, fl 8, g16-17 20.
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